They ran three columns about the wedding. The bride, they said, was beautiful, the groom rich, and both families of fine lineage and tradition. But what they failed to mention was this: that the bride would never have been engaged, much less married, if she hadn’t discovered in time that she had halitosis (unpleasant breath) and promptly corrected it.

After all, halitosis is the fault unforgivable. Listerine, the safe antiseptic and quick deodorant, is the pleasant means of overcoming it. Is there a hint here for you? Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

LISTERINE CHECKS HALITOSIS
"Appalling!"

A DOWAGER AND A DENTIST BATTLE ABOUT A TURKEY LEG

"Sensible!"

(But the civilized way to build firm gums is IPANA and MASSAGE)

You know any matron would say: "That picture is disgraceful. I see no excuse for such outrageous manners." And she's right. There is no excuse—socially.

But your dentist will retort: "Excuse?—The picture needs no excuse! I hope everyone sees it. More vigorous, energetic chewing like that, and a lot of gum troubles would vanish completely."

Dental science points out this fact—our gums need work, activity, exercise... and our modern soft-food diet does not give it to them. It's our creamy, well-cooked foods that are primarily to blame for sensitive, ailing gums—for the more frequent appearance of that dental warning—"pink tooth brush."

"Pink Tooth Brush" is a warning.

"Pink tooth brush" is simply a distress signal! When you see it—see your dentist. The chances are relatively small that you are in for a serious gum disorder—but your dentist should make the decision. Usually, however, it only means gums that have grown tender and flabby under our modern soft food diet—gums that need more exercise, more stimulation—and as your dentist will so often advise—gums that need the help of Ipana and massage.

Ipana is especially designed to benefit your gums as well as clean your teeth. Rub a little extra Ipana into your gums every time you brush your teeth. You'll feel those lazy gums quicken. You'll feel new circulation waken the tissues and soon you'll feel a new healthy firmness in the gum walls themselves... So improve your good looks. Heighten the charm of your smile. Make a definite start toward complete oral health... Change to Ipana and massage today.
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(OUT MAY 22)
The Weird Love Story of Ida Lupino

It's one of the strangest and sweetest love stories ever told—the story of an affection that began in childhood and grew so strong that nothing, not even death, could break the ties of sympathy. You've never read anything like it before, and it will give you a new insight into one of Hollywood's loveliest and most promising young stars.
They were BORN to play these roles

You never saw two stars more perfectly suited to portray the “male-and-female” of this great drama of San Francisco’s bravest days! Clark Gable, owner of a gambling hell and Jeanette MacDonald as the innocent girl, stranded in a wicked city! Their first time together on the screen... and it’s an electrifying thrill!!

Here’s a love song for you!

It’s called “WOULD YOU.”

The composers of “Alone” (Brown and Freed) have written a new one called “WOULD YOU.” Try it on YOUR sweetheart for exciting results... but first hear Jeanette MacDonald sing it. The screen’s beautiful songbird also sings a thrilling number... “SAN FRANCISCO” in addition to “THE JEWEL SONG” and “MANON”.

Clark
GABLE
Jeanette
MAC DONALD
San Francisco
With
Spencer TRACY

Jack Holt • Ted Healy • Jesse Ralph
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Picture

See the “Paradise” hottest spot of Frisco’s most daring days... with Clark managing!

See New Year’s Eve revels in San Francisco... with champagne flowing in fountains!

See “The Chickens’ Ball”... with a pot of gold for the most popular entertainer!

See A gala first night at the Tivoli Opera House... Jeanette MacDonald, the glamorous star!

See San Francisco in flames... a roaring cauldron of death and destruction!
THE HIDDEN HOLLYWOOD

Giving you the real lowdown on what a star, away from Hollywood, really thinks about himself and his fans

By Frank Wire Carpenter

The letter on this page happened entirely by accident.

Every day for months when I have reached my office the desk has been snowed under with letters, photographs, manuscripts from girls in the towns where Nelson Eddy has recently been singing. And each letter and manuscript has been so fine, so definite in its indication of the stirring, exciting influence Nelson Eddy has left in those towns that constantly I have been set wondering how he, the star, felt about all this.

On Page 45 of this issue, you will see a story about Nelson Eddy's apparent jinx in movies. Why Metro has not planned one great production after another with this greatest discovery of the last two years, I shall certainly never understand. Though this has nothing to do with the letter below. That happened because I wrote Nelson asking him, finally, about his concert tour, asking if he had kept a diary that I might publish. His answer came at once, unassuming, spontaneous, deeply charming, gracious as Nelson himself. In fact, it seemed to me to tell more of the real man, of the person behind that great voice, than anything that has ever been written about him. Nelson Eddy, the real person, in his own words:


5. Girls. Girls! Mostly youngsters in teens. Pretty, too. At station, stage door, dining room, hotel lobby. One or two dozen always outside hotel room. Some bring lunch and sit on floor of corridor, Chasing in cabs. Following on trains. (I do not mean Barbara Clarke! She was a quiet, lovely girl, minding her own business, misunderstood by reporters. Victim of silly-season sob-sisters).


8. Mail. Stacks of it enroute. 4000 to 5000 a week to Hollywood and radio stations. (Hundreds hated that hat in "Rose-Marie!") Write 20 to 30 personal letters by hand daily. Can't handle it all. Secretaries must do the rest.

9. Oh, yes, almost forgot—CONCERTS! About 55 (Jan.-April). Packed houses in every city. Pits and stages crowded. Re-engagements flocking in. (Season 1936-37 already sold out. Booking for 1938.) This is a wonderful public that pictures give us, a public that deserves the best always.

Sorry—it's train time again. Must go. Miss seeing you. Crazy to get back.

Yours fondly,

(signed) Nelson.

In his own words (in fact, in his own handwriting) Nelson Eddy tells you about that concert tour of his.
Gloriously The Screen Surrenders to COLOR!

... in the first dancing romance filmed in all the breathless beauty of the new

TECHNICOLOR!

THRILL to a throbbing love story of Old California ... gay with the laughter of sweet Senoritas ... alive with the dash of bold caballeros ... atingle with the music and song and dancing of daring hearts aflame in a land of carefree adventure.

PIONEER PICTURES presents

DANCING PIRATE

A CAST OF HUNDREDS

featuring

CHARLES COLLINS
Dancing idol of Broadway

FRANK MORGAN
Laugh star of 50 hits

STEFFI DUNA
The girl of "La Cucaracha"

Luis Alberni • Victor Varconi
Jack La Rue • Directed by LLOYD CORRIGAN. Designed in color by ROBERT EDMOND JONES. Distributed by RKO RADIO PICTURES

★ You've never seen anything like the spectacular "Moonlight Dance" ... and a score of other gasping scenes!

"PIONEER PICTURES COLOR THE WORLD"

Hear the sentimental songs by the hit composers, Rodgers & Hart: "When You Are Dancing the Waltz" and "Are You My Love?"
$20 PRIZE LETTER
Ambition vs. Happiness

To Robert Taylor—what's all this ballyhoo about the "sad" love between you and Irene Hervey? If you're really and truly in love, haven't you the "guts" to take a chance for true happiness?

Ambition is to be valued, but what is it worth to you without happiness? Don't worry about your fans—we'd like you to show us that you have what it takes to fight for happiness as well as fame. And we'll be there to show your "studio advisers" that we become an actor's fan because of his screen personality and acting ability, not because of his availability for a stag line.

So, Bob—make a break, grab your girl while she's yours to grab, and just watch us fans stand back of you and make you boxoffice, because of it—instead of in spite of it!

Jerilynn Miller,
Claremont, S. D.

$10 PRIZE LETTER
A Vote for the Veterans

In two weeks I have witnessed two of the funniest, most entertaining, gloom-chasing pictures that I have seen in years. I am referring, of course, to Harold Lloyd in "Milky Way" and Charlie Chaplin in "Modern Times."

Now, I would like to know—is it a coincidence that these two comedy successes were produced and acted in by two old-timers, veterans of several decades of movie history? Or have we cinema citizens been forced to accept in the interim an inferior quality in a minimum of side-splitting comedies?

Whichever the case may be detracts in no way from my humble praise of these two artists and their splendid supporting casts. Please, Harold and Charlie, give us more, soon!

C. B. Barstow,
Dayton, O.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Here Comes the Army!

Being a movie fan, I love mostly sea pictures. I lived near the sea for thirteen years. As a result of the pictures "Here Comes the Navy," "Annapolis Farewell," "Shipmates Forever," "Follow the Fleet" and many others, I decided to join the Navy.

Because of a slight flat-foot, I wasn't accepted. I tried the Army and I just made it by a miracle. Many other fellows joined the Navy when they saw those pictures. How about some pictures of the U. S. Army? The Army needs recruits worse than the Navy. The Army has very fine points that would make a good picture. With James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, or Dick Powell.

Pictures of the Army Air Service, Engineers, the U. S. Army Band, or of the Infantry or Artillery or many other branches would make a fine show. Here's to the great Army picture!

Bernard Abramson,
First Engineers, U. S. Army.
Fort Du Pont, Del.

(Continued on page 84)
Hollywood Does A Mirthful Martial Musical Up 'Brown'

JOE E. BROWN joins the army and 'slays' the world as the head man of a riotous regiment of singing Sons O' Guns

Including Joan Blondell

Beverly Roberts, Eric Blore, Winifred Shaw, Craig Reynolds, Joseph King, Robert Barrat

Those thousands of "Bright Lights" audiences who demanded another song-and-dance show for Joe have had their way! Warner Bros. went right out and bought that famous stage musical 'Sons O' Guns,' equipped it with an uproarious cast and all modern conveniences including new Warren and Dubin songs, and a passionate apache dance number by Joe that stops the show. The riotous results emerge as the month's top entertainment.
Five... "Going on Three"

The DIONNE QUINTUPLETS, now safely through their second year

Since the day of their birth, "Lysol" has been the only disinfectant used to help protect these famous babies from the dangers of infection.

The very first registered nurse who reached the Dionne home, that exciting birthday morning in May 1934, had "Lysol" with her in her kit and went to work with it at once.

"Lysol" has been used in thousands and thousands of childbirth operations. For the danger of infection is high in childbirth; and doctors and nurses know they need a safe, dependable germicide like "Lysol" to help protect both mother and child.

But here is a record for "Lysol" of extraordinary importance. Following the most dramatic childbirth in medical history... in the care of the most watched-over babies in the world... "Lysol" has played, and still plays, a vitally important part.

Their clothes, bedding, diapers, cribs, even their toys, the furniture and woodwork of that snug, modern, little Dafoe Hospital... all have been kept clean with "Lysol," the effective, economical germicide.

Are you giving your baby this scientific care? Are you using "Lysol" to clean the nursery, bathroom, the kitchen, laundry, cellar... to disinfect clothes, bedding, telephone mouthpieces, door knobs, banisters, etc.? The scientific care given to the Dionnes is an example every mother should follow. Full directions for correct uses of "Lysol" come with each bottle.

During last winter's flood disasters, thousands of gallons of "Lysol" were rushed to devastated areas, to fight infection and epidemics. Doctors, hospitals, and Public Health officers know they can depend on "Lysol".

**NEW!...LYSOL HYGIENIC SOAP**

...for hands, complexion, bath. A fine, firm, white soap, with the added deodorant property of "Lysol." Protects longer against body odors, without after-odor. Washes away germs and perspiration odors. Try a cake, today!

**Lyso*

Disinfectant

GUIDANCE FOR WIVES AND MOTHERS

Please send me the book called "LYSOL vs. GERMS", with facts about Feminine Hygiene and other uses of "Lysol".

Name ____________________________

Street ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________

© 1935, Lehn & Fink, Inc.
ONE way of answering the question "What happens to famous movie youngsters when they grow up?" might be found in looking at the pictures of former child stars on this page. Some of these boys and girls go right back into the movies. There are quite a number of them in Hollywood today staging comebacks in mature roles.

Many of them undoubtedly remember the pleasant and exciting times they had when they acted before the camera as kids. They usually hurry to finish their schooling and growing up, once they are released from the studios, and rush back to Hollywood as quickly as they can.

Madge Evans was one of these successful child stars. She was quite famous as a picture baby back in the old silent days and did not leave the screen until she was ten years old. During the next six years Madge studied hard. She grew into a beautiful young girl and at sixteen returned to Hollywood and got a part in "Son of India," starring Ramon Novarro. She has been very busy at the M-G-M studios ever since. Her popularity is even greater on the screen today than it was when she was known as a child favorite.

Johnny Downs is another popular actor now headed for stardom in Hollywood.

Johnny started in pictures when he was a very little boy. As a member of the original "Our Gang," he has never forgotten the fun he had making comedies in those days. When we asked him about it, he said:

"I remember we had an old flivver we used in some pictures and all sorts of contraptions—things other kids would have given anything to play with. We got to see all sorts of interesting things and go to all kinds of interesting places.

"I learned almost all I know back there. 'The Gang' was a fine training school. I learned my trade right along with my reading, writing and arithmetic."

Nor is Johnny the only member of that famous original "Gang" in pictures today. Mary Kornman, who for years played the little blonde sweetheart of the crew, is now a successful and lovely Hollywood (Continued on page 116).
MOVIE MIRROR

THEY ALWAYS SAY THEY WANT SOMEONE WITH MORE EXPERIENCE...

-BUT THAT WASN'T THE REAL REASON SHE COULDN'T GET A JOB

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR TELLING ME ABOUT THESE JOBS, MRS. WHITE - I'LL START RIGHT IN TRYING TO LAND ONE, TOMORROW -

I'M SORRY, MISS BAKER, BUT I THINK MRS. WHITE MISUNDERSTOOD ME - WE REALLY NEED SOMEONE WITH MORE EXPERIENCE

NO, MRS. WHITE - I HAVEN'T HAD ANY LUCK. I CAN'T SEEM TO PUT MYSELF ACROSS. I WISH I KNEW WHAT...

MY DEAR, I'M GOING TO BE VERY PERSONAL. I THINK THE TROUBLE MAY BE YOUR SKIN. HAVE YOU EVER TRIED EATING FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST TO CLEAR UP THOSE PIMPLES?

SAY, MISS BAKER - I'VE GOT STILL ANOTHER TRADE - LAST FOR YOU -

MOTHER - I'VE GOT A JOB! IT'S WHERE ALICE WORKS - AND SHE SAYS ONE REASON THEY TOOK ME WAS BECAUSE THEY LIKED MY LOOKS! I MUST TELL MRS. WHITE!!

AND BE SURE TO THANK HER AGAIN FOR TELLING YOU ABOUT FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST!

Teenage Pimples

A handicap to YOU

- clearing of adolescence—from or even longer—many are troubled by pimples.

Important glands develop in the place. This causes dis- the body. The skin gets poisons in the blood irri- and pimples break out.

Yeast is often prescribed for or recent pimples. It clears out of the blood. Then

Take about 3/4 hour before regularly—plain, or in your skin clears. Start

- fleischmann's yeast

- fleischmann's yeast

- fleischmann's yeast
The Temples (papa, mama and Shirley herself) have a right to look pleased after seeing the "Captain January" preview, since Shirley is very swell in it.

HOT NEWS: Little Jean Parker surprised Hollywood, her guardian, and apparently herself, by suddenly marrying George MacDonald, a Great Neck newspaper man. They haven't made any plans yet.

Anita Louise says she is really interested in Tommy Beck, a 20th Century-Fox player, and that all other romantic rumors about her are false. She's seen everywhere with him every night.

Dolores Del Rio has left for London to make Doug Fairbanks, Jr.'s, "To You My Life" and her husband, Cedric Gibbons, will have to see the Continent alone. She's going to work during her vacation.

Torrid love—Marie Wilson and Director Nick Grinde.

Jack Oakie treated fifteen hundred residents of Yuma to champagne with which to toast the health and happiness of his bride, Vanita Varden, following their wedding in the Arizona town.

Mary Brian and Cary Grant are vigorously denying a romance as are Cesar Romero and Adrienne Ames.

Irene Dunne has moved into her exquisite new home in Holmby Hills where Claudette Colbert and Dr. Joel Pressman are her next-door neighbors.

Ann Sothern vacationed in New York, a fact Cesar Romero and Frank Milian bemoaned in Hollywood, since her No. 1 boy friend, Roger Pryor, also was in New York.

Howard Hughes continues to fly across the country at least once a week to take Frances Drake dining and dancing. In between times Socialite Winthrop Gardiner, who is Howard's best pal, takes Frances places.

It was John Gilbert's little girl, Leatrice (right), who went to the "Country Doctor" preview with Marlene Dietrich and her own little daughter, Maria Sieber.
YOU probably could never guess what the latest fad pastime of the stars is. Remember with what intense concentration you played jack-straws years ago? Well, that's it—jack-straws, only they have re-named it "Pull-Out Sticks." You pile up a bunch of brightly colored little sticks about eight inches long and then try to lift them out, one at a time, with a little hook without disturbing another stick.

There is scarcely a set these days where you cannot find at least one spirited game going full-blast.

**

FELLOW diners in the M-G-M commissary saw amusing proof the other day that these child actors, even if they do earn adult salaries, are still little boys and girls at heart.

Mickey Rooney was lunching with a couple of his pals. Little Judy Garland was sitting at an adjoining table with her mother. Finally the boys invited Judy to join them and then began an obvious series of dinner table variety of fence-walking and standing-on-heads as ever you saw. They balanced glasses, sugar bowls, salt shakers, knives, forks, spoons and plates in astounding pyramids, each taking more chances with Mr. Mayer's cutlery and dishes than the other. And each, naturally, with one end in view: To impress Judy with his cleverness.

Judy was a smart little woman. She oh'd and ah'd breathlessly.

**

THERE are tragedies in any well-constructed household, but Madge Evans is feeling pretty sad these days. Dissension within the homestead walls, and all that.

Madge recently had her two Scotties' heavy coats clipped in the latest spring fashion, but when she brought them home and sent them out to run around, her two Pekinese didn't recognize their Highland buddies.

What fur the Scotties had left was lost in the ensuing battle. No serious injuries, though, reports Madge.

**

TEA, Percival—and stir them dogs or I'll slug ye!" Quote from Richard Dix, every afternoon at four.

It's a nice incongruity. Dix made a picture in London recently, and came home so impressed with the English studio habit of stopping everything at tea-hour and rolling in huge trays of goodies that now he demands the same service on the Hollywood set. Which would be just dandy, except the picture is "Special Investigator" with no women on the sound-stage, and all the cast are made up as gangsters and tough mugs!
INSIDE STUFF (Continued)

The waiters at the famous Vendome are even more confused than ever.

Last month they spent every luncheon hour trying to think up a reducing luncheon for Joan Bennett who was trying to shed some of the hundred and thirty pounds she had accumulated.

This month they are frantically tearing about trying to think up fattening dishes for Joan who suddenly dropped to a hundred and four. Evidently they overdid a good thing.

CORA SUE COLLINS' big sister has a beau called "Hotelenger."

Upon her sister's return home the other day, CORA SUE informed her that a "Mr. Storehouse" had phoned.

"Don't you mean Mr. Hotelenger?" sister Madge asked.

"Oh well," shrugged CORA SUE, "I knew it was some kind of building."

HOW does it seem to make love to these beauties of the screen? someone asked Fred MacMurray. "Kind of goes to your head, doesn't it?"

"No, to my heart," Fred answered. "You see it only makes me love my own girl more."

Miss Lillian Lamont is the lucky lady.

I N the midst of a busy afternoon on the Paramount lot, a small fire broke out in the studio.

Fire engines, preceded by the fire chief, clattered and clanged up to the front gate in response to the alarm only to be met by the stern-faced gateman.

"Let's see your pass," he demanded.

"Say, we came here in response to a call," the chief cried. "We're here to put out the fire."

"I know nothing about that," the gateman argued. "You'll either have to show a pass or go round by the property gate."

The fire engines turned around in search of the property gate while inside the fire burned merrily on.

IT can't happen here? Oh, but it does and many, many times.

We mean the little business of Porter Hall who registered in a small bit in "The Thin Man." A Paramount scout saw Mr. Hall in that picture and had him signed to a term contract. Months went by and finally Mr. Hall was given a small part in a Paramount program picture.

Mr. Lubitch happened to see several of the rushes and went into a dither over Porter Hall's acting ability. Scouts were sent out in every direction to locate the actor, who knew nothing of the commotion.

Yes, you've guessed it. After days of hunting and searching they located him, under contract to their own studio.

IT serves Jean Parker right, but she's getting awfully tired of eating off the mantel lately.

You see some little kids on skates came to her door the other day and asked for autographs; Jean was feeling rather frisky and had to brag that when she was that age she was the best skater in the block, etc., etc. So of course when the youngsters dashed away and came tearing back a few minutes later with an extra pair of skates for her, what could she do but go out and show them?

She showed them. She strapped the things on and went whipping down the side-walk and forgot to jump a curb.

JOEL McCrea and Frances Dee are still the happiest married couple in Hollywood, but the fact remains that he kicked her in the face a week ago and as a result she had to stay home for nights with raw beefsteak on one peeper! Honest to Pete.

It isn't as bad as it sounds, though. The story is that Joel was clowning one afternoon, and decided to stand on his head. After a few tries he made it, then lost his balance. Crash! went Mr. McCrea—with poor Francis in the way of his number elevens.
WINNING the Academy Award has gone to Bette Davis’ feet instead of her head—at any rate on the day Hollywood up and gave her the gold statue she decided the eighteen sound stages on the Warner premises were just too far apart for walking.

Limping slightly, she went to an auto lot and purchased cash down for fifty bucks a dinky second-hand Austin, and now drives in the grand manner, if noisily, from set to commissary to dressing-room.

* * *

HENRY FONDA is a smouldering hunk of dynamite these days—makes odd motions at the sight of smoke and snaps your head off if you light a match.

The way of it is that James Stewart, who bunks with Hank, wanted to gain weight (he’s a little thinner than Gary Cooper and almost as tall) and Hank suggested laying off the nicotine for a while. James answered that it would take too much will power and of course Fonda came back with an offer to keep him company, remarking that he could use a little added poundage himself.

So they made a bet. Not one cigarette for three months and he who tops the scales at the end of that time wins the gilded egg-plant. Hank’s held out so far—but is he jittery!

* * *

LESLIE HOWARD and Bob Montgomery have cars as alike as the proverbial peas in the pod and oftentimes park them side by side on the M-G-M lot.

The other day Bob, about to start home, noticed a flat tire and rather than be delayed by waiting for a mechanic, turned to and changed the thing. Just as he was giving a last twist to a bolt Leslie walked up.

“Thanks so much, old fellow,” he said, “Awfully decent of you.”

“Why thank me?” Bob asked.

“It was my flat tire,” Leslie informed him.

One glance at the license plates proved him right.

Imagine! You can keep your whole wardrobe colorful... fresh... appealingly dainty all season long for less than a quarter! Yes, that’s all it costs you when you buy “Ivory-washables.”

And this year it’s so easy to find sports clothes, afternoon dresses—even evening clothes—that will come out of Ivory Flakes suds looking like new. Because many fine stores and dress manufacturers have arranged to have fabrics tested by 6 Ivory washings. So keep your “Ivory-washables” lovely with chiffon-thin flakes of the soap that’s pure enough for a baby’s skin. Your clothes will stay bright... crisp. And you’ll always be ready to go places and have fun!
Impossible to print a picture that would make its point and still stay within the bounds of good taste.

WHE'D LIKE to take some person who had just taken a harsh, over-acting cathartic ... and turn on the X-ray camera.

We'd like to print micro-photographs, too, of the tissues of the alimentary tract. We'd like to show you just what happens within you when you take so drastic a purge. If you could see those pictures, you wouldn't be likely to take such medicine again. You would be super-careful to take only a laxative that is correctly timed. A laxative like Ex-Lax.

WHY HARSH CATHARTICS ARE BAD FOR YOU

When you take a cathartic that over-acts, it throws your entire system out of rhythm. It hurries unassimilated food through your body, causing violent muscular action in your alimentary tract. You have pains and griping. You feel weak afterwards... all worn out!

Authorities agree that strong purgatives and cathartics should never be taken except upon the advice of a physician.

WHY CORRECT TIMING IS VITAL

Now, what happens when you take a correctly timed laxative like Ex-Lax?

Well, except for the relief you get, you hardly know that you've even taken a laxative. And that's as it should be ... You take a little Ex-Lax tablet, preferably at night. It tastes just like delicious chocolate. It works gently, taking 6 to 8 hours to be effective! You will have no stomach pains. You won't be nauseated. You'll experience no unpleasant after-taste.

In the morning your constipation will be completely relieved. You'll feel fine!

30 YEARS' PROOF

New laxatives constantly appear with miraculous promises. But, remember this ... for over 30 years, Ex-Lax has been the approved family laxative. More people use it than any other laxative in the world. You can count on it for mildness, gentleness, thoroughness, correct timing. A box costs only 10c at any drug store. Or 25c for the economical, family size.

When Nature forgets - remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

- TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE! -
(Paste this on a penny postcard)

Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 179
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Name...............................
Address............................
City...................................
(If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)

Tune in on "Strange as it Seems," Ex-Lax Radio Program. See local newspaper for station and time.

INSIDE STUFF (Continued)

ALTHOUGH he had never been able properly to identify the object, Stu Erwin had been perfectly happy for years using a strange gourd-shaped object, sent him by a South American fan, as an ash-tray.

The other night Stu had as a dinner guest a gentleman who has traveled the world rather completely. Stu saw him eyeing the ash-tray rather intently.

"I say, Stu," he said after a moment, "don't you think it is a bit—er—whimsical or something to be using this as an ash-tray?"

"I don't know," Stu said honestly.

"What is it?"

"It is a trophy held in high esteem by certain Amazon tribes," the visitor answered, "a shrunken and carved skull."

* * *

THE titled ones, or rather knighted ones, of England are feeling the frantic furore of movie star worship these days.

While in London, Boris Karloff had luncheon with his brother, Sir John Pratt, at the latter's club. Suddenly a waiter rushed up, and to Sir John's mounting confusion, seized him by the hand. "You never told me Mr. Karloff was your brother, Sir John," the waiter exclaimed. "You just slip in and out of here so quietly. Now you can expect real service."

Sir John was too overcome to eat. He still is.

* * *

CAROLE LOMBARD'S faithful "Fieldsy," companion and secretary, is frantically telephoning friends for bridge games.

"Come quickly before Carole falls in love again," Miss Fields urges. "Carole simply won't play bridge when she's in love. So hurry and let's get in some playing now."

Need we add Miss Lombard is between heart attacks?

Mae Clarke with Dr. Frank Nolan, the lucky man she is soon to wed.
Basil Rathbone (with neither wig nor rapier, for a change) leaving the Beverly Wilshire Hotel with his wife.

When Katie Hepburn learned to ride she took her lessons in riding breeches. Last week, though, she was asked to ride in her "Mary, Queen of Scots" costume, a comfortable little matter of five petticoats and yards of embroidered brocade—which even at her salary was too much of a good thing, thought Kate.

In the first place, the horse wouldn't let her get near him—it was pants or nothing, with him—and also Hepburn claimed she wouldn't be able to find the reins anyway, much less use them, in all that mass of material.

Which is just one more reason for holding up production on the new picture, already behind schedule because the loudly clanking armor of off-stage extras makes it impossible to get a perfect scene in less than six tries.

New England can well be proud of Viano Tobey—she has that wonderful pale gold hair... smiling hazel eyes—and her skin... well, she's proud of it herself and gives Camay most of the credit.

Mrs. Tobey keeps her skin soft, smooth and attractive with Camay. Camay can do this for you, too, you know. It cleanses thoroughly, but ever so gently... that's because it is made milder, far milder!

Just try Camay. Then see for yourself whether your skin isn't softer, smoother—lovelier to look at! And Camay's price is so very low you should get at least half a dozen cakes today.

Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

CAMAY
The Soap of Beautiful Women
INSIDE STUFF (Cont.)

FOR Pioneer's technicolor picture, "The Dancing Pirate," they needed a fierce looking buccaneer replete with mustachios and tattoo-marks—that stuff can't be faked under the new process—and after days of search they finally found just the man.

The scene was shot, with close-ups, and the cast went home. But from the projection room where the rushes were being shown that night came sudden groans of despair. The sequence was perfect; the fellow was swell and so were his mustachios; but the tattooing on his chest was a picture of the battleship Maine—and "Dancing Pirate" is set in California, in 1802!

LESLEI HOWARD has taken many a chance on stage and screen but the biggest chance of all happened during the making of "Romeo and Juliet." Romeo forgot his glasses and couldn't see to drive home.

Mr. Howard, who is extremely near sighted, discovered his loss after he had started home from the studio and from then on it was nip and tuck with Leslie and the Hollywood traffic. After several narrow escapes, he finally made it, feeling as if he had just completed a journey with Stanley through darkest Africa.

LITTLE Sybil Jason is in love—and you can't pass it off as a passing fancy, either. She's awfully serious about it.

The lucky fellow is Bob Vreeland, one of Warner Brothers' dance directors, and Sybil's going to get him if she can. It may take a few years until she grows up, but that's a small matter thinks Sybil!

MOVIE stardom has not gone to the handsome head of Fredric March, as witness his remarks anent the plans of himself and his actress wife, Florence Eldredge (who gave up being an actress to be just Mrs. March), to appear together in a play in New York some time in the near future.

"I'll have to be on my toes," he said, "because my name means nothing on the stage whereas Flo's was, and still is, a name to be reckoned with."

If you want to keep Jeanette MacDonald's friendship you won't mention the color blue to her for many years to come. She's blue enough as it is.

Jane Withers was given a big farewell party at the Assistance League before she left for a trip to New York. Standing—Tom Brown, Alice Faye, John McGuire, Claire Trevor, Brian Donlevy and Maurice Murphy; sitting—Jackie Searle (Jane's leading man), Janey herself, Arthur Treacher and Dixie Dunbar.

It happened at the studio, when Jeanette suddenly decided that the white hat she was to wear in a forthcoming scene would look a little better for the camera if it were darker in shade. Someone suggested sky blue and Jeanette agreed; the skimmer was rushed off to the wardrobe department and an hour later came back the prettiest azure you ever saw. Jeanette put it on and stepped under the sun-arcs.

But the dye wasn't fixed, and those stage lights are hot. Like mascara at a five-handkerchief show little blue rivulets ran and dripped-dripped-dripped off her chin. Incidentally the dye worked better on Jeanette's complexion than it did on the hat!

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 20)
These are the Sachets that make the waves that make you say "No experimenting on me... give me a eugene"

If ever you are tempted by a permanent that is "easier," "quicker," "cheaper," remember that the Eugene method is relied upon by better Beauty Shops all over the world... that it has been turning out millions of beautiful permanents for many years. When Eugene perfected the little Sachets that gently steam your hair, they were patented for your protection. They are plainly trade-marked for all to see. They contain a waving solution that cannot be copied. Whether you want an all-over wave, or little croquignole curls, or both, Eugene Sachets perform their work with certainty and sure satisfaction. Be sure they are used for your Eugene Wave. We will send you one free, so you may recognize them.

"There is no wave like a Eugene wave"
HOW HOLLYWOOD'S

Powder, Rouge, Lipstick

Accent the Beauty

of Blondes. Brunettes

Discover how you, too, like screen stars, can dramatize your beauty with Max Factor's new make-up, powder, rouge and lipstick, created in color harmony shades for every type.

MERLE

OBERON

In Samuel Goldwyn's "THESE THREE"

The Powder Shade That Can Make You Lovely... Max Factor's Powder in the color harmony shade for your type will enliven your skin with youthful radiance and give you a satin-smooth finish that lasts for hours, $1.

The Perfect Color of Rouge for Your Type... Rouge in your color harmony shade will give your cheeks an exquisite color because Max Factor has created it for your individual type. Creamy-smooth, blends easily, 50c.

Lipstick Shades That Can Make Your Lips Alluring... Max Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick in your color harmony shade will give your lips an alluring color that lasts indefinitely. Keeps your lips smooth, $1.

PRIZE of all the stories about Hollywood stars who have bought trailers or trucks to ride around in, is this:

Wallace Beery and his family were following a leisurely, comfortable course across country with home as their destination. They reached Detroit. They went through an automobile factory. Wally, standing beside a brand-new station-wagon, said, "I like this."

Mrs. Beery replied casually, "So do I." Then she bit her tongue—because Wally proceeded to buy the thing right then and there, and insisted on driving all the way to California in it!

LITTLE "Rickie" Arlen, Richard's son, is going to attain the age of three years in London this year—he has not yet had a birthday in his home country. Dick and his family are over there to make "The Barrier," GB's biggest production so far, and Dick will play in the British amateur golf tournament. GB has promised to hold up work on the picture so he can try for the cup.

ARCIA MAE JONES who, with Bonita Granville, made such an outstanding hit in Goldwyn's "We Three," may be considered an emotional actress among the adults but to her little school mates, Marcia is something else again. Instead of winning the praise she expected, she was greeted on her return to school with "Cry baby, Marcia. Cry baby, Marcia!"

WINI SHAW is taking a man-sized ribbing these days about her knitting. When the new pastime of all the...
The rocky road to romance is certainly proving rocky enough for Joan March and Tommy Lee, Los Angeles millionaire playboy. They have been playing that off-again, on-again game with love for well nigh onto two years with violent spasms and just as violent reconciliations punctuating the affair with remarkable regularity. (Continued on page 119)
HAVE you ever seen one of those old cookbooks that date from 1850 or even earlier? Glancing at recipes in these gives you a clue to the enthusiasm over "grandma's cooking." One cake recipe that I recall starts off happily with eighteen eggs, four cups of cream and about as much butter as we'd use in the house for a week! No wonder the food was rich and delicious.

It's no trick at all to cook with unlimited staples at your command, but housekeeping today is a different matter. We are too wise to overburden our diet with rich foods, and too good managers not to be able to plan for flavor and nourishment without disturbing our budgets.

Of course you rely on crisp cereals to give your breakfasts both the flavor and nourishment a healthy family needs to start the day. Particularly at this time of year when heavy, hot breakfasts are no longer necessary. And I'm sure I don't need to remind you that fresh fruits—bananas, all kinds of berries, and even dates, figs and stewed fruits served with cereal and milk or cream, are a splendid way of adding to the family's "protective" daily ration of fruit.

Whichever of the familiar breakfast cereals you prefer, remember they are all at their best when served crisp. Modern methods of packing insure their reaching you in this condition, but after the package has been opened for a day or two the cereal may need to be popped into the oven for a minute to bring back its original delicacy of texture.

Many people prefer their crisp cereals served hot with melted butter and salt. Did you ever try this? It's a change from the routine milk and sugar.

These crisp cereals were always thought of conventionally as breakfast foods, but the undoubted fact that they supply both flavor and nourishment tempted the modern cooks to experiment with them in other ways. The result has been that in many pantries you will find a whole array of these erstwhile breakfast foods sitting serenely along the side of the flavorings, the sauces and the spices. They have
been found to possess definite new flavoring qualities which delight everyone but which do not irritate young or ailing stomachs. This makes them particularly valuable when you plan for a family which includes children.

Unless you have already discovered the many things which can be done with cereals, you'll be amazed at finding you can make everything from candy to ice-cream with cereals among the ingredients—and with such deliciously different tastes, too. The other day, when I was in my kitchen trying out some of the best of the new recipes, I ended up with no less than seven different kinds of food, each dish new, inexpensive, easy to make. At least, it ought to be! Doesn't this puffed rice candy make your own? It's so light, so crisp, and it's good for you, too, yet so simple to make. At least, it ought to be!
Do you know the great denominator which unites in beauty such varied types as the late and beloved Marie Dressler, the glowing Dolores Del Rio, the adorable Shirley Temple? And do you know you, too, can profit by this secret?

Something MORE Than BEAUTY

HERE are three truly “beautiful” faces: Shirley Temple, Dolores del Rio and Marie Dressler.

But without a very real personality, Shirley Temple would be just another pretty child; without the exquisite spirit which warms Dolores del Río’s classic features, she would never have reached stardom; without personality—why Marie Dressler’s beauty wasn’t of the flesh at all! Physically, she was actually homely, and yet who can deny the beauty of that plain face, illumined from within by the beauty of her great kindly heart, which embraced all humanity with understanding, and love, and humor?

And I want you to take special note of the perfect grooming of these three people, for lack of grooming hinders the full expression of any kind of beauty. Order has a beauty of its own, wherever found.

You may not have a Shirley personality, nor a Dolores perfection of feature, nor have won as yet the radiance of soul that was Marie Dressler’s, but you can learn to be perfectly groomed. And, every day of your life, you are molding your face either for, or against beauty, by the quality of your inner thoughts, and by the attention you give, or do not give to caring for your complexion.

I’d been planning an article on faces for one of our summer issues, but just recently a new idea in facial care has been developed, and I want you to have it right off now, instead of months later on. This beauty treatment has been slowly but realistically evolved, and tested, and it works. I’ll admit the idea amused me at first, and you’ll probably laugh, too, but shades of Mrs. Grundy, it is a serious, definite means of molding and preserving the beauty of the face.

Just this morning, I heard from a girl who had written me such an unhappy letter during the winter. In part, this read:

“...My mother says it is just too bad about my face, but that I can at least be clean and neat.”

There was heartbreak in that letter, bitter needless heartbreak. When I answered, I said just what I have been saying here, and she was eager to take and use suggestions. The happy ending was told in the letter she wrote me later—her whole attitude toward life had been changed. So you see what can be done!

If others among my girls feel that their faces fall far short of the conventional mold of beauty, I want them, too, to realize how needless their discouragement may be. I want them to remember the lesson the three pictures on this page teach so graphically: That beauty is not entirely dependent on the shape of the features (which we can’t control) but on other factors, too, which we can control.
Wanting beauty in your life as it is lived so surely you are justified in describing fully and frankly any situation that has really happened.

In submitting manuscripts in this contest please always disguise the names of the persons and places appearing in your stories. These changes in no way reduce the fundamental truth of the stories and they save the feelings of many persons who objects are being mentioned in an identifiable manner.

With the exception of an explanatory letter which we always welcome, do not enclose photographs or other extraneous matter with your return postage.

As soon as you have finished your manuscript send it in. By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last minute landslide, assure your manuscript of an early reading and enable us to determine the winners at the earliest possible moment.

WRITE NOW TO GLORIA MACK:

She has been able to procure a description of the new "penny-a-piece" way to beauty, and will send it to you without charge. Have you beauty questions you need personal, confidential advice on? A new coiffure, a systematic way of keeping your skin free of blackheads, help on that reducing problem? Write her all about it, enclosing a stamped self-addressed envelope, and send your letter to:

Gloria Mack, c/o Movie Mirror
7751 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Movies of the Month

The reliable guide to the recent talkies with one check (✓) for good ones, two checks (✓✓) for those that are outstanding

The Singing Kid (First National)

You'll See: Al Jolson, Allen Jenkins, Lyle Talbot, Sybil Jason, Edward Everett Horton, Winn Shaw, Claire Dodd.

It's About: A big hearted singer whose troubles with women and crooked lawyers are fixed by a baby.

Al Jolson, again, and in right good voice, too. With a frothy romance, some swing tunes by Cab Calloway, a few crazy songs by those grand Yacht Club Boys and the antics of little Sybil Jason, the picture is good musical entertainment. Here is another chance for that newcomer, Beverly Roberts. We're wondering how you will like her.

Al Jolson, a top-flight musical entertainer in love with beautiful Claire Dodd, is being double-crossed romantically because Claire is really in love with his lawyer (Lyle Talbot) who finds it simple to take excellent financial care of her as long as Al's money holds out. When Claire and Lyle run out and leave Al holding the sack, he loses his voice, his position and his money and is sent away to the mountains for rest. There he meets newcomer Beverly Roberts who, aided by the clever handling of missy Jason, contrives to bring back not only Al's voice but his smile as well.

Of course there is plenty of song by Al and while the music isn't too good he seems to be singing better than ever. The Yacht Club Boys will make you cheer (as don't they always) and Cab Calloway swings it as it should be swung. Watch for the sequence where the boys try to show Jolson that his mammy songs are out-moded—it's a wow. All the performances are adequate.

Your Reviewer Says: Some will rave, but we applaud mildly.

✓✓ Great Ziegfeld (M-G-M)

You'll See: William Powell, Myrna Loy, Luise Rainer, Frank Morgan, Virginia Bruce, Reginald Owen, others.

It's About: A man named Ziegfeld who came out of a honky tonk to glorify the American girl and who in the process made entertainment history in America.

In these three breath taking hours of mingled biography, drama, music, and spectacle, Hollywood has reached a peak in entertainment magnificence in good taste, intelligent handling of a subject that could have been vulgar and too lavish. "The Great Z" is a must picture.

William Powell as the dynamic manager of a strong man act, who has an idea and who builds that idea into the famous Follies, gives one of his best performances. A fascinating anomaly of genius and eccentric whimsy, he flashes upward in a career that lives for and on beauty; his search for it carries him through romances with Anna Held (Luise Rainer) whom you'll rediscover, and into lasting happiness with Billie Burke (Myrna Loy). Woven into this story are musical numbers that will send shivers through you, yet so beautifully integrated with the actual plot that they do not stand out as interpolations.

Faced with the task of portraying people still fresh in the memories of 1936 audiences, each member of the cast gives a sincere, restrained portrait in which there is no sense of ludicrous mimicry. The whole production, scheduled for road show production, is superlative.

Your Reviewer Says: One of the best pictures ever to come out of Hollywood. It's worth every minute of your time and every penny of your admission price.

✓✓ The Moon's Our Home (Paramount)

You'll See: Henry Fonda, Margaret Sullavan, Margaret Hamilton, Henrietta Crosman, Beulah Bondi, Charles Butterworth, others.

It's About: A spoiled girl movie star, a spoiled male author and what happens when, incognito, they meet in the woods.

This is what is called "a woman's picture" meaning a story of love, romance, quarrels and laughter. If that combination charms you (and it does us) this production will enchant you.

Margaret Sullavan is a temperamental lass who longs to get away from...
Hollywood, its glitter, its falseness. Henry Fonda is a handsome writer who hates adoring women, who longs for the primitive. He and Margaret meet by accident, fall in love at sight, don't recognize each other, exchange false names, appear at the same mountain resort, fall more in love, and don't dare reveal their true identities.

It's romance all the way, with much gay laughter and even a sad moment now and again. Everybody in it is grand.

Your Reviewer Says: For all lovers of love stories.

✓ Broadway Playboy (First National)

You'll See: Warren William, June Travis, Barton MacLane, Gene and Kathleen Lockhart, others.

It's About: A home-town pal who accepts his city friend's invitation to be best man, and then by his "Main Street" attitude nearly ruins everything.

Nicely adapted from a well-known play by George M. Cohan, this human little comedy is definitely one for the family to see. Gene Lockhart, as the stubborn hayseed, is convincing and at times subtle; accompanied by Kathleen Lockhart, who portrays his wife in the story, he walks away with the show.

Warren William is the amazingly successful broker engaged to a better-type nightclub singer (June Travis). Lockhart, putting together a lot of imaginary two's in his effort to get four, decides the singer and her family are taking Warren for a ride. He insults everybody, succeeds in breaking the engagement and provides all the gay suspense. The whole is amusing and well-cast.

You cannot fail to meet yourself somewhere in this story—in the funny pathetic Lockhart, in the casual Warren William, or at least in the misunderstood singer's misunderstood family. It's not a great picture, but it's a good one.

Your Reviewer Says: See it if you're in a pleasant, undramatic mood.

✓ Mr. Deeds Goes To Town (Columbia)


It's About: A very sane man who is tried for insanity, because he knows what to do with $20,000,000.

This is a direct appeal to your intelligence, so engagingly refreshing that even the most sophisticated audience will titter with delight. It combines naive simplicity with clear, chiseled wisdom; it is a happy picture, poignant without being sloppy.

It begins with the crash that kills rich old Mr. Semple. You begin to smile when oily law shark John Cedars...
If you're interested in love, you'll adore Margaret Sullavan and Henry Fonda in "The Moon's Our Home." "The Singing Kid" is Al Jolson's best musical, with Claire Dodd and tiny leading lady, Sybil Jason.

(Douglas Dumbrille), discovers that small-town Longfellow Deeds (Gary Cooper) is the heir to twenty million dollars and then, during the next hour, you follow brilliant dialogue and smooth action for all you're worth. Longfellow goes to New York and is surrounded by leeches, made fun of in the newspapers, gets fed up, tries to give his money to the farmers and finally is tried for insanity in one of the best courtroom sequences to reach the screen. The ending is very gay. Gary Cooper, acting sincerely and well, proves conclusively that he can portray a subtle character subtly. He has never been better. You may catch reverberations of political significance in the more timely episodes, but the whole picture is presented in such a detached, logical fashion that no one could possibly object. Jean Arthur, Lionel Stander, in fact all the cast, collaborate beautifully.

Your Reviewer Says: It's a swell picture; if you ignore it, you ignore a real entertainment.

✓ Sutter's Gold (Universal)

You'll See: Edward Arnold, Lee Tracy, Binnie Barnes, Katherine Alexander, John Miljan, Robert Warwick, Harry Carey.

It's About: The life story of John Sutter, a Swiss refugee, who was the first discoverer of gold in California.

As a corporal in the Swiss Guard, playing away at his flute in the village inn, John Sutter (Edward Arnold) runs afoul of murder and flees the country, leaving behind his wife (Katherine Alexander) and their two children. In America, his many experiences, bitter and glorious in turn, begin with his first job driving a horse car in New York and end under the shadow of the capitol in Washington.

With him in his travels by covered

The finest musical of the month (or almost of the year for that matter), "The Great Ziegfeld" with girls, Bill Powell, more girls, Myrna Loy, music, Luise Rainer, and legs. The best historical picture, "Sutter's Gold," a thrilling epic of the California gold rush, with Edward Arnold starring, plus Lee Tracy and Binnie Barnes. The best love story, "The Moon's Our Home." It's also a comedy and all very swell with Margaret Sullavan and Henry Fonda (those ex-love birds) opposite one another. The slickest comedy bit of the month, Cary Grant flirting with himself in "Big Brown Eyes." The whole production is slick and presents Joan Bennett in a new type role. "Two in Revolt" is the poor title of an excellent and unusual animal picture. And finally you simply must see "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," made by Frank Capra, who made those swell comedies, "It Happened One Night" and "Broadway Bill." "Mr. Deeds" stars Gary Cooper and it's elegant.

PICTURES in the CUTTING ROOM

Advance Tips on Tomorrow's Talkies

COLUMBIA

Queer Money. Announced as the only authentic picture about counterfeiting and its connection with the U. S. Treasury. G-Men trace the offenders to the far corners of the earth. Chester Morris in the lead.

M-G-M

Romeo and Juliet. This is the biggest production Metro has ever made, with $4,000,000 already spent on it and more to come. Norma Shearer plays the wistful Juliet, Leslie Howard her balcony-climbing Romeo and John Barrymore is Mercutio. If time and effort and money are indications, it will be grand.

PARAMOUNT

Florida Special. This film promises speed and adventure aboard a crack Eastern train, which carries $11,000,000 of diamonds. Jack Oakie, Frances Drake and Sally Eilers are in the cast.

RKO-RADIO

Dancing Pirate. A musical comedy about the troubles of a Boston dancing teacher who is shanghaied by pirates and brought to California in 1820. Looks like an elaborate calor offering.

20th CENTURY-FOX

Road to Glory. Fredric March, June Lang and Warner Baxter are in this screen version of the popular novel with a war background. Baxter goes blind, and there will be plenty of thrilling moments.

WARNER BROTHERS

Hearts Divided. Marion Davies and Dick Powell in a historical romance about Napoleon's brother and a Louisiana beauty. Plenty of songs by Dick.
wagon to the Middle West goes Lee Tracy, his constant companion. They travel to Mexico, enduring hardships and heartaches, establishing finally a tiny kingdom north of Mexico which later becomes a part of California. The finding of gold and the wild feverish rush over the land of John Sutter brings about the final episodes in his colorful career.

Edward Arnold is splendid. Binnie Barnes as the woman he loved gives a strong characterization. Colorful and historical characters parade throughout.

Your Reviewer Says: For those who enjoy biographical pictures, this will be more than interesting entertainment.

**Big Brown Eyes (Paramount)**

You'll See: Joan Bennett, Cary Grant, Walter Pidgeon, Isabel Jewell, Lloyd Nolan, Douglas Fowley, others.

It's About: A manicurist who turns newspaper woman and helps her police sergeant boyfriend win his captain's bars.

A swell story that bubbles over with amusing situations and sparkling dialogue, with just enough fast action and heavy drama sandwiched in to make it well rounded entertainment.

Joan Bennett plays the pretty blonde manicurist who is now and then in love with Policeman Cary Grant. When he gets in a smart aleck mood, she quits him and when he finds himself in a jam she rushes back. Between moods, they use the well-known lovers'-spat technique. When a baby is murdered during a gangster bout and Grant is assigned to the case, Joan quits her job and takes a newspaper reporter's position so that she can help him over the hurdles. Gangsters, hoodlums, murders and a phony private detective serve to keep the chase lively and, at times, hilariously funny. One of the real laughs of the month comes when Cary tries to make up with Joan by impersonating a woman's voice—talking to Policeman Grant of love and such.

Joan Bennett is right cute as Miss Manicurist to the rescue. She has a flair for comedy and is even prettier than usual. Cary Grant gets a lot of real laughs out of his role and should rate your applause. Walter Pidgeon and Isabel Jewell handle the supporting parts in fine shape. And you are going to see some real, honest gangster types for a change.

Your Reviewer Says: Recommended for an evening of laughs and good fun.

**I Married A Doctor (Warner Brothers)**

You'll See: Pat O'Brien, Josephine Hutchinson, Ross Alexander, Guy Kibbee, Louise Fazenda, Ray Mayer, Olin Howland, Robert Barrat, Margaret Irving. (Continued on page 86)

NOW Pond's softens the harsh glare of the sun on your skin . . . flatters you—with new "Sunlight" powder shades. "Sunlight" shades are scientifically blended to catch only the softest rays of the sun . . . give you in glaring summer, the becoming color of soft spring sunshine itself! Flattering with lightest tan, deep tan, or no tan at all! Completely away from the old dark "sun-tan" powders.

MONEY-BACK TRIAL—Try Pond's Sunlight shade (Light or Dark). If you do not find it more flattering than ordinary sun-tan shades, send us back the box and we will refund purchase price plus postage. Pond's, Clinton, Conn.

1 Sunlight Shades—Light, Dark. Glass jars, $0.35, 70c. New big boxes, 10c, 20c.
I had been on the bum in Hollywood about seven months. I had come out from Connecticut. Maybe for the fun of it and maybe I was looking for work but—outside of a job washing dishes for my room and board, and that job only lasted four days—fun and work are two things I seemed to have missed out on. So I’d been sleeping in auto-parks and jails, and every now and then I hit up a back door for something to eat. Oh, I got by, somehow.

Along in September I teamed up with a kid from New York. I don’t know what his name was, but I called him “Shorty.” He was a sawed-off little runt, hard as nails, and he said he’d been out to Brentwood and hit up the stars’ back doors. Shorty said, and so we headed for their neighborhood. Well, we hit up your maid,” Shorty said, “and she told us to wait here and she’d find something for us to eat.”

There were two sandwiches, made of scrambled eggs and bacon, and two bananas and four oranges. We took the sandwiches, and they sure tasted good. Then we ate the bananas, and thought we’d better save the oranges for later.

The maid came out with some food in a paper bag. There were two sandwiches, made of scrambled eggs and bacon, and two bananas and four oranges. We took the bag and went out in front and sat on the curb. First we ate the bananas, and thought we’d better save the oranges for later.

We stuck around about fifteen minutes longer and then decided we’d hit up the maid for something to eat. We asked if she had any work we could do for a handout, and she said she didn’t have any work but she’d feed us anyway. She told us to go around to the side door and wait, so we did.

While we were standing there near the side door, Clark Gable came up to the house from the garage. He was wearing a pull-over sweater and a brown hat and some tan-looking slacks. He had some riding boots and other stuff under his arm.

As he came up to us he grinned a big grin, just as friendly as you please, and hollered, “Hiya, there, guys!”

We asked, “Hello, Mr. Gable!” From then on, I just stood there kind of embarrassed and let Shorty do most of the talking.

“You’re from Cadiz, Ohio, ain’t you, Mr. Gable?” Shorty asked.

Mr. Gable looked at him sort of funny. “Yeah,” he said, “are you from there, too?”

Shorty explained that he was from some little town near Cadiz. I think he was lying about it, but it didn’t make any difference. “What did you do?” asked Mr. Gable. “Come out here looking for work?”

We both said we did. “It’s tough,” Mr. Gable said.

He kind of sighed. “Have you kids had anything to eat lately?”

“Well, we hit up your maid,” Shorty said, “and she told us to wait here and she’d find something for us to eat.”

Mr. Gable chuckled a little, and said, “Yeah, she’ll fix it up so you’ll have some grub.” Then he went on into the house, and the maid came out with some food in a paper bag. There were two sandwiches, made of scrambled eggs and bacon, and two bananas and four oranges. We took the bag and went out in front and sat on the curb. First we ate the sandwiches, and they sure tasted good. Then we ate the bananas, and thought we’d better save the oranges for later.

We just sat there on the curb for awhile, talking about how we wished we were Clark Gable, and how friendly he had treated us; and pretty soon he backed out of the driveway in his convertible coupe. We hollered at him and asked him if he was going to town.

He said, “Yeah, get in, boys. I’ll take you as far as Beverly Hills.” He’d changed clothes, and he had on a white riding outfit and some sun glasses.

Shorty got in the seat first and I climbed in on the outside, and in a minute we were driving along like a couple of big shots. He kept the needle on the speedometer around thirty miles per hour, and I said, “Let’s see how fast you can make this thing go, Mr. Gable.” But he said no can do,
on account of the curves, and kept on holding it at thirty.

"Yeah, I did," Mr. Gable told him, "but I got rid of them. They cost me too much dough."

Shorty said he had been on the stage in New York, playing small parts, and what was the chances of getting a job in some local outfit? Mr. Gable told him it was tough to get in at the studios out here. Plenty tough.

"You ought to go back to New York and try again," he said, "The stage is your best chance. If you're good, a studio scout will spot you.

"The first time I came out here," he said, "I got a few jobs, but most of the time I nearly starved to death. Sometimes I didn't think I could even get a job in a sideshow. it was so tough. Finally, I hopped a freight train and went back East.

"I did that a couple of times, and when it seemed as if I wouldn't get to first base around here I'd hop the rattlers and go on the stage again."

Then he said, "How'd you guys get out here?"

"Freights," we told him.

"How're the roads?" he wanted to know. "Still hot?"

"Yeah, pretty hot," we said.

"Yeah, they were hot when I went over them, too. Did you make Lincoln Heights bastille when you blew into L. A.?"

We said we didn't.

Then I said, "But I made eleven days in a jail in Virginia on the way out here."

We were coming through Bellaire at the time, and Mr. Gable bust out laughing at my crack about the eleven days.

"Why is it that so many stars are stuck up?" Shorty asked him.

Mr. Gable laughed.

"Well, you know, I hit up one of them for a quarter in front of the Brown Derby," Shorty said, "and he turned me down."

Mr. Gable laughed some more.

Then Shorty said he had talked to Charles Laughton the day before, and Laughton had told him to hit up Harry Revel for a job.

"You did?" Mr. Gable seemed surprised. "Why, that's funny; Charles Laughton has been in England for two weeks!"

Shorty looked dumbfounded.

"But, who's this guy at the Plaza Hotel, then?" he argued. "There's a fellow there who looks like Charles Laughton and goes around signing autographs with that name!"

"Oh, he's just a phoney," Mr. Gable said.

Shorty yelled, "Well, can you feature that?" and Mr. Gable said, yeah, he could feature it, that there were a lot of phonies in Hollywood.

"I hit up quite a few of the stars, and they always act stuck-up," Shorty claimed. And (Continued on page 98)
Love as burning as Sahara's Sands

From Ouida's romantic novel of the French Foreign Legion, flashes this glorious spectacle-drama of men's heroism and women's devotion, enacted by one of the greatest casts the screen has ever seen.

UNDER TWO FLAGS

starring Ronald COLMAN

Beau Geste

featuring Claudette COLBERT

It Happened One Night

VICTOR McLAGLEN

The Informer

ROSALIND RUSSELL

Rendezvous

with GREGORY RATOFF • NIGEL BRUCE • C. HENRY GORDON • HERBERT MUNDIN

AND A CAST OF 10,000

a DARYL F. ZANUCK 20th CENTURY PRODUCTION

(Les Misérables , House of Rothschild)

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

Directed by Frank Lloyd (Cavalcade, Mutiny on the Bounty)

Associate Producer Raymond Griffith • Based on the novel by Ouida
MOVIE MIRROR'S PERSONALITY PARADE

After two years of planning for "Mutiny on the Bounty," Bob Montgomery had to take a long vacation for his health, thus giving Franchot Tone the opportunity of a lifetime. But now Bob's back, co-starring with Myrna Loy in "Petticoat Fever"—and it's Myrna's turn to take a rest, after making four films (two of them at once) in a few short months.
Her last starring picture for GB, "Secret Agent," with Peter Lorre as "the Hairless Mexican" and John Gielgud as Somerset Maugham's famous detective, Ashenden, will soon be released over here. She's going to try her luck in American films once more, too, this time for Walter Wanger.
When 20th Century-Fox's new importation, Simone Simon, was too ill to finish "Under Two Flags," Claudette fell heir to the beloved role of Cigarette, played by Theda Bara and Priscilla Dean in silent days. After a New York vacation, she returns to Paramount, who has her under contract.
After many moons of playing menace roles with such suavity and undeniable appeal that he set all the little girls' hearts a-patter, Cesar is being groomed for romantic stardom by Universal, for whom he has just completed assignments in "Love Before Breakfast" and "Unconscious."
Agitation to include her work in "Of Human Bondage" in last year's Academy Award nominations started too late and she placed fourth, but she ranked tops this year for "Dangerous," while her role in "The Petrified Forest" proves she doesn't have to play hysterical, vicious women to score.
HE STARTED-
By Stopping
BROADWAY

At last! The story of Fred Astaire, the
theatrical freshman of Broadway—before
Hollywood’s top hat, white tie and tails

By KATHARINE HARTLEY
In one of the executive offices at RKO hangs a photograph of Fred Astaire on which he has scribbled: “To Dave Dreyer—in memory of those good old days at Room 18!” The story behind that inscription is a story about Fred Astaire which has never been told before.

But first, let me place Dave Dreyer for you, since it’s Dave who tells us the story. Today Dave Dreyer is contact man for all the song writers doing business with—or wanting to do business with—RKO. Some years ago he was a song writer—“Me and My Shadow,” “Rainbow Around My Shoulder,” “Cecilia” and “Second Hand Rose”—just to mention a few of his hits. But before his song-writing days he was an actor, and it was as an actor that he first met and knew Fred Astaire.

Yes, and that was back in the good old days at Room 18. Room 18, as all the theatrical world knows, was the star dressing room “on the first floor, just off the stage, on the left” at the famous Winter Garden Theater in New York. All the headliners of the past twenty or twenty-five years have hung their hats there at one time or another—Jolson, Cantor, Will Rogers, Joe Cook, and so on. Down the list it was the largest and the best dressing room in the place, and no one ever questioned the star’s right to claim it.

That is, no one ever did until the first “Passing Show” came along—and then it was not so much questioning the star’s right that made the trouble as questioning who was the star! In that show were two fellows by the name of Willy and Eugene Howard who claimed the honor. There were two other fellows—Charlie Ruggles and Frank Fay—who also claimed the honor. And there were still two more fellows—Sam White and Lew Clayton—who claimed they should have the honor. In fact the only person around there who didn’t claim the honor was the sixteen-year-old kid dancer, Freddy Astaire!

While the fight was going on inside Room 18, Freddy sat on his suitcase outside in the hall, waiting to see Stanley Sharpe. Sharpe was the manager, and he would tell Freddy where to put his things—if and when he ever came out of that fracas alive. There was a steady stream of trunks flying out the door, and occasionally something that looked like a human being would come flying out after the trunk, pick itself up, and go back for more. Freddy shook his head, and on his face was an expression very similar to that lovely blank one that Stan Laurel wears so well. In all his seven years in vaudeville Freddy had never seen or heard a hullabaloo like this.

Presently it died down a little and Stanley Sharpe appeared, holding one hand over one eye. “Well, we settled it,” he groaned. “Room 18 is not the star dressing room anymore. The men will all share it from now on.”

“Me too?” asked Freddy timidly. “Yes, you too!” he was told.

And that’s how it happened that Freddy Astaire, at sixteen, found himself sharing a dressing room with some of the toughest—yea, and the roughest—muggs on Broadway, the “bad boys” of show business! Oh I know that Charlie Ruggles looks sort of meek and mild to you now, but in those days he was quite the gay blade. Then there was Frank Fay who had a habit of using his fists when discretion would have been better. And the Howards, who were, to say the least, a little “loud.”

In addition to those already mentioned, Dave Dreyer, actor, also dressed in that room. Dave, like Freddy, was also still in his teens, but even he seemed years older. The answer was simple enough. Dave, as they say, had “been around,” but Freddy, as they also say on Broadway, was still “wet behind the ears.”

“We used to kid him mercilessly,” Dave told me recently. “You see, for one thing, Freddy neither drank nor smoked. He was too wrapped up in his dancing, and he knew that he had to take care of himself, if he was ever going to get to the top. We knew he was right, of course, but we weren’t the types to say so. We found it much more fun to ride him (Continued on page 61)
Gail was a beauty contest winner—and had to make herself over for the films! Here’s how she did it

By KATHERINE ALBERT

There’s beauty in the face of young Margaret Fitzpatrick of Alabama (below), who had big dreams of a legal career. But there’s so much more (perhaps it’s glamour) in the face of Gail Patrick of Hollywood and films!

When she came to Hollywood Gail Patrick was blessed with nothing more glamorous than what friends called “a strong, handsome face.” Girls in college who didn’t like her said she was “nice but plain.” Her family in Birmingham, Alabama, laughed when she decided to enter a beauty contest.

She says she won the contest only because it was dignified and no one wore a bathing suit. Besides, her sorority sisters pulled for her.

Hollywood looked at Gail and saw a tall girl—she’s five feet seven—scholastically inclined, completely undramatic, dignified, gracious and with just about as much glamor as a filing cabinet.

Gail looked at Hollywood and was as bewildered as you would be. No one spoke her language. Their jokes were so personal, private and professional, that she did not know when to laugh. And if you can’t laugh when others do you stand apart.

One night she was invited to an exciting Hollywood party. Deciding to be glamorous, she did herself up in grease paint, not knowing that make-up to be effective must be as subtle as a ZaSu Pitts gesture. She slumped in an effort to conceal her height. She tried to enter into the spirit of the most thrilling city in the world and failed. When she took off the dreadful make-up that night she discovered that because she was unaccustomed to it and did not know how to use it her face had broken out into a rash. She finally cried herself to sleep.

In Birmingham she had thought that she knew a great many things. In Hollywood she was the rankest outsider. But she realized that she would never be happy anywhere else. Her assurance was gone but her desire for film stardom was intact, and yet she realized that if she were to survive in that competitive Southern California mad house she must go through a thorough mental and physical remodeling. She determined, during that miserable night, to remodel herself. And what happened after that I want to pass on to you, because you can do what Gail Patrick has done. The most important lesson Gail learned was that attractiveness, glamor and allure are not gifts of the gods. They can be acquired.

In her discouragement, Gail had taken a cowardly mental attitude. She said to herself, “I guess I simply haven’t got it. I guess the big stars are born with whatever it takes. I just wasn’t—that’s all.”

Then Gail met Claudette Colbert—Claudette who looked at her with those straight, frank eyes and told her, in her direct, honest way. “You can learn anything you like. You can learn how to succeed in this business.”

So Gail took stock of herself. (Continued on page 77)
There’s no short cut to genius, but Jo can help you find the high-road to success—and stay on it

By JULIE LANG HUNT

This youngster dreamt only of being an actress and worked long, hard years to make the dream come true. Today, Josephine’s a front-rank star (left). Below, in “Peter Pan” during her busy Civic Repertory days (1929).

And (I have this from a reliable source) there is an impressive clause tacked on to the Hutchinson contract that calls for a yearly increasing salary scale that would make the top cream of our established film favorites turn slightly sour with envy if they happened to discover the figures involved.

And so, if I were a member of that vast army of ambition-ridden youngsters with Hollywood as its Mecca, I would deliberately and cautiously follow each step, dip and curve in the success chart of this Hutchinson girl.

When Josephine’s family finally managed to get her to New York she arrived with a dreadful list of handicaps. Her prettiness was not of the gripping, startling variety, but her self-confidence was. At seventeen Josephine was thoroughly convinced that she was a wow.

You see, long before her fifth birthday, Josephine was the acknowledged wonder child of Seattle. All the Hutchinson neighbors and all the Hutchinson school teachers formed an unbroken chain of (Continued on page 80)
Beginnings—THE

By DOROTHY MANNERS

It was not at home that Joe learned the tragedy of a lonely, half-starved childhood—there was enough love, and to spare, in the large family of Browns. Left, a rare picture of little Joe with his father. Above, with his mother in Hollywood, where all their dreams came true. Opposite page—Joe greets an old friend from those bitter but exciting circus days, Billy Ash, head of the “Five Marvelous Ashtons” (shown at extreme right Joe is the serious little lad in front and Ash is the tallest one).

If you were to come to Hollywood the chances are about even that you might, or might not, see Clark Gable, Robert Taylor or Errol Flynn in their private-life glamor. But one thing is definite and certain: You couldn't be in town twenty-four hours without being acutely conscious of the presence of Joe E. Brown!

Maybe it would be only a glimpse you'd get of the funniest face in America (“sometimes I don't believe it, myself,” Joe says) as he sped along that star-studded stretch between Highland and Vine in the green Duesenberg he drives himself. But if you waved to him he would turn on the world’s widest grin and wave right back at you.

If you went to the fights on Friday night at the American Legion you would see Lupe and Johnny, and Mae West and Bing Crosby and dozens of others, but it would be Joe E. who would scamper into the ring to shake hands with the boys and roll the crowd in the aisles with what he had to say.

There’s never a banquet for a visiting Elk that doesn’t find Joe at the speakers’ table, and usually next to the guest of honor.

If it is the football season, it is Joe E. Brown who'll be up there firing the cheering section of his favorite university into a frenzy of support to the team.

When baseball comes on (and baseball is the love of his life, next to his family) it is Joe E. who tosses out the first
Revealing the true reason why Joe E. Brown's life is dedicated to laughter—because he wants to keep other kids from a childhood as unhappy as his own!

ball of the season and later gets it autographed from the stars of the game for his trophy room.

Joe E. Brown, on the screen, is the most financially profitable box-office bet on the Warner Brothers lot. But Joe E. Brown in Hollywood is more than a movie star. He is a civic presence!

Where most Hollywood stars belong to a glamorous industry, Joe belongs to a community. There's not even a parent-teachers' meeting that hasn't at one time or another heard Joe's droll, hilarious "Lil' Mousie" story. And Joe has a perfect right to attend, for either one of his own children, or one of his enormous family of proteges attends almost every school in town. There's a well quoted joke to the effect that the average Los Angeles and Hollywood boy goes to high school and college—and then to Joe E. Brown!

There is never a meal in the luxurious Brown home in Beverly Hills so important that it can't be interrupted by some kid in a sweater who wants to talk to Joe about what he can do about getting him with "the big league." And over Joe's favorite dessert of ice cream with hot chocolate syrup he promises to do something about it, and what's more, he does!

Men who have less of everything than Joe E. Brown, less of the great wealth he shares so generously, less of the warm personality he uses so prodigally, less humor and less laughter, look on his activities and the happy life he leads with envy and admiration. "What a life of laughter and fun that guy must have lived" they think indulgently, for no one is really meanly envious of Joe.

And that is really where this story begins.

For the laughter that is the keynote of Joe E. Brown's career and personality has been evolved from events so hurtful they might well constitute the most poignant life story ever to come out of Hollywood—except for one fact: The man does not know the meaning of self-pity!

Even now, looking back on his extraordinary life from the heights of his great success, he remembers the too-slim figure of that homely little boy-who-used-to-be as an adventurer—perhaps a lonely one, always a hungry one and often a cuffed and abused one, but always in the light of exciting exploits.

As for that boy himself, he knew fright and cold and hunger and poverty, but one thing he never learned was resentment. Which is the very thing that makes so much of his story so deeply touching.

Before Joe Evan Brown was ten years old he accepted meanness and the hunger that continually gnawed at him and back-breaking hard work as stoically as he accepted cuffs on the side of the head! He did not like these things and, the law of self-preservation being what it is, he became adept in avoiding as many of them as possible. But it never occurred to him to rebel, or to (Continued on page 104)
If little Frances of Florida hadn't been in love—and had her pride—she might never have got the chance that brought her fame on the radio and in movies.

**Love**

**IS LANGFORD'S**

**“Lucky Star”**

**BY VIRGINIA MAXWELL**

**OWN** in the little town of Lakeland, Florida, a round-eyed girl sat looking up at the yellow disk of moon flooding a flower-scented countryside with its magic beauty.

It was early winter and the whir of motor cars from the North had just about begun its seasonal anthem on that lonely country road. Expensive limousines purred past. Crickets chirped merrily; now and then a rattling, tinny Ford would beat its tattoo against the roadway; yelling, gay, abandoned youth on an inexpensive rampage.

Frances sighed and turned her head toward the house. Inside, her brother Jimmy was fooling around with the radio dial, a noisy, spluttering static from their provincial little parlor. The broadcast cleared gradually and Frances heard the rhythmic strains of a throbbing love waltz coming over the still night air.

She sighed a little. After all, life could be so thrilling when you were in love. The beauty and ecstasy of being in love with just one boy who meant everything in the world to you.

(Continued on page 74)
EVER since the first release of "Naughty Marietta," and even more since "Rose Marie," Nelson Eddy has lead in fan-interest inquiries pouring into his studio, to newspapers and magazines.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the company holding his contract, is frank to admit that Eddy is one of the most valuable male personalities on their large and impressive roster of stars.

Critics and commentators on movie matters are agreed that few personalities have forged into front-line prominence in such a short time and with so few pictures.

BUT . . .
Despite every manifestation of an almost overnight stardom and quick success, there is an intangible overtone of delays, interruptions, long absences from the screen and several almost accidental bad breaks marking the distance he has come thus far and consistently foreshadowing the long way he seems certain to go.

A review of his career to date asks a teasing question: How is it possible for a singing actor to be a Hollywood success and a jinxed performer at one and the same time? How can top box-office glory be so near at hand and yet

Why has Dame Misfortune dogged the footsteps of this idol of millions to the very door of world-wide fame?

By WALTER RAMSEY

NELSON EDDY'S JINX
be so puzzlingly withheld? And how is it that the man of the Hollywood hour can be spared from the studio following "Rose Marie" when he may not have another picture ready for release until the very end of 1936 and possibly not until the spring of 1937?

Let's stop for a moment and consider the strange case of the blond, genial and likeable Mr. Eddy who is now the central figure in one of the strangest stories Hollywood has yet witnessed.

Two years ago, a distinguished audience of motion picture famous, Blue Book entries and political bigwigs sat in the huge Philharmonic Auditorium in Los Angeles awaiting the beginning of a concert to be sung by a noted star of the opera. Suddenly the house lights were dimmed. The curtain went up. But, in place of the gentleman from the Metropolitan there stepped upon the stage a young, blond giant, bronzed to the color of copper by the California sun. He stepped down to the edge of the platform and said:

"Due to the critical illness of —— (naming the opera star), I have been asked to sing for you tonight. I know your keen disappointment. My greatest hope is that my songs will, in some small measure, repay you for your trip to this concert and the delay in raising the curtain."

As a matter of cold truth, he was quaking in his boots. Just thirty minutes before, he had stepped from the San Diego plane after the hectic emergency call from the manager of the Philharmonic and he had not one minute's rehearsal with his accompanist. At first, there were rumbles and mutterings of "our money returned" by the dissatisfied concert patrons. Shadowy forms began twisting and turning into capes and coats. Then came the full notes of Nelson Eddy's first song and as its beauty vibrated across the footlights, the already-caped backs turned eagerly around and became faces once more. The audience sat in surprised wonder. Who was this Nelson Eddy?

The improvised concert was a brilliant success. He responded to twenty-two encores and curtain calls. The next day the music critics hailed him as "an important vocal discovery" and it stood to reason that it would not be long before the musical-minded movies began bidding for his services.

It was Louis B. Mayer who finally secured his name on a contract; a contract, incidentally, involving one of the largest salaries ever paid to an untried camera personality! The rest of his story (that starts with such a Cinderella-Santa Claus debut) should properly read: "... and he was immediately cast in M-G-M's most important musical in which he scored a terrific hit only to live successfully and happily on the top of the heap forever."

Only it didn't happen that way.

As it did happen, the moment he signed the contract, perverse Hollywood swung away from musical pictures and started the cycle of G-Man stories with a vengeance. For six months, Nelson Eddy nursed his money-studded contract without so much as a screen test. Except for the fact that his name was correctly typed on a salary check handed him through a window every Tuesday, he might almost have believed the studio had forgotten him. Finally, he went to Mr. Mayer begging, not for a chance, but for the privilege of breaking his contract. But he had reckoned without the sagacity of that astute gentleman who had made the M-G-M trademark what it is today.

Mayer told him: "We haven't forgotten you. You have my word for that. Unfortunately, you are the victim of a change in film trend. But musicals are not dead. They can't be. They offer too much beauty and magic. I don't know when they will come back; but they will and that will be your opportunity!"

That same wise gentleman also advised him that while he was waiting for the wonderful chance to come, he should study and prepare himself.

He recommended an excellent dramatic coach and before the day was over, Eddy had enrolled.

Three months later he thought his opportunity had surely come when he was summoned to the studio to do a song number for Joan Crawford's "Dancing Lady." The director, the sound technician, Joan and even the studio heads were enthusiastic about the way he sang. But again, nothing happened. No real, follow up chance came his way. He was, seemingly, no better off than the lowest bit-player on the lot. It was a disheartening case of: "Of course he's good—so what?"

Finally it was decided that their discouraged young singer should make a short concert tour. It would put him in a better frame of mind than the continued sitting around waiting for something to happen. The tour was most successful but, before the second week, it was interrupted by a frantic wire from the studio demanding that he return for a musical comedy, "The Student Tour." M-G-M had, it seems, decided to hasten the return of musical pictures by producing a gay, collegiate song fest that would start the ball rolling by its very novelty. It was to be a very important and costly production. And Nelson Eddy was to be cast in a fat role.

"The Student Tour" was three months in the making. Great care and attention were given to it and much was expected of the picture when it was finally released. But once again, the jinx cast its shadow across the movie fate of Nelson Eddy. Despite its huge cost and elaborate production, "The Student Tour" rolled over and laid a neat egg at the box office. The only thing salvaged was "the promise" that a few critics saw in Nelson Eddy who, they said, "had quite a voice." To Eddy, that wasn't enough.

"I'm not wanted in this business," he said, "Please let me go."

(Continued on page 112)
Star Fashions

By GWENN WALTERS

Ann Shirley’s complete costumes from J. W. Robinson Co. Los Angeles, Calif.

Will the wedding bells ring out for you this June? Or will you step up to claim a hard-earned diploma? Anne Shirley poses here in a silhouette gown of rare lace which can be adapted successfully to either occasion. Here Anne wears it as a bride, simply adding a halo cap and a graduated tulle veil. The sketch shows you the entrancing cut of the veil and the myriads of tiny buttons extending from the claintly outstanding collar to the edge of the hemline of the gown, which was created by Viola Dimmitt of Los Angeles.
As a going-away ensemble for the June bride (or for smart general wear, if it's a graduation trousseau you're selecting), Anne suggests this two-piece suit of chamois and navy linen crash, worn with an interesting Batavian print ascot in beige, yellow, tan and brown. The navy skirt is topped by a single-breasted five-button jacket outlined with navy bindings; note the cut of the collar and revers. At left, these are the lovely pink satin tunic pajamas, belted by a shirred band, which were tucked away in the case above.
Anne says this white matelasse crepe costume, with its polka-dotted navy trimming for contrast, is perfect for those invitations to the country club or seashore. Spaghetti-cut fabric fashions the belt and laces the draped blouse, which has kimono sleeves. The skirt has an eight-inch front box panel, and the jacket is reversible.

If you would like personal help with your wardrobe, write Gwenn Walters, MOVIE MIRROR, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, enclosing a self-addressed stamped envelope.
Here's another frock which can go 'most any place, and Anne recommends it highly for a bridal or graduation trousseau. This suit has a black linen crash skirt and a jacket of the same fabric in white, hand-embroidered and quilted in a leaf and flower design. The tomato-red ascot and belt were the inspiration for Anne's hat of the same shade; a wide black grosgrain band runs beneath the pinched crown and reappears from under the upturned brim, looped through a crystal ring. Anne's shoes and bag are of patent leather.
Either the bride or the graduate may select a picturesque gown like Anne's for evening occasions. Crisp black taffeta is dramatically cut with a basque waist, puff sleeves and wide flaring skirt. Little self-covered buttons are placed close together to give the basque waist a semi-shirred effect. Fresh gardenias outline the front armholes, and Anne curls her hair high on her head, like a Southern belle, to give added charm to this quaint frock. Her wrap (on the chair) is of black velvet with a Buster Brown collar of ermine.
You may have wondered how to tell what the stars are really like. When they speak about themselves they naturally hold back some of the truth. Their friends gloss over their faults with glowing language. Their husbands could probably reveal the low-down about them, but if they told the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, do you suppose their wives would ever forgive them?

But there's one way by which you can tell much about a star. That's in the way she treats her pets and in the way they treat her.

There is one star who came to Hollywood afraid of what Hollywood would do to her, defiant, outspoken. If she thought a girl's dress was ugly, she told her so. If she thought a man's tie was in bad taste, she said so. She asked directors the most embarrassing questions. Soon she was cordially disliked by many people in the community.

But there was one woman who stood out against the whole town, who said that Jean Muir was naturally a kind and not an unkind person. This woman had come to Hollywood with her daughter, a young radio star who was regarded as having movie possibilities.

What made her stand out against the whole town? She told me about it recently. “I didn’t know where to turn for advice,” she said. “Certainly the last person I expected to turn to was Jean Muir. I had heard so many stories about her sharp, sarcastic tongue. Then one day while I was at the Warner Studio, I saw Jean playing with her Scotch terrier, Shandygaff. Wherever she went, Shandygaff went, too. And Jean was as kind to the dog as I have ever seen a human being act. She treated her dog with the affection she had hesitated to show to human beings, for fear she would be snubbed. Immediately I revised my opinions. I decided that any woman who could be so grand to a dog could not be unkind to a human being.”

It turned out that way, too. Jean helped this woman’s daughter with her make-up and discussed her problems with her. I wish I could tell you that the girl is a famous movie star today. She isn’t yet, though I believe that some day she will be. Her name is Virginia Verrill, and she has been a singing double for many stars, including Jean Harlow in “Reckless.” But the important point is that Jean Muir’s attitude toward her pet revealed her real character.

So far as pets go, it’s mostly a dog’s life in Hollywood. Dogs far outrank any other pets.

Bert Wheeler of the team of Wheeler and Woolsey could probably have blue-ribbon dogs if he wanted to, but he prefers Bridget, who is just a plain, ordinary mutt.
Shall Know Them

You'll get a finer insight into the real characters of the film stars in these human little stories about their constant companions

By DORA ALBERT

Above, there are many tales of the heroism of dogs, but Joan Blondell's cat, Washy, saved her life—and that of her baby. At right, for a long while Jean Muir's pup, Shandygaff, was the only living being in Hollywood who understood her—but he himself changed all that.

Bridget proves to Bert that there is such a thing as gratitude in this world. Bert is just naturally one of the Good Samaritans of Hollywood. Often—you know how that is—people don't appreciate the helping hand he gives them. But Bert's chauffeur was different. When he had to go to a hospital for an emergency operation, Bert saw that all his chauffeur's bills were taken care of.

The chauffeur remembered. He kept wondering what he could do to show Bert his gratitude. Then one day he hit on a plan. When Bert came back from a trip to Panama, the chauffeur and Bridget met him. "She's yours," said the chauffeur. "She's not a thoroughbred, but—"

Bert understood, and was very much touched. That night at dinner Pat O'Brien christened the dog. She's been Bert's constant companion since.

Among the dog lovers of Hollywood there's Irene Dunne.

All cowboys, of course, are proud of their spirited ponies, but Ken Maynard, star of Columbia's horse operas, owes his life to his famed partner, Tarzan.
Evelyn Venable and her husband, Hal Mohr (who won the Academy Award for his "Midsummer Night's Dream" photography) have an outdoor aquarium, turtle and all (left). But it remained for Charlie Ruggles (at right, with Knight, his champion French poodle) to make a profession of his love for dogs—he runs a kennel and boarding-house for other stars' pets.

There's almost every type of pet in Hollywood. Cora Sue Collins, who probably plays more famous stars as children than any other child in films, has her pet dogs—but she also has her pet birds (above). Center, above, like Joan Blondell, Ann Dvorak has a fondness for kittens, and here she is on the family hearth with her silver Persian.

There's almost every type of pet in Hollywood. Cora Sue Collins, who probably plays more famous stars as children than any other child in films, has her pet dogs—but she also has her pet birds (above). Center, above, like Joan Blondell, Ann Dvorak has a fondness for kittens, and here she is on the family hearth with her silver Persian.

Evelyn Venable and her husband, Hal Mohr (who won the Academy Award for his "Midsummer Night's Dream" photography) have an outdoor aquarium, turtle and all (left). But it remained for Charlie Ruggles (at right, with Knight, his champion French poodle) to make a profession of his love for dogs—he runs a kennel and boarding-house for other stars' pets.

Irene has a police dog and a terrier. When the terrier first came into the house, the police dog made him keep his distance. But gradually the little terrier won him over. Now if the big dog has a bone he will give it to the little fellow. Which amuses me in view of what a famous woman artist who specializes in dog etchings, Diana Thorne, said to me once: "A dog will in time acquire the characteristics of his owner, just as brothers and sisters acquire each other's mannerisms." Like her terrier, Irene Dunne has a way of charming people into giving her what she wants.

The police dog guards Irene's home with the utmost loyalty and devotion. Once he might have saved her from being burglarized, but alas, she unintentionally cramped his style.

"Recently," she told me, "I was robbed of all my jewelry except what I'm wearing." The light gleamed down on her diamond bracelets, bringing out their beautiful facets. "I kept the police dog locked up in the back of the house," she said, "and one Sunday afternoon when I went out I forgot to untie him. When I came back, the house had been turned upside down, and many of my most cherished possessions had been stolen. Neighbors told me that they had heard the dog howling and whining all afternoon. The poor fellow was evidently trying to be a hero."

No wonder that when their pet dog or cat is lost, Hollywood stars grieve almost as much as at the loss of a human being. Do you remember reading recently that Gertrude Michael was seriously injured in an automobile accident? Her pet dachshund Johannesburgh was with her when her car suddenly crashed. There was the sound of breaking glass, and Gertrude was thrown with a terrific impact to the sidewalk. Oblivion came mercifully.

When she woke up she was in a hospital, with a physician bending over her. Every bone in her body ached. Almost always the first thing a woman patient demands is a mirror, for her mind is horrified by the thought that she may be scarred for life.

But this girl amazed the nurses. Struggling to consciousness, she muttered, "Where is my dog? Where is Johannesburgh?"

No one knew. In the excitement of the accident he had disappeared. Gertrude's physician announced that her recovery would be seriously retarded unless Johannesburgh was found.

(Continued on page 109)
I've known Mary Carlisle—literally—since the day she was born. She was a good baby and she has grown up to be a good girl. She is one of the dizziest looking girls on the screen but she doesn't drink, smoke, neck or swear. That does not mean she's the professional good-goody you want to strangle at sight. She doesn't drink, smoke, neck or swear simply because she doesn't care to drink, smoke, neck or swear. But if you choose to drink, smoke, neck or swear that's your business as long as you don't annoy her.

If you do, she leaves you flat. You'd be surprised at the successful and rich young men she has walked out on. She doesn't tell about it, except to her mother, but her mother tells me and we sit around and marvel. Girls may have been prissier in our day but they also were more diplomatic in regard to their eligible beaux.

Mary doesn't know the meaning of diplomacy. Strangers consider her blunt instead of just extraordinarily honest. She doesn't know the meaning of fear, either, nor what it is to be shy or coy or expedient or guileful. If you ask her a question you get a straight answer, whether you are a big-shot producer who says, "Hello, Mary. I saw you at the preview last night. How did you like my picture?" or whether you are the spoiled young scion of wealth who wants to know why she won't go out with you. It speaks well for Hollywood, a so-called town of sycophants, that Mary is getting along regardless of yesses.

All this may give you an idea that I think Mary is pretty nearly all right. She could not be otherwise, considering how she was reared. I went to school with her mother and her aunt. We lived together then and we've lived together since and in all those years I've never known them to do anything that wasn't the kind (Continued on page 70)
A San Diego society editor tells you what her community thought—and found

By Eileen Jackson

It took San Diego citizenry twenty months to accept Minna Gombell, as a person and not as an actress, into its charmed circle.

Geographically, San Diego is one hundred and thirty-four miles south of Hollywood, but socially and professionally it is thousands of miles from the scene where movies are made. It has the layman’s interest in the film capitol, but the populace does not line the sidewalks when some movie star passes through toward Agua Caliente. In other words, it is complete within itself and resents outside encroachment.

As long as Minna appeared occasionally upon our local screens, she was accepted as a most competent performer of hard-boiled roles and praised for such portrayals.

But when she suddenly made a personal appearance into the town on May 19, 1933, with the headline, “Local Banker Elopes with Actress,” the village went into a turmoil.

The fact that Minna Gombell, who makes herself so believably realistic in hard-boiled roles on the screen, had suddenly eloped with Joseph Sefton, one of the leading bankers in San Diego, sportsman and its most eligible widower, was almost too much.

In addition to leaving the town aghast, what would Mr. Sefton’s mother, Mrs. Erskine J. Campbell, social arbiter there for thirty-five years, founder of the Charity Ball and lots of the town’s social traditions, say? As society editor of its local paper, I was left in no doubt, for it was my job to find out just what she would say.

She was staying up at her country place, a charming retreat where she and Mr. Campbell grow the most famous tulips and hyacinths in Southern California—acres of them that are the glory of Eastertide—and had not seen the papers.

So it was up to me to break the news. There was quiet, reserved but hurt surprise in her voice after she had fully realized the message, and somehow I wished very much that I hadn’t been the one to tell her.

I couldn’t very well congratulate her, for, after all, Minna Gombell, as we knew her in the only way we had to know her—the movies—was a hard-as-nails creature, impossible to visualize as the gracious hostess of Joseph Sefton’s handsome home on the many-acre wooded Point Loma estate.

“Don’t print a word about it,” Mrs. Campbell demanded naively, with the same tone she uses when she insists that her parties are not to be reported. I convinced her, however,
Minna plays wicked women so realistically—as in this scene from "The Thin Man" with Bill Powell, Myrna Loy and Porter Hall—you can hardly blame society for wondering about her private life.

that the story was not mine, that it was front-page news. "It's my son's and his wife's own business," she insisted. "No one would be interested." No one interested? How little she knew! The town ate it up. And then the tongues started wagging. The ladies weren't the only ones who predicted and deplored the worst. Even the business men, bless you, were criticizing Mr. Sefton for his—well, to put it mildly—brainstorm.

It wasn't so much that she was an actress, for even the conservatives will accept an actress in the grand manner, but Minna—well, you know how and what she was as Edna in Sally Eilers' first big picture, "Bad Girl."

There was no one to defend her. She was no mystery. Everybody knew about her—everybody knew how and what she was as Edna in Sally Eilers' first big picture, "Bad Girl."

All the congratulations Mr. Sefton got from some of them was, "Oh, I see you've gone Hollywood, Joe." And Joe, so blissful in his happiness, didn't seem to care what they were saying.

He was meeting Minna every week-end in Laguna Beach, half-way between San Diego and Los Angeles. Minna had a house there for their extended honeymoon. All week long he worked at banking in San Diego and she at movies in Hollywood. That situation, also, was too novel for local appreciation. "A woman's place is in the home" may be an old-fashioned conviction, but there are lots of folks here as well as elsewhere who still swear by it.

The week-end meetings were disconcerting on another score. They meant that Minna was almost never in San Diego, and those who might have planned a cold reception for her found themselves without a target. The Laguna Beach arrangement was one reason it took us down here so long to discover Minna.

Mrs. Campbell spoke of giving a large reception to introduce her daughter-in-law, but no one suspected that she planned the affair because she really liked Minna. Such a gesture is always interpreted, in and out of the movies, as a brave effort on the part of the in-law mamma to disguise her feelings and for appearances' sake to assume an approving role. The reception fell through, however, and strangely enough not because Mrs. Campbell lost faith in the idea but because Minna herself threw cold water on it. She was too busy, that was all.

The first approving word I heard about Minna was from her mother-in-law, who spoke of her beauty. I had it figured out that Minna's make-up had fooled her. Mrs. Campbell, for all her travels, background and experience, doesn't know a platinum blonde from a born tow-head or a drug-store complexion from nature's bloom.

"She's lovely, and she's—what shall I say?—cute," Mrs. Campbell told me, and then, with (Continued on page 99)
Summer comes in all its glory to ever-sunny California and the famous bathing beaches are crowded with lovely, laughing girls. Not the least lovely, of course, are our own Hollywood maidens. Above, Betty Furness achieves that golden tan lying on the sands (exclusive portrait by Jerome Zerbe), and, at right, Ginger Rogers climbs a diving-tower for a refreshing plunge.
Paramount sends the members of its stock training school to the beach as part of the program to keep in shape. We're sure these six newcomers above aren't going to have any trouble following out instructions! Left to right, Irene Bennett of Enid, Oklahoma; Gail Sheridan of San Francisco; Ann Evers, Clarksville, Virginia; Louise Small and Wilma Francis of New Orleans, and Jill Deen of Kansas City. Right, Helen Vinson (beg pardon, Mrs. Perry!) takes the sun in this year's version of the Tahitian bathing costume, with brilliant flowered pattern against the navy cotton background. Her robe boasts vivid shades of red, blue and yellow and is trimmed with rope and wooden buttons.
At left, a merry hail of welcome from Gene Raymond as he dashes out to take a dip. Gene's an all-around athlete, you know. Below, Frances Farmer does her swimming in one of the luxurious Hollywood pools; you'll be seeing her in the lead of "Too Many Parents."
Eleanor Witney (at right) is one little tap-dancer who doesn't have to rely on her flickering feet alone for fame. But, aside from her loveliness, her two films so far have proved that she can act.

"Snowed Under" was the title of Pat Ellis's latest picture. Perhaps that's why she looks so happy to be out in the sunlight again, where the warm breezes blow. P. S.—Pat can really swim and loves to demonstrate it!

Above, "Tarzan" Weissmuller swims alone; Lupe is on a personal appearance tour, but Johnny takes a plane and meets her at the nearest city, on a rare day off.
Alice White Gets A SECOND CHANCE

By ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

George Givot and Alice were full of happy plans as they said goodbye when she sailed for England for GB's "Where There's a Will."
ALICE WHITE is starting all over again. And to the disillusioned old Granny Grunts who have the temerity to look into her young eyes and tell her that things never again can be as they used to be and that she'll do well to realize this, she answers, "You're right, they never can!" Then she adds to their complete stupefaction—since they never thought of this—"But they can be better!"

It would be understandable if today Alice's eyes were dull from tears and she stood despairing, her life in pieces about her. During the last year her marriage with Si Bartlett crashed, after lasting only a brief year and four months. And she had looked forward to and planned for and dreamed about this marriage during five years of courtship. Also it has been a fairly long time since she has had a picture as successful as "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" or "The Naughty Flirt" to keep her that thing which is the breath of life to a star, good box-office. However, Alice's eyes aren't dull and she's the very opposite of despairing.

"I can take it," she says, laughing. "I'm used to taking it. All my life has been a series of ups and downs. As for being disillusioned about love and marriage, that's nonsense. I've had romance in my life and I've lived without it and so I know how much we need romance to make the rest worthwhile. What if it does go sour sometimes, what if this time it didn't last for me?" "I hope to marry again and I'll do it with high hopes, believing it's going to be fine, swell, the permanent thing I want it to be. And if it isn't, well, once again no doubt the first part will compensate for the second."

All of which is why I like to remember one night this winter when the S. S. Aquitania pulled out of her New York slip, Southampton bound. On the pier were all the people who had come down to bid Alice bon voyage and wish her every success in the comedy she is to make in England at GB. The band was playing. All was festive, gay. At the ship's rail stood Alice, tiny, blue-eyed, blonde. Not as tragic and disillusioned as youth can be, but as hopeful and brave. She raised her small gloved hand and waved. It was a Hail and Farewell. A decent, unembittered farewell to the life she was leaving behind her and an eager hail to the new life lying ahead. Fair enough for the Cunard officials to list the port for which their ship put out to sea that winter night as Southampton. Alice had another name for it. To her it was Second Chance.

"Second chance at everything," she says, "love and happiness and a career!" Without regret for the tragic hours, she faces a future of hope (Continued on page 96)
IT'S JANUARY IN JUNE
IN THE HIGH SIERRAS

HENRY FONDA—MARGARET SULLAVAN

Ex-husband and ex-wife on location for "The Moon's Our Home," Walter Wanger's production of the Faith Baldwin novel about a tempestuous and very modern marriage.
Miss Rose Winslow, of New York, Tuxedo Park, and Newport, dining at the Savoy-Plaza, New York. Miss Winslow is a descendant of Governor Winslow of the Mayflower Pilgrims. She made her début in Newport in 1932. Miss Winslow says: "Camels couldn’t be milder. They never have any unpleasant effect on my nerves or my throat. I smoke them constantly — all through the day, and find them particularly welcome at mealtimes."

Traffic — irregular meals — the responsibilities of running a home — no wonder digestion feels the strain of our speeded-up existence. That’s why people everywhere welcome the fact that Camel cigarettes aid digestion — normally and naturally. Scientists explain that smoking Camel cigarettes increases the flow of digestive fluids, fostering a sense of well-being and encouraging good digestion. Enjoy Camel’s mildness — with meals — between meals — whenever and as often as you choose. Their finer, costlier tobaccos never get on your nerves — never tire your taste — and definitely aid digestion.

Costlier tobaccos
Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos . . . Turkish and domestic . . . than any other popular brand.

For Digestion’s sake smoke Camels

A delightful way to aid digestion

Fastidious women turn instinctively to Camel’s costlier tobaccos. Among them are:

- Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia
- Miss Mary Byrd, Richmond
- Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
- Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
- Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge, II, Boston
- Mrs. Byrd Warwick Davenport, Richmond
- Mrs. Brookfield Van Rensselaer, New York
- Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr., Wilmington
- Mrs. Henry Field, Chicago
- Mrs. Chiswell Dabney Langhorne, Virginia
- Mrs. James Russell Lowell, New York
- Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York
- Mrs. Langdon Post, New York
The Health Resort Where Hundreds of Amazing Recoveries Have Taken Place

If you or some member of your family has a knotty health problem, by all means investigate the Physical Culture Health Resort where hundreds of amazing recoveries have taken place. Controlled by the Bernarr Macfadden Foundation this is the largest health center in the world where every health regimen is administered in full accordance with natural law and consequently receives the complete cooperation of Nature in whose power it is to remedy most of the weaknesses that inflict themselves upon humanity. Located in the heart of the gorgeously beautiful Genesee country of western New York, its surroundings are ideal. Fellowship and friendliness abound. None of the depressing air of pain and misery so common at many health resorts. Here building health is a happy game. A delightful place to spend a few days or weeks in rest, recreation or health training. Write for full information, moderate rate schedule and details regarding some of the almost miraculous recoveries that have taken place here.

What Adela Rogers St. Johns Thinks of Physical Culture Hotel

My dear Mr. Macfadden—I can never thank you enough for my wonderful two weeks at Physical Culture Hotel. You have something there which doesn’t exist anywhere else in the world. It is altogether remarkable. I enjoyed it and benefited greatly by it. To show you how much I think of Dansville I am bringing my mother on from California for a three months stay. I am so anxious that she should have the advantages of your institution, as she has been everywhere and continues to be more or less of an invalid with arthritis. I know she can be cured at Dansville. With gratitude for my wonderful experience there. Sincerely, Adela Rogers St. Johns.

FOOT SUFFERERS EVERYWHERE!

Bernarr Macfadden, founder of the Macfadden Foundation, announces the opening of the Foundation’s first FOOT CLINIC at the PHYSICAL CULTURE HOTEL HEALTH RESORT, Dansville, New York. Here the foot sufferer may receive in connection with other prescribed drugless treatments and instruction with the desired privacy and comfort, scientific corrective foot treatments which have been definitely proved as a major aid in correcting many of the present day deformities and ailments resulting from the wearing of improper footwear.

Note: The New Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida, opened as a pleasure resort last winter, will soon be ready to give the same health building regimes that have been so phenomenally successful in Dansville. For further information write New York Information Bureau, Room 1517, Chanin Building, New York, N. Y.
"Don't Be Yourself," says ANN SOTHERN

If you'd like to have new popularity, greater success, follow the gal who knows all the rules—and breaks them!

By CAROLINE SOMERS HOYT

BACK in the days when Clara Bow and the "It" girls were burning them up, the popular personality phrase of the hour was "Be Yourself!"

This was, supposedly, the ultimate in feminine appeal. If you were best expressed as a cuddly-cutie with a long bob dangling between your shoulder blades, a paste-white face with a circle of liprouge on every cigarette you flicked, and a vocabulary of Jimmy Durante exclamations, so much the better.

But the "It" girls are no longer the leading models of cinema allure. And with them have gone many of the charm ideas of their reign, because:

"To be natural is a charming thing, it is the most delightful quality in any woman's appearance and personality, considered herself, and was considered, a native daughter. The next transition was a loss of considerable weight and an entire redecoration scheme in coloring as she went violently blonde for two Broadway successes, "Smiles" and "America's Sweetheart." But it wasn't until a newly svelte and amber-blondie toured the Coast in the Lois Moran role in "Of Thee I Sing" that the Hollywood producers, Mr. Harry Cohn of Columbia in particular, decided there was a potential star in the new streamlined personality of the girl Hollywood had ignored until she went to Broadway and showed them! The final alteration was made when Columbia retitled their new find Ann Sothern and the girl who was everything but herself was launched on her career!

"Unfortunately, and where a great (Continued on page 94)
The heart of the home, the kitchen, comes in for its share of this decorator's attention.

Who wouldn't want to come into the kitchen shown at right? Spotless and shining, conveniently arranged and equipped with the newest electrical gadgets, it should delight any home lover.

IN the progress of the fine art of living our kitchens have probably undergone greater changes than any other rooms in the house. And how fortunate! Yesterday's kitchen was the forgotten room, drab in appearance, where crude methods made cooking just another name for drudgery. Today cleanliness and practicability are the keynotes of this room.

Good kitchens do not just happen, though. They come only with careful planning. That is because kitchen equipment is still comparatively costly and in many cases the planning must start long before the expenditure. After that come the specific problems of working out carefully the arrangement of equipment with work centers carefully in mind.

But even that is not all. A kitchen has to be more than convenient to be just what it should be. It must be attractive and interesting. It should have gaiety and character all its own.

As usual, we start planning this room with the floor. Battleship or heavily inlaid linoleum still is the best kitchen floor covering. Painted linoleum, although it is less expensive than inlaid, is not advisable. The design soon wears off and the linoleum itself wears thin. As for painting worn linoleum, I should advise against it. Rather than repaint linoleum, if you feel you cannot afford new, pull up the old and paint the floor. Paint will adhere to wood longer than to linoleum itself. On a painted or hardwood floor add, in either case, two coats of spar varnish. A coat of wax put on when the varnish is thoroughly dried, and again later at intervals, will protect the varnish against the frequent scrubbings that are necessary in all kitchens.

Walls offer us greater variation in selection. Bakelite, which resembles white glass and comes in large sheets with few joints to catch grease and dirt, is one of the modern developments. Perhaps, though, the most perfect kitchen wall background is a new material called Formica which also comes in large sheets, will not burn or stain and may be had in many colors. And then, of course, there is the completely tiled kitchen which is still the choice of many. Because of the numerous joints it does require, though, more labor to keep it spotlessly clean than either of the above mentioned wall coverings.

Canvas walls, painted with paint which has enough gloss so that it is easy to wash, offer the next wall finish I should recommend.

Washable wallpaper is nice for kitchens that do not get as much use, such as one in an apartment or a small house. There are many new amusing designs in washable wallpaper of multi-colored plaids and designs of vegetables and fruit motifs. This wall treatment makes the gayest, most livable background I can suggest. It is especially adaptable to the small house with the dining alcove as it gives more of an appearance of a room than a laboratory for culinary arts.

If none of these wall arrangements is applicable to your problem, I should suggest merely painting the walls with a gloss paint.

Kitchen curtains should be made of washable materials. Sheer muslin or dotted Swiss always makes satisfactory curtains. If you have double-hung windows, curtains may be used, if desired, over only the lower sash. This allows more light in the room and yet gives (Continued on page 108)
MISS ESTHER BROOKS, much admired in New York this past winter, says: "Pond's Cold Cream takes every speck of dirt out of my pores, keeps my skin clear of blackheads."

A Sign that UNDER TISSUES are Shrinking!

THOSE mean little lines that creep in around your eyes, your mouth... You are only 25. But people see them—"She's every bit of thirty!"

Or, you are over thirty... but not a sign of a line. And everybody takes you for years younger than you are—"Not a day over 20!"

Do you know what those same little lines say to a dermatologist? He sees right through them to the under layers of your skin, and says: "It's the under tissues at fault!"

Keep away Blackheads, Blemishes — with Under Skin treatment

Skin faults are not always a matter of years. Look at the skin diagram above. Those hundreds of tiny cells, glands, fibres under your skin are what really make it clear and satiny—or full of faults! Once they fail, skin faults begin. But keep them active—you can, with Pond's rousing "deep-skin" treatment—and your skin blooms fresh, line-free, as in your teens.

Pond's Cold Cream contains specially processed oils which reach deep into the pores. It floats out all the dirt, make-up, skin secretions that are starting to clog. Already, your skin looks fresher!

More... You pat this perfectly balanced cream briskly into your skin... Start the circulation pulsing, oil glands working freely.

Do this regularly—day after day. Before long, cloggings cease. Pores grow finer. Blackheads, blemishes go... And those myriads of little fibres strengthen! Your skin grows firm underneath—smooth, line-free outside, where it shows.

Here's the simple Pond's way to win the clear, glowing skin that never tells of birthdays. Follow this treatment day and night.

Two things to remember

Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold Cream. Watch it bring out all the dirt, make-up, secretions. Wipe it all off!... Now pat in more cream briskly. Rouse that failing underskin. Set it to work again—for that smooth, line-free skin you want.

Every morning, and during the day, repeat this treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your skin becomes softer, finer every time. Powder goes on beautifully.

Start in at once. The coupon below brings you a special 9-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept. F131, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 3 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10c to cover postage and packing.

Name
Street
City State
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thing, the right thing, the generous thing to do. They have absolutely the best dispositions in the world. They are constantly cheerful. They have marvelous senses of humor. They laugh at everything, including themselves and Mary. Why, they even laugh at me, the so-and-sos!

Mary was brought up in this atmosphere. Her people are the salt of the earth. There is an English title in her backgound they never mention it. They are as they are—why drag in ancestors? Names, money, position, mean nothing to them, nor to Mary.

She has met visiting royalty. She has dined with statesmen and millionaires. She has been a house guest in mansions. Just as often she turns down a yachting trip to go on a hot-dog spree with some obscure friend. She gets as much kick out of the neighborhood movie as she does out of the Trocadero. She always will.

The girls always called her Mary. When she was three, and her mother and I used to take her with us when we lunched at the Alexandria, it took us an hour to work our way through the lobby. Mary was an exquisite child. Guests blocked our path to her. She was lifted up and exhibited and petted. She just smiled and smiled and trolled along at our heels when she finally was released.

At five she was dancing in public. She was the daintiest thing that ever stood on tip-toe. She was cheered from the audience and mobbed when she left the theater. At thirteen, fatherless, she gave dancing lessons, after school hours. Children adored her. They cried to be in her class. She never went through the awkward stage. She always was lovely.

Strangely enough, her mother and aunt do not think she is pretty. "No," they say, quite at home in front of her, "I don't see what people find in her looks. She's healthy and pleasing but she's not really pretty." Mary agrees with them but she doesn't worry about it.

Mary Carlisle returns from England, thrilled with the big role she had in "Love in Exile," with Clive Brook.

She should have some of the Carlisle good sense, that woman who made a superficial snap judgment. She should have some of Mary's sweet charity for others. Mary chatters a lot but she never makes unkind remarks and her head is as level as her candid gaze even if it is thatched with blonde curls. Her dainty feet twinkle only on the path that is straight and narrow. I'll tell you of one of the places they carry her when she's not on a party.

Until recently Mary lived in a bungalow neighborhood on the outskirts of Beverly Hills. She goes back there often. It is a new, pleasant district built up of modest homes occupied by retired farmers and their wives or small tradesmen's families. The people on the block are nice middle class folk, not very young. They do their own housework and washing and take care of their gardens. They pay their bills but their dollars do not run to beauty treatments. Well! You ought to see those old ladies' heads and hands! Beverly Hills proper cannot boast finer grooming. Mary is fete to a tea because she has been shampooing and finger-waving. She barely makes her dinner engagement because she has been manuicuring gaured hands that used to have that dish-pan look. She arrives breathless but she doesn't say why, except possibly that she has been busy having fun. "Just a butterfly!" someone murmurs. Her old ladies know better.

You see, Mary did not play much as a child, what with dancing and teaching and studies. She worked her way through school. She went to a convent, and, a Catholic, she won first prize for being the prettiest, sweetest girl at a big Catholic Bazaar. At noon and during recess while the other kids were romping and shouting Mary stood behind the collation table and sold ice-cream and pop for the

OF course they are as crazy as my grandmother's quilts. Mary IS pretty. Her forehead is pure and smooth. Her eyes are set at a tantalizing slant. Her nose is regular, but it is a little too long. Her pink little mouth is thumbed with white, even teeth. Her skin is flawless. Her body is as firm and rounded as a statue of Psyche. Her feet are so tiny you wonder how they manage to tote her about on a shoe. But they do. They are as they are, how they manage to tote her about on a shoe. But they do.

Mary always is rushing to go somewhere or to do something for some one. I respectfully call your attention to the last half of that sentence. Outside of her work that is how her time is divided. You read frequently of Mary Carlisle lunching and dancing there. Quite right. She is young, she likes people, and she loves a good time. Mary is not the type that stays home with a book. She lives life. She doesn't read much about it.

Because she is pretty and gay, because she is popular and is seen at premiers and prominent ringside tables, outsiders put her down as a featherweight, a typical Hollywood blonde. "Not a brain to the bushel." I heard an older woman, gulping her fifth cocktail, dismiss Mary as the latter whitied by. They're all alike, those cuties, glittering gabadons, giddy and ga-ga.

Lillian Gish was innocent but she had no "It." Many have "It" but no innocence. Mary has both and the combination is irresistible. Call me a doting aunt-by-courtship. I'm just a hair on the good fairy! A sunbeam! She will laugh the house down when she reads this. I'll take the words out of her mouth. "A sunbeam! Ha-ha! A pretty substantial one, if you ask me! I'm just a hairdresser at heart. Oh, well! If pictures ever go back on me I can get a job in a beauty parlor. ... Let's see your nails. Um—um. Do you mind if I do them with silver or no, Mary's heart will all—just a butterfly! someone murmurs. Her old ladies know better. Her people are the salt of the earth. There is an English title in her background they never mention it. They are as they are—why drag in ancestors? Names, money, position, mean nothing to them, nor to Mary.

She has met visiting royalty. She has dined with statesmen and multi-millionaires. She has been a house guest in mansions. Just as often she turns down a yachting trip to go on a hot-dog spree with some obscure friend. She gets as much kick out of the neighborhood movie as she does out of the Trocadero. She always will.

The girls always called her Mary. When she was three, and her mother and I used to take her with us when we lunched at the Alexandria, it took us an hour to work our way through the lobby. Mary was an exquisite child. Guests blocked our path to her. She was lifted up and exhibited and petted. She just smiled and smiled and trolled along at our heels when she finally was released.

At five she was dancing in public. She was the daintiest thing that ever stood on tip-toe. She was cheered from the audience and mobbed when she left the theater. At thirteen, fatherless, she gave dancing lessons, after school hours. Children adored her. They cried to be in her class. She never went through the awkward stage. She always was lovely.

Strangely enough, her mother and aunt do not think she is pretty. "No," they say, quite at home in front of her, "I don't see what people find in her looks. She's healthy and pleasing but she's not really pretty." Mary agrees with them but she doesn't worry about it.

Mary does not dream she is playing doll and I'm afraid she will think it a silly expression. She always has had an old head on her shoulders for all her baby face and carefree ways. She does not feel she is doing anything for anyone, either. On the contrary, she thinks her friends are sweet to stand for her fussing.

"They just let me because they know how I love it," she says. "They love it — and how they love her, those plain, faded neighbors. They are inartistic, but I have seen them smile at the sight of her. Can you imagine the glamour, the sunshine, she brings into humdrum, sedate lives? She skips in like a good fairy, a sunbeam. Her magic consists of a warm heart and willing fingers. Eyes brighten, faces glow, tired heads and hands are rested and beautified under her gentle touch.

A GOOD fairy! A sunbeam! She will laugh the house down when she reads this. I'll take the words out of her mouth. "A sunbeam! Ha-ha! A pretty substantial one, if you ask me! I'm just a hairdresser at heart. Oh, well! If pictures ever go back on me I can get a job in a beauty parlor. ... Let's see your nails. Um—um. Do you mind if I do them with silver or no, Mary's heart will all—just a butterfly! someone murmurs. Her old ladies know better. Her people are the salt of the earth. There is an English title in her background they never mention it. They are as they are—why drag in ancestors? Names, money, position, mean nothing to them, nor to Mary.

She has met visiting royalty. She has dined with statesmen and multi-millionaires. She has been a house guest in mansions. Just as often she turns down a yachting trip to go on a hot-dog spree with some obscure friend. She gets as much kick out of the neighborhood movie as she does out of the Trocadero. She always will.

The girls always called her Mary. When she was three, and her mother and I used to take her with us when we lunched at the Alexandria, it took us an hour to work our way through the lobby. Mary was an exquisite child. Guests blocked our path to her. She was lifted up and exhibited and petted. She just smiled and smiled and trolled along at our heels when she finally was released.

At five she was dancing in public. She was the daintiest thing that ever stood on tip-toe. She was cheered from the audience and mobbed when she left the theater. At thirteen, fatherless, she gave dancing lessons, after school hours. Children adored her. They cried to be in her class. She never went through the awkward stage. She always was lovely.

Strangely enough, her mother and aunt do not think she is pretty. "No," they say, quite at home in front of her, "I don't see what people find in her looks. She's healthy and pleasing but she's not really pretty." Mary agrees with them but she doesn't worry about it.

Mary does not dream she is playing doll and I'm afraid she will think it a silly expression. She always has had an old head on her shoulders for all her baby face and carefree ways. She does not feel she is doing anything for anyone, either. On the contrary, she thinks her friends are sweet to stand for her fussing.

"They just let me because they know how I love it," she says. "They love it — and how they love her, those plain, faded neighbors. They are inartistic, but I have seen them smile at the sight of her. Can you imagine the glamour, the sunshine, she brings into humdrum, sedate lives? She skips in like a good fairy, a sunbeam. Her magic consists of a warm heart and willing fingers. Eyes brighten, faces glow, tired heads and hands are rested and beautified under her gentle touch.

A GOOD fairy! A sunbeam! She will laugh the house down when she reads this. I'll take the words out of her mouth. "A sunbeam! Ha-ha! A pretty substantial one, if you ask me! I'm just a hairdresser at heart. Oh, well! If pictures ever go back on me I can get a job in a beauty parlor. ... Let's see your nails. Um—um. Do you mind if I do them with silver or no, Mary's heart will all—just a butterfly! someone murmurs. Her old ladies know better. Her people are the salt of the earth. There is an English title in her background they never mention it. They are as they are—why drag in ancestors? Names, money, position, mean nothing to them, nor to Mary.
A LITTLE square of paper can hold so much! Memories... hopes... the look, the very personality of someone you love. Make snapshots now—they'll mean everything to you later. And don't take chances—load your camera with Kodak Verichrome Film. This double-coated film gets the picture where ordinary films fail. Your snapshots come out clearer, truer, more lifelike. Any camera is a better camera, loaded with Verichrome—use it always... Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow—you must take Today
Style No. 1728—FOR SLIM YOUNG THINGS. Paris is tempting us all to be girlish once more. Feminine charm of the gay nineties is reflected in this basque bodice model. Shirring gives a slim hip effect to the bouffant skirt. The full sleeves are also shirred into the armholes, creating a broad shoulder-line. Fashion this easy-to-make dress of crisp embroidered organdie. Net or chiffon is also lovely. Designed for sizes 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 years. Size 15 requires 7/8 yards of 39-inch material with 2 3/4 yards of 1 1/4-inch ribbon for full-length dress. Pattern, price 15 cents.

Style No. 1719—JUNIORS, BOLERO JACKET BUTTONS ON. A sophisticated bolero dress for spectator or for active sports. The bolero jacket buttons on, completely disguising the sun-back dress. The wide arm bands allow sharp contrast in trimming. White or pastel tub silks or linens are effective. Designed for sizes 11, 13, 15 and 17 years. Size 15 requires 2 1/2 yards of 39-inch material for dress with 3/8 yard of 39-inch contrasting for jacket. Pattern, price 15 cents. Use coupon below.
"You girls who want a lovely skin—use my beauty care"

says

Ginger Rogers

"Don't run the risk of clogging your pores! I avoid COSMETIC SKIN this way"...

- It's when stale powder and rouge choke your pores that Cosmetic Skin develops—dullness, blemishes, enlarged pores. Use cosmetics? Ginger Rogers does. "But," she says, "I remove every trace of stale make-up with Lux Toilet Soap." Clever girls use this ACTIVE-lathered soap before they put on fresh make-up—always before they go to bed. "Lux Toilet Soap keeps skin smooth, flawless," says Ginger Rogers.
But how it could hurt when a quarrel separated you. Suppose Johnnie would never come up that flower-strewn path again? Suppose she could never again hear his gay laughter or see that quick, eager expression in his face when their eyes met? They had quarreled. Only a few days ago. But it felt like years—centuries. He wouldn’t like that type. She knew him too well for that.

She got up from the porch steps at last and went quietly into the little parlor. The radio spluttered again. Then she heard the voice of the local American Legion leader announcing a Legion get-together party a week hence.

"IT’S to be a ‘Hollywood Party’ folks, with everyone coming to represent a movie star. You can get your costumes from the local dressmaker, or you can make ‘em yourselves. But come to the party if you want to have a good time..." coaxed the voice of the Legion leader.

"Want to go?" Jimmy said, sensing his kid sister's blue mood.

"Why not?" She tried to be cheerful about it. After all, a girl didn’t let her brother know how terribly in love she was and then, when she didn’t tell anybody that she was simply indigo these days.

"Say, you know what, Sis?" Jimmy suddenly suggested, "why not go dolled up like Garbo or something..."

Frances’ fingers raced through the pages of fashion magazines piled on the marble-topped parlor table. Suddenly her eye came across a girl who looked the image of that New York siren who had come down visiting—to worry the local beauties no end.

Like Myrna Loy. Slinky, beautiful, dark, glamorous! The words raced through Frances’ mind. She had read them somewhere in the society column of their local newspaper.

That was an idea. She’d go as Myrna Loy. And show Johnnie, if he happened to be there that night, that she could look like a siren too if she wanted to.

So little Frances Langford, the girl who a few years later was to meet Myrna Loy in Hollywood on her own social strata of stardom; the girl who was to flash to fame almost overnight on the radio—and all because of an appealing, human throb in her voice which girls everywhere recognized as the lament of a heart too full of love—this little girl who thought her home town held all her future—and that mighty dark, to be sure—went to the Lakeland American Legion masquerade party as Myrna Loy.

"I guess," Frances laughed as she recounted this story to me in her beautiful Beverly Hills home. "I guess one never knows what’s waiting just around the corner. Sometimes it pays to stop worrying and take a peek."

Quite unintentionally Frances was on the brink of a new and glamorous life. Vistas of which—fame and fortune and beauty and popularity of which every girl might dream without ever hoping to realize them—were stretching ahead of this dark-eyed Florida girl who, measured in terms of Hollywood beauty, was really no beauty at all.

Frances Langford strutted into that Legion club room that night with the confidence of a real Myrna Loy. But deep inside her, there were grave doubts that she really looked the part. Her frock was home made; whipped up by her mother and a neighbor who had stopped in their quiet domestic routines long enough to fit some old satin and lace to the lovely, budding figure of a seventeen-year-old daughter.

Now it was pretty well known around town that Francy could sing. That is, the high school bunch who with the chummied had heard her in school chapel whenever they had met, and Francy Langford could put real feeling into her singing.

The Legion party began to lag after ice cream and cake had been served and speeches and songs by Frances. She didn’t feel like singing tonight. Her heart was filled with apprehension and despair. Only in the throes of agonized despair could one ever feel thus. They fairly forced her to the orchestra platform and Frances did her best. That indigo mood seemed to give her voice an unusual cadence tonight. There was a throb, a pulsating appeal, as Frances moaned out the words of “Am I Blue?”

But until that moment and her home town friends were applauding for an encore did Frances learn she had been singing over the radio. A local station. Yet it was that which brought her to the beginning of one of the most dramatic adventures any girl might imagine.

RUDY VALLEE heard that broadcast. He was in Miami at the time and he had tuned in to wired away a few hours waiting for some friends at his hotel.

No. It didn’t happen that way, much as our fiction writers might like it to. Rudy didn’t send for Frances. He didn’t even write her a letter.

But long after, it was Rudy himself singing for my audition, the officials knew his duty. So on the promise of a tryout, Frances pitched into study and won her diploma.

"Mother and I took a small room in an obscure hotel that first day we arrived in New York," Frances related wistfully. "How frightened we were at the enormity of this opportunity I was being given. Rudy had promised to get me an audition at NBC. I was honestly scared pink when we got there, though I don’t offer that as any excuse for not making good that day.

"I didn’t know I hadn’t made good. Rudy never told me. When I’d finished singing for my audition, the officials merely said they would let me know. Days passed. I never heard a word from them. Rudy was so kind he didn’t want to hurt my feelings.

"Eventually, of course, I learned the truth. They just didn’t like my singing."

"I stayed around until our money had about given out. Then mother appealed to Rudy Vallee; told him how things stood financially. And Rudy was kind enough to speak for me on a smaller station. I did sustaining programs on WOR. Later came my big national program."

"What about Johnnie?" I asked her suddenly, believing she had forgotten this puppy love affair long ago.

"I was really not mistaken about Johnnie," she said, in quick defense. "He had gone on a fishing trip with some..."
friends after our quarrel. And that was why I had not heard from him. When he got back to Lakeland he learned of all the wonderful things that had happened to me. I told him about my singing at the Legion party and my trip to New Orleans. You see, it had not been the siren from Park Avenue at all. And that I happy!"

"So Johnnie stayed in Lakeland while you went on up the ladder of fame?" I prompted.

"Well, er, not exactly," Frances demurred. "You see, Johnnie goes to college now. He's a football player at a university in the South."

"Oh, that's why you took that quick flight back there recently?"

Frances nodded. "Yes, we still like each other a lot. Not really engaged, since Johnnie's still at school."

She walked over to the grand piano in the corner of the luxurious room and brought back Johnnie's photograph in an old silver frame.

"Rather nice . . ."

"Oh, yes—he's six feet two and is very athletic, weighs one hundred and eighty-five pounds and has light brown hair and—but why am I telling all this, anyway?" Frances suddenly blushed as she stopped herself.

I guess the answer was because Frances Langford was just like any other girl in love: she wanted to talk about her boy friend—oh, so much.

WE got back to Frances' chance in pictures by sheer force of will power. You can believe me when I tell you that what you hear in the little Langford's voice when she croons so entreatingly "I'm in the Mood for Love," as she did in "Every Night at Eight" with George Raft, and in her later hit, "Broadway Melody of 1936," when she gave us her famous "You Are My Lucky Star"—well, it does come right from her own little lovesick heart.

Only a fraction more than a year ago Frances was singing in a New York night club after she had made such a hit on her National Broadcasting program, when a talent scout from Hollywood heard her. Walter Wanger was in the East to look over the field. What his eye overlooked his ear did not. And Frances found herself invited to sing at Cole Porter's birthday party at a Park Avenue penthouse. Now at this party were George Jean Nathan, Victor Moore, Ethel Merman, Gladys Swarthout and other Broadway celebrities.

Here, at last, among these severest of critics, would she learn whether she had something to offer or not. Perhaps Walter Wanger, who has a positive genius for picking winners, felt that he too would not be making a mistake.

"I was a little nervous, of course," Frances told me. "Who wouldn't be with an audience of experts like that? Well, Mother kept reminding me that we had spent our good, hard-earned money to come to New York for an opportunity. And here it was. Mother's words buoyed me up. And I put everything I had into singing 'Night and Day.'"

"When I was through I had my eyes closed. I was almost afraid to open them. When I heard some one shout 'Bravo, my

See That Man, Mollie—I Bet He's Known as the Little Gray Mouse.

Tommy Baker, You're Awful. That's My Father—and Don't Ever Talk to Me Again.

"Aw, Honey, I've never met your father—how'd I know? Besides, it's not his fault if his shirts look gray—who washes them so badly?"

"My mother does—and goodbye!"

"Heavens above, who bit you, Son?"

"My girl did! I made a crack about her father's dingy shirts—then I said her mother didn't wash 'em right—and now I've got the gate!"

FEW WEEKS LATER—

"Say, Looks like we're going to have a wedding soon."

"Sh-h-h! He may be calling you 'Dad'—but he'll never call you 'gray mouse' again. Since he tipped us off to Fels-Naptha Soap, my washes would make a snow-man jealous!"

Banish "Tattle-Tale Gray" with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
"Come on—stop chewing petals and get busy! Imagine finding flowers on the living-room floor—we'll pick the loveliest bouquet for Mother! We'll tear off all these old leaves and break the stems good and short..."

"Aw—brace up! Picking flowers isn't such hard work. Show some of the old ginger! I know it's 95 in the shade today and we're both sticky as yesterday's bib... but just keep going and you won't notice the heat!"

"Say—wait a minute! Your shoulder's prickly and red! Nope—kissing doesn't make it well... let's get the Johnson's Baby Powder and give ourselves a sprinkle. That soft, downy powder'll make a new baby of you!"

"I'm Johnson's Baby Powder... your baby's friend every day, but most of all when the weather's hot and sticky! Prickly heat and chafes and rashes stay away when I'm on guard. I'm soft as satin, for I'm made of the very finest Italian talc. And no orris-root. I hope you use Johnson's Baby Soap and Cream, too—and Johnson's Oil for tiny babies!"

Dear, bravo.' I laughed right out and that broke the tension.

"Cole Porter came over to me and told me I sang divinely.

"That was enough for Mr. Wanger. When a connoisseur like Cole Porter said I was all right, Hollywood might listen.

"And that was how I found myself with a seven-year contract and on my way out here, a little over a year ago."

Frances' pet gray Angora cat, Tuffy, strolled leisurely into the room while we chatted and jumped comfortably in her lap. Then Blackie, another cat, came in.

It was a little touch of home, of that small-town aura which hovers over Frances Langford and accounts for much of her appealing charm. From the kitchen came the warm spicy goodness of old-fashioned home-made cookies. Frances' mother even looked for her baby pictures so I might see what a cute little youngster she was.

"Want to know something funny?" Frances grinned, when we talked of Hollywood people and things.

"I was absolutely scared pink about coming to Hollywood. I had read stories about it during those long vacation hours back home. Jimmy and I would swing our canoe across the lake on a lazy summer afternoon while I read him thrilling things about Hollywood stars from the movie magazines.

"Hollywood was a place you dreamed about but never really went near. It was, to my imagination, everything naughty, tempting, thrilling and forbidden. A sort of movie set where people made love twenty-four hours of every day."

"Goodness knows it's a place where people work. Oh, they play, too. And dress beautifully and dine out and have romances and all that. But it isn't really wicked. Not the way I thought it might be."

But what struck me as the most interesting part of Frances Langford's story was the way she had turned a disappointment into an advantage.

"How many girls are sitting alone at home this very evening, wondering why the boy friend doesn't call up? Wondering and waiting. Thousands of pretty girls and girls not so pretty, who don't know yet that life can be only the glamorous adventure one can make of it.

"But what struck me as the most interesting part of Frances Langford's story was the way she had turned a disappointment into an advantage."

"No, you never know your luck. But then again, you might never find even a clue to it if you don't get out and do things. Whether it's dressmaking or candy-making or decorating or typing, any work may lead you straight down the street to that waiting corner. And this, I think, is what Frances Langford's story means most."

"I'm Johnson's Baby Powder... your baby's friend every day, but most of all when the weather's hot and sticky! Prickly heat and chafes and rashes stay away when I'm on guard. I'm soft as satin, for I'm made of the very finest Italian talc. And no orris-root. I hope you use Johnson's Baby Soap and Cream, too—and Johnson's Oil for tiny babies!"
Learn About Beauty from Gail Patrick

(Continued from page 40)

learned what was wrong and how to evaluate what she had and didn't have. Here's what was wrong with her four years ago.

1. She had no assurance.
2. Nerves and the wrong use of grease paint had ruined her complexion.
3. She was too tall.
4. Her Southern accent was all wrong for pictures.
5. She did not know how to put on a proper make-up.
6. Her hair was long and unruly.
7. She needed to put on weight, although her shoulders were too narrow and her hips too broad.
8. She had no idea how to wear clothes.
9. She had no "allure" for men.

That, you will admit, is a staggering list of handicaps. But the fact that Gail Patrick, today, is a beautiful, stunning, exciting girl proves Claudette's contention that you can learn anything you want to learn.

Many famous people were to play a part in the glorification of Gail Patrick—Joan Crawford, Claudette Colbert, Carole Lombard and others—but the first step was made when she evolved a little philosophy all her own. "Improve as much as possible, but change as little as possible."

And that's worthy of jotting down in the notebook. When Gail went back to Birmingham recently her college chums were pleased to discover that although she was beautiful, well dressed and poised she was, in personal integrity and viewpoint, the same girl who had gone away to Hollywood. That's improving as much as possible but changing as little as possible.

But before that she had to gain assurance. Claudette Colbert stepped into her life again by saying one day, "By the way, the Pasadena Workshop Theater has offered me a part in a play. But I think you're much more the type for it than I, so I suggested they get in touch with you."

Gail realized that Claudette was too busy to take the role, but the fact that she had suggested Gail gave the younger girl the confidence Claudette knew she needed. Gail was given the role.

Opening night she stood in the wings trembling with fear, rubbing her hot hands, mopping the cold perspiration from her forehead. Gordon Westcott, the handsome young actor who died not long ago, looked at her and said, "What have you done that you're ashamed of?"

Gail turned to him angrily, "Why, nothing, of course."

"Then don't act as if you're ashamed."

She walked on the stage in a fury, her head held high, her terror gone. Westcott's words had given her what she needed, as he knew they would.

Carole Lombard completed the job of building her assurance—the job that Claudette and Gordon had begun. On a set one day Gail told Carole how she envied her brittle poise, her ability to electrify a small drawing room or an enormous studio.
MOVIE MIRROR

THEN SHE FREEZES UP--AND MOVES ACROSS THE AISLE!

...SHE SAID SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR BREATH--SAY OUGHT TO SEE A DENTIST!

HERE I WAS THINKING I'D FOUND THE ONE AND ONLY--WHAT DO YOU MAKE OF THE SÜDDEN COLD SHOULDER?

WELL, LET'S GET ON AGAIN--SAY, IF YOU REALLY WANT TO KNOW, FRED...

MY FACE RED! ME FOR A DENTIST AT THE CHICAGO STOP!

SO THAT EVENING...

WHAT CAUSES MOST BAD BREATH? IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH?

I RECOMMEND THE DAILY USE OF COLGATE DENTAL CREAM BECAUSE IT'S SPECIAL PENETRATING FOAM GETS TEETH REALLY CLEAN!

MANY THANKS, DOC...I'LL GET A TUBE RIGHT AWAY!

1,000 MILES LATER

YOU HAVE MY ADDRESS...I'LL EXPECT YOU ABOUT EIGHT TONIGHT!

YOU BET! WITH BELLS ON!

THAT DENTIST IN CHICAGO CERTAINLY KNEW HIS STUFF WHEN HE RECOMMENDED COLGATES!

NO OTHER TOOTHPASTE EVER MADE MY TEETH SO BRIGHT AND CLEAN!

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!

REMEMBER this important fact—and take the sure way to avoid bad breath! Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes decaying food deposits lodged between the teeth, along the gums, and around the tongue—which dentists agree cause most bad breath. At the same time, a unique, grit-free ingredient polishes the enamel—makes teeth sparkle.

Try Colgate Dental Cream—today! Brush your teeth...your gums...your tongue...with Colgate's. If you are not entirely satisfied after using one tube, send the empty tube to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J. We will refund TWICE what you paid.

No other toothpaste ever made my teeth so bright and clean!

Now—NO BAD BREATH behind his sparkling smile!

20¢
LARGE SIZE
GIANT SIZE, OVER TWICE AS MUCH.

35¢

CAROLE grew confidential, "Listen," she said, "this person you see around the studio isn't the real me at all. I made myself assured. I put on this armor to fool myself. I play the role of a mad cap to make people notice me, to project the personality that I made myself and to bolster up the ego I lack."

So much for confidence. Gail's physical appearance was to be considered, too.

A specialist gave her two good tips. First, he told her she could not do the nerve wracking work she had chosen and eat hot breads, rich pastries, heavy meats. Salads, fruits and green vegetables must be substituted. Second, until her complexion cleared up she must use nothing on her face but good soap and water and pure olive oil, rubbed into her skin before she took her bath in the morning and again before she went to bed at night.

She had to put on weight. Rest and correct diet did that. But her hips were still too broad. She knew that correct lines in clothes and perfect posture would conceal that, so she began to study the stars most like her in type—Claudette and Kay Francis. She analyzed their still pictures. She bought a cheap camera and she and a girl friend used up dozens of rolls of film on each other. When they were developed Gail checked every posture and clothes mistake she had made. And that is something that every girl in the world who wants to improve herself can do.

JOAN CRAWFORD heard of this ambitious girl and asked her to come to the studio one day when she was posing for portraits, knowing that what she, herself, had learned she could pass on to Gail.

"If you don't mind," Gail said, "I'd like to get a girdle like yours."

"I'm sorry," Joan answered, "but I can't remember where I got this. Tonight I'll see if the manufacturer's label is still on it."

Well, Gail checked that up to profit and loss. Obviously Joan wasn't passing out professional girdle secrets.

But the next morning Gail was at Joan's studio having a test when suddenly she heard her name being called along dressing room row and a second later Joan burst in and shoved a package into her hands, "Haven't a minute," she said. "Due on the set. Couldn't find that label but I washed this girdle out—I've only worn it a couple of times—and I'd love for you to have it if you'll take it."

Later Gail learned the truth. Not only had Joan washed the girdle but she had cut the label out. Because don't forget that she, like Gail, revaluated and remodeled herself.

By study, Gail learned that most valuable of all garment lessons—it is better to have a very few good, expensive things well cut and well designed than dozens of cheap frocks. If you stand and walk well in a well tailored suit the world holds no fears for you.

Her hair was the next problem. Her father, back in Birmingham, had loved her long hair so much, but once Gail had started this self glorification she knew she must cut loose from sentiment, so the hair was bobbed, brushed back simply and

Giant Size, over twice as much.
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Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!

REMEMBER this important fact—and take the sure way to avoid bad breath! Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes decaying food deposits lodged between the teeth, along the gums, and around the tongue—which dentists agree cause most bad breath. At the same time, a unique, grit-free ingredient polishes the enamel—makes teeth sparkle.

Try Colgate Dental Cream—today! Brush your teeth ... your gums ... your tongue ... with Colgate's. If you are not entirely satisfied after using one tube, send the empty tube to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J. We will refund TWICE what you paid.
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YOU HAVE MY ADDRESS...I'LL EXPECT YOU ABOUT EIGHT TONIGHT!

YOU BET! WITH BELLS ON!

THAT DENTIST IN CHICAGO CERTAINLY KNEW HIS STUFF WHEN HE RECOMMENDED COLGATES!

NO OTHER TOOTHPASTE EVER MADE MY TEETH SO BRIGHT AND CLEAN!

Now—NO BAD BREATH behind his sparkling smile!
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CAROLE grew confidential, "Listen," she said, "this person you see around the studio isn't the real me at all. I made myself assured. I put on this armor to fool myself. I play the role of a mad cap to make people notice me, to project the personality that I made myself and to bolster up the ego I lack."

So much for confidence. Gail's physical appearance was to be considered, too.

A specialist gave her two good tips. First, he told her she could not do the nerve wracking work she had chosen and eat hot breads, rich pastries, heavy meats. Salads, fruits and green vegetables must be substituted. Second, until her complexion cleared up she must use nothing on her face but good soap and water and pure olive oil, rubbed into her skin before she took her bath in the morning and again before she went to bed at night.

She had to put on weight. Rest and correct diet did that. But her hips were still too broad. She knew that correct lines in clothes and perfect posture would conceal that, so she began to study the stars most like her in type—Claudette and Kay Francis. She analyzed their still pictures. She bought a cheap camera and she and a girl friend used up dozens of rolls of film on each other. When they were developed Gail checked every posture and clothes mistake she had made. And that is something that every girl in the world who wants to improve herself can do.

JOAN CRAWFORD heard of this ambitious girl and asked her to come to the studio one day when she was posing for portraits, knowing that what she, herself, had learned she could pass on to Gail.

"If you don't mind," Gail said, "I'd like to get a girdle like yours."

"I'm sorry," Joan answered, "but I can't remember where I got this. Tonight I'll see if the manufacturer's label is still on it."

Well, Gail checked that up to profit and loss. Obviously Joan wasn't passing out professional girdle secrets.

But the next morning Gail was at Joan's studio having a test when suddenly she heard her name being called along dressing room row and a second later Joan burst in and shoved a package into her hands, "Haven't a minute," she said. "Due on the set. Couldn't find that label but I washed this girdle out—I've only worn it a couple of times—and I'd love for you to have it if you'll take it."

Later Gail learned the truth. Not only had Joan washed the girdle but she had cut the label out. Because don't forget that she, like Gail, revaluated and remodeled herself.

By study, Gail learned that most valuable of all garment lessons—it is better to have a very few good, expensive things well cut and well designed than dozens of cheap frocks. If you stand and walk well in a well tailored suit the world holds no fears for you.

Her hair was the next problem. Her father, back in Birmingham, had loved her long hair so much, but once Gail had started this self glorification she knew she must cut loose from sentiment, so the hair was bobbed, brushed back simply and
waved correctly. And she learned to accent her face with make-up, but use it only as an accent. Just the faintest shadow over her eyes, the merest dash of rouge, but bright lipstick to conform to the contours of her mouth.

Yes, she was immensely improved, but she felt that her Southern accent would limit her selection of roles. She read aloud for hours, listening to every word she spoke, correcting herself every time she slipped back into the drawl. She spent her evenings at the neighborhood movies hearing, for the first time analytically, the cultured voices of the best actors.

Gail's inferiority about her height still made her unhappy. She had slumped that first night at the Hollywood party and she knew that was wrong. But when she carried herself well she seemed to tower above everyone. Flat heeled shoes threw her off balance and ruined the sweep of her frocks. Suddenly she said to herself, "Those low heels don't fool anybody. People look at me and realize I'm tall. Then look at the low heels and get the idea I'm sensitive about it. So I'm just kidding myself."

No chance then to combat this physically. She used her mind instead and when people said to her, "My, you're a tall girl, aren't you?" she answered, "Why no, I'm not tall. You're just short," thereby tossing the inferiority right back. And to herself she said, "Garbo is as tall as I am. So is Kay Francis. They've done very well for themselves."

SHE did not have to worry about handicap number nine for long. Having allure for men was easy as her new personality unfolded. So perfectly groomed, so subtly made-up, so well poised—why, everywhere she went men crowded around her. However, Mitchell Liesen, the director, gave her a final bit of advice that turned the trick and assured allure.

He said, "When you walk into a room have this attitude: 'I can have any man here if I want him.' That attitude is a vital part of that elusive quality we call glamour."

Today Gail Patrick, slim, alluring, glamorous, popular, beautiful, is one of Hollywood's rising stars. She learned how to accomplish all that.

One day on the set she saw amongst the extras three beauty contest winners. They were extras. Gail was a leading player. They were just as they had been when they won the contest. Gail was "improved as much as possible, but changed as little possible." Gail was going places. They were standing still.

So if one girl has learned these things, if one girl has been willing to put the time and energy into glorification that it takes, any girl in the world can do it.

STAR FASHIONS AS WORN
BY GINGER ROGERS

Next month, MOVIE MIRROR brings you five complete pages of the loveliest clothes Ginger has ever worn. See these up-to-the-minute fashions before you choose your own summer wardrobe and you just can't go wrong!

MOVIE MIRROR for July, Out May 22nd

They wondered why he passed them by, for Her...

Hers is the lovelier way to avoid offending ... She bathes with fragrant Cashmere Bouquet Soap!

So alluring ... your fragrant daintiness when you bathe with this lovely scented soap!

And how completely safe you are from any fear of offending! For Cashmere Bouquet's rich, luxurious lather goes down into every pore ... washes away so thoroughly every trace and cause of unpleasant body odor!

Then Cashmere Bouquet's subtle, costly perfume lingers glamorously ... Hours after you've stepped from your bath, it still whispers lovely things about you.

You will want to use this pure, creamy-white soap for your complexion too. Its generous lather is so gentle and caressing. Yet it removes every trace of dirt and cosmetics; leaves your skin radiantly clear, alluringly smooth.

Cashmere Bouquet now costs only 10¢! The same long-lasting soap which for generations has been 25¢. The same size cake; scented with the same delicate blend of 17 rare perfumes. Cashmere Bouquet is sold at all drug, department and 10¢ stores.

NOW ONLY 10¢ the former 25¢ size

She was so alluringly dainty
Is it fair to the child to make him take a laxative that nauseates him?

Doctors say it can be dangerous. For the revulsion a child feels when taking a bad-tasting laxative can upset his entire system.

The sensible thing today is to give a laxative with a pleasant taste—a laxative he takes without fighting back—a laxative that millions of mothers the world over depend upon faithfully—Fletcher’s Castoria.

Remember, Fletcher’s Castoria is a child’s laxative only. It’s made especially for babies and children. There isn’t a harmful thing in it—no purging ingredients as you’ll find in some adult laxatives. It will never cause cramping, griping pains. And it won’t form a habit. Fletcher’s Castoria clears the system naturally and thoroughly. It gives the body a chance to take up its normal functions again.

Keep a bottle of Fletcher’s Castoria on hand, always. Your druggist sells it. Get the Family-Size bottle tonight. It saves you money.

Learn About Acting from Josephine Hutchinson

(Continued from page 41)

hosannas throughout the years of her childhood and adolescence.

When she was eight, or thereabouts, her mother took her to Hollywood for a summer visit and by some strange coincidence she was used for a child’s part in Mary Pickford’s picture, “The Little Princess.” When she returned to her home town, Josephine was thereafter accorded all the respect due a prima donna.

The leading role in every class play went without argument to the little Hutchinson girl. Whenever a recitation or dramatic interlude was required for school or church gatherings the little Hutchinson girl was asked first.

When she was a high school senior she won a coveted scholarship to the famous Maurice Brown’s newly founded Little Theater of Seattle. Almost a thousand students entered the contest plays, but Josephine’s rooters weren’t worried about her chances.

And so through the formative years, long before she was ready for it, Josephine was becoming too accustomed to success and admiration and applause.

Thus when Mr. Brown (Josephine studied one entire summer in his little theater on the scholarship) decided to open the Provincetown Playhouse somewhere in the vicinity of the Great White Way, Josephine felt she, too, simply must go along.

And let it go down to Mr. Brown’s eternal credit that he did not promise the Hutchinson girl so much as a spear holding job if she followed him East. Josephine recalls that he made some vague observations about New York being quite a town in which to try out untried talent. But that didn’t bother her. After all wasn’t she the sensation of the high school dramatic club with a bookful of newspaper clippings to prove it? And hadn’t Mary Pickford once patted her eight-year-old head and declared that she had “unusual” talent?

And so we come to the Hutchinson chapter titled, “First Months on Broadway,” and it’s the same old monotonous story of cheap rooms, cheaper food and super-luxuriant dreams.

Maurice Brown found a place for “the nice little girl from Seattle” almost immediately in his production of Eugene O’Neill’s then new play “The Hairy Ape.” Josephine was elated until the first rehearsal when she discovered that her part required three and a half minutes on the stage and her lines comprised four words. Nightly audiences heard her murmur, “Is it a man?” in one swift, breathless moment.

But even this did not bring Josephine out of her Seattle-brewed assurance. She continued to believe that she would be spotted by some canny producer, that stardom, contracts, fame and money were just a matter of a few weeks.

It required six months of rehearsals and work in the company of such an artist as Louis Wolheim to jar Josephine into the
Let me tell you about this
"MILLIONAIRE'S DISH"
—that costs just 3¢ a portion

"We haven't a millionaire's income
—anything but! But if we had,
I don't know anything we could buy
that would taste better than Franco-
American Spaghetti. Its cheese-and-
tomato sauce is the most delicious
you ever tasted. Yet this marvelous
dish costs almost next-to-nothing.
You save money when you serve it
and it's a treat every time!"

The thrifty woman's standby
Franco-American's zestful flavor
"dresses up" the simplest meal. Inexpensive
meat dishes take on new luxury. Left-overs
acquire a lordly air.

And you never miss meat at lunch or
supper when there's a piping-hot dish
of Franco-American on the table.

Franco-American isn't the ordi-

nary ready-cooked spaghetti. It's the
kind with the extra good sauce. A
sauce made with eleven different in-
gredients—a masterpiece of flavor!

Yet a can of Franco-American, all
ready to heat and serve, is usually no
more than ten cents, less than 3¢ a
portion. It would cost you more to
prepare spaghetti at home, buy all
your ingredients and cook them.
Think of the work you're saved, too.
Get Franco-American today.
If you would appreciate having a skin soft and smooth as a rose-petal...immediately...and enjoy a beauty bath sensation...try the Linit Beauty Bath.

As Alluring

Dissolve some Linit in your bath while the tub water is running, bathe as usual, step out and when you dry yourself pat your body with a towel...do not rub...then feel your skin...soft and satiny smooth as the rarest velvet. And the most astonishing thing about the Linit Beauty Bath is that the cost is trifling. Don’t deny yourself such gratifying after-bath comfort when the expense is so insignificant. Try the Linit Beauty Bath and join the thousands and thousands of lovely women who daily enjoy its soothing luxury. Linit is sold by your grocer.

For fine Laundering

Don’t overlook the directions on the Linit package...recommending Linit for starching. Linit makes even ordinary cotton fabrics look and feel like linen.

Then she secured her first Broadway job, a really good part in “A Man’s Man.” And although critics and audiences called her a skilled actress, even attached the word “success” to her name, Josephine realized before the first month’s run that she was far from finished with the “soaking up experience” process. She knew that she had mastered enough footlight tricks to get by for a season or two. But a season or two wouldn’t do for Josephine. She demanded a life sentence.

When the play finished its run she courageously turned down two offers of leading parts in new plays and looked around for another likely place where she could proceed with the interrupted business of sponging up theater knowledge. She found the place in Eva LeGallienne’s Repertory Theater.

Now the next Hutchinson chapter covers seven years. To me they are unbelievable years.

The first morning she reported for work at the famous Fourteenth Street show house, she locked the doors of life and living behind her. If she had donned the white veil of a novice, her days could not have been more rigid and unworldly.

She moved from a smart hotel to a small apartment on Thirteenth Street, just one block from the theater, and for seven years that single strip of city asphalt encompassed her world.

For months at a stretch she did not set foot on Fifth Avenue, see the glitter of a shop window or enter a gay restaurant. Weeks passed when she saw and spoke to no one beyond the group of players connected with the Repertoire Theater, with the exception, of course, of her mother.

And listen to this, all you girls who firmly believe that the path to stardom is strewn with ermine coats and champagne dates, Josephine Hutchinson went for two and one half years without buying a single new frock because she never had time to shop. And during her seven years on Fourteenth Street she didn’t have one after the show supper date.

And just in case all this sounds unconvinging and smacks of exaggeration, glance over a brief summary of a typical Hutchinson day during the Repertoire period (seven years of it, don’t forget that). She was up at eight o’clock every morning. There was a rush to the theater for a fencing lesson (to keep fit and for graceful posture) followed by a quick shower and breakfast at the corner drug store. Then back to the theater for rehearsals at nine-thirty. Rehearsals every morning were devoted to the next week’s play. At twelve there were ten minutes for a reviving cup of tea. Then rehearsals all afternoon on the week after next week’s play. Costume fitting for next week’s play followed, and sometime after six o’clock she was free to go home for a sandwich and a cat nap. At seven-fifteen she was hurrying over the familiar pavement of Thirteenth Street for the evening performance. At midnight there was a snack at the corner drug store and, if things were not going too well with the current week’s play, back she went to the drafty stage for brush up work until dawn.

During a single season with the Reperto-
toire group, Josephine mastered thirty-two plays. Think of it, the lines, gestures, cues and technique for the leading roles of thirty-two full length, four act plays. And then during July and August she went up to Maine and mastered another eight or nine for the little summer theater groups.

She didn’t have a night off, a leisurely shampoo, a facial or an unhurried meal in seven years.

And right here is as good a time as any to pause and wonder just how many of America’s million or more screen-struck girls could stand up under this baptism of sacrifice and toil.

Well, exactly ten years after “the nice little girl from Seattle” arrived confidently on Broadway, she won her spurs. This time she knew she was ready to wear them. It all came about during the only tour made by the Repertoire group in the winter of 1934. In Los Angeles, Josephine’s flawless performance in the difficult leading role of Ibsen’s “A Doll’s House” resulted in the now famous Warner contract.

JOSEPHINE has been in Hollywood nearly two years now. Her first impact with leisure between pictures left her desolate. Then she discovered horseback riding, swimming, tennis, golf, gardening and a handsome young agent by the name of James Townsend.

She became proficient in outdoor sports in no time at all.

She became Mrs. James Townsend in six months.

And there it is, the success formula of Josephine Hutchinson, who, only a scant decade ago, was just one of a million or so nice American girls, with wholesome, healthy faces, slender figures and torrents of ambition.

**APOLOGY**

In our March issue we published a story called “The Truth About Alice Faye’s Tragedy” in which the author, Richard English, referred to the Bronx as “that poorer section of New York.” On behalf of our author and ourselves we want to apologize for this unintentional reflection on this community which in the words of George F. Mand, President of the Bronx Chamber of Commerce, has its “share of wealth, good fortune, outstanding and substantial citizens, together of course with some misery, some poverty and all that goes on the score of misfortune.”
She knows her MEN!

She takes great pains to learn their likes and their dislikes. One of the first things she learns is that nothing so quickly prejudices a man against a girl as the odor of underarm perspiration on her clothing and her person. And so she runs no risk of this danger.

For she knows how easy it is to avoid— with Mum! Just half a minute is all you need to use this dainty deodorant cream. Then you're safe for the whole day!

Another thing you'll like— use Mum any time, even after you're dressed. For it's harmless to clothing.

It's soothing to the skin, too— so soothing you can use it right after shaving your underarms.

MUM takes the odor out of perspiration.

THE girl who gets the invitations is the girl who knows how to please the men! She takes great pains to learn their likes and their dislikes.

One of the first things she learns is that nothing so quickly prejudices a man against a girl as the odor of underarm perspiration on her clothing and her person.

And so she runs no risk of this danger. For she knows how easy it is to avoid— with Mum!

Just half a minute is all you need to use this dainty deodorant cream. Then you're safe for the whole day!

Another thing you'll like— use Mum any time, even after you're dressed. For it's harmless to clothing.

It's soothing to the skin, too— so soothing you can use it right after shaving your underarms.

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS is on sanitary napkins. Use it for this and you'll never have to worry about this cause of unpleasantness.

Mum, you know, doesn't prevent natural perspiration. But it does prevent every trace of perspiration odor. And how important that is! Use Mum daily and you'll never be uninvited because of personal unpleasantness.

Bristol-Myers, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Speak for Yourself (Continued from page 6)

$1 PRIZE LETTER

Honors from England

Though I believe that film production as a whole has improved immensely during the past year, I think, however, that some people deserve particular praise now that we are able to sit back and review what was achieved in 1935.

I therefore take my off hat to: Garbo and her director for producing between them the unforgettable suicide scene in "Anna Karenina," everyone concerned with the casting and production of "David Copperfield"— especially Roland Young for an incomparable Uriah Heep; Peter Lorre in the "Hands of Orlac" ("Mad Love") for making villainy not only convincing and repulsive, but also overpoweringly pathetic; Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers for breaking screen tradition by improving on former successes with every new film they make; M-G-M for producing "Naughty Marietta," a musical idyl unsurpassed in screen history, which introduced Nelson Eddy, the most unusual combination of charming personality, fine acting ability and superb voice it has ever been my good fortune to encounter. And, lastly, to William Powell, Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert for giving consistently fine performances throughout the year.


$1 PRIZE LETTER

Sermons in Settings

What a pleasure it would be to see a picture that did not have such elaborate settings! Like millions of others I am one of the "middle class"— proud to own our home and lucky to have a few decent clothes. When I came home after seeing "Wife versus Secretary," with Clark's modernistic office and Myrna's four or five servants and oodles of clothes, I felt rather let-down and shabby. Of course, we enjoyed the poor trash in Jean Harlow's "Riff Raff," but that was the other extreme.

There must be some good stories where it isn't absolutely necessary for all this superfluity of lavishness. I like to have the same feeling that I do when I go to church and hear a sermon that I can carry home and apply to my everyday life. Not to come home and feel that the flowery oration was way over my head.

Mrs. Charles E. Paules, York, Penna.

$1 PRIZE LETTER

—and in Clothes!

I can't understand why there is always so much attention given to women's wardrobes and so very little to men's. Most people admire a well-dressed man, and concede that he has the advantage in both social and business relationship over one who is not. I do believe, however, that the average person realizes only vaguely that male clothing expresses personality.
the same as women's. Clark Gable and George Raft are, of course, the obvious examples. Both adapt their clothing to suit their irregular features and rugged type. In adopting the turtle neck sweater or dark shirt with light tie, for instance, many men use no discrimination. The tailor for Robert Taylor in "Magnificent Obsession" realized how much men's suits reflect their personality and utilized this knowledge to good advantage. In this story, the leading man had to appear first as a young playboy and then as a mature, distinguished, serious doctor. The good acting which made this transformation convincing was aided by the change from a sporty style suit with bi-swing back to a conservative professional-looking tweed.

Ruth Brown, Cincinnati, O.

$1 PRIZE LETTER

Another Hollywood

They say that Hollywood is cruel to the beginner—but that's a lie! It offers a chance to everyone—in fact, it lends a helping hand to the novice. I offer an example as proof of my statement.

Scene: Hollywood High School, free night school for adults.

Time: A Thursday evening at 8 p.m.

Action: The regular night school teacher in the course of Feature Writing presents to her class Miss Ruth Waterbury, the busy young editor of two leading fan magazines. Out of a routine packed with interviews, conferences, writing time and necessary social engagements, comes this energetic young lady to tell a schoolroom full of adults anything they might want to know to help them with their writing problems. There is no compensation in this engagement...no reward...no advertising...no pay. It is merely a typical, helpful Hollywood gesture. For a whole hour Miss Waterbury talks to her eager audience. She tells them of some of her experiences in breaking into the writing game. She tells of some of her mistakes whereby others may profit. Then she offers to answer any questions that might be asked. And there are questions, scores of them. Some are smart, some are stupid. But the gallant lady takes them all in her stride with enthusiasm and graciousness.

Now I ask: Could anyone fail to recognize the kindness of such an act in Hollywood?

Ann Baker, Los Angeles, Calif.

HONORABLE MENTION

"Magnificent Obsession" is the only picture I have ever seen that makes use of silence on the sound track, and let me say that those moments were much more poignant than had John M. Stahl felt the need of a background of soft, sad music, which has been the accepted formula for so long—Mrs. E. K. Whitesitt, Chanute, Kan.

Where have all the younger actors in Hollywood disappeared to? We're continually seeing the younger girls, but not the fellas—Miss B. Jones, North Biemaby, British Columbia.

May I inquire as to why no producer,
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Movies of the Month
(Continued from page 29)

It's About: The struggle a high-minded city girl experiences in trying to fit into the life of a small town to which she comes as the bride of its physician.

Director Archie Mayo has given this later version of "Main Street" a quiet and moving sincerity that leaves you with the definite feeling of knowing the people in the picture. It is both excellent and wholesome movie fare.

Carol (Josephine Hutchinson), a city girl, marries Dr. Will Kennicott (Pat O'Brien), a serious and gentle young physician in the snug town of Williamsburg and endeavors to fit into the pattern of small town life. Instead of the friendliness she expects she meets resentment on all sides. Each of the helpful things she tries to do, including the encouragement of a farm boy artist to pursue an architect's career, is deliberately misinterpreted by narrow minded, petty townspeople. She finally becomes ensnared in a dramatic situation that changes the entire course of her life.

Pat O'Brien and Josephine Hutchinson give charming performances as the young Kennicotts, realizing to the fullest the power of the plot possibilities. Ray Mayer in the minor role of a Swedish individual who will not conform to pattern is magnificent. Although their roles occupy little footage, Guy Kibbee, Louise Fazenda, Robert Barrat, and Olin Howard give them integral importance. Ross Alexander is less convincing as the young artist.

Your Reviewer Says: Watch carefully despite the stock plot, you'll enjoy this.

It's About: The somewhat troubled, unexceptional story is based on the strange-friendships-between-animals theme. In it the dog goes native and joins a pack of wolves, and his erstwhile pal, "Warrior," is stolen but escapes to join a band of wild Pintoes. There's a love story mixed up in this, too.

Director Archie Mayo has given this later version of "Main Street" a quiet and moving sincerity that leaves you with the definite feeling of knowing the people in the picture. It is both excellent and wholesome movie fare.

Two in Revolt (Radio)
You'll See: John Arledge, Louise Latimer, Moroni Olsen, Harry Jans, Willie Best, "Lightning" (a dog), "Warrior" (a horse), others.

It's About: A thoroughbred colt who made friends with a puppy.

The somewhat troubled, unexceptional story is based on the strange-friendships-between-animals theme. In it the dog goes native and joins a pack of wolves, and his erstwhile pal, "Warrior," is stolen but escapes to join a band of wild Pintoes. There's a love story mixed up in this, too.

Despite the stock plot, you'll enjoy this.

Your Reviewer Says: Watch carefully to make sure Junior doesn't bite his nails.

Two Many Parents (Paramount)
You'll See: Frances Farmer, Lester Matthews, Porter Hall, Henry Travers, Billy Lee, George Ernest, Sherwood Bailey.

It's About: Three lonely kids, whose parents are too busy or indifferent to give them love or attention, who find the solution to their troubles in a military school.

Every girl owes it to herself to make this "Armhole Odor" Test

If moisture once collects on the armpit of your dress, the warmth of your body will bring out stale "armhole odor" each time you wear your dress.
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Any doctor will tell you that Odoron is entirely safe. With Odoron, the excess perspiration is simply diverted to less "closed-in" parts of the body, where it is unnoticeable and evaporates freely.
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There's no grease to get on your clothes. And with all moisture banished, there's no risk of spoiling an expensive costume in one wearing. Just by spending those few extra moments required to use Odoron, you'll be repaid not only in assurance of complete daintiness, but in money and clothes saved, too!

Odoron comes in two strengths—Regular and Instant. Regular Odoron (Ruby colored) need be used only twice a week. For especially sensitive skin or hurried use, use Instant Odoron (Colorless) daily or every other day. At all toilet-goods counters.
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Better take along a supply of over-sized handkerchiefs when you go see this poignant little drama of little-boy loneliness and despair. You will find that your tears are brought, not by mawkish or sloppy sentimentality, but by very real and very human sentiment that tears at your heart strings.

The names probably will be new to you but you won't soon forget them or the people they belong to. As, for instance, Frances Farmer, as the understanding school secretary and confidante of all the boys. Or George Ernest as the boy who is severely disciplined because he wrote to himself the letters his father was too busy to write. Or Sherwood Bailey as the brat heir to millions who finds something more valuable than money. Or little Billy Lee, unwanted child of a vaudeville team.

There are laughs aplenty, boyish scrapes and adventures, and an exciting finish when George tries to commit suicide and is saved by his father.

Your Reviewer Says: This is one of the unexpected and un-ballyhooed treats of the movie season. Don't miss it.

The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)

You'll See: Franchot Tone, Loretta Young, Lewis Stone, Roland Young, and others.

It's About: A British barrister, busy convicting a man on circumstantial evidence, and the tangled developments when he gets himself caught in his own mesh.

This is an altogether surprising story which turns your attitudes upside down every ten minutes or so. Each time you begin to yawn something happens and you are immediately forced to reconstruct everything. A fatiguing job for any audience.

Franchot Tone is excellent in the role of an English K. C. slated for a high government post. The story, a desperate affair about blackmail and murder, concerns some letters a barrister wrote when he was a careless blade. Loretta Young, as his wife, ruins everything for him and then fixes it with the aid of Roland Young, who turns in a typically fine performance.

There are so many themes dealt with that the effect is rather tiring.

The cast gives admirable performances. You will come away confused, but definitely satisfied with the ending and you will want to tell your grandchildren what Franchot Tone looked like in a fancy jurist’s wig.

Your Reviewer Says: Don’t see this after a hard day’s work, but stay if it’s on a double bill.

13 Hours By Air (Paramount)

You’ll See: Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett, Zasu Pitts, Alan Baxter, Brian Donlevy, Fred Keating, John Howard and Adrienne Marden.

It’s About: A desperate criminal’s attempt to escape capture aboard a regular transcontinental transport plane.

In a way this is a “Grand Hotel” up in the air: terrifically exciting things happen to the passengers and crew of the plane as it flies its course in thirteen hours from coast to coast. Chief suspense centers around Alan Baxter and Brian Donlevy and when the plane is forced down
and snow-bound in a lonely spot, the action will thrill you to the marrow of your bones.

Countless plots include the mystery of heiress Joan Bennett's frantic determination to reach San Francisco by a certain hour and Fred Keating's equal determination to prevent her; the amusing romance of Joan and Pilot Fred MacMurray; and the tender love story of Co-pilot John Howard and Stewardess Adrienne Mann.

The first to die is Jennifer Churchill, a governess, and her young brat charge, Bennie Bartlett.

Your Reviewer Says: This one can be beat for modern melodrama. Enthusiastically recommended.

Murder by An Aristocrat (Warner Brothers)

You'll See: Lyle Talbot, Margaret Churchill, Claire Dodd, Virginia Brissac, William Davidson, John Eldridge.

It's About: It's a potpourri of murders in one family with a clever nurse finally solving them.

Have you ever played the murder game? It is a lot more exciting and just about as close as you can come to solving a real collection of murders occurring under the roof of the Thatcher family mansion.

To make matters a little more confusing the story pattern also includes guilty love, drug addiction, blind family pride, and a spot of blackmail. As a result it is not to be wondered at that the players themselves seem about as uncertain of what it all is about as the audience.

Marguerite Churchill gives the most clearly defined portrayal as the nurse called in by the distant family to administer to the first murder victim. Clues of all kinds are her meat and she sets about in a forthright way to straighten out the whole affair.

Unfortunately for the family of aristocrats two more murders occur before she and the district attorney, John Eldridge, accomplish their joint task.

Your Reviewer Says: Unless you are a western fan, Hollywood has gone a little too artistic even if you are not a western fan, we think you and all the family will get a full evening's kick out of this one. It has plenty of action but fist fights and gunplays are reduced in footage in favor of battles of wit.

George O'Brien is the mountie and a more likable one you'll seldom come across in life or on the screen. He poses as a crook, pulling a couple of fake jobs to make it convincing, and then puts his fellow gangsters on the spot.

Irene Ware as the girl gives a spirited and convincing performance and works up a chill or two for you when she gets entangled in the den of the crooks to save her kid brother. For smoochie villains Stanley Fields is grand. There's plenty of comedy, too, delivered chiefly by the camp cook, Victor Potel.

Your Reviewer Says: Better than most of its kind.

Little Miss Nobody (20th Century-Fox)

You'll See: Jane Withers, Betty Jean Hainey, Jane Darwell, Ralph Morgan, Sara Haden, Harry Carey.

It's About: A big-hearted orphan who gives up her own chance at happiness to save her best friend.

No one can truly complain that this time engaging little Jane Withers, who manages to be just as appealing and perhaps a bit more so than her more beautiful sister child actresses, does not have sufficient plot in her pictures. There is fast-moving action from beginning to end plus some of her comedy song numbers—“Then Came the Indians.”

Jane is an orphan in one of the nicest orphans’ homes we’ve seen in a long time with nary a mean matron or underling. The villain of the piece is a testy old store-keeper, mean enough to try to deprive the kids of their Thanksgiving turkey.

Ralph Morgan traces the identity of his lost child to the orphanage. He is kind and wealthy but when Jane sees her best friend, Betty Jean Hainey, about to be adopted by a shallow society woman and her brat son, she changes identification clues and lets Betty Jean go off with her, Jane’s own father. This gets her into much trouble but everything gets straightened out of course in an exciting finish.

Your Reviewer Says: A lot of fun for the whole family.
FEEL THE EDGE
...to feel the QUALITY of this 5c shelving!

WHAT'S smart and new for shelves?...any 5-and-10c store will tell you...Royledge! Thirfty, too, at a nickel for 9 full feet. (Dept. stores and neighborhood shops have 10c sizes, too.) The edge of Royledge is double-thick, strong, non-curving and dustless; smartly decorated with gay patterns. It's only a minute's job to lay Royledge flat on the shelf, fold down the edge...no tacking...no tearing down for laundering. It lasts for months.

Look at your shelves now...kitchen, pantry, bath cabinet, cupboards and closets. Dress them up! There's a Royledge design for every room and every need. Just look on the counters for the big Royledge package with the sticker that invites you to "Feel the Edge!" Made by Roylace, 842 Lorimer Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
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SOILED WINDOW SHADES?
NEVER AGAIN...

Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of $95 a Week?

"I Keep My Windows Spic and Span with
15c CLOPAY WINDOW SHADES"

CLEVER ME! I've found that 15c CLOPAYS look every bit as rich and lovely as costly shades. And they're so inexpensive! I simply rip them off the rollers when they're soiled and attach fresh new ones in a jiffy with that patented gummed strip. Try it yourself! Millions now use 15c CLOPAYS! They wear amazingly—won't crack, fray or pinhole. Variety of smart patterns and rich, plain colors. Also see the new 15c #CLOPAY LINTONE that "looks like costly linen." See them in leading 5 & 10 and neighborhood stores. Write for FREE COLOR SAMPLES to CLOPAY CORP., 1599 York St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Everybody's Old Man (20th Century-Fox)

You'll See: Irvin S. Cobb, Rochelle Hudson, Johnny Downs, Norman Foster, Alan Dinehart, Sara Haden, Donald Meek, Warren Hymer.

It's About: An aging manufacturer who finds renewed interest in life by trying to save the fortune of the children of his competitor.

The picture itself is no great shakes as far as story is concerned. But so skillfully is it enacted by the players, so natural is the dialogue, so perfectly timed is the direction that it emerges with definite charm, appeal and entertainment value.

Portly (to put it mildly) Irvin S. Cobb makes his starring debut in the role of the manufacturer who has a grand time bending the lives of a couple of harum-scarum kids into something worth while and teaching his cocksure young nephew a business trick or two at the same time. An eminently successful debut it is, too.

Johnny Downs and Rochelle Hudson as the scatter-brained kids are the real surprise and give the finest performances of their young lives. Norman Foster does well by his difficult role of the big, conceited nephew. Everyone, in fact, including villain Alan Dinehart, may take a bow on performances, and Director James Flood, two bows on his megaphoning.

Your Reviewer Says: An enjoyable show with a lot of laughs.

Snowed Under (Warner Brothers)

You'll See: George Brent, Genevieve Tobin, Glenda Farrell, Patricia Ellis, Frank McHugh, John Eldredge, Porter Hall, Helen Lowell.

It's About: A playwright trying to finish a play who gets snowbound in the country and cornered by two ex-suicides and a love-struck deb.

Here is a farce you may or may not like. It is well seasoned with spicy lines and replete with typical farce situations—the wrong people in the right bedrooms, the right people in the wrong bedrooms, ad infinitum. If you like this plot this is a funny version of it.

George Brent has the job of doing little more than playing stooge for the man-chasing women, who include Glenda Farrell as his predatory ex-wife No. 2, Genevieve Tobin as his fluttery ex-wife No. 1 and Patricia Ellis as the dauntless gover-her-man young debutante. Frank McHugh is a country constable who tries to straighten things out.

Your Reviewer Says: It all depends on your personal taste.

Fetticoat Fever (M-G-M)

You'll See: Robert Montgomery, Myrna Loy, Reginald Owen, Otto Yamaoka, George Hassell, Forrester Harvey, Irwin Flood.

It's About: A wireless operator in Labrador who plays host to Myrna Loy and her fiancé, Reginald Owen, and steals away Myrna's heart.

If you are yearning for a laugh and a chuckle you'll find it in the natural and spontaneous performance of Robert Mont-
gomery who plays an exiled Englishman killing time in a wireless station in Labrador in midwinter.

Through a forced landing of their plane, Myrna Loy and her erratic fiance, Reginald Owen, seek shelter in Montgomery's lonely shack and then the fun begins. Montgomery is so overcome at the sight of the beauteous Myrna that Owen is convinced he's a madman and seeks some means of escape. He finally achieves his purpose only to discover he's run off with an Eskimo charmer while Myrna and Bob, left behind, pledge their love.

At this auspicious moment, in walks Montgomery's former fiance and in his escapes over icebergs with Eskimo huskies braying at his heels, Montgomery provides fun for all. Even the Eskimos catch the slightly mad spirit that prevails throughout.

It's gay, amusing and sparkling all the way through.

Your Reviewer Says: A sure tonic for that let-down feeling.

Charlie Chan at the Circus (20th Century-Fox)


It's About: Charlie Chan visits the circus, runs into a murder and solves it with his usual cleverness.

With his wife and innumerable children, Charlie Chan visits the circus. The circus manager approaches Charlie and asks to consult the famous detective 'concerning threatening letters. At the appointed time Charlie leaves the performance to meet the manager and finds him dead in the ticket wagon with the door locked within.

With the aid of his son, Keye Luke, and the local police, Charlie takes over the problem of solving the crime; boarding the circus train and traveling with the performers. The crime is finally unfolded in an interesting and stirring climax.

Warner Oland turns in his usual smooth performance as the Oriental, Chan. Two midgets, George and Olive Brasso, are splendid. If you're a Chan fan, you'll love this one.

Your Reviewer Says: The circus angle makes this one of the best Chan stories to date.

Robin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)


It's About: A Mexican peasant in early California who watched his family murdered by invading Americans, went out to get justice, and became the famous Juquin Murietta.

After months of re-making by the studio, this exciting, rip-roaring lantern-slide of California in its worst period is at last ready for the public. Warner Baxter does one of his best characterizations as the simple Mexican farmer boy who is forced into banditry by the greed of the Gringos. Juquin's wife is killed and his mother injured by four unsavory Americans—so

DO BRUNETTES LOOK OLDER THAN BLONDES

THE ANSWER IS THAT 7 OUT OF 10 BRUNETTES USE THE WRONG SHADE OF FACE POWDER!

BY Lady Esther

If there's one thing women fool themselves about, it's face powder shades. Many women select face powder tints on the wrong basis altogether. They try to get a face powder that simply matches their type instead of one that enhances or flatters it.

Any actress will tell you that certain stage lights can make you look older or younger. The same holds true for face powder shades. One shade can make you look ten to twenty years older while another can make you look years younger.

It's a common saying that brunettes look older than blondes. There is no truth in it. The reason for the statement is that many brunettes make a mistake in the shade of the face powder they use. They simply choose a brunette face powder shade or one that merely matches their type instead of one that goes with the tone of their skin. A girl may be a brunette and still have an olive or white skin.

One of Five Shades is the Right Shade!

Colorists will tell you that the idea of numberless shades of face powder is all wrong. They will tell you that only five shades are necessary and that one of these shades will flatter your tone of skin.

I have proved this principle. I know that five shades will suffice. Therefore, I make Lady Esther Face Powder in only five shades. One of these five shades, I know, will prove just the right shade for you. It will prove your most becoming and flattering. I want you to find out if you are using the right shade of face powder for your skin. I want you to find out if the shade you are using is making you look older or younger.

One Way to Tell!

There is only one way to find out and this is to try all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder — and that is what I want you to do at my expense. One of these shades, you will find, will instantly prove the right shade for you. One will immediately make you look years younger. You won't have to be told that. Your mirror will cry it aloud to you.

Write today for all the five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder that I offer free of charge and obligation. Make the shade test before your mirror. Notice how instantly the right shade tells itself. Mark, too, how soft and smooth my face powder is; also, how long it clings.

Mail Coupon

One test will reveal that Lady Esther Face Powder is a unique face powder, unparalleled by anything in face powders you have ever known.

Mail the coupon or a letter today for the free supply of all five shades that I offer: I will also send you a 7-days' supply of my Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Mail the coupon or a letter today for the free supply of all five shades that I offer: I will also send you a 7-days' supply of my Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7-days' supply of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Name:

Address:

City: State:

If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

(You can paste this on a penny postcard.)

You can paste this on a penny postcard.)

You can paste this on a penny postcard.)

You can paste this on a penny postcard.)
IT didn't mean much to me a few nights ago when my job was to tell listeners about a new kind of makeup... "Keyed to the color of your eyes."

I stepped to the "Mike" and said:

"Here at last is a way to end misfit makeup... with harmonizing face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and mascara... all keyed to your personality color, the color that never changes, the color of your eyes."

That sounded like good common sense.

I continued broadcasting: "Eight out of ten girls who use this new makeup are immediately lovelier, more glamorous. You can get full-size packages of Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup... face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and mascara... now at your favorite drug or department store, only 55¢ each."

By this time, I was more than interested. I had sold myself... on my own broadcast!

So I tried Marvelous. My friends admired my new makeup... bought it themselves. Why don't you try it... and see how much lovelier you can be... when your makeup really matches and is scientifically keyed to the color of your eyes?"
Dakin, a tipsy youth passing through the town on route home from a football game. The ride ends in a surprising way. Next morning they frankly face the fact that their marriage is a loveless one but decide, for appearances' sake, to remain married for six months. Kay deserts him that their marriage is a loveless one but the ending affords surprising pleasantness.

Excellent support is given throughout by a large cast chief among which is Binnie Barnes as Dakin's jilted fiancee, James Stewart as the home town sweetheart, and Andy Devine as the grocer. Your Reviewer Says: Put this entertainment on your don't miss list.

✔ Till We Meet Again (Paramount)

You'll See: Herbert Marshall, Gertrude Michael, Lionel Atwill, Rod La Rocque, Guy Bates Post, Spencer Charters.

It's About: Two sweethearts who are separated by the World War and become involved in an enemy spy ring.

Somewhat slow in starting, this romantic drama of intelligent services in the World War builds to a thrilling and entirely unexpected climax.

On the eve of the marriage of Elsa Daranyi (Gertrude Michael), a Viennese actress, to Alan Barclow (Herbert Marshall), an English actor, England declares war on Germany. Elsa, a Tennyson spy, is forced to leave Alan without an explanation. Alan thereupon joins the English secret service and is sent to Germany. The climax is reached when the two lovers meet.

Herbert Marshall, in one of his best roles in recent months, gives a fine, sincere performance. Gertrude Michael is less effective in her romantic scenes than in later sequences, Lionel Atwill's restraint in an unsympathetic role adds realism and Rod La Rocque is splendid in a brief but distinctive part.

Your Reviewer Says: Commendable thriller movie.

The Witness Chair (RKO)


It's About: A man who was found murdered, $75,000 that was found embezzled, and a woman who found she was in love.

With the exception of excellent casting and Ann Harding, this is an average sort of courtroom picture. It holds interest throughout because direction, technical work and acting are superb, but the story under no circumstances could be called original or unique.

Based on a screen play which has inspired innumerable dramas of judge and jury, the plot worries about a business man (Douglass Dumbrille) who embezzled $75,000, stole his associate's daughter and was murdered. Most of the action takes place in a courtroom.

Ann Harding fans will not be disappointed, despite the unhappy role she has to play. Her performance is restrained, in good taste.

Your Reviewer Says: Don't expect anything surprising, but it's fairly good.
Men find her "doubly attractive" since she learned the secret of lovely, fascinating eyes. And it's the same story over and over again whenever a girl first learns—easy it is to have long, lovely lashes.

You, too, can have that fascinating loveliness that invites romance, if you bring out the natural beauty and charm of your eyes with Winx Mascara. It works wonders. Just a touch of Winx to your lashes and instantly they appear darker, longer and more lustrous. . . . your eyes sparkle... your whole appearance seems improved.

Try Winx today and see for yourself why so many smart, well-groomed women favor Winx regularly for both daytime and evening make-up. You will particularly like the way its emollient oils keep your lashes smooth and easy to apply.

Your local drug and department stores carry Winx Mascara in the economical large size. You can also obtain the complete line of Winx Eye Beautifiers in Introductory Sizes at all 10¢ stores.

Winx Mascara is offered in four colors—black, brown, blue, and green—and in three convenient forms—the new Creamy Winx (which is gaining in popularity every day), and the old favorites, Cake Winx and Liquid Winx. All are harmless, smudge-proof, water-proof, non-smarting, and easy to apply.

many girls make their original mistake, being natural does not necessarily mean, being yourself." Feminine naturalness can and does change almost as definitely as skirt lengths or shoulder treatments. For instance, it might be quite natural for a certain girl to talk at the top of her lungs, and kick her heels around, but such conduct would seem unnatural and like an exaggerated act today because that kind of naturalness is not in style! So, the girl who is naturally boisterous must assume artifice and artificial manners and modes to achieve our present definition of what is 'natural' conduct in a charming person!

We were lunching in the patio of Ann's vivid Beverly Hills home. Through the screen door could be glimpsed the colorful red living room, a startling background for a blonde at any time. Outside, the deep blue rugs and doilies set gaily against the yellow umbrella table. Everywhere there was color, vivid, definite color, creating a startlingly unexpected effect.

But it isn't necessary to know her long to realize that Ann is a totally unexpected person. Or if her background, her present personality, her entire aura are not unexpected, it is the most cleverly planned attack I've yet encountered. She just doesn't conform.

Consider the colors of our present setting. Unsubdued red in the background; the true, and not pastel, versions of the yellow and blue luncheon service. Here are colors that experts have assured us for years belong only to brunettes. Yet there sat Ann, in greenish-blue pajamas, a satin bow in her blonde hair, as perfectly fitted in this color scheme as though a Spanish artist had painted her into it.

Her appearance is equally disconcerting. She is pretty in a puzzling way that keeps your eyes wandering back to her face repeatedly to see which of several effects is the true Ann. The first impression is that she is beautiful in an exaggerated magazine cover style. When you look again, you aren't so sure. Is it beauty, or colorizing, or expression? There are moments when she is not beautiful at all, but these are the moments when her face is the most interesting. In the short span of five seconds as many moods seem to play on her face, even to the extent of casting character shadows on its childish roundness.

In personality, the first impression is of a charming girl with a youthfully modulated voice. The tone and pitch of her voice have as many plays as the expressions on her face. And they seem to match. She has the most beautiful enunciation I have heard off the screen, even from some of our best English performers.

No wonder a certain magazine editor recently threw up his hands over Ann's latest photographic sitting and exclaimed: "But I can't catalogue this girl! Last month she was captioned as a delightful ingenue, and she looked like one in her fluffy dress. The only face in our gallery more childishly round than Ann's last month was Shirley Temple's. But look at these!"

And these turned out to be the most contradictory set of photographic likenesses possible. There were Ann, the childish; Ann, the drawing room sophisticate; Ann, the dreamy-eyed; Ann, the darling and exaggerated.

"Which is she, anyway?" puzzled the editor, "and what does she do to herself?"

When I repeated that query to Ann over our luncheon of cheese souffle and tender green beans she didn't seem in the least surprised because she, apparently, is conscious of this chameleon quality in herself as a perfectly natural thing.

"It is hard to say what I do to myself because I am continually experimenting in not only my appearance, but in my mental viewpoint and my personality as well.

"Let us say that we are all born with a spark of 'differences,' some with more than others, but our ability to escape from the mob, or the group, or even the chorus is measured by just how much we develop and accentuate this differentness into true individuality!

"And believe me, it sometimes takes a great deal of experimenting from the skin in!"

"Many women go to no end of trouble, and often pain, making physical experiments in themselves. And in spite of what we may have heard to the contrary it is sometimes right to make these changes even though it necessitates changing our very color types. And by the way, speaking of what we hear and read, it is too bad so many women take certain cosmetic and stylist's hints as gospel when they are merely intended as generalizations." Ann waved a slender hand in the direction of her living room. "For instance, red is not supposed to be the most flattering background for a blonde. Yet because I love the color—I realized I must be harmonious in it, and to it. I couldn't like it so well if it didn't blend with me in some way. So I experimented until I found my color of red, and there it is!

Of course, it can be argued that my affinity toward brunette colors is because I am naturally a brunette, and the same point might be carried further in explaining why the so-called 'true' colors, usually associated with darker types, are more becoming to me than the proverbial blonde pastels. But strange as it may seem, while I am not naturally a blonde, I am more so as a brunette. But stranger as it may seem, and I might have an inferiority complex. But strange as it may seem, while I am not naturally a blonde, I am more so as a brunette, and I might have an inferiority complex.

"I realized that a long time ago when I was first starting to get a foothold on the stage and in pictures. As a medium brunette I was not naturally a mousey little person with an inferiority complex. Yet I looked mousey and looked as though I might have an inferiority complex. So everyone, including several stage directors, fastened one onto me.

"I had it brought home to me through the stridings—or lack of them—I was making in my career, that something was going to have to be done about my exterior, and
like the average girl I started with my hair! Far from being an overnight success, I appeared to be worse off as a violent blonde than I had been as a titian-brunette. For again, like the average girl I started with my hair too far the other way. I was so blonde I appeared to be worse off as a violent blonde before, I suddenly acquired a look of boldness that was no more a true part of my personality than the artificial shyness of my type didn't really make me a different person. But the disappointments and heartaches and joys that I have experienced in the last five years, did! So few women realize the value of their thoughts and beliefs as beauty and character markings in their faces. The narrow-minded woman is often a narrow lipped woman. Envy, jealousy, worry narrow the eyes, unflatteringly. So it is effort totally wasted and the sheerest folly to attempt to change ourselves outwardly without developing and growing inwardly, as well. Women who don't don't match! The effect is artificial and theatrical.

And yet the amusing part of it is, I do not believe I would ever have achieved a completely natural effect without this system of trial and error, because, as I remarked before, I am not at my most natural with the face I was born with!

"I believe that all professional personalities are synthetic to a certain extent. I don't think there is a single outstanding quality, diction. Yet I have known women who go to no end of pains to improve themselves physically and mentally to carry through life the grating, slovenly or little-girl enunciation they began with. In the studios we have a term 'Okay for sound' which is called after every scene signifying that the voices came over the sound track with the same perfection as the action was recorded in the camera. And if the scene isn't 'Okay for sound' it has to be done and re-done until it is. That's how important voices are in creating the perfect illusion in pictures. And that is how important voices are, off the screen, in creating the perfect illusion of the impression you want people to have of your own personality! Your dress and your mood is a very good thing for women. Because, somehow in some way we bring along the best of each transition with us. And that is a good thing because it makes for variety and mood in developing personality. Variety of mood is an essential thing to an actress. And all women should wear different moods becomingly just as they wear different colors and clothes."

A XN tucked a sandaled foot under her and lighted her after-lunchen cigarette. "After all, the great artist does not exhibit his masterpiece with the first paints and oils he mixed to achieve it, and I doubt if any great writer has ever given the world his first draft of a story. We can't all be geniuses but we can all strive to develop and grow and bring out the best and most colorful sides of our true individuality."

And if this is the answer to what Ann Sothern has done to herself, all I can add is that the result more than justifies the means.

**Soft, Young Skin FOR YOU**

**When you Melt away dead skin cells**

YOU really have the softest skin imaginable. If you'd only bring it out! Its true softness is hidden by dull, dead cells— which you yourself can melt away.

Day after day, your skin is drying out. Little cells are forever shriveling into dry, flaky bits—mean "powder catchers"! But you can smooth your skin instantly—with a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream)!

A distinguished dermatologist says: "When a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream) touches the skin, an instant softening takes place. Dried-out surface cells melt away. Young underlying cells come into view. The skin quickly acquires smoothness and fine texture."

Try Pond's Vanishing Cream with the coupon below. See how itputs an end to roughness, an end to powder trouble. Starts you toward a young, fine-textured skin! Apply it twice a day . . .

**For a smooth make-up—Always before you put on make-up, film your skin with Pond's Vanishing Cream. More than a powder base, it melts away flaky bits . . . leaves your skin smooth. Make-up goes on evenly with a "beauty-salon" finish!**

**Overnight for lasting softness—Every night after your regular cleansing, spread Pond's Vanishing Cream on your face, hands, elbows. It isn't greasy, won't show.**

**8-Piece Package**

POND'S, Dept. F135, Clinton, Conn. Rush 8-piece package containing special tube of Pond's Vanishing Cream, generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. Enclose 10c for postage and packing.
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IF Perspiration were a TIGER

—you'd jump to protect yourself from its ravages! Yet the insidious corroding acid of perspiration can destroy the under-arm fabric of your dresses as surely, as completely, as the scarifying claws of a tiger's paw!

Answers to thousands of questionnaires revealed the astounding fact that during the past year perspiration spoiled garments for 1 woman in 3! What appalling wasteful extravagance, when a pair of Kleinert's Dress Shields would have saved any one of them at trifling cost.

And this surest form of perspiration protection is now the easiest also! Kleinert's Bra-form is a dainty uplift bra equipped with shields—always ready, without any seeing, to wear with any dress at any moment. A supply of two or three solves the perspiration problem for the busiest woman and they're as easily swished through the nightly soapsuds as your stockings and lingerie!

Just ask for "Kleinert's" at your favorite notion counter—shields, 25¢ and up; Bra-forms, $1.00 and up.

Kleinert's
DRESS SHIELDS
Guaranteed

MOVIE MIRROR

Alice White Gets a Second Chance

(Continued from page 63)

were stolen since it allowed me to start out with an entirely new wardrobe and that makes it complete.

I talked with Alice in her suite in a New York hotel the evening before she sailed. She admitted that she hoped to get her divorce from Si Bartlett in Paris, that she thought it likely she and George Givot would marry, and that in this comedy she will make in England she yet has known on the screen. She talked frankly about the failure of her marriage with Si Bartlett and she put her own shoulders under half of the burden of responsibility.

"It was no one thing," she explained, "I don't suppose it ever is. Si and I remain friends. If we don't see each other right now it's because there's no sense spilling gasoline in front of a torch. We managed to get pretty well on each other's nerves and there's a lot we both need time to forget.

"I left Si because I no longer was happy with him. I've given up friends for exactly the same reason. When you aren't happy with people and when they begin to bring out facts in yourself which you don't like there's only one sensible thing to do, call quits."

It seemed odd she and Si hadn't been able to make a go of things. During the five years they had gone together, been as close as married people are, things had been pretty grand. I said something of this and Alice shook her head.

"I waited that long time," she said "because I wanted to be sure that aside from the attraction Si and I had for each other we were congenial. Some people get married feeling that if it doesn't work there will be no harm done. Perhaps after all that's the better way. When you marry in haste at least you have the excitement of romance to see you through your adjustment period. Si and I were used to each other and so when we didn't have children and establish a different kind of life in our marriage it proved an anti-climax.

"We built up to a great let-down."

Suddenly occurred to me that if I kept on the way I was going neither Si nor any one else would want me around. I remembered something my grandmother once had said to me "You cry alone!"

"As a matter of fact," she told me, "unhappy as that time was I'm grateful for it now for it taught me many things about myself. I haven't really done any serious worrying since then. Whatever happens I do the best I can and let it go at that. If worry solved anything it would be worth while. But it merely clouds your mind."

George Givot arrived to take Alice to dinner. You've seen George on the vaudeville stage and you have heard him on the radio as the Greek Ambassador. Or perhaps you've seen him on the screen; recently in "Riff Raff." He's what Mae West calls something tall, dark, and handsome.

"I thought, Baby," he said, rubbing the back of his head, "that you might find the time to trim my hair."

"Okay, Stuff, fine," she agreed. He's Stuff just as the puppy, in which he owns a half share, is Stuff. But neither of them seemed to be confused about this so I tried not to be either.

George—Stuff—settled himself in a straight chair and he began to talk. He wrapped a towel about his shoulders and with scissors and comb went to work.

I was thinking what a casual, unsentimental, modern pair they were when George, allowed to raise his head for a minute, boasted.

"People don't know this girl. She's really domestic. Believe me, no barber would do my hair more expertly. And you should see her cook and sew!"

Whereupon I decided that men always
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have and always will be the same about the girls they love just as girls always have and always will be the same about the men they love and that there's no such thing as a modern pair, that it's been the same since Adam and Eve.

We talked of marriage again. Alice announced if any outside influence had been to blame for the failure of her marriage with Si Bartlett that it had been men, men generally.

"I think," she made a quick grab for Elmer who had finished his own dinner and was about to eat Stuff's, "I think men generally are responsible for many marriages landing on the rocks. I do really. Men, for some ridiculous reason, always are afraid to show they are in love with their wives. Therefore when a man is out with other men and he starts to go home and the rest of the crowd yell 'Why go home, that's the last place to go!' he takes off his hat, stays an hour or two longer, drinks a few more drinks—and no good comes of it.

THAT'S not," she ended soberly, "the way it should be at all."

George rattled his evening paper. He cleared his throat. "Men don't mean all they say, Baby," he protested. "Gee, most of the time they're only playing at being big guys. Honest. We act a darn sight stronger and more independent than we feel. That's why men need mothering. That's why when a woman stops mothering a man it's all over."

White Alice is busy in the English studios George will make a vaudeville tour and between engagements it is possible he will fly to Hollywood to appear in another picture.

"I'm glad we're going to be separated," Alice said. "I want to circulate a little before I marry again, meet different people. I've never done this. I met Si fell head over heels in love with him, and never went out with anybody else. If it's the real thing between George and me, being separated and going out with other people won't change it. And if it isn't the real thing now is the time for us to find it out.

"However," she added for George's benefit, as anyone with half an eye or half an ear could tell, "George'd better not go off on too many tours. He'd better join me pretty soon for you never can tell about those Englishmen and their beautiful manners. They can be very attractive!"

George put down his paper. He grinned. It developed he hadn't been reading the sport pages at all but that he had been studying the sailing list of the Aquitania.

"Too bad, Baby," he said, "but as far as I can tell the ship isn't going to be overrun with rich and handsome young men." But he didn't sound as if he thought it was too bad at all.

The day before Alice and George had gone to visit her grandmother who lives in New Jersey. And Alice was delighted because her grandmother had whistled while they were there.

"It's the first time she's whistled in over a year," she explained, "since my grandfather died. Not that she's gone around feeling sorry for herself. She never did. In fact she's always told all of us not to feel too sorry for her now, even if she is lonely, since she's been one of the most fortunate of women. Because of all the years she and my grandfather had together, you know, and because of the fullness of the life they shared, first with their own children and later on with their grandchildren, too."

Nobody ever gets anything better than that, after all. Baby," George said.

"I know, Stuff," Alice answered him, "I know!"

Alice—one of Hollywood's cutest Cuties, round-hipped, bright-haired, baby-eyed. That, however, is only the half of her, and the surface half at that. Underneath she's other things. She's the granddaughter of that staunch little Italian woman who is her grandmother. She's the sound fruit of her family tree. Which is why she doesn't stand today with her eyes dull from tears, despairing, her life in pieces about her. Which is why she has been able, as she herself puts it, to take it. To take it without growing bitter and without losing courage and faith and hope. Which is why she'll do something, something worth doing, with this second chance.
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How Clark Gable Changed My Life

(Continued from page 31)

Then I chimed in, "And you're one of the biggest, and yet you don't act stuck-up at all!"

Well, Mr. Gable blushed, I'll swear he did.

Then he said, "Yeah, but I guess all of us boozes think we're pretty important, all right, if it comes right down to it."

By this time we were in Beverly Hills, and Mr. Gable stopped the car at Santa Monica Boulevard and Canon Drive so we could get out. As he started to drive away, I hollered at him.

"Say, Mr. Gable! You got any clothes you don't want, that you'll give me?"

I WAS even raggeder than I am now, and my clothes looked terrible. He looked me over, and said, "Pal, you certainly need some clothes, all right, but you know my clothes won't fit you. I'm twice as big as you are!" "Oh, that don't matter to me," I said. "If you'll let me have 'em, I'll make 'em do."

"Well, I'll tell you," he said, "I haven't got any extra clothes at the house right now, but if you'll come up to the Metro studios next week I'll see what I can do for you. Go to the front office and have the girl ring me up on the set, and I'll have some clothes ready."

I went out there the following Wednesday morning and he wasn't at the studio, so I stuck around. About 12:30 he drove up and stopped in front of the gate, and saw me standing there.

Right away he commenced grinning, and said, "Hello, there!" And I said, "Hello, Mr. Gable!"

The studio cop wanted to know if he had an appointment with me, and Mr. Gable told him he sure did. He motioned at me, so I went over to his car.

"Listen," he said, "I'll go inside and look around, and see what I can find for you in the way of clothes. You wait right here, will you?"

"O. K., Mr. Gable," I told him, so I waited.

It wasn't very long until a colored fellow came out of the studio with a jacket hung over his arm and a ten-dollar bill in his hand. He said he was Clark Gable's valet, and he was told to give me the jacket.

Then the valet said Mr. Gable had given him some money to go with me and buy me some pants, so we walked up the street to a clothing store. I picked out the heaviest pair I could find, made of whipcord. They didn't cost but a dollar six bits, but they were good and strong, and that's why I picked them.

Well, I went around in back of the store and changed pants real quick, and then came up in front again, and thanked the valet. Then I got another surprise.

As I started to go out of the door, the valet hollered at me to wait a minute, he had something for me. He gave me the rest of the money that was left out of that ten-dollar bill.

M R. GABLE said you could have it," the valet said. "He thought you might need it more than he did."

Well, I've worn out the pants, and spent the money to eat on, but I've still got the jacket. And I hope I can manage, somehow, to keep it so that I'll always remember Clark Gable.

He is an O. K. guy. He's hopped freight trains and he's been around long enough to know how the other half lives. But what's more important is that with success, he hasn't forgotten, either.
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The Surprising Minna Gombell We Know

(Continued from page 57)

the deepest respect, she added; "And she's a worker. I'm amazed at what they de¬mand of actresses up there in Hollywood. The most strenuous program of any of my friends would be reeex for her. And she likes it." Once, a little belligerently, as if reading my thoughts, Mrs. Campbell added, "I'm glad she does it."

She seemed rather convincing in her es¬timate of Minna but then "The Thin Man" came to town and that ruined everything.

"That impossible woman who plays the part of the incredible wife of 'The Thin Man' is Joe's wife," we were informed by the gossips, and Mother Campbell's good work was undone.

"Why did he ever marry a woman like that?" was the purely rhetorical question that always followed.

"I suppose she'll try to jazz up the place with a lot of fool Hollywood ideas," worry¬ed one of the neighbors on Point Loma who visualized green tile swimming pools and wild parties and ultra modern Holly¬woodish appointments.

Someone else observed, "Well, anyway, we always rush to pay our half dollar to see every picture she's in." And that be¬came the truth. The town became so in¬terested to see its siren that the theater manangers noticed an increased sale on Gombell pictures.

MINNA began to belong to us, however, only in the last few months. Appar¬ently she'd begun to like Sefton House, for she abandoned the Laguna Beach cottage. And how could she help loving Joe's beau¬tiful estate? Sefton House is a smart home of perhaps twenty rooms, handsomely if a little heavily and masculinely furnished, situated in its own glorious park. From the two sun parlors and library one looks over formal terraced lawns, centered by foun¬tains and bordered by graceful eucalyptus trees, past the walls of the estate to the sea and the quieter bay embraced by a fairyland city.

It is surrounded by a large wooded acre¬age through which their private gravelled drives are laid. In the lower garden is a Japanese house and miniature garden where sometimes Minna serves tea...yes, tea. Only because she closed the beach cottage did we ever learn to know her.

Her entrance on the local social stage was dramatic. The stage had been set, quite by accident, in true movie fashion. Though all of us had preconceived ideas of what "hard-boiled" Minna was like, we were eager to see her, ready to lift the old eyebrow in disapproval. The audience waited now only for the bridegroom to wait now only for the bridegroom to bring her forth in a "behold my wife" fashion. It was to be a special preview for the chatter-chatters.

And then Minna came on the set. And just as fiction would have it, the unsympathetic and difficult advance guard (old Sefton family friends) gasped for breath. Why was she lovely! Casual, yes, but with the priceless poise that makes a lady. This was no Edna of "Bad Girl," no superficial wife of "The Thin Man." This was, indeed, a soft voiced, utterly charming girl... and building back your blood.
with great wide eyes and dimples that flashed with the slightest smile.

Wholesome and refreshing as a sub-deb she was, but with a smart sophistication that forestalled the slightest criticism from the local fashionables. Mrs. Campbell had been right—she was really lovely.

“She’s a great actress,” the wife of one of San Diego’s most prominent attorneys said to me. I was amazed at her comment, knowing how critical she had been of Minna. When “Cheating Cheaters” had come to town her disapproval had been very emphatic.

“She’s a great actress,” she repeated, answering my look of surprise at her new estimate of Minna by continuing, “any woman who could be such a convincing gum-chewing toughie one moment in pictures and such an enchanting, gracious creature the next in her own home must either be a great actress or a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.”

So Minna was a lady—a perfect lady. The sticklers for background learned for the first time that she was of the Baltimore Blue Book Gombells, the only child of Dr. William Gombell, Maryland physician; it wasn’t their fault, they pleaded with Mr. Sefton, for not guessing it all from the first.

“You know yourself, Joe,” some of them explained in defense, “how she behaves in pictures.” Joe loved it. He loves to show her off, and because he has that kind of sense of humor he likes to show her off particularly to the ones who have said the most derogatory things about her. He likes to see the haughty ones soften under her charm. With almost satanical pleasure he watches their armour of reserve melt before his Minna. Both he and Minna find it easy to forgive those who were skeptical because they know there are two Minnas, real and reel.

Minna isn’t socially ambitious; she is honestly indifferent to the superficial social life though she can beat the fashionables at their own games—every game, that is, but bridge.

And bridge,” she confessed to me one day as she sat domestically by the fireside and knitted a yellow sweater for Joe, “I loathe.”

We have been completely charmed by her graciousness as a hostess, and we love the way she presides, not officiously as if to prove to us that she is the lady of the house, but simply, unaffectedly. Mr. Sefton has been receiving in the great house for so many years without a hostess that he tends to assume the burden of entertaining—and she is smart enough to let him do it. Since she comes only on week-ends, she is more like a guest in the house, and he makes her sojourn carefree by assuming head of the house duties such as ordering dinners, inviting guests, etc.

Too much social life bores Minna. She asks only to work seriously in Hollywood (she’s been in forty-seven pictures in the last four and a half years) five days of the week and to join Joe (they’re desperately in love after nearly two years of married life) for little quiet week-ends on Point Loma. When she is here, except for occasions like Christmas, she usually asks a few close friends in to dine—old friends of Joe’s, socialites sometimes, but most often writers, artists, actors and actresses, people who are doing things. Max Miller, author of “I Cover the Waterfront,” and Mrs. Miller are frequent guests.

Minna loves to ride—and she’s an able equestrienne—not on fancy tanbarks but on the bridle trails over Mr. Sefton’s beautiful country place at Jamacha near San Diego. She’s an expert fisherman and aquaplaner, too.

Her hobby this year is raising gourds and she’s turned the sun parlor in the front of the left wing of the house over to them. There she sorts and curves and varnishes them. They are stunning in their brilliant oranges and yellows, capricious fellows that take on sundry bulbous shapes.

And so Minna came, saw and conquered. As a social editor whose business it is to snoop discreetly but effectively into other people’s business, I’ve watched Minna convince all of us that she is no Hollywood hellion but rather a gracious, charming person worthy of presiding over Sefton House.

Two world-famous prima donnas meet—Lotte Lehmann, noted German lieder singer and soprano of the Metropolitan Opera, visiting the Pacific Coast on a concert tour, stopped in at the Universal studios to see lovely Irene Dunne (in white wig for the last scenes of her new film, “Show Boat”).
He Started by Stopping
Broadway

(Continued from page 39)

about it. Another thing, Freddy never went out with girls, didn't even look sideways at any of the girls in the chorus, and that brought on the most ribbing of all. We were always telling him that some day when he did fall he'd fall with a thud. One of the pet gags around there was, 'Be on your guard, Handsome! One of those line girls will get you if you don't watch out!' (Line girl is just another name for chorus girl, you know.)

How did Freddy take it? Swell! Of course he didn't like to be called Handsome, but he never seemed to even listen to what we said about the girls. He just didn't seem to want to bother about them in those days. That lightning mind of his was on dancing, song writing and success. Song writing's an angle on Freddy that's never been touched on before—but I'll get around to it a little later.

'I'll never forget my first impression of him. Freddy came into Room 18, stood in the doorway a moment, and looked around. A friendly poker game—the calm after the storm—was already under way, and everybody was smoking cigars and drinking out of the same whiskey bottle.

COME on, young fellow!' somebody shouted. 'Come on and join the game!'

'Nice to see you, very much,' said Freddy.

'Thank you just the same, but I can't. I've got to work—and giving us the cold shoulder he turned and marched over to a far corner where there was a tiny dressing table and mirror. There he began unpacking. We looked at each other, grinned and shrugged and went on with the game. But a minute or two later, from that corner, came the insistent, annoying sound of a tap dancer rehearsing his taps.

'So that's it!' said Fay. 'So that's what we have to put up with! Why I'd rather have to deal with six tumbling Manhattanites than one tap dancer any day! The noisy things!'

'But apparently Freddy wasn't listening, for right on top of that he called out to see if any of us had a piece of chalk he could have.'

'What for?' Fay wanted to know.

'So I can make a mark on the wall every time we stop the show,' Freddy answered quickly, and sincerely.

'Well that got us. That killed us. That panicked us. Some punk kid and his sister—a team we'd never heard of—were going to stop the show! That was a laugh.'

'Of course, as you've probably gathered, it was a laugh out of the other side of the mouth on the opening night, when that's exactly what did happen: the Astaire, Adele and Fred, stopped the show! That was a laugh.'

'Of course in those days, Adele was the main attraction, and I'm not giving away any secrets in saying so, because Freddy admits it himself. But that was natural. She was more developed, and therefore more sure of herself. Then too, she was 'Boss,' being the older, and, as boss, she always took the initiative, both
in their dances and in their comedy acts. But I think the very fact that Freddy was the weaker of the two in those days is for a great amount, responsible for his tremendous success today. Freddy fought desperately to keep up with Adele. He fought desperately to prevent people's saying that he was just carrying her along. And in that fight, the hour after hour rehearsing, the monk-like life, Freddy forced himself not only catching up with Adele, but threatening to leave her far behind. Starting out at a disadvantage is probably the best thing that ever happened to Freddy.

"He and Adele were always as different as night and day. Adele was always at ease, always master of every situation. Freddy was always uncomfortable in the presence of others. Adele always looked forward to the day when she could get out of the show business. Freddy always looked forward to the day when he would be tops. Adele was always temperamental and easily upset; but nothing ever really angered Freddy. Adele could always attract friends by the dozens, while Freddy never made any effort to attract any friends at all. And so on and on. In every way, really, they were exact opposites. Yet, just the same, they were terribly devoted to each other. They always called each other by their mother, and that would be going some! No two kids ever had a grander mother. No mother ever had two more adoring children. Mrs. Astaire always traveled with them, you know, and to her they owed the greatest part of their success.

"During that first 'Passing Show' she kept house for them in a tiny little New York apartment, managed all their business, and came to the theater with them for every performance. And I'm sure she must have often shuddered to think of the wild company her son was keeping in that madhouse we called Room 18. Yet, she never once scolded us, or interfered on Freddy's behalf—no, not even if I had wanted to. She never once scolded us, or interfered on Freddy's behalf—no, not even if I had wanted to."

R E M E M B E R Freed was the only one who had tricks played on him—

we all came in for it at one time or another—but I only tell you about him because I know he's the one you're interested in. Well, anyway, that day, a couple of us happened to get to the theater before Freddy did, and that in itself was so unusual that it gave us an idea. We knew that Freed had told us he had a pair of trousers he was going to use in the second act. Now if we could find his trousers, and if we could . . ."Well, came the time for Freddy's change. A couple of tap-tappety-taps and he had shed one pair of trousers. A couple more tap-tappety-taps and he had made a flying leap into the second pair, only to find that the legs, like good trousers, were practically inseparable! Fay and I were the only ones who weren't on the stage at the time, and we were hidden behind the screen. But we almost burst a blood vessel trying to keep still. If you could have seen the look in my eyes, you'd have laughed too. Finally, however, he found them—but he was two minutes late for his entrance. Afterwards Adele gave him the devil—but Freddy was a good sport. He took it on the chin and didn't give us away.

"Several weeks later we tried to sew up Freddy's dress-coat pockets—he had a lot of steps he did with his hands in his pockets; still has—but this time he caught us. For now he was paying more attention to the condition of his clothes than ever before—and this time he was very pretty persnickety about such things, too. Like the words of the song he recently made so famous he was always 'shining up his shoes, brushing off his top hat, putting on his tails.' The clothes in his personal wardrobe were always simple, ordinary clothes, as they are today, but his stage clothes were the swankiest Freddy could buy. That was his one extravagance, good clothes for his act. As a matter of fact, I bought some of Freddy's stage clothes after he finished with them, and one Tuxedo was so ahead of its time that I wore it for five years after Freddy sold it to me! That'll give you an idea.

A N D now I'm getting to the song-writing angle. One day I happened to tell Freddy that as soon as the show folded I was going to quit acting and become a song writer instead. Irving Berlin had already promised me a job to start at $15 a week. In his office. Well, you might have thought that I had said fifteen thousand dollars a week, judging from the look of envy in Freddy's eyes. He said that's what he'd like to be—song-writer! Oh, of course he liked dancing too. But what he'd like best in all the world would be to write the songs he danced to. And from then on till the end of the show I couldn't shake Freddy off. I know lie's the one you're interested in. Well, here's my story.

"He wanted to talk songs with me all the time. He wanted me to tell him what I thought of this song idea and that one that he had in mind. He was always bringing me lyrics and music written on the backs of envelopes, magazines, anything. And the funny thing is—Dave Dreyer leaned across his desk and dropped a torn piece of cardboard in my lap—"the funny thing is, Freddy's still doing that today."

I looked at the cardboard. On it, in Freddy's handwriting, were four variations of one idea for a song title.

"One day not long ago Fred came into my office on the RKO lot and said. "Dave, here I am again—how's this?" He then played me his latest song. I said, "That's it, Freddy!" He said, "That's the one I'm going to try and write—" And then he paused a moment to laugh in remembrance.

"That song, 'I'm Building Up to an Awful Letdown,' now ranks second among all the present-day popular songs and it looks as if it might be first. In other words, it's a real hit—and is Fred happy! Now I'm supposed to phone him back and let him know which of these new ideas to start with. And he'd like to know which of these new ideas to start with."

"Why he used to write me long letters
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about it from England, where he went shortly after the first 'Passing Show' closed. He was over there, off and on, for the next seven or eight years, and I guess I was the only one of the old gang who ever heard from him—and that was just because I was at Berlin's. Freddy used to write to find out which songs were most popular, and which were flops, and what was my opinion on the why and wherefore of each? He never wrote about the great success he and Adele were having over there! Imagine! He wrote to find out how certain songs were doing over here.

"When Freddy did finally settle down in New York for a winter or two, you wouldn't have known him, he had changed so. Like the smart fellow he is, he had not only picked up several thousand pounds in England, but he had picked up all the polish and the smartness and the chic that there was to be had. Freddy himself hadn't changed any, understand—he was still the same shy, sweet, swell fellow underneath—but he had changed externally. He didn't hang around Broadway anymore. New York's smart east side claimed him after that.

"Still I saw Freddy now and then. He'd come up to the Berlin office to congratul¬ate me on some new song maybe, and we'd sit around for an hour or so and chat. Sometimes about songs, but most often Freddy would say, 'Say, remember those good old days at Room 183? and then we'd be off!'"

**Last Minute News**

Genevieve Tobin is back from New York. Jeanette MacDonald's mysterious eastern admirer turns out to be Dr. Scruggs Single¬ton, here today escorting her around; maybe it's romance.

Weldon Heyburn, actor of "Mob Rule," has a sweetheart here to meet him; he won't reveal her name.

Virginia Bruce is going to Hawaii immediately after the "Great Ziegfeld" opening. Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer are talking of a "Garden of Allah" with Merle Oberon going into another production.

Clore Dodd will go to the British Isles with husband, J. Milton Strauss, but not for work.

Ray Ingram, who plays "De Lawd" in "Green Pastures," is leaving on a tour of the South to write an original story for the screen. He is traveling in a trailer.

Fred Stone has sold his New York property and has bought a large ranch in Van Nuys in California; will build on it for his work.

Rex Ingram, who plays "De Lawd" in "Green Pastures," is leaving on a tour of the South to write an original story for the screen. He is traveling in a trailer.

Fred Stone has sold his New York property and has bought a large ranch in Van Nuys in California; will build on it for his work.

The Yacht Club Boys were given another contract to appear in "Stage Struck."

Mary Brian, Hollywood's bachelor girl, is expected to announce her engagement at any moment to Cary Grant; in fact, Cary admits it.

"Phantom of the Opera" definitely comes back to Universal. This time Martha Eggers sings and Karloff phantoms.

Victor McLaughlin goes vocal in his new pic¬ture, "Everybody Sings."

For the new picture, "My Man Godfrey," Carole Lombard and William Powell have a clause in their contract never to be referred to as "swee.

Joan Bennett is the envy of all Hollywood. Her new bedroom is done in soft shades of beige and pink.

Margaret Sullivan has given in and bought herself a house on Tooele Lake, where she sits and looks at Universal Studio across the way.
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Beginning the Tragic Life Story of a Happy Man

(Continued from page 43)

imagine his fate was different from other boys'.

It was not from his family that Joe knew unkindness or cruelty. To the contrary, for the short time he was under parental influence he knew the warm devotion with which large families envelop their own, even in the face of dire poverty. Joe came from a line of hard working Welsh, German and Irish folk. There were ten of the immediate Browns, eight of whom were not the lucky seventh child. Joe was "in the middle somewhere.

He was born in Holgate, Ohio, on July 28th, 1892, but before he was three years old his family had moved several times, first to North Baltimore, Ohio, and then to Toledo, which he remembers as the town of his early childhood. In spite of his father's yen for moving, Joe does not recall that any of it greatly benefited their finances. The elder Brown's "income" seemed to remain stationary at about $1.50 per day for odd jobs!

Yet they were not an unhappy group. Poverty on such a scale as the Browns' seldom allows for the routine monotony of the great middle class. Something is always happening—a rent eviction—or another baby.

If he began life as an under-nourished baby who grew into a gaunt, too-thin little boy, it was a fact that disturbed him not at all. The other kids seemed to remain stationary at about 61.50 in finances. The elder Brown's "income" was something of a philosopher. He used to question the health-building value of the vegetable he had grown in the front yard. He knew that any of it greatly benefitted their health.

The other half of the house where the Browns lived was occupied by a clan almost as large and quite as noisy and their name was Jones. George Jones was two years older than Joe, but he was his best friend, and eventually, as events bore out, the definite turning point in his life.

For a long time (at least all through the first and second grades) George had been talking wildly, but interestingly, about joining a circus. He knew a man, a Mr. Ash, whom he had met at the old Valentine Athletic Club in Toledo, who was planning to form an acrobatic troupe for circus work. George believed he might be able to get a place on it. He confided as much to Joe who, up to that time, had shown no special aptitude for tumbling or acrobatics—but only up to that time! From the moment of the inception of the idea Joe went mad to sit on the half-collapsing back stoop, whenever his parents were occupied with two major problems. First was how to get enough to eat. Second was how to get a job that would help out at home. He also had two paramount dreams—shows and baseball. Once, Joe and four other kids climbed a telephone pole and saw the first act of a show through the cracks in a theater roof. He had never seen it. For as baseball—that was all...
Stop SAYING "NO" TO FAVORITE FOODS!

It isn’t only pie that disagrees with some people. Many say that even milk gives them a gassy stomach. The very best foods may bring on acid indigestion, sour stomach, gas, heartburn. Millions have found that Tums bring quick relief. Munch 3 or 4 after meals or whenever smoking, hasty eating, last night’s party, or some other cause brings on acid indigestion. Tums contain no harsh alkalies, which physicians have said may increase the tendency toward acid indigestion. You will like their minty taste. Only 10¢ at all drug stores.

ASH, the manager, guardian and professional “father” of the troupe, was an amazing character. Athletic and muscular in build, florid of complexion, a rather dashing beau with the ladies he was, according to Joe, “the darndest liar in the world. He frequently lied when the truth would have served his purposes better.”

His taste in clothes ran to checks and plaid, and though he always seemed to be smoking expensive cigars, the truth of the matter was that he purchased one good cigar a month, saved the band and inserted it onto stubs cast away in hotel lobbies and on street corners!

Ash did not consider himself, nor was he considered by his charges, a particularly mean man. In the early part of the twentieth century the creed of sparing the rod and spoiling the child was not only believed but practiced by even indulgent parents. To this day Joe cannot recall Ash’s large, muscular hand without feeling it on his ear.

The first time he was to feel that hand was the day after the bewildered and amazed, but curious, crowd had missed the circus at the Topeka engagement and had been forced to pay railroad fare out of his own pocket to catch it. But the kid forgot he was an “Ashton” and spoiling the child was not only believed but practiced by Joe. The “Ashtons” were George Jones, Joe’s elder; Otto, (no one ever seemed to discover his last name); Ash, and Joe. When they stood together to have their pictures made in tights, they ranged in height like Florid Ash to Master Joe, who weighed considerably less than sixty pounds. No one ever knew exactly what Ash got for the act. But Joe and the other boys got $1.50 weekly which was diligently sent home to their parents by Ash.

ASH, a victimish little troupe had caught up with the Sells and Downs Circus, an organization that had been “fast talked” by the talented Mr. Ash into engaging them. Ash was not in a good humor to begin with. He had missed the circus at the Topeka engagement and had been forced to pay railroad fare out of his own pocket to catch up with it in Chanute, Kansas. But finally they were there, and no heart beat faster or happier at being under the Big Top than skinny little Joe’s.

Ash called a morning rehearsal for the purpose of polishing up the act and the boys were in the dressing room tent in their shirts and coats while they were conversing in their own familiar manner. Ash had called a morning rehearsal for the purpose of polishing up the act and the boys were in the dressing room tent in their shirts and coats while they were conversing in their own familiar manner. He thought he had killed himself.

One night George Jones came home with amazing news! Whether Joe believed it or not, nobody great Mr. Ash had seen him (Joe) twirling and hurling himself through the streets, and Mr. Ash admired his perseverance (right in the teeth of disaster, so to speak) so much he thought he might be able to use him in the act he was getting up. The act was to be known as “The Five Marvelous Ashtons” and they were going to tour all summer with a circus!

Joe was not yet nine years old when his bewildered parents put their names to a contract permitting their joy-crazed son to go to a unit in Mr. Ash’s “family act.” The “Ashtons” were George Jones, Joe’s pal; Grover McCabe, a cross-eyed youth Joe’s age; Otto, (no one ever seemed to discover his last name); Ash, and Joe. When they stood together to have their pictures made in tights, they ranged in height like Florid Ash to Master Joe, who weighed considerably less than sixty pounds. No one ever knew exactly what Ash got for the act. But Joe and the other boys got $1.50 weekly which was diligently sent home to their parents by Ash.
The next thing he knew he went sprawling on his face under the dressing table. For a minute the little boy couldn't catch his breath. It was the first time in ancient ages he had ever put a hand on Joe. Then he remembered he was supposed to be an "Ash-ton."

He had an awful feeling he was going to cry! The violent fall had hurt him and knocked the wind out of his slender form. And he was so hungry! They hadn't eaten much, the "Ashtons," since leaving home. That extra railroad fare had cut into their rations considerably. But then he remembered he was a performer in a fine circus act, and he was making a dollar and a half a week that was being sent home to his folks. And he forgot his hunger. Then the thumping noise, the excitement atmosphere in the world. So he choked his tears and hunger and humiliation back inside him where it really had no room along with the bursting pride he felt in his new work, and climbed out to follow the act to rehearsal.

Joe learned values from the world of the circus that were to remain with him all his life. He learned that in spite of the acres of sawdust and the close proximity of the animals that circus people were the most scrupulously tidy in the world. And no place in the show world were the conventions more strictly adhered to. The Big Top has two dressing rooms, one for the men and one for the women. No one is ever allowed to be completely undressed in either tent! Once when Joe was still new to the show a man with a new trapeze act violated the code and stripped nude. The other men in the tent threw shoes at him, and without knowing exactly why, Joe joined in and threw shoes at the offender, too.

If he was often lonely and afraid and hungry when the lights went out in the cheap little hotel rooms he shared with Ash, he never permitted his family to know it. Nor did he hint to them that his ankles seemed to be permanently sprained and sore because his haunchless spirit led him into leaps and jumps he was not thoroughly prepared for. Seldom that Joe was free of that slow burning pain in his ankles. And he was, of course, always hungry. Mr. Ash allotted the boys ten cents apiece for their meals, and it was up to them to find the places where the gravy was thickest and the bread the "chunkiest" for dunking. Joe did not mind that he had only ten cents for his meals, but what he did mind was that he had to share his sparse repast with Ash's little French poodle. He was afraid not to feed the animal almost as much as he ate because if Ash found out he was "neglecting" the dog he would give Joe a licking.

But these were secrets and pains and hunger he nursed to himself. The letters he wrote home were almost as glowing and happy in tone as those Ash wrote to the parents of the children. Far greater than Joe's fear of Ash was his dread that his life was not the bed of roses he painted it, and they would order him home.

The boy was very happy every moment he spent actually under the Big Top. Everybody liked the kid who was game for anything, even if he did get swollen ankles as the result. And Joe liked everybody in return.

There was genial Pop Erwin and his wife and daughter who did the balancing act. There was the clown, One-Eyed Murphy, who used to sit in front of three mirrors to get his hair parted perfectly crookedly. One-Eye was Joe's particular pal. He used to tell him stories about a fabulous character named Popcorn George. And every time he told Joe about Popcorn George that amazing gentleman had turned into another "figure," and Joe was never quite sure when Popcorn George would be a little squat man with coal black hair. The next time he was a daring athlete with red hair and a long red beard that eventually was his undoing when it got caught in the trapeze one night. It was Murphy who taught Joe the secret of using the impossible to the Busby people to believe what you're doing, always believe it yourself."

These people of the circus were glamorous and exciting and interesting to Joe always, either in the acts or in the lunchrooms they frequented after performances. To him they were the most daring and courageous figures in the world. He learned what real courage was when that "zero hour" would happen and something would go wrong with an act. Someone would miss and a figure would go hurtling through the air, and in the accident would be very bad and the big tent would be in an uproar. But there were times when only the performers knew that one of their clan had been injured, and that gallant soul, in deep pain, would get up and go through the stunt he had just missed again, "before his nerve left him." That is the code of the circus. Unless you are actually unconscious, you get up and repeat the daring feat before you have time to think about it and lose forever that steel nerve that makes the stunts possible.

The Five Marvelous Ashtons" were with Sells and Downs five weeks when they were fired. Of course, Ash told the boys they were "quitting the cheap outfit," but no one was fooled very much. Ash had promised a great deal from their act they were not trained to deliver; and then Mr. Cabe, the cross-eyed boy, gave the superstitious circus people the jitters. He was blamed for anything and everything that went wrong from a lost wagon wheel to an elephant on a ramp.

There were still six weeks before Ash had to bring his charges back home and to school. They landed a short carnival engagement in Allison, Iowa, before Ash managed to get them with another small circus, the Busby Circus.

If Ash had promised Sells and Downs the improbable from his troupe, he promised the impossible to the Busby people. He had stated with great emphasis that every member of his troupe could do "leaps," an old fashioned circus stunt in which acrobats run down a chute in rapid succession, waiting for the man on the springboard to knock one and get his rear end and do "rolls" or somersaults in the air. Joe, being the smallest, was put at the head of the line for the first "leap"—and Joe had never done a leap in his life! "Just remember," whispered Ash, "the closer you look at yourself, the more nervous perspiration itself, "not to land on the spring with both feet! One foot at a time or you'll lose your balance in the air and land on your neck."
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Many Never Suspect Cause of Backaches
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief Of Pain
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly, once they discover that the real cause of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
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Joe's heart pounded like a hammer as he began that run. The chute was nineteen inches wide but it looked like a ribbon to the scared kid. He must remember to hit the springboard one foot at a time. Suddenly there was the spring. Joe jumped. Both feet came down and his body, unbalanced, went working into the air.

"I knew I was going to be killed or terribly hurt," says Joe. "I knew all those people would pile down on me as I lay there bruised and broken. I knew I would be sent home to die, or already dead. I thought about all this as I pawed through the air toward the landing canvas.

A FEW performers always stand at the foot of the runway to help out acrobats who overshoot the landing mark, or who need extra impetus on a roll. One of these fellows plucked me out of the air like an apple, set me down on my feet, spanked me gently and turned away as though nothing had happened. Instead of being the center of all eyes as a drying hero, I realized no one was paying the slightest attention to me. I was furious. But I was never quite so frightened again!

Later, Ash gave him a beating, for his "carelessness.

The boy was so blue, so heart-sick and body bruised, that he wrote his mother a letter that evening asking her to send, for his "carelessness." He tucked it in the pocket of his suit intending to mail it the first moment he was free of Ash's watchful eye. But he never got the chance.

That night, while they were doing their work, Ash, mortally realizing his "swing" and timing, Joe's small hands clutched for the man's—too late!

When they picked up Joe's inert, skinny little form in the tangle of the net a minute later, his face was broken! Pain like hot coals was shooting through his head. He was blind with it, and yet all around he could hear the husky whispers of the circus people: "Can you get up, can you get up?" He must get up! He must get up. He must get up and do it again. If he didn't he might never be able to do a circus stunt again. Not to be with the circus? He might as well be dead. Somehow, someway—he does not know how it was possible—he was on his feet. Eager hands were helping him to the ladder. He climbed—it seemed a million feet in the air. Faces blurred before him. Both feet came down and his body, unbruised, that he wrote his mother, a letter that evening asking her to send for. But I was never quite so frightened again.

The boy was so blue, so heart-sick and body bruised, that he wrote his mother a letter that evening asking her to send, for his "carelessness." He tucked it in the pocket of his suit intending to mail it the first moment he was free of Ash's watchful eye. But he never got the chance.

That night, while they were doing their work, Ash, mortally realizing his "swing" and timing, Joe's small hands clutched for the man's—too late!

When they picked up Joe's inert, skinny little form in the tangle of the net a minute later, his face was broken! Pain like hot coals was shooting through his head. He was blind with it, and yet all around he could hear the husky whispers of the circus people: "Can you get up, can you get up?" He must get up! He must get up. He must get up and do it again. If he didn't he might never be able to do a circus stunt again. Not to be with the circus? He might as well be dead. Somehow, someway—he does not know how it was possible—he was on his feet. Eager hands were helping him to the ladder. He climbed—it seemed a million feet in the air. Faces blurred before him. Both feet came down and his body, unbruised, that he wrote his mother, a letter that evening asking her to send, for. But I was never quite so frightened again.
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Brown, the wealthy Hollywood movie star, never to be with the circus? He might as well be dead. Somehow, someway—he does not know how it was possible—he was on his feet. Eager hands were helping him to the ladder. He climbed—it seemed a million feet in the air. Faces blurred before him. Both feet came down and his body, unbruised, that he wrote his mother, a letter that evening asking her to send, for. But I was never quite so frightened again.
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The second installation of the life story of Joe E. Brown tells you more of his circus experiences, his jobs in honky-tonks along the Gold Coast, his own vivid impressions of the San Francisco earthquake and fire and the start of the one big love story in Joe's life!
Instead of using lipstick
TATTOO YOUR LIPS

Now ... for lips ... Tattoo instead of lipstick! Vibrant, exciting South Sea color... luscious and appealing instead of “just red!”

Transparent and pasteless instead of opaque and pasty. Chap-proof...

Tattoo's stays... and it really stays...

Put it on . . . let it set . . .

Tattoo! . . . much more desirable!

Tattoo Color Selector display your own skin at the Tattoo Color Selector displayed in your favorite store.

Then . . . tattoo your lips! Tattoo, $1 everywhere.

TATTOO
SOUTH SEA COLOR FOR LIPS

Important to you

The impression you give others concerns you! That's why Dew concerns you too . . .

You can't possibly be your most attractive self unless you keep your underarms dry and clean—absolutely odorless. Dew is sure protection. Dew's action is gentle, instant and lasting.

When you use Dew, you know your underarms are sweet and dainty, your dresses and coat-linings are free from stains, odors and wrinkles. Using Dew is really economical—one small bottle lasts for months,... At any self unless you keep your underarms dry and clean—absolutely odorless. Dew is sure protection.

Dew is something about it

The impression you give others concerns you! That’s why Dew concerns you too...

You can't possibly be your most attractive self unless you keep your underarms dry and clean—absolutely odorless. Dew is sure protection. Dew's action is gentle, instant and lasting. When you use Dew, you know your underarms are sweet and dainty, your dresses and coat-linings are free from stains, odors and wrinkles. Using Dew is really economical—one small bottle lasts for months...

You can't possibly be your most attractive self unless you keep your underarms dry and clean—absolutely odorless. Dew is sure protection. Dew's action is gentle, instant and lasting. When you use Dew, you know your underarms are sweet and dainty, your dresses and coat-linings are free from stains, odors and wrinkles. Using Dew is really economical—one small bottle lasts for months...

At any department, drug or chain store.

WATCH FOR THIS STORY NEXT MONTH!

The July issue of MOVIE MIRROR (out May 22nd) will bring you an unusual feature you can't afford to miss—the amazing contrast between the points of view of a young actress on the threshold of her life and career and of one of the oldest and most beloved leading ladies. Be sure to read Gladys Hally's interview with Rosamond Hudson on "What I Think Life is" and May Robson's answer in "What I Know Life Is."
She knows the secret of
"BREATHE CONTROL"!

By Their Pets You Shall Know Them
(Continued from page 54)

After several days during which nothing but false clues poured in, John was finally picked up by a farmer and returned to Miss Michael. As soon as John came back, Gertrude began to improve.

Few dogs can be credited with raising their master's standard of living, but that's just what Freddie Bartholomew's dog accomplished. Concoll is a spaniel, and was presented to Master Freddie by Constance Collier. His name was coined by Freddie, using the first syllables of Miss Collier's first and last name.

There was no room for Concoll to play in Freddie's apartment. Realizing how attached Freddie was to the dog, his aunt, Miss Myllicent Bartholomew, decided to take a small house. Still the entire problem was not solved. For while Freddie was at the studio the dog had to be fed. After several family conferences, it was decreed that they get a maid. With this decision made, the Bartholomews settled down with a sigh of content.

But it didn't last long. Freddie saw other players on the sets with their dogs, and he couldn't see why Concoll shouldn't be there too. Street cars and busses simply would not allow the dog to ride with the passengers.

Well, thought Freddie, why not have an automobile and was on the point of persuading his aunt to buy one, when Louis B. Mayer, who for a long time had been trying to decide what to give Freddie, presented him with a car.

JOHN HOWARD, whom you'll see in "13 Hours by Air" and who made a hit as Tom Brown's older brother in "Annapolis Farewell," is cat crazy. For twelve years John has had a pet cat with five different unpronounceable names. But he's called Tiny, for short. John found the cat in New York when it was only two days old.

"You know, John," a friend told him, "there's a litter of kittens in a stable near your house. If someone doesn't take those kittens away, they'll probably be killed by the horses in the stable."

John dashed to the stable, where he saw Tiny and his brothers and sisters in a corner. "Trying to save the kittens," he told me laughing, "I was almost killed by the horses myself."

John gave away the other kittens, but he kept Tiny with him, and trained him to come whenever he whistled for him. For years, wherever you saw John, you saw Tiny, too.

When he first went out to Hollywood, he left the cat with his folks in Cleveland, fully expecting that he would not last long in Hollywood. When, to his amazement, Paramount decided to keep him under contract, he made up his mind that he wouldn't be parted from his cat any longer, so he sent for it.

Perhaps the best-loved kitten in all of Hollywood is Washy, Joan Blondell's favorite pet. For Washy saved not only...
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GRAY HAIR

Keep ALL your hair one even lively lustrous, natural, youthful appearing color.

FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR
A more dainty, modern, perfected preparation for fading hair; cleanly, economically used in hygienic privacy of home. Costly, expert attention not needed. Will not wash off nor interfere with curling.
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Joan's life but the lives of her husband and her baby. It happened, of course, in the days before divorce had thrown its shadow on the Blondell household. Joan and her husband and baby were all peacefully asleep. They were awakened when the cat, which was sleeping on the balcony, began to meow loudly and pitifully. George opened the door onto the balcony to find the place ablaze. Desperately Joan and George fought against the fire, and stopped it before it could do any further damage.

Ken Maynard, however, owes his life to a horse. During the filming of one of his pictures, he and Tarzan, his famous horse, were supposed to race out of a burning shack as soon as the flames started. But the flames made greater headway than anyone had expected. Ken found that he couldn't see the door for the smoke and the fire. Choking and gasping, he hung onto the saddle pommel, hoping against hope that Tarzan would somehow find the door. And he was right in trusting Tarzan. The horse bolted for the door and rushed out just as the shack collapsed.

There are many such tales of heroism about Hollywood pets. Some of them are authentic and some of them could undoubtedly be traced back to imaginative press agents. But my favorite pet story is of a star who saved a dog's life!

The dog was Baby, a dachshund given to Joan Crawford by Franchot Tone. Baby was always rushing down to the swimming pool near Joan's garden. Because of the abundance of flowers around the garden, numerous bees buzzed around the swimming pool. Baby would chase them and bark loudly, only to have them fly beyond his reach over the swimming pool.

One day he decided that would be enough from the bees, so when they flew over the swimming pool, he went right after them. To his dismay he found himself choking and sputtering and a little dazed by the plunge in the cold water of the pool. Being only a baby, he couldn't swim very well. In between gulps of water he barked pathetically.

Joan, whom the studio had allowed a slight rest during production because of a minor cold and throat irritation, was busily trying on new and gorgeous pajamas when she first heard the yips and moans coming from the floundering Baby. Rushing into the yard, she took the situation in with a quick glance and, without so much as a thought for either the pesky and costly cold or the fine lace on the imported pajamas, dove in to rescue the puppy.

Baby, seemingly, needed but that one lesson. The bees have now discovered that you can lead a puppy to water, but you can't make him drink.

At last—Jack Oakie takes that long-threatened fatal leap! And Hymie leaped out to Yuma with his trusty camera to catch this picture of Jack and Vanita Varden, former Follies beauty, saying "I do" for Judge Freeman, who has tied the knots for more famous movie people than most of us have ever seen in person. Who said that railroads didn't have a heart? Their train made a special stop at Yuma for fifteen minutes, just to let Jack and "Pigeon" (honest, that's her new husband's pet name for her) get married.
Something More Than Beauty

(Continued from page 25)

meant for you, not only for a better make-up, but for the health of your skin. (For instance, a famous manufacturer here in Hollywood makes his splendid powder foundation cream in two forms, for dry and for oily skins.)

11. Do you know how to put on a make-up, really know?

12. Are you up to date on the new cosmetics constantly being developed? Very important, this, because while good news travels fast, the very thing you have been wishing for may already be on the market.

13. Do you know that if you have little "laughter lines" around your eyes and mouth, these are not blemishes, but a definite asset which makes you more charming to other people?

14. Do you know that even a conservative make-up nowadays includes clever touches on the lashes and eyelids?

15. Do you honestly realize that every day you change your appearance, either for less or greater beauty, by the regular care you give your face, and by the thoughts you think?

How did you rate with yourself? I do hope this check-up will help you toward your kind of beauty, because that's the basis of success. Everyone can have, and the most universally admired.

Maybe you've read that big motion picture directors are begging screen aspirants not to copy the present stars, but to be

Nosey Nellie Says:

Director William Wyler back from New York has nothing to say about ex-wife, Margaret Sullivan. The long disputed role of Queen Elizabeth in "Mary of Scotland" finally went to Fredric March's frau, Florence Eldridge.

Bob Woolsey has recuperated from his long siege of illness in Palm Springs, and will make another picture as soon as his team mate, Wheeler, returns from Hawaii.

Ann Harding is at last ready to sail for England with her little girl now that the courts have decided in her favor.

Eric Rhodes, who once swam ten miles from Santa Monica to Malibu, is not in training, and will try to cross the Salton Sea, fifteen miles, sometime this month, a feat never before accomplished, because of the choppy waves and saline content of the water. It will take twelve hours, if he makes it.

Lily Pons is ready to return to Hollywood. RKO will star her in their revival of "Street Girl," the first picture that studio ever made and reportedly the most successful shot after sound come in.

Director Stephen Roberts has bought one hundred acres of land on the Rogue River in Oregon and will convert it into a fruit and dairy farm. He already has four Jersey cows.

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers are already in rehearsals for "Never Gonna Dance," their next picture which will start production sometime soon.

Georgette Linn has gone so Garbo that not even the studio knows his telephone number and address. John Barrymore has brought suit against his lawyer for an accounting of funds used in cash and securities amounted to $100,000.

NEW HAIR

Are your hair roots too damaged to resist heavy loss of surface hair and to delay approaching AGNES?

If so, why allow them to remain that way? KOTALKO is sold at drug stores everywhere.

FREE BOX. To prove the efficiency of Kotalko, for men, women's and children's hair. Ask your druggist.

KOTALKO Co., 367-A, Station O, New York

Please send me Proof Box of KOTALKO

Name ........................................................ ........................................................ ........................................................ Full Address ........................................................ ........................................................
NEW CREAM MASCARA

Needs no water to apply...really waterproof!

TATTOO YOUR EYELASHES
Tattoo them with this smooth, new cream mascara and they will instantly look twice their real length...with a lovely, coating curl. Smooth Tattoo instead of crude, heavy mascara...Tattoo...the South Sea enchantess' own way of achieving truly glamorous eyes. More waterproof than liquid darkeners; won't run or smear. Easier to apply than cake mascaras. Won't smart. Harmless. Actually makes lashes soft instead of brittle. Complete with brush in smart, rubber-lined satin vanity...50c...at your favorite store.

NEW CREAM COVERMARK
hides BIRTHMARKS, BURNS and BLEMISHES

Easily! Instantly!

Used-to-dread birthmark days! Covermark will cover any size lesion—birthmark, scar, burn, sunburn, birthmark, lesion. Quick, easy, painless, lasting. Send for free color chart and full information.

LEARN TO
IRON QUICKLY, ELASTIC, BEAUTIFULLY, SPEEDILY, HAPPILY!

Here's starch, in powder form, plus gliding ingredients combined to make hot starching easy. And to make irons fairly glide. A wonderful invention we wish you would try. Write us, The Hubinger Co., number 263, Keokuk, la for our little proof packet—ask for "That Wonderful Way To Hot Starch!" We believe it will reveal for you an easy way to avoid needless exhaustion in ironing. Send for it today.

Nelson Eddy’s Jinx (Continued from page 46)

And if you enjoy Nelson Eddy on the screen today, you’ll have to extend a vote of thanks to Mr. Louis B. Mayer. For once again Mayer urged him to continue his study and repeated all the good advice he had previously given him.

Another stellar three months rolled by. In the meantime, Mayer's predictions had come true. A young singer by the name of Grace Moore had started something in fad screen cycles and once more every studio in Hollywood was clamoring for singers and musical personalities. And when MGM decided to film "Naughty Marietta" Mayer kept his promise to Eddy. Frankly, it was a gamble. Not with his voice, but with an untried, inexperienced player trying his wings in a featured acting-and-singing role.

You know the results of that gamble. Over night, world fame came to Nelson Eddy in a blaze of spectacular acclaim. Everywhere you heard that his sensational success would rival that of Clark Gable. Women, listening to him sing the lovely "Ah, Sweet Mystery Of Life," went mad about him. Alagazines were lost in trying to keep Clark Gable before their eyes. Eddy was scoring as a tremendous acting-and-singing role. Everyone felt that he was ready for the upper echelon. In fact, it was an act of great wisdom that the producers did not rush Eddy into a being scheduled for another picture. True, Donald and Nelson Eddy, was announced. But successful musicals are not so quickly or easily prepared for production. Besides this, the producers had learned the golden lesson that the musical market was easily surfeited by singing-potboilers and they wouldn't repeat the mistake that had ended their first musical spree. In fact, as this well planned course had been, the fact remains that while feminine star to another and built to the top rapidly. There was not a moment lost in trying to keep Clark Gable before his newly found, idiosyncratic public—both on the screen and by way of well-planned publicity campaigns—until he became a household word for male sex appeal to every movie-conscious fan.

MOVIE MIRROR
Shampoo-rinse Washes Hair 2 to 4 Shades Lighter

BLONDIES, bring back to faded, brownish hair the radiant, golden beauty to which you have every right. Use Blondex. This unique combination shampoo and rinse all in one, washes the dullest, drabbiest hair 2 to 4 shades lighter to your taste. And again, too, for Blondex is an absolutely harmless rinse and a hard chemical or dye. Don't wait to bring back soft, silky, golden allure to your hair. Shampoo-rinse your hair today with Blondex. You'll be amazed at the change. Get it at any good drug or department store.

IN "Rose Marie," Jeanette MacDonald was cast as an opera star. Nelson Eddy was the handsome mounted policeman. Yes, he sang a number of songs with her. But who was to sing opposite her in her opera scenes? Who was to sing Romeo? It is almost ironical that a newcomer, Allan Jones, should get this marvelous break, especially in a picture co-starring Nelson Eddy. The scenes from Romeo and Juliet are perhaps the most effective singing opportunity in the entire picture. And here is something even more ironical: When "Rose Marie" started, it was freely predicted that Nelson Eddy would be loaned to Universal Studio for the lead opposite Irene Dunne in "Shoo Boat." Did Eddy turn down that role? Whether he did or not, he departed for a concert tour—and Allan Jones was chosen to sing with Irene Dunne. The chance offered newcomer Allan Jones in "Rose Marie" made his great chance possible. Too, Nelson Eddy was attired in a most unbecoming costume; including a hat which Canadian North West regulations required he keep constantly on his head in all outdoor scenes. In the duets with MacDonald, while his voice was on the sound track, the scenes were so cut that he was actually off screen—once in the end of a boat, once just a vision in Jeanette's mind.

Now if I have given the impression that Nelson Eddy is at all upset about this, I haven't meant to. He is one of Allan Jones's most enthusiastic boosters. Besides, so great is his voice and so popular his personal appeal that it would take far more than one effective number to steal the show away from Nelson Eddy, the people's choice. It seems nothing short of a jinx, however, could have allowed another male singer's success story to have its first chapter singing in a picture co-starring Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald!

Then "Rose Marie" was previewed in Hollywood. This is almost as great a picture as "Naughty Marietta." Jeanette was scheduled for "San Francisco" with Clark Gable immediately. Allan Jones
moved over to the set of "Show Boat." But what of the strange case of Nelson Eddy? As usual nothing happens.

At the regular speed, his next picture can't be released before late fall or the spring of 1937. His studio is not to blame; they have guided his career wisely and well. In face of all the discouragement, they have presented him with two outstanding, smash opportunities and don’t let’s forget that the head of his studio kept him under contract when Eddy, himself, would have run away from Hollywood and the movies.

Eddy cannot be blamed. He has been ready and eager to work on a moment’s notice.

The public cannot be blamed, for they have enthroned him on one of the highest pedestals in Hollywood in as short a time as it is possible to create an idol.

Where there is no blame and no reason, there must be a jinx: Is that the secret back of the puzzling career frustration Nelson Eddy has faced ever since he came to Hollywood?

### Cooking Department

(Continued from page 25)

- **Puffed Rice Candy**
  - 6 cups puffed rice
  - 2 cups sugar
  - 1½ cups water
  - ½ cup white corn syrup
  - ½ tsp. salt
  - 1 tsp. vinegar
  - 1 tbl. vanilla

Boil together the sugar and water and corn syrup till it cracks in cold water. I hope you use a candy thermometer for this, and for all candy, as a matter of fact, because, while experienced cooks can generally judge accurately at temperatures, using a candy thermometer is the best assurance against candy failure. For this candy, the first boiling is to 260 degrees F. Then you add the vinegar, salt and vanilla and boil just a little longer, or until it gets to 264 degrees F. Do not stir the syrup at any time while it is cooking, or it may all "go to sugar" instead of remaining clear.

Now pour your rice into a big bowl, and pour the hot syrup over it very slowly, stirring the rice rapidly so that every kernel gets an even, shiny coating of sweetness. Just as soon as it is cool enough to handle, shape the coated rice into balls, and don’t begin this too soon, or you’ll burn your hands. Let stand over night in a cool place and then wrap the balls in waxed paper to keep them crisp and appetizing.

I had a hard time deciding which of the other dishes I had made up should be photographed, and while this stuffed eggplant may not be the handsomest of them, the taste was so extra good I wanted you to be sure to try it. Here is the recipe. This is good enough and rich enough to serve as the main dish for a luncheon with other vegetables, but you can also use it as a vegetable with meat. That elusive, nutty flavor will have your guests guessing what is in it!

### Stuffed Eggplant Extra

- 1 large eggplant
- 3 small ones
- 2 cups sugar
- 1 tbl. chopped onion
- ¾ tsp. salt
- ¾ tsp. pepper
- 2 tbls. bacon fat
- ½ cup grape-nuts
- ½ cup tomato pulp (fresh or canned)
- ¼ cup finely chopped, thoroughly drained chopped green pepper
- 1 slightly beaten egg

This recipe is to be used with four cups of chopped eggplant, plant enough syrup to cover it so that both sides are coated, and cook over a medium heat for five minutes, or until the eggplant is thoroughly cooked. Add the other ingredients and stir until the mixture is well combined. Pour the mixture into a greased mold and bake in a medium oven (375° F.) for about 30 minutes, or until the top is brown and crisp.

We can never have too many recipes for muffins. Here is an excellent crunchy one that includes corn flakes. Once in a while you can use bran in the same amount called for, instead of corn flakes, as bran stimulates digestion.

### Bran or Corn Flakes Muffins

- ¾ cup milk
- 1 cup bran or corn flakes
- 1 cup sifted flour
- 3½ tsp. double-acting baking powder
- ¾ tsp. salt
- 3 tbl. sugar
- 1 well-beaten egg
- 3 tbls. melted butter

Pour the milk over the bran or flakes and let stand for five minutes. Stir the flour, powder, salt and sugar. Add the bran and the egg to the first mixture and stir. Add flour and stir just enough to incorporate it thoroughly. Bake in greased muffin pans for thirty minutes in a hot oven (425° F). Figs, dates (especially the dates being prepared for the market in a new way here in California, which makes them better than ever to taste, and much easier to use in cooking) and chopped prunes, also raisins, may be added to these muffins.
And here is a real health dessert that doesn't in the least suggest a diet.

**DATE ICE BOX PUDDING**

3 cups 40% bran flakes
1 cup corn flakes
Dash of salt
4 lbs. sugar
1 tsp. grated orange rind
1 cup finely cut dates
1 cup broken walnut meats
1 cup milk

Crush together the two kinds of flakes. Put one-half cup of the mixture to one side. To the rest of it, add the salt, sugar, orange rind, dates and nuts in the milk. Shape into a roll, about eight inches long and sprinkle this with the reserved half cup of flakes. Wrap in waxed paper and put in the refrigerator for at least five hours, till firm. When ready to serve, slice and garnish with whipped cream.

Try these recipes and see if you aren't as enthusiastic as I am about using cereals in other ways besides for breakfast! And do send in for the other recipes I want you to have, that there isn't space for here, and for the name of those new California dates.

**Movie Mirror's Own Edition of IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S NEW COOK BOOK**

As Food Editor of Movie Mirror I take great delight in recommending to all our readers Movie Mirror's edition of the new Ida Bailey Allen Service Cook Book.

From the thousands of letters on food problems I have received through my Movie Mirror cooking department, I feel I know exactly the sort of cook book you Movie Mirror readers need and want. Here are some of the reasons I think Ida Bailey Allen's new Service Cook Book is so perfect for Movie Mirror readers that I ordered this special Movie Mirror edition printed for you:

- **196 Pages**
- Bound in stiff board cover, printed on better quality paper with large open spaced type easy to read.
- **1500 Recipes, and**
- Correct Temperature for: Oven Cooking, Deep Fat Frying, Baking, Roasting
- How to Measure
- Correct Serving
- Diet Instruction
- Meal planning
- Marketing advice

**Special New Features**

A new kind of Flexible Wire Binding makes this cook book lie absolutely flat when opened—even when doubled back on its cover hinges to take only half the usual space on mixing table. Special Thumbnail Index allows turning immediately to any desired recipe without hunting for page numbers or searching the table of contents.

**Only 25c Post Paid**

Enclose stamps or coin (wrap carefully). Your book will be sent promptly. Address Mrs. Pauline Nelson, Food Editor.
“Us Babies...

WANT OLIVE OIL IN OUR BABY POWDER.”

Manufacturers' Association

Cut cleaning bills in half. Use Mufti.
Dries instantly, no odor, no ring.

Mufti

THE PERFECT HOME DRY CLEANER

Cut cleaning bills in half. Use Mufti.
Dries instantly, no odor, no ring.
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Married...

and Earns $25 Weekly

Do you need extra money? Is your husband out of work? Or are you forced to face the world alone, with children to support?

Thousands of graduates and students of the Chicago School of Nursing are numbered among those approaching or past the 40 mark. Many are married, with home duties. They have learned at home and in their spare time the dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Many earned a considerable sum every week while studying.

Course endorsed by physicians. Est. 47 years. One graduate has charge of a 10-bed hospital. Another saved $400 while learning. Equipment included. Men and women 18 to 60. High school not required. Easy tuition payments. Write us now and learn how you can prepare yourself to earn $25 to $35 a week as a C.S.N.-trained practical nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 106, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Mrs. Fern Carter has been "mother" and teacher of "Our Gang" for fifteen years, and do her "children" love her? Just look at her with Harold "Slim" Switzer, Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, Darla Hood and "Spanky" McFarland.

REVIEW FOR JUNIORS

TOO MANY PARENTS (Paramount)

A fine picture about how boys live in a military academy. It has lots of excitement, action and humor in it.

O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED (Principal Productions). Here is a good boy western with a new twist. George O'Brien uses his with more than his guns in rounding up the villains. Lots of action.

CHARLIE CHAN AT THE CIRCUS (20th Century-Fox). If you like Charlie Chan, you will especially enjoy this mystery film with a circus background.

LITTLE MISS NOBODY (20th Century-Fox). Joan Wlthers will have you laughing at her antics in this story about a little orphan girl who befriends others.

Movie Mirror, Junior
(Continued from page 10)
WAKE UP YOUR LIVER BILE—WITHOUT CALOMEL

And You’ll Jump out of Bed in the Morning Rarin’ to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest. It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. Your whole system is weakened, and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

A mere bowel movement doesn’t get at the cause. It takes those old Carter’s Little Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel “up and up”. Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c at all drug stores.

WANTED MEN OPERATE POTATO CHIP STORE...

We furnish everything—help finance and locate you. No experience needed. Tremendous profits. Why be in laborious, nerve-wracking, sickening work when you can turn in steady, regular business! Start at 27751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California. Your letter must arrive by June 8, 1936.

No Joke To Be DEAF

Every deaf person knows that—Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti- ficial Gar Drums. He wore them day and night. They stopped his head noises. They are invisible and comfortable, no wires or batteries. Satisfaction guaranteed. Satisfaction or money back. Ask for FREE BOOK OF PROFIT FACTS—today! Not for Deaf.

RINSE SHAMPOO

Two “tiny-tint” rinses BRIGHTENS EVERY SHADE OF HAIR

Old Leg Trouble

Heals at Home While Working

Viscose Method heals many old leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins, nervous leg and injuries or no cause at all. FREE TRIAL—enough to try and get FREE BOOK, 100 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

ITCHING TORMENT STOPPED in one minute!

For quick relief from the itching of pimples, blotches, eczema, athlete’s foot, rashes and other skin eruptions, apply Dr. Donan’s cooling antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. Painlessly and gently eases the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless—dries fast. Stops the most severe itches instantly. A life trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money back. Ask for D. D. D. Prescription

GEORGE O’BRIEN HAS NINE LIVES!

He’s been face-to-face with blindness, eye-to-eye with death, disaster, and disability a hundred, breath-taking times and still Lady Luck is smiling.

In the July MOVIE MIRROR

On sale everywhere May 22nd
Sylvia Scarlett

RKO Movie Mirror

Contest Winners

1st Prize—$200.00
MARY WELSH, Roebing, N. J.

2nd Prize—$50.00

50 Prizes—$5.00 Each
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Sylvia Scarlett

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. shampoo and color at the same time with new discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR" takes few minutes, leaves hair soft, glossy, natural. Good for all hair conditions. Guaranteed. FREE. Don't Delay. Write today. No obligation.

LAKE LABORATORIES

GRAY HAIR FADED

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking—slipped-up nose—bad breath. Guaranteed or your money back. Woman, girl, boy. For NEW Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer. 40,000 Druggists sell Hall's Catarrh Medicine.

F. J. CHENEY & CO. Dept. 236, TOLEDO, O.

DEMAND!!

Dermoil is backed by a positive guarantee to give you "a wonderfully clear skin. No more phlegm-filled throat. Free Booklet. Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 18, 254 W. 31 Si- New York.

FREE. Don't Delay. Write today. No obligation.

LAKE LABORATORIES

CATARRH AND SINUS

CHART—FREE

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR WITHOUT PEROXIDE

Dermoil is backed by a positive guarantee to give you "a wonderfully clear skin. No more phlegm-filled throat. Free Booklet. Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 18, 254 W. 31 Si- New York.

FREE. Don't Delay. Write today. No obligation.

LAKE LABORATORIES

EYELID BURR

Bathe them with LAVOPTIK

BILLY TRUEHART

RADIO'S FAMOUS TAP DANCERS
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BILLY TRUEHART

RADIO'S FAMOUS TAP DANCERS

RECENTLY, Shirley Temple was taken to the Bush gardens in Pasadena to make scenes for her new picture, "Poor Little Rich Girl."

Across the street, the school children discovered Shirley was there and begged the teachers to let them have a recess to call on Shirley. Instead, the principal wrote Mrs. Temple a note asking if Shirley might visit the school and say hello to the children. Mrs. Temple, fearing a crush of children, refused.

After school, however, the children crowded about the fence and made such a commotion, work was impossible. Mrs. Temple wrote a note saying if the teachers would line up the children and see they remained in line, Shirley might pass along and speak to each child.

This was done and no lines of soldiers remained stiller or more erect than the little school children while Shirley passed along the rows and spoke to each.

GEORGE RAFT is taking a very lovely little blonde to lunch these days which, oddly enough, only adds to the rumors that all is well between George Raft and Virginia Pine. The little blonde is, of course, the little niece of a former marriage.

Little Miss Pine, by the way, adores her "Uncle George" and no wonder. Hardly a day passes that George doesn't escort her to the little merry-go-round on Sunset Boulevard and watch with adoring eyes while his charge prances around on a giraffe.

THERE'S a many a slip between the lip and the microphone on motion picture sets, but one of the funniest happened to Richard Arlen while making a scene from "The Mine with the Iron Door."

Richard was supposed to say, "I have always wanted to see the pinnacle of the gods." Instead, Richard blurted out, "I have always wanted to see the pinnacle of the gods."
After long and intensive research to formulate a cream mascara that would be worthy of the name Maybelline, we are proud to announce the finest of all cream form mascaras! We know you will be delighted with the new MAYBELLINE CREAM MASCARA the first time you try it, because it is:

1. Easily applied—without water.
2. Creamy, velvet-soft—covers full length of the eyelashes evenly and smoothly,
3. Absolutely harmless, non-smarting, and tearproof.
4. The quickest and easiest way to achieve the NATURAL appearance of long dark lustrous lashes.
5. Beneficial to your lashes, keeps them soft and silky.
6. Makes the lashes curl upward.

If you have been disappointed or dissatisfied with other cream mascaras upon discovering they are waxy, gummy or stinging to your eyes—try MAYBELLINE'S perfect and harmless cream form mascara for really delightful eye beauty. The generous introductory size in a specially constructed dainty gold-metal tube, complete with exclusively molded brush, is obtainable NOW at all leading ten cent stores. Colors: Black, Brown and Blue. For perfect eye make-up in good taste—

INSIST on Quality—INSIST on genuine MAYBELLINE

WORLD'S FINEST AND LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS

Now Alice Faye is the next definite blonde to go darker. In fact, Alice walked into the publicity department of her studio recently to know if some sort of campaign couldn't be put on whereby Alice could be known henceforth as "The girl with the amber hair."

MARGOT GRAHAME had been wearing exceedingly high heels for a sequence in "Queer Money" and was stretched out between shots with her personal maid massaging her aching feet. She happened to glance at her stand-in, Lynn Dupre, and noticed that she, too, was attempting to rub away aches and pains in her nether extremities.

Big-hearted (and thoughtful), Margot sent the maid over to give the stand-in the same treatment she had just had at the maid's dextrous hands.

GUSS who Marian Marsh's best beau is these days since she has recuperated from her recent appendectomy and has returned to work? None other than Al Scott, Colleen Moore's ex-husband. He's that devoted the match-makers are convinced it means wedding bells. Marian keeps a discreet silence about it, but we wouldn't be too surprised.

IT was a heart-warming gesture the crew on Columbia's "Queer Money" set made the other day when George McKay finished a long and rather difficult scene with nary a slip-up.

McKay is an old-time vaudeville dancer and was considered by many the Fred Astaire of his day. The recent years, however, have been none too kind to him and he approached this job in pictures with certain misgivings.

As he danced off the set with his line: "And then I shuffle off to Buffalo like this" and Director Erie Kenton called "Cut!" the whole crew, led by Kenton, broke into spontaneous and genuine applause. It brought tears to McKay's eyes.

JUST another story with an autograph-hunter theme, people, but it's rather a good one on Clark Gable. When it came time to drive up to Sunland for some outside shots (the picture is "San Francisco") Clark decided to rattle along in the Valentine flivver Carole Lombard gave him. He'd had it reconditioned and figured he would be less conspicuous in it than in a company limousine.

That's what he figured! It took four cops to disentangle him from the crush of Sunland-ers with their notebooks and pencils. That crazy Ford has received a lot of publicity.

BASIL RATHBONE, about whom there has never been so much as a whisper of scandal or misconduct, is still trying to square himself after the spot Director George Cukor, in a playful mood, put him on the other day.

A feminine writer was interviewing Basil on the set. Ouida Rathbone (Mrs. Basil) was sitting along side. Cukor came up and in apparent dead seriousness said: "Just a minute, Basil. I wanted to warn you the mother of Miss X (the writer) is on the set too and watching you like a hawk."

Of the three—Basil, Mrs. Basil and the
IN THE SPRING, White Sulphur is the place to see all the smartest women!

Playing the beautiful golf courses, watching the Mason and Dixon Tennis Tournament, dancing at the Greenbrier.

The very smartest of them have selected three shades of nail polish as outstanding for 1936: Cutex Rose, Cutex Rust and Cutex Ruby.

*Cutex Rose* is perfect, they say, with all your sports clothes. It’s lovely with pastels, perfectly at home with conservative tweeds and a “good mixer” with bright, difficult colors.

The new *Cutex Rust* is also being seen in every smart group. It’s a Sun-Tan shade that’s marvelous with brown, beige, gray and green. But the real secret of its great popularity at White Sulphur is—it’s made to flatter sun-tanned hands.

A hint for this summer!

The great vogue for *Cutex Ruby* has never waned. It goes with all colors—must be worn with black. And nothing as yet equals its chic, gaiety and sparkle for evening.

No matter what Cutex shade you wear, you can be sure it will be correct and smart. Each Cutex shade is created by the World’s Manicure Authority. And don’t forget that Cutex has a grand lustre and holds the record for wear.

But do take an advance fashion tip from White Sulphur—hurry and get your bottles of Cutex Rose, Rust and Ruby. You’ll be ‘way ahead of the crowd! At your favorite shop—35¢.

Cutex Lipstick to match—50¢.


Your 2 favorite shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, Polish Remover and sample of Lipstick—for 14¢

Northam Warren Sales Company, Inc., Dept. 6-B-6, 191 Hudson Street, New York. (In Canada, P. O. Box 2320, Montreal.)

I enclose 14¢ for 2 shades of Cutex Polish, as checked, and Polish Remover. Rose □ Rust □ Cardinal □ Ruby □.

(Also sample of Cutex Lipstick will be included.)

Name: ____________________________

Address: ___________________________

City: ____________________________ State: ________
RESULTS VERIFIED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH GROUPS
"OF RICH, Ripe-Bodied Tobacco - "IT'S TOASTED"

Lucky Strike of from 53% to 100% above an excess of acidity over that other popular brands. Recent chemical tests show Lucky are less acid.
THE GAY STORY of JACK OAKIE'S MARRIAGE
How Hollywood Outsmarts the Underworld
SHORT CUTS TO SUCCESS

FOUR TIMELY SELF-HELP BOOKS
ONE OF THEM MAY HELP YOU TO
REALIZE YOUR AMBITION

The Student's Handbook, edited by William Allan Brooks. Here is a book of ambitions realized. Not a text book but an invaluable guide to the securing of the education you desire—a comprehensive reference volume on student problems before and after entering college—geographical index listing $42,000,000 of student loans and scholarships and where to apply—spare time work for college students (300 practical suggestions)—mistakes often made in examinations—after high school, what?—after college, what?—business or profession—ten desirable timely professions. If you are planning on or hoping for higher education this book can help you. If you are the parents of ambitious children, no gift you could give them would be more welcome. Substantially cloth bound, 318 pages—$1.89.

So You Want To Write A Song?—Essential information regarding the art and business of writing songs by Robert Bruce, Music Publishers Protective Association, Editor "Melody Magazine." The first book of its kind ever written. Indispensable to every person ambitious to be a successful song writer. Contains necessary technical and trade information. Over 1,000 important facts—construction of lyrics and melody—form in which a song should be submitted—how to attract the attention of a publisher—classified lists of publishers' names and addresses—song standards and patterns—song publishing procedure—how the song writer teams up with lyricist and vice versa—royalties—contracts—copyright procedure—beware of song sharks. Cloth bound—$1.00.

A B C Shorthand—Complete in Twelve Easy Lessons. By all means investigate the A B C Shorthand system especially developed for students, writers, lecturers, etc. It is so simple, so easy to learn that you will find yourself actually beginning to write shorthand after a few hours of study—no tedious months of practice—no puzzling signs nor symbols. Just twelve easy lessons that you can put to immediate use one at a time as learned. Substantially bound in cloth—send for it today—$1.00.

Breaking Into Advertising—"The Beginner Lands a Job," by Walter Hanlon, tells how to get a job in the advertising business. If you are ambitious to enter the advertising field this new and extremely practical book by the advertising manager of a group of great, nationally circulated magazines can save you weeks and months of fruitless search for a desirable connection. Gives you a practical understanding of advertising—describes kinds of jobs for which beginners can qualify—do's and don'ts for beginners—also personal messages from many prominent advertising men and women telling how they got started. Inspirational, practical, helpful. Beautifully and substantially bound—$1.75.

Use the coupon today. Money back if not satisfied.
EDNA’S case was really a pathetic one. Like every woman, her primary ambition was to marry. Most of the girls of her set were married—or about to be. Yet not one possessed more grace or charm or loveliness than she.

And as her birthdays crept gradually toward that tragic thirty-mark, marriage seemed farther from her life than ever.

She was often a bridesmaid but never a bride.

* * *

That’s the insidious thing about halitosis (unpleasant breath). You, yourself, rarely know when you have it. And even your closest friends won’t tell you.

Sometimes, of course, halitosis comes from some deep-seated organic disorder that requires professional advice. But usually—and fortunately—halitosis is only a local condition that yields to the regular use of Listerine as a mouth wash and gargle. It is an interesting thing that this well-known antiseptic that has been in use for years for surgical dressings, possesses these unusual properties as a breath deodorant.

It halts food fermentation in the mouth and leaves the breath sweet, fresh and clean. Nor by substituting some other odor but by really removing the old one. The Listerine odor itself quickly disappears. So the systematic use of Listerine puts you on the safe and polite side. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.
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The M-G-M Lion is the Symbol that signifies Joy on the Screen. Miss Entertainment picks Leo to ride to victory!

THE WINNER!
METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER

We’re taking space in this magazine to tell you to keep your eye on Leo, the M-G-M Lion!

He’s had the best year of his career what with grand entertainments like “Mutiny on the Bounty”, “China Seas”, “Broadway Melody of ’36”, “A Night at the Opera”, “Rose Marie” and all the other great M-G-M hits! And of course there’s “The Great Ziegfeld”, now playing in selected cities as a road-show attraction and not to be shown otherwise this season.

But (pardon his Southern accent) Leo says: “You ain’t seen nuthin’ yet!”... On this page is just part of the happy M-G-M family of stars. Look them over. You’ll find most of the screen’s famed personalities and great talents on Leo’s list. They will appear in the big Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer productions that are now in the making and planned for months to come.

Ask the Manager of the theatre that plays M-G-M pictures about the marvelous entertainments he is arranging to show. And when Leo roars, settle back in your seat for real enjoyment!

WATCH FOR THEM!
Norma Shearer
Leslie Howard
in “Romeo and Juliet”
Clark Gable
Jeantette MacDonald
in “San Francisco”
Jean Harlow
Franchot Tone
in “Suzy”
Robert Montgomery
Myrna Loy
in “Love on the Run”
And M-G-M’s Big Road Show...
“THE GREAT ZIEGFELD”

SORRY! WE DIDN’T HAVE SPACE FOR THEIR PHOTOS! MORE M-G-M STARS
Franchot Tone, Robert Young, Rosalind Russell, Frank Morgan, Edna May Oliver, Reginald Owen, Virginia Bruce, Nat Pendleton, Lewis Stone, Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Hersholt, Ted Healy, Allan Jones, Buddy Ebsen, Joseph Calleia, Maureen O’Sullivan, Una Merkel, Chester Morris, Stuart Erwin, Bruce Cabot, Elizabeth Allan, Brian Aherne, Charles Butterworth, Madge Evans, Frances Langford, Eric Linden, June Knight, Ann Loring, Robert Benchley, Jean Parker, May Robson, Mickey Rooney, James Stewart, Ernestine Schumann-Heink, Harvey Stephens, etc.
**Her Tennis Stroke is Correctly Timed**

Her swing is a marvel of precision and timing... What a pity she didn't know that correct timing is vital in a laxative, too!

You see, when you take a laxative into your system, you can't afford to take chances. Look out for harsh, over-acting cathartics that might upset you, nauseate you, cause stomach pains, leave you weak and dragged down. Such laxatives abuse you internally. Their after-effects are unpleasant, sometimes dangerous.

**Demand Correct Timing**

Just what is meant by correct timing in a laxative? Simply this: a correctly timed laxative takes from 6 to 8 hours to be effective. Its action is gentle and g-r-a-d-u-a-t-e, yet completely thorough.

Ex-Lax is just such a laxative. It won't throw your system out of rhythm. No stomach pains, no nausea. No unpleasant after-effects of any sort. Ex-Lax works so naturally that, except for the relief you enjoy, you scarcely realize you have taken a laxative.

**Pleasant to Take**

Ex-Lax is not only kind to your system—it's kind to your taste, too. Its flavor is just like smooth, delicious chocolate. All druggists sell Ex-Lax in economical 10¢ and 25¢ sizes. Get a box today!

When Nature forgets—remember

**Ex-Lax**

The Original Chocolate Laxative

---

Incidentally, that's why English sailors, right down to today, are called "limeys."

Of course, we all know about vitamins now; they were the mysterious something that protected those sailors. Scientists have isolated each vitamin, and discovered what each one does for you, and they've even discovered the habits of these strange entities—how certain ones can't stand being cooked, and how others vanish when exposed to the air. Remember that last, because it has an important bearing on something I'll speak of later.

Now, we aren't poor sailors, forced to remain at sea for months on end, and I don't think any of us needs to fear scurvy; but just the same, we need the elements which only fruit juices can give us, or our bodies are going to suffer, and our looks, and our nerves, too.

Haven't you been aware, recently, of seeing a great many advertisements for orange, grapefruit, pineapple and tomato juice; of finding these at your favorite restaurant and soda fountains? I'm quite sure that you don't need to be urged, or "advertised at," to drink fruit juices, they taste so good anyway, but I do think we all need to be reminded that these juices aren't just an additional taste-pleasure, but actual foods, necessary parts of our diet. And I'm sure you'll be interested in the reason for the increased sales of canned fruit juices.

As science began insisting that we should drink fruit juices to keep well, there was quite naturally an increased demand for these juices in a practical, ready-to-serve form. But do you think that was easy to provide? It was not.

I'm not so (Continued on page 96)
PARAMOUNT brings you America’s beloved comedian, W. C. FIELDS, as the one and only Professor Eustace McGargle in the musical comedy "POPPY" with Rochelle Hudson . . . Directed by A. Edward Sutherland
You’ve never worn a polish like new GLAZO

Glazo creates new polish far lovelier, far superior

With this new-type Glazo formula, even evaporation has been so reduced that you can use the polish down to the last brushful.

The new Glazo provides a richness of beauty and sheen that has been beyond the realm of old-type polishes. Be among the first to wear Suntan, Russet, and Poppy Red—stunning new “misty” reds, and the latest additions to Glazo’s range of authentic fashion-approved shades.

This new Glazo wears extra days... its brilliant surface unmarred by chipping, peeling or cracking. So easily does it float on, without streaking, that there’s never a nail in need of re-doing.

For even a day, don’t deny your fingertips the luxury of this new perfected Glazo. Still only 20 cents each— at toilet goods counters all over the world.

MoViE MiRRoR

Edith Fellows GUEST EDITOR

Now the fun begins! Famous junior stars of Hollywood are going to edit Movie Mirror’s Junior Page.

We start off the series with Edith Fellows, Columbia’s starlet. Be sure to read how to get one of her autographed photographs.

Next month Freddie Bartholomew will conduct the department. Watch for it!

Hello, Movie Juniors:

I AM very happy indeed to have the honor of editing Movie Mirror Junior this month, and also to write this open letter to the readers of Movie Mirror.

I receive letters every day from boys and girls who are about the same age as I am, and the one thing all of them ask me is how I started in pictures and about my work.

I am ten years old and was born in Boston, Massachusetts. When I first started out I went on the stage in benefits in Charlotte, North Carolina. I danced, sang, and gave impersonations, and everybody told my grandmother, who takes care of me, that I should go to Hollywood.

I was only three years old when I arrived—that was in 1929—and the movies had just begun to talk. I made the last silent picture for Hal Roach, “Movie Night,” with Charlie Chase.

The first time I ever went onto a movie set was with my grandmother and a friend of hers, whose little boy was being tried out for a part. The casting director invited both of us into his office. The casting director asked me if I could hiccups. I didn’t know what to say and so I mumbled, “Oh, no,” and then changed it and said, “Oh, yes.” The little boy got the part, naturally, but later he was taken sick and I was given the part.

I worked in extra parts for five years and my first real good part was with Richard Dix in “His Greatest Gamble.” I played his daughter. After that, Mr. Dix said he thought I had a great future and he sent me to a manager who is still taking care of me. Mr. Dix told my grandmother, “If you need anything at all or if ever you are in trouble, please let me know,” but we’ve never needed anything since then. I have gone from one part to another and finally (Continued on page 90)
I NEVER WANT TO SEE ANOTHER SOUL AS LONG AS I LIVE

HER PIMPLY SKIN MADE ANN FEEL LIKE A TOTAL LOSS

HER'S WONDERFUL NEWS, ANN—AUNT MARY WANTS YOU TO SPEND TWO WEEKS WITH THEM AT THE SEA-SHORE

OH, MOTHER—D-DON'T MAKE ME GO P. PLEASE. I JUST C-COULD'T... NOT WITH MY FACE ALL BROKEN OUT LIKE THIS IT MAKES ME LOOK AWFUL

WHY DARLING... THOSE PIMPLES DO SEEM TO BE GETTING WORSE. I THINK WE'D BETTER ASK THE DOCTOR WHAT TO DO FOR THEM

LATER

ISN'T THIS DRESS JUST TOO DUCKY? AND NO PIMPLY FACE ON ME TO SPOIL IT! THANKS TO FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST... OH, I'M SO HAPPY... NOW I KNOW I'LL HAVE A GOOD TIME AT AUNT MARY'S!

And you really think I can get rid of these pimples?

Indeed I do. Eat Fleischmann's Yeast faithfully just as I told you, and your skin should clear up nicely.

Why isn't this dress just too duckly? And no pimply face on me to spoil it! Thanks to Fleischmann's Yeast... oh, I'm so happy... now I know I'll have a good time at Aunt Mary's!

Later

Isn't this dress just too duckly? And no pimply face on me to spoil it! Thanks to Fleischmann's Yeast... oh, I'm so happy... now I know I'll have a good time at Aunt Mary's!

Don't let Adolescent Pimples spoil YOUR vacation plans

A BROKEN-OUT skin is no help to any girl or boy who longs to be popular and have good times. But unfortunately, many young people are victims of this trouble.

After the start of adolescence—from about 13 to 25, or even longer—important glands develop and final growth takes place. This causes disturbances throughout the entire body. The skin gets oversensitive. Harmful waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.

Thousands have found Fleischmann's Yeast a great help in getting rid of adolescent pimples. It clears these skin irritants out of the blood. Then, the pimples go!

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly—one cake about ½ hour before meals—plain, or in a little water—until your skin is entirely clear. Start today.

---

Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated
HAIR REMOVER

Millions of women have longed for a depilatory which contains no sulphides, no offensive odors; a depilatory that can be used as freely on the face as on the legs; a hair remover which contains no caustics... Here it is.

What a boon to women! You simply spread the New Odorless ZiP Facial Hair Remover over the area where the hair is to be removed—face, arms, legs or body, remove it, and instantly get rid of every trace of hair...

Ask for the new odorless ZiP Facial Hair Remover.

ZIP Perfumed Depilatory Cream

For years this has been the choice of women everywhere. Quick... Easy... Effective. Extra large tubes at low prices. ZIP Epilator—IT'S OUT because IT'S OUT The only Registered Epilator available for destroying superfluous hair. With your package you receive, free, a large jar of ZiP Cream Deodorant, and a tube of my delightful Massage, Cleansing and Tissue Building Creme.

Speak for Yourself

I have been in the grip of a profound emotional experience since seeing “The Trail of the Lonesome Pine.” It wasn’t only another picture to me—it was a pulsing page from life, in life’s natural, glowing color.

I went to the theater that day with considerable misgiving. I had been deeply disappointed in “Becky Sharp,” recalling with distaste its animated pink and blue dolls, grimacing and posing through the film—but this picture! I recall it only in superlatives. Superb photography! Incredible beauty! Perfect casting! (And, thank Heaven, there was no attempt to “pretty up” the characters. I loved and hated and lived with them, so deeply engrossed that it seemed that it must not end.)

When a black and white picture followed, I came down to earth with a thud. How had I enjoyed them all these years?

Hortense Lambert,
Moville, la.

$10 PRIZE LETTER
Movie-less Town

It’s been only a week since Pittsburgh’s movies were shut down because of the flood, but oh, how we miss them! Much speculation is going on as to when they will reopen and how they will be redecorated. It’s remarkable the part they play in the life of Pittsburghers. It’s hard to believe how much they are missed, but they will be packed, once they open their doors. Then everyone will be saying, “It’s mighty good to have movies again.”

B. M. Schaefer,
Ben Avon, Pa.

$10 PRIZE LETTER
That Story Problem!

After seeing “Colleen,” I can understand why Hollywood stars “strike” because of poor stories. For the first time in my life, I felt like walking out before it was over. Only my intense admiration for those grand troupers, Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell, kept me in my seat. Such a rotten story for such fine young artists!

And I think there is no excuse for it nor for the rest of the trouble with other stars because of waning originality in story creation. For if the expensive writing talent in the movie metropolis is unable to cope with the demands placed on it (and they are undoubtedly heavy) why can’t Hollywood follow the example of other big
MOVIE MIRROR

businesses — Macfadden Publications, for instance — and use contests to tap the vast sources of imaginative talent still undiscovered. Major Bowes, and before him, Bernarr Macfadden, have demonstrated the richness of the talent that often lies camouflaged under the misleading coverage of "Amateur." Certainly it is time to stop making star artists the scapegoats for stupid executives.

Marie Brennan,
St. Louis, Mo.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Another Problem Solved

I took my seven-year-old grandson to see The Story of Louis Pasteur. I did not expect him to be interested in this movie, but, to my surprise, he sat there with wide open eyes and mouth, deeply interested. He begged me to get him a microscope, and every evening he sits at his little desk for a couple of hours, looking for germs. He used to hate to wash his hands before he sat down to eat. Often his Dad would say, "Son, get up and wash your hands." He would cry and would rather do without eating than wash his hands. After he saw this movie, he not only washed his hands, but asked me to get him a brush so that he could scrub his hands like Paul Muni had that doctor who laughed at germs do. He says, "I don't want to swallow any germs." So, thanks to this movie, it solved a problem none of us could solve.

Mrs. Rose Barnett,
Elwood, Ind.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Notes on Autograph Hunting

All over the world autograph hunting is a popular hobby, and from England I would like to express my sincere appreciation for the kindness and generosity Hollywood stars have shown. Mine is Cherry, and 75 per cent of those whose autographs I have requested have sent the picture personally inscribed to me. As my collection numbers almost 500, this is a very high average—and a good insight into the personality of these clever, glamorous, eccentric and lovable people. Few send facsimiles, and when these are returned with the request for a genuine autograph I am seldom disappointed. Katharine Hepburn sent back a green ink, almost indecipherable swirl which shouted—darn cheek, but here you are!

I send them the very artistic pictures from your magazine, and an amusing gem in my collection is one I sent Spencer Tracy which happened to have rather a simpering picture of Cary Grant on the back. Both were signed (no superiority complex there) and underneath Cary's picture Tracy had pencilled "Marlene." I inadvertently scrawled Chester Morris's signed picture, wrote and told him so, and he sent a large studio portrait inscribed: "This face reacts terribly to hot irons. C. M." Cherry Maloney, Birmingham, Eng.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
In Praise of Anger—and Franchot

Anger has always been a foil of mine. I like it. It is a splendid emotion, violent and honest. Like thunder, it clears the air. It is rare on the screen, too, and certainly difficult to portray.

After the number of milksop roles that have fallen to his presumably uncomplaining lot, it was splendid to watch Franchot Tone's young barrister in "The Unguarded Hour," especially in the climactic badgering scene. I refer to the episode in which his cronies "rib" him about an alibi for the time in which an hypothetical murder has been committed. At first he is merely vexed by the nonsense, then resentful, then he grows tense, ruffled, angrier and angrier; his voice changes in quality, its tones crying out, "Don't touch—leave me alone." His eyes snap, his fingers clench, his hair bristles. He is Anger personified. One longs to soothe him. And it is all done so softly, so quietly... Mrs. Selva Katz,
Brookston, Mass.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
The Paradoxical Mr. Howard

I'm still marveling at the paradox of a man's nature. Perhaps you will also wonder at Mr. Leslie Howard's contradictory qualities. First, he created a masterpiece in 'The Petrified Forest.' In my estimation, it's the best directed, acted and thought-provoking film in ages. The philosophy, sensitive portrayals and almost symbolic background were truly magnificent. Mr. Howard gave a fine interpretation of the disillusioned writer.

Second, I read your special feature, "Why Leslie Howard Is Leaving the Screen," in May's edition. It told me this genius did not care to act or even like it. Certainly here is a paradox. A single man, slender and small with sandy hair and in ragged clothing, moves an audience to tears... creates a supreme achievement, and doesn't care to do it? His figure and voice are dramatics in themselves, and yet he doesn't want to use their abilities? Do you wonder at my perplexity?

We've enjoyed and appreciated his performances enormously. To lose this personality is to lose part of the dramatic world in one whiff. We'll sincerely regret his departure.

Edna Nemoff,
Cresskill, N. J.
HOT NEWS: May Robson celebrated her seventy-sixth birthday at the studio this month and got the best gift of all, a new long-term contract.

Edwina Booth has settled her suit for $1,000,000 against M-G-M out of court for a "reasonable amount." She sued after contracting a tropical fever in Africa during the filming of "Trader Horn," you remember. Now her doctors report she still has two years before her recovery is complete.

Joseph Noyes, sixty-seven year old character actor, ran across the street after a bus, but didn't see an oncoming car. He died instantly.

Freddie Bartholomew’s mother arrived in state from England, announced she would seek custody of her child, then disappeared, was feared kidnapped, but reappeared a week later in Hollywood ready for battle. A carload of lawyers followed, also ready for battle. Read the result in your paper.

Owen Davis, Jr., is rumored engaged to a Fox contract player. He neither affirms nor denies.

John Beal returns to Hollywood, after a long illness and subsequent New York play engagement, to take the lead opposite Anne Shirley in "M'liss."

Polly Moran is back from Australia and will make a series of short comedies.

John Howard, Paramount feature player, is breathing heavily about Anne Shirley; with the condition mutual, engagement may be announced soon.

Fred MacMurray had to leave for a location trip two days after his fiancée, Lillian Lamont, underwent an appendectomy.

Betty Grable returned from her New York personal appearance tour and blasted rumors of her breakup with Jackie Coogan, who at the same time won the suit brought against him by victims of the automobile accident in which Coogan’s father was killed.

The spring urge to move has affected Joan Bennett, who has taken a new house in Brentwood, Kent Taylor, who has packed up and invaded Beverly Hills, Eleanore Whitney, who has leased a studio apartment in the same town, and, of course, the Jack Oakies. Sylvia Sidney compromised by redecorating her apartment.
Peter Lorre, horror artist, has sailed from London on an immigration visa and states he will become an American citizen.

Maxine Jennings will probably be married to Tony Brown by the time you read this. He's a genuine Bengal Lancer.

Verree Teasdale is off to New York by liner for a rest while husband Adolphe Menjou will stay home and work.

Marjorie Gateson is making plans for her marriage to Kerry Conway after an engagement of fourteen years. He's a radio grammarian and has just flown in from New York.

Anita Louise indignantly denies all rumors about her romance with Ross Alexander.

When Fay Wray returned from her month's flying trip between Nassau, New York, and Hollywood she discovered she had flown 12,552 miles in thirty days. It's some sort of record.

Fans will be glad to know that Skeets Gallagher returns to the screen in "Yours for the Asking" with George Raft.


After fifty years on stage and screen, George Barbier retires. He has made one hundred pictures.

Grace Moore returns to the screen in August for Columbia.

Bing Crosby is preparing for his first picture with Columbia.

Dolores Del Rio after returning from Europe goes to Columbia for her first on a three-year contract.

Jean Parker must leave her new bridegroom for location trip to Gallup, New Mexico. Jean has the lead in "Texas Ranger."

Lew Ayres, after a taste of directing for Republic studios, returns to Columbia studios for acting role.

After ten years under contract to RKO, Richard Dix has signed new contract with Columbia.

John Balderston, author of "Berkeley Square," has written an original for Merle Oberon.

Spencer Tracy is entering the racing world with June Lass, a horse bred and raised on his own ranch.

Joan Crawford has at last started work on the much publicized "Gorgeous Hussy!"

Nelson Eddy is back in Hollywood and has gone into production on a new picture, the title not yet announced.

Garbo will be back in harness by the time you read this and hard at work on "Camille." with Bob Taylor in the leading role opposite.

After living in apartments for years, George Burns and Gracie Allen have taken one of the largest homes in Hollywood, Pauline Fredericks' palatial mansion.

(Continued on page 12)
INSIDE STUFF—Continued

HENRY FONDA had a birthday recently and to the horror of the neighbors, someone gave him a cornet. Henry practices all hours of the day and night and so far has only partially mastered, “Three Blind Mice.”

James Stewart, who lives with Fonda, has set up housekeeping in the back yard until Fonda either learns to play or forgets it.

SIMONE SIMON (not, my lambs, pronounced like Simple Simon) and her hilariously funny gags on Hollywood are over. Simone is a good girl these days.

When Simone first arrived in Hollywood she displayed her temperament by taking her temperature and declaring herself ill every time the studio asked her to cooperate. The fact that each time she thrust the thermometer into her mouth it registered 105 degrees, threw the studio into a panic. But when the thing kept shooting up to 105 every time Simone got a touch of contrariness, the studio became suspicious and investigated.

Clever little Simone. The thermometer was made to register nothing but 105.

Yes, Simone is good these days.

JOAN BENNETT’S little daughter, Diana Fox, has taken her step-father’s name of Markey.

“And how do you like being a Markey?” someone asked her.

Said Diana, “Why, I’d rather be Markey than President.”

Another happy family, the William Gargans, with Barry and Leslie Howard (guess what pal of Bill’s he was named for) Gargan.

The Paul Kelly family of Hollywood goes to the circus just as quietly and happily as you or I or the Kellys from Keokuk.

THE most unromantic looking pair in Hollywood these days is Dick Powell and the girl friend, Joan Blondell.

Dick wears a bandage or compress about his throat and Joan has one side of her face in bandages, the result of a cold infection. Together, the pair present an odd looking pair of sweethearts.

Dick’s laryngitis is hanging on despite rumors to the contrary. Mr. Powell, in fact, is growing slightly concerned over the protracted illness.

No excitement on these namby-pamby Hollywood location trips, huh? You wouldn’t think that if you’d been with the “Charge of the Light Brigade” company when their town burned down the other night.

It wasn’t exactly their town, of course. “Lone Pine” is a huddled mass of wooden buildings closely packed together and it regularly houses sixty resident mountaineers. There’s a gas station, too—and that’s where all the trouble started. Reports are that Errol Flynn in his pajamas (twas a bitter cold night, too) ran around and saved all the equipment. The fire scorched him and the temperature froze him. Addison Richards, the golfer-actor, tried hard, too—but a beam came down and laid him out cold, which is no pun.

He’s swathed in bandages.

Wherefore the location company came home to Hollywood, where you can get one side of your face in bandages, the result of a cold infection. Together, the pair present an odd looking pair of sweethearts.

Margaret Sullivan tells the best joke of her lifetime on herself. It seems a newspaper woman went to Margaret’s apartment to interview her and expressed her surprise to find the actress, noted for her simple tastes, living in a rather bizarre apartment. “Isn’t it awful?” Margaret laughed. “One would never decorate one’s own home in this dreadful manner.”

The reporter printed the story word for word and the next morning early up popped Margaret’s landlady. “If you don’t like my taste,” she stormed, “get right out.”

And to Margaret’s amusement, she put her out next day.

The actress is now careful about criticising other people’s ideas of decorations.

IN order to play the role of fighter in Marion Davies’ picture, “Cain and Abrahams,” Clark Gable has entered hard training under guidance of former boxer Harvey Perry. Gable does four miles of road work every morning before starting gym work and will drop from 205 to 185 before the picture starts.

WHEN Virginia Bruce decided to move last month she chose a large Italian house in Beverly Hills, one of those stately places, and one of the unadvertised selling points of the mansion was that it possessed a pipe-organ.

So now Virginia is learning to play the organ.

“I’ve always wanted to anyway,” she explained, “and then of course I couldn’t let it go to waste.”

That’s getting your money’s worth!

WALTER ABEL lost his lucky penny on the set. Five minutes later he sprained his wrist. Ten minutes later he found his lucky penny. Three minutes later a huge falling beam hit him by the fraction of an inch.

Lucky, lucky penny!

WALTER PIDGEON has no intention of being the goat twice in Hollywood. Walter once rode the crest of the wave in musical pictures but when musicals went out, Walter went with them.

Now, he’s back but not as a singer. Walter has stipulated in his contract that he won’t sing. Walter is now an actor as he feels the public may again grow tired of musicals but never of movies, so he’s keeping that lovely voice to himself.
At a famous Hollywood restaurant, Matt Moore sat back in his corner and watched a certain popular star snub the news photographers, the fans waiting outside, and the public in general.

Matt shook his head. "The way down to oblivion," was his comment. "If I had realized the value of publicity and had realized the value in keeping my name before the public when I was on top, I wouldn't be trying to make a come-back to-day."

* * *

It's a pretty usual thing, if you're a movie star, to have a hat or a gown or something like that named after you—but a gold-mine!

Wendy Barrie feels very set up about it. The mine is somewhere in an obscure California valley, and is owned by Mr. and Mrs. Baruch who like little

Those persistent non-romancers, Mary Brian and Cary Grant, were at the circus, too, all smiles.

Miss Barrie a great deal. They've called it "The Wendy Claim"—and now there's nothing to do but sit back and see if there's any gold in it!

* * *

Director Edwin Martin had never owned a house in his life. He was offered the completely furnished A1 Rockett home at Malibu at noon. He decided to buy it at 3 p.m., and had moved in by six o'clock that evening!

That's losing no time.

* * *

Leslie Howard is growing his own mutton, on a small scale, of course. He discovered a two-weeks'-old lamb, apparently motherless, huddled under a bush out at the Lasky ranch the other day and adopted it! He calls it Romeo, and thinks it's very cute, but he'll find out how cute it is when it gets to be a sheep. They aren't exactly parlor pets.

(Continued on page 14)
INSIDE STUFF—Continued

WHEN Jean Parker and George MacDonald went to Las Vegas recently to get married, they chose Justice of the Peace Marion Earl to perform the ceremony. And when he heard Jean's name he began to laugh.

They looked annoyed.

But: "I married Miss Parker's guardian to Thomas Whelan on this very spot exactly three months ago!" he explained. "Maybe I'd better just move to Hollywood."

* * *

SEVERAL timid visitors to the RKO dining room nearly fled the place in a panic when a loud, raucous burst of laughter greeted them from the next table. It proved to be Katharine Hepburn, her "Mary of Scotland" head-piece thrust jauntily to the back of her head, exchanging jokes with her producer.

The rakish angle of the hat was bewildering enough to the visitors but when Hepburn finished her lunch and arising from the table, lifted her skirts to reveal a pair of ridiculous bed-room slippers such as Mary never wore, their disillusionment was complete.

* * *

HAROLD LLOYD sent his little girls to see Charles Chaplin in "Modern Times." As this was the girls' first silent picture, Harold was anxious to know what they thought of it.

"Oh it was awful, daddy," they cried.

The Pat O'Briens (left) had to leave little Mavourneen at home—she's too young yet, even for circuses—but Nigel Bruce brought his two daughters, who had quite a time!

"The sound track went off and stayed off through the whole picture."

* * *

IF you want to tease little Bonita Granville, thirteen-year-old of "These Three," call her by her nickname. Don't tell her I told you, but it's "Bon-Bon," of all things.

* * *

TEN years or twelve years ago, Kenneth Harlan was the Clark Gable of movies. A real he-man, Kenneth was busy heroing such actresses as Connie and Norma Talmadge. The fans claimed him for their own.

We watched Harlan on the "San Francisco" set, the picture in which he plays a small role, his first in years. As he strolled near the stars, Clark Gable, Jeanette MacDonald and Spencer Tracy, there wasn't the least recognition from any of them. It wasn't that they ignored him but simply didn't recognize him.

Reluctantly, he turned away and stalking over to an extra said, "Look kid, do you take this game seriously?" The extra shrugged. "Well, take advice from an old timer, you'd better. Work like a dog, save your money and get out. Go far away and try to forget it."

The extra gazed after him with a puzzled expression. "You'd think that guy knew something about it," he growled.

* * *

SHIRLEY TEMPLE was shopping with her mother and chatting excitedly with her favorite clerk, a Mrs.
Yep, Clark Gable and Carole Lombard are still trotting about together—and having a swell time, too, at the circus.

The other night about how tired they were and how long each had worked in "Romeo and Juliet." Leslie, naturally, claimed a far heavier "shooting" schedule than his son. Ronald took exception to the claim and wagered his dad a sizable bet.

When they checked up with the casting office, Leslie learned to his dismay that Ronald actually had worked five days more on the picture than he, the star, by count. And is Ronald chesty about it!

* * *

IN a certain publicity office in Hollywood hang two pictures. One is a photograph of Irene Dunne, the other of Claudette Colbert. Both ladies are favorites with the agent. Asked by an actor one day which one the agent really preferred, he looked long at the pictures and then replied, "Well, I'll tell you. Irene Dunne is the lady I'd choose for my wife. But Claudette Colbert is the only woman who might make me forget her."

At that moment Irene Dunne stood framed in the doorway while both gentlemen blushed scarlet. "I think," Irene smiled, "that's one of the nicest things I've ever heard said about me, and Claudette Colbert is the only woman I'd ever permit to steal my husband."

Florence Howard and his son, Ronald, were regaling Mrs. Howard the other day. "No, no," she reproved him. "We play with blocks. We don't eat them."

"Daddy do," Tony pointed out.

Florence looked around. In the garden sat Freddie, absent-mindedly knocking just such a block against his teeth as he concentrated on his study of a script.

* * *

ADRIAN, M-G-M designer de luxe, has added the final touch to his new home. He has acquired a burro whose sole job is to wander around the patio, lending atmosphere. If he can manage it, Adrian will train his pet monkeys to ride the burro.

**ADRIEN**

**Montgomery**

wrestles with a trained bear in his new picture. He was introduced to the animal the other day, a husky fellow named Mike, and watched intently while the trainer demonstrated the beast's prowess in the manly art. Mike promptly downed his opponent.

"That's swell," Bob commented sourly. "I suppose the bear understands I'm supposed to win the match?"

* * *

LESLEY HOWARD and his son, Ronald, were regaling Mrs. Howard the other night about how tired they were and how long each had worked in "Romeo and Juliet." Leslie, naturally, claimed a far heavier "shooting" schedule than his son. Ronald took exception to the claim and wagered his dad a sizable bet.

When they checked up with the casting office, Leslie learned to his dismay that Ronald actually had worked five days more on the picture than he, the star, by count. And is Ronald chesty about it!
INSIDE STUFF—Continued

If you want to spend the strangest evening in Hollywood this month you'll barge in on Sylvia Sydney, who gets the prize. Don't expect anything wild, because what you'll find is a group of solemn-faced movie stars quietly sitting in a circle around an automatic phonograph listening to a transcription of Gilbert and Sullivan's "Yeomen of the Guard." Sylvia's formed a club of operetta lovers, and they meet nightly at her home.

Margaret Sullavan has three nicknames: Peg, Maggie and Sully. Of the three which do you think she prefers? No, you're wrong. The lady is crazy over plain old Maggie.

Hugh Herbert acts, manages a prize-fighter, and has a family—which ought to be enough for anyone, no matter how energetic. But not for Hughie.

He's become a life member of the California Horticulturist Society, now. Boxers and flowers.

Oh, well.

The studio's in an awful rush to finish that picture today," Spencer Tracy told his wife one morning, "so I won't stop to shave. I'll just take this electric shaver along and clip off the brush when I get on the set. Save time."

He reached the studio an hour later, ran to the assigned sound-stage, plugged in the little cord—and blew out every light in the place! The circuit was wrong, or something, and it took them an eternity to replace all the fuses.

As scientists, Lionel Barrymore and Henry B. Walthall are good actors.

It was a gala day for the children of Hollywood, whether they were children of fans or stars! Below, Chester and Sue Morris with daughter, Cynthia, and son, Brook. Still another of those happy filmland families at the Big Show—the one-and-only ZaSu Pitts with her children, ZaSu Ann and Donald, and her husband, Edward Woodall.
ered mightily on the patio. But it was a good party anyway—Walter came home with his make-up on, and everyone crowded in the living-room, and Irvin Cobb sang "Don't Tell The Truth To Mother" or such like until the piano lamp fell off.

The sunshine came from within!

* * *

Rosalind Russell is claiming championship these days for the receipt of the largest fan gift in Hollywood.

An ardent admirer sent her a live oak tree, full grown, which she immediately transplanted in her back yard.

* * *

Watch out, parents, that this doesn't give your kids an idea! In Wallace Beery's famous "family bus," in which he recently toured the country on a personal appearance jaunt, the rear section has been converted into a small playroom for his little daughter, Carol Ann. It is complete with tables and shelves for her toys and even boasts special lights so she can play after dark.

* * *

Despite all the efforts to protect little Shirley Temple, accidents will happen.

Shirley, accompanied by her two bodyguards, was walking down a side street between scenes for her picture, "Poor Little Rich Girl." Suddenly a huge collie leaped into view and with one bound had knocked Shirley to the pavement. There was a great commotion and to-do while little Shirley was rescued.

"Ah, he didn't mean anything," Shirley cried. "He only likes me."

With a pat of her little hand, the dog's friendliness was rewarded.

Helen Mack and her husband, Charles Erwin have a last little outing together at the new and popular Club Casanova, before Helen goes into retirement to await the birth of their first baby.

Joan Crawford has a right to be peeved at her doctor, after what's just happened. Seems she's dieted strenuously (by his order) for years to keep that gorgeous figure you see on the screen, but when a lull came between pictures she decided to lay off for a while, eat all she wanted to, and the heck with the exercises.

She didn't gain a pound! "No more diets for me," said Joan, and ordered cream-puffs for lunch.

James Stewart and Ted Healey were feeling pretty frisky the other day—so between scenes they swiped a jinrikisha from another company shooting nearby, kidnapped Wendy Barrie from the "Speed" set, and took her for a wild ride through the studio streets!

Finally, puffing and exhausted, they returned at a lagging trot with Wendy bouncing along behind. Said La Barrie, stepping out of the 'rikisha unruffled, "Thanks for the buggy ride. Or had you forgotten I was born in Hong Kong?"

Spencer Tracy, after what happened out at his stables the other day, is scratching his head about this thing called superstition.

The trouble all began when his head groom discovered one of the twelve polo ponies would soon have a little bundle from horse-heaven—making the number an unlucky thirteen. Spencer worried about it a lot, even thought of selling one of the mounts. And then came a fine day when the new colt was born—and half an hour later Suzy, Spencer's favorite of all the horses, died suddenly!

They named the little filly "Compensation," but Tracy feels pretty badly just the same.

Joan Crawford has a right to be peeved at her doctor, after what's just happened.

Seems she's dieted strenuously (by his order) for years to keep that gorgeous figure you see on the screen, but when a lull came between pictures she decided to lay off for a while, eat all she wanted to, and the heck with the exercises.

She didn't gain a pound! "No more diets for me," said Joan, and ordered cream-puffs for lunch.
BEAUTY

— in Your Eyes

BEFORE I give you the detailed information on eye make-up which Mel Berns (whom I’m sure you know about, as he is one of the most important make-up men out here in Hollywood) gave me for you. I want to do away, forever, with a curious misunderstanding over this question of making up the eyes.

Over and over again girls write me, asking intelligent questions about rouge, powder and lipstick, and ending with, “but of course I don’t make up my eyes.” I always write back, “of course you should make up your eyes,” though I’d be the first to admit that improper eye make-up is worse than none at all.

The reason for this is obvious. The eyes are the most expressive feature of the face. Attention centers on them. Bad make-up on the eyes will stand out in an ugly way, making you look hard and old, and cheap—oh, so cheap! But the problem of good eye make-up is a delicate one. The things needed used to be very difficult to obtain, and they weren’t easy to work with after you got them. And that’s the reason why girls of taste seldom used anything on their eyes. They were right, too.

Of all the fascinating new cosmetics, I do think those for the eyes are the most exciting, because they represent such a tremendous advance over the old ones. It’s a pretty far cry from the crude, sometimes actually poisonous little pot of ugly black ointment for eye-shadow that sat on the dressing tables of girls of long ago, to the dainty, harmless, many-colored, efficient eye-shadow of today! And as for mascara! Even twenty years ago, “beading your eyelashes” was practically a major operation, and you looked like nothing human when you got through! Our modern mascara goes on evenly and easily and the way it enhances the appearance of your eyes is something every girl should know about.

So if your feeling for good taste had stopped you from making up your eyes, you were quite right, insofar as you knew, but I hope this explanation will show you that that same good taste, with the help of modern cosmetics, can bring out the beauty of your eyes in the same way that skillful use of rouge, powder and lip-stick brings out the beauty of your face.

But just as I’m always insisting that even the cleverest make-up looks better on a healthy skin, so you must care for the health of your eyes. Don’t let yourself in for dark circles under your eyes by not getting enough sleep. But if you do get enough sleep and the circles persist, see your doctor, because these can come from troubles in the system which ought to be discovered and corrected.

Don’t let your eyes get dull and unattractive with crow’s feet and scowl lines around them due to eye strain. Always work by a good light, stopping to rest the eyes at intervals. Wear sunglasses if you are going to be exposed to wind, dust, and glare. If you overtire your eyes from such exposure, wash them out with a good eye lotion. There’s a fine new lotion, manufactured by one of the oldest and most reliable firms, which can be depended upon to restore lustre and sparkle to red and aching eyes.

(The cont. on page 102)

By GLORIA MACK

LET GLORIA MACK GIVE YOU: her carefully selected list of modern cosmetics to enhance the charm of your eyes. And don’t forget that, as always, she is ready to help you with all your beauty problems. Write her freely and confidentially about your skin; trouble with pores and blackheads; how to do your hair; how to mould your figure so you are proud to appear in a bathing suit. This service really is confidential, and it is free to you. We ask only that you remember to enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope when you write to: Gloria Mack, c/o Movie Mirror, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

The expressive eyes above are Katie Hepburn’s—but can you identify the other famous film star below, masquerading as Queen Elizabeth with the help of Mel Bern’s magic touch with make-up? You’ll be surprised!
ACROSS

1. A flower
2. Adrian's first name
3. "— Over the Andes"
4. 1909's "Wake-Up Call"
5. "We Live"
6. "The Arizonian"
7. "The Thin —"
8. "Gaudy"
9. "Festive"
10. "The Thin Man"
11. "Spread Eagle"
12. "Littlest Rebel"
13. "Broadway Hostess"
14. "The Wedding Night"
15. "A Midsummer Dream"
16. "The Cottage"
17. "The Sea of Grass"
18. "The Thin Man"
19. "The Sea of Grass"
20. "The Thin Man"
21. "A Midsummer Dream"
22. "The Wedding Night"
23. "The Thin Man"
24. "The Sea of Grass"
25. "Festive"
26. "The Sea of Grass"
27. "The Thin Man"
28. "A Midsummer Dream"
29. "The Wedding Night"
30. "The Thin Man"
31. "A Midsummer Dream"
32. "The Sea of Grass"
33. "The Wedding Night"
34. "The Thin Man"
35. "The Sea of Grass"
36. "The Wedding Night"
37. "The Thin Man"
38. "A Midsummer Dream"
39. "The Sea of Grass"
40. "The Wedding Night"
41. "The Thin Man"
42. "A Midsummer Dream"
43. "The Sea of Grass"
44. "The Wedding Night"
45. "The Thin Man"
46. "A Midsummer Dream"
47. "The Sea of Grass"
48. "The Wedding Night"
49. "The Thin Man"
50. "A Midsummer Dream"
51. "The Sea of Grass"
52. "The Wedding Night"
53. "The Thin Man"
54. "A Midsummer Dream"
55. "The Sea of Grass"
56. "The Wedding Night"
57. "The Thin Man"
58. "A Midsummer Dream"
59. "The Sea of Grass"
60. "The Wedding Night"
61. "The Thin Man"
62. "A Midsummer Dream"
63. "The Sea of Grass"
64. "The Wedding Night"
65. "The Thin Man"
66. "A Midsummer Dream"
67. "The Sea of Grass"
68. "The Wedding Night"
69. "The Thin Man"
70. "A Midsummer Dream"
71. "The Sea of Grass"
72. "The Wedding Night"
73. "The Thin Man"
74. "A Midsummer Dream"
75. "The Sea of Grass"
76. "The Wedding Night"
77. "The Thin Man"
78. "A Midsummer Dream"
79. "The Sea of Grass"
80. "The Wedding Night"
81. "The Thin Man"
82. "A Midsummer Dream"
83. "The Sea of Grass"
84. "The Wedding Night"
85. "The Thin Man"
86. "A Midsummer Dream"
87. "The Sea of Grass"
88. "The Wedding Night"
89. "The Thin Man"
90. "A Midsummer Dream"
91. "The Sea of Grass"
92. "The Wedding Night"
93. "The Thin Man"
94. "A Midsummer Dream"
95. "The Sea of Grass"
96. "The Wedding Night"
97. "The Thin Man"
98. "A Midsummer Dream"
99. "The Sea of Grass"
100. "The Wedding Night"
101. "The Thin Man"
102. "A Midsummer Dream"
103. "The Sea of Grass"
104. "The Wedding Night"
105. "The Thin Man"
106. "A Midsummer Dream"
107. "The Sea of Grass"
108. "The Wedding Night"
109. "The Thin Man"
110. "A Midsummer Dream"
111. "The Sea of Grass"
112. "The Wedding Night"
113. "The Thin Man"
114. "A Midsummer Dream"
115. "The Sea of Grass"
116. "The Wedding Night"
117. "The Thin Man"
118. "A Midsummer Dream"
119. "The Sea of Grass"
120. "The Wedding Night"
121. "The Thin Man"
122. "A Midsummer Dream"

DOWN

1. A collection of stars' photographs
2. A tree, yielding dye
3. "The Thin Man"
4. "The Thin Man"
5. "The Thin Man"
6. "The Thin Man"
7. "The Thin Man"
8. "The Thin Man"
9. "The Thin Man"
10. "The Thin Man"
11. "The Thin Man"
12. "The Thin Man"
13. "The Thin Man"
14. "The Thin Man"
15. "The Thin Man"
16. "The Thin Man"
17. "The Thin Man"
18. "The Thin Man"
19. "The Thin Man"
20. "The Thin Man"
21. "The Thin Man"
22. "The Thin Man"
23. "The Thin Man"
24. "The Thin Man"
25. "The Thin Man"
26. "The Thin Man"
27. "The Thin Man"
28. "The Thin Man"
29. "The Thin Man"
30. "The Thin Man"
31. "The Thin Man"
32. "The Thin Man"
33. "The Thin Man"
34. "The Thin Man"
35. "The Thin Man"
36. "The Thin Man"
37. "The Thin Man"
38. "The Thin Man"
39. "The Thin Man"
40. "The Thin Man"
41. "The Thin Man"
42. "The Thin Man"
43. "The Thin Man"
44. "The Thin Man"
45. "The Thin Man"
46. "The Thin Man"
47. "The Thin Man"
48. "The Thin Man"
49. "The Thin Man"
50. "The Thin Man"
51. "The Thin Man"
52. "The Thin Man"
53. "The Thin Man"
54. "The Thin Man"
55. "The Thin Man"
56. "The Thin Man"
57. "The Thin Man"
58. "The Thin Man"
59. "The Thin Man"
60. "The Thin Man"
61. "The Thin Man"
62. "The Thin Man"
63. "The Thin Man"
64. "The Thin Man"
65. "The Thin Man"
66. "The Thin Man"
67. "The Thin Man"
68. "The Thin Man"
69. "The Thin Man"
70. "The Thin Man"
71. "The Thin Man"
72. "The Thin Man"
73. "The Thin Man"
74. "The Thin Man"
75. "The Thin Man"
76. "The Thin Man"
77. "The Thin Man"
78. "The Thin Man"
79. "The Thin Man"
80. "The Thin Man"
81. "The Thin Man"
82. "The Thin Man"
83. "The Thin Man"
84. "The Thin Man"
85. "The Thin Man"
86. "The Thin Man"
87. "The Thin Man"
88. "The Thin Man"
89. "The Thin Man"
90. "The Thin Man"
91. "The Thin Man"
92. "The Thin Man"
93. "The Thin Man"
94. "The Thin Man"
95. "The Thin Man"
96. "The Thin Man"
97. "The Thin Man"
98. "The Thin Man"
99. "The Thin Man"
100. "The Thin Man"
101. "The Thin Man"
102. "The Thin Man"
103. "The Thin Man"
104. "The Thin Man"
105. "The Thin Man"
106. "The Thin Man"
107. "The Thin Man"
108. "The Thin Man"
109. "The Thin Man"
110. "The Thin Man"
111. "The Thin Man"
112. "The Thin Man"
113. "The Thin Man"
114. "The Thin Man"
115. "The Thin Man"
116. "The Thin Man"
117. "The Thin Man"
118. "The Thin Man"
119. "The Thin Man"
120. "The Thin Man"
121. "The Thin Man"
122. "The Thin Man"

**Movies of the Month**

The reliable guide to the recent talkies with one check (✓) for good ones, two checks (✓✓) for those that are outstanding.

**✓✓ The Case Against Mrs. Ames (Wanger)**


It's About: A murder, a woman everyone thinks is guilty, and her fight to clear things up and regain custody of her son.

Madeleine Carroll comes to the fore in this intelligent mystery of courtroom and headlines as a real star. The picture as a whole is much better than the usual run of its kind, since story, direction and portrayal are all very good.

The basic idea may be a little old, since it worries about a woman who, after being acquitted of murder by a male jury, tries to get back her son from an icy-eyed grandmother. However this is completely saved by a dozen ingenious twists, all handled with satiric humor and in the modern unsentimental manner.

George Brent is the assistant prosecutor who believes Mrs. Ames guilty and publicly denounces her. Of all people, she appeals to him to delve further into the mystery and clear her completely; you’ll enjoy the result, especially when they fall in love.

Your Reviewer Says: Spontaneous and original brain-food, with all departments in fine form.

**✓✓ Let's Sing Again (Principal Productions)**

You’ll See: Bobby Breen, George Houston, Henry Armetta, Vivienne Osborne, Grant Withers, Inez Courtney, Richard Carle.

It's About: The lost child of an opera star whom a tent show singer adopts, and the attempts of his father to find him.

Every once in a while there comes along a picture which jolts you into unexpected enthusiasm. Such a one is this which marks the film debut of golden-voiced young Bobby Breen, hereetofore known only to radio audiences. More than that, it proves that the talents and voice of George Houston have either been abused or neglected in the few films he has made.

The story tells of Bobby, whose father has been searching for him since babyhood when his mother deserted his father. He runs away from the orphanage in which he is placed when she dies and joins a tent show under the wing of a kindly old Italian, a former opera star, who trains his naturally beautiful voice. Then a conniving trapeze performer attempts legally to adopt him to capitalize on that voice.

Aside from its production and strong, intelligent direction, the picture is a three-way triumph for Bobby and his voice and manly appeal. Houston for his voice, and Henry Armetta for his characterization of the lovable old Italian.

Your Reviewer Says: Don't miss this one; it's a natural.

**✓ Absolute Quiet (M-G-M)**

You’ll See: Lionel Atwill, Irene Hervey, Raymond Walburn, Stuart Erwin, Auu Loring, Louis Hayward, Wallace Ford, Bernadine Hayes.

It's About: The exciting and funny adventures a mixed group of people experience when they are forced to spend the night at the ranch home of their common enemy.

It is difficult to say just what the producers had in mind when they started this picture; something serious, probably, but it turns out to be fantastically funny in spots and just fantastic in others. One thing can be said for it: if there isn't a sane moment, neither is there a dull one.

Lionel Atwill, a political power, cracks up and is ordered by his doctor to have absolute quiet. Accompanied by his attractive secretary, Irene Hervey, whose happy marriage he is trying to wreck, he goes to his isolated ranch.

The prescribed quiet is first broken by the intrusion of a desperate pair of escaped killers, Wallace Ford and Bernadine Hayes, who are a vaudeville team before they took up crime. Then...
You mustn't miss Victor McLaglen, Claudette Colbert and Ronald Colman in "Under Two Flags"—it's swell.

There's perfect entertainment in "Show Boat," with Irene Dunne and Allan Jones to sing the lovely music.

a plane crashes on Atwill's private field, swelling the unexpected houseparty with Atwill’s political foe, a nit-witted governor; a discarded mistress and her movie star lover; a tired-of-it-all reporter and the secretary's husband. The broth begins to boil when Atwill endeavors to decide their respective fates according to the whims of his diseased mind.

Your Reviewer Says: Don't take it seriously and you'll have fun.

The Country Beyond (20th Century-Fox)


It's About: A murder mystery of the frozen North which is solved by two Royal Canadian mounties and a remarkable dog.

Corporal King (Robert Kent) joins an outpost of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. After a personal feud with Sergeant Cassidy (Paul Kelly), the two become fast friends and are sent on the dangerous mission of solving a murder which has been committed in the course of illegal fur trading in a backwoods district. The only clue is that the murdered guard has been killed by a dog.

Arriving at the hunting lodge of an old-timer, Alison (Alan Hale), with whose daughter (Rochelle Hudson) King has fallen in love, they discover circumstances point to Alison and his dog as the guilty pair. The girl places loyalty to her father above her love for King and assists Alison to escape.

For those for whom the story itself will not suffice, there is a wealth of magnificent scenery and the amazing talents of the two dogs which play an important part in the action. Their intelligence, in fact, often exceeds that of the human characters.

The best acted, best produced, melodrama of the month is 20th Century-Fox's "Under Two Flags." The best starring vehicle is that same company's "Poor Little Rich Girl," the latest for that box-office darling, Shirley Temple. Once again (it's getting to be a habit) Shirley tops herself. She's marvelous in this. There are two simply elegant musicals this month, "Showboat," with Irene Dunne, Allan Jones and Paul Robeson, and "Sons O' Guns" the funniest picture Joe E. Brown has ever made. You'll want to see Madeleine Carroll's exquisite comeback in "The Strange Case of Mrs. Ames" and Francis Lederer's return in a grand role in "One Rainy Afternoon." "The Ex-Mrs. Bradford" has the ex-Mr. Thin Man Bill Powell in it in just that swell kind of role.

PICTURES in the CUTTING ROOM
Advance Tips on Tomorrow's Talkies

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare's lovely classic brought to the screen in the most lavish production Hollywood has made to date. With about four million dollars already spent, the original play, with the exception of some unimportant scenes, is left intact. Norma Shearer is Juliet, Leslie Howard is Romeo, and John Barrymore is Mercutio.

Mob Rule. Spencer Tracy and Sylvia Sidney promise plenty of excitement in this film where a young fellow out of a job is on his way to get married when he is mistakenly jailed and almost lynched.

San Francisco. Jeanette MacDonald's singing and Clark Gable's forceful acting are combined in this forthcoming picture treat about a cafe singer with grand opera ambitions, in love with her boss, owner of the waterfront "paradise" in the days of Frisco's great earthquake.

PARAMOUNT
The Princess Comes Across. Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray have the leads in this jewel robbery mystery picture, taking place on board an ocean liner. Plenty of humor and much suspense are promised.

RKO-RADIO
Mary of Scotland. This costume epic with Katharine Hepburn as the unhappy queen gives all promise of being a tremendous hit. It follows the dramatic life of Scotland's exciting but unfortunate heroine.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
White Fang. Jack London's famous dog story reaches celluloid. With Michael Whalen and Jean Muir and Slim Summerville aiding the canine actor, it is sure to please the adventure-loving fans.

WARNER BROTHERS
White Angel. Kay Francis got the coveted role of Florence Nightingale in this long-planned production. The valiant struggle made by this famous nurse to improve the hospital conditions of her time is familiar to everyone and furnishes the theme for what promises to be a superior film.
Top honors in "The Country Beyond" go to Buck, the dog, with Rochelle Hudson and Alan Hale assisting.

**MOVIES OF THE MONTH (Cont.)**

of their fellow actors, the human beings.

Your Reviewer Says: A drama of the outdoors with considerable appeal.

**✓✓ Sons O' Guns (Warner Brothers)**

You'll See: Joe E. Brown, Joan Blondell, Beverly Roberts, Eric Blore, Winifred Shaw, Craig Reynolds, Joseph King, Bert Roach.

It's About: The comic adventures and final heroism performed by a peace-loving young man when he finds himself in the thick of the fight in France.

This rowdy comedy, crammed to the hilt with utter nonsense, makes fun of the World War in an unobjectionable way and without doubt is the best picture Joe E. Brown has made in a long, long time. It does not have the music of its musical-comedy parent, but that does not detract, any more than its wholly illogical plot, from thorough enjoyment of its boisterous, crazy fun.

Joe is an actor who is opposed to joining the army because he is not "mad at anybody." In trying to escape a siren he falls in line in a passing military parade and finds himself in the front-line trenches in France. There he is assigned the grim task of wiping out an enemy machine-gun nest, a deed of valor which he accomplishes by the funniest combination of circumstances imaginable.

Meanwhile he tries to settle his private war of girl-trouble with Joan Blondell (who gives a grand performance), Beverly Roberts and Winifred Shaw.

Eric Blore is swell as Joe's erstwhile butler who becomes his top sergeant.

Your Reviewer Says: An infallible cure for the blues.

**✓✓ Under Two Flags (20th Century-Fox)**

You'll See: Ronald Colman, Claudette Colbert, Victor McLaglen, Rosalind Russell, Gregory Ratoff, Nigel Bruce, C. Henry Gordon, Herbert Mundin, many others.

It's About: An English gentleman who has joined the Foreign Legion to escape scandal, a café woman, the desert love, the revolt of native tribes against two governments.

Claudette Colbert and Ronald Colman are teamed together for the first time in this famous story of blood and sand and devotion and heroism. It's a combination of 'Bean Geste' and the Bengal Lancers in effect, with lots more trimmings for your excitement.

Colman is the handsome, dashing Legionnaire, Victor McLaglen his superior officer, and Claudette Colbert the latter's sweetheart, Cigarette. Colman captures the heart of Cigarette, then meets and loves Rosalind Russell, a visiting English noblewoman. Thrills begin when jealous McLaglen sends his rival out on a too-dangerous mission and the Arabs attack. Cigarette rides to the rescue with much shooting and emotional conflict at the end.

You'll like this. Of course, the cast is excellent. Colman is restrained and clever as usual. Claudette's accent is entirely convincing and you will enjoy McLaglen. Spectacle throughout is handled magnificently, if after an ordered plan.

Your Reviewer Says: Don't think of missing it.

**✓✓ Showboat (Universal)**

You'll See: Irene Dunne, Allan Jones, Paul Robeson, Helen Westley, Sammy White, Charles Winninger, Helen Morgan, Donald Cook, Patricia Barry.

It's About: A dashing young gambler who marries the showboat girl and their subsequent trials and troubles and great love.

You know this story by heart probably, but if you let this keep you away from the magnificent screen version, you'll miss one of the most beautiful pictures of the year. Oscar Hammerstein's famous stage play is handled with all authenticity, but with every trick of the movie trade it is glorified into perfect entertainment. Irene Dunne as Magnolia, the show boat's loveliest flower, sings her way in the hearts of all listeners and is quietly restrained in the dramatic sequences. Allan Jones is ready for stardom, if his performance in this is any indication. His voice has power and personality, his portrayal of the run-down gambler is unsentimental and convincing.

Musical numbers are not new, but, being American classics, go over anyway. Outstanding among these is "Old Man River," unforgettable sung by Paul Robeson. The entire cast answers well to James Whalen's fine direction.

Your Reviewer Says: By all means see it; you can't get tired of things like this.

**✓ One Rainy Afternoon (Mary Pickford-Lasky Corporation)**

You'll See: Francis Lederer, Ida Lupino, Hugh Herbert, Roland Young, Eric Rhodes, Joseph Cawthorn, Countess Liev De Maigret, Donald Meek, and many others.

It's About: A French actor who steals a kiss from a charming young lady at the cinema.

Your Reviewer Says: A drizzle of a story with a drenching of sentiment.
Francis Lederer and Ida Lupino head the cast in "One Rainy Afternoon," Pickford-Lasky's first production.

With a gay dash and many a chuckle, this cozy little farce clicks along at a saucy pace.

Francis Lederer plays a small-time Parisian actor who comes out of the rain into a cinema, gets into the wrong seat and kisses the wrong girl. She is Ida Lupino and she raises the roof about the incident. There is a tongue-in-cheek trial, Ida pays his fine and the ensuing publicity makes every man-hungry woman in Paris come coyly to his theater. The newly-famous actor's bid for the kissed one's favor will lead your imagination a merry chase.

Erik Rhodes, as Miss Lupino's fiancé, is beautifully puzzled throughout. Joseph Cawthorn as the papa; Countess Liev De Maigret, Lederer's secret love; Hugh Herbert, the hysterical echo; and Roland Young, the theatrical producer who reaps the golden harvest of Lederer's eccentric behavior, are all superb.

It's gay, it sparkles, it amuses.

Mr. Lederer himself is more naturally real than ever. Mary Pickford, who offers this as her first picture as a producer, may well be proud.

Your Reviewer Says: If you like gay French farce, this is it.

Speed (M-G-M)

You'll See: James Stewart, Wendy Barrie, Una Merkel, Ted Healy, Weldon Heyburn, Ralph Morgan, and Patricia Wilder.

It's About: A likable race-track driver who finds good fortune and romance in his pursuit of speed.

Overturning speeding cars in safety tests for a large automobile factory is race-track driver James Stewart's idea of a swell job until pretty Wendy Barrie of the plant's publicity department makes his heart turn flipflops. Her secret efforts to help Stewart get recognition for his uncompleted carburetor invention have the wrong effect and result in a general smash-up all around. It's the hospital for Jimmy and the cold shoulder for Wendy, but love and speed find their way that will keep you excited and happy to the very end.

Stewart's natural manner and infectious grin hit on all six and his performance is convincing. Wendy Barrie is good as the well-meaning little rich girl who is learning the automobile business from the ground up and Ted Healy as Stewart's mechanic and buddy furnishes laughs a-plenty. With but little to do, Una Merkel does that well.

The pictured workings of a giant auto factory, the thrilling racing scenes, and an acceptable story plot, not to mention good acting, make this an enjoyable evening's entertainment.

Your Review Says: Go, you'll enjoy the thrills and the laughs.

Poor Little Rich Girl (20th Century-Fox)

You'll See: Shirley Temple, Michael Whalen, Gloria Stuart, Alice Faye, Jack Haley, Henry Armetta, Claude Gillingwater, Sara Hayden, John Wray.

It's About: A motherless child who plays hookey from her pampered life of wealth to find exciting adventure with a song-and-dance team.

Once again we find adorable Shirley Temple in a picture which gives her opportunity to prove she is a first-rate entertainer as well as an appealing actress. But, unbelievable as the story is in spots, it definitely is something more than a framework on which her talents and childish charm are hung.

The cast is studded with big names, carefully chosen for their roles. Shirley brilliantly holds her own against them all. As the motherless daughter of wealthy young Michael Whalen, Shirley is denied nothing except the longed-for companionship of other children. When her governess is injured while escorting her to school, she decides to take a "vacation" and starts her adventuring by following an organ grinder, Henry Armetta, from his humble home. She is in turn by a struggling vaudeville team, Alice Faye and Jack Haley, when she tells them a wild story of being a runaway from an orphanage. She rewards their kindness by winning them a radio contract sponsored by Grumpy Claude Gillingwater. Then Whalen discovers she is missing from school.

Your Reviewer Says: Recommended without reservation as wholesome fun for young and old.

Born To Fight (Conn Production)

You'll See: Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond, Jack Larue, Frances Grant, Sheila Manor, Monty Collins.

It's About: A refugee fighter who is rescued from the rails and remade into manhood and the championship.

Carried along on the pounding mitts of Frankie Darro, this story of ringside and boxing gloves has many entertaining moments and is much better than the usual independent production.

Darro is discovered by Kane Richmond in a hobo camp where the former is hiding from pursuit after a brawl. Richmond brings the boy back to training quarters, reads him for a championship meet only to see Darro walk out on him because of a newly over-sized head. Defeat comes, of course. Richmond takes the repellant boxer back and with Frances Grant's help finds success at last.

Jack Larue as the political (Continued on page 100)
WHAT," demanded Hazel Hartley, staring at the mirror, "is the matter with me?" She proceeded to undress, and being a modern girl, it was not a lengthy process. She pulled her silk dress over her head and stood revealed in two diaphanous, lacy garments; slim, silk-shod legs firmly braced.

The other girl, who sat reading a magazine in a morris chair, raised perfectly arched brows and considered Hazel. What she saw was a perfect dryad: a white, firm body, symmetrically and cunningly made; a semi-adolescent nymph, seemingly carved of costly alabaster; and the beautiful heart-shaped face, illuminated by the topaz-colored eyes, was topped with flame-colored hair. As perfect a bit of femininity as the heart of a painter or a poet could desire.

"Body by Fisher," she admitted. "I've seen worse."

"If Merle Oberon has 'it,' I've at least got 'it.'"

"Well, you're just as easy to look at, Hazel, and thinner."

"I could make her look like a last year's bird's nest when it comes to acting!"

"I'll still take Merle Oberon."

"My pal! Here we are," said Hazel bitterly, "in Mrs. Schneider's boarding house, you and me, modeling clothes for a living at D'Ciny's for the edification of visiting buyers from the corn and hog states, when we should be lolling around in our Hollywood mansion, pulling down five thousand a week and sending Toyo, the Japanese butler, to tell Van Dyke that we are indisposed today!"

"Maybe it's the heat—" began the other.

"It isn't the heat—it's the stupidity," snapped Hazel, with flashing eyes. "Other girls do it. What's the matter with us, Madge?"

"It's the breaks," explained Madge, with an exaggerated air of patience, as one would to a child. "The breaks, dear. We don't get any. We have no 'in.'"

"Well, what to do about it?"

"Let's turn out the lights and save the gas."

"Talk sense. Why shouldn't we get a break?"

"Why, says you? Because there are thousands of really beautiful girls in Hollywood this minute waiting for jobs as an extra. And some of 'em will wait until Hoover's re-elected, and that'll be quite a while."

"The old patter! We should make our own opportunities!"

"But how? You can't just bust into Hollywood, grab the first director you see by the hair and say: 'Here, mister, look at me. I'm good. I'm better than Crawford and Garbo rolled into one. Will you star me in your next picture? The salary will be a thousand a week!' Be your age, Hazel!"

"I'm trying to be!" snapped that young lady. "All we need is a chance. We could both make good if we had it."

"All Baer needed was a chance at Louis' chin, but Louis couldn't see it that way. Getting the chance, Hazel, is considerable accomplishment."

"Well, I'm going to get it, somehow!" affirmed the volatile Hazel. She looked at Madge, who sat in an old coolie coat, one shapely leg exposed. Madge was a dark little beauty, with blue eyes and black hair, and a merry Irish mouth, full and red and provocative. Her voice, too, was full and sweet. "Look at you," went on Hazel. "You've got most of those comedians tied to the mast, but where are you? Nowhere! You strut new styles all day for a bunch of Babbitts on a visit to the wicked city of New York, when you ought to be topping the list at Splendide Films and getting yours!"

"Sweetheart of Alpha Sigma Chi," said Madge, patiently still, "climb down off the galloping steed and show me how to fix this run in my stocking, will you?"

"Oh, all right, Madge! But, I'm going to get my chance.

If Dad hadn't met the well-known depression head on, I'd have had it. But I'll get it, anyhow—and I'll do anything to get it!"

"Anything, dear? Them's big words."

"Don't be a sophomore! You know what I mean, Madge. I'm not going to sit around and wait for opportunity to come and push the buzzer. I'm going out and meet the lady and see if I can't make her my girl chum!"

"Noble sentiments! You'll introduce me, won't you?"

The bell rang at this point and another girl came into the cheaply furnished room a minute later. She looked tired and wan, and she was delicately pretty. She flung an evening newspaper on the bed with a sigh. Taking off her hat, she sat down and eyed the other two.
Begin this exciting story of film colony life today! "the girl who knows Howe"—but it was all a

Picture Frame-Up!

"Here we are," said Hazel bitterly, "in Mrs. Schneider's boarding house, modeling clothes for a living at D'Ciny's, when we should be lolling around in our Hollywood mansion, pulling down five thousand a week!"

Well," she asked. "What's what?"
"Nothing," answered Madge. "Hazel's full of vitamin A, raving again about going to Hollywood and showing up Norma Shearer. How's it by you, Jennie?"

The newcomer shrugged. "Same old treadmill. The secretary of even a rich and handsome man must get up at seven-thirty and work hard until five-thirty. The life of a stenographer is one wild riot." She sighed. "Where does a gal find a boss like the kind in the movies, the kind who goes dippy about his secretary and buys her jewels and then marries her?"

Madge sniffed derisively. "On page seventy-five, I think," she said. "Here's another nut who has been reading the wrong books! What kind of boss have you, Jennie?"

"He's one of the third vice presidents, with a fat wife and three kids, stomach trouble and a bunch of unpaid bills."
"How ducky!" observed Madge. "Does he play the zither?"
"No, just the wrong horses. What's this about Hazel and the Hollywood urge?"
"The same old urge. Hazel thinks she's got 'if' and she wants to displace Hepburn and Marion Davies. The only thing that keeps her from stardom is the fact that we haven't got the carfare to Hollywood."
"Laugh, you numbskulls!" retorted the sparkling Hazel. "You ought to be ashamed of yourselves, both of you! Three bright gals, some education, all three easy to look at—and you punch a typewriter all day, and Madge and I are clothes horses!"
"Lay off!" said Jennie. "I'm tired tonight. The way things are, I'm glad to have any job. Lots of work the last few days, too. Our firm finally bought control of Mammoth Films from the receivers. Now, our president, Harold Farwell Howe, is in the movie business in a big way—chairman of the board or something.
"Gosh!" said Hazel. "I'll bet he could get his girl friend a chance—" She paused abruptly as thought clouded the tawny eyes, her mutinous mouth pursed. Suddenly she turned to Jennie, "Is the deal through?"
"Yes. It's in the paper tonight."
Hazel picked up the paper from the bed and read aloud. "The banking house of Howe and Howe has purchased fifty-one per cent of the stock of Mammoth Films, Inc., of Hollywood, California, for a reported consideration of ten million dollars. Mr. Harold Farwell Howe, president of the internationally known banking firm, issued the following statement to the press: "Our purchase of the controlling stock of Mammoth Films is ample evidence of our faith in the future of the motion picture industry and in the future of Mammoth Films in particular."
"Almost immediately after the deal was consummated, Mr. Howe left for a three months' stay in Europe. He refused to reveal his destination, saying he desired a quiet rest." "It is our intention to refinance this outstanding firm and allow it to continue its plans, which, we are sure, will find fruition in the continued support of the public. There will be no changes in the personnel of Mammoth Films and all existing contracts will be fulfilled, Mammoth will go forward with all its plans for producing the finest film plays, and the public is promised a marvelous array of feature pictures."

Hazel finished and looked at the other two girls. Her eyes, brilliant as stars, dwelt upon Jennie thoughtfully.
"Is this Mr. Howe, your president, married?" she asked.
Another scoop for Movie Mirror! Don't miss this exciting, true-to-life novel of love and ambition in the most dramatic, most unusual town in the world

JENNIE, work in the office. You can get hold of some of his stationery—"

"Here, what are you driving at?" objected Jennie, on general principles, vaguely scenting a disturbance. "I can't get anything. I'm not even in the executive office."

"Wait!" said Hazel. "Listen to this. Three months is all the time Madge and I will need. We can make good in that time and be beyond the reach of—"

"What are you driving at, darling?" asked Madge, calmly.

"Just this: Jennie works in the office. She gets us some of Howe's personal stationery. We write a letter, telling the studio out in Hollywood that you and I are particular friends of his and that he wants us to be given a chance, see? We go out there—"

"And get pinched, I know!" interrupted Jennie. "And I get canned! And you both lose your jobs as models; and then we all retire to the county poor farm and make ourselves at home. Nothing doing! My job isn't much, but I need it."

"How many people have access to the stationery?" demanded Hazel, tensely. A flock of secretaries, I'll bet! How will anyone know who took it? And the Pacific Coast studio people know nothing of Howe's friends. This deal went through here in the East, through banking houses! It's a cinch!"

"But, suppose they wire Howe?" demanded Madge. "He'll know he didn't give you any letter. No, the scheme is crazy, Hazel. You'll soon be getting fan mail from squirrels."

"Why it's too nutty," gasped Jennie.

"That's what people said about Edison and Fulton and the Wright brothers and several other people," answered Hazel, "but who was right? Listen—"

There was a huddled conference that lasted far into the night and, finally, the voluble Hazel had her way. Madge raised her eyebrows and said: "Well, I'll take the chance if Howe does. All they can do is put us in jail out there, and I'm told the climate is good."

"How silly!" said Hazel. "We're not going to break any law. We're just going to hand ourselves an opportunity. And when we make good, Jennie, we'll both look after you."

"I'll need somebody to look after me," agreed Jennie, dubiously, "but if you think this is your one big chance, fare you a sheet of paper and an envelope."

"How will we get to Hollywood—hitch hike?" asked Madge.

"If necessary," answered Hazel, determinedly.

The net result of the conference was that several days later, a night letter left the-executive private telegraph office of Howe & Howe at closing time. It was addressed to the executive manager of Mammoth Films, Inc., in Hollywood, and it read as follows:

"So the newspaper says. Tell me, has he got a big moment?"

"The common gossip in the office is that he's a big, bad wolf, and he has his moments. He's been sued by more beautiful women than Winchell knows. Step softly, sister!"

"Mmm!" said Hazel, and her eyes sparkled. "Look!" she said, and her eyes seemed illumined as if by some ardent inner flame. "The gods are good! Look! He's gone to Europe and won't be back for three months. Won't tell his destination. That means he doesn't want to be reached or bothered. Probably off on a prolonged private spree. You, Jennie, work in the office. You can get hold of some of his stationery—"

"Do you think that's all right?" asked Hazel, anxiously.

"That's the tone of his usual telegrams," said Jennie. "I've looked through many of them, thanks to Martha Blaisdell, one of his office secretaries."

"Well, I hope it does the trick!"

"Nervous?"

"I'll tell the astigmatic world!" acknowledged Hazel. "Don't forget that we'll be on the spot if anything slips."

"Nothing'll slip," said Madge, ominously. "I have a feeling."

"Well," admonished Hazel to Jennie, "stay close to Martha Blaisdell and intercept anything that comes from Hollywood that might mean trouble for us, and use your head! Remember, if we go over, you're in for one-third of anything."

"Including a larger percentage of the trouble."

"If any," insisted Hazel. "Now, let's go over to Joe's place and see what we can get for the jewelry. I hope it's enough for the fare."

"What will you eat?" asked the practical Jennie. "Going out all the way by bus is hard enough, but how about the inner woman?"

"My folks are sending me a hundred dollars," said Madge. "That will help."

"Considerably," nodded Hazel. "And I'm pawnning the watch Dad gave me for graduation. I hate to do it, but I can buy it back when we make good."

"I still don't like it," persisted Jennie. "Hove is bound to find out in time."

"We have to take that chance," said Hazel. "And maybe he won't. He may stay in Europe longer. In three months we should be on our feet, or we'll simply disappear and sneak back here."

"I hope you make it," gloomed Jennie, darkly. "If you get caught, they'll measure you for stripes. This time, Hazel, even you are going too far!"

"Yep! Hollywood's three thousand miles away and I can't yank it any nearer."

"It's a pun, dear," grinned Madge, showing all her teeth. "I'll tell the astigmatic world!"

"I'll tell the astigmatic world!" acknowledged Hazel. "Don't forget that we'll be on the spot if anything slips."

"Nothing'll slip," said Madge, ominously. "I have a feeling."
The Hidden Hollywood

From the editor comes this inside glimpse of how the Hollywood stars act while vacationing in New York

By noise".

There are the buildings, lights, theaters, and crowds of New York. And here we are, longing for the lazy sunshine and the pepper trees and the dynamic thrill of a big lot when a super-special is shooting.

They topped Bette Davis' New York vacation with a party at the Ritz. Here she is with Arthur Byron on her left; next comes William Lynn of the New York stage, then Dick Barthelmess and James Melton, who is leaving for Hollywood to make "Cain and Mabel" with Marion Davies.
The Gay Story of JACK

Meet the Missus—and you’ll see a new side of the playboy’s character!

T HIS story of love, marriage and Hollywood’s newest newlyweds, Jack and Venita Varden Oakie, is fun to write. It was even more fun to get.

I was entertained, as I fully expected to be, by scores of Jack Oakie’s quips and smartcracks and saw, as I fully expected to see, a fine variety of his nonsensical didoes when I went to talk with him in his dressing room on the Paramount lot about his marriage.

But—

I also found something I did not expect to find in the boisterous clown whose motto for years has been “Anything for a laugh” and whose mythical crest was a sweat shirt and top hat crossed. I found a new tenderness in him, a radiant gentleness that gave depth and meaning to what otherwise might have been a routine marriage story. It slipped out that tenderness, and colored his words and actions without his being conscious of it, I know. That was what stamped it as genuine and gave it significance.

If I had not been privileged to glimpse that heretofore hidden side of Jack Oakie’s nature and from that glimpse to learn what his real feelings for Venita and marriage were, I would have said their love story qualified as the perfect example of Romance a la 1936. Heigh-di-ho and pip pip for sentiment. Take, for instance, their courtship.

But first let us sketch in the parties of the first and the second part.

For nine years, Jack has been the Number One playboy of the film colony. Scarcely a night could pass but that he could be found in the night spot where the fun was the gayest, the lights and laughter the brightest. With him inevitably was a beauty. For a long time it was Mary Brian. Then, in succession, Toby Wing, Joan Marsh, Ida Lupino, and the much married Peggy Hopkins Joyce, to mention but a few.

As regularly as the months pass he was reported engaged to marry first one girl and then another. He never bothered to deny, very vigorously anyway, those engagements. Why should he, he figured. For one thing, it was up to the girl to make such denials and, for another, it kept his name in the papers, a little item an advancing young actor cannot afford to overlook.

But if he did not deny those engagements, neither did he marry the girl. Not Oakie! Always the best man but never the bridegroom.

Then along came Venita to spoil the record.

Venita is as different from the girl you would have expected Jack to

Gone are the days when this Hollywood troubadour serenaded Toby Wing (above) and many, many others, for Jack’s settled up with the nightclubs and settled down with a wife.
OAKIE'S MARRIAGE

BY SHEILA WORTH

Marry, if he ever did, as is possible to imagine. That possibly is the answer to why he now is a married man instead of Hollywood's perennial bachelor. To begin with, she is the quiet type, primarily a little homebody for all she was a glamorous Ziegfeld Follies showgirl a few years ago. She does not care for the bright lights, she does not drink and has little patience with those who do.

She loves to fuss around a house to make it homely. She can cook and she can sew. She has no use for extravagance or the careless spending of hard-earned money. She has lots of common sense, an even disposition, a sunny nature and a healthy sense of humor which, needless to say, will stand her in good stead now that she is married to Jack.

Born Frances Banks in Atlanta, Georgia, some twenty-five years ago, she is slender and just about Jack's height, has large brown eyes and lustrous dark brown hair which she wears in a long bob. Jack says she is a "languid beauty." He calls her "Pigeon" for no particular reason and she calls him "Spook," although "Veepers from Jake" is engraved on

(Continued on page 93)
DISCOVER Your

There's a great personality in all of us, declares Director Frank Capra, who tells you how to glorify your own latent powers

By KATHARINE HARTLEY

Some directors, like DeMille, become famous for their lavish productions. Others, like von Sternberg, for creating moods. Still others, like Van Dyke, for their realism. But there's one director who's famous for making other people famous—and that's Frank Capra. Frank Capra, the man who first saw something, cinematically speaking, in Jean Harlow, Jean Arthur, Walter Connolly, Barbara Stanwyck, May Robson, Nils Asther, Jean Parker and who even, not very long ago, first saw something that no one else had seen before in Claudette Colbert and Clark Gable.

A gift like that is worth millions to any picture company, because it has made a lot of mere actors into big stars. Yet, until I met Capra recently, I never dreamed that it was a talent which we can all develop and apply to ourselves. "And one which you could never measure in dollars and cents," Capra told me enthusiastically. "Discovering yourself, bringing out your most personable side, not only means all the difference in the world between fame and failure, happiness, but it's sometimes also the dividing line between sickness and health. You see, just as a career suffers when an actor is forced to act parts he's not suited to, so does anyone suffer when he's forced to express a personality he doesn't feel. And there are thousands of people doing that right now, all over the world.

"Take a young girl whose family forces her to act in direct contradiction to the way she feels. Perhaps she is naturally bright and bubbling and full of life, but her family may feel that young girls, like children, should be seen and not heard. So what happens? She becomes withdrawn, unexpressed and sullen. Or the opposite may be true. A girl who is naturally modest and retiring may be constantly pushed into the center of the floor by a too-vain family and extreme nervousness, sometimes even a persecution complex, results. Of course there are numerous other
Hidden Self

Left, Starmaker Frank Capra (with cigarette) directs his most recent star, Gary Cooper himself, in a scene for Columbia's "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," in which Jean Arthur is Gary's leading lady.

examples of family-inflicted personalities, but people, especially young people, are even more guilty of forcing untrue personalities on themselves. Call them self-inflicted personalities if you like. I'll show you what I mean.

"Hero worshipping is the evil underlying it all. Yes, I call it an evil, because it does so much harm. An intelligent, vital young girl, full of a natural sparkle suddenly comes under the spell of the screen Dietrich. She thinks she wants to talk, walk, dress, act and be like Dietrich. She tries. She droops her eyelids— which were meant to be open wide and alive. She drapes her body in doorways and on chaise longues, when it's a body that's meant to be kept on its toes. She apes Dietrich when Dietrich is the last person in the world she should ape—and the result is pitiful.

"Jean Parker was doing just that when I borrowed her from Metro several years ago to play in "Lady For A Day" with May Robson. Only Jean didn't confine her aping to Dietrich. One minute it was Dietrich, the next Hepburn, then Bennett, then Garbo, then Gaynor, and so on. She wasn't consciously trying to be like somebody else—but at that age, such an impressionable one, she just couldn't help it. Yet it was that that gave me the cue to her real personality. If she were so easily affected by other personalities, if things and people did spellbind her so much, it meant only one thing: that Jean Parker was highly sen-sitive, highly responsive, the kind of girl who's in love with life. Yet she wasn't showing it. In those days there wasn't any 'Jean Parker glow,' as we know it today. It was too over-shadowed by the Loy leer and the Dietrich droop.

"I did the same thing I'm going to advise you to do if you catch yourself going somebody else on you! I just kidded her about it. Everytime I recognized a gesture, an inflection, or a look that wasn't Jean Parker's I'd call it by its real name.

"At the same time I encouraged her to be herself, to be just as enthusiastic and effervescent and bubbling over as she felt like being. Even when she spoiled a take a couple of times by squealing over some secret thrill, I ignored it. If I had blown up and scolded her she might have become self-conscious about it. And that was the last thing in the world I wanted her to be. I wanted her to always be her own eager, wide-eyed, appreciative self—without reticence, without make-believe."

"As Mr. Capra talked, I realized that that indeed is what makes Jean Parker the personality that she is today. She is the one person I know who is not afraid to express in words and looks the emotions she feels about things. Some people may get a little fed up on what they term her girlish giddiness, but to others it is a welcome inspiration. Whatever you consider it, you must admit that it does make her a unique and outstanding personality.

Mr. Capra went on to say that the average person should learn to kid himself out of his (Continued on page 78.)

Are you, like Walter Connolly (above), the kind with whom everyone feels content and happy—or are you like Jean Parker (left), uncertain of your real personality, always shifting, a little bewildered? Take a tip from Mr. Capra, who showed Jean how to discover her true self.
We live in a bungalow, white trimmed with green,
In a court of eight bungalows, grass plots between;
It looks like the others “Out Hollywood Way”
Excepting at lunch hour, every mid-day.
Our neighbors are movie folk, all known to fame;
You would recognize each, could I mention the name.
They come home at noon to get something to eat,
All “made-up” in costume, right out on the street.
Some carry parcels they’ve had time to buy—
Candy, tamales, chilli or pie;
Others rush in to get something hot.
Stew or chop suey, I judge from the pot.
Priests, soldiers and monks, gaily costumed hussars.
Hags, nurses and vamps, slaves from foreign bazaars.
We don’t have to move nor read volumes of travel,
With the world and his brother right here on our gravel.
What a good laugh we had to see great Caesar cook,
Set the table himself in his wee kitchen nook!
One afternoon, aroused by much clatter,
Napoleon dashed out to see what was the matter;
The weather was dreary, cold, rainy and wet.
Her Highness, Queen Bess, stalled her Ford landaulet;
You’d be very surprised to hear how she cussed.
But she finally drove off—mad, muddy and mussed.
One morning, awakened long before dawn,
We were shocked to see Nero out on the lawn;
Captain Kidd was there, too, and wild men from Fiji;
I’d phoned all the neighbors to look out and see.
In all the wide world no such conglomeration—
Tribes present and past, every language and nation.
Such ridiculous things one’s risibles tickle
As seeing fair Juliet munching dill pickle,
Rabbis eat ham, Faust smoke with a nun;
Oh this merely suggests the strange mixtures and fun;
They can’t all be mentioned, but whom to leave out
With such interesting specimens standing about!
Now back in New York we moved quite a lot,
But nothing could tempt me to budge from this spot:
So drop in, share our pre-view any mid-day.
Should you chance to be strolling “Out Hollywood Way.”

By MILDRED MEADE
And who's better fitted to lead off our parade than Shirley Temple, in costume for the "Military Man" number of "The Poor Little Rich Girl?" She's now under contract to do four pictures a year for the next seven years (at $46,000 a picture!) at 20th Century-Fox—pretty good for a girl who is just seven years old!
Good news! There's another Lombard-MacMurray picture in the offing, "The Princess Comes Across"—Carole being the princess in question, of course, and Fred being a lowly orchestra leader, in an hilarious comedy aboard a transatlantic liner. Incidentally, that Gable-Lombard romance is beginning to look more like the real thing every day.
Dick's coming up in the world! He's not Napoleon, but he's the next best thing, Napoleon's younger brother (and the hero) in "Hearts Divided." His next film will be "Stage Struck," with Joan Blondell, and who knows? Maybe the two stars will be married before the picture's finished! At least, that's what all Hollywood is saying.
Yep, with mustache and modern clothes again, for Columbia's "Lost Horizon." Incidentally, when he started work on the screen version of the famed best-seller, he met the author—and James Hilton is now numbered among that small but magic circle of his intimate friends. After "Lost Horizon," Ronnie plans a long vacation and rest.
Marion has one of the most delightful roles of her career as the lovely Southern belle who captured the heart of a Buonaparte—much to Napoleon’s dismay—in “Heart’s Divided.” Remember when Dolores Costello played the very same character, in “Glorious Betsy,” one of the earliest films made with sound effects and a spoken line or two?
Otherwise known, among themselves, as "J. R. and Pete." Young Doug is now an actor-producer and just released his first venture, "The Amateur Gentleman," with Elissa Landi. Father, too, is planning to produce "Marco Polo," with authentic Chinese backgrounds—and it's rumored that he'd like to have his namesake play the title role.
"San Francisco" gives Jeanette her most dramatic starring part to date, but don't worry—she gets a chance to sing, just the same! And, although Nelson Eddy is away, busy with his concert tours, she still has a couple of grand actors as co-stars, none other than Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy, in a stirring story of Gold Rush days.
THE LOVE CODE of Florence and Freddie together all these happy years—they actually found the way to lick the two-career bugaboo

By KAY PROCTOR

WHEN Fredric March made his recent casual announcement that he was planning temporarily to desert Hollywood in the fall to do a play on the New York stage with his wife, Florence Eldridge, as co-star, it stirred up as much excitement as if he had tossed a bombshell in the middle of Hollywood boulevard.

"The guy is crazy!" was the consensus, an opinion backed up by the undeniable fact that Freddie is now in a position to write his own ticket with producers after his recent starring appearances in "Dark Angel," "Anthony Adverse" and "Zero Hour."

Some said it was magnificent and noble self-sacrifice on his part, others that it was only long-deserved justice for Florence. Some prophesied it would mean the death of his screen popularity, others that it would bring him more enduring fame. Some hazarded the opinion that it was entirely Florence's doing; others that it was Freddie's own idea.

Both Freddie and Florence feel it is about time the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth is told about (1) why they are returning to the stage and (2) why Florence substantially gave up her own brilliant career as an actress for the role of wife and mother nine years ago when she married Freddie.

The truth is startling only in its simplicity and common sense.

There is, as it turns out, nothing altruistic on either side in the new move just as there was nothing altruistic in Florence's giving up her career when and as she did. All talk of sacrifice on either side is pure tommy-rot. It has been fun, selfish fun they both said, from the very beginning.

Neither is it a case of Hollywood threatening to disrupt their ideally happy marriage, as sometimes happens when individual careers of husbands and wives clash beyond a certain point, or even a stitch-in-time measure.

The plain and simple truth is, it is just part and parcel of a carefully thought-out plan for work and happiness, formulated by them on the day of their marriage in 1927 and carried through with steadfast purpose from that day to this.

By turns they told me about it as we sat in the flower-filled garden of their Beverly Hills home and watched Penny and Tony, their children, romp down slick slides, hang precariously by their toes on low cross-bars, and ride the merry-go-round in their fenced-in play yard.

Fredric was stretched out on the grass, his lean and tanned limbs soaking in sunlight. He was enjoying an unexpected day's freedom from "Mary of Scotland" in which he is playing the dashing, romantic Earl of Bothwell to Katharine Hepburn's Mary. Florence, too, has a role in the same picture, the prized role of Queen Elizabeth, but her work had not yet begun. She was knitting a brown sweater for Tony.
The story properly began in 1923 before they met, Freddie said. Florence was an established stage star then, enjoying an enviable success in the Broadway hit, “Six Characters In Search of an Author.” He was just beginning to get a toe-hold in the theater in a minor role in “The Law Breaker” after a laborious climb of the theatrical ladder.

“Florence, quite naturally, did not know I was on the face of the earth,” he said. “But like all New York, I was well aware of her, at least as an actress.”

Three years later they met as fellow members of the summer stock company in Elitch’s Gardens in Denver. She was the star, playing her second season with the company. He had been sent on from New York as her leading man.

“And to get a little drier behind the ears, theatrically speaking,” Freddie admitted. “In other words, for experience.”

They fell in love—spectacularly on his part, Freddie insisted—and were married the following May after an ardent courtship. Their marriage was good judgment on his part, he said, but it was good judgment on the part of both that they squarely faced the fact upon their marriage that their two careers henceforth would have to be correlated if that marriage was to endure.

“And so?” I asked.

“We worked out a formula of action,” Florence answered. “Perhaps it is archaic of me but I believed then, as I do now, that a man must be the real as well as the titular head of the family. We drew up our code of conduct, professional as well as personal, on that premise. “Our marriage, and what would make it fine and lasting, was to have first consideration always. Freddie’s career, and what would further it, was to come next. Then if—and only if—my own career could be worked in without harm to Freddie’s or our marriage, all well and good. I would pursue it. If not, I would forget about it.

“That last, you can see, was neither heroic nor self-sacrificing on my part. It was just common sense.”

That important agreement from the first days of their marriage has had a lot to do with Freddie’s brilliant career; left, in “Zero Hour.” Now he thinks it’s time for Florence to take the spotlight, so he’s about to desert films, temporarily of course, to appear with his wife in a Broadway play.

That was not long, though, before Freddie paid her in the same coin. She was offered the opportunity to tour the country, as co-star with George Gaul, doing such plays as “Arms and the Man,” “The Silver Cord” and “The Guardsman” for the Theater Guild Repertory company. He insisted she take this turn in the spotlight, and so that she might have it and they need not be separated, played second leads and juveniles in the same company.

“It was not long, though, before Freddie paid her in the same coin. She was offered the opportunity to tour the country, as co-star with George Gaul, doing such plays as “Arms and the Man,” “The Silver Cord” and “The Guardsman” for the Theater Guild Repertory company. He insisted she take this turn in the spotlight, and so that she might have it and they need not be separated, played second leads and juveniles in the same company.

“And this was swell of him,” Florence said. They saved their pennies on that tour and during their next season in Denver where Freddie once more took the center of the stage and Florence played stay-at-home. That careful saving was not so much for the proverbial rainy day as it was for the day when decisions affecting their individual careers could be forgotten in doing together the things they most wanted.

Then Freddie was offered the lead in the Los Angeles stage production of “The Royal Family,” the satire based on the antics of the Barrymore family. They hesitated in accepting. The screen had become articulate and was in need of trained speaking actors. There was the chance the stage role might prove the (Continued on page 67)
He's known starvation and bitter disappointment, but they never got him down. You'll find the reason in this revealing story of the Hank the public never sees

By KATHERINE ALBERT

YOU look at Henry Fonda and see a charming, well dressed, gay young man with a pleasant, easy manner. He might be a last year's Princeton graduate. Or the most popular insurance salesman who won the trip to the Grand Canon. Or even the son of a Long Island millionaire with a snug little yacht (a great bargain at a hundred thousand dollars) and a string of polo ponies. Just picture any attractive, carefree lad and you have what Henry Fonda is like from the outside. But, if you're observing, as you chat with him or lunch with him you notice a phenomenon that doesn't quite fit into this picture. For instance, he finishes his food right up to the last forkful, without leaving a morsel or two on the plate "for politeness." He smokes his cigarette until it burns his fingers and then seems-sorry that he must grind it out in the ash tray. Well fed, carefree young men do not make such gestures.
But Henry Fonda has known what it means to starve. He lived once, for five days, on only a nickel’s worth of rice.

For eight years he went through hardships that included not only starvation but being cold and weary and desperate.

Such experiences invariably leave their calling cards behind them. Yet the reason that young Fonda seems, today, so untouched by it all, the reason he is free from bitterness and hardness is that he never once, during those eight years, lost his self respect. He took what life chose to hand him and checked it off as experience, as part of the business of living, as character building.

You might say—as Margaret Sullavan, his ex-wife, has implied—that hardships did not touch him. They touched him deeply. And it was not just the way he survived them, but the way he took hunger and cold and disappointment that has made him a real person.

At first it was easy. Fresh from a little theater organization in Omaha, without benefit of manager or agent, Henry walked into a New York theatrical office and was given a play script to read.

“This is your role,” they said. “Tell us what you think of it.”

Fonda, with script under arm, subwayed uptown to his cheap boarding house. Why, Broadway was a snap. Being an actor was easy as falling off a log. You just went in, said you wanted a job and they gave you one.

So he wired his parents, received their enthusiastic congratulations and waited. He waited for weeks. The company did not produce the play. Henry’s role, quite naturally, did not materialize. He was asked to return the script.

That incident set the tempo of Henry’s career for years to come. A dozen roles almost came his way. He stopped wiring his parents after a year or two.

Jobs in summer stock were not too much trouble to land. The University Players were delighted to have him. There were opportunities, at not much money, in Washington, D. C. In Baltimore he had a part or two. So by careful budgeting and frugal living during the summer he managed to get through the first three winters of comparative inactivity.

During his third year in New York he took an apartment—and immediately secured an engagement in Washington. He sublet the apartment to two lads he knew, one a Russian artist, the other an actor.

Returning from Washington after three months, he discovered that one of the boys had gone to Europe and the other was stony broke. The rent had not been paid since he had been gone. Dispossession was threatened.

Henry, because there was nothing else to do, moved in with the Russian artist and paid the back rent from his Washington savings. When that was done there was no money left—maybe a dollar or two. Literally that was all. And the Broadway producers had stopped the game of giving Fonda scripts to read. They told him now, without any nonsense, that there was no place for him in their shows.

At the apartment the food problem was acute. With nothing between the two boys and starvation but one nickel they held a conference and decided that rice was the best and cheapest food. Look at the Chinese. They live on it exclusively and, if you believe Pearl Buck, they are a fairly hardy race.

A nickel’s worth of rice would last a long time. It didn’t seem like much when you bought it at the store, but when you cooked it, it swelled and when you ate it and drank a lot of water afterwards it made you feel pretty full.

For five days they lived on rice and rice only. There was not a grain of sugar to go on it or a teaspoonful of cream or even any butter. Just plain rice, unadorned.

There were a few cigarettes left. They smoked them until they burned their lips and then took the minute particles of tobacco which were left and used that in pipes.

The artist was snowed under by melancholia. He refused to leave the apartment. But young Fonda realized that that way lay complete defeat. All that Henry had left was his spirit—his hope, his faith in the future and his self respect.

He went out of the house every day, as regularly as if he had a good job which paid him a nice fat salary. He brushed what clothes he had not pawned, shaved carefully, polished the shoes with the run-down heels.

At first there were ads to be answered—“boy wanted,” “envelopes to be addressed.” (Continued on page 95)
She's A 5-Star PICTURE STAR

WHEN Joan Bennett is at work on a picture she is as busy as a tax collector. The time to catch her for an interview is in those brief intervals between the love and laughter of one film and the sighs and heartbreaks of the next. I set my trap accordingly. It was a rainy Wednesday just after she had finished "13 Hours by Air" when I caught her. The rain seemed a favorable omen. It would keep her from going shopping and thus prolong our luncheon. That's what I thought!

One minute after she had joined me I realized that I had been wrong from the beginning. She showed me her list of appointments for the day. Here's what I saw:

10:00 Tailor for fitting.
11:00 Hairdresser.
1:30 Luncheon—interview.
3:00 Doctor with Melinda (daughter number two).
3:45 Chiropodist.
4:30 Dentist.
5:45 Studio for costume fitting.
7:30 Dinner.

Such was the order of that rainy Wednesday. Order is the right word, too! The tomorrows had all been planned for in similar fashion. They were as full as a bargain hunter's dollar day.

And while this bright star was attending to all these things, what of her home? Do you suppose the servants were playing Monopoly because there was no one there to direct them? Not at all. All that had been arranged. Everything was going according to schedules worked out long ago in the pretty noggin of this youngest and busiest Bennett.

To look at Joan Bennett you wouldn't believe that she could be anything but very, very cute. You'd never guess, for instance, that she would work out a budget and then make it work. No, she doesn't look like a budgeteer. Neither does her fresh blonde beauty remind you that she is a capable mother. Nor is there anything reminiscent of the grim, flat-heeled business woman in that trim, chic figure.

Well, don't let the piquant Bennett fool you. She is all those people. She's a multiple personality, but without any of the accompanying psychoses. Consequently the problem of running a career and a home side by side holds no terrors for her. That's because she's as industrious as a beaver, as methodical as a night watchman, as practical as a bee. In
Here's how Joan successfully juggles five careers—as wife, mother, housekeeper, actress and beauty

By BOWLES FISHER

addition she's as full of fun as a fat traveling man and as pretty as—well, disturbingly pretty.

Remembering that schedule, I routed an urge to sit in silent contemplation of this disturbing prettiness. The three o'clock appointment with the doctor was approaching. I wanted to find out about this strange phenomenon, a practical actress, while I had the opportunity. So I asked her to tell me all about the business woman who hides behind the bewitching exterior of Joan Bennett, the star.

Joan's way of getting things done is to start at the beginning. This characteristic was borne out in her revelations.

By way of starting at the beginning she said, "I hadn't been here a week before I discovered that Hollywood is a moody, temperamental goddess. She bestows gifts lavishly with one hand. In the other she holds a club. If you're not very, very careful she'll knock you down and take away everything she has given you. The only way to escape that club seemed to me to be some sort of plan, a "design for living." So I set out in search of one. After I got it, it took me some time to find out what to do with it. I'm still finding out, incidentally.

"My first maneuver in my campaign was to get myself a budget. They're as easy to get as they are to forget. I had mine a week when I discovered the reason why it's such a real pleasure to forget a budget. They become too complicated when all sorts of different items are mixed up in the same check book. I solved that problem by getting more checking accounts. That may not sound sensible but it is. It simplifies the bookkeeping.

"At present I have three checking accounts. One for clothes and personal luxuries; another for house expenditures; the third for business. Then I have a term savings account in one bank and another exactly equal to it in a different bank. That's in case one of them should suddenly flop. I have a third special savings account for business purposes. In that I deposit one entire week's salary from every picture I make. That account I keep intact until the end of the year so that I shan't be up a tree when the income tax is (Continued on page 86)
GEORGE O'BRIEN

has 9 lives

This tale, built up of hair-breadth escapes, of moments of terror, and of courage, has George O'Brien for its hero.

George, whose treatment long ago of "The Iron Horse" transformed what was once a crummy type of picture into genuine entertainment, is a huge and husky young man with a yen for action. When he was very young he dug a hole and put fear in it, and since that time the portion of this world which does things in a big and exciting way has seen a lot of him.

For people of this sort, luck is a necessary thing. They've got to have it, or they die early. and luck has been a toady of George O'Brien's as long as he can remember.

In every story about an adventurer there is always a climax. George's climax in terror and luck came suddenly last Thanksgiving day.

It happened at home in California during a presumably safe and sane game of squash. George awoke that morning with a sniffle, always a tragedy to film stars; nasal twangs don't register well on sound equipment. So he told his wife, the lovely Marguerite Churchill, that he'd be back for dinner and went out for a last round with Baron Otto, squash champ of the Beverly Hills Athletic Club.

Toward the end of the game George sloshed the ball into a far corner, and being confident the baron would miss a return, looked away. But squash champions are champions because shots like that don't escape them. Otto caught this one close down, sent it whizzing back.

The hard little rubber pellet, streaking at comet speed, caught George as he turned around. It fitted perfectly into the socket of his left eye.

When he came to, people were around him, muttering; pain filled him and he could see nothing. Absolutely nothing.

At lunch the other day George told me about it. "I'd told him, beaming. "Of course I can't tell, just yet, if you'll ever be able to see with it again. We'll know about that in five days."

From his early Navy days to his marriage to Marguerite Churchill (read about their flirtation with death in a home-made plane), he's been living in a great, big way!

He's been face to face with blindness, eye-to-eye with death, a score of times, but he still comes up smiling—for more!

By Howard Sharpe
This month, RKO's lovely blonde dancing star, Ginger Rogers herself, shows you the perfect summer wardrobe for daytime wear. First of all, July days call for simple frocks with crisp touches of lingerie—like this short-sleeved model of French blue crepe with a white floral pattern, a "Bounty" jabot of white handkerchief linen, and a wide navy belt with carved buckle. Ginger tops it off with a gob hat of white pique, trimmed with navy buttons. A large pearl button closes her unusually interesting bag at the bottom.
For summer travel, Ginger chooses this four-piece costume. Bold gray and white plaid of light weight wool fashions her topcoat, contrasting with the single breasted suit of smoke gray linton fabric with flap pockets and carved buttons. Her mannish blouse of white crepe is closed at the throat by a tailored bow of dark gray grosgrain. To complete this striking but simple ensemble, Ginger wears a black felt sport hat, gray gloves, and black shoes and bag.
A hurried call to town finds Ginger smartly dressed in this two-piece double-breasted frock of black nubby-weave cotton. Carved buttons in floral design are graduated upward to accentuate the feeling of shoulder width achieved by the square shoulders and broad, curved revers. A triple tier jabot of white handkerchief linen is crowded jauntily into the V neckline. Ginger’s hat of black baku is topped by white grosgrain ribbon and encircled by a wide-mesh veil.
Above—Ginger's Flemish bonnet of black straw with vivid red carnations is just the right touch for her two-piece frock of black crepe, which is actually hook-and-eyed up the front. The Peter Pan collar and cuffs are interestingly trimmed with black and red braid.

While at the right, pleated wrist-ruffs and a blouse of white organza with a perky tie-collar give Ginger's daisy-printed navy crepe frock a distinct touch of femininity. Her picture hat of matching straw is set on a band of grosgrain ribbon, at a dashing angle.
Ginger chooses mauve pink suede gloves and a matching bag to contrast with her frock of navy sheer. The dress itself has intricate shirring that moulds the waistline and gives top-of-the-sleeves fullness. A tiny ruching outlines the neck and front opening. Ginger adds youthful chic to the costume with a navy straw sailor. You'll be seeing her soon, dancing, singing and flirting her irresistible way through RKO's "Never Gonna Dance"—with Fred Astaire, too.
For years, Hollywood wondered what she was really like, this queen of the box office and Fox studios. They found out soon enough, when M-G-M borrowed her for "Small Town Girl"—filming scenes like this with Bob Taylor (opposite page), for instance.

JANET GAYNOR

Lets Down Her Hair
The little redhead emerges from years of seclusion on the home lot, ablaze with enthusiasm and gaiety. And, as one star remarked, "Heaven help us all now—Gaynor's on the loose!"

When the news finally leaked round and round and came out here, as the song went, people in Hollywood knew one thing finally and for all.

Janet Gaynor had emerged from the wall of protection that had constantly surrounded her and actually had got herself borrowed by another studio.

To the outside world this mere statement of fact may not convey so very much one way or another. But to the boys and girls of Hollywood, it conveyed exactly the same meaning as the good old British cry—

"The Queen is dead. Long live the Queen."

Janet being the designated lady in both cases.

For years, Janet had lived far apart from the swirling activities that go to make up Hollywood. For years she had sat on the snug little porch of her cute little cage and let out not a single peep. For years, from the top of the box office stairs, she had looked serenely down and gone on her happy little way alone. Leaving all of us, especially those of us who write pieces about the stars, pretty much in the dark as to just what kind of person the little Gaynor number might actually be.

We could only surmise. And what surmising we did on our installment plan typewriters. Dear, dear did we do up the little Gaynor package in white tissue and blue ribbons. And occasionally, just to be different, some of us even wrapped her up in purple crepe, smelling to Heaven of sex-allure perfume, and said, this, now, is the real Janet. Yep, we even tried that.

Still the years moved on and Janet said little. For publication, that is. We read of her long vacations abroad and in Honolulu. We read of her illness and her painful accident while on location for "Way Down East" which took her out of the cast. We read all this exactly as if we were reading of some remote being in a far corner of the world. A being that for almost ten years actually did exist in some other world.

Ten years. It's a long time to serve in a tower of exile, even if one is fairly happy and contented. But ten years is a long, long time when one is young and lovely and the whole world waits to be played in and worked in and lived in.

"I'm afraid I felt too secure in my sheltered happiness," Janet told me. "I became the darling of the Fox lot and as such might have become a bit too selfish in my little world. I was certainly petted and protected on all sides from the gateman at his post to the highest executive. And now I'm having a look at the world on the other side of the fence and am I getting a kick out of it?"

You never saw a kid out of school as excited as that one.

The first bar was let down when Janet, for the first time in her career as a big star, was borrowed by another studio. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer borrowed Janet for "Small Town Girl."

"Well," Hollywood prophesied when it got over that jolt, "wait till poor old M-G-M gets that little closed tighter than Garbo's, there will be no interviews and, in general, a hot time in the old town will take place every day in the week on that set, at least."

And then the day for Janet's debut arrived. As is usual with visiting stars, as they call borrowed stars in Hollywood, the publicity force of M-G-M stood by on the sidelines to watch the Gaynor entrance.

Nothing happened. She drove in like any other star.

The next step was to visit the set. With fear and trepidation they waited outside the stage door for the red light to flash off its warning that a scene was being shot within. "Yea, and what a scene, I'll bet," they muttered to themselves.

The door pushed wide open as it always had. No one gave them any heed or motioned them off in wild-eyed alarm. Instead, bursts of laughter, one masculine and one feminine, fell upon the visitors' ears. Creeping closer they beheld a sight of sights. Janet Gaynor, her tiny bare feet protruding from black velvet slacks, sprawled flat on her back, and Robert Taylor in the (Continued on page 82)
How Hollywood OUTSMARTS the UNDERWORLD

HOLLYWOOD, in its attitude toward the underworld, is a city of strange contradictions. There are famous stars who, in constant fear of kidnapping, live in impenetrable fortresses with heavy iron doors, barred windows, elaborate alarm systems and a pack of ferocious dogs to aid the watchman. Others, like Garbo, are equally famous but think nothing of strolling the deserted streets of Beverly Hills alone at midnight, taking little notice of their hazard.

For there is a terrific hazard! Hollywood, with its famous people, its seemingly endless supply of ready cash and its stock of furs and jewelry worth millions should be a natural target for the underworld gangs. Nor can these gangs forget the little matter of ten thousand dollars a day that it would cost a studio if their star should suddenly turn up missing.

Yet, has there ever been a major Hollywood kidnapping? If there has been, it has never hit the headlines of the country’s newspapers. But with a view of finding out for Movie Mirror readers just how near Hollywood has been to a real snatch or extortion, I’ve been quietly browsing through the records, talking with police reporters, members of the investigation squad of the District Attorney’s office and finally to veteran G-Man Joseph Dunn, who was once head of the United States Department of Justice in Los Angeles.

G-Man Joseph Dunn frankly admits it is remarkable there has never been a major kidnapping in Hollywood, particularly when you consider the great fortunes of Hollywood and the interest in movie stars. However, he tells me: “Los Angeles has been kept unusually clean of racketeers. The only time Hollywood was really menaced by big time gangsters was in 1932 when members of a Chicago ring moved quietly into town and set themselves up on a big ranch at Encino. Jack Sheldon, right hand man to Al Capone, was the boss. This was a first class mob and plenty dangerous to any community. They belonged to no puny five thousand dollar payoff class. When they worked...
Why is it that the stars, in one of the richest colonies in the world, have never experienced a successful kidnapping or extortion case? It isn’t because criminals haven’t tried!

By Muriel Babcock

they got dough. The Los Angeles police were tipped off to their whereabouts and quietly and quickly cleaned them out.

"California, I think, has the finest protective laws against criminals of any state. Everyone with a previous criminal record must register with the police. If not, he is liable to felony charges and imprisonment. Most criminals when picked up prefer to get out of the state rather than be jailed.

"The second time we were menaced was a year or so later when a bunch of bad boys from the Southwest, Texas and Oklahoma, moved in. Quite by accident, when one of their number was picked up for petty theft in Los Angeles, the police discovered a whole nest of them on a ranch near Lancaster. It would have been a fine strategic spot as a kidnap operation base if they had not been discovered. Out they went on their ear!

"However, because we have had no major kidnaping doesn’t mean there is no kidnapping menace. No precautions against the underworld element can be too great. I marvel at the chances many of our famous stars take in going unprotected at night and in lonely streets."

It seems that our big he-man, Clark Gable, had the boys from police headquarters, with whom he loves to pal around, very alarmed about the chances he took by prowling by himself at night. Members of the homicide squad presented him with a regulation department snub-nosed automatic which they insisted he carry. They told him they were frankly worried for fear he’d hit real trouble some night. Clark laughed, but he took the gun. And I hope he carries it.

Dunn, as all officers of the law, is a great advocate of "take no chances no matter how innocent the appearances." In illustration of this, he told me of a scare Dick Barthelmess suffered, one which he said showed the way for a movie star not to go about investigating or handling a case. He said:

"One day a shabby, dirty and ill-kempt youth appeared at the office of the Barthelmess manager with a hair."

(Continued on page 92)
There’s a good reason why Ida is so perfect in romantic roles like "One Rainy Afternoon," the forthcoming Francis Lederer picture.

Ida Lupino's WEIRD LOVE STORY

A love so unearthly, so powerful, it surmounted separation in Death, even as it had in Life!

This is a story of love, of love so dear and deep that it caused a miracle to happen. That, at least, is what those who don’t believe in spiritualism must call it.

And this, too, is a story of Ida Lupino.

Ida was fourteen years old when she left school to go into the theater. Four hundred and fifty years the Lupinos had been actors and actresses, ever since they lost their fine titled lands in Italy and were sent into exile to roam at first as gypsies. And so it was as if the shades of all those Lupinos urged Ida to hurry and claim that life which in four and one half centuries had become her birthright.

“I was impatient to finish school,” Ida says. “Nights I used to get up and go down to the classroom to study. So, considering I’d been put in school at three when my mother and father left England for an American tour, when I was twelve, scholastically I stood where most girls stand at eighteen.”

Stanley Lupino, Ida’s father, famous as he was in the theater, did not raise a hand to help her. “Go ahead,” he told her the day she stood before him in the library and announced she was through with school and ready to go to work. “But remember this, my daughter. If you don’t make good, back to school you go and there you stay until you’re twenty-one.”

He knew the work and self discipline it takes to live in the theater. He knew that if he made it easy for his girl at first a time must arrive later on when, because of his indulgence, she would have it harder than ever, provided she really meant to get on and do things. So he put her on her own. It is only at a casual glance that he seems hard.

Challenged by all of this, however, Ida would not even trade on the Lupino name. It was as Ida Ray she sought managers and finally landed a job in a repertoire company playing in the English provinces.

“I got seven dollars a week,” she told me. “I lived in digs over a butcher shop. The room was very small. The mattress was very lumpy. And there was, incredible as it sounds, a green mildew growing about the legs of the bed. I didn’t like this part of it but I didn’t mind it too much either because it meant after a short lifetime of waiting and preparation I actually was in the theater.”

It was while Ida was with this repertoire company that she met Johnny. He also was about fourteen. He also had great things to accomplish in the future because of promises made to himself. At first Johnny and Ida were pals. They shared the cost of a few coals for the grate in Ida’s miserable room and (Continued on page 84)
VIRGINIA WEIDLER has a whole menagerie of her own (including goats, dogs, rabbits, cats and a burro), but she'd like to add the next-door neighbor's horse and colt to the collection. She'll have the title role in "Girl of the Ozarks," her next film on the Paramount lot, where they have great plans for this talented, appealing youngster.
"I never dream," says young Rochelle Hudson. "I have no illusions; I expect life to give me only what I work for."

We might aptly preface this story with a line from an old poem, "For I am going out the door as you come in the gate."

Young Rochelle Hudson stands on the threshold. It is all ahead of her—fame and love and marriage and babies and adventure and romance and reality and the whole complicated fabric of life. What does she dream that it is going to be? What are her hopes, her dreams, her ambitions in life, never having lived it?

And at the other end of the trail stands silver-haired May Robson, "Mizzie May," who knows what life is all about—
"I always dreamed," answers May Robson, "of myself as an actress—and of marriage and children. Life has been swell!"

I TOLD "Muzzie May" Robson what the young Rochelle had said—what the child, just beginning, expects of life. And May Robson's young blue eyes so much younger than the eyes of the girl, twinkled and were tender. They looked back at life and hundreds of warm memories seemed to light that animated face... seventy odd years of memories, given and received... of life lived and savoured... and she said, "Poor, foolish children, mouthing formulas, not understanding at all the meaning of the words they use. Ah, no, life is not like that. It never has been. It never will be. For we change our clothes and our vocabularies and our manners but we never change our bodies, nor the hearts that make them beat nor the spirit that keeps them alive.

"There are two things in life and only two, and they embrace and include all other things, and so are one. One of the two is work. And the other is love. They are all there is to life, and they are magnificently enough. I'd like to quote you a verse from a poem I wrote not long ago. It expresses what I mean when I speak of the blessedness of work.

When your heart cries out
in its dire distress,
For peace that has winged away,
Do you think that your sorrow will grow the less
If watered by tears each day?
One solace God sends for that haunting pain—
Of this heartease would you partake?
Then WORK—garner in the sheaves of your brain
And your heart will forget to ache.

"Work is the best of life," said Muzzie May, "as the child Rochelle seems to feel. But work is not a matter of equipping yourself mathematically and calculatingly with the weapons of warfare. Oh, no. I had no such weapons. I never thought of them. I had no training. I just saw a sign—Theatrical Agency—and I loved the idea of being 'a actress' and I just walked in.

"Work is the tree of life, yes. But Fame is the fruit of that tree. A delicious, delirious fruit. It has never lost its savor to me after more than fifty years on stage and screen. For it is glamor and thrill and sharing and excitement.

"This is what I mean as opposed (Continued on page 99)
The TRAGIC LIFE STORY

Continuing the amazing adventures of Joe E. Brown through honky-tonk days, the San Francisco earthquake and the pangs of first love

It's easy to see, in the very formal picture at left, that the young acrobatic comedian who was beginning to make a name for himself, after those harrowing days of circus and vaudeville trouping, had a girl on his mind!

The circus world was a land of magic to little nine-year-old Joe E. Brown, smallest of "The Five Marvelous Ashton's—Most Sensational Casting Act Before the Public!" He was far too proud of his small part in the glittering circus (and the bit of money he was able to send home to the big family of Browns in Toledo) ever to dream of letting his home-folks know about the infrequent ten-cent meals, the restless, weary nights in cheap hotels, his fear of the man who directed the strenuous acrobatic act—or the daring feats he attempted long before he had sufficient training or strength for such stunts.

One such attempt resulted in a broken jaw, but, true to circus standards, the youngster tried again "before he lost his nerve." And, even as he fainted from pain and shock, safe at last in the arms of Billy Ash, he knew he had qualified as a real circus performer and was happy!

Joe toured with "The Five Marvelous Ashton's" for four seasons, returning late each fall to Toledo and to school. The second spring, Ash and the boys went with the John Robinson shows and toured the southern states.

As the boy grew a little older and a little stronger he became marvelously clever as a performer. Though he was still undernourished and thin to the point of gauntness, he no longer suffered from severely sore ankles, or wrenched muscles, and he had acquired enough spunk to refuse to do stunts such as that disastrous leap which had broken his jaw while he was with the Busby Circus. "And," continued Joe, "I continued to grow increasingly funny looking!"

By the time Joe was twelve his friendly but homely little face held such marked comic possibilities that canny circus managers were urging Ash to let the boy wear comedy make-up. This difference in costume (the others were arrayed in the conventional tights) combined with his really superior work soon earned thin Master Brown top billing with the act, sometimes as "Master Joe Ashton, the boy wonder," or as "Master Joe, world's greatest juvenile gymnast." More important than anything else to Joe was the "marvelous" advance in his salary from $1.50 per week to $5.00!
Thanks to Joe's greatly increased competency as a performer, Ash was able, the third season, to land his troupe with a really good circus, the Floto Ring. The circus management, however, would not take the cross-eyed boy previously with the act, and so it was "The Four Marvelous Ashtons" who were billed to carry on in an act second in importance to the headliner. Ash was so pleased at this break that he ante'd Joe's salary from $5.00 to $7.00 weekly.

The audience who saw "The Four Marvelous Ashtons" politely applauded their athletic stunts, but they laughed, and laughed loudly, at the kid who not only did the best stunts but who managed to be so comic while he was doing them. Joe was developing showmanship of a high order. He didn't mind that the people laughed. There was something warm and friendly in their laughter. It wasn't the "making fun" kind.

This laughter-reaction gave the act a value that even Ash didn't suspect until one night when a vaudeville agent came back to the Big Tent dressing room and offered the Ashtons a vaudeville contract. "And keep the kid funny," was his only advice.

Ash, who never was cut out to be the world's canniest business man, had actually signed the contract before anyone in the troupe realized they had given up a very good job with an established organization for the very dubious privilege of playing beer gardens and, later, honky-tongs up and down the Gold Coast of California.

They played Reno, Nevada, during the gold rush days when they were selling ham and eggs for $2.50 an order in an ordinary restaurant, and that was exactly one-third of Joe's entire salary!

Joe hated it all. He was used to the conventional life lived by the circus people, who have such a high standard of morals. He was distressed and ill at ease performing in smoke-filled rooms with girls in hangly skirts drifting from table to table getting the "suckers" to buy wine and drinks. Yet it was only the suckers who got drunk. The girls were too smart. They worked on a percentage, depending upon the number of bottle caps and stoppers they had in their possession at the end of an evening.

The hours were dreadful for the kid. Sometimes they would start a thirty-act show at two A.M. and hours later Joe (Continued on page 72)
ONE of Hollywood's most pathetic and poignant stories is the story of Maureen O'Sullivan's six turbulent Hollywood years. During those years Hollywood almost destroyed Maureen's hope and faith. With one hand it gave her fabulous gifts, money and fame and the thrill of flattery. With the other hand it beat and bruised her sensitive Irish heart. But it couldn't kill her courage. And that courage won in the end.

I don't think Maureen will care if I tell the story now. A year ago she would have cared, because then she was suffering as only a bewildered, hurt, unhappy girl can suffer. Today she is sure of herself and her own emotions. She is eager and safe behind a shield of her own making.

The story begins with the eighteen-year-old Maureen, shy, awkward, unaware, with the blood of her idealistic, romantic Irish ancestors flowing warmly in her veins. That youngster with the clear skin and the black-lashed eyes had about as much chance of beating the Hollywood game as a kitten. Because she, herself, was honest and fine, she trusted in the honesty and fineness of everyone. She was doomed for disappointment and heartbreak from the very beginning.

Today, however, the twenty-four-year-old Maureen, a calm, poised young woman, has conquered Hollywood and taken command of her own life. The steadiness of her voice and eyes, the grace of her movements show her new serenity and strength.

What has happened to Maureen during those years between the girl and the young woman, especially during the last twelve months?

A year ago Maureen didn't give a thought to her future on the screen. She merely drifted through Hollywood and twice she stood teetering on the brink of disaster. It wasn't her fault and it wasn't the fault of Hollywood. It was just a combination of circumstances. She was so pathetically helpless in a business which calls for the survival only of the fittest.

I remember one day when she was working in "Stage Mother." She was rehearsing a dance number with a large chorus. Maureen wore modest black satin shorts and an all-covering white silk blouse. The other girls were dressed in bathing suits or in scanty, revealing practice costumes. When she wasn't dancing, Maureen sat quietly in a dim corner. The others tried to find the brightest glare of light, hoping to be seen and noticed. That was a part of the game which Maureen's sensitive Irish modesty could not play. Lunch was called and the other girls skipped gaily down the studio streets, displaying their charms to everyone. But Maureen wrapped herself in an ankle-length robe to walk the short distance from the stage to her dressing room. I watched her and liked her for her apartness from the Hollywood picture and hoped that some day she would find herself and her happiness.

She has. But it has taken six long years to do it.

To understand the true story of those six years you must go back to 1929 when the Fox Studio brought Maureen from Ireland to finish "The Song of the Heart," which starred another child of Erin, John McCormack. Maureen's mother came with her, but
she could stay only two months. Two younger children, a husband and a home were waiting for her in Dublin. So Mary Fraser O'Sullivan settled her oldest child in an apartment and left her alone in Hollywood. Neither she nor Maureen had any qualms or fears. They were sure that everyone in the strange, new American world was as kind and generous as Frank Borzage, the director who discovered Maureen, and the other members of the company with whom she had worked in Ireland.

Maureen did not possess that fire of ambition which urged Joan Crawford and Norma Shearer and countless other girls on to success. She liked this fascinating new work which had been so surprisingly handed to her, but wealth and fame and stardom had no glitter for her eyes. There were so many other interesting things in life. Just being young and alive in the amazement of Hollywood was enough. She had a long-term contract with the Fox Studio, so she felt safe and protected. She didn't even think about the options in that contract.

Because she was so very young and alone, the studio tried to supervise Maureen's life, to chaperone and protect her. But Maureen was Irish and stubborn. She had a will of her own. She had been alone before in various schools. She had lived in Paris and London and through two wars, the World War and the Black

Maureen's fine work as Henrietta in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" changed her whole philosophy of life for the bewildered colleen who first came to movietown. Below, with Johnny Farrow, her one great love, and her father, Major O'Sullivan.

The inspiring, graphic story of what Hollywood—and love—have done for this little Irish actress

By ELEANOR PACKER

and Tan uprising in Ireland. She wanted to live her own life in her own way. Remember, she was only eighteen and the excitement of Hollywood was like heady wine. So she spent her money and her energies recklessly.

Those first few months were glorious. Then Maureen fell in love and nothing mattered to her except that one man and that one love. She poured every ounce of her emotion, her faith, her trust into that love. And she expected the same in return. When she was disappointed, when that romance failed to measure up to her young ideals, she didn't turn to her work for consolation. She couldn't. The studio was merely a mechanical world through which she drifted while her heart and brain were far away from the cameras. It was a terrific and turbulent romance, Maureen's romance with that young, brilliant writer, which lifted Maureen to the heights of happiness then plunged her into the depths of suffering. It carried her close to the brink of disaster and almost broke her loyal Irish heart. There were countless times when Maureen sacrificed her work and her future for her love. She was invited to an important dinner party by one of the most influential executives in Hollywood. That invitation meant that she was being admitted to the inner circle of filmland. The man whom she loved was not invited. (Continued on page 88)
The sweetest and most startling news recently was Jean Parker's elopement to Yuma to marry a handsome young newspaper man, George Macdonald. She had met him in the East and recently, on her return from London, she sat right down on the pier "mid trunks and customs" men to talk to him alone. Result, Yuma, a honeymoon trip, and now a happy girl back at M-G-M.
...AND GOOD DIGESTION TOO!

An experience: *dîner de luxe* at the Pierre. *Feuille Norvégienne*, perhaps. Then *Borsch Polonaise*, followed, if your Russian mood continues, by *Suprême of Halibut à la Russe*. Then *Braised Lettuce, String Beans au Gratin*. Then a Camel, a crisp salad, a Camel again... and an ice with *demi-tasse* and—Camels."Camels are by far the most popular cigarette here," says M. Bonaudi, banquet manager.

The delicate flavor of Camels is a natural complement to fine foods. For it is a matter of scientific proof and common experience that smoking Camels promotes good digestion. Enjoy Camels with meals and between meals—for their mildness and flavor—their comforting "lift"—their aid to digestion. Camels set you right! And no matter how steadily you smoke—Camels never jangle your nerves.

Miss Lucy Saunders, of New York and Newport.

*She likes:*

Smart sports clothes...Palm Beach...the young crowd at the Virginia hunts...badminton...the new dances, including the son...the strenuous New York season...Bailey's Beach...lunching on *Filet Mignon, Bouquetière*, at Pierre's...Camels...dashing off to late parties...Lobster *Thermidor*...and always...Camels. "Camels are delightful when dining," she says. "They make food taste better...bring a cheering 'lift.' And they're so nice and mild."

Among the many distinguished women who prefer Camel's costlier tobaccos:

- MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
- MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
- MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
- MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
- MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
- MRS. ERNEST du PONT, JR., Wilmington
- MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago
- MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
- MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
- MRS. LANGLEY POST, New York
- MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York
- MISS ROSE WINSLOW, New York

Costlier Tobaccos

...Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos—Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand

FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE—SMOKE CAMELS
PHYSICAL CULTURE HOTEL

The Health Resort Where Hundreds of Amazing Recoveries Have Taken Place

If you or some member of your family has a knotty health problem, by all means investigate the Physical Culture Health Resort where hundreds of amazing recoveries have taken place. Controlled by the Bernarr Macfadden Foundation this is the largest health center in the world where every health regimen is administered in full accordance with natural law and consequently receives the complete cooperation of Nature in whose power it is to remedy most of the weaknesses that inflect themselves upon humanity. Located in the heart of the gorgeously beautiful Genesee country of western New York, its surroundings are ideal. Fellowship and friendliness abound. None of the depressing air of pain and misery so common at many health resorts. Here building health is a happy game. A delightful place to spend a few days or weeks in rest, recreation or health training. Write for full information, moderate rate schedule and details regarding some of the almost miraculous recoveries that have taken place here.

What Adela Rogers St. Johns Thinks of Physical Culture Hotel

My dear Mr. Macfadden—I can never thank you enough for my wonderful two weeks at Physical Culture Hotel. You have something there which doesn't exist anywhere else in the world. It is altogether remarkable. I enjoyed it and benefited greatly by it. To show you how much I think of Dansville I am bringing my mother on from California for a three months stay. I am so anxious that she should have the advantages of your institution, as she has been everywhere and continues to be more or less of an invalid with arthritis. I know she can be cured at Dansville. With gratitude for my wonderful experience there. Sincerely, Adela Rogers St. Johns.

FOOT SUFFERERS EVERYWHERE

Bernarr Macfadden, founder of the Macfadden Foundation, announces the opening of the Foundation's first FOOT CLINIC at the PHYSICAL CULTURE HOTEL HEALTH RESORT, Dansville, New York. Here the foot sufferer may receive in connection with other prescribed drugless treatments and instruction with the desired privacy and comfort, scientific corrective foot treatments which have been definitely proven as a major aid in correcting many of the present day deformities and ailments resulting from the wearing of improper footwear.

Note: The New Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida, opened as a pleasure resort last winter, will be ready next fall to give the same health building regimes that have been so phenomenally successful in Dansville. For further information write New York Information Bureau, Room 1517, Chanin Building, New York, N. Y.
Then once again their code was put to the test. Freddie was to be sent to the eastern studios of Paramount for sixteen months. Florence had to decide whether to accompany him or accept the contract which would mean remaining in Hollywood. She went with him, turning down without hesitation what might have meant stardom for herself.

"Proving," Freddie said, "how gallant, how loyal and how thoroughly swell a wife she was."

"Proving nothing," Florence contradicted him, "except that I wanted to be with you."

It was natural that stage producers sought her out when she returned to the scene of her former triumphs. They had not forgotten that she was Florence Eldridge as well as Mrs. Fredric March. They persuaded her to do a play, "An Affair of State."

"To be honest, the play did not run very long," Florence admitted. "It was just as well for it tangled up our private lives. Incidentally it taught me a lesson that I needed to learn once and for all, that stage and screen careers in one family cannot mix and it is folly to try to force them."

Freddie emitted something resembling a grunt.

"Will I ever forget it?" he said. "I was working all day at the studio and Florence the better part of the night at the theater. We never saw each other and it finally came to the point where we were leaving little 'hello, darling' and 'will-you-do-this' or 'will-you-see-to-that' notes for each other all over the house. And if I wanted to see her I had to go to the theater. Ever try to make love across the footlights? It's quite a trick."

Upon their return to Hollywood after the sixteen months in the East Freddie went on to greater success. Florence gave up all idea of a picture career for herself. They adopted little Penelope, who is now three and a half, and Anthony, who is now two, when it became certain Florence could bear no sons or daughters of her own. That adoption was not just something to fill her empty hours while Freddie was at the studio; it was because they both wanted the children with all their hearts.

Giving up her chances at a picture career was an easy decision to make, Florence said. She knew her long absence, since she was not under contract as Freddie was, would mean starting from scratch. She knew that being at the beck and call of studios and casting offices would interfere with her married life and take her away from the important job of caring for the children and Freddie.

"Even so, was it not a big sacrifice to have made?" I asked.

"It was," Freddie rushed to say. "No one knows it better than I."

"No one knows it better than I," Florence smiled. "You're crazy as a loon," she told him. "It was pure selfishness on my part. Once again it was what I wanted to do."

She did, however, make one picture a year, her "Christmas picture." Luckily she managed to get a role in a picture each year just before Christmas, she said, and from her earnings bought her per square foot that when he speaks about it.

"For the two of them, Freddie obviously is the happier. It is easy to see that when he speaks about it."

"Great guns!" he said. "This is a break Florence has had coming for a long time, so long a time I feel guilty about it. It is a break she would have had before this if she had not put our being together and my own career ahead of it. I have not forgotten, if Hollywood has, that she was an important person when I meant nothing and I have not forgotten either that I would not be where I am today had it not been for her generosity about her own work and her encouragement and understanding about mine."

"It would be stupid to say I am giving her something now. All I am doing is making it possible, by giving up pictures for a while, for her to take what is rightfully hers, a respected place in the theater that she gave up for me."

"There is another angle of their new plans Freddie wants understood. He is not going to trade on his screen name and the billing is going to read: Florence Eldridge and Fredric March. That is not just gallantry, either; he honestly believes that for all his movie fame, her name still tops his in the theater."

Moreover, the play must be exactly right for Florence," he said. "It must be able to stand on its own merits as a play and it must require something more of me than a profile."

They are searching for that play now, something along modern light comedy lines. When "Mary of Scotland" is completed they are going on a two-months' vacation with the children in the north woods. Freddie may do one more picture on their return and then it will be "How for Broadway."

"But here, as a surprise, is even bigger news. They plan to co-star in a play every two years with Fredric free-lancing in pictures in between times. It is to be their way of "revitalizing" themselves, they confided, and preparing sensibly for the inevitable day when the name Fredric March is no longer a box-office smash.
"I suppose this Hazel what's-her-name is his secret vice and he wants to gratify her. Maybe he thinks we can make a star out of sweetie material, just because he likes her!"

"What are you going to do, Chief?"

"I'll have to look into it. I'll have to receive her as if she was Greta Garbo, coming over to us on a fifty per cent cut in salary. We'll try her out. Howe's the big money man in this outfit now, and I don't want to antagonize him. That's the trouble with bankers! I suppose the girl has a face that only a gogoo-goo head-hunter with a face that only a fool would believe. I'll tell you one thing. Cummings, if she's the regular run of movie-mad nuts, I'll let her draw a month's salary and give her the bum's rush—job or no job!"

"Well, Chief, the way you rate in pictures, you have nothing to worry about."

"Well, we'll see," grumbled Hostinger. "Look after the cutie when she gets here. Ted, and see that she's fed. Give her the regular sight-seeing trip and introduce her to Warner Hilton. His profile ought to knock her dead and he'll probably kiss her hand. When she gets softened up, bring her to me."

"You bet, Chief!"

From which it will be instantly seen that Mr. Hostinger was due for the surprise of his rather frfeible life.

TWO weary girls got off the bus in Los Angeles, sat in the waiting room and counted their money.

"Fifty-one dollars," announced Madge, treasurer for the venture. "I think we ought to look up the address of the local Mammoth Studios and demanded an interview with Mr. J. L. Hostinger."

After much explanation, they finally made contact with the affirmative expert. Ted Cummings; and he opened his eyes in astonishment when he saw them; in fact, he determined that the occasion called for some self-assertion and violated his instructions to the point where he went back to Hostinger and said:

"Say, Chief! The Howe candidates are here. There seems to be some of 'em. Maybe you'd better see 'em first."

"What do they look like?" grumbled Hostinger.

"Knockouts! I'll bring 'em in and you can see for yourself."

Mr. J. L. Hostinger, who was no stranger to feminine beauty, stared. Hazel riveted his eyes especially, as he had a weakness for exotic coloring; and the clear luminance of her twiny eyes, direct, sooty brilliant, dispelled his usual morning grouch.

"Mr. Hostinger?" asked Hazel, and when he acknowledged the imputation, she handed him a sealed envelope.

"Please sit down, won't you?" he asked, indicating chairs in the luxuriously furnished office. He tore open the letter. It was written on the personal stationery of Harold F. Howe, President of Howe & Howe, and read:

Dear Mr. Hostinger:

The bearer of this letter, Miss Hazel F. Hartley, is the young lady I wired you about. I would like to see what talent she may develop in our studios. She is a college graduate, has studied voice and drama, and, under your capable direction, should become a valuable asset to Mammoth. Will you test her capabilities and advance her as her ability warrants? I leave her to you. Miss Madge Collins, who will accompany Miss Hartley to the Coast, has, I believe, a flair for comedy. If you'll investigate, I believe you'll agree with me. I shall consider it a great favor if you will do what you can in this matter, and, looking forward to the pleasure of meeting you on my return from Europe, I am, Most cordially yours,

(Signed) Harold Farwell Howe
Per, Martha Blaisdell, Secretary.

Mr. Hostinger looked up from the letter and let his eyes wander over the exotic Hazel and then encountered the sooty regard of Madge's Irish-blue eyes.

"Ted," he said, rising, "tell Hilton I have something I want to talk to him about when he reaches the studio, and go and get Von Pachman. I'll show the young ladies around."

Ted Cummings stared a moment and said, including both girls in his statement, "Mr. Howe seems to know his movie material," said the now amiable Hostinger, smiling. "He is the head of our board of directors and, of course, we want to accede to his wishes, if possible. I see by his letter that you are both college girls. He finds it. More and more of our colleges are sending us recruits. A good sign. You have had some theatrical experience, Miss Hartley?"

She smiled, mysteriously. "What experience I may have had is foreign to movies. I understand that I am to forget it all and prepare to acquire a totally new technique. Of course, I've studied voice and drama. That may help."

"Undoubtedly! Yes, you are right. The technique of pictures differs from the stage. And you, Miss Collins?"

MADGE's eyes dwelt upon him for a split second in keen analysis. The quirky, generous mouth twitched. She was frightened at their temerity, but their kindly reception was having its effect.

"I place my future in your hands," she said.

He nodded, pleased. "I shall do my best. First, of course, you will have screen tests; then, Von Pachman will be called in. He's our ace director. He's directing Warner Hilton now in 'Hearts Aflame.' Olga Soprana, the Hungarian girl, is playing opposite him. A marvelous, stupendous picture! However, you must be tired after your trip. A little rest will refresh you both. What train did you come on?"

"El Paso direct," she replied, "I had wired! Pray the gods of the open skies that Jennie had been on the job to intercept the wire! "You see," she went on, easily, "we came by easy stages and made stops along the way. She wondered if this description of bus travel would sound well.

He nodded understandingly. "Your first trip to the Coast?"

"Yes," said Hazel.

"I suppose you're stopping at the Ambassador?"

"Well, no," said Hazel, loftily. "Temporarily, we thought we would stop with a girl friend who lives in Los Angeles."

"I see. Well, it would, perhaps, be best if you lived in Hollywood, so as to be near the studios; but you can, of course, suit yourselves. I want you to meet some of our people—Hilton, Soprana, Von Pachman. I hope you will both honor me by having lunch with me today."

"Delighted," murmured Hazel, not daring to look at Madge.

(Continued on page 70)
SECRET BEGINNINGS OF Age Signs Laid Bare

Skin Authorities Lay Blame for Lines, Wrinkles, Dry Skin on a "Lazy Underskin"

Rouse hidden glands, nerves, fibres to win back Smooth Line-free skin ... End Blackheads, Blemishes, too!

I HATE TO GROW OLD!" The same cry from every woman's heart ... If you're 20, you fear the 30's. 30? You dread the 40's. Yet the years themselves are not to blame. It's the unlovely lines, the gradual coarsening of the skin that make some women feel ... "They hardly had any youth at all!"

But these tragic age signs can be warded off—Their hidden starting place is known! Skin authorities say it lies five layers below the skin you see. Down in what's called your underskin.

The diagram above shows you what the underskin looks like. There you see the oil glands that should keep skin supple ... the blood vessels that should invigorate the skin, clear it ... the under tissues that should keep skin firm.

Deep-skin treatment needed
"Then why does skin age?" ... Because these tiny glands, tissues, blood vessels lose their vigor! They slow up ... give

Lady Daphne Straight
granddaughter of the late ANTHONY J. DREXEL and of the late WILLIAM WHITNEY, says: "Pond's Cold Cream keeps my skin clear, positively glowing. It even wipes away little fatigue lines."

Miss Barbara Hebbard, New York: "I have seen my pores become finer—even blackheads disappear!—after regular treatments with Pond's Cold Cream."

Wipe it all off ... Now rouse your underskin! Pat in more Pond's Cold Cream briskly. Watch how each treatment makes your skin really fresher and younger looking.
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moved their few possessions in, and a wire from Jennie had assured them that, by superhuman vigilance, she had managed to intercept the wire Hostinger had sent to the office.

"Boy!" breathed Hazel. "That was touch and go! A few more like that and I'll be on the ragged edge. Bill coming again tonight?"

"Yes. Like him. He's real."

"Aren't you seeing too much of him, darling?"

"There's a lot of Bill to see. Anyway, he's got a lot of good ideas and ability. He's smart."

"Well, behave yourself. I'll be back at the stroke of twelve."

"Warner Hilton again?"

"The same, fair-haired boy friend. How'd you guess?"

Warner Hilton, sophisticated film star, called later, looking just as distinguished in his evening clothes as the many admirers of his pictures imagined he should look: tall, suave, his boyish face at times assuming the look of the rakish gallant; fascinating in his nonchalant good breeding, his laconic brevity of speech.

"Greetings," he said, his eyes on Hazel. "Ready?"

She nodded brightly, caught up a cape and went out to his roadster.

"Where will it be?" he asked. "The Trocadero? The Colony Club? Whither, fair lady?"

"I am a stranger in your fair city, kind sir. You'll have to lead on, McDuff."

As they drove along, Hazel knew that he looked at her now and then with more than passing interest. It had been almost instantaneous, the mutual something that had flashed between them! and Hilton was no faint-hearted lad. As they drove along, he said:

"How do you manage to be more gorgeous, night after night?"

"There you go, George," she mimicked a well-known radio comedienne. "I'll bet you tell them about it."

"Do you know that I feel like kissing you again?"

"What do you mean—again?"

"Well, I've felt like it before."

She laughed. "I'm too new in pictures to accept the easy kissing manners. You'll forgive me, I'm sure. Curious Hollywood custom."

"And yet, you went to college!"

"They didn't teach the correct technique of kissing strangers."

"Am I a stranger?"

"No, not exactly; but you're a very fascinating young man who has had his way too long; beside, this is a public highway."

"When we rehearse that scene tomorrow, in the new picture, I'll kiss you. And I'm going to bear down on it!"

"The persistence of the young," laughed Warner. "Hearts Aflame" stopped. And finally, the ominous word came: Soprana would have had her appendix removed, and it meant a six weeks' wait, or more, before she could be expected to return from Europe, and these were hers. Hastily, she changed the subject.

"Warner Hilton—marvelous?" she asked. "Those scenes between you are going to make film history."

He seemed to deflate almost visibly and settled behind the wheel.

"I accept the change of subject," he smiled. "Yes, Soprana is a fine actress. I honestly believe you could do as well."

"Merci, kind sir. You say nice things. If she heard you, she'd tear your hair out."

He shrugged. "Tell me," he asked quietly, "is there any truth in the rumor around the lot that you are something more than Warner and this Howe, the banker, who bought control of Mammoth?"

"For a moment, she was stunned."

WHY, he's absolutely nothing to me," she said truthfully. "That is—just a distant friend—of the family."

"So? Well, that helps!"

The soft California night fell, glistening, fragrant.

"That, over there," observed Hilton. "is Venus, I think. Pretty, isn't it? If you're a good little girl, I'll reach up and get it for you."

"I want that bright one, over there, that twinkles so much."

"Sorry. Pledged that one to the observatory. Any other you pick out will be right."

"No, I want that particular star or nothing."

"Don't be stubborn. I'm offering you an approved substitute, in a regular, business-like way."

"I never accept substitutes," she answered, and there was deeper meaning in her remark than the light surface of their talk indicated.

It was later, at the Trocadero, while she was dancing with Warner, that she heard a girl make the remark: "There's that girl Hansen, with that Warner who knows Howe. Lucky for her!"

Hazel frowned. So, the information had seeped out, and Hollywood knew how and why she had come to Mammoth.

It was the next day that Soprana collapsed on the set and was taken to the hospital. The work on "Hearts Aflame" stopped. And finally, the ominous word came: Soprana would have to have her appendix removed, and it meant a six weeks' wait, or more, before work on the picture could be resumed.

Hazel went home to the little bungalow she shared with her mother, sat down in a brown study. Madge, who was not working that morning, eyed her swiftly.

"What's up?" she demanded. "Something wrong at the studio?"
“Plenty!” said Hazel. “Soprana is sick and the picture will be abandoned for six weeks or more. You know what that means. My first chance at a part gone! Old man Howe will be back—and we exit. The chance I hoped for is killed before it begins. Maybe we’d better make some plans right now!”

“My plans are made,” said Madge, simply. “I’ve got Bill.”

“So what? Just what do you mean?”

“I’m going to marry him.”

“What? A camera man?”

“Bill’s more than a camera man. He’s first camera and an artist, and he makes more money than four United States Senators; beside that, he’ll be a director one of these days, and a darned good one!”

“Well, I’ll be—” began Hazel, and failed miserably. “And how about your career?”

“Well, I don’t feel about that the way you do, Hazel. I can see now there’s no star-dust in my cosmos. What’s the use of kidding myself? Wandering around in an egotistical twilight? I’d rather be Mrs. Bill Parsons, and have a nice home and a nice husband than be Soprana!”

“Well, I’ll be—” began Hazel again, and again failed.

“But, don’t you worry,” went on Madge. “If a blow-up comes from Howe, Bill and I will look after you. Bill’s going to Splendide anyway, but don’t say a word! And he’ll get you something over there. He says you’re better than Soprana anyhow, as if I didn’t know that!”

Warner Hilton phoned later and wanted to know if Hazel would care to join him at lunch, but she was depressed and even the thought of his company irked her.

It was nearly lunch time when Von Pachman rang the bell, and Madge, frustrated, ran to the window.

“Hail Caesar!” she cried, looking through the curtains. “Do you see what I see?”

“Seldom. What do you see? Who is it?”

“Look who’s here! Go put on some makeup. He didn’t come to see me!”

Von Pachman entered and talked in his usual jerky fashion to Madge. He was a big man. His thin mouth always held a cigar. The super-intelligent eyes, flashing and keen, lighted with appreciation when Hazel came to greet him.

“My hunch is right,” he said, easily. “If it’s anything about me,” said Hazel, pertly, “the answer is ‘No!’ ”

His smile lighted his stern face wonderfully.

“Hazel,” he said, “you know what happened this morning, of course?”

“You mean about Soprana?”

“Yes. A week’s work gone smash, the schedule ruined and I’m holding up the whole cast. And I tried to hold the costs down on this picture, too! Hazel—would you be willing to work very hard if we started ‘Hearts Aflame’ all over again and gave you the role opposite Hilton?”

Here at last is the great opportunity Hazel has been seeking. But suppose she accepts—and Mr. Howe should visit the studios in the midst of production and expose her as a fraud? There are plenty of surprises in store for Hazel (and for you, too!) in the August MOVIE MIRROR on sale everywhere June 24.

**After the honeymoon...**

Over the threshold, he carried her. The honeymoon was over—the bride was home—and then the trouble started.

She wanted to be the world’s best housekeeper—to make him proud of her. But!!! He soon grumbled about his shirts. Said his mother used to wash ‘em nicker.

The bride fretted and worked, but her washes got worse. Why? Her soap was lazy. It left dirt behind. Her clothes had “tattle-tale gray.” Then she discovered Fels-Naptha Soap. Its richer, golden soap and lots of naptha got rid of ALL the dirt!

Now her clothes are so clean, so gorgeously white—he says she’s the grandest housekeeper! And if you want to hear some compliments, too, try Fels-Naptha Soap. It’s fine for the big wash. Safe for your daintiest things. And easier on hands because every golden bar holds soothing glycerine!

**Banish “Tattle-Tale Gray” with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!**
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The Tragic Life Story of a Happy Man

(Continued from page 61)

would fall into bed, coughing to expel the smoke that had accumulated in his lungs, exhausted and heart-sick for the good, old days of the circus.

It was a relief to the entire troupe when they finally hit the California coast and found themselves in "real" theaters again. They went up the Coast as far as Seattle on the Sullivan and Considine chain. By this time they had changed their billing from "The Ashtons" to "The European Acrobats."

They did well on the Coast, but Joe was glad when the long tedious season was over, and the troupe returned to Toledo. That year Joe was graduated from grammar school and Ash's only comment was that it was "swell because we won't have to be heading back here each year to get you educated."

This year they did not have to look around for a job. They had made such a mark for themselves on the Coast that Sullivan and Considine wired for them to return, and it was the momentous April, 1906, that found them back on the Coast at the old Haymarket Music Hall on Mason Street in San Francisco.

As long as he lives Joe will never forget the night of the San Francisco earthquake and fire. It is stamped on his memory indelibly, not because of the horror and destruction in its wake, but because it resulted in the astounding fact that for the first time in his life he had enough to eat! But that is putting the cart considerably before the horse.

Joe did not feel the first shock that was to bring such heartbreak and destruction to the great city. The troupe was living at the Turklu rooming house and they had just returned home from the last performance. Joe was a growing boy and he slept soundly from the minute he hit a pillow. But the shock threw Ash to the floor.

Joe was too sleepy and too dazed to understand what Ash said to do if they got separated—if he said anything at all as he tore through the door, leaving three kids behind him without a cent of money between them, to shift for themselves.

Already the sky was beginning to fill with fire-licking red and the thunderous black of heavy smoke. As they dressed, the boys could hear people running through the streets, some dressed, others in their night clothes, dragging trunks and household possessions behind them.

They weren't particularly frightened, but they didn't know what to do. So they went out in front and sat on the curb. For hours they sat there, looking down Turk Street, toward the sunrise. From their perch on the hill they could see the fire engines tear-
ing through the streets, clamoring and screeching. For awhile the fire seemed very far away, and then like licks from a giant red tongue it seemed to be creeping closer and closer.

The landlady was weeping and twisting her hands. She knew her building was doomed. "You can take anything you want from the house, boys," she wept in hysteria. "Take anything you want."

It was amusing that, at this moment, Joe should have remembered that his poor little mother had wanted a grandfather's clock all her life. There was a beautiful one standing in the hall of the rooming house. But struggle and grunt as he would to lodge the enormous piece of furniture on his back, it would not budge. In time he gave it up (he was forced to, as the fire was practically at the door) in favor of two yellow sofa pillows, a bottle of milk and two cans of sardines.

When he went outside again Ash and Otto had returned with their theater trunks. They had dragged those precious possessions through the streets of the burning town, always just one leap ahead of the flames that actually seemed to be following the frightened men up the steep hills. Now the boys joined them to drag their trunks for a little while and then wait for the greedy flames to catch up with them.

All along the way they were met by sights none of them shall ever forget. Merchants ran into the streets offering to give away anything anyone could carry from their stores. At a doomed grocery store they were told to take what they wanted. So they opened the trunks and filled what space was available with canned corn, caviar and bottles and bottles of champagne. They retreated finally to Russian Hill and watched the city burn, subsisting meanwhile on corn, caviar and very warm champagne. Joe was not old enough to appreciate the irony in the fact that the kid who never had enough to eat should suddenly find himself stuffed with such delicacies as caviar, pate, imported biscuits and champagne, in cups, to wash it down! Joe didn't like either the caviar or the champagne. Those items were Ash's "grab."

For two days they stayed on their hill, sleeping in the open, until it was possible to make their way through the charred city and get a tugboat for Oakland. Only then did Joe realize the heartbreak the tragedy had left in its wake. Children were separated from their parents. Old people, shocked and stricken, refused to leave the cinders of the only homes they had ever known. Everywhere people grieved for the dead and the missing. The boat from San Francisco to Oakland was like a funeral cortège. Men wept; openly and unashamed.

The railroads had announced they would carry refugees East free of charge, and Joe and his companions put their scant belongings aboard and started back for Toledo. The train was made up of day coaches and was so crowded the passengers took turns standing up in the aisles. But the heart of the nation was torn in sympathy for these destitute survivors. All along the way the train was met with delegations bringing truck loads of fresh fruits, vans of cooked foods, and canned goods.
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by the crates. The kid who had never before had enough to eat crammed so much food into his shrunken stomach that he could neither sit nor stand with comfort. He spent most of his time curled up, rocking himself back and forth, nursing acute indigestion of a very superior variety.

It took them seven days to reach Chicago where Joe got in touch with his family and denied reports that he was “missing.”

Joe never went on the road with Ash again after that season. He made the mistake of confiding to an older brother that he was hungry most of the time, and he told him about the honky-tanks, and any further decision in the matter was taken from his shoulders. His mother flatly refused to let Joe continue as a “Marvelous Ashton.”

But the boy was used to a life of excitement and change. After six months of idleness in Toledo, he grew restless with longing for the theater. For another three or four months he applied fruitlessly to what few theatrical agencies there were in Toledo. Nothing happened, except that his enforced idleness had allowed a little flesh to accumulate on his frame, and normal routine of eating and sleeping had done him far more good than he realized.

Through a small agency in Toledo, Joe finally learned that a man named Bell was looking for an acrobat to round out a trio going out over a cheap circuit under the billing of “Bell and Prevost.” The news was like music in Joe’s ears. He could hardly wait to get home and into his best clothes and set forth to apply for the job. His record was so impressive that Bell, a lean-faced individual with enormous muscles who for some reason or other reminded Joe of an athletic undertaker, signed him on the spot, and they went into rehearsal immediately. On Joe’s birthday, July 28th, they opened at Henderson Music Hall at Coney Island.

Joe was not long in discovering that in leaving Ash for Bell he had jumped from the frying pan into the fire. Ash’s hot temper had made him impulsively cruel and impatient with his young protege. But Bell’s abuse was as deliberate and planned as though he derived some sadistic satisfaction from taunting the boy, cruelly jabbing at his appearance, striking him upon the slightest provocation and making realistic threats to “walk out from under” him at the next performance if he didn’t mind his ways.

Joe never set foot on the stage with Bell and Prevost that cold terror did not grip his heart. One night an accident occurred. While playing a fair in Hudson, New York, Bell told Joe that if he didn’t do a particular trick right he would drop him! It was not a particularly dangerous stunt. But the threat made Joe so nervous he “missed.” Bell gave the signal to repeat the stunt, but, because he thought Joe had failed on purpose, he deliberately walked from under the kid. When they picked Joe up his leg was broken.

Until this time Joe had not suspected he had an ally in Prevost, the other partner. He was a much older man, twenty-two years older than Joe, and he had never interfered particularly with Bell’s cuttings, or his even crueler remarks. But this last outrage was too much for Frank L.
Prevost. He picked up the suffering boy in his arms, took him in a taxi to the nearest doctor, and told Joe in no uncertain terms that neither of them was returning to the act!

As Joe convalesced Prevost mapped elaborate plans for launching an act with the two of them to be billed as "The Prevost Brothers." It was to contain a few athletic stunts, some "patter" (in show parlance this is "talk," something entirely new to Joe) and considerable comedy. Prevost thought Joe was funny. "Kid," he told him, "if there's not a fortune in that face of yours I'm off my topper."

As soon as Joe was able they went to Prevost's home and practiced their new act, beginning a close association that was to last for eleven years. Prevost was like a father to Joe. He was constantly encouraging him, building up his confidence. He was the first real friend Joe ever had.

"When we first started our comedy act, if we came off the stage and the audience didn't laugh very much, it was because the audience wasn't very smart, according to 'Pre,'" Joe laughingly recalls. When "Pre" died in 1926 Joe knew he had lost one of the best friends he'll ever have in the world.

The Prevost Brothers started in burlesque at $60.00 a week with a show called "William's Ideals." For the next two years they played vaudeville, fairs, carnivals and even a pure food show in Topeka. But there would be stretches when they were forced to take lay-offs for weeks and sometimes months at a time during the winter months.

When things would get too lean for them, and professional engagements were coming with alarming irregularity, Joe would go out and try to get a job with a baseball club.

All through his circus days, he had retained his interest in baseball. During one of the many vacations from stage work he played with the St. Paul Club in the American Association, and now and then with various semi-professional teams.

"But I never was a big league player, as some of my publicity stories have made out," Joe explains. "The closest I ever got to the New York Yanks was to be allowed to sit on the bench with them. I played exhibition ball with the Boston Red Sox in 1920. But I was just a hanger-on in the game!"

In 1914 the Prevost Brothers came from behind their disguise and officially declared themselves "Prevost and Brown." Joe's success with the act could no longer be ignored, and he was tired of trouping around the country as an Ashton, a Bell or a Prevost. He was anxious to assume his right identity. And his future was beginning to look very bright.

As he grew into a young man, Joe lost a lot of the comic ungainliness that marked his appearance as a child. His long years of athletic work had given him a splendid physique. His grin was as wide as ever and he was very popular with his co-workers. But where women were concerned he was as backward and self-conscious as though he hadn't spent half his life in honky-tonks and burlesque shows.

Joe didn't make enough money for "the girls" to make a play for him. And he was certainly too self-conscious and un-
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PRETTY brunette Kathryn McGraw, sitting in the audience of a Duluth theater, thought she never had seen anything so funny in her life! She laughed uncontrollably at the underarm odor she couldn't get away from. Her heart was beginning to flutter and jump as a result of the hilarity she had experienced. As she left the theater she was actually weak.

The McGraws lived in Superior, Wisconsin, but they were visiting in Duluth when they caught Joe's show.

In a roundabout way, Kathryn and her mother were on their way to California. But they had planned many visits with relatives along the way, and when they left Duluth they headed for Winnipeg. One day, about a week later, on a shopping tour downtown, she was surprised to see "Pre¬vost and Brown" billed at the local vaudeville house. It made Kathryn laugh just to see Joe's picture outside the theater. She made up her mind to go in and see the show again. It couldn't be as funny when you knew what was coming, and she did want to see the rest of the sketch she had been forced to walk out on in Duluth.

But even when she knew what was coming, she was shaken with peals of laughter. This time, Kathryn was sitting very close to the stage, in the second row. The girl's rich contagious laughter attracted Joe's attention. After that, he "played to her" for she was certainly an appreciative audience.

Two days later, on a train headed West, they collided in a vestibule. They were so surprised, recognizing each other (Joe placed her immediately as the pretty girl who laughed so much, and Kathryn knew immediately he was the "lil mousie") they almost spoke.
Kathryn was a shy girl, and until that moment Joe had always been a shy boy. But something went “plump” in his heart. What Joe didn’t know was that he was head-over-heels in love at first sight!

For the next couple of hours he mapped a campaign of how he could meet her. But luck was playing into his hands with Joe’s realization. He had been sitting in the observation car talking with an elderly lady who said she had seen his act in Duluth and thought it was the funniest she had ever seen. She said her daughter had $140 cash in the world—and no job for the break that never came. Despairing days gave him the companionship of the fine new problems and responsibilities, it also seemed to come. But if marriage brought non-existent, for the break that never came, for the break that never came.

Suddenly there she was in the observation car coming right toward them. “Mr. Brown,” said Mrs. McGraw, “I want you to know my daughter, Kathryn.”

That was the beginning of love for both of them!

They spent every possible moment the rest of that trip together. They took kodak pictures of one another every time the train stopped. They lunched and dined together. Though neither dared to show the joy they actually felt, they were in paradise that Joe had a four-weeks’ engagement to play in and around San Francisco and Oakland, which was to be Kathryn’s headquarters on the Coast, too.

On Joe’s last day in San Francisco, he proposed to her. It wasn’t much of a proposal. He merely said: “Some day we’re going to be married, Kathryn.” It was the best proposal he could think of because it was his first!

There was only one thing standing in the way of immediate matrimony, and that was money. Joe told Kathryn he would go on with the act, and send for her when he had saved $300. It looked very much as though Prevost and Brown were going to be signed for forty weeks on the Orpheum Circuit, and then all their problems would be solved.

But for the first six months Joe and Kathryn corresponded—and still the important contract was not forthcoming.

One day Prevost broke into their dressing room with the glad tidings that the contract was practically a cinch. With one yell, Joe dashed to the nearest telegraph office and wired Kathryn to join him—object matrimony!

When he returned, Prevost was almost weeping. Something had gone wrong. There had been a battle between their agents. They weren’t going to get the contract!

Joe’s knees almost gave out from under him. His bride-to-be was on her way, he thought it so funny she had been forced to leave the theater. Joe was flattered and polite, but his mind was occupied elsewhere, with that girl with such grand laughter and such lovely eyes.
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Please send me a liberal supply of all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7-day’s supply of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Please send me a liberal supply of all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7-day’s supply of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Please send me a liberal supply of all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7-day’s supply of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.
As one Woman to another

A frank personal chat

by MARY PAULINE CALLENDER

authority on feminine hygiene

Discover Your Hidden Self

(Continued from page 31)

I am sure that every woman wants to know just which personal hygiene accessories warrant complete confidence. Because our intimate comfort and protection is at stake! So let me tell you what I've discovered.

For Almost Comfort

Perhaps a friend has told you about the pinless Kotex belt. It's truly a new design for living! Dainty secure clasps prevent slipping. The belt is flat and thin, woven to a curve that fits. This gives self-balance—you can bend every-way without harness-like restraint, without being waist-line conscious! Yet this extra comfort and safety costs nothing extra. Your store has 2 types: Kotex Wonderform at 25c and the DeLuxe at 35c.

For Personal Daintiness

If you've listened to the radio story of Mary Marlin, you've heard me tell how Quest, the personal deodorant powder, assures all-day-long body freshness. And being unscented it can't interfere with your perfume. You'll want Quest for under-arms, feet, and for use on sanitary napkins—it doesn't clog pores or irritate the skin. See how long the large 35c can lasts, and you'll agree this is indeed a small price for the personal daintiness every woman treasures.

For the Last Days

Here's something new that's gaining favor with many women. Invincible sanitary protection of the tampon type—and the name is Fibs. They are a product of the famous Kotex laboratories—the best recommendation I know for hygienic safety. Perhaps you'll want to try Fibs when less protection is needed. They're absolutely secure—may conveniently be carried in your purse for emergency measures. The box of 12 is 25c.

A Gift For You! In fact, three gifts. One is a booklet by a physician, "Facts about Menstruation." The others are "Marjorie May's 12th Birthday" (for girls of 12) and "Marjorie May Learns About Life" (for girls in their teens). They give facts in a simple, motherly manner for you to tell your daughter. All are free—write me for the ones you want. Mary Pauline Callender, Room 1460, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

bad traits. He says that sometimes it helps just to make the accusation aloud—yes, to talk to yourself! Or to appoint one good friend who'll constantly pick on the trait you want to overcome. That usually works faster and better, though it may be at the risk of the friendship.

"Releasing your guilt, so that your personality can be developed as a habit," he went on. "Here, however, you have to commend rather than condemn yourself. Too often a girl will brood for hours over whether or not she has made a fool of herself by laughing too loudly or raving too long away. But if you laugh and the laugh and the rave came naturally, then it won't matter how loud or how long either of them was. The world can never get enough of spontaneity. That's the kind of thought that will help her to be herself. Fear never gave birth to anything attractive.

FEAR was the handicap that Barbara Stanwyck had to overcome. When I first met her, she was silent, sullen, sulking, not at all the friendly personality that she is today. It was a number of years ago. (And you shouldn't dwell on past mistakes, either; the only thing of any interest or importance is what can be done in the future.) But as I have already suggested, her personality froze me instantly. However, I asked her all the routine questions which she answered arrogantly in monosyllables. At last it was over. As she was going out the door she said, "I knew all the time you wouldn't want me—couldn't be expected to appreciate what I have to offer!" Whereupon she turned on her heel and walked out. Belligerent to the end!

"She faded from my mind until the next morning, when Frank came bursting into my office wanting to know what in the world I had done to his wife. She had come home crying.

"That was the moment that I first became interested in Barbara Stanwyck. Not the hard, brittle-surface girl I had met, but the easily-hurt, sensitive Stanwyck who had gone home crying. I sensed that the tough, belligerent girl was merely a blind. Behind her hid the real girl whose pride had been terribly wounded and who dreaded being wounded again. Fay was saying, 'Please, Frank, please take a look at her Warners' test! She's really a great little actress.' 'Sure,' I said. 'Sure, let's go. Yesterday, I didn't know she could cry!'

"The test was a scene from 'The Noose'—a terribly tragic, dramatic scene in which a woman pleads for her husband's life. It was only about an eight minute scene, but before two minutes had passed, I knew that I would star Barbara Stanwyck in 'Ladies of Leisure.' She hadn't the beauty that would win millions. She didn't have the personality which, if it had not been real, might have been melodramatic. But it was real. Her audiences have sensed it as such. And for years they have suffered and wept with her, and made her troubles their own. Their sympathy has gone out to her. It has made her beloved and a star.

And here's where you and I take a moment out to turn the Capra eye on ourselves to discover whether or not we've ever hid behind the hard-bodied outer shell that hid fame and fortune from Barbara Stanwyck so successfully for a while. Do you ever go looking for a job with a chip on your shoulder? Do you feel that the world owes you a living? Do you let others always take the initiative? Then you're guilty! But you can redeem yourself by conquering the thing that causes it, your fear of being hurt!

"I had quite a different experience with Jean Harlow,' Capra went on. "It was after she secured the screen siren in 'Hell's Angels,' and Capra had decided to star her in a picture called 'Platinum Blonde.' I drew the directorial assignment and I was sick about it. I hadn't met Jean, but I had seen her in the Hughes picture and while I thought she was a super siren I couldn't imagine her as a heroine. Women would always resent her because of her power over men, their men.

"But then I met Jean. You've heard a lot of people say that Jean isn't at all like the screen siren. That she isn't hard-boiled. That she isn't tough. That she's modest, a good sport, tender-hearted, and kind. Well, I'll go further. More than all these things,
she is humble, the most humble girl in Hollywood. Within the first five minutes I saw that. In spite of her sensational hair and her bold voice, and her swagger I saw she was so anxious to please. So lacking in confidence in herself. To some people this inferiority struggle would be a handicap. In Jean's case it was a life saver.

Let me see if I can explain. Jean has always played seductive siren roles, yet Jean Harlow probably has even more women fans than she has men fans. Her natural inherent modesty shows through even in roles such as she played in 'China Seas,' 'Riff Raff,' and, going back, in 'Platinum Blonde.'

'I remember, the first day on the picture, we had just finished a scene, and Jean turned those great big blue lamps on me and said, 'Please, Mr. Capra, I'm not doing this scene right. Won't you tell me what I'm lacking? Please, don't mind being criticized. I want to learn. I want you to teach me.'

'Imagine any ten other stars you can think of admitting such a thing to a director in front of an entire picture crew!'

'She was right. She was lacking something. The scene called for a certain cold harshness which she wasn't giving it. But I was glad. She was an amateur when it came to being harsh and that's what I wanted her to be. Her hair and her looks would make up for any shortcomings in her acting. Her hair and her looks plus perfect acting would have been too much for the women in her audience.

'So instead of answering her plea, I just shrugged and said, 'You look all right to me.' And you never saw any one so disappointed. She was always disappointed when anyone inferred that her looks would get her by. She still is, I guess. The poor kid wants to be known as an actress, not as a beauty. But she's found it hard. Just as I didn't want her to develop a siren technique, so I guess often directors have also tried to keep her from it. We much preferred her own twinkle in her eyes, and her fun-loving smile to snickers and leers as the author wrote them.

'Discovering personalities for the screen is nothing more or less than bringing out the real personality of the star. Gable was never such a hit on the screen as he was in 'It Happened One Night' for the reason that until that picture he had never been allowed to really be himself. Gable isn't a heavy personality at all. Not a brute, not a Don Juan. He's a light personality. He's a light character, from a dozen points of view. I just happened to sense that when he came over to Columbia to do that picture, so I invented scenes, sometimes on the spur of the moment, which would allow him to be his own light self. It worked. It was the same with Claudette. And when I picked Nils Asther, from a dozen men, for 'The Bitter Tea of General Yen,' it wasn't because he gave a better performance in his test than the others did, but because I knew the man and knew that in many ways his personality paralleled the personality of General Yen. Put an actor in a part he can feel, and he is always good in it. Put him in a role he can't feel, and he's liable to be false, insincere. That, I believe, is the reason we haven't heard more of Nils in recent years. He hasn't had a chance to be himself.'

'Except for out and out character and horror actors like Karloff and Lugosi and a few other exceptions most all of our best actors are best because they are always being themselves on the screen. I have picked Walter Connolly for the father part in practically all of my recent pictures because he is a fatherly person. He reflects sweetness and inness and sentiment. He can't fail in them. And so I could go on and on, except that — and Capra stirred and smiled as his assistant came in the door with costume drawings for "Lost Horizon"— except that I do have to produce a picture sometime soon, and I guess I'd better get started.'

But just remember one thing. Sincerity and naturalness are the greatest assets in the world. So to 'discover yourself,' be what you feel like being, do as you feel like doing — and don't let anybody, or your admiration for anybody, force you into a part you can't honestly play!'
George O'Brien Has Nine Lives

(Continued from page 46)

For so many days George O'Brien lay on his back in a darkened room, near insanity with fear, trying to be cheerful, trying to plan an uncertain future, trying to make himself believe that going through life half-blind wouldn't be torture. Five days during which George O'Brien died a little. Finally the physician said to his laggard patient, "You are the luckiest man alive today. You will be able to see again."

This was the climax, but the events leading up to such a high point read like one of Casey's own Wild West thrillers. The call of adventure sounded early for George. When he was still in his teens the world went to war, dragging America with it. He looked of age and swore he was: Uncle Sam assigned him to submarine number 297.

Here then was a first opportunity for his luck to show its colors. It did. On a certain Wednesday of a certain year George was recalled from tiny, rolling, swashbuckling "297" and the next day, "297" struck a hidden mine.

It went up in a split second; it took three minutes for all the pieces to come down.

He stayed in the Navy until the war ended, long enough to win the lightweight championship. Then the break-taking job of doubling for a famous movie star was offered him; he accepted it and once went to Panama with the company.

"The first assignment," George told me, "was to fly above the Empress of Britain as she went through the canal locks, and throw rice and old shoes down onto the decks at a wedding party there. My pilot was a fellow named Lieutenant Miller, one of the best airmen of his time."

"The shot itself went off well enough. Miller dived sharply; I stood up and scooped a direct hit with the rice and things. All the passengers looked up as they expected to; and we hopped off to the right for Cubile Pass and France Field."

"It was just at the opening of the pass that the air-currents caught us. That big army ship hesitated like a startled sparrow, and the incredible plane flapped occasionally just falling. I don't ever want to come any nearer to the air-currents. That big ship got away, and I was killed."

"But Very First Bottle of Kelpamalt Added 7 Flattening Pounds!...

Now looks fine and feels great
Read this actual Letter From Our Files—
Another proof that Natural Iodine in this New Mineral Concentrate from the Sea is Quickest Way Yet to Add Pounds and Build New Strength.

Kelpamalt Company.
"Dear Sirs:"
I am 5 ft. 5 in. tall. Before I was married I weighed 118 lbs. That wasn't much, but better than the 94 lbs. I registered ever since my boy was born 2 years ago. I was forced out of one sport and another, but honestly, I've been ashamed to put on a bathing suit or an evening gown for the last 4 summers. Being as skinny actually changed my mode of living.

"Last August I was visiting my mother-in-law. I came to lunch in a sun back dress with straps over the shoulders. Mrs. H. looked at me and said: 'If I had shoulders that skinny actually changed my mode of living.

"Now, thanks to Kelpamalt I'm looking forward to the summer was over and I could wear a sweater and a skirt.

"I was always active in out of door sports and in dancing. I don't think I've weighed ever since my boy was born 5 years ago. 110 lbs. That wasn't much, but better than the 94 lbs. I registered ever since my boy was born 2 years ago. I was forced out of one sport and another, but honestly, I've been ashamed to put on a bathing suit or an evening gown for the last 4 summers. Being as skinny actually changed my mode of living.

"Last August I was visiting my mother-in-law. I came to lunch in a sun back dress with straps over the shoulders. Mrs. H. looked at me and said: 'If I had shoulders that skinny actually changed my mode of living.

"Oh, we came out of it. This isn't one of those stories where the guy says, 'So there's the story, and I was killed.' But I don't ever want to come any nearer death. I had no parachute, of course; and I swear we were inches from the floor of the canyon before Miller righted us.

"It was just at the opening of the pass that the air-currents caught us. That big army ship hesitated like a startled sparrow, and the incredible plane flapped occasionally just falling. I don't ever want to come any nearer to the air-currents. That big ship got away, and I was killed."

"But Very First Bottle of Kelpamalt Added 7 Flattening Pounds...!

NOW LOOKS FINE AND FEELS GREAT
Read this actual Letter From Our Files—
Another proof that Natural Iodine in this New Mineral Concentrate from the Sea is Quickest Way Yet to Add Pounds and Build New Strength.

Kelpamalt Company.
"Dear Sirs:
I am 5 ft. 5 in. tall. Before I was married I weighed 118 lbs. That wasn't much, but better than the 94 lbs. I registered ever since my boy was born 2 years ago. I was forced out of one sport and another, but honestly, I've been ashamed to put on a bathing suit or an evening gown for the last 4 summers. Being as skinny actually changed my mode of living.

"Last August I was visiting my mother-in-law. I came to lunch in a sun back dress with straps over the shoulders. Mrs. H. looked at me and said: 'If I had shoulders that skinny actually changed my mode of living.

"Now, thanks to Kelpamalt I'm looking forward to

Mrs. H. looked at me and said: 'If I had shoulders that skinny actually changed my mode of living.

"Now, thanks to Kelpamalt I'm looking forward to

... But Very First Bottle of Kelpamalt Added 7 Flattening Pounds!...

NOW LOOKS FINE AND FEELS GREAT
Read this actual Letter From Our Files—
Another proof that Natural Iodine in this New Mineral Concentrate from the Sea is Quickest Way Yet to Add Pounds and Build New Strength.
“Y-y-y-you autograph,” beamed Lippsky, “and then you g-g-go!”
“To my worthy and respected friend,” scribbled George. And fled.

SITTING opposite me at the little luncheon table this amazing young man looked back over his life, and talked for nearly an hour. The monologue was George’s paean of thanksgiving to his lucky star which has seen him through incident after incident when, by any other standard, he should have been crippled or killed.

There was the episode at Warner’s studio during the filming of “Noah’s Ark.” A mob scene had been prepared, with spears and knives and howling citizens. Practically everyone on the lot was drafted for the action, including O’Brien, and even the director, Michael Curtiz, was in at the fun.

Some of the spears were fakes, and others were not. Curtiz got a real one and at some time during the fight, that sharp steel point slid accidentally under George’s ribs. He slumped to his knees, toppled down some steps, and sprawled unconscious in a forming red puddle.

This bit of realism, not written in the script, went undiscovered until the scene was finished. “I finally woke up to find Curtez himself kneeling beside me,” George recounted grinning. “He was weeping heartily and bemoaning the accident at the top of his lungs. ‘I’ve killed him! I’ve killed him!’ he was saying over and over.”

And that was almost true. The spearhead had missed George’s heart by the width of a piece of paper.

Then there was the other time that this same left eye, of Thanksgiving Day abuse, took a beating. Not long ago George O’Brien was starred in a picture called “Last of the Duanes.” One of the sequences you may remember was of the young bandit stopping his horse before a tree on which was tacked his picture and a message to the public: “Wanted for Murder—Buck Duanes—REWARD.” Buck, you remember, turned away laughing; and at that moment a bullet ripped off part of the sign a few inches from his face.

George trusts one man in all the world for things of this sort. He is Sid Jordan, foreman of the O’Brien stables and a dead shot; he has never missed, and did not miss on this occasion, only George’s horse shied at the wrong moment.

The flying wedge of bark took away part of “Mr. Duane’s” upper lip, all of his left eyebrow, and so nearly blinded him that the doctors were once more constrained to shake unbelieving heads and murmur, “I just can’t understand it, luck like that. It just isn’t possible.”

I did a little dubious head-shaking myself over the next anecdote, but George offers it, and all the others, as gospel. “I’ll bring you as many eye-witnesses as you want,” he promised, “and even a motion picture of the accident. A camera was turning at the time.”

Anyway, the story:

Rather late one afternoon during a location trip word came that the rushes of scenes taken earlier in the day were terrible, and must be shot over. The sun, just setting, would make a fine background, and there was time. “We’ll do it now,” said the director.

“Everything went off beautifully,” George told me, “until the part came where I was to race away into the sunset. I hit so hard that the baked crust of the ground was dented in; the horse did a wild scramble with flying hooves in an effort to get up; George’s boots were still in the stirrups when the company reached him. He hit so hard that the baked crust of the ground was dented in; the horse did a wild scramble with flying hooves in an effort to get up; George’s boots were still in the stirrups when the company reached him. And he didn’t have a scratch. He didn’t have a single bone broken.

He didn’t even ache, until three days later. “Going?” said George with surprise. “But I’ve just started! Why, there’s the time in Frisco, and the hole in my leg, and—why, I could go on for hours.”

But I’d had about all the blood and thunder I could take for one day. Enough, as some wise man once said, is enough.
NOT long ago I was like some friends I have...low in spirits...run-down...out of sorts...tired easily and looked terrible. I knew I had no serious organic trouble so I reasoned sensibly...as my experience has since proven...that work, worry, colds and whatnot had just worn me down. You should have come in sooner,” Janet called. “Robert was supposed to carry me out of the scene and look where we both landed.” The laughter began all over again.

Thus did Janet Gaynor make her bow to the publicity department of M-G-M.

Then and there M-G-M took Gaynor to their hearts and began to go through their plans for her. They let her have her way...and my fears and worries just melted away.

All her fears! And all the time the studio had been sitting back in fear and trebling of this young lady.

O f just such flimsy material are great barriers built. Barriers that for all their fimsiness remain bands of steel to encompasss us about. No one, at least no one person, was to blame for Janet Gaynor’s isolation in Hollywood. Some years ago when Janet shot to stardom, conditions and ideas were different. Motion picture stars were sheltered from the public gaze as wax dolls from the heat. Weird fabrications were built around them, and tradition and time built just such a wall about the little Gaynor. And there, ever since, it has stood.

Until now.

In making of this, she said something I think you, her friends, would like to know about. “I’ll never withhold my offers of friendship to a person who seems to live in a world of his own,” she said. “My hand will always be out to grasp his.”

“What is it?” Janet asked.

“Sh-h-h-h,” I cautioned. “Great big stars like you don’t talk about being an extra. Especially during interviews.”

She threw herself back with a shout. “You fool,” she laughed, “you had me scared. Don’t they really? Well, I do. When I was an extra—” she stopped in alarm at my exaggerated horror.

“What’s ahead for you, Janet?” I asked.

“What do you want of Hollywood and the future?”

“Well, I’ll tell you,” she answered thoughtfully. “I do have new ambitions and plans along certain lines of work but I’m not going to let away any misunderstanding by stating them too bluntly. Upon one time the story got about that I was tired of my roles and wanted to go sophisticated. I never made such a statement but I felt I should be allowed to grow up. I had let them down when this story got about. So now I plan to feel my way gradually. Taking my fans with me step by step along the way. Gauging by their approval or disapproval the road I should travel, whether it be comedy or pathos or whatever they dictate.”

No wonder one famous blonde star in Hollywood was heard to murmur, “Heaven help us all now. Gaynor’s on the loose.”

But has she, this mite of petted femininity, the courage, the understanding of a cold business world in relation to herself, has she the fortitude and tolerance to go along on her own? Can she take it?

“Can she take it? Well, just let me tell you about that. Over on the 20th Century-Fox lot there stands a little dream house. Janet Gaynor’s studio bungalow. Once or twice, when Janet was away, of course, I entered that door and stood aghast at its loveliness. I have lounged on the luxurious couches and listened to her radio, gazed at the beautiful simplicity of the huge fireplace set back in its own nook, have trod the velvet rugs and oh-ed and ah-ed at the beautiful countryside she has gotten her that dainty tilled kitchen and bath and explored vast cupboards and closets. A little dream house, indeed.

Now let’s go back to that M-G-M sound stage. “See this little portable room of Miss Gaynor’s?” a workman on the set asked me while Janet was busy.

I looked at the little two by four structure with its uncomfortable couch, two straight chairs and tiny dressing table and mirror. “Yes,” I said, “I see it.”

“Hey, sir, due to some bone-headed mix-up it took three weeks to get this over on the set here for Miss Gaynor and never once did she offer a word of complaint. No sir, not once.”

Was it you who asked if Janet Gaynor can take it?

I T’S a busy, mad, dizzy world little Gaynor has emerged into from her nest at peep of day. A pretty hard boiled world. And who knows, in the commotion and rush, whether Janet Gaynor is welcome or not? Who wants her? Who needs her? Has she earned her place in the ever marching parade of humanity? Yes. And I’ll tell you how I know.

Only a little while ago Janet Gaynor received two letters that stand out among the other many, many grateful ones. One was obviously written by an unschooled workman in an unsure hand. “It’s my little girl,” he wrote her. “Dear Miss Gaynor, it’s my little girl.” Here there was a queer splash that could have been made by a falling tear. “She might be going to die, Miss Gaynor, and all she ever asks is just to hear from you. She says she knows she would get well if you would send her just one posy from your garden. Could you, for me, and her, Miss Gaynor?”

Roses, dozens of them, were sent. “We keep all the petals in a jar,” he wrote. “We keep all the petals in a jar.”

The other message came from an Englishman. It seems, from his letter, he had been part of a hunting party in the jungles of India and had become lost. For days he had wandered about lost and discour-
aged. Ready to give up he spied, in the very thickest of the wilds, an abandoned, tumble-down shack.

He crept through the open door and struck a match. His last one. He looked about and suddenly started about in surprise. For into his eyes gazed two twinkling, impish young eyes. Two lips parted into a teasing young smile. The picture, tacked so long ago to the old walls, did something for him. It gave him new hope, new courage.

The next morning, he carefully took down the picture, folded it next his heart and literally willed his way out.

It wasn’t until he arrived home in England he learned who she was. His lady of the picture. The letter, telling the story, was a letter of grateful thanks and asked her if she ever realized how far flung was her influence? Even to the depth of a jungle in India?

So, I say yes. I think Janet Gaynor has earned her place many, many times over.

But—and here’s the catch—can Janet Gaynor keep pace? Lovely as it is to help win back to life a little child, to give hope to a lost traveler, what has that to do with big business? What does Hollywood care about that if Janet fails to bring in the shekels at the box office? So what are Gaynor’s chances for success today?

GOOD, I’d say. No, swell, which is even better. And here’s why I think so. Janet is one of those fortunate individuals who looks a helpless little girl and thinks as an adult. And by that I’m not robbing her of one ounce of her charm. For charm is something Janet has plenty of. The rare kind of charm that is felt by young and old, by men and women alike. In fact, on and off the screen, strong men can testify to the captivating charm of little Gaynor.

Coupled with that charm or allure or whatever one chooses to call it, is a strong will. Remember the battle she put up with Fox when she felt herself to be right? And how she stuck to her guns?

So, summing it all up, what do we have? Or, rather what does she have? A clear thinking head, plenty of charm and personality, the ability to take it, determination and will and an instinctive sense of what is right for her. But those qualities Janet always had. Even back in the exile days. And they should be enough to get her anywhere.

But—and here’s the trump card—she has added to those virtues just one thing more. One thing she didn’t have before and the one thing that should win her the race if anything can.

Humanness. The feel, the throb, the understanding of people about her. Since Janet has climbed down from that pedestal, her elbow touches your elbow. There are no walls between. Her problems are your problems. Her hopes are your hopes. Her battles your battles.

She knows it. You can hear it in her voice as she speaks to those working with and near her. You can see it in her very eyes as she looks from one to another of the actors and workmen about her.

Walls torn down. Barriers removed. Security and safety forgotten and forsaken, Janet Gaynor marches on in the midst of her fellow men with courage high and hopes bold to whatever fate lies ahead for her around the bend.

DENTISTS SAY, "CHEW DENTYNE"! We moderns kill our teeth with kindness — we eat soft foods — give teeth and gums too little healthful exercise. Dentyne is a big aid to mouth health because its special, firmer consistency encourages more vigorous chewing — stimulates circulation in gums and mouth tissues and wakens the salivary glands, promoting natural self-cleansing. It keeps teeth white and those telltale little chin muscles young and firm.

YOU ENJOY THE FLAVOR FROM THE FIRST TASTE. The moment you open the Dentyne package, you get that delicious, spicy aroma. It’s a superior chewing gum in every way! You’ll appreciate, too, its smart flat shape that fits so neatly into pocket or handbag — an exclusive feature with Dentyne.

Keeps teeth white — mouth healthy
If you are planning a motor trip, or a sojourn at the beach, be sure to take two or three packages of Linit with you for the Linit Beauty Bath instantly soothes a roughened or sunburned skin.

...AS A MOONLIT POOL

When you come in tired, dusty or sunburned—relax in a tepid bath with Linit dissolved in the water. The delightful effect is instant—almost magical. Fatigue is forgotten. The rough touch of the wind and burn of the sun is layered by the soothing effect of this refreshing bath. After the Linit bath, your skin feels soft and smooth and there is no damp, sticky feeling to your body. Why not try the Linit Beauty Bath before retiring tonight? Notice what soothing relaxation it affords your entire body. LINIT is sold by your grocer.

Ida Lupino's Weird Love Story

(Continued from page 56)

It took courage of a high order, I think, when Paramount approached Ida about making pictures in Hollywood, for her to take Johnny's hand and say, "So long, Sweet." But behind her were the four hundred and fifty years of actors and actresses and the traditions of a trouper deeply entrenched in her blood to give her this kind of courage. And so she sailed away.

Ida's and Johnny's letters and cables formed an endless chain back and forth across the ocean and the continent which separated them. And when the utter loneliness lovers can know would sweep over them there were trans-oceanic and trans-continental telephone calls.

Like two children they waited, counting the weeks and the months until Ida should have the long holiday she had stipulated she must have between certain pictures. So she could rush back to England as fast as trains and planes and ships would carry her. Weeks beforehand she wrote Johnny she would be coming on such and such a date. And he cabled back, "Loops, will meet you at the boat. So happy you're coming. Love, Johnny." She carried that cable around in her bag. And when she changed her bag she transferred it along with her lipstick and her powder and her cigarettes. It was still in her bag, as a matter of fact, when she docked at Southampton and her blue eyes went searching among those waiting on the wharf. And joy waited in her throat to speed her cry of "Hello, Johnny!" over all the confused noises of a great ship docking.

But I'm getting ahead of my story. About a week before Ida sailed for England, while she was working on the last...
scenes of "Paris In Spring," she came home from the studios with her face streaked with tears. She was so filled with nameless fears that she urged her mother to telephone her father, make sure he was all right. It was her father she thought of first for the bond between them is strong and always both know when the other is ill or in any trouble.

Relieved when her father was completely reassuring, Ida went to bed and to sleep. However, several hours later her mother heard her moving about and went in. She found Ida sitting up, her eyes shining. She was all too evident that he was on her mind all the time and that she was miserably lonely with him.

"Myself," says Ida, "retained only the foggiest sort of memory of that night when morning came. I remembered I'd been unhappy and that Johnny had been in my dreams. Nothing more."

However Ida does admit when her ship docked at Southampton and Johnny wasn't on the pier that for a minute she turned sick and lonely and apprehensive. Then quickly she thought "Johnny would be late, bless him!" She told herself he would be waiting at the customs under the big L where they would carry her baggage. But the one she sought was not among them.

Much of Ida's time in England after that she spent with her father. The night before she left she and her father spent alone. They sat before the fire in his library where they had shared many confidences and many troubles over many years.

"Whatever psychic quality I have," Ida says, "I inherit from my father. If you write a question on a piece of paper, crumple it and lay it before his pencil, he will write the answer. He has done this for many people and there's no one among them who questions his power. That last night I was in England I asked him what pattern life would take when I got back to America."

"He wrote on the yellow pad before him that by being away I had missed much confusion but that still more lay ahead. He urged me not to go on a party in a horse-drawn vehicle since to do so meant I'd likely be involved in a murder. He said I would go away from my own studios to make one picture and that another picture in which I would be cast I wouldn't make."

Since Ida has been back in Hollywood and thrown herself into her work in an effort to assuage the loneliness and hurt Johnny's death has left with her, every prediction her father made has come true. By being away she did escape confusion. And there was more confusion waiting. She was invited for a straw-ride on which she didn't go. On that ride a woman was hit over the head with a ginger ale bottle and seriously injured. It seems entirely reasonable to believe that had Ida been along and the seating arrangements different and this woman struck from a different angle she might have been killed. It helps a studio to make a picture for Walter Wanger and here more recently she was cast to play with Harold Lloyd in "The Milky Way" and after production started she was replaced.

However, the important part of this story now is that Loops is carrying on bravely. Valiantly. But there were times during the filming of "Peter Ibbetson" when it was tragic to see her, to find such sadness in a face so very young. "Don't," tender-hearted Gary Cooper used to say to her, "Don't look so sad!" Whereupon Ida always would smile, even if it was only a little smile. For after all Johnny had left word that she must carry on. And ever since she and Johnny met when they were fourteen his word has been her law.
Thought she was safe but her mouth washed failed!

Don't depend on mouth washes that merely mask mouth odors.

Romance is a delicate thing. Don't take chances on mouth washes that merely hide mouth odors for a matter of minutes—then fail you! Zonite is the only well known personal antiseptic that actually neutralizes even onion odor—killing it FOR GOOD!

Zonite TASTES like the real antiseptic it is. But its taste and odor vanish in a few minutes, leaving the mouth delightfully refreshed. Get a bottle today and prove these remarkable results yourself. Harmless to tissues. See directions.

NOW we shall have to go back to the Saturday that Joan completed her duties in "13 Hours By Air." That day Joan was a very busy girl. Between scenes when the camera was being set up for different shots she would disappear. Mitch Leisen, the director, was mystified. So was Fred MacMurray, Joan's pilot, who had been struggling for some weeks to keep his blonde passenger in on time. Everyone was mystified. Where was Joanie? She had always been on the set during the frequent lulls between shots. She had always played a major role in the nonsense that keeps things lively on any stage where Mitch is generalissimo. That day she was among the missing. They finally tracked her down and discovered all.

Joan was hiding in her portable dressing room being a business woman between shots. She knew that she was to have a week before the start of "Big Brown Eyes" and she was doing some figuring. Her own big blue eyes were serious behind her glasses. She chewed thoughtfully on the end of a pencil as she stared at the business-like notebook before her. She was listing the things that she had to do. She would not wait until the next day, by this time I was beginning to feel somewhat dizzy. This "design for living" was too perfect, too regularized. That is characteristic of the busy Bennett that other minute imperfection. Noting the smartness of General Joan's attire, it occurred to me to hunt it down under the heading of clothes.

"Clothes?" she repeated. She paused. There were some sixty of them. It is characteristic of the busy Bennett that she would not wait until the next day, Sunday, to plot her campaign. Sundays are devoted to the children, "Ditty" and Melinda. And Monday she must set out bright and early. She bought gas five gallon cans, never more than a one gallon quantity from a nearby service station. She not only gets it cheaper from the necessity of any worry concerning her home. It is never necessary, either, for the maids to worry about what they should do next. Joan, in the role of seneschal of the mansion where she and husband Gene Markey live, has some cute tricks for economizing. In the realm of canned goods and staples, for example. These she buys in large quantities at wholesale prices to cut the household budget.

Then there's gasoline for two large cars. You and I buy our gas five gallons here, eight there. The eye is always on the needle. We spend time worrying about the possibility of running out of gas at some inopportune moment when we may not have cash along. The canny Bennett never has that worry. If she thinks about it all, it is pleasantly. For she has found the economical answer to that one. She buys gas in five hundred gallon quantities from a nearby service station. She not only gets it cheaper but also insures herself against a sudden rise in price. In anyone's financial scheme in Hollywood that is quite an item. Distances are great. Every trip that you stray from your front door you go at least ten miles!

At this time I was beginning to feel somewhat dizzy. This "design for living" was too perfect, too regularized. Somewhere in this methodical pattern there must be a dropped stitch or some other inopportune moment when we may not have cash along. The canny Bennett never has that worry. If she thinks about it all, it is pleasantly. For she has found the economical answer to that one. She buys gas in five hundred gallon quantities from a nearby service station. She not only gets it cheaper but also insures herself against a sudden rise in price. In anyone's financial scheme in Hollywood that is quite an item. Distances are great. Every trip that you stray from your front door you go at least ten miles!
the clothes situation.

"Clothes are really a business asset in Hollywood. So much depends on the appearance. Consequently when I set out on a shopping tour I go about it exactly as a business man might if he were buying new machinery for his factory. He wouldn’t buy unsubstantial stuff simply because it was good looking. Well, neither would I.

"In the first place, cheap clothes are not an economy. They never last and they’re usually out of style before you can say Hattie Carnegie! No, cheap clothes pay no dividends.

"I found the solution to my own clothes problem in the tailored suit. It is well made and cut from good material it will serve one faithfully for several years. In fact, it’s likely to wear you out before you wear it out! But it’s always smart. Like the cannibal chief’s silk hat, it’s good for any occasion. And when it’s combined with different sweaters and blouses it can always be made to appear like a new costume.

"As to evening gowns, I’d rather buy one good one than spend the same amount for three cheap ones. Even though the cheap gowns may be just as smart, it’s more practical to have the one expensive costume. In any case I never wear a dress on snap judgment. I always consider it carefully, perhaps for two or three days. When do buy it I am sure that it’s the one I want."

AFTER some mental arithmetic I arrived at the conclusion that I had caught the efficient Joan in her one impracticability. Being an actress and having social obligations, I thought, she must need a number of evening gowns each season. If she can get the same number of smart ensembles for half the money—well, the conclusion seemed obvious. I said so.

La Bennett not only smiled, she laughed. One of those gusty, hoarse Joan Bennett laughs. In it I detected a certain tolerance for all that may be obtuse in the practical male. "But you see," she explained, "I don’t throw my evening gowns away at the end of a season. I put them away, in a closet reserved for that purpose. Usually I find that they come back in style two or three years later and I can wear them again without even having them altered. To alter anything, I think, is a waste of money. If they were cheap dresses, however, I couldn’t do that. The material would have rotted or they would have fallen out of shape."

There was nothing left for me but to worry why she hadn’t been elected president. Think of the senators and jurists she could hang up in special closets! But they might rot! Certainly they would fall out of shape. Unraveling myself from these extravagant fancies, another question occurred to me. A few minutes of easy alliteration determined so I asked quickly, "What is the reason for all this inefficiency? Why all this practicality?"

Her answer was prompt. Yet it was prefaced by the Joan Bennett brand of humor that furnishes such an adequate disguise for her efficient spirit. "At the risk of sounding like someone who has just won a prize fight or swum the Channel, I’ll tell you. I do it for the children.
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“I am an actress. As I said, Hollywood is a moody goddess. There is always the possibility that I may be washed up tomorrow. I’m doing everything I can to insure myself and the children against that tomorrow. I want them to have every possible advantage. They must be educated. At the moment, of course, Melinda is just learning to talk. Ditty is getting her education at the public school. I sent her to a private school for two years but she didn’t seem to learn anything. I decided to try the public school and discovered that she had learned as much there in a week as she had learned in two years at the private institution! You’re probably thinking that I have a husband who is a successful writer. Possibly, that I’m silly to work so hard to be practical. Well, the chances are that Gene can go on being a successful writer indefinitely—so long as he has a pencil, a sheet of paper and an idea. On the other hand both of us have known writers who have suddenly found that they had no one to write for. We’re taking no chances.”

With that she glanced at her watch. “Now I really must go. Baby doctors can’t be kept waiting—they simply don’t wait. It seems that they aren’t going to get their storks!” Before I knew what had happened she had breathed a polite goodbye and had vanished.

I finally found our waiter and asked for the check. He looked blank. After the question had time to percolate he looked at me again and he assured me that the check had been arranged for that morning. He did not add, “By the practical Miss Bennett,” I did.
decided that I had been an illusion-blinded fool. With interest in my work becoming more important, I began to less emotional about my own personal life. I re-

alized that life is practical and that I had been trying to make it romantic and ideal-

istic. I had been living my high school theories instead of practicing common sense. I know, that I think, that girls reared in sheltered homes and boarding schools are given the wrong ideas about love and life. They are taught that love is a per-

fect and complete thing. It takes a few good jolts and heartbreaks to make them realize that love is as practical and filled with faults as every other phase of living.

“I've had my jolts, plenty of them, dur-

ing these last six years, and we've finally opened my eyes to the realization that all that I hoped and promised in the world cannot make perfection out of imperfection and that the only way to be happy is to accept things as they are. After all, love would probably be pretty dull if it were perfect and faultless.

I STILL believe in the inherent honesty and goodness of everyone, but I'm no longer disappointed or hurt when that good-

ness fails to appear. I used to expect too much of people. Now I realize that you can receive from others only as much as they are willing to give. As soon as I realized that and stopped demanding the impossible of the people I love, I began to be happy. That personal happiness and my new self-confidence and interest in my work have made life look entirely different to me.

When John Farrow, the man whom she has always loved, returned to Hollywood, he found a new Maureen. They took up their romance where it had stopped. But it became serene and happy, instead of turbulent and restless. They went to-

gether to Ireland to visit Maureen's fam-

ily. Johnny's diamond blazes on Maureen's finger. There are many rumors about them, rumors that they are secretly married and that they will be married soon. But it doesn't matter whether they are married or not. Maureen is happy. She has found herself and the real meaning of love.

Meanwhile, Maureen goes steadily along with that important business of acting, proud to be a part of the great business of furnishing entertainment to millions of people all over the world. After the role of the woman so much in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" came her delightful per-

formance as Dickens' most beloved hero-

ine, lovely, flighty little Dora, in "David Barrymore, and right now she's hard at work on another M-G-M film with this grand old actor, to be called "The Witch of Timbuctoo." Incidentally, the young man who played David to her Dora—

Frank Lawton—will also play opposite her in this production.

That is the end of the story of the six

unhappy years in the life of the little Irish girl who was born to love and to be

loved and who counted the world well lost for that love and for happiness. It is the beginning of a new story of a gal-

iant young woman who has finally made herself master of her own life and who has adjusted her Celtic idealism to a prac-

tical world.
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worked up to my part in "She Married Her Boss," which is my biggest and best picture so far, I think.

Some of the other pictures you may remember seeing me in have been: "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," "Jane Eyre," "Daddy Long Legs," "Keeper of the Bees" and "Emma" with Marie Dressler, which reminds me that I'd like to tell you why I loved Marie Dressler so much.

I was on the set of "Emma"—it was just before Christmas—and Miss Dressler asked me if I'd like to go Christmas or something else. I said that if it was all right with her I'd like a pair of shoes—we didn't have any money then except what I was earning and that was very little. And guess what? For Christmas she gave me five dollars to get the shoes, and a doll, besides!
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**PERHAPS you would like to hear how I got my part in "She Married Her Boss." The Central Casting office called me after I came home from school one day and told me to go right over to Codders for an interview. I went, but I didn't get it. I wanted so badly for Christmas or something else. I said that if it was all right with her I'd like a pair of shoes—we didn't have any money then except what I was earning and that was very little. And guess what? For Christmas she gave me five dollars to get the shoes, and a doll, besides!**

**Movie Mirror Jr.**

(Continued from page 6)

of all was my long-term contract from Columbia. All my pictures since then have been with them.

Since I finished "And So They Were Married," I've been having a lot of fun. Not long ago I gave a party for Mumsie. It was her birthday and she never had such a good time in all her life. It was a surprise party. My present to her was a beautiful new car. We've never had a car before, and I think I was a lot more thrilled about it than she was. It is green because that is Mumsie's favorite color.

I also had a birthday party of my own on May 20th, which was my tenth birthday. My guests were: Jack Moran, Julius Bertrand, who is Jackie Cooper's stand-in, Barbara Sharpe, Jackie Searle, Sybil Ja¬

- son, Marcia Mae Jones, Mickey Rooney, Billie Burrd and many other of us young¬

- ters whom you have seen on the screen.

- We played all kind of games at the party. It was a very sunny day, so some of the time we were in the garden playing hop-scotch and tag. We started to fish in the gold-fish pond in the yard, but Mumsie said she didn't have a fishing pole. We had ice cream and a great big birthday
day cake. I blew out all ten candles, which means that my wish should come true.

- I got an Ingo bike, the kind you jump up and down on, a charm bracelet and many games for presents. Mumsie gave me a complete new outfit and a new autog¬

- raph album. Jack Moran gave me a portable typewriter, because I had helped him so much in his first picture, he said. The first thing I wrote on the typewriter was a thank-you letter to Jackie.

- When I am working on a picture, I have school on the set between scenes. My teacher is Gertrude Vizard and she is young and very pretty. We study arith¬

- matics, spelling, English, history, French and art. I am best in spelling. I can spell long words like pronunciation, in¬

- dignant, scientific and incredible.

- WEN I am not making a picture, I go to school just like you do. I have to be there at 8:30 and get through at 12:00, and I take music lessons in the afternoon.

My ambition is to be an opera singer when I grow up, so I am learning to sing and to play the piano. If I don't become an opera singer or a piano player, I would like to be a nurse.

- Did you know that I am the youngest Red Cross nurse in the world? That happened when I was just a little girl. I was in Miami with Mumsie when they had the Pensacola storm and flood. We were mar¬

- red, and so Mumsie found a job as Red Cross nurse, so I didn't leave me with anybody so she took me with her, and at the hospital they made me the youngest Red Cross nurse in the world. That is why I would really like to be a nurse.

- I like most of the things I like to do when I'm not working is to play with my dolls. I have twelve of them. One of them was given to me by Marie Dressler, you re¬

- member. My favorite is Samantha, an old
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TWO GREAT TRUE STORY BROADCASTS

Two great True Story radio programs each week! Tune in the True Story Court of Human Relations every Friday night. Local radio columns give hour and nearest station. Good Will is now sponsored by True Story every exact time. Also the famous radio Court of Totions every Friday night, NBC coast to coast Red New York; WOR, Newark; CKLW, Detroit; Sunday night. WLW, Cincinnati; WMCA, network. See your local paper for nearest station.

Hear and enjoy both of these stirring programs.

P. S. Please write to me, Edith Fellows, in care of Betty Turner, MOVIE MIRROR JUNIOR, 7751 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California, and tell me what picture you enjoyed seeing most in. I will send an autographed photograph to the boy and girl who write the twenty-five best letters I get. Betty Turner and I will act as judges, and your letters must be mailed before July 5th. Letters will be judged upon the basis of clarity, logic and interest.

"Bye!"
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"Bye!"

POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL (20th Century-Fox). The latest Shirley Temple picture. Of course you'll see it.

BORN TO FIGHT (Cnr. Productions). If you are interested in boxing you will like this story of a run-away boy (Frankie Darro) who becomes a champion.

LET'S SING AGAIN (Principal Productions). Bobby Breen, whom you heard on the radio, as an orphan boy who joins a tent show and is helped by kindly Henry Annetta.

THE COUNTRY BEYOND (20th Century-Fox). Even if your parents don't approve of mysteries they will probably stay this one with Condon Mounted Police and dogs.

THREE ON THE TRAIL (Pomomount). Hopalong Cassidy, again, in one of the best films yet.

THE HARVESTER (Republic). Cora Sue Collins is in this pleasant farm story, helping along a romance in somber best style.

SHOWBOAT (Universal). Adventures of a group of players on a Mississippi River Showboat. Irene Dunne sings and there is grand blackface comedy.

SONS O' GUNS (Wormer Brothers). Joe E. Brown has never been funnier than in this story of a young man who went to war and become a hero by accident.


P. S. Please write to me, Edith Fellows, in care of Betty Turner, MOVIE MIRROR JUNIOR, 7751 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California, and tell me what picture you enjoyed seeing most in. I will send an autographed photograph to the boy and girl who write the twenty-five best letters I get. Betty Turner and I will act as judges, and your letters must be mailed before July 5th. Letters will be judged upon the basis of clarity, logic and interest.

"Bye!"
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C O M I N G !
TRUE STORY PICTURES

True Story is coming to the screen. Columbia Pictures have arranged to distribute a series of pictures based on the thrillingly dramatic true stories in True Story Magazine. By all means ask the manager of your favorite motion picture theater when he expects to see it.

COLUMBIA PICTURES

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

Size 8x10 inches or smaller if desired. Description for full length portrait should include exact pose, setting and subject, etc. All enlargements sent C.O.D. Send 50c for any size. See your local drug store or mail to us with order and we will send prints on approval. (See order blank for details.)

47c

SEND NO MONEY

Just mail photo or send a copy and we will send photo on approval. Any size. Any size is eligible. (See order blank for details.)

STANDARD ART STUDIOS

1404 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1546-H CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

This content is a mix of advertisements, local radio programs, and stories about movies. It mentions True Story Magazine and a series of pictures based on the thrillingly dramatic true stories in it. It also includes ads for Blue-Jay corn plaster and Elk's toothpaste. The text is a blend of different fonts and sizes, typical of a mid-20th-century newspaper layout.
that is exciting, that stirs the emotions of others.

"Brushing does it!" say famous beauty editors.

"Brushing urges the tiny blood vessels to deliver more blood to the scalp and skin. Cleanses pores completely. Strengthens sagging tissues.

"It is important to use the right brushes. Brushes with elastic, penetrating bristles which really work and last. The Propyl-tic name is your guarantee of bristle excellence. Look for it on hair brushes, complexion brushes, bath brushes, hand and nail brushes.

SEND FOR INSPIRING BOOK

Imagine a 300 page beauty book boiled down into 32 crisp and helpful pages. With 25 diagrammatic illustrations. Tells you exactly what to do and how to do it—for hair, skin, and figure. Merely clip this ad and send it with 5¢ in stamps to cover cost of mailing.


GRAY HAIR

Look 10 Years Younger

BRUSH AWAY

GRAVE HAIR

Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black. BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting—will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Easy to prove by tinning a lock of your own hair. BROWNATONE is only 5¢—at all drug and toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

How Hollywood Outsmarts the Underworld

(Continued from page 55)

raising tale. He said two vicious men wanted him to aid them in kidnapping the little Barthelmes boy. The manager took the youth right down to Malibu to Dick's house—where of course, he never should have been taken. By the time I was called, the youth had aroused so much sympathy he had been fed, given a bath, and a new suit of clothes.

"Personally, I was convinced that his story was a fake and we promptly took him out of the house to our office. We talked with him from eight o'clock Saturday evening to six o'clock Monday morning and allowed him to just tie himself into knots. Finally he broke down and told the truth. He was a young man from Texas, down on his luck, and out of his own imagination he had contrived this fantastic tale. We had him sent over for a mental examination which he came through all right, but we held him for a few days and, after scaring him thoroughly, let him go.

"This brings up another point which I always stress. In most extortion cases, you have no idea, at the beginning, whether they are legitimate kidnapping attempts or not. You will not take a chance in not investigating them.

"The Eddie Cantor extortion was a thoroughly planned attempt by experts who asked for five thousand dollars, and who gave specific instructions. The gang threatened the lives of Eddie and his five daughters unless he came through with the money at a certain time and place. Eddie went to the authorities. They gave him advice which he followed immediately: send the family East by the next train and submit to an armed police guard himself while he finished his picture. The instructions of the gang were followed to the letter but much to our chagrin the package of money was left unmoistened. I think Cantor's action scared them off.

"The Government investigation of the Mae West case was routine!

"The Thelma Todd letters were genuine but came from a crank.

"About the time of the Weyerhaeuser kidnapping, a psychopathic youth went to the Temple home and said he had a message for the parents. The message purported to prove that the same gang was going to make Shirley their next victim. The message purported that the same gang was going to make Shirley their next victim. He broke into guffaws of laughter. "Con-
**MOVIE MIRROR**

**Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher**

**Learn at Home**

by wonderful improved method. Simple A to Z.-it's a child can learn. Your lessons consist of real selections instead of tireless exercises. When you finish one of these delicious lessons, you're added to the roster of famous students. You read real notes, too—no "number" or trick music. Method is so thorough that every one of the 190,000 students are band and orchestra leaders.

**PLAY BY NOTE**

Piano, Organ, Violin, Cello, Mandolin, Banjo, 'cello, Trombone, Flute, Clarinet, Piccolo, Saxophone, Ukulele, Guitar, Voice and Composition, Drums and Tuba, Banjo (Flattop, steel, banjo tenor). Piano Accompanist, Italian and German Accordion, Trumpet.

**Corns REMOVED with CASTOR OIL**

Say goodbye to painful corns and clumsy corn-pads. A new corn killer! NOXACORN takes all corns out of your life in 10-30 days, pain in 80 seconds. Drives up the pedicled corn, even with the HIGHEST LIFT. Approved by Good Housekeeping. Easy directions on label. NOXACORN removes any corn callus, callous, callus. NOXACORN fails to remove any corn or callus. Liggett, Walgreen, Owl, Peoples, Crown and most other druggists.

**REMOVING FRECKLES While You Sleep**

Here's a new way to fade out freckles quickly and gently while you sleep. Simply apply Nadinola Freckle Cream to your face. You are wonderful results usually in 5 to 10 days. Freckles disappear, your skin is cleared, freckled, becomes satin-smooth. Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous laboratory with over 36 years' experience in skin treatment. Only 6c at odd counters; 1¢ size at Ten Cent Stores. Or send a dime for trial package to NADINOLA, Box 144, Paris, Tenn.

**NADINOLA Freckle Cream**

Lessing Gus is it at again!" he said to his puzzled aides. "Why this man is a 'phony,' he's confessed to practically every crime on the statute books in one part of the country or another."

Then there was the woman who brought suit against Bill Hart in his palmy days as a cowboy king; claiming he was the father of her child. The case actually went to court, but it didn't stay long. The first thing that they asked the woman on the witness stand was the whereabouts of the Hart heir. When she replied, "Oh, it was a dream child!" the judge promptly threw the case out.

And those, my readers, are the real facts in the story of movie town's experiences with the underworld. It is fine to think that Hollywood and these same kidnapers who have menaced the citizens of other communities less powerful and rich, are yet officially unaccounted. I hope there never are any introductions. I hope they never do meet and that G-Man Joseph Dunn not only is right when he says Hollywood is well protected geographically, but that kidnappers bear it in mind and never try to jump any of our mountains and swim any of our oceans to grab a famous Hollywood star.

The Gay Story of Jack Oakie's Marriage

(Continued from page 29)

the wedding ring he placed on her finger. Even Jack cannot (or will not) explain that confusing discrepancy.

So much for the parties of the first and second part, Now back to the romance.

They first met on the crowded dance floor of the Trocadero, filmadora's swankiest night spot, about one year ago. A mutual friend introduced them and they danced together. Once. She thought him insufferably conceited; he found her as engaging as a wooden Indian. When they said good night neither expected to see the other again nor had any desire to.

The next afternoon the mutual friend was visiting Jack in his dressing room at the studio and called Venita on the phone.

"Let me talk to the woman," Jack interrupted and picked up the receiver.

"Hello, my proud and haughty beauty, and how are you today?" he asked.

You know how he said it; you have heard him use the same tone and line to other again nor had any desire to.
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The liver should pour out two pounds of bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't flowing freely and make you feel "up and up." It takes those good, old Carter's Little sunk and the world looks punk.

WITHOUT CALOMEL

WAKE UP YOUR
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile co
25c at all drug stores. ©

Wigder Nail Files are specially Triple Cut with even,
but really beautiful and poised to the finger tips, to
Hands can be slender, idle, active or relaxed . . .

BE A SUCCESS!

To relieve soreness—hasten healing—help
prevent infection—apply at once, mild, reliable
Resinol
Sample free. Resinol, Dept.8F, Balto. Md.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE—
WITHOUT CALOMEL—
And You'll Jump out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays in the bowels. Gas boils up your stomach. You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the case. It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c at all drug stores.

Venita agreed to come—for a minute. She stayed—for the rest of the afternoon and when she left it was to change into an evening dress and Jack and Jack were going dining and dancing.

"Well, after that Mrs. O'Field's little boy
was sunk. Love had come to Oakie," Jack now says.

And Venita? "Well, the boys didn't come around any more. She told 'em it wasn't any use. Oakie had the situation in hand." Jack tells you that now, too.

Things went on like that for several months. Dining, dancing, playing together. But all the time no mention of marriage.

Other things were talked about, though. Things like Oakie going into business and throwing money away as fast as he earned it. She approved of neither and did not hesitate to tell him so in words of unmistakable meaning. Ere long the night spots began to see him less and less frequently and he found himself on the water wagon and liking it, much to his consternation.

"SHE'S cutting him down in his prime!" moaned the playboys and playgirls for whom he had been playing Santa Claus with the open pocketbook. "It's a shame." resolved Jack. "He's in love. It shows in his head," said others who were genuinely fond of him. "It's swell."

Still no mention of marriage. Reformed or not, Jack wanted no part of matrimony. Then he was called to New York to do a play on the radio and was gone for ten days. Doggedone if he did not discover he was missing his little Pigeon. Doggedone if something inside him did not make telephone her every night.

That settled it. He knew his number was up. Ten days after his return, he proposed to Venita.

"Look, Pigeon," he said. "I've got a vacation coming pretty soon. Right after I finish 'Florida Special.' Whaddaya say we get married?"

That is as he says he is. I am not sure. I have a good hunch he whispered all the little things a girl wants to hear, just the way she wants to hear them.

Venita said yes and they were married a few weeks later.

What a wedding it was! The main ring of a three-ring circus would have been uneventful by comparison. As far as I can see, the only wholly normal thing about it was the fact that Venita wore orchids on her dark tailored suit and that Jack chose to appear sartorially correct, for one of the few times in his life, in a blue suit and a white shirt.

To begin with, they were married after their honeymoon journey was begun. That is, their honeymoon destination was Florida and they were not married until the train or in a church with wedding veils and other trimmings.

Venita smiled, Jack beamed expansively and kissed all the pretty girls, the crowd cheered. Then the train pulled out.

It all sounds hectic and a little mad. It was, in a sense. Sort of a free public picnic. But in another sense it was only an example of Jack's good nature.

"She undersood I was just helping the boys out," he explained. "And we loved each other so much it didn't make any difference to us if we were married on a train or in a church with wedding veils and other trimmings."

On to Florida and New York they went for three glorious weeks. Then back to Hollywood and work—and home. That home is a modest five room duplex (the upper half) in Beverly Hills. Venita chose it before they left and her mother and Jack's mother were present. The crack train, their honeymon journey was begun. That is what he undersood I was just helping the boys out," he explained. "And we loved each other so much it didn't make any difference to us if we were married on a train or in a church with wedding veils and other trimmings."

"She undersood I was just helping the boys out," he explained. "And we loved each other so much it didn't make any difference to us if we were married on a train or in a church with wedding veils and other trimmings."

Gone completely, for instance, is his former notion that no twenty-four hours could be complete without a round of the night clubs that always wound up with his saying "You know where to send the bill" and the proprietors knowing only too well. He and Venita go dancing and night-clubbing on occasions now, of course; they are not hermits or anything like it. But on most nights you will find them at home, playing a hot game of rummy at a dollar.

Other nights Venita clips and pastes away on his scrap books while he reads or studies his script for the next day's work. Venita took over this task after marriage.
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The Second Henry Fonda
(Continued from page 43)

"worker wanted." But when these were unproductive and all the theatrical manager's offices had been covered he went out of the house anyhow, just so that he wouldn't lose the habit, just to breathe the air with other people. "Other people" were those who were not starving.

One day, toward the last of the rice had been eaten, he went into an art gallery. "Soul food," he thought ironically.

As he wandered from picture to picture he heard chattering and buzzing in another room and followed the sound. There, spread out before him, was a table more beautiful than any of the paintings exhibited. It seemed, to Henry, miles in length and almost unable to support the food upon it. Sandwiches of all varieties. Enormous roast hams. Huge turkeys. Lobster. Caviar.

Sitting in smoking near the table were well dressed, smiling women and men with tea cups in their hands.

"Surely," thought Fonda, "when I go into that room I will be asked to leave. This is the opening of some special exhibit. It is an invitational affair. This is not for me."

For three days Henry had had nothing but water. He was impelled to go into that magic room. Casually he strolled from picture to picture but out of the tail of his eye he watched the table, afraid that it might vanish like the tables in his hunger dreams.

No one stopped him. No one paid any attention to him at all. It would be so easy, he thought, to join the group, accept a cup of steaming hot tea and reach out to the table for one of the hundred sandwiches. He could actually feel his arm making the gesture. But suppose, as he did so, a voice would say, "What for?" He made a game of hunger, of disappointment. Yet isn't there a difference between his self respect. If he were caught stealing, if his arm making the gesture. But suppose, as he did so, a voice would say, "What for?" He made a game of hunger, of disappointment. Yet isn't there a difference between his self respect. If he were caught stealing, if he were asked to get out his self respect would vanish.

So he walked around the room, looked at all the pictures and left the gallery without touching one smallest sandwich of that lavish spread.

Out on the street with the temptation behind him, a temptation no one in that room had realized, he felt a curious exaltation. He had won a battle with himself. And there is no greater triumph.

Yet isn't there a difference between making a game of failure and playing the game? Henry Fonda was simply playing the game as best he knew how.

He continued to play it when, toward Easter, he answered an ad from a florist shop. They wanted extra men for the holiday rush.
BECAUSE OF HIS OLIVE OIL BABY POWDER!


OTHER, prickly heat and diaper rash

Fineness and white, clear look of youth. And, because Z.B.T. is the only baby powder

that yields quickly to the soothing, cool-cream, acts a scientific

method of testing future employees. He spent the half hour in the shop trying to remember the names of flowers.

Eight men were hired. The other seven had (or said they had) experience. They received twenty-five dollars. Fonda was given thirty-five. And to this day he has no idea why.

Young Looking Skin

Finds Way To Have Young Looking Skin at 35!

SMART, modern women no longer submit to the tragedy of "old skin" just because they are 30, 35, 40! A wonderful new creme, applied at night like cold cream, acts a scientific

way to free the skin of that veil of semi-visible darkening particles which ordinary creams cannot remove after a certain age. So gentle and quick—often only 5 days in time enough to bring out a glorious rose petal softness and freshness. And, the way it eliminates common surface blemishes—ugly pimples, blackheads, freckles—is a revelation! Ask for this creme—Golden Peacock Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores.

Fonda stood in that long line while an assistant to the big boss questioned each of the men who had applied. Henry heard the others say they had had experience. Very easily he might mention some florist shop in Omaha. Who would be the wiser?

But when the questioner came to him the same inner integrity that had stayed his hand from taking the sandwich at the art gallery, impelled him to answer, "I never sold a flower in my life."

The assistant stopped short. "Come with me," he said.

And Henry, bewildered and terrified, discovered himself seated in the office of the big boss, explaining that he had been an actor, that times were tough and that he wanted to learn the florist business.

"Walk around the shop and come back in half an hour," the boss said.

Fonda had read enough success stories to know that bosses, at least in the stories, have their little vagaries, their arch methods of testing future employees. He spent the half hour in the shop trying to remember the names of flowers.

When he returned the boss said, "What do you think of the shop?"

"It's swell," Fonda answered.

The florist beamed. "Will twenty-five dollars for the week be okay?"

Fonda, starving, hesitated. "I'm afraid I couldn't get by on that. I know you don't pay salaries commensurate with the theater, but I could manage, I think, on thirty-five."

Eight men were hired. The other seven had (or said they had) experience.

They received twenty-five dollars. Fonda was given thirty-five. And to this day he has no idea why.

That money tided him over until summer and a job in stock. But more years of disappointment were to come. When his marriage to Margaret Sullivan had failed—and this Fonda dismisses by saying, "After a year we just stopped being married"—he took various apartments with various struggling actors like himself.
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"Love Apple," for no good reason, and regarded as a deadly poison, equally for good reason. But now we know tomato juice is a valued aide of the doctor in combating certain diseases and a valued ingredient to the sophisticated cook.

I really feel a little impertinent, giving you ways to use fruit juices, because of course you already know dozens of delicious recipes. But if I've been rash to urge your enthusiasm to go right out and stock your shelves with fruit juices, and plan to use more and more of them in your cooking, I'll be that pleased! Because it will mean health and pleasure to you and your family. Not just now, when the spring call is the splendid call for cooling drinks and dainty ices, but all the year round, remember to remember fruit juices!

This is my favorite meat loaf, made with tomato juice, which I thought you might like to try:

**TOMATO MEAT LOAF**

1 lb. beef
1/4 lb. veal
1/4 lb. fresh or salt pork
1 cup bread crumbs
1 beaten egg
1/2 cup tomato juice
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. pepper

good dash of cayenne
4 bay leaves
2 tbls. minced onion
2 or more tbls. minced parsley

Have your butcher put the beef, veal and pork through the grinder twice. Combine the ingredients (saving the tomato juice to the last) using more salt if you use fresh pork. Then work in the tomato juice using a little more if you need it to make a soft, but not a wet loaf. Butcher a flat tin and spread the mixture about two inches thick. Bake in a moderate oven (350 degrees F.) for at least an hour, or until the loaf shrinks from the sides and is cooked through. Serve hot or cold.

And here’s a particularly delicious fruit juice cocktail.

Mix two cups pineapple juice, one cup peach juice, one-half cup orange juice and two tablespoons lemon juice. Pour into tall glasses one-fourth filled with crushed ice, and serve with a cherry and two straws.

This way of cooking pears may be new to you. If it is, you'll be delighted at discovering it.

**ORANGE BAKED Pears**

Peel, quarter and core two pounds of rather small cooking pears. Arrange them in a baking dish, and pour over them one (or more) cups of unstrained orange juice. Sprinkle on 1/2 cup brown sugar. Let cook till tender in a hot oven (400 degrees F.) basting occasionally. When done, turn off the heat, but let the pears stay in the oven till cool, and then chill. Serve cold in their own juice, or drain and use in lemon-flavored gelatine.

Everyday things are used in all properties of hot lemonade in warding off a cold, but did you know that you should pour the hot water over the juice, and never boil the juice? And try using honey to sweeten it!

I want you to have more fruit juice
RAW_TEXT_START

**WANTED—VERY SHORT TRUE ROMANCES**

**$10,000—IN BIG CASH PRIZES!**

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC., are in the market for very short true stories. By "very short" we mean stories of from 2500 to 4500 words. For the fifty-three best true stories falling within these limits, and submitted before July 1st, 1936, $10,000 will be paid in amounts ranging from $100 up to the magnificent grand prize of $1500. The group of $1500 is awarded to any individual. There is no limit to the number we may purchase. It is the story that counts, not literary craftsmanship. If your story has the romantic, human quality we seek it will receive preference over tales of lesser merit no matter how beautifully or skillfully written they may be. Judging upon this basis the person submitting the best story will be awarded the $1500 first prize, the person submitting the next best will be awarded the $1000 second prize, etc.

In addition every story entered in this contest is eligible for purchase at our liberal regular rates so, even if your manuscript does not receive a prize, it will be purchased at our regular rate and this will in no way affect the judges in their decision. The decisions of the judges on all manuscripts will be final, there being no appeal from their decision. A check for whatever balance is due will be mailed. All stories must be written in the first person as it is lived so surely you are justified in describing fully and frankly any situation that has really happened. In submitting manuscripts in this contest please always disguise the names of the persons and places appearing in your stories. These changes in no way reduce the fundamental truth of the stories and they save the feelings of many persons who object to being mentioned in an identifiable manner.

With the exception of an explanatory letter which we always welcome, do not enclose any other material of any kind except return postage. As soon as you have finished your manuscript send it in. By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last minute rush which we always welcome, do not hold ourselves responsible for such return. Enclose a check for whatever balance is due or pick up your share at our regular rates. By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last minute rush. The decisions of the judges on all manuscripts will be final, there being no appeal from their decision. A check for whatever balance is due will be mailed.

**PRIZE SCHEDULE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prize</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Prize</td>
<td>$1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Prize</td>
<td>$1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Prize, 2 at $500</td>
<td>$1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Prize, 4 at $250</td>
<td>$1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth Prize, 10 at $200</td>
<td>$2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth Prize, 35 at $100</td>
<td>$3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, 53 Prizes</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONTEST RULES**

All stories must be written in the first person as it is lived so surely you are justified in describing fully and frankly any situation that has really happened. In submitting manuscripts in this contest please always disguise the names of the persons and places appearing in your stories. These changes in no way reduce the fundamental truth of the stories and they save the feelings of many persons who object to being mentioned in an identifiable manner.

With the exception of an explanatory letter which we always welcome, do not enclose any other material of any kind except return postage. As soon as you have finished your manuscript send it in. By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last minute rush which we always welcome, do not hold ourselves responsible for such return. Enclose a check for whatever balance is due or pick up your share at our regular rates. By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last minute rush. The decisions of the judges on all manuscripts will be final, there being no appeal from their decision. A check for whatever balance is due will be mailed.

**PRINT YOUR FULL NAME (or nom de plume) and ADDRESS ON UPPER RIGHT-HAND CORNER OF FIRST PAGE AND UPON ENVELOPE and sign your full name (or nom de plume) and LEGAL address in your own handwriting at foot of the last page of your manuscript.**

Every possible effort will be made to return un-available manuscripts, if first-class postage is enclosed in same container with manuscript, but we do not hold ourselves responsible for such return and we advise contestants to retain a copy of stories. No correspondence can be entered into concerning manuscripts once they have been submitted or after they have been rejected. Unavailable stories will be returned as soon as rejected irrespective of closing date of contest. This contest is open to everyone everywhere in the world, except employees and former employees of Macfadden Publications, Inc., and members of their families.

If a story is selected by the editors for immediate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular rate and this will in no way affect the judges in their decision. If your story is awarded a prize a check for whatever balance due will be mailed. The decisions of the judges on all manuscripts will be final, there being no appeal from their decision. Under no condition submit any story that has ever before been published in any form. Submit your manuscript to us direct. Due to the intimate nature of these stories, we prefer to have our contestants communicate direct to us and not through an intermediary. This contest ends at midnight, Tuesday, June 30 1936. Address your manuscripts to Macfadden Publications SHORT ROMANCE Contest, Dept. 26C, P.O. Box 490, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y.

**MOVIE MIRROR**

**What I Think Life Is**

(Continued from page 58)

such a system as governs the tides and the seasons. I believe that if we calculate our place in the system we are likely to be all right.

"When I was four," Rochelle said, "I had stage ambitions. I was compelled to confine my public appearances to clubs and school assemblies because my native state of Oklahoma bars minors from appearing on the legitimate stage. And so I left Oklahoma. I left without regret. I'm telling you this because I always expect to do something. If I find obstacles I shall try to jump over them or knock them down. If I fall down and bump my knees I'll get up and put liniment on them. And take the hurdle again."

I have absolutely no sentimentality. I do not believe that life has any. Nature is ruthless and impersonal and nature, after all, is life. It is a hand to hand fight and, as in war, the better armed we are the better chance we have.

"You ask me whether fame thrills me," said this child, the shining savour of new fame still fruity on her lips. "No. Not at all. For fame to me simply represents work done. I seldom go to my own previews. I've never taken the trouble to look at the theaters where my name appears in lights. Not even the first time, for all of this stands for work done and in my future the past has no part."

"Love?" I said, rather feebly.

"Love," said Rochelle, reasonably, "is companionship or it is nothing. Romantic love is a fever. You're running a temperature when you're in the throes of romance. I know. I thought I was in love, just once. I became engaged. In a short time I was well again, the fever had subsided and I was normal. I believe that romance has little or nothing to do with the actual business of Life. And will have less to do as time, our time, goes on. No, I have no dream of love.

"I do expect marriage. And I expect marriage to be companionship. I believe that life might be unbearable lonely without close companionship. I have had that with my mother and I know how dreary life might be without it. I want that kind of companionship with the man I marry. I hope and expect that he will be, my future husband, several years older than I. I hope that he will be wiser than I, able to teach me things. He will have to be a man I can respect and admire. Friendship, the sharing of mutual interests and experiences—that is what I expect of marriage."

"I do not want children. Therefore, I do not expect to have any. The maternal instinct is simply not in me."
What I Know Life Is

(Continued from page 59)

to what little Rochelle thinks. I remember the first play I was ever in, a melodrama called 'Hoop of Gold.' I left the stage to a thunder of applause. I was hurried back to the footlights to take my first bow. And do you suppose that I thought, then, that I had done a 'good piece of work'? Why, I wasn't thinking, I was feeling. I was all feeling! I was warm and electric and flushed with the joy of it.

"No past in life? Ah, but there is. And I've warmed my hands at the fire of memory many and many's the time. I wouldn't forget the faces of all the audiences I've played to for all the money in the world.

"I've, always dreamed," May Robson said, "I dreamed of myself as an actress. The tumult of applause sounded in my imagination long before I ever heard it.

"Love? Love is the coming together of two people, the man and the woman, and they come together, not for any calculated reason, but because the urge of creation is upon them.

"Marriage is the house in which that creative urge takes root and grows. And if we work at it and build the walls firmly and warmly and sheltering and sound, I found it so. I loved my home. I loved the things we bought together, my husband and I. Things are living when love has given them life.

"And then," said Muzzie May, "there are babies... yes, there are babies and of it all, I should say that motherhood is the deepest, the most profound, the most important, the best. I shall never forget, while I live, the thrill I felt when I first held my little son in my arms. I know that has been said before, sentimentally, even maudlinly. But it's been said so often because it's true.

"No, no, life is not a 'battlefield' upon which only the fittest survive. That may sound terribly true but it is only seeming, not fact. Life is a strong house in which we all live and work and love. If we work at it, we all do, and of it all, I should say that motherhood is the deepest, the most profound, the most important, the best. It's been said so often because it's true.

"Perhaps I have not given you an in..."
Lilly Dache, one of America's foremost hat designers, creates this utterly charming daytime hat of soft blue toyo straw — with a perky oriental yellowbird set on the crown directly off center. Its striking, swooping, narrow accordian brim is a sure challenge to adventure. Says Mme. Dache: "The shallow sailor crown lifts the hat off the eyes, and to achieve real chic it is important of course to reveal the eyes at their best — in eye makeup as well as hat design.

MODERN Eye Make-up IS AS NECESSARY TO Chic AS THE SMARTEST Hat

CHIC! — elusive, magnetic quality — sweep of long lovely lashes! This most compelling of all feminine charms can be yours instantly, easily, with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids. Don't deny your eyes their marvelous powers—darken your lashes into long luxuriant fringe with Maybelline Mascara—the modern, non-smarting, tearproof mascara preferred by more than ten million fastidious women throughout the world. Try it in either the famous Solid form or the new Cream form—lightly for the smoothest, most silken effects; or more heavily for a deep rich appearance. In Black, Brown and Blue.

Encased in a beautiful red and gold vanity, the modern Solid form Maybelline Mascara is priced at 75c at all leading toilet goods counters. Generous introductory sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids—including the new Cream form mascara—may be had at leading 10c stores. Try them today!

tellectual answer. I couldn't for the only things worth while are those of the heart.
"I know what young folks say when they wish to be especially commendatory. They say 'It's been simply swell!' Well that's what I say about Life. It has been, it still is, simply swell!"

I walked away from May Robson's dressing room—which once belonged to her good friend, Marie Dressier—wiser and, certainly, gladder. Confused a little, too, in the mesh of Relativity and Time. For where I had expected Youth to be dewy and dreamful and Age a bit faded and a touch cynical, I had found it completely reversed.

Movies of the Month

(Continued from page 23)

Three on the Trail (Paramount)

You'll See: William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison, Onslow Stevens, Muriel Evans, George Hayes, Claude King, William Duncan, Clara Kimball Young, others.

It's About: A hard-riding cowboy who sees a damsel in distress and goes galloping out to the rescue. Hopalong Cassidy is back again, offering to fans his same deliberate, friendly personality and his same stubborn courage. This epic is a little slower in movement than the others, but definitely more entertaining. It has all the ingredients of a good Western.

There's nothing extraordinary about gambler menace is sufficiently irritating. Love interest between Richmond and Frances Grant is well done and you'll enjoy Darro's fine work in the arena.

Your Reviewer Says: It's a well directed picture, and should please most.

✓ The Law in Her Hands (First National)

You'll See: Margaret Lindsay, Glenda Farrell, Warren Hull, Lyle Talbot, Dick Purcell, Eddie Acuff, Al Shean, others.

It's About: A woman lawyer who wants a year in which to prove she can make a success.

Saved from being weak by its good story, this pleasant little quickie won't bore you. Unless you're a stickler for realism, the improbable incidents are more amusing than otherwise.

Mary Wentworth and Dorothy Davis are a couple of women lawyers who lose their first case through trickery. Mary goes to the district attorney, for consolation; he offers marriage. "One year, just to satisfy myself," pleads Mary. Then she takes over the defense of a gangster and becomes famous as a shyster lawyer—but American morals are satisfied in the ending.

Margaret Lindsay and Glenda Farrell, as the two women, do a nice job. Basic interest lies in the clever twists Mary Wentworth uses to win her cases, and here satire is apparent. Warren Hull as the district attorney is all right, and Lyle Talbot makes an effective menace.

Your Reviewer Says: Not an exceptional picture but an entertaining one.

✓ Three on the Trail (Paramount)

You'll See: William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison, Onslow Stevens, Muriel Evans, George Hayes, Claude King, William Duncan, Clara Kimball Young, others.

It's About: A hard-riding cowboy who sees a damsel in distress and goes galloping out to the rescue. Hopalong Cassidy is back again, offering to fans his same deliberate, friendly personality and his same stubborn courage. This epic is a little slower in movement than the others, but definitely more entertaining. It has all the ingredients of a good Western.

There's nothing extraordinary about
the story, but you don’t seem to mind. Onslow Stevens, the new menace, is fine as the desperado who sneers at laws and holds up stage-coaches. When he captures Muriel Evans, the pretty little school teacher, Happy takes a hand—with a gun in her hand. You want to watch a long-man, through breath-taking scenery, and at the end there’s a bombing and the sweetest fire you ever saw.

Cast as a whole turns in a fine performance. William Boyd has really captured the Hopalong character, and George Hively is excellent. Your Reviewer Says: One of the better sage-brush dramas. If you enjoy Westerns at all, you’ll enjoy this.

✓ The First Baby (20th Century-Fox)
You’ll See: Johnny Downs, Shirley Deane, Jane Darwell, Dixie Dunbar, Marjorie Gateson, Gene Lockhart, Taylor Holmes. It’s About: The tribulations of a couple of newly married kids who have a baby and more than their share of in-law trouble. This is the pleasant, homey sort of picture in which everyone from brides to grandmothers will discover experiences she has seen or lived through in real life. It has tender moments and, quite naturally, a lot of chuckles too. One gentleman in the preview audience took it so seriously as to yell “Put up!” at the interfering mother-in-law.
Johnny Downs, a shipping clerk, marries Shirley Deane, an only child of doting parents. For divers reasons they go to live with her parents, dominating Marjorie Gateson and meek Taylor Holmes. His parents, Jane Darwell and Gene Lockhart, pursue the wise policy of hands off. Family friction finally reaches the point where Johnny leaves and Shirley refuses to accompany him to a home of their own. In desperation Johnny “kidnaps” his son for a day and the baby becomes seriously ill.
Your Reviewer Says: Not great but certainly enjoyable.

✓ The Harvester (Republic)
You’ll See: Alice Brady, Russell Hardie, Ann Rutherford, Frank Craven, Cora Sue Colliins, Emma Dunn, Eddie Nugent, Joyce Compton, others. It’s About: A boy who is wedded to the soil and two women who would like him to go with them. Gene Stratton-Porter’s folk tale of the Nineties comes to the screen as refreshing and simple fare. It makes no pretenses, but the cast works with sincerity; the results should be very appealing, especially to family audiences.
Story is incredibly hoary but helped by good dialogue and direction. It concerns a farmer lad sought after by two girls, one ruthless and scheming, one wistful and sweet. Joyce Compton is the temptress, amply abetted by a plot-hatching mother, Alice Brady; Ann Rutherford succeeds in looking old-fashioned enough as the heroine, and Russell Hardie makes a fine plowman.
Don’t expect to topple off your seats at this little drama, but it is wholesome and the smiles are natural, heart-warming ones.

Your Reviewer Says: Send your children to the matinee of this.

✓ The Ex-Mrs. Bradford (RKO)
You’ll See: William Powell, Jean Arthur, James Gleason, Eric Blore, Robert Armstrong, Lila Lee, Ralph Morgan, Grant Mitchell. It’s About: A series of murders revolving around the affair of a jockey which are solved by a doctor and his ex-wife, a writer of mystery thrillers.
You who loved “The Thin Man” will rejoice in this ultra smart and sophisticated comedy melodrama which teams lovely Jean Arthur and suave Bill Powell for the first time in a picture. It has the same fast tempo, the same delightful kind of dialogue and nonsensical ditties, and the same punch in plot.
Bill is a doctor who divorced Jean because she persisted in writing mystery tales and making him hunt for clues. She re-marries him only to collect back alimony. Then a jockey trained by one of Bill’s friends is murdered at the track and Jean blackjacks him into sleuthing action once more. In his clumsy attempts to solve the mystery she fumbles himself into a dangerous situation where his life is at stake.
Bill and Jean of course dominate the picture, but the supporting cast ably back them up with nicely drawn characterizations, notably among which are Robert Armstrong as a race track bookie and Jimmy Gleason as a police inspector.
Your Reviewer Says: Come one, come all, it’s swell fun.

Forgotten Faces (Paramount)
You’ll See: Herbert Marshall, Gertrude Michael, James Burke, Robert Cummings, Jane Rhodes, Robert Gleckler, Arthur Hohl, others. It’s About: A gambler who finds his wife with another man, shoots him, and then is very noble about everything for several reels.
Marked by a pace as inexorable as marching feet this melodrama has genuine suspense and what amounts to terror in spots, but the spots are rare. In between, Herbert Marshall gives a quite powerful performance and Gertrude Michael sneers heavily in her artificial role.
Story begins in 1919 when Mr. Marshall is a successful gambler with a penchant for betting on horses. He marries a lady, Miss Michael, and becomes a professional gambler. The husband discovers all, shoots to kill, and then is very noble about everything for several reels.

Beware of It Spreading
The gum that causes the disease is known as Thros Trichophyton. It burrows itself deep in the tissues of the skin and is very hard to kill. A festoon made shows it takes 20 minutes of boiling to kill the germ, so you can see why the ordinary remedies are unsuccessful.
H. F. was developed solely for the purpose of treating Athlete’s Foot. It is a liquid that penetrates and dries the affected parts. It peels off the tissue of the skin where the germ breeds.

Here’s How to Treat It
As soon as you apply H. F., you will find that the itching is immediately relieved. You should paint the infected area with H. F. twice a day until the skin is totally healed. Usually this takes from three to ten days, although in severe cases it may take much longer. In such cases H. F. will leave the skin soft and smooth. You will marvel at the quick way it brings you relief, especially if you are one of those who have tried for years to get rid of Athlete’s Foot without success.

Itching Stops Immediately
As soon as you apply H. F., you will find that the itching is immediately relieved. You should paint the infected area with H. F. twice a day until the skin is totally healed. Usually this takes from three to ten days, although in severe cases it may take much longer. In such cases H. F. will leave the skin soft and smooth. You will marvel at the quick way it brings you relief, especially if you are one of those who have tried for years to get rid of Athlete’s Foot without success.

H. F. Sent on Free Trial
Sign and mail the coupon and a bottle of H. F. will be mailed you immediately. Don’t send any money and don’t pay the postman any money. Don’t pay anything at all. If H. F. is not helping you, it does help we know you will feel glad to send us $1 for the treatment at the end of ten days. That’s how much faith we have in H. F. Read, sign, and mail the coupon today.

MOVIE MIRROR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sheet Metal Worker</th>
<th>Machinist</th>
<th>Patternmaker</th>
<th>Wallpaper Decorating</th>
<th>Salesmanship</th>
<th>Secretarial Work</th>
<th>Bookkeeping</th>
<th>Accountancy</th>
<th>Industrial Management</th>
<th>Far Sanitary Engineer</th>
<th>Mechanical Engineer</th>
<th>Management of Inventions</th>
<th>Telegraph Engineer</th>
<th>Structural Draftsman</th>
<th>Building Estimating</th>
<th>Welding, Electric and Gas</th>
<th>Highway Engineer</th>
<th>Woolen Manufacturing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical Draftsman</th>
<th>Plumbing</th>
<th>Steam Fitting</th>
<th>Heating</th>
<th>Ventilation</th>
<th>R. R. Locomotives</th>
<th>R. R. Signalmen</th>
<th>Air Brakes</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Pharmacy</th>
<th>Coal Mining</th>
<th>Navigating</th>
<th>Mechanical Engineer</th>
<th>Mechanical Draughtsman</th>
<th>Patternmaker</th>
<th>Machinist</th>
<th>Reading Room Stewardship</th>
<th>Architectural Draftsman</th>
<th>Architectural Surveying</th>
<th>C.P.A. Coaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MOVIE MIRROR**

*Beauty in Your Eyes* (Continued from page 18)

There are lubricants and dressings and creams that you should be using to keep your eyebrows and eyelashes full and glossy. Scanty lashes can be helped by you. Tweezing the brows is easy and effective when you use modern applicances. Lash your lashes given likely upwards by use of another gadget.

On page 18 are two pictures, both of them girls who trust Mel Berns to make them their most beautiful for screen work. You recognize Katharine Hepburn, of course, and isn't this particular portrait of her a striking example of the importance of the eyes in heightening charm?

Do you recognize the other girl? I'll wager you don't, and yet it's someone you know and love. There's a delightful story behind this picture.

Mel Berns is a master make-up man, no doubt about that. He started out years ago as an actor, when every screen actor put on his own make-up. Then one day, into the studio where he was working, came Babe Ruth to make a picture. You may believe it is Ginger Rogers? Do you recognize the other girl? I'll wager you don't, and yet it's someone you know and love. There's a delightful story behind this picture.

There's something about make-up was just nothing at all! So Mel put on a make-up for him. It was such a good make-up that soon Mel was putting make-up on other actors and actresses, and gradually he found the work so interesting that he stopped acting entirely and became one of the very first make-up specialists in screen make-up. Today, his knowledge, skilled hand and fine artistic feeling contribute to your pleasure when you see on the screen such RKO stars as Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire, Katharine Hepburn, Barbara Stanwyck, and many others.

We are very lucky in having such an expert's instructions on eye make-up. Mel says, "All make-up must be governed by good taste and moderation, but especially about the eyes. Brush your eyebrows, and use a pencil lightly on the tips of them, if you need any more. Don't use them on your brows instead of a pencil, but with either, don't mark the skin, just the hairs."

Mel told me a lot of other things, too, about using your eye make-up to get special effects. I've got this all filed away. There's too much of it to give here, but if you'd like to describe your special problem when you write me, I'll help you with it.

"What about color?" I asked. "And these new artificial lashes?"

"Well, there's a very wide choice in colors," Mel answered. "I advise every girl to keep an extra brush and to have it for her. But as a general thing, for daytime wear, brown is a safe bet, as it is the basic color of the average skin. These new artificial lashes are fun to use, and very effective. They come in two kinds, individual lashes and in strips. I think the safest plan is to have them put on first by a beauty operator as they take a bit of handling. But after you've learned how, don't do it carelessly, and be sure they are trimmed to a reasonable length. Otherwise, they are ridiculous."

Mel says firmly that the "hair-line" of the eyes is out. Keep your brows plucked so they are tidy, but not plucked away to nothing.

While we were talking, Mel showed me the picture of the girl in costume. Can you believe it is Ginger Rogers? Just for the fun of it, she tried out for a part in the Queen Elizabeth part in the new RKO picture, "Mary of Scotland." Her silent test was so good that her name was put up by Pandro Berman, the producer, ordered a sound test made. But the joke was too good to keep, and some one let it out. He actually hadn't known it was Ginger!

Mel is justly proud of this beautiful make-up on Ginger. The illusion is a bigger eye, and it seems to give the illusion of a bigger eye. With your finger, carefully blend eyeshadow from the roots of the upper lashes up to the crease in the lid, and from over the ball of the lid to the outer corner where you extend the shadow out along the line of the upper lid just a little. This tiny, extra shadow gives the illusion of a bigger eye.

"Blend the edges of the shadow out gradually into the skin tone. Now, with a pencil, draw a line just at the base of the upper lashes along the top of the lid, and continue this line close under the lashes along the lower lid. Blend this line so there are no hard edges to it, and so that it seems a natural deepening of the color of the skin and not superficial."

"With your mascara brush, carefully cover the upper lashes, first on the under side, strokes from the base to the tip. Now drop the eyelids, and do the tops of the lashes, again working from the roots to the tips, and continue this covering the lashes till all excess color has been removed, the lashes are separated, and do not look gummy."

"Don't get the mascara into your eyes. But this isn't as unpleasant as it used to be, because modern mascaras don't burn."

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 2287-A, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of your booklet, "Just Why and Why," and full particulars about the courses I have marked X.

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

- Architects
- Architectural Draftsmen
- Building Estimators
- Contractor and Builder
- Draughtsmen
- Structural Engineer
- Electrical Engineer
- Electrician
- Electrical Lighting
- Telegraph Engineer
- Telephone Work
- Radiotelegraphy
- Mechanical Engineer
- Mechanical Draughtsman
- Mechanical Draftsman
- Patternmaker
- Machinist
- Heating and Ventilating
- Heating Plant
- Heat Treatment of Metals
- Sheet Metal Worker
- Fitting
- Welding, Electric and Gas Welding
- Civil Engineer
- Toolmaker
- Surveying and Mapping
- Surveying and Mapping Draftsman
- Sanitary Engineer
- Steam Engineer

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

- Business Management
- Accounting
- Bookkeeping
- Secretarial Work
- Spanish
- Stenography
- Salesmanship
- Wallpaper Decorating
- Salesmanship
- Service Station Salesmanship

BUSINESS COURSES

- Advertising
- Bookkeeping
- Business Correspondence
- Drafting
- Lettering Show Cards
- Lettering for P.R.
- Interior Designing
- Typography
- Bookkeeping
- Typing
- Advertising
- R.R. Locomotives
- R.R. Signalmen
- Air Brakes
- Chemistry
- Pharmacy
- Coal Mining
- Navigating
- Marine Engineering
- Marine Surveying
- Marine Mechanic
- Fruit Growing
- Forestry
- Farming
- Agriculture

EASILY-QUICKLY-SURELY

Simply apply wash off. The secret is simplicity. Easily and quickly applied, it leaves you never costs more than . . .

MOISTURE-SHIELDING

Giant Size Tube or Powder

Simply apply—wash off.

EASILY-QUICKLY-SURELY

If your wife should put her heart on paper, is this what she'd say to you? And is it your fault? Listen, man: isn't this a fact, the reason you haven't ever gotten anywhere is because you lack training? It's not too late, you can get training! Every year thousands of men, all ages, turn to International Correspondence Schools to acquire the knowledge they need. So can you! Mark and mail the coupon today!
HERE is an entirely new liquid polish. Based on a brand-new formula! It’s the first real improvement in liquid polish in 10 years, and we’re proud of it. It’s the polish women have been waiting for!

A stronger, more durable Lacquer... The new Cutex Liquid Polish takes a little longer to dry because it’s a stronger, finer lacquer. But you don’t mind that because it’s twice as lovely, more lustrous and wears longer than ever before! Now even nails that go in the dishpan 3 times a day come out shining and smooth and unstreaked!

It goes on even more smoothly. Not a bit of difficulty—and never a sign of the blotching that sometimes used to ruin the whole effect. You’re going to love it.

Resists the Sun, too! Tests on the new polish show that at last the old summer sun has been beaten. At its brightest, it can’t fade and streak the true, new Cutex shades—after a whole week!

Even more Economical... You’ll be grateful for this. The new Cutex is usable right down to the very last drop in the bottle! No thickening or drying up. All you have to do is to take ordinary care in closing the bottle between applications.

Remember, you get our superior new Cutex for exactly the same price—just 35¢ a bottle. In 8 authentic shades — the newest shade is Rust — perfect for sun-tanned fingers. All shades at your favorite shop.

Try the new Cutex tomorrow. You’ll be amazed and delighted at the new lasting beauty of your new Cutex nails.


8 smart shades

Wears longer than ever before

A higher Lustre

Resists fading—retains its true color for days

— PUT ON THE NEW

Usable down to the last drop

Northam Warren Sales Company, Inc., Dept. 6-B-7, 191 Hudson Street, New York (In Canada, P. O. Box 480, Montreal)

I enclose 14¢ for 2 shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked, and Polish Remover. Rose □ Rose □ Cardinal □ Ruby □ (Also sample of Cutex Lipstick will be included.)

Name __________________________

Address _______________________

City __________________________

State _________________________

A Wonderful New Liquid Polish
Heigh ho and cheerio!
We'll get off when the tide gets low.
What do we care—we're high and dry
And Chesterfields—They Satisfy.

Chesterfield's Mildness and Better Taste give smokers a lot of pleasure
GABLE ANSWERS
That Romance Question

Is the Flynn-Damita MARRIAGE CRASHING?
When Washington Dines in This Stately Room

The Presidential Room, main restaurant of the Mayflower Hotel (right), presents a memorable scene as famous men...beautifully gowned women...diplomats and statesmen with foreign orders...gather for relaxation, entertainment, and choice foods. The famous Mayflower kitchens give forth a stream of rare and tempting dishes. Good taste reigns supreme! And from table after table the fragrant smoke of Camels rises. Commenting on the preference for Camels at the Mayflower, the famous maître d’hôtel—greeted as "Fred" by thousands of the world’s epicures—says: "Of course, our cosmopolitan clientele prefer Camels. They are a great favorite with our guests."

Science Confirms the Truth of "For Digestion’s Sake...Smoke Camels"

Whether your meal is a banquet or a quick sandwich, a Camel gives it zest. "A Camel helps me enjoy eating," you’ve heard people say. Scientists find that Camels promote well-being by gently stimulating the flow of the digestive fluids...alkaline digestive fluids...necessary for good digestion. Often fatigue, worry, nervousness interfere with this flow. Camels increase it, assist digestion to proceed normally.

With their finer, costlier tobaccos, Camels give mildness a new meaning!

Champion Fred Jacoby, Jr. (below), says: "Camels make food taste better, help me get the good out of what I eat. Camels set me right!"

Fire-Chief Frank Gillies (below) says: "Camels put back into eating the joy that nervous strain takes out of it. They’re the last word in flavor!"

Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos...than any other popular brand.
It's immensely and vitally important—that first impression...when boy meets girl—when man meets woman.

And the first smile she gives him should be a quick flash of sheer beauty—white teeth in a healthy mouth.

But if she's been careless, heedless—her smile may be just an unpleasant glimpse of dingy teeth, of tender gums...and that "moment of magic"—that "instant of glamour" is lost forever.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

For the sake of your own good looks and good health—go directly to your dentist whenever you see that tinge of "pink!" It may be a symptom of a serious gum trouble. But it is far more likely to be a simple warning of gums that need more exercise, more stimulation—gums that will quickly respond to the healthful stimulation of Ipana and massage.

Modern dental teaching emphasizes this fact—today's soft foods are largely responsible for tender, ailing gums. They need far more work and exercise than they get to keep them firm and healthy. And that is why Ipana Tooth Paste and massage is so widely recommended—so widely practiced. Rub a little extra Ipana into your gums every time you brush your teeth, and the reason is soon evident.

For those lazy gums waken. Circulation increases. Gums feel stronger. You'll notice a firmer feeling, a healthier look. They're less "touchy," and more resistant.

Ipana is especially designed to benefit the gums as well as the teeth. So when you use Ipana in addition to massage, you are using the dentist's ablest assistant in the home care of teeth and gums. You are giving the really serious gum troubles far fewer chances. And you are adding, every day, to your own beauty and your own power of attraction.
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Advance News on the Fashions for Autumn

We've always been right proud of our Star Fashions department, edited by Gwenn Walters, but we think we've outdone ourselves in the September issue. We're sure you'll agree, when you see the enchanting styles for an early fall wardrobe—and they are modelled by Barbara Stanwyck!
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"I'm Madame de Chabris. I get around. The spy racket is a cinch when you've got a figure like mine...."

Jean Harlow

"I'm Suzy. I loved that guy and when they shot him I fled to France. Sure, I gave my lips to Andre—but I never knew...."

Cary Grant

"I'm Andre. Yes, I was weak. I loved that girl but somehow the night life of Paris got me—and those secret plans! That's how it happened!"

Franchot Tone

"I'm Terry. I should have known that slinky dame spelled DANGER. And then Suzy walked out on me, too...."

Benita Hume

"Did I Remember?"

Here Jean is singing the tune that's sweeping the country. Incidentally, watch for the Parisian cabaret scenes where Suzy struggles to earn a living.
How much do the screen emotions of a star influence his real life?

Here are some interesting cases—

By Karl Walker

Hollywood's latest rumors of romance concern James Stewart and Ginger Rogers (above, at the Trocadero), now that she and husband Lew Ayres have called it a day.

In the inner Hollywood, the hidden Hollywood, one argument goes round and round. "Are actors people?" we ask and everybody gets into a free-for-all battle. Me, I am usually on the side of arguing that they are not people, not in the sense that most of us are people, plugging along, going through our routine days. But I do not mean that as a crack at actors. I don't see how they can be real, how they ever know reality from make-believe.

Every day of their working lives, they deal with average emotions. The more average the emotion, the greater hit the picture is. The realer they can make their tears seem over the death of their make-believe child, the greater the box-office gross. So they learn to say, with absolute conviction, words that other people have written for them, and learn to feign, with the greatest fidelity, reactions that other people have created for them.

How on earth, then, they ever know their own emotions, I can't imagine. After all, when an actor is in love he must say about the same things he says in make-believe love scenes. Or when he cries sincere tears, it's just the same process he uses in a crying close-up.

The amazing thing is that despite this, a few actors—and by that I mean actresses, too—remain human beings. Bill Powell is one of those people. Bill is a great star, but to me he just isn't an actor in the usual meaning of the term.

Bill is a business man who happened to choose to earn a million dollars "On the boards" instead of "In Wall Street." Everybody knows what a worrier Bill is. He walks around that marvelous house of his, swims in his stupendous pool, dresses his table in giant blooms from his gardens—and knows he will end up in the poor house. Only nobody else believes that but Bill. All his friends know instinctively that Bill will either always be in the motion picture business—or that he could, if he wanted to, go out into any other type of business and swim smoothly to the top.

Whenever the argument waxes hottest, somebody brings up Joel McCrea's name, and then there's general agreement. For Joel, like Bill, makes his living in pictures but except for his pleasant paycheck he is otherwise unaffected by them. He has his home in the valley. He and Frances have their two sons. They save their money. They're in love. They could just as well be residents of Dodge City, Iowa, say, as Hollywood, California.

This is typical of Joel. When he began his career some years ago, he was slated for a role that required a dress suit. He didn't own one. Charles Rogers, the producer of the film, told Joel to go ahead and order one and to forget about the bill. Recently Joel, who is very much in demand since "These Three," was offered parts by three different studios. The least interesting role was the one Charles Rogers offered him. But Joel knew that Rogers had recently taken over Universal and that he was naturally terrifically anxious to make good. So Joel went to Universal.

Of course, there had to be some drama in it. The very first scene called for Joel to wear a dress suit. He dug out the one Rogers had bought him.

Then there's James Stewart. He's doing something I've never seen any other newcomer to Hollywood do. He's being completely natural about the movie girls—and are they eating it up.

It's not a gag that most of the movie girls are lonely. For all their beauty, their fame, their money—or maybe entirely because of those assets—they get stymied. The average young man they meet is either less important or less wealthy than they are. This produces a neat inferiority complex in the gentleman and he doesn't invite the girl out. Either that, or he is the wrong kind of guy who goes for the girl just because she is important and rich. And the average movie girl sees through that.

The blythe Mr. Stewart seems completely unaffected by either attitude. He acts as though he thinks he is still at Princeton. Down there, I wager, when he saw a pretty girl he got himself properly introduced, and then proceeded to get a date. He does just that in Hollywood. He takes his current success with enough modesty and great good cheer. He has money enough. He is important enough. So he fixes dates for himself with Virginia Bruce or Betty Furness, or Margaret Sullivan, or whomever pleases him at the moment. Currently he has been dating Ginger Rogers, which has Hollywood screaming "romance." But I think it's just Jimmy dating a new girl. He is just being himself—and he probably will never learn that remaining oneself is Hollywood's greatest miracle.
"TWINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE STAR——"
When they need me on the set, they call and Miss Murphy puts down the time I am working and the time I am studying.

I study arithmetic, American and English history, geography, French, spelling, grammar, drawing, and tap dancing, from Mr. Gould on the studio lot. I like history best.

The resident school teacher of the studio, Miss MacDonald, has other boys and girls who are working on the lot from time to time, and I have fun with them.

Then we have luncheon at the studio cafeteria, or in my dressing room. In the afternoon we usually have most of our shots. Around six I go home for dinner.

After dinner Aunt Cissy helps me study my lines for the next day. If I am not working on a picture at the time, I may read or do whatever I like. Seven-thirty is bedtime, if I am working. Just a bit later, if I do not have a morning studio call. It is really a special privilege when I am allowed to stay up late enough to go to a movie.

I enjoy going to the movies very much, as I know you do. I like Jessie Ralph (Peggoty in “David Copperfield”), Dolores Costello, (Dearest in “Little Lord Fauntleroy”), Charles Laughton (especially in “The Bounty” and “Les Miserables”) and Freddie March. In fact, I like them all.

I love sports, such as horse riding, swimming, tennis, baseball, football, and all sports in general.

Listening to the radio is another favorite pastime of mine. Some of my favorites are Jimmy Allen, the Hon. Archie, Elmer Goes to Hollywood. The In-Laws, King Cowboy and Eddie Cantor.

My dog is a cocker spaniel, and his name is Concol. Constance Collier gave him to me, so that is why I have named him Concol.

The people I have worked with at the studio have all been so nice to me. After we finished “David Copperfield,” Mr. Cukor gave me a nice new make-up box. Mr. Brown, who directed “Anna Karenina,” gave me a very fine model airplane. Tay Garnett, director of “Professional Soldier,” gave me a riding crop, and John Cromwell, who directed me in “Little Lord Fauntleroy,” gave me another riding crop.

I have had so many nice presents from people that I cannot begin to put them down here. After a picture, the cast usually gives me a gift, also.

It would be very instructive, I think, to find out what kind of pictures you would like to see me work in. “The Prince and the Pauper,” perhaps you would like to see me work in a picture from a book I have not read. If that is so, I wish you would write and tell about it.

I would also like to know what picture I have played in you thought was the best. Making every one of them was fun for me.

It has been lots of fun writing this to you, too, but I’m afraid I must close.

Goodbye, and thank you a lot for your attention.

Freddie Bartholomew.

(Continued on page 90)
NOW... ONLY 25¢ TO GIVE TEETH TWICE THE BRILLIANCE!

Special at all Dealers

SALE ON NEW PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE

IN TUNE WITH THE TIMES

In keeping with the 1936 trend to give more value for less money, we announce the lowest prices in Pepsodent’s history!

A BIG NEW 25¢ SIZE TUBE
FORMER 50¢ SIZE NOW ONLY 40¢

Now everyone can afford the safest, most effective tooth paste known... Super-Soft HIGH-POLISH PEPSODENT! Try it today. See why millions are switching to this new-day discovery!

New! Super-Soft High-Polish Pepsodent Tooth Paste

1. GETS TEETH LOOKING TWICE AS BRIGHT—SAFELY!
   New $200,000 polishing agent quickly restores a dazzling luster to dull teeth.

2. MAKES TEETH LOOK CLEANER TWICE AS LONG—SAFELY!
   You double the time your teeth look clean, according to dentists’ tests.

3. BRINGS NEW SAFETY BECAUSE TWICE AS SOFT!
   Tests prove Super-Soft Pepsodent twice as soft as polishing agent generally used. Hence it is one way to high-polish teeth without danger to enamel.

HURRY! GET THIS BIG NEW PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE VALUE TODAY!
**$20 PRIZE LETTER**

**Wise-crack Critics**

I often wonder at the patience of the motion picture industry. There are millions of dollars spent, and thousands of people employed in the making of motion pictures. A hundred million people in the United States are entertained. Yet any player or any film is at the mercy of anyone who can get his words into print or be heard over the radio. There are many professional critics whose judgment is sound and whose verdicts are just. But there are also many others who write best when they are panning some actor or film and who wisecrack their way to a certain kind of fame. Such critics are dangerous. They may amuse, but they certainly don't help the public in choosing pictures and, furthermore, they damage the picture industry. And when they do that, they strike at the public's greatest recreation!

H. V. Thurman, AshTabula, O.

**$10 PRIZE LETTER**

**Soft Harmony**

Orchids to Myrna Loy, Jean Harlow, Merle Oberon and Miriam Hopkins for their sportsmanship in making “Wife versus Secretary” and “These Three.” No longer are the Negri-Swanson feuds popular, and are we fans delighted! To see our favorites fighting to act with each other, rather than battling to outdo the other, is really good news. These four women have taken steps that are making their admirers want to brag them sky-high. Few Hollywood actresses are “big enough” to do it! The rest of you glamorous gals had better take these ladies’ advice and get off the loud pedal, because the soft one makes the sweetest melody which is far more pleasant to hear.

Gordon King, Randolph, Neb.

**$1 PRIZE LETTER**

**That Nelson Eddy Question**

Nelson Eddy’s “Jinx”? Looks more like a law of balance at work. The producers have a prize so big they don’t know how to handle it. The long wait before his zoom to fame was like the full before the storm. They tried to stir up a breeze and loosen a whirlwind. After their long search for the dark and handsome, our gusty surge toward the golden singer has probably got them rocking.

Guess our enthusiastic pat on the back packed quite a wallop. But they will get their footing soon and see that Nelson doesn’t have to sing all the time to please us, and his singing anywhere doesn’t need the story to explain it, if we have to wait for all that. We will take what we can get and like it, just so he is there.

It isn’t natural to have every picture of any star as perfectly the top as “Naughty Marietta.” We don’t expect it and the producers know they can’t do it, though “Rose Marie” is grand. Meanwhile, I wait in confidence for them all to regain their balance and just let us see and hear him as often as may be.

Beulah M. Barker, Chicago, Ill.

**$1 PRIZE LETTER**

**The Perfect Team**

When an actor is found who has that adorable smile of James Dunn; that funny “squint” of Fred MacMurray; the voice of Bing Crosby; the “tall, dark and handsome” of Bob Taylor; the dancing feet of Fred Astaire; the wishful seriousness of Henry Fonda; the sophistication of Leslie Howard, and the acting ability of Ronald Colman —

And an actress who has: the aliveness of Carole Lombard; the sweetness of Janet Gaynor; the sophistication of Myrna Loy; the dancing feet of Ginger Rogers; the beauty of Claudette Colbert; the sex appeal of Jean Harlow; the figure of Jeanette MacDonald; the originality of Miriam Hopkins; Kay Francis’ smartness, and the acting ability of Norma Shearer —

Then there will be the perfect team! But, until two such persons are found, give me Bob Taylor and Janet Gaynor. They’re the top!

Dorothy Barrett, Charlotte, N. C.

**$1 PRIZE LETTER**

**Two Views**

You know how it is when you get to counting your blessings and all that, you sorta get to comparing yourself with well-known folks. Well, the other day, I got to thinking and my thoughts were summed up thusly. In all appearances, the movie stars are fairy princes and princesses with oodles of money and not a care in the world. But I know better; their lives are a turmoil of love, hate and passion.

I have been married and my husband still holds my hand in the show, after three years! We find our love more complete every day. We are poor, though, but that doesn’t worry us because we get along fine. Our baby boy is all the so-called “child wonders” rolled into one, and we wouldn’t exchange his tiny self for all the stardom in the world. We’re far richer than all the movie stars, and we wouldn’t exchange our little heaven for anything they can offer.

Mrs. George T. Hubbard, College Park, Ga.

**$1 PRIZE LETTER**

**Gary Cooper Redeemed**

If the judges who choose the year’s...
WISH I WAS HOME AGAIN—
I HATE THIS PLACE...

SALLY'S BAD SKIN NEARLY QUEERED HER WHOLE SUMMER

WHAT'S THAT NICE LITTLE SALLY SMITH DOING AROUND HERE ALONE? I THOUGHT ALL THE YOUNG THINGS HAD GONE OFF ON A PICNIC.

IT'S JUST A SHAME THE WAY SHE GETS LEFT OUT OF THINGS.

HOW ABOUT GOING DOWN THE LAKE WITH ME THIS MORNING, SALLY?

WHATS THAT NICE LITTLE S/AITH DOING ABOUND MERE ALONE I THOUGMT ALL THE YOUNG THINGS HAD GONE OFF ON AN SALLY.

IT'S JUST A SHAME THE WAY SHE GETS LEFT OUT OF THINGS.

NOW, SALLY, JUST YOU REMEMBER WHAT I TOLD YOU ABOUT FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST. I'M SURE IT WILL CLEAR UP YOUR SKIN. TRY IT, WOHN'T YOU?

I CERTAINLY WILL... I'M GOING DOWN TO THE VILLAGE RIGHT NOW TO GET SOME...

ISN'T THIS A PERFECT PLACE?

WELL, I'D LIKE IT LOTS MORE IF I COULD ONLY GET IN WITH THE CROWD... BUT I GUESS A GIRL WITH PIMPLES LIKE MINE JUST HASN'T A CHANCE.

...SEE WHAT YOUR TIP ABOUT FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST DID FOR ME... THERE'S NOT ONE PIMPLE LEFT!

GOOD WORK—SO THIS VACATION'S GOING TO BE WORTH WHILE AFTER ALL!

HI, THERE, SALLY... HURRY UP! WE'RE WAITING FOR YOU.

Don't let adolescent pimples keep YOU from making friends

GOOD TIMES can be sadly hampered by a pimply skin. Yet many young people have to fight this trouble after the start of adolescence—from about 13 to 25, or even longer.

During this period, important glands develop and final growth takes place. The entire system is disturbed. The skin, in particular, gets extremely sensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin and unsightly pimples break out.

But these adolescent pimples can be corrected. Fleischmann's fresh Yeast clears the skin irritants out of the blood. Then, the pimples go!

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast daily—one cake about ½ hour before each meal. Eat it plain, or dissolved in a little water until your skin clears. Start today!
(Continued from page 8)

best picture don’t rate Gary Cooper in “Mr. Deeds Goes to Town” as No. 1 for 1936, then I say this: “Judges, you’re pixilated!” I have been an admirer of Gary Cooper since his horse opera days, but every time I saw poor, uncomfortable Gary as the menace in a bedroom scene or as the heavy lover with some scorching clothes horse, I’d say to myself, “Gary, get out of those monkey clothes and get back in your own element before you lose your admiring public.”

“Mr. Deeds Goes to Town” was tailor-made for Gary. Just a big yahoo who wrote poetry and stumbled over garbage cans—a grand evening’s entertainment! Furthermore, Hollywood should see by this time how to end the depression, as far as the movies are concerned. Just call in director Frank Capra. The little touches he puts in keeping his pictures from dragging and getting dull. He’s truly an artist.

Harry Haugh, Tulsa, Okla.

HONORABLE MENTION

I am mighty thankful that I am living in a century that can produce such perfect screen entertainment as “The Great Ziegfeld”—C. L. Mersiowsky, San Francisco, Calif.

Why introduce comedy into films in such small proportions and why comedians in such small roles? Comedy can teach; it can also preach; it proffers education and sermons in such pleasant forms as to render both painless. Let us have more good comedy and more comedian-stars—Ina Roberts, Cleveland, O.

Come on, Hollywood! Give us Dickens’ immortal Mr. Pickwick! And give us W. C. Fields in the title role, for who could better portray the idiosyncrasies and eccentricities of the jocular Pickwick than the modern screen’s greatest comedian?—Nellie G. Allred, Greensboro, N. C.

We are in need of Constance Bennett and her particular type of glamour now, of all times, more than ever. Miss Bennett has never been false unto herself

nor to her public; she has been kinder, more generous, than the highly proclaimed “good Samaritans” of Hollywood—J. G. Harada, Honolulu, T. H.

I’m looking forward to seeing Bette Davis and George Raft in pictures—E. Propeco, Quebec, Can.

Who’s to blame for so many pictures that start in the middle or with the closing scene of the story and then back up and give the events leading to that last scene?—Beverly Scott, St. Petersburg, Fla.

Writing fan mail isn’t much in my line, but we chaps up in camp all went to town to see “Rose Marie” and it was great; “our” scenery down to a frazzle and Nelson Eddy makes the best movie “mounted” I ever saw—Cy. Conn, Ymir Consolidated Gold Mines, B. C.

My grievance against Hollywood is that some of the most talented actors are so infrequently seen on the screen; I’d like to see more of Walter Huston, Greta Garbo and Henry Wilcoxon . . . and less of Dick Powell and Carole Lombard—Donald Winters, Washington, D. C.

You’ll never guess the identity of the aboriginal gentleman below! It’s really Bruce Cabot, in costume for his role in Reliance’s “The Last of the Mohicans.”
"I didn't deserve their pity"

...CONFESSES A TRUTHFUL EX-WIFE

"If I'd known about "Lysol" sooner, our happiness might have been saved"

When my divorce was granted, my friends pitied me, and blamed my husband, as people so often do. But I know now that I was really the one at fault. I had become irritable, cold, unresponsive...actually afraid to be happy. Fear and worries had preyed on my nerves till I was a different woman from the bride my husband loved. I wish I'd learned about "Lysol" sooner.

How stupid that we should let blind, reckless ignorance like this go on wrecking countless marriages! Millions of women know that the simplest and best method of antiseptic feminine hygiene is the "Lysol" method. For nearly 50 years "Lysol" has had the worldwide endorsement of leading doctors and hospitals. Used as directed,

"Lysol" is so gentle to sensitive tissues that it is commonly used in the delicate operation of childbirth.

"Lysol" in antiseptic marriage hygiene has special effectiveness. It has a spreading quality which enables it to search out hidden spots where other antiseptics fail to reach. And "Lysol" destroys germs even in the presence of organic matter (such as mucus, serum, etc.)...when many other preparations don't work.

To every wife who has been the victim of needless worry—accurate, authentic information about antiseptic marriage hygiene is now offered, in a free brochure called "Lysol vs. Germs". It tells how to use "Lysol" for this and many other germicidal needs. Just send the coupon.

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. Safety..."Lysol" is gentle and reliable. It contains no harmful free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness..."Lysol" is a true germicide, which means that it kills germs under practical conditions...even in the presence of organic matter (such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.). Some other preparations don't work when they meet with these conditions.
3. Penetration..."Lysol" solutions, because of their low surface tension, spread into hidden folds of the skin, and thus virtually search out germs.
4. Economy..."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor...The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears immediately after use.
6. Stability..."Lysol" keeps its full strength, no matter how long it is kept, no matter how often it is uncorked.

New! Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.

FACTS MARRIED WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Bloomfield, N. J.

Please send me the book called "LYSOL vs. GERMS", with facts about Feminine Hygiene and other uses of "Lysol".

Name:__________
Street:__________
City:__________State:_____

© 1936, Lehn & Fink, Inc.
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By PETER ABBOTT
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---

**MOVIE MIRROR**

---

**HOT NEWS:** The new romance is Ginger Rogers and James Stewart, who are being seen places every night since Ginger separated from Lew Ayres.

June Knight is now holding onto the arm of Tommy Lee whenever she is seen out; rumor says “marriage” for the actress and the handsome young automobile and radio mogul.

Battle for the custody of little Freddie Bartholomew reopened in court with mother and aunt in on the tussle.

Sonja Henie, famous ice skater, is asking $300,00 for her act in pictures. She has been entertained recently by Harold and Mildred Lloyd at the Trocadero where they renewed a friendship that began in St. Moritz some years ago.

Lupe Velez, Johnny Weissmuller, Nils Asther and Anna May Wong all tagged by the government for back income tax.

When the home of the Lee Duncans was robbed of $500.00 in jewels, Rin Tin Tin, Jr., their famous watch-dog actor, slept through the entire night without so much as a mild bark.

Lew Smith, soda jerker at M-G-M cafe for the past three years, has been signed for pictures at last. He will only take leave of absence from his soda fountain to appear in “Women Are Trouble.” He will portray a soda jerker.

Mary Astor threw a cocktail party to celebrate still another story of hers sold to a national woman’s magazine.

ZaSu Pitts has left for Europe. Her first ocean voyage.

Edna May Oliver has gone to Europe, too, but it’s only one of many trips for Edna May.

Margaret Sullavan is definitely out of “The Luckiest Girl in the World” because her arm has not thoroughly healed. Universal is allowing her a vacation to recuperate and will have a story ready for her and Henry Fonda upon return.

Jean Harlow and Bob Montgomery will be teamed in “Love on the Run” for M-G-M.

Virginia Bruce, Luise Rainer, Pat Patterson and Adrienne Ames were among the guests at Oliver Messell’s farewell party before he went to London.

Carole Lombard gets two months’ vacation as soon as “My Man Godfrey” is completed and she vows she is going to stay right here in Hollywood having the time of her life just goin’ places and having fun rather than “tripping” some place.

Bob Taylor, when asked to give a writer a story on when he will marry Barbara Stanwyck, said, “I am not planning to marry anyone for quite a long time to come.”

The love story finis has been placed on the romance of Hoot Gibson and June Gale—now it’s Hoot and Mary Lou Dix.

Bob Taylor’s secret plans have leaked out: He’s planning to build a French Colonial home in Beverly Hills. This type of house is Barbara Stanwyck’s favorite.

Ronald Colman and Herbert Marshall have built a ranch hotel near Santa Barbara and business, especially with Brits on week ends, is really rushing.

The publicity department has spent this week taking Lotus Liu (M-G-M discovery for “The Good Earth”) around Hollywood for introduction to the press. She’s half English and half Chinese and what a figure!

Fay Webb was finally granted a divorce from Rudy Vallee and $100 weekly until such time as she re-marries.

Sara Haden’s home
was visited by robbers and her $5,000 pearl necklace and other gems are missing.

Young Richard Ince, son of the famous producer, eloped with Charlotte Buford, but Mamma Ince says she will have it annulled because Dick is only twenty and not twenty-two, as he stated.

Bruce Barton has donated $2500 to Mary Blackford which has brought the smile back to the face of the gallant little actress who is fighting for her life after an automobile accident that fractured a vertebrae in her neck and threatened paralysis.

* * *

INSIDE note on the way Jean Parker’s new marriage is progressing: She’s actually studying shorthand two hours each night, in order to help husband George MacDonald write screen plays at home.

If you’ve ever studied shorthand you’ll recognize this as cooperation. But cooperation.

* * *

REMEMBER last month when we told you that Hollywood was waiting with a glint in her eye for Doug Fairbanks to arrive with his bride, the former Lady Ashley? We predicted a bit of a social war between friends of Mary Pickford and pals of Doug.

Well, Merle Oberon was the first to break the frozen ice. Merle has never before entertained on a big scale, but she just gave a whopping party in

Janet Gaynor seems free and happy these days; here Hymie caught her on her way to, of all things, a movie!
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honor of her good friend, the new Mrs. Fairbanks.

* * *

JOAN CRAWFORD and Robert Taylor didn’t speak to each other the first day of shooting on “The Gorgeous Hussy.” In fact, a noticeable coolness existed through the second day as well.

Joan tossed horseshoes while Bob did his stuff before the camera. And while Joan was working, Bob would retire to a corner and talk to Jimmy Stewart, or some visitor on the set.

They say Joan was a little hurt because Bob didn’t come up and say something nice about working in her picture. And “they” also say that Bob felt that Joan, as star of the picture, should have assumed the lady’s prerogative and spoken to him first.

Let’s hope somebody solves the problem by introducing them before they go into the love scenes!

* * *

WHETHER you know it or not, one of the least publicized, but one of the wealthiest actors in Hollywood is none other than “everybody’s friend,” that gentleman from Texas, John Boles! While bigger box office names have been Rolls-Royce-ing their way into the poorhouse, Johnny has been planking it away.

This year isn’t going to do him any hurt, either, what with a Paramount contract calling for $50,000 per picture and personal appearances scheduled at $10,000 weekly.

Sonja Henie, at the Polar Palace skating exhibition, drew an impressive lot of movielites, among them Mr. and Mrs. Pat O’Brien (right)—

And Ann Harding, Claudette Colbert, Virginia Bruce—in fact, the film stars there had to take as many bows as the skaters themselves!

Gloria Swanson and Herb Marshall were at the rinkside, too, in spite of the rumors predicting the end of that romance.
Bruce Cabot and Phillip Reed were ordered to cavort on the beach for ten days to acquire a needed coat of tan for "Last of the Mohicans." On salary, too.

When Anita Louise and her pretty mother return from their present European vacation, they will probably both become brides!

Anita's mother, Ann Beresford, will step toward the altar with David Blankenhorn (who was once married to Irene Rich). And if you believe all the whispers wafted your way, Anita will say "I do" to Ross Alexander!

There was talk that Mrs. Beresford didn't approve of this match in the beginning.

But now that she is in "luff" herself it's different.

Pat Paterson is completely nuts about her mother-in-law who is visiting in Hollywood and so we were all taken aback (well, anyhow, surprised) when we learned that Pat had forced the studio to bar the lady from the set of "Spendthrift." We asked her how come:

"I'm supposed to be talking with a thick Irish accent in the picture," Pat.

Another picture from the Polar Palace — Bette Davis, chatting with a friend.

The gal hasn't changed a bit, since winning that big award.

Here's one of the very first informal pictures of Jean Parker and George MacDonald that's been taken since their return from their honeymoon in the Sierras.

"How can I be More Attractive?"

A thousand women a day write Ginger Rogers

To requests for advice on beauty, Ginger Rogers gives one answer, "The secret of loveliness for every woman lies in color harmony make-up originated by Max Factor, Hollywood's genius."

Powder Magic

"In the in your color harmony shade gives you more beauty than other shades," says Ginger Rogers, "because it is created to enliven your skin with youthful radiance, and dramatize your individual type." Max Factor's Powder.$1.

Max Factor Hollywood

Would you like to try Hollywood's make-up secret — color harmony powder, rouge, lipstick? Mail this coupon.

Mail for POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK IN YOUR COLOR COMPLEXION, EYES, HAIR
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Mail to MAX FACTOR, Max Factor's Make-Up Studio, Hollywood

Hollywood's New Lipstick

Max Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick will dramatize your lips with an alluring, lasting color," says Ginger Rogers, "by the magic of its color harmony shades."$1.

A Rouge Secret

Screen stars," says Ginger Rogers, "use Max Factor's Rouge because the color harmony shades add an exquisite, lifelike color that gives new appealing beauty." Try it and note the difference. 50c.

Max Factor's Make-Up Studio, Hollywood

Would you like to try Hollywood's make-up secret — color harmony powder, rouge, lipstick? Mail this coupon.
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explained, “and when I talk to Charles’ (Boyer) mother—who can’t speak a word of English—the director says my Irish brogue sounds slightly Paris. So Mama Boyer had to go.”

* * *

WHEN, and if, Claudette Colbert steps into the role of “Joan of Arc” for Warner Brothers, there are going to be two broken-hearted actresses in Hollywood, Katharine Hepburn and Joan Crawford.

The lovely Crawford once said, “The story of the life of Joan of Arc is the most dramatic woman’s story in all history. To portray it on the screen is not only an ambition with me—it is a prayer!”

* * *

YOU’VE heard that currently-popular song: “Is It True What They Say About Dixie?” Well, obviously Marlene Dietrich hadn’t!

While she was making “The Garden Of Allah” on location, an Arizona newspaper man flew up to interview the in-scrutable lady. He asked her question after question and got nothing from Dietrich but a raised eyebrow or maybe a shrug of the shoulder. After an hour of this, the gentleman from the press decided to gag it up a bit. Looking her square in the eye, he inquired seriously: “Miss Dietrich, Is It True What They Say About Dixie?”

And without turning a hair, Marlene replied: “I do not know. I have never been there. But I hope to pay a visit to Dixie some day.”

Top, Harlow with a very grown up Jackie Cooper, on the way to a benefit. Next, an unusual grab shot of Frank J. Ross and his wife, Jean Arthur.

Here’s how to keep up with the first families of films!

Below, left—Mary Astor and George Oppenheimer; it’s romancel. At right, Bing Crosby takes papa and mama to Victor Hugo’s for an evening’s outing.

William Wyler, Margaret Sullivan’s ex, spent twenty-four hours in the local bastille for doing forty-eight miles per in a twenty-five-mile zone, and the boys down at the station don’t care if he never comes back. Not that the director wasn’t a model “guest” . . . but that confounded telephone.

Every half hour a very soft, very low, very worried little voice would inquire: “’allo! I wish to inquire about Mr. Wyler? Ees he all right?” And just like a hospital telephone girl, the desk boys would answer: “Oh, quite all right,” or “He’s resting easily!” just as sarcastic as all get out!

Maybe they’d have been a little nicer if they had known they were talking to Luise Rainer!

Merle Oberon has the most expensive telephone habits in Hollywood. And it’s all because of her conscience!

Whenever the studio wants Merle to pose for publicity pictures, or grant ten or twelve interviews, or any one of a number of other things she doesn’t want to do, she dodges it by packing her bags and fleeing to Palm Springs, or Santa Barbara. But no sooner is she safely hidden in her hotel room than a guilty conscience begins to make Merle’s life miserable.

So she calls five or six people at the studio making abject apologies. And just recently she called four different writers and gave them the interviews they had asked for over the long distance phone!

* * *
ARE you interested to know who was at fault in the separation of Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres? You'll have to decide for yourself after we tell you what Ginger said when we called her up for the lowdown.

"I have nothing to say," said Ginger sweetly. "I wouldn't want to hurt Lew."

* * *

WHEN Garbo finished her last picture for M-G-M, she refused to talk about a new contract—saying that she was going to retire. Mr. Irving Thalberg became very determined, though, and finally (with the aid of $250,000 a picture for bait) got Garbo on the dotted line for two more.

Now that she has returned, Greta has already made the statement that this is her "last trip to Hollywood." When she has done these two, she is retiring: "... while I am still popular," she concludes.

Where have we heard that before?

* * *

THE gossip hounds were thrown off the track completely when they found out that Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., was talking business to Miriam Hopkins. He wanted her to play in "The Last Minstrel." That was fine. Business.

Then came the announcement that Miriam Hopkins had turned down the offer. The gossip hounds were, by this time, so lulled into a sense of false security that they failed to follow up the story. They forgot to notice that Miss

POND'S

SUNLIGHT Shades flatter your skin in the Hardest Light

NOW you can defy the full glare of the sun! Go out into it hateless!... Confident your skin has only the soft sunny glow of early spring sunshine! Pond's "Sunlight" shades are away from the old "sun-tan" powders. Totally new in effect. Glare-proof! They catch only the softest rays of the sun... Soften your face in hardest light! Becoming with every stage of tan.

MONEY-BACK TRIAL—Try Pond's Sunlight shade (Light or Dark). If you do not find it more flattering than ordinary sun-tan shades, send us back the box and we will refund purchase price plus postage. Pond's, Clinton, Conn.


Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company
"Listerine Tooth Paste keeps teeth looking their loveliest"

Hear what Miss Janice Jarratt, often termed the most photographed girl in the world, says:

"Listerine Tooth Paste? It's simply delightful . . . gives my teeth wonderful brilliance and sheen."

Hear, also, the opinion of Miss Carroll Brady, lovely newcomer to famous New York studios:

"The camera is merciless . . . so a model can’t take chances with the looks of her teeth. I have found that Listerine Tooth Paste is best for keeping them really white and gleaming."

Like scores of other New York models, whose bread and butter depend on their good looks, these two lovely girls have found by actual experience that this dentifrice is best and safest for preserving and enhancing the beauty of their teeth.

If you have not tried Listerine Tooth Paste, do so now. It contains two special polishing and cleansing ingredients, notable for their safe and gentle action. And right now there is a special inducement to try this exceptional dentifrice. (See panel below.)

LAMBERT PHARMACAL COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.

Summer's Best Bargain!

MOIRE VACATION KIT
Rubber lined Glider lock Choice of colors

AND . . . 25¢ LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE
AND . . . DENTAL SPECIAL TOOTH BRUSH

ALL 3 FOR 49¢

AT YOUR DRUGGIST'S WHILE THEY LAST
This offer good in U. S. A. only
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Hopkins and Mr. Fairbanks continued their little tête-à-têtes long after the business had been talked over and forgotten. We've got a hunch something's up.

* * *

THE owners of the famous China Clipper refused to cooperate with the studio making a picture by that name, according to the rumor, and the studio is faced with the problem of building another Clipper for the film. The movie moguls have been dealing with the Army and Navy so long that they were flabbergasted with the refusal.

* * *

MOST Hollywood news commentators who found it impossible to pin Jean Harlow and Bill Powell down to a definite wedding date have been content to point to Jean's beautiful home with: "Look at the new trees—the new playroom and the new gardens. It's a cinch Harlow isn't going to move out and over to Powell's for a while yet."

Little did they know that Jean was merely sprucing up the place to catch the eye of some unsuspecting buyer. And, whether it was the trees or the playroom that turned the trick, Jean's house is now sold. In other words, the only known objection (extra house) to their marriage is now sold.

* * *

WHILE driving through San Diego, we stopped to watch a movie company from Hollywood make a few location shots on the beach. The picture, we learned, was "Yours for the Asking" and

The skating star of the evening, Sonja Henie (in her "Dying Swan" costume) with Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler Jolson.

Of course, Kay Francis (smartly dressed as ever, in gray with red accents) was there with Delmer Daves.

But still another page of film stars at the Polar Palace—what a night that must have been for the autograph-hunting fans! In the circle to the left are John Barrymore and Elaine ("Ariel") Barrie. Below, in another ringside box, the Spencer Tracys.

the man who will hold himself so cheap is none other than George Raft. When Director Hall got the cameras all set for the next shot, he found that three men (not members of the company) had stationed themselves right in line with the lens. He asked them to move. They refused on the ground that it was a free country and they could stand where they pleased. Director Hall called for Mr. Raft and told the camera man to shoot. There will be, then, three rather important extras in the picture when it reaches your eyes. The three gents who stood their ground for patriotic reasons were:

Groucho Marx, Charlie Ruggles and writer Norman Krasna!

* * *

THE newest angle on the Carole Lombard-Clark Gable romance is that Carole's mamma doesn't approve!

And the latest development in the Bob Taylor-Barbara Stanwyck coupling is that Frank Fay doesn't approve!

* * *

HIGHLIGHTS on the Leopold Stokowski concert: (No this isn't the cocktail party Joan Crawford gave for him, but a month later when the noted conductor actually brought his Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra to Los Angeles for two concerts) Lili Damita looking simply ravishing in a flame colored gown attracting more attention than her idol husband, Errol Flynn... Remember Eleanor Boardman? She was simply "too, too" in a small hat simply reeking with Paradise feathers... Josephine Hutchinson and her husband were conspicuous by not dressing, but Josephine looked awfully trim in that dark blue dress with the Kelly green hat... A fake "Joan Crawford" getting plenty of attention until the real Joan showed up—then the impostor gave Joan the dirtiest look you've ever seen for ruining her fun; Joan and Franchot were the only friends the great conductor would see during intermission... Hardly anyone recognized Norma Shearer in the gold-leaf hat she wore. It completely hid her Juliet coiffure.
HARRY RICHMAN hasn't been gone from Hollywood long, but like that Rochelle Hudson has Dick Cromwell eating out of her hand and they seem to have it bad.

Freak Hollywood thefts: Someone stole the gears and gear shift out of Lila Lee's car the same day another thief replaced all the tubes in the tires of George Raft's new car with old patched ones.

Funny: Don Alvarado lost a swell job in "The Last of the Mohicans" because he was "typically foreign" and they wanted an American and not a Spaniard playing the role. Don is a native born American whose screen name and past performances have stamped him too well.

Since Connie Bennett announced her separation from her Marquis while in London, may we look for her to do something definite about Gilbert Roland with whom she seems smitten these many moons?

Soon after Arline Judge and Wesley Ruggles separated, Arline went into the hospital for observation. Now that she is ready to leave, the studio has handed her a nice role in "Valiant Is the Word for Carrie"—which will be directed by Wesley Ruggles.

CHILDREN can be a problem. Joan Blondell's two-year-old youngster, Normie, likes airplanes. And so every morning he comes trundling into his mother's room, routs her out of bed, weeps lustily until she is dressed, and then accompanies her in the car to a nearby air-port, where they sit for an hour watching planes land and take off.

This before breakfast, if you please. At six o'clock! So if Joan looks sleepy in her next picture, you'll know why.

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER bought what is probably the fastest stock speedboat in the world, a 25-footer that can slip through the briny at 40 land-miles per, Johnny says.

But what's nice about it is that he takes the craft out to smooth water, sets it going at a reasonable speed, then dives in and race it!

FUNNEST coincidence of the month: Florence Ryerson gave a double birthday party at her Canoga ranch for Edgar Allen Woolf—writer—and O. O. Dull, producer, both of whom were born on the same day. And during the festivities word came from the help that in quick succession the Angora cat had had six kittens, Florence's cow had given birth to a calf, and ten ducklets had hatched with much fuss and to-do from their eggs.

Power of suggestion, maybe.

IT was a hot day and Cary Grant was dripping under his make-up and so was Stanley Morner. There was half an hour before the next take—and standing beside a stage was one of those old-time army motorcycles, with gas in it.

"How does a nice ride in the fresh air sound to you?" Stanley asked Grant. "I can run the thing, and there's a side-car on it."

So in and on they got, and went chug-chugging gaily forth into the heat.

You couldn't guess what happened three miles out, of course.

Yep! The motor said its prayers and quietly expired. They drew straws, plucked from the dried and dusty fields, to see who'd walk the mile to a phone. And it was Cary, the guest, who lost!

ALEXANDER WOOLL COTT had promised that if he ever gave up his New York apartment he would lease it to Harpo Marx. The other day he decided to take an extended trip and wired Harpo his plans. "Just one condition," he wired. "Dorothy Parker named this place 'Wits' End,' and if you take it must be rechristened 'Half-wits' End.'" Harpo has taken the deal under consideration while he thinks up a fast retort.

** **

*

Happy and glowing from their vacation trip to Bermuda, Gary Cooper and his wife, Sandra Shaw, were also at the big skating exhibition.
Style No. 1793—YOUR SPORTS ENSEMBLE. Indispensable for the vacation wardrobe is the trim tailored dress with buttoned shoulders and rever neck. Two breast pockets add to its sporty look. The front of the skirt is cleverly gored to snug the hips and give you a tall appearance. A kick pleat at center front provides easy fulness to the hem, without detracting from its slim straight line. The wine color of the linen bolero jacket is repeated in the buttons and belt buckle of the dusty pink dress. Mediterranean-blue jacket over white tub silk, and gay cotton challis print are also smart. Designed for sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38 and 40-inch bust. Pattern, price 15 cents.

Style No. 1805—OLD WORLD AND CHARMING. Plump shoulders need be nothing to sigh about when there are fascinating dresses such as this one to show them off. This youthful and graceful model is delightful in crisp organdie, net, dotted swiss, chiffon, voile prints or eyelet batiste, polka-dotted glazed chintz, challis print, etc. It may be street length with the sleeves set into the shoulders as seen in back view. Designed for sizes 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 years. Pattern, price 15 cents.
No one dreams of questioning that what and how we eat have a profound and far-reaching effect on what we are, what we can do, and what we do do! But for how many of us is not diet control a matter of thoughtless habit, until a real illness, or wide deviation in our weight forces us to change? How many of us have stopped to analyze our eating habits, stopped to take time to find out personally and individually just what our food and how we eat it, is doing for or against us!

Grace Moore has, and I think that is undoubtedly one of the vital factors in her astonishing ability to cope with the fascinating but exhausting life of an opera, concert, and motion-picture star.

I had planned this month, for the cooking page, to have one of Miss Moore's justly famous menus, and sure enough, here it is. But I know we all need to be reminded from time to time, to look to our eating habits, and Grace Moore is such a splendid and inspiring example of what common-sense and determination can do along these lines, I think what she has to say about this is important.

As you know, Miss Moore, with her husband (for she is really Mrs. Parera) is on her way to Europe, where she and Mr. Parera plan to spend several weeks in beautiful old Casa Lauretta, their beloved hide-away in Cannes.

When I saw Miss Moore, she was just leaving, happy and enthusiastic over the trip. I knew she must be looking forward to the feeling of relaxation, pleasure and general blessedness that comes when you sit down to the first meal, in a place you love, with the man you love, at the beginning of a well-earned vacation. So this was the menu for which I asked her, just what she would be served then.

"What will we have for supper?" Miss Moore said. "Why—"

But I interrupted her: "You plan to arrive late in the evening, then?" I asked. For to me, and I'll wager to you, an opera star's "supper" should mean an elaborate buffet served around midnight.

"No indeed! We'll arrive late in the afternoon, and supper will be shortly after that." And she gave me this simple menu:

**Supper at Casa Lauretta**

A good soup, probably vegetable
An omelette
At least one green vegetable
A simple dessert

"Your voice is the first thing about you to suffer when your peak of energy falls," Miss Moore continued. "Being even the tiniest bit under par will show in the voice long before it does in the face. I know that all screen stars must guard their health, but we singing stars must take extra precautions about ourselves, because of that so delicate adjustment of the voice to physical energy.

"I've made a study of myself, of what is good for me. I've had to work out diets and regimes individually, because of course what is fine for one doesn't work for another at all! It's the only way to keep the velvet in my voice, that extra something without which the finest, most perfectly trained voice in the world, fails to reach the hearts of people.

"I need those weeks of rest at Cannes, and I must have plenty of sleep. To realize the full recuperative powers of sleep, you must eat an early, simple supper. I don't know about others, but this is true of me. So this little menu I've given you is really the kind of thing I shall have almost every night."

Few of us lead the dynamic, colorful existence of a star, but there isn't one of us who shouldn't ponder this statement of Grace Moore's, review our diet and regime and do a little quiet experimenting. By this, I don't mean starting out with revolutionary changes, nor going on trick diets. I mean using just plain common sense, and this business of a simple, early supper is a good place to begin. It's perfectly possible that your insomnia, indigestion, or even bothersome complexion troubles, may be traced to a too heavy, late dinner.

You'll notice how vegetables are stressed on Miss Moore's menu. Her chef, Antoine, being French, is accustomed to menus rich in vegetables and salads. The estate of fifteen acres furnishes quantities of garden-fresh vegetables and fruits for the table, so these wonderful health and beauty builders are always available.

If you haven't a garden, or if you aren't near a really good market where you can be sure the produce is ripe and fresh, you can still have fine vegetables and fruits when you want them (and that ought to be all the time!) with all their flavor and health value intact, by choosing (Continued on page 98)
Is the Flynn-Damita MARRIAGE CRASHING?

Read this electrifying story and see if you can decide the argument agitating all Hollywood these days

By HOWARD SHARPE

So far, Lili and Errol have been inseparable—even when they’re disagreeing! But how long will it last?

HOLLYWOOD is toying fiercely with a brand new speculation this month.

It’s pretty sure that someday—perhaps years from now, perhaps sooner—handsome, lean-limbed, completely romantic Errol Flynn will say goodbye to Hollywood’s comparatively unexciting sound-stages, and return once again to the lush jungles and the slow-moving safari and the dream of buried treasure he loves so well.

You, knowing Errol, know that to be true.

He himself has admitted it to be true.

But what neither Hollywood nor America knows (nor does the tall Irishman, in all probability) is this:

Will Lili Damita follow him there?

Will lovely little Mrs. Flynn exchange her present mansion of rare woods and soft rugs and electric magic for the green mansions of dreary Africa? Will she leave her career, her friends, her home, to follow her husband and his wanderlust to the end of the earth?

That’s a question that Hollywood answers in two different ways.

“Yes!” shouts one contingent defiantly. “Lili would follow that husband of hers into the deepest jungles in the world if he asked her to—and love it!”

“No,” remarks sagely the more cynical assemblage. “Miss Damita is a civilized woman who is already aware that she has married an Edgar Rice Burroughs hero, a stalwart young savage who doesn’t know when or where to light. When he can’t stand the quiet ways of modern life any longer, and needs must go wandering off again on his restless quest for adventure, then gorgeous Miss Damita will say, ‘God speed you, Errol. Bring me a piece-of-eight and a pirate’s skull—but find your little souvenirs alone. I stay here.’ ”

Thus Hollywood. Each side has its arguments. Each side is composed of intimate acquaintances who (Continued on page 65)
Lili and Errol at the West Side Tennis Club on one of his afternoons off from work on "The Charge of the Light Brigade." They laugh together, play together, fight together, but Hollywood wonders: Will Lili follow Errol to find the destiny he seeks?
Gardenias and gingham aprons! Symphonies and scrambled eggs! Come with us on a personal visit to Joan and Franchot!

By CAROLINE SOMERS HOYT

I really don't know who she is. Or where. I know only she signed her name Faith, and whether it be a name or a wholehearted trust, I have no way of knowing. But she did so want to know more about Crawford, she wrote. Oh, not just the usual glamorous things that are written about Joan and her marriage but about her home and that part of it she carries around in her heart.

"More about Joan," is the way she put it, "and how she lives."

Well, to begin with, little Faith, what do you say to trotting in for Sunday night supper with Crawford, the glamorous? You might, now mind no promises, be allowed to open the kidney beans. If you aren't all dressed up fit to kill George Raft, that is, for you'll find Joan more than likely in one of those classy little gingham numbers that only Franchot, the two dachshunds, and the boy who delivers the groceries on cook's day off, are lucky enough to see.

They come, those dresses, from one of our not too swanky shops down in Los Angeles, all made to Joan's measure. In fact, on a certain shelf in this busy shop repose two bolts of gingham. These, my dear, are labeled Crawford gingham and are dragged down only to make Joan's little house dresses.

Now back to the kidney beans. It's a recipe of Franchot's grandmother and an especially loved one for those six o'clock suppers. There will be much dashing about with grated cheese and chopped green peppers and, after all these ingredients are placed in the casserole, Joan will salute it all with a dash of tabasco. It's Sunday night supper's hot dish; salad and cold meats complete the meal.

The faint stirring about the next morning along about six will not be the birdies outside the window get-
ting next to the fact that it’s daylight. It will be Joan, herself, arising for her day’s work. Face washed, then comes the bed making. Oh yes, Joan makes her own bed, mind you. Tucking in the sheets and pillow cases and smoothing it all down too grand for words.

And don’t ask me why. She just does, that’s all. Every day of life, too.

Then down for a bite of breakfast and a dash upstairs to say good-bye to Franchot who needn’t rise so early because he has no curls to bother with. With Alice, the colored maid, clutching the lunch pail, the metal one full of waxed paper and things, she is off for the studio, the dogs barking after her and the Finnish housemaid and Swedish butler standing at the window looking after her, love shining from their eyes for their beloved mistress.

For this, Miss Faith, is the home love has built and you’re in it. Catch what you can of it, young lady, for it’s a rare and wonderful thing, even in Hollywood. Especially in Hollywood, as a matter of fact.

With Joan gone, the cook picks up the little memo Joan has left on her dressing table the night before. The one that is found there every morning and says at the top, “This Is To Remind You.” And then come the reminders. If it’s Saturday it is likely to say seven for dinner, cocktails first, and then the menu written out. And then, along about seven with the guests almost due, there will be an anxious waiting for Joan. The house will be filled with the air of suspense. The atmosphere will hang heavy with it.

And then, a sound of wheels—the car. Commotion, relief, joy, as Bennett, the chauffeur, grins widely as Joan flies in, her hair whipping madly, her lunch pail fairly bursting asunder in the rush. The dogs promptly go cuckoo tearing round and round and coming out between the butler’s dumbfounded legs while Joan takes the stairs two at a time. In two shakes her hair is lathery from its evening shampoo (yes, every evening regularly her hair is washed) and then into a hostess gown and downstairs just as the guests are announced.

And then the dinner table. Joan, her face with its freckles shining with cleanliness and sheer beauty, her silver gleaming, her linen perfect, but all, all of it my dear, offset by the huge white bath towel wrapped around her shoulders to protect the hostess gown from the dripping hair.

Chili then is served at midnight. (Continued on page 84)
VISITING the great Gable (he'll slip me down for that one) in his dressing room, is a far, far better thing than I have ever done, as Colman sighed, while getting his head chopped off. Better, that is, for Gable. For now that I think it over, I carried in far more information than I carried out. In fact, I went in practically bent double with a gorgeous collection of scandals and romances and miscellaneous misinformation gathered from hither and yon—all about the popular Mr. Gable.

About all I came out with was his expressed wonder at what had become of old-fashioned parlors. The kind that were opened up only when preachers came in for Sunday dinner.

But when I think of the joy and perfect delight with which Mr. Gable received my glad tidings as to his reported doings here and there on the village green, I can't feel too badly at my getting the little end of it. You see, the man had been tied up to a stuffy old sound stage making "San Francisco" so long, he hadn't heard a single one of his goings-on. Oh, he'd read snatches of them in the papers but what are snatches he's read in a paper to a he-man?

So I gave.

First, I gave him the low-down on his affair with Lombard. I told him just what stage it had reached (and was I goose-pimply?) and what he had said and she had said. I even drew pictures to illustrate.

He practically choked to death he was that delighted at the progress he had made. Said never, never would he have believed he was that good. But that was nothing. I had him even better later on.

To begin with, he said that his friendship with Carole was built solely on her good sportsmanship, her grand sense of humor, and ability to take it as well as dish it. And that was that, and was as far as it went. But I could see his mind was still in the old-fashioned parlor so I persisted.

We traced the Lombard business to its source.

That grand gal, Carole Lombard, is his constant companion these days. Just what part does she play in his plans for the future?
—and learns a lot about it himself!

By SARA HAMILTON

It began with a ham. Carole sent it to Clark with his picture pasted on it. Clark retaliated by sending Carole a huge pair of shoes because she kept stumbling. Not so funny but clean, anyway. It seems there was a lull in the activities then, if you go in for lulls, and then came this Valentine’s Day and the now famous Ford from Carole to Clark.

He’s still trying to think of a comeback and it’s not marriage. It’s a good way to get even as I pointed out but he turned the suggestion down flat, so that’s out.

As to escorting her home from the first Mayfair party where Carole was hostess—no, he didn’t. Clark said he merely walked in, saw another actor he’d had a row with (Note to Editor: Am running this down for scoop.) and because he didn’t want another row he merely went across the street to his hotel and went to bed.

What does Clark hope to get from life and love and marriage? Only he can answer these questions—and he does, very frankly.

He did not take Miss Lombard home from the Mayfair! As to taking her for a ride in the repainted Ford, yes. Why should his spine be jolted loose in the thing and not hers?

‘At-a spirit.

His secret divorce, the one he and Mrs. Gable got in Mexico, pleased him more than anything I told him about. He loved the way we had it all arranged for him and said, boy, it certainly had saved him a lot of time and bother, only he refused it on the grounds (unreasonable, these pampered movie stars) that it wasn’t true.

“I should like to see either Mrs. Gable or me attempt to obtain a secret divorce, anywhere,” he said and I thought so would a million others, mostly blonde.

So he’s still married and not even planning an immediate divorce.

He didn’t say, you notice, Mrs. Gable wasn’t, however. Anyway, we both went into the parlor thing again and I came out with this bit of something.

He’s absolutely not in love. (Continued on page 70)
Fredric March and Olivia de Havilland are perfect in the superb film version of "Anthony Adverse." Their fine work in "The King Steps Out" will win still more fans for Grace Moore and Franchot Tone.

Movies of the Month

The reliable guide to the recent talkies with one check (✓) for good ones, two checks (✓✓) for those that are outstanding

✓✓ Anthony Adverse (Warner Brothers)

You'll See: Fredric March, Olivia de Havilland, Anita Louise, Donald Woods, Edmund Gwenn, Claude Rains, Louis Hayward, Gale Sondergaard.

It's About: The birth, life, success, marriage and disillusionment of a famous character from contemporary best seller fiction.

Perhaps no picture has been quite so eagerly awaited by such a great number of people as this one. Those who have read the book, and there are millions, will not be disappointed. Combining such fine story material with beautifully drawn characterizations and exceptional photography, you will find a film of rare appeal. Some may say it is too long; we thought, if anything, it was too short. We would have enjoyed knowing each one of the many characters just a bit better.

Fredric March, as the grown-up Anthony, gives his role life and reality. Mr. March has long been trying to avoid costume pictures; we're glad the studio was so determined in this case. He is perfect in the role. Olivia de Havilland, one of the truly beautiful girls on the screen, plays Angela, the cook's daughter who marries Anthony. Her performance is on a par with that of March—which means practically perfect. Two exceptional character roles are filled by Edmund Gwenn and Claude Rains. Neither actor has ever given a better performance. Gale Sondergaard as Faith will leave you hating her completely. The remainder of the cast, in particular the little girl who portrays Angela as a child, is so perfectly chosen as to be absolutely believable. And little Scotty Beckett draws a real round of applause for his work as Anthony's son.

Our only criticism of this otherwise fine picture is the cutting. In order to get it down "to size," Anthony skips about the face of the earth so rapidly that one gets no opportunity to know the people he meets.

Your Reviewer Says: Here it is at last. Don't miss it!

✓✓ The King Steps Out (Columbia)

You'll See: Grace Moore, Franchot Tone, Walter Connolly, Raymond Walburn, Elisabeth Risdon, Victor Jory, Frieda Inescort, Herman Bing.

It's About: A prince who goes on an all-night lark, incognito, and falls in love with the sister of the girl he doesn't want to marry.

A grand story full of romance and studded with riotous humor gives Grace Moore a chance to show how much she has learned about acting since "One Night of Love." This is grand musical fare with no attempt to force a fantastic story, merely going merrily along getting as much fun as possible. The score is excellent and Franchot Tone and Walter Connolly head an exceptional supporting cast.

The prince (Franchot Tone) is about to be forced into marriage by his tyrannical mother, the empress. He decides to have one last fling and steps out incognito. While on his night of fun, he meets Grace Moore who is anxious to make the prince fall in love with her because she is the sister of the girl (Frieda Inescort) who is being forced to marry him. The comedy and romance that are strung together from the time of their meeting until the fade-out make this superlative entertainment. Whenever Grace Moore feels like singing, she just sings, which is much better than trying to make some silly reason and place for it, as has always been done with singing stars in the past. Miss Moore shows a much finer sense of comedy and acting ability than ever before and is in fine voice. Franchot Tone will gain many fans by his excellent work. "Stars In My Eyes" and "Madly In Love" are of hit caliber and are but two of six songs sung by Miss Moore. Walter Connolly, Herman Bing, Frieda Inescort, Victor Jory and the rest of the cast are all
Our own Robert Young and Britain's dancing darling, Jessie Matthews, score in GB's "It's Love Again." Don Ameche makes an astounding film debut and Jean Hersholt is just as grand as usual in "Sins of Man."

well above par. Direction and photography, fine.

Your Reviewer Says: A grand musical picture. You'll love it.

✓✓ It's Love Again (GB)

You'll See: Jessie Matthews, Robert Young, Sonnie Hale, Ernest Milton, others.

It's About: A girl who wants to get on the stage, a columnist, mistaken identity, and love.

England may very well be proud of pretty Jessie Matthews, for here without the benefit of a very good story, cursed with poor photography and ugly costumes, the girl carries this film and makes it as delightful entertainment as you can find.

Jessie plays a dancer who is determined to get in a London revue, no matter what getting the engagement demands of her. She meets Robert Young, a columnist who is inventing a character Mrs. Smythe-Smythe for whom he pretends the most amazing adventures. Jessie decides to cash in on the publicity by saying she is the non-existent Mrs. Smythe-Smythe and then the fun—most of it dancing fun—begins.

Sam Coslow and Harry Woods have supplied Jessie with lovely songs to sing. There are only three in the whole picture but they are all sure to be hits, particularly the theme song, "It's Love Again."

Your Reviewer Says: For the songs, for Jessie's dances, and for Jessie herself, this must be seen.

✓ Sins of Man (20th Century-Fox)

You'll See: Jean Hersholt, Don Ameche, Allen Jenkins, J. Edward Bromberg, Ann Shoemaker, DeWitt

What would you like for amusement this month? A great costume picture? Okay, there's "Anthony Adverse" exquisitely done, exquisitely played, with Fredric March starring. A really romantic musical? Then Hollywood offers "The King Steps Out," a really enchanting film with Grace Moore in lovely voice and Franchot Tone at his best. Want something heavier? Go to "Sins of Man." It's very somber, but magnificent. In the same class is "Fury." Both will make you think. You'd like a new co-starring team? There's Bob Taylor and Loretta Young together in "Private Number" and they're thrilling. Bored with all that, you say, and still asking for something absolutely different? Go to "Green Pastures." Nothing like it has ever been done on the screen before. In fact, in no month before has Hollywood ever offered such varied fare for your approval, and all excellent.

PICTURES in the CUTTING ROOM

Advance Tips on Tomorrow's Talkies

COLUMBIA

San Francisco Nights: Ralph Bellamy and Marguerite Churchill have leads in this melodrama about a brilliant young lawyer who gets into trouble getting a night club singer out of trouble.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

The Devil Doll: Plenty of mystery and excitement to look forward to in this murder yarn with a new twist. Lionel Barrymore is the persecuted banker who meets a weird doll maker in jail. When freed they get their longed for revenge and more.

PARAMOUNT

Rhythm on the Range: From reports on this singing comedy you'll love Bing Crosby as the Arizona cowboy who takes part in a New York rodeo and attracts attention of rich society girl, Frances Farmer. The girl has to play second fiddle to a prize bull in Bing's affections. Lots of fun in a transcontinental boxcar.

Yours for the Asking: In this one George Ratt is a small time Florida gambler who turns Dolores Barrymore's palatial home into a night spot and moves into the owner's heart. Ida Lupino plays Ratt's discarded moll.

HAL ROACH

Our Relations: Laurel and Hardy have twin brothers in this new film and we hear it's twice as funny as any picture they've ever made. Reported hung at sea for mutiny, gobs Laurel and Hardy turn in in port to find their long lost twin brothers and become involved in many hilarious incidents.

20TH CENTURY-Fox

To Mary with Love: With a strong story of human appeal, this Warner Baxter-Myrna Loy picture looks like fine entertainment. It's about the depression's effect upon the love of a once wealthy Manhattan couple.
WRITE TO GLORIA MACK: For help in all your beauty problems: a lovelier skin, a new coiffure, special exercises for the figure that needs them. You'll want too, the list of vital beauty aids described in the article, and how to choose and use your perfumes in a sophisticated way. Remember your letter will go directly to Gloria Mack's own desk, for this is a really confidential service. There isn't any charge, but please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope when you write.

Gloria Mack, c/o Movie Mirror
7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Be as athletic as you wish, in any season, advises Jean Parker of M-G-M, but don't forget that daintiness is essential to feminine charm.

Summertime
is BEAUTY TIME

During the spring and summer, I can answer your letters light-heartedly, because this is the season when I know it's going to be easy for you to follow beauty suggestions. Here in Hollywood, we don't have real winter, but where most of my mail comes from, there are months and months when cold weather, steam-heated rooms, the inclination to eat heavily and to dodge exercise, all make it harder to keep yourself in tip-top form.

Now that summer is here, it's a different matter. And I want every one of you to avail yourself of these months when Nature will help you, when the sun is high, and the days are warm and sweet and fragrant.

Don't let anyone tell you the New Year starts in January!

It doesn't!
It comes for you the morning you put away your winter clothes, the first morning when you find yourself passing on the doorstep to breathe in the new air, and to look at all the little new buds that have arrived on the trees over night. That's the real New Year for Nature, and let it be so for you.

By GLORIA MACK

Greet it with a fling and a laugh, and a chin held high, and watch your beauty resolutions almost automatically fulfilling themselves.

Days that stimulate to exercise the girl who wants to lose; days that soothe to recuperative rest the girl who must gain; days and nights of romance and vacation time that are a potent incentive to look and be our most utterly charming; new clothes, and the modern magicians who make our cosmetics brewing lovelier, subtler dressing-table magic for the lucky modern girl!! I tell you, this is when a beauty editor enjoys her work.

If I go on like this, I shall be bursting into song right here at the typewriter, and the rest of the office will wonder what in the world has happened to the Beauty Department now. For my office is an exciting place.

Being in touch with so many, many hundreds of you readers, keeps it so. (I answer every single one of your letters myself, you know, and it takes time.) Then there is the constant thrill of the new beauty aids coming in, such fun to try out, so practical, so perfectly packaged they adorn any dressing-table. And after that, the deep satisfaction of having just the right thing to recommend in answer to your questions.

In a moment, I'm going to tell you about some of the things on my desk right now, that you'll find yourself needing these summer days, but so many of you have been kind enough to tell me you enjoy my monthly "open letters." I wanted to show you some of the reasons why I enjoy writing the articles. The best, finest reasons of all, are the cherished letters which come to me from girls who have been able to help themselves be more attractive, and happier, just from something I was able to write. That is a thrill!

Many of these letters have been from girls who definitely lacked conventional beauty, but who were quick to see that other aspects of beauty may be so emphasized that the lack ceases to be apparent. And an outstanding aspect of real beauty is daintiness—that fastidious care of yourself which ninety-nine men out of a hundred will mention in their description of an Ideal Girl. This (Continued on page 89)
Tilling in the Hills Hotel, the spacious assignment is Hepburn, the de together.
Remember Joel's and Joan Bennett's fine work together in "Private Worlds"? Well, they're teamed again in Universal's "Two in a Crowd." There's another interesting story about that film, too, and you mustn't fail to read it in "The Hidden Hollywood" this month.

Four years ago she left films for Broadway, discouraged—and returned to stage a heart-warming comeback in more suitable roles. She's now happily settled in Hollywood with her husband, Frank J. Ross, and will star next in Columbia's "Purple and Fine Linen."
Hi, "Rowdy"! That's the name of his role as one of Crawford's four leading men in "The Gorgeous Hussy"—and we think it rather suits this very popular but natural and unaffected new actor. After this film, he'll play opposite Eleanor Powell in M-G-M's "Easy to Love."

Here's that grand exclusive portrait of Mrs. Al Jolson her fans have been clamoring for! Right now, Ruby's taking a rest—playing golf, enjoying days of leisure with her husband and little Al, Jr., and deciding whether it's to be New York or Europe for that vacation trip.
SITTING in Virginia's cool white living room, facing each other but not daring to let their eyes meet, they decided it would be "best" for Virginia to go to New York. The decision might have been easier had George given her strength by holding her hands in his. But they were afraid of that gesture. They might forget what was "best."

George simply said he thought it was right for her to go and then he made some sad little wisecracks like "get the Eastern situation under control" and "give my regards to Broadway."

If George had put on an act, if he had been very dramatic and said, "I can't give you up. I can't let you out of my life," the parting would have been more easily borne. But that isn't George's way. He doesn't know how to be dramatic. It embarrasses him to do an emotional scene even before the camera.

But there wasn't any camera. This was real. This was a little tragedy so poignant that the most sensitive actor could not have given it reality. And George knew he wasn't a sensitive actor. All he knew, that night as they sat there, was that he loved a girl named Virginia Pine, a girl who understood and loved him, a girl who had stuck by him in spite of everything.

"In spite of everything" covered months of heartache. For there was George wanting to protect Virginia, wanting to stand between her and all life's cruelties, yet legally unable to do so. George, loving Virginia, was already married to someone else.

It had been over two years now since that night they met. They had loved each other for a long time. They had known the comfort of good companionship, the benison of tenderness. Also, and quite as important, they had had fun together. And now George must give her up.

For it wasn't fair, he knew, to bind a young, lovely, charming girl like Virginia to him when he was so completely bound himself. Virginia should have a beautiful home, a devoted husband, a life with a future. There was no future he could give her.

Yes, her grandparents were right. Virginia's grandparents liked him. He could tell by the way they called him "Georgie" and welcomed him into their home and their hearts. But they were older and wiser than he and they had said to Virginia,
SURVIVE THIS?

behind one of Hollywood’s greatest romances—George Raft and Virginia Pine

too much of each other. You’ll find some guy in New York . . .” But as he said it he knew he was lying.

This way was best. They were doing “the right thing.” Let Virginia try New York. Let her forget him. They said goodbye quickly. That was best, too.

As Virginia settled herself in New York and rang up old friends she used to know and said, airily, “Oh, yes, it’s grand to be here. Oh, yes, you need the stimulation of New York after Hollywood,” she tried not to think at all. But when the heart is involved the mind will not be silenced.

She remembered the night she and George met. She thought, “If it had been love at first sight I could have guarded against what followed. If it had been only a physical attraction I could have stopped it. It would have been easy, then, not to see George again.”

But that wasn’t the way of it. Their relationship was based on something much more substantial than the emotional slap in the face known as love at first sight. These two were drawn together by a common desperation.

Virginia had attended a big and very noisy party at the Colony Club. She was the new girl in town and all the Hollywood boys were giving her a big rush. Virginia was glad. It kept her mind off her trouble, the necessity for a divorce from her wealthy Chicago husband.

So she was gayer than a summer print (or seemed to be) and more sparkling than the champagne she drank.

As she raised the slim glass to her lips she saw over its brim the face of a lonely looking young man at the other end of the table. He was not drinking and he seemed to be appraising her, yet his look lacked the calculated admiration the other lads gave her.

Later in the evening George Raft was introduced to her. “Are you having fun?” he asked.

“Yes,” she said. And then, suddenly, she realized she wasn’t having fun, that she was creating a false gaiety which his knowledge of life allowed him to recognize.

“Well, sort of fun,” she amended.

“I know you’re all dated up and everything,” George said, “but if you’re not busy tomorrow night I thought we might have a quiet dinner together.”

“A quiet dinner.” She didn’t know you could have one in Hollywood. But she liked the idea. She hadn’t been having fun, not really. And George was the only one who knew it.

So she accepted his invitation. They dined, went to a movie and he delivered her to her door before eleven o’clock. Virginia, although a trifle stunned, had to admit that, short as it was, it was her most pleasant

George and Virginia have passed—with flying colors—one of the greatest possible tests of true love. Center, with Virginia’s little daughter, Joan, for whom George would make any sacrifice.
SOME WOULD CALL THESE STRANGE OCCUR
UNCANNY" "OCCULT"

BUT–

Bette

THERE just isn't any other way to account for the continuous procession of breaks I've had ever since I decided, while still in finishing school, to become an actress.

Bette Davis looked at me very seriously across the tea table. When she declared she'd been born under a lucky star I believed her, even before she went on to pile instance on example. When Bette looks you squarely in the eye she could make you believe her father was an Indian Maharajah, her mother an Eskimo, and her charming self to have been born in Timbuctoo!

We had been discussing the fact that she plays so convincingly those out-of-the-ordinary roles. I'd wanted to know how a young woman, most conventionally brought up, had found it possible to depict so realistically such characters as a Cockney girl of the streets, a murderer who loses her reason, a chronic alcoholic, and an idealistic little desert rat, to mention only a few of the varying personalities Bette has seemed to live on the screen.

"I can't account for it at all," she told me, "except that I was born with a fiendishly vivid imagination and it enables me, once I am assigned one of these unusual characterizations, to go right ahead and feel as if I actually were the person I'm playing. Something gives me an insight into how the woman—vain, shallow, desperate, insane with hate and passion, or merely ignorant and drenched with dreams—would act in the various situations in which the story places her.

"It is just luck that I can do this. It's all, in fact, a part and parcel of the miraculous luck that I seem to meet at every turn. Positively uncanny, but true."

"But how about 'hard work and perseverance'? I platitudinized. "Aren't they . . .?"

"Stuff and nonsense," she answered. "Of course I work hard, but so do plenty of other people for whom things never break. I tell you my case is nothing but plain old-fashioned luck—and I'll prove it to you."

Bette briskly ordered more tea and settled forward with her elbows on the table to convince me that this luck business wasn't just a gag. She explained that she isn't superstitious and doesn't believe she

By JOSEPHINE LE SUEUR
has a patron saint or a fairy godmother. She never has her fortune told or consults astrologers, but just the same . . .

"To begin with," she bombshelled, "I've got a psychic mother. She has figured frequently and importantly in my colorful career of strokes of luck. I certainly would never have had any career at all if she hadn't saved my life the very summer after I'd decided to work toward the stage. It happened this way:

"We were vacationing in Kennebunkport, Maine. I had driven to a dance about ten miles away with four boys, all older than I. Mother and a boy cousin of mine had gone to the movies. Suddenly, about nine o'clock, right in the middle of the picture, Mother turned to John and told him she wanted him to leave immediately, take the car, drive to the place I'd gone dancing, tell me she was very ill, and bring me home at once.

"When Mother tells you to do things you do them, and John lost no time. When he found me and pulled the line about the 'illness' he winked, so I wouldn't be worried. But we went home pronto, arriving there well before midnight.

"About two o'clock my four earlier escorts started for Kennebunkport. Their car was hit by a truck and all of them were in the hospital for several months! Don't ask me how Mother knew enough to send John after me, but you can see why I don't trifle when she has a hunch. And I often think back to that night as the first of a series of lucky happenings that followed in close succession.

"While I'm getting stories about Mother off my chest, there was the time I was going up to Rochester, from New York, to understudy and play a tiny part in 'Broadway,' which George Cukor was doing in stock.

"As I got on the train Mother handed me my copy of the play that she had been looking over. 'Now Bette,' she said, 'I want you to learn the entire part of Pearl (the lead) during the rehearsal period. Also the other part you will see I've marked. I have a definite feeling that one of the two girls playing those roles is going to sprain her ankle during the first matinee after you open.'

"I laughed until I cried. But, because I had plenty of time on my hands, I did learn those two parts thoroughly (neither was the part I was supposed to understudy) during the days before the play opened.

"Well, you won't believe me but I give you my word that 'Pearl' sprained her ankle during the first Wednesday matinee. She managed to get (Continued on page 96)
His is the story of a boy who had too much. The story of a boy who has always been known as the handsomest boy in wherever-he-happened-to-be. A boy who always had spending money, a car of his own, a fond mother and father to lavish affection on him, good clothes, good taste—a boy who had every physical and material advantage the world had to offer, handed to him on a silver platter.

To those of us who started life with none of these things, this sounds like a perfect set-up. We are apt to be envious and resentful of such a boy. What could he know about struggling and striving? We have to fight every step of the way. A boy like that finds fame, fortune, friends, falling in his lap!

But that was not the case with Robert Taylor. Bob found that having too much was just as great a handicap as having too little. There were many times when he would gladly have changed places with the poorest boy he knew.

Up until the time when Bob was ready to go to college, Bob's friends—al except one—had always been well-to-do boys like himself. The one exception was Gerry Wiebe. Gerry's people had no money. The others, however, like Bob, came from the town's best families. They too were used to dressing well, eating well, riding well, spending well. Like Bob they were planning to go to an expensive eastern college.

But Bob never went East to college. At the last minute he announced he had changed his mind, and was going to Doane instead. Doane College was just thirty miles away, at Crete, Nebraska. The student body was made up almost entirely of boys and girls from Nebraska farms. It was inexpensive and had no prestige. Bob's friends thought he was crazy.

All except one, that is—and that again was Gerry. Gerry didn't think Bob was crazy. He knew he was the finest friend a fellow ever had. If it hadn't been for Bob, Gerry would never have been able to go to college. Bob had persuaded his father, a kindly doctor, that it would cost no more to send two boys to a near-by inexpensive college than it would to send one to Yale or Harvard. Gerry and Bob were going to college together!

Ever since the sixth grade the boys had been inseparable. When Gerry took up the violin, Bob learned to play the 'cello, so they might be musicians together. Their one great dream was that some day they might play side by side in some great symphony orchestra. That's why it was one of the happiest days of Bob's life when they started off for Doane together.

But what unhappiness it had in store for him! What a turning point that day was for Bob!

Now it happened that corduroys and sweaters were what the Doane boys usually wore. It was all they could afford. Yet Bob arrived on the campus that first day, dressed immaculately in white flannels and a smart blue sport coat. That, even such a little thing, started him off on the wrong foot completely. The girls took one look at Bob and reached for their compacts. The boys took one look at Bob and wondered who the heck he thought he was!

The cold shoulder grew even more cold when the news spread around that Bob and Gerry weren't living in the dormitories but had taken an apartment in town instead,
How Bob conquered a hostile college crowd and, incidentally, paved the way to his later screen success

By KATHARINE HARTLEY

and that Bob had his own car. That was news at Doane, and not welcome news, either. Feelings fell to the freezing point. Why didn’t he go to a rich fellows’ school where he belonged?

For the first week or so Bob was completely innocent of the unpleasant commotion he was causing. He and Gerry went blithely about their business of getting settled, choosing their courses, and continuing their friendship. Bob never wondered why no one welcomed him. Why no one steered him toward a fraternity. Why no one sought him out as a new friend. He didn’t even realize that he was missing these things.

Until one night about a week after he had entered the college.

At meal time it was the custom for the boys to gather in a room off the dining hall, and wait there for the dinner bell.

On this particular evening Doane’s star track man, Tom Reid, was holding the center of the floor, when Bob and Gerry walked in. Tom suddenly stopped in the middle of his story. He faced Bob squarely and said, “Well, well, here comes handsome! Boys, boys, where are your manners? Don’t you recognize the best dressed man on the campus when you see him? Look at him! God’s gift to woman. A man who neither smokes nor drinks. An A-1 student. A plutocrat of plutocrats. Gentlemen, I say bow to the King of the Campus!” Tom made an exaggerated bow, and the others followed his example.

There could be no doubt about the seriousness of Reid’s mockery. It was not something to be laughed off. It was not gentle kidding among good friends. It was hate. Bob flushed to the roots of his hair. His hands made fists at his side. Gerry grabbed him as he (Continued on page 97)
FOR a long moment Hazel stared, and color surged to her cheeks. "You mean—" she asked, unbelieving. He nodded. "Soprana is out of pictures for at least two months. We can't wait that long for this picture. Fortunately, it's just at a place where it won't be too costly to re-shoot the first part. We must go on! This picture is scheduled and advertised. I've watched you and I think that if you work hard you can make the grade in Soprana's role. Will you try?"

"Will I—" she began, and gulped. "Of course, I'll try. I'd break my neck, if necessary, to make good in that part. I think, too, that I could work well with—"

"Yes," he finished, knowingly. "You'll work well with Hilton." He arose, impatient, picked up his hat. "Suppose you report on stage five in the morning? I'll have the script in your hands within an hour. Go over the first five scenes. We'll try them over tomorrow. They're short. The longest ones come near the end and are harder, of course. And don't stay up too late studying. Remember that the camera detects fatigue and tired eyes. Well, I'll see you tomorrow. Stage five—nine o'clock."

He stalked out unceremoniously. And Hazel sat and looked at Madge as if in a trance, her eyes starry with

MOVIE MIRROR'S enthralling novel of a lovely girl who was willing to risk everything in the world in the hope of becoming a great screen star
happy emotion, her cheeks flaming.

“Well,” smiled Madge, “by every tradition of fiction and the stage, this is just what should happen to the virtuous and beautiful heroine. And I'm sure you'll make the grade.”

“Wasn't he a peach to give me the chance?” breathed Hazel.

“He's nobody's fool,” answered Madge, indirectly. “And, unless I'm completely goofy, the look in his ex-ray eyes says that he's fallen for the beautiful Hazel.”

“Oh, don't be funny! Von?”

“No one else! Whom were we talking about? Von's human, too! You're doing right well by yourself, n'love. First Warner Hilton topples, and now this ace director. Lor' humme, what a gal!”

But Hazel wasn't listening. Her eyes were dreamily fixed on far distant horizons. “Madge,” she said, softly, “Madge—if I can only make the grade—it means stardom!”

Madge shrugged. “I've heard you referred to as 'the girl who knows Howe.' Show 'em, kid!”

Hazel reported the next morning on stage five for a series of silent tests, the usual routine shots: coming into a room, walking toward the camera, smiling, turning her head in closeups. Von wanted to study all the angles and experiment with lighting all over again. He completely disregarded her first screen tests. Then, they put the sound cameras on and shot several scenes from “Hearts Aflame.” The story called for Warner Hilton and Hazel in several love scenes, and under Von's expert coaching and direction, the highly dramatic lighting key he ordered, something vital began to take place and permeate the atmosphere of the studio.

Hazel forgot who she was, where she was; she looked up at Warner and remembered only her lines; and they coincided with what was in her heart.

Von kept her at it all day, until she was ready to drop with strain and fatigue; and she marvelled at Warner's ever ready professional enthusiasm for his work. It was like a tap that he could turn on at will to full orchestral pitch. She wondered if he felt any disturbance, such as she felt, when she was in his arms and his lips brushed her bared shoulder.

That night, she slept as one dead. They all 

(Continued on page 72)
The only thing Paul takes seriously is his work! Below, with his wife, Bella, in one of those gay moments his friends know so well.

PAUL MUNI could stand the strain no longer. He had been growing angrier every minute. The conference of studio bigwigs, assembled in the den of his ranch home, was practically at the table-pounding stage. And he, himself, led the argumentative uproar. After all, this was the sixth story treatment that had been prepared for his forthcoming picture. It was still terrible!

"Come on out and take a dip!"

His wife, splashing in the pool in the front yard, called loudly. She had a hunch his temper was about to give way. They had been fussing in there for hours; it was five o'clock and they might as well quit for that day.

When Bella's voice carried into the smoke-filled room, the screen's great actor stood up and bowed elaborately.

"Gentlemen," he said, smiling broadly with a suddenness that was startling, "shall we swim?"

With a courtly gesture he waved them through the door that opened to the garden. Then, as they hesitated, he stepped forward. He had on one of his best business suits, and was formally attired even to his gold watch in his vest pocket. Nevertheless, he proceeded to walk straight over to the pool and, without a quiver, he strode directly into it. You can imagine the gasps!

But the real point is that every trace of rage had vanished instantaneously. Muni was roaring at the stunned expressions, and the amusement was general when he began kicking up his trousered heels in the water with all the gay abandon of a country kid at the old swimming hole.

He isn't a nut. There are no eccentric twists in him. But Paul Muni does possess an unsuspected sense of humor, and it makes him actually very different from what you probably fancy him.

It's true that he is deadly serious where his work figures, in his efforts to extract the finest from himself and his business associates. Yet he is no more impressed with himself than he is with the pretentious people he runs into.

His fondness for fun had been (Continued on page 87)
Fay Wray, now under contract to Columbia, plans wisely for her summer sports and relaxation. Her clothes for these carefree days are fashion-wise—simple, practical and easily packed. The beach costume, below, of red and white matelasse cotton is shaded by a mammoth hat of natural straw with circular stripes of red. The terry cloth lining of her fingertip length box jacket folds back to fashion the collar and cuffs and assures plenty of warmth after a swim in the backless, skirted playsuit. The crocheted sandals are of red string.
Taffeta is the darling of the hour, from morning till night. Above, you see it in a gay red, white and blue plaid on the swirling hemline and decolletage of Fay's dramatic evening gown of white net. You know there is taffeta underneath the frock, as well, because it murmurs at every graceful movement. For daytime, taffeta frocks have become increasingly important. Fay has selected one of black with a white circular motif, at left. The pencil-slim skirt has a peplum jacket with a well-defined waistline, perky sleeves, and a tailored collar with a neck ruffle of old-fashioned eyelet embroidery. Black chenille dots spot the narrow veil on her white felt hat, which has a jaunty bow of grosgrain.
When Fay spends a summer evening in town, you'll always find her dressed in black. There is youth and chic in her frock of heavy crepe, at left, with its short, circular skirt falling in soft front draperies and its surplice blouse with tailored sleeves. A soft crush belt wraps twice around her waistline and ends in a bow on the left side. Her picturesque hat is of shiny black straw, with pink roses and royal blue velvet ribbon. Fay completes this costume with double foxxes, hand-crocheted gloves and a darling bag of net ruffles. Devastating in its filminess, Fay's turquoise chiffon evening gown, below, is girdled by a matching suede belt adorned with a Chinese dragon in red, gold and green leather.
Ready for one of her numerous trips, Fay wears one of the season's newest topcoats of white camel's hair with an oxford gray check. Beneath the coat is a smart double-breasted suit of white gabardine. Both the suit and the topcoat have white pearl buttons for fastenings. Fay combines this outfit with black accessories for travel, saving her gaily colored scarves and gloves for wear after reaching her destination.

Don't forget to plan your entire early fall wardrobe well ahead of time! If you'd like advance fall fashion tips, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope with your request to Gwenn Walters, MOVIE MIRROR, 7751 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Culotte frocks, a favorite style with Fay, are now the rage. This one of navy sharkskin, at left, has chevrons, neck scarf and both shoulder and skirt zipper fastenings of red. Fay wears a French sailor hat of navy felt and grosgrain, white gloves with red zipper closings and a navy matelasse leather bag. The red toes of her nude hose peek through the open-work of her navy blue suede sandals.

Red, white and blue, a stunning holiday combination, were selected by Fay for a spectator sports costume (right) of white crepe. The blouse is embroidered in red and blue and has spaghetti bows and belt in the same shades. Her large picture hat of blue baku boasts a band of red grosgrain. Her bag is of old-fashioned soutache braid.
How to Make Good on Your First Date

How many times has this happened to you? You met him, he asked you for a date, then he never came back any more after that first date and to save your life you couldn’t figure out why.

You thought everything had gone off perfectly. Because when he left he said, “Well, goodnight, dear. I’ll give you a ring.” He said it convincingly, too. He held your hand much longer than he would have had to to give it a strictly Emily Post-ian shake. He told you again that he’d had a swell evening, called back “Sleep tight!” from the bottom porch step, then stood a moment watching until you’d disappeared inside the door.

Goodnights like that make you feel so sure. You know. You bubble up to bed with the glorious, glittery feeling of conquest, confident that another male has sentimentally, so to speak, bitten the very dust at the toes of your little gold sandals.

But all that was ages ago. Last month, last Christmas, last summer. And that tyrant of a telephone out in the hall has yet to produce the first tinkle of the ring he was going to give you.

And that hurts, that does. It completely punctures your ego. It makes you feel as if you aren’t very cute any more, so every other time you have a first date with a new

Have you ever wondered why that simply stunning new man never called again? Let these stars tell you how to make a good first impression last!

By MARY WATKINS REEVES
man you find you're lots less confident of your charm, more self-conscious. All because you never could figure out what that mysterious something was you'd done that kept him—and others, too—from coming back after the very first evening with you.

It's a big problem and it's one that every girl has now and then no matter how popular and pretty she is. But it doesn't have to be a problem any more. Because I've found out from four of the loveliest stars in Hollywood (who've had more beaux than you and I'll have put together if we stay single until we're sixty) a technique for making first dates mature into second ones. It's swell. It's non-failable. A movie queen would sooner be caught bustling a bustle than actually pining for the buzz of a bell. If her first dates fail to play a return engagement she knows why. And because she knows why she knows what to do.

Loretta Young, Carole Lombard, Miriam Hopkins and Alice Faye all admitted to me very frankly that they'd known, too, the awful experience of making a fiasco of a first date—more than once, most of them. But because they're in a profession that makes a study of charm they've dug beneath the surface to find the reason why, and accordingly learned their lessons. They were perfectly willing to pass their findings on to you.

So without a single wound to your vanity, a scrap of worry or one minute's waiting for the phone to ring you can handle your next first date with the technique of a veteran femme des affaires.

Listen to Loretta Young on the subject:

"Whenever you can't for the life of you discover why someone hasn't come back the second time it's usually some reason so trivial—to you, anyway—that you've just overlooked it. Nevertheless, something that's trivial to you can be awfully important to the person you're dating. I learned that a long time ago and I've never let myself forget it since.

"Ted—I'll call him that—lived two blocks up the street from us. I was barely fifteen and he was a senior in a big eastern college, so of course I was flattered to death one summer when he asked to escort me to a fraternity dance in Los Angeles. Mother let me go and we had a glorious time and from the way Ted acted—well, I thought I'd made a pretty big hit with him.

"But he never asked me to go out again. He'd grin and wave nicely enough when he drove by in his car now and then, when we met at the same parties he'd chat with me about my pictures and dance with me, but that was the end of it. And his disinterest nearly killed my fifteen-year-old pride.

"It just so happened that a year or two later he became quite a beau of Polly Ann's and a good friend of our whole family's. By that time I felt I knew him well enough to ask him, for my own enlightenment, something I'd always wanted to know. So one afternoon I said to him casually, 'Ted, what did I do that soured you on me that night we went to the dance?' At first he stalled but finally I got the amazing truth and it was this: 'Loretta, you made me twiddle my thumbs in the living room for one solid hour before you came down and it took all the sparkle out of the evening!'

"So it was simply that! I'd never even thought of it but I had leisurely primped and powdered and curled away my chances for a successful evening. Needless to say, I've never since kept a date waiting unless it was absolutely unavoidable. Girls ought to remember to be on time, as small an item as that seems. A half hour's extra dressing may make you look more attractive to you but you'll just naturally look awful to your date if he's had to endure that long a session talking cops-and-robbers to little brother Willie, or shifting about nervously under the abstract gaze of your dad, or re-reading every ad in the evening paper for the fourth time. After one ordeal like that no man's going to let himself in for another.

"You wouldn't be late for a business engagement and a date's just as important!"

Miriam Hopkins practices a very strategic piece of technique for making a success of (Continued on page 101)
My grandmother, charming and sage, used to say to me, "From everyone in this world there's at least one thing we can learn. Different people, you'll find, will have gifts for different things. But always about that for which they have a gift they'll have an infinite wisdom."

I learned about friendship from Jean Harlow. And I think you can too.

For years Jean has demonstrated her gift for friendship, not by the great number of her friends but by the quiet splendor of certain fine relationships.

"People," she insists, "aren't our friends just because we've known them all our lives or because their family knows our family. Such people we may like well enough. Over a period of years undoubtedly we'll form certain ties with them. But there it's likely to end; there won't, necessarily, ever be that spark which Italians call simpatia and scientists explain as some manner of chemical attraction. "However, meeting other people we'll sense a bond at once and so recognize these people for our potential friends. Because of some little thing they do or don't do. Because of the particular way they smile at something or shriek at something."

We were sitting, Jean and I, in the sun room of her formal white house which tops a hill the color of the petunias which blanket its steep slope. And Jean, in white silk pajamas, in a tremendous white chair, was consuming quantities of the indescribable sandwiches in which her cook excels.

Apropos of what she had said about knowing some few people we meet in the course of a lifetime as potential friends the same second we lay eyes on them, she told an amusing
"Where there is jealousy there can't be any friendship worthy of the name. For those we love we ask the best. Always!" Were you thinking of Bill Powell, Jean?

story about an interviewer and herself. Her studio advised her this girl was an important correspondent. Therefore to meet her Jean discarded her favorite costume of pajamas and dressed in a peach velvet tea-gown which swished in a little train. She swept into the gold and white drawing-room where the girl was waiting. She extended her hand in the manner approved by the best directors. Introductions over, she said, "I'll ring for some tea." She was, you see, playing it safe.

"No tea for me, thank you very much," said the interviewer.

Their eyes met. Between them there flashed one of those quick, searching looks. By it each recognized the other as regular. There was no further need for formality or pretty speeches.

Today, so Jean tells me, she and this girl are excellent friends. And when Jean calls anyone her friend she means to be taken literally. Usually she is very chary of the use of this word; she's far too straight-from-the-shoulder to go around kidding herself about the truth of any relationship, aware that while we meet dozens of people with whom we are friendly there are only a few who ever are friends.

"I often think," Jean said, "that it's mostly of their weaknesses that we love our friends. Certainly we can't ever honestly say 'She always looks nice and she knows the right thing to do, that's why I like her!' In fact as far as my own friends go I might say of practically every last one of them, 'So-and-So's a fool, but such a fool—but I love them!"

Very carefully she ate around the olive ring which adorned the center of her sandwich. "You know," she said, "I doubt if in the entire English language there's any word more loosely used than the word 'friendship.' And I doubt there's any relationship more loosely used, either. In a love affair, for instance, we're always apprehensively aware of the frailty of human contacts. A love affair we nourish and cherish. And how! But friendships—even though they so often prove the most enduring of all human relationships—we strain in dozens of ways or else we stick them up on a shelf, so to speak, and neglect them."

I asked how she thought we were most likely to strain our friendships.

"Mostly, I think," she said, "by taking advantage of friendship's intimacy. By prying, failing to realize that if friends want to tell us anything they're quite capable of doing it without any nudges from us. By forgetting that irrespective of how fond other people may be of us they still have their own lives and that, therefore, there must be times when it can't be convenient for them to have us barging in their front door. By feeling called upon to offer scads of advice or criticism—I can't decide myself which is more dangerous. In other words, to put it all in capsule form, I think it's by forgetting that tolerance and understanding are the two qualities upon which human relationships are most likely to thrive and without which they're most likely to suffer that we jeopardize our friendships."

She wouldn't agree that jealousy is another danger.

"How can it be?" she asked. (Continued on page 99)
The tragic drama of one of the most romantic queens in history is brought to life by Katharine Hepburn in RKO's film version of Maxwell Anderson's Pulitzer Prize play, "Mary of Scotland" (yes, it's the same role Helen Hayes created on the stage). On the opposite page are two views of Katie as the ill-fated Mary Stuart, who wanted the throne of England and lost her own Scottish kingdom, and a first glimpse of Fredric March as the Earl of Bothwell. Above, a tender scene between the two whose love plunged Scotland into revolt and ruin. At left—one of those prankish tricks of fate cast Florence Eldridge, Freddie's wife in private life, in the coveted role of Queen Elizabeth, Mary's most dangerous antagonist! Below, lovely Mary, Queen of Scots.
They NEVER Lose

By VIRGINIA MAXWELL

Proving that the glamorous great of filmland have embarrassing moments—even as you and I—but they know how to come up smiling

ILLUSTRATED BY FRANZ FELIX

W E’VE all had ’em. Those terrible moments when we hoped the floor might open and we could gracefully drop through. Out of sight, to blush alone.

But just suppose, in the face of these awkward moments, you were a movie star with the press of a nation waiting to print all the little, terrible, beautiful, interesting, tragic and humorous things that happen to you every day. Then you’d indeed be on the spot.

Yet nowhere in the world are people trained for poise as are the stars of Hollywood. The eyes of strangers are upon them every time they set foot in public. And the amazing thing is that I have yet to see a movie star lose equilibrium in the face of a plight which would easily floor the less-poised of us.

Let me tell you some of the embarrassing situations which I have seen happen to the biggest stars. And how graciously they carried off what might have given you or me the hysterical jitters.

There was the day, for instance, when quite unaware that I was coming over, Norma Shearer’s maid ushered me into a little reception room to one side of the Thalberg’s suite. It seems that Irving was in conference with some executives in the drawing room. The baby was asleep in the nursery and the maids, butlers and secretaries, were occupying most of the other rooms.

When Norma came out to the reception hall, she smiled amiably and said, “Let’s see, we’ll want to talk where it’s private.” So she opened a door off the main foyer and we ducked away from the conference arguments, into Irving’s bedroom.

Well, if ever you saw a small boy’s room after a rainy day’s fun with his pals, you might imagine a little of the disorder of that room. Neckties flung over the backs of chairs, socks on the floor, suspenders hanging on the dresser mirror, the daily newspaper flung down and scattered about. It would have tested the poise of any hostess, especially a star who always makes it a point to appear at her best.

“Mercy!” Norma laughed. “It looks as if a cyclone had hit Irving’s room. Let’s get out of here where we can relax.” And so, silently closing the door, we made our way down the hotel corridor until we found peace and quiet in the very much smaller suite of Norma’s sister, Agatha.

Here we sat and chatted quietly. But the memory of Norma Shearer’s remarkable social grace in the face of a situation which might have embarrassed another woman to speechlessness has always remained as a memo I meant some day to relate to Emily Post.

Then there was the time Mary Pickford showed such savoir faire in the face of such trying circumstances.

Just about the time of her break with her husband, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary was giving a party to a group of newspaper friends. Everyone invited was especially requested in advance not to ask Mary any questions concerning her marital difficulties. This was not to be an interview en masse but just a social little party for her friends.

So the gang assembled. About thirty of us in all. And as we sat around that mammoth room waiting for Mary to appear, she opened a side door and slid into the room with a cheery, “Hello everybody.”

Everyone smiled and nodded. But no one spoke. Not one of the so-called learned gentlemen and ladies of the press wanted to be the first to speak up. After all, how silly it would have been for one small voice to inquire “How are you today, Mary?”

Mary walked around and shook hands with everyone. To each she had a word of friendliness. It went something like this: “Miss So-and-So, how nice seeing you again. And Mr. So-and-So, you’re looking just the same as ever.”

Remarkable that Mary could think of so many different things to say to thirty people. Yet no one could say much. After all, there was only one subject in everybody’s mind.

There are many amusing examples to show how various screen stars cope with sudden mishaps, but only Mae West could have handled the situation the way she did when she ran out of refreshments just as she was showing Hollywood what a real party should be like!
Everyone wanted to know if Mary was unhappy. If she was going to divorce Doug; if she was going to remarry.

These people were her friends, to be sure. But they were newspaper minded. And that thought stood out uppermost. We had been asked not to discuss the situation, and trying to keep to our promise, the party started off as a terrible frost.

I wondered what Mary would do. We couldn't go on indefinitely with those glum faces and tight lips. And what do you suppose the gracious, well-poised Mary Pickford did to get things onto a friendly conversational basis?

She went over to a wide door, rolled it back to disclose a buffet luncheon (which any woman would have known she didn't intend to serve until much later) and said, "Brrrrrr—we're all so terribly cold I guess we need a drink to warm us up."

The party started. After a few moments everyone was chatting at ease. It wasn't the liquor that did the trick. It was Mary's clever handling of the situation.

Sally Eilers had just come back from a trip abroad. In her excitement and thrill of new adventure over there she had decided nothing was quite (Continued on page 103)
Joe's family means much more to him than his fame. Below, with his daughters, Elizabeth and Katherine. On the opposite page—with his son, Don, and his protege, Mike Frankovich, and with his second son, Joe, Jr., and his wife, who shared the early struggle for a real home and financial security.

**The Tragic LIFE STORY of a Happy Man**

Joe Evan Brown and Kathryn McGraw were married at the City Hall, New York City, on December 24th, 1915. Prevost and his wife were their witnesses.

If Kathryn felt any anxiety about their future life (since the Orpheum contract had fallen through they had exactly $116.75 in the world after Joe bought the plain gold wedding band) she gave no hint of it as she continued to bolster Joe's sagging spirits. It didn't matter for himself that he seemed to be in a rut professionally, but he wanted to do so much for Kathryn. He wanted the only girl he had ever loved to have everything in the world to make her happy.

And what was he giving her? A ten-cent honeymoon on the subway to a home made up of two very small, very shabby rooms on 43rd Street, and a future that was apparently leading nowhere. Joe was a young man. But he had been in show business ever since his childhood. He felt if he was ever to be getting anywhere it should be now. Even when Prevost signed a ten-weeks' contract with the Loew circuit at the more or less prosperous salary of $175 weekly for the team, Joe was not content. It was just more of the same old thing. Both Kathryn and Joe had family obligations to keep up. After the money was spread around they had precious little of it left.

It hurt him more than all the whippings and beatings and broken bones he had known through his entire life to see Kathryn scrubbing over their cheap little apartment, laughing over the linen (insultingly marked "Stolen from the Yandis Court"), going along week after week with no new clothes, and then months on top of that, because what they could spare for clothes had to go for Joe's stage wardrobe.

For the first time in his life Joe was mentally low, heartsick and discouraged.

At the end of their second precarious year of marriage, when he learned a baby was on the way, his great happiness at the news was almost overshadowed by his worry about Kathryn's health. When he was away from her on tour he was so beside himself that he gave scant attention to his work and both he and Prevost knew the act was suffering because of his mental attitude. Kathryn wasn't getting enough sunshine, or the right kind of food, or the right kind of care. She was separated from her family and her friends.

A few months before the arrival of their baby, Joe made his decision. He was giving up show business! He was a failure, anyway, so what difference did it make? He'd take Kathryn back to Toledo and get a regular job there and have a little home and bring up his family right, like other
Concluding the biography of Joe E. Brown, who was born to make the world laugh, though he had to fight through pain and poverty and heartbreak for his birthright

By DOROTHY MANNERS

I saw him I knew that any sacrifice I could ever make for my family was a cheap price to pay for the joy they meant to me.

"For the first time since I'd broken with 'Pre', I was really happy. I felt like my old self again. I'll never forget the ride back from the hospital on the street car. I told everyone of the passengers about my baby, and even told the conductor and motorman. When I had to transfer to another car I was tickled because that meant a fresh crop of passengers and a new crew to hear the details of my marvelous son. I didn't mind that people laughed. It was the same kind of laughter I had known in the theater. The only thing that burned me up was when the motorman of the second car started telling me about his kid!"

Joe didn't even mind when the owner of the bowling alley fired him as manager, probably because he took out too much time at home measuring his son's chest expansion.

When Don was six months old, Joe wired Prevost he was coming back to the act!

The old routine started all over again. Long, unimportant tours in second best houses; meals off lunch counters; shabby theaters, shabbier dressing rooms. Only Joe's outlook had changed. He was fired with ambition, though by this time he was convinced he had no future as a comic-acrobat and that he would have to make a definite break from the work before he could get anywhere. He saved every dime he could get his hands on, because he was not sure that it would be easy for him to get a job with a regular show. But when Joe, Jr., their second son, was born, Joe decided that now was the time to make the break.

There were a few hundred dollars in the bank to stake Kathryn and the two babies to a summer in the country. And before that summer was over, Joe had given up a salary of $150 as his part of the act with Prevost for $75 per week as a comedian with a burlesque show. Joe was really second comedian with the burlesque stock company, but at the end of the first show's run, he scored such a marked hit that Jacobs and Jerome, the managers, signed him for five years as first comedian.

The tragedy of that was that the ink was not yet dry on the paper when John Cort, one of the most important (Continued on page 81)
What is the well-dressed little girl wearing these days? That's certainly not hard to guess, for the fashionable modern miss follows the styles set by Shirley in her latest pictures. At left, the perfect costume for a pony ride. The jodhpurs are cinnamon brown, with a natural pigskin belt, and the shetland wool sweater is yellow, with both colors repeated in the tiny printed scarf. Yellow must be the popular color for small sub-debs this season, for that's also the shade of the woolen coat at right, with its miniature cartridge pleats at the shoulders. Brown piping and gold buttons trim both the coat and the matching beret. With this ensemble, Shirley wears yellow socks and handbag of perforated suede, white shoes and eggshell suede gloves. Still more yellow—in the crepe frock at left which Shirley wears under the coat. The little puffed sleeves are golden brown, like the yoke, which is embroidered in yellow and trimmed with pearl buttons of the same hue. At the right, a smart but serviceable school dress in the ever-popular sailor suit design. A dashing red tie brightens the white-braided navy blue serge, while navy felt fashions both the beret and the little handbag with the Scottie pup. All four costumes were designed by Gwen Wakeling, of the 20th Century-Fox studios.
Is the Flynn-Damita Marriage Crashing?

(Continued from page 24)

Doug Fairbanks, Sr., and his new bride (Lady Ashley), above, at Café Lamaze, are now living in Hollywood—which is something of a predicament for old friends of both Doug and his former wife, Mary Pickford!...
lands; and Lili a polished, glamorous star whose environment has been and must always be the Continental drawing room and the Parisian salon.

They have, to seal the first and to combat the second, a common possession. It's called Love, spelled with a capital L, and it's the main hold-out argument of the "Yes, they will stay married" faction.

This much you must know, to the contrary of what you want to believe: that only a week or two ago Errol suddenly decided he would like to go to Australia again as soon as he finished his next picture. He told Lili about it one night at dinner.

"You'll have a marvelous time, I know," Lili told him over the filet mignon.

He took a mouthful befitting his manly status in this man's world. "We'll have a good time, you mean." Lili shook her head positively, and one can picture the first fiery glint of rising temper in her eye. "No," she said.

"Yes," insisted Errol, munching stolidly. "No!"

"Yes," insisted Errol, still munching stolidly.

"I will not go to Australia with you. I will not wade through those infected swamps and tear my skin on those thorny bushes. I will not push my way through jungles with cobras and things swinging down out of branches at me. You may go if you like. I stay here!"

I may have taken a liberty or two with this conversation, but its intent and content were identical with the foregoing. Errol, one is told by those who know, finally persuaded Lili that Australia was a nice-ish sort of place with cities and street-cars and automobiles and even a night-club or two; quite naturally she'd decided, from his accounts of the interior, that the continent was entirely composed of bush and pygmies.

And the entire incident was merely another of the Flynn battles, with a kiss-and-make-up ending. Comic, as a thing to look back upon, to the casual observer.

But it had this importance: that Lili forgot her objections as soon as she knew Australia had bath-tubs in it. Before that, the answer was a most emphatic "No!"

And Errol Flynn will not always be satisfied with cities like Sydney with all modern amenities. He's got bigger and more romantic plans, having to do with the afore-mentioned safari and buried treasure.

He wants, above every other ambition, to write and to write well. But a career of writing, despite its usual connotation, does not necessarily mean hours of silent scribbling in an arty little English cottage somewhere.

Errol can write no matter where he is or what he is doing. He has told his friends and Hollywood so. And it is record fact that he did not have to quit pictures in order to finish a screen play (which Warners bought forthwith) or his own autobiography, at which sundry publishers are nibbling curiously.

There are two sides to this debate, then, on the question: "Will the Flynn-Damita marriage last?"

For the affirmative:

Lili married Errol when he had nothing at all but his own personality and a slim, $125-a-week prospect.

She has loved him terribly from the beginning, and he has loved her; each is willing, in a measure, to sacrifice a great deal for the other. Lili has changed his personality, she has settled down to the life of a woman married and completely bespoken, she has agreed to spend the "quiet evening at home" of song and poetry because that's what he prefers.

Those of you who have changed suddenly from an existence of gaiety and bright lights to one of small dinner parties and silent games of poker must understand what a gift this concession was from Lili, whose name spelled champagne and Viennese cabarets and New York roof-top supper-clubs.

She did that for Errol, because she loved him. And she subordinated her own career to his, because she loved him.

People at the studio, habits of preview-nights, Hollywood photographers, will vouch for this: That she cannot conceive of the usual activities, the usual publicity stunts, without Errol as her companion. He went to Mexico for a time last month; she attended the preview of "Anthony Adverse" alone. Men with cameras asked her to pose. She refused.

"I'd rather wait until Errol can be with me," she explained succinctly.

She wants with all her heart to follow her husband to the far reaches when he asks her to. She'll undoubtedly try with all her heart to make a success of this thing, because she has come to love and married a wanderer.

But (and here the negative enters the combat with loud cries) she loathes the more uncivilized phases of adventure. Naturally. Her entire life, her entire upbringing, her entire environment have been things of glitter and chromo and expensive periwigs. You must by now have formed a picture of her, riding bumptiously in a sedan chair borne on the decision in this debate must rest with the principals. You may, of course, decide now. But remember—

Errol Flynn and Lili Damita have a love greater than most loves, as well as a problem greater than most problems. They represent, together, two of the finest people in Hollywood. Whether or not a difference in basic temperaments can destroy their marriage is a moot point; but I would wager my soul that so long as either of them lives they will love each other.

Which, in the last analysis, is the most important thing anyway.

Could Your Love Survive This?

(Continued from page 41)

member. He had battled the kids down on Hester Street and had learned the art of physical defense early. He did not know how to protect his soul from being hurt.

He had known all sorts of women, or thought he had, until he met Virginia. She was different. And all sorts of women had flocked to the cabarets where he danced the Charleston, admiring his patent leather hair and his lithe, fleet body. He had come to pictures a nobody, a night club entertainer, and had suddenly shot to stardom before, he felt, he was ready for it.

Hollywood baffled him. People spoke a strange language. For amusement they played tennis and golf and went in swimming. George, who had led the febrile night life of Broadway, could not fathom these slim, worshipers. To them he remained a mystery.

For the actors he had a great respect. George thought he could not act at all. He admired his associates but he could not talk to them. So he drew within himself, developed an inscrutable complex that was a little dandy and said to himself, "What's wrong with me? Before I came to Hollywood I was an okay guy. I try to be an okay guy now but nobody seems to like me."

A significant confusion had settled down upon George. Then there was Virginia—a beautiful, lovely woman. She would let him talk. She understood things about him that no one had ever understood before.

Realizing his need for human companionship, he taught him to play bridge. She insisted that he go to the races with her. (He had given up the tracks a long time ago.) But mostly their moments together were spent in George's long roadster, driving down the ocean front, watching the waves pound into the shore, talking, planning—or not planning at all.

Afternoons it was fun to take Joan for an outing and to watch her eager little (Continued on page 68)
IT'S the snapshots you don't take that you regret.
Snapshots help you to live happy times over again—keep certain days, certain feelings always fresh and clear in your memory. Make snapshots now, before the opportunity has slipped away forever. And don't take chances—load your camera with Kodak Verichrome Film. This double-coated film gets the picture where ordinary films fail. Your snapshots come out clearer, truer, more lifelike. Any camera is a better camera, loaded with Verichrome—use it always . . . Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow—you must take Today.
face as she reacted to new experiences. Or it was nice simply to go to a movie with Virginia and hold hands in the dark. They needed little outside companionship. They were quite complete within themselves.

How idyllic, then, if they could marry. But standing between them was a shadow—no sunshine could dispel. Standing between them was (and is) George's wife, who refuses to give him a divorce. Virginia found New York gay, glamorous, exciting. The stage, she discovered, would welcome her if she would give it a chance. The shops displayed gorgeous new clothes for her adornment. There was a snug little cocktail bar around every corner. New York, people had said, was so stimulating after Hollywood.

There were wonderful theaters in New York. Everyone dressed for dinner, dined at some smart restaurant and appeared at the theater laughing and chatting between acts.

It was ironic, Virginia thought, that so many people who don't love each other any more are married, that so many people marry when there is no love in the first place—for money, for convenience, for any number of reasons. Yet there were George and she, loving each other so devotedly and unable to marry, unable to have the thrill of starting a home, picking out furniture, arguing over the color of the walls—except there would be no argument; George would simply say, "Whatever you want, baby." Then she would have small dinner parties for their friends. Usually when such thoughts came to her she could call George and ask him to take her for a long drive. Just his presence would free her from bitterness and despair.

But in New York George's gentleness, his kindness, his protection were gone. It had been "best" they both thought—"best" for them to be separated, to discover whether or not they really loved, to see if, perhaps, there were some other man for Virginia. "Best" indeed! But nothing was best when she and George were separated. Furtive and hopeless as their relationship was it was more than nothing. A starving man does not spurn the half loaf.

"You're wasting the best years of your life," her grandparents had said.

Wasting them? Why, the only years, the only minutes that were left. She had never told him a falsehood before, how protective of the people he loves. "It's so strange," Virginia said once. "People who see him on the screen, in the sort of roles he usually plays, cannot realize how gentle and tender he really is, how protective of the people he loves." He was always brutally frank. He could not bear a lie and Virginia had to stop all the little feminine evasions, the white fibs in which girls so often indulge. But she had never told him a falsehood since she had known him. And he repaid her with complete honesty. But always, if there were difficulties, a messenger would arrive with flowers or candy, or some small gift and when George won at the races Virginia sported some pretty new bauble the next day.

But it wasn't the little gifts, the small attentions, that made her love him. It was the tenderness, the gallantry which was an innate part of his nature. Once someone had suggested that maybe one of the reasons George seemed so desirable was because he was inaccessible, because of that marriage which could not be dissolved. But this was not true, and Virginia knew it. No, this was real love—lasting, abiding love.
"Use Cosmetics all you like, but guard against COSMETIC SKIN my easy way"...

Follow glamorous Grace Moore's advice. It's the way to complexion beauty...

I REMOVE MAKE-UP with Lux Toilet Soap. It keeps my skin flawless," says this famous star. Why does she trust her priceless complexion to such a simple care? Because Lux Toilet Soap guards against Cosmetic Skin.

Do you begin to see the tiny blemishes—dullness—enlarged pores—that mean Cosmetic Skin? Start using this soap with ACTIVE lather that goes deep into the pores, removes every trace of dust, dirt, stale rouge and powder.

Use cosmetics all you wish! But remove them thoroughly with Lux Toilet Soap—before you renew your make-up, ALWAYS before you go to bed. The girls men like are girls with lovely skin!
came over me, but I had the bright idea of the yellow sweater. I love with. back where we started from. And I'm not in love now."

I'd get married," he told me, honestly. But he's vulnerable. And wears a swell hat.

"Why you here to keep me from biting Mr. Gable or Mr. Gable (I dream too much) from biting me?" I wanted to know of her, and, for reply, I nearly got put out before I got around to finding out how Mr. Gable reconciles his love of outdoors with his constant presence indoors where some party is going full blast.

"Would I be hunting a small house of my own if we were?" he asked. "Certainly not," was what he said then. "Certainly not." Just like that.

Of course, I wanted to find out more along these lines but the presence of the little sassy-box from the publicity department kept cramping my style, sitting there and, like Poe's raven, not saying a thing. Not even "Nevermore."

"Are you here to keep me from biting Mr. Gable or Mr. Gable (I dream too much) from biting me?" I wanted to know of her, and, for reply, I nearly got put out before I got around to finding out how Mr. Gable reconciles his love of outdoors with his constant presence indoors where some party is going full blast.

"She's got to be a good sport," he said emphatically, "and have a sense of humor."

Now whom does that remind you of? Ah, hah, blonde, in Ford, remember, getting spine jolted? A good sport and a sense of humor.

Well, well, well. Don't tell me we're back where we started from.

But what had me stumped was this bachelor home of his. It had him stumped, too. He had heard only a faint rumor about it, so I went over it, room by room, for him and he was delighted at the way we, in Hollywood, had furnished it. All but the living room. It was then he expressed his wonder about an old-fashioned parlor and the preacher waiting for chicken dinner in its musty, crayon-portraiture atmosphere.

We both had grandmothers and parlors alike so we grew quite chummy over this and decided to turn the living room into a parlor when he got a house.

And then he told me the kind of house it's got to be. It's got to be small. Not more than six rooms. Just a bungalow with maybe a white fence around it and a knotty pine parlor, and a kitchen, a room for guns and boots and things and another room to sleep in. And that's all.

When you come right down to it, with all the show and swank and elaborate homes with buttons that, pushed just once, bring down four beds, eight highballs and the third act of I Tatti, it isn't so bad, this you for a small home with simple things.

And who's to run this miniature menage of Monsieur Gable?

Just Ballinger. No one but Ballinger. All by himself.

Gable says himself he couldn't at first believe it wasn't the name of the butler in Act I, but no, it's his real name. He once belonged to Bobby Ames and when he died, Ballinger came on to Clark. And serves him well and faithfully. As Clark says he sees nothing, knows nothing, tells nothing, and that counts in Hollywood with Gable. Anyway, he'll get to do everything for Clark in the new bungalow. The paragon cooks, too, Gable says, and swell.

And, oh yes, he isn't even buying a place. He's got his eye on one, just like she described, that he'd love to rent but the man says "N-n-o."

He's not buying because, as sure as you live, somewhere in the future someone who's a good sport with a sense of humor is waiting for Clark Gable. He's that kind of man. Clark is.

Oh yes, we carried in the exciting news that he's going to be reunited with Mrs. Gable. We carried it right out again in the ash can.

Indeed, no sooner does one get reconciled to the fact that Mr. Gable is off somewhere shooting a lion or a skeet, than he's up popa next week in the rotogravure, all dressed up, head man at some party.

Which one, I wanted to know, was the real thing. The mountain-tramping Gable or the monopoly-playing house guest.

"It's this way," Mr. Gable explained. "A party is about the only place I get to see my friends collectively. After being tied up with a picture for weeks, going to bed early every night, I welcome a chance to be with them again." Usually in full dress by the way, and you should see. There should be a law. He looks that grand.

"But I'm going out socially less and less from now on," he said. He didn't exactly say so, but now he's a bachelor I guess he feels playing the social game is less imperative.

Anyway, from what he said the full dress can expect to be laid away in moth balls from now on, except for state occasions.

Gable will take himself and his gun off more and more into the wilderness hot after some bear, and not one with a sense of humor, either. He reads fan magazines and loves to see what we say about him and Harlow and Montgomery and Cagney and all the gang. And trying to make out to him you're a card when it comes to writing is so much wasted time. He's read you and he knows better. And let that be a lesson to you.

He doesn't know I know, but he reads the astrology books, too. Is sick, simply sick, on the days they hint he'll never rise in the world. Goes off in a corner by the hour over it. Feels there's no use trying. That's all. No use.

Days the stars prophesy it's a grand one for making contacts, he's delighted and immediately makes contacts with the prop men or some extra, or a bum outside the gates who promptly lifts five dollars from its nestling place in Mr. Gable's pocket.

He's elated. It's been a grand day for contacts. And, oh yes, here's something that was cleared up for me that's had me worried day and night for a long time.

I found out what became of all those turtle-necked sweaters that Gable flattened us out with last year.

They're scattered all over the length and breadth of the country on homeless, jobless, undernourished young boys who somehow made their way into that simple and enormous heart of Clark Gable's. He handed out turtle necks till he, himself, had to finally reach for a scarf to hide his Adam's apple.

"What about these rows with the publicity departments we read about from time to time?" we asked him.

He grinned. "Lady, I've had no rows with any publicity department, believe me. I've been a bit upset emotionally in the past, maybe, but not over any department of the studio."

We knew, and again he didn't know we knew, what those emotions had been. Clark Gable, for all his breezy forthrightness, does not cut contacts easily. Nor pull up the roots of marriage with a gay little how-have-you-been and do-come-over-sometime business.

Don't believe it. Even after his marriage was all over, he kept forgetting things he'd left behind. One at a time, you see, he forgot them.

"My fishing rod, Rhea," he'd phone. "It's in the storeroom closet. Guess I'll come over for it."

"My fishing rod, Rhea," he'd phone. "It's in the storeroom closet. Guess I'll come over for it."

Mrs. Gable would be there when he came to the door. If Clark or the issue met them squarely.

He'd linger. Loath to leave the quiet comfortable home she had made for him but realizing that the urge for freedom to
live his life his own way, was too strong to resist. Making it impossible for him to stay.

Next week it would be the tennis racket he'd forgotten, and boyishly he'd return time after time.

For all the grand and genial host he proved to be this gladsome morning, I knew, too, that at black intervals he was seized with moods of indigo. Slipping off into a corner somewhere without a word.

People in Hollywood understand this about Gable and wait for the cheerful days. Flags, I understand, are unfurled like fury all over the place.

His other moments of complete silence come when he's hurt about something. And don't think he hasn't the capacity to be hurt as easily as you or I. There's little shouting or screaming around from his corner about it, however. He'll just sit quietly in his corner (if only I could keep the guy out of corners) and brood over it. Saying nothing.

A kind word of apology changes the whole picture. "I'm sorry, Clark," they'll say, and for Gable, at least, it's all over.

Director Van Dyke claims all the adoration of all the women in the world couldn't have kept Gable on the top of the heap if first he hadn't been an actor. A darned good actor. "You don't know why he's good," Van Dyke says, "but when he plays a scene, you believe it. And that's the test. Furthermore, he doesn't allow any preconceived ideas about the part to stand in the way of the character you want. Gable gives the director the portrayal he wants."

A Los Angeles milkman tells a little tale about Gable that might give you a keener insight into the man behind the sport coat.

It seems he was hustling around the back of Gable's house (not the new one he hasn't got yet) and there, on the back porch, sat a man, his head bent over a dog that lay very still in his lap. Hearing a step, the man looked up. It was Gable. His eyes were brimming with tears and in his arms lay his chow dog, dead. Crushed by some passing motorist.

The milkman took off his white cap and looked at the man and the dog, alone on the back porch, and then quietly went his way.

Anyway, I just thought I'd tell you.

His one ambition when he and movies bid farewell is to put two rolls around the middle of his tummy. Like the rest of the men in his family. He thinks his dutchman's pipe, the one his father gave him, would be much more becoming resting cozily on the upper roll.

"I've never really been able to carry out one plan I've made in years except my South American trip. That one really materialized."

And still he's happy in Hollywood. And thinks acting movies is just a bit on the up and up.

"I haven't a grievance in this world against anyone," he said suddenly out of a clear sky and a clear conscience.

"I'm at peace."

And somehow looking at him there, comfortable with his pipe and chair and Ballinger, you believe it.

For the first time in a long, long time, you know Gable is at peace.
"Well—well! It looked like we were going to have a kind of hot, sticky morning—but see what brother's just found ... a can of Johnson's Baby Powder! Goody! ... I'll see if I can't swap my spoon for a sprinkle from his can!..."

"Empty!... We might have known it—it was too good to be true! I was almost beginning to feel that lovely, silky powder sliding down my back, and all smooth and tickly under my chin. Just a dream—that's all."

"Look—do you see what I see? Mother coming with the honest-to-goodness, full-up Johnson's can. She's shaking some powder into her hand—bet she likes the feel of it, too! Baby! ... the darkest hour is just before the dawn!"

"I'm Johnson's Baby Powder—I keep a baby's skin soft and smooth as a rose-petal—protected from chafing and rashes. I'm made of the softest, finest Italian talc—no gritty particles and no orris-root... Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream make babies happier, too. And don't forget Johnson's Baby Oil for tiny babies!"

"I'm Johnson's Baby Powder—"
"Shouldn't wonder, Madge. And yet, he's never married. That's something of a record for a young and handsome star. He probably hasn't met the right girl yet."

"Oh, yes he has, but he doesn't know it yet!" Madge shrugged. "Give me Bill," she smiled, quietly. "Just plain old Bill." She eyed Hazel for a moment in silent query. "Will you be busy over the week end?"

"I don't know. Depends on whether Von wants to work through or not. Frankly, I'd rather work. My time grows short," she finished, meaningly.

"What's going to happen," mused Madge, "when old man Howe gets home? Sooner or later, he's going to learn about our little venture, especially if he decides to come here. Have you any defense planned, Hazel?"

"Not a thing! If we keep up at this speed the picture will be finished in the next few weeks, and that will just about end our three months. After that, I haven't a plan in the world. Either I'll make good and there'll be a place for me in the moving picture world or I'll go home and model clothes."

It proved an enthralling, exciting week for Hazel. The picture went ahead at a feverish rate, Von pushing everybody with a merciless hand. Warner Hilton came to see Hazel often, and made various attempts to carry on the love scenes that had been left behind on the studio lot, but though Hazel loved the touch of his arms she invariably refused them.

On Saturday, Madge disappeared from the little bungalow, and the Sunday newspapers carried the surprising announcement that Madge had eloped with the Mammoth camera man, Bill Parsons. The two had caught a plane to Tucson, Arizona, and had been married. Then, they were to fly back so Bill could be on the job Monday morning.

But something went wrong. A forced landing in the wilderness delayed them, and Bill's absence held up an important picture. The net result was an argument between Bill and the Mammoth executives, and Bill, in his direct, colorful diction told them where to head in. Whereupon they bought up his contract and told him he was through.

"You're right I'm through!" said Bill, to Hostinger. "You can't tell me just when I should get married, and my wife's more important than Mammoth. As for your claim that I delayed the picture, that's nuts! The picture is no good anyhow. It needs disinfecting. It's a flop before it opens. You'd be money ahead to scrap it—but you wise guys know better, so go ahead! Have the office make out my check—I'm going on a honeymoon!"

"We'll buy up your contract," said Hostinger, calmly. "And we'll manage to get along without you.

"Maybe I'll bear up under the shock of parting, too," agreed Bill.

The next day, Bill took Madge to Palm Springs for a brief honeymoon, leaving Hazel in the bungalow all alone except for the maid of all work—a buxom colored girl—a luxury Hazel had insisted upon as soon as she began to get a regular salary ample enough to afford it.

They held a family conference before

Richard—aged 4 months
He is just about to embark on his first big adventure on the journey from jolly babyhood to sturdy boyhood... He'll soon have his first solid food! How will he take to it?

Richard—aged 7 months
Richard loves his Clapp's strained foods. The texture is just right—finely strained, smooth yet not too liquid.
He had Clapp's Wheatearth Cereal at 5 months, and later Clapp's strained vegetables and fruits.

Richard—aged 11 months
Isn't he the picture of health? For 3 months he's had free range of the whole Clapp baby menu—16 foods, each one added to the Clapp list at a doctor's request. He's added an inch and a pound to his health score every month.

Mothers—Read this Astonishing Story! A careful study of a group of Clapp-fed babies, in one community, has recently been made.
During this test, covering each baby's first year, a check-up and photographic record has been made at frequent intervals.
Not one baby has failed to show uninterrupted favorable progress.
FREE—a booklet containing the picture story of every baby who has completed the test to date, together with valuable information on vegetable feeding. Simply send your name and address to Harold H. Clapp, Inc., Dept. M8-36, 1328 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
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FRUITS: Apricots, Prunes, Applesauce.
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Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!

**WHY** let bad breath interfere with happiness?

It’s easy to be safe when you realize the most common cause ... improperly cleaned teeth!

Authorities say decaying food and acid deposits, in hidden crevices between teeth, are the source of most unpleasant mouth odors—of dull dingy teeth—and of much tooth decay.

Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes these odor-breeding deposits that ordinary cleaning methods fail to reach—while a soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens enamel. So brush teeth, gums, and tongue with Colgate’s at least twice daily. Get a tube today!

---

**IT WAS JUST A Radio Romance—UNTIL...**

Good thing your radio audience can see how your “sweetheart treats you off the air!”

Don’t I know it! You’d think I had bad breath or something!

It was just a- until...

Good thing your radio audience can see how your “sweetheart treats you off the air”!

Hugh takes the tip

Most bad breath is due to decaying food deposits between the teeth. I advise Colgate Dental Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes these odor-breeding deposits.

OK, Doctor...I’m signing up with Colgate's!

No other toothpaste ever made my teeth so bright and clean!

---

**HAZEL** was all alone in the little house after that. She felt lonesome and alien and worked harder than ever before, earning the unrestrained praise of Von, who was a glutton for work. She refused all invitations, preferring to rest after her days on the studio lots, and a quiet dinner prepared by the colored girl.

“If we keep up this pace,” Von told her, his intensely black eyes alight, “we’ll hardly lose any time from the original schedule, and we’ll have a much better picture. There’s something I’d like to point out to you. Will you have a little time tonight?”

“Yes. Will that be convenient?”

“Why not let me take you to dinner first? I think you have been working pretty hard these last few weeks and you need a change. I suggest a little ride to get some mountain air, then we’ll go to a place I know in Altadena for a country supper. That’ll refresh you and then we can go back to your place and take up the work again. Does that sound all right to you?”

“Splendid! I’m sure I’ll enjoy it.”

Later, Warner came over just as she got through posing for a solitary shot, while the fussing camera man picked out all the “hot spots” from behind her.

“Beautiful lady,” he smiled, “am I going to have the pleasure of sitting opposite you this evening while we eat or do
I get the icy mitt again? You’ll have me thinking there’s another love in your life if you keep this up, and I assure you I wouldn’t like that."

Her heart thumped suddenly. There was something in his eyes, and something in his voice that always caused her blood to flow more swiftly, despite the lightness of his words.

"I’m sorry," she said, and she was. "Von wants to go over some of the scenes with me before we shoot them tomorrow; and I have promised—"

"Von?" he asked. "Is that blood-and-iron Prussian falling under your magic spell?"

"How silly, Warner! He simply wants to go over a scene or two. You see, I haven’t the experience you have."

Warner smiled faintly. "He wouldn’t do it for Soprana. I always thought he was woman-proof. Simply goes to show what a beautiful girl will do to almost any man!"

She laughed. "This is strictly business!" "Oh, yeah? What kind of business? Well, shall we make it tomorrow night?"

"I’d love to," said Hazel warmly.

"Remember," he cautioned her, in a serioucomic impressiveness, "that I get worked up to a fury if there’s another man in the picture. I’m jealous. Don’t you turn me down tomorrow night!"

"I won’t!"

"Okay. Dinner with me at eight, or does life begin for me tomorrow at eight-forty?"

"After dinner at my place, Warner."

She watched him walk away with his jaunty air, handsome head set at a rakish angle. This was the young man who had endeared himself to millions of movie fans; who had fluttered the hearts of countless girls in countless cities and towns; and here was she, Hazel Hartley, actually going to go out with him tomorrow, actually numbered among his friends. She wondered if the serious undertone in his voice meant anything.

"Ready?" asked Von, at her side.

"Come out through the Elm Street side, Hazel. I’m using the roadster."

She sat beside Von and thought of Warner Hilton, and a musing smile was on her lips.

"Thinking about nice things?" asked Von, noting the smile.

"Something awfully nice!" She flashed him an illuminating smile. "Tell me, what do you think of the picture?"

"Hearts Aflame?" He chuckled. "Do you really want to know? Well, it’s one of the best box office attractions that was ever made at Mammoth, or I’m no judge!"

"Von, am I making good?"

"I’d say so, casually speaking."

"Suppose," she wanted to know, "suppose it proves to be a good picture; suppose I make good in this one. What can I hope for?"

"What? Almost anything within reason, Hazel. What do you want?"

"I want a secure place in the motion picture world," she said, tensely. "I don’t want to be given chances and referred to as ‘The girl who knows Howe.’ I don’t want Howe to have anything to do with my success, if any, just because I first came here as his—"

"Well, listen to me a moment," inter-
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HARDLY," he answered dryly. "People who know me will tell you that I never make empty promises—or empty threats."

"You're a dear!" she said, and there were sudden tears gemming her great topaz eyes. "I do want to make good, more than anything else in the world."

He patted her hand briefly and swung the roadster toward the foothills.

Later, when they sat in the dimly-lit dining room of the fashionable road house, his eyes were on her in a keen scrutiny.

"The hard work hasn't hurt you a bit," he decided. "You seem to thrive on it."

"That's because you tell me such nice things," she beamed.

"I must, sometime, congratulate Howe on his ability to pick movie material," he went on, lazily, his eyes on her face in covert avidness. "Who would believe that a crusty old banker would have enough discrimination to send you to me! I thought bankers only had eyes for compound interest," his eyes flickered, "or is it a compound interest he feels in you, Hazel?"

"Hardly that," she answered, ill at ease, and ventured, "Have you heard from him? Is he expected out here?" Her breath seemed to cease as she waited for the answer.

"I haven't heard a thing. None of us, out here, knows him. I understand he's coming out later, when he returns from Europe, in about a month or so."

"Will 'Hearts Aflame' be finished by then?"

"It'll be finished in a week, my dear, if you continue to work as you have been working. You and Hilton work well together."

"Yes," she said. "He's nice."

Von raised his eyes slightly and a quick gathered around his mobile mouth.

"You like him, Hazel?"

"Of course. Everybody does. Why do you ask?"
"Curiosity. He's a very fine actor. Very clever and very handsome. His work in this picture is exceptional, due, I think, to the inspiration you furnish."

"Do you think so?" There seemed to be something Von wanted to tell her and didn't quite say. Was he trying to warn her that Hilton was always acting? If so, why? Could it be, by any chance, as the sharp-eyed Madge claimed, that Von felt more for her than a professional interest? Ridiculous! Von was the ace director of Hollywood, a very wealthy man, one of the owners of Mammoth, in fact, a man who had seen a hundred breathtaking beauties come and go, who could summon a score of lovely women to his side by crooking his finger.

"If," Von was saying, "you are interested in a career, you must always remember that the wrong kind of alliance is the worst hurdle in a professional woman's life. The life of a woman star is short enough without additional handicaps to cut it shorter. Is that pate good?"

"Excellent," she smiled. What did he mean?

And that evening, in textures as faint as the walls of a soap bubble, and as colorful, Von paid her a flattering and insidious court. He made love with the consummate ability of the trained amatory tactician, the ease of the steel-cased campaigner of a thousand boudoir intrigues, some of them, according to rumor, as colorful as pages out of "the Decameron."

He left her later that evening, with a quiet good-night, and she went to bed, mentally rehearsing the scenes he had gone over with her, conscious of a new power and confidence that he gave her in herself. Not once did she think of Howe. The past began to seem to her as if it had never been.

When Madge came back from her honeymoon, radiant and lovely, they arranged the little house into new quarters; and Madge and Bill gave a house warming party that brought many of the Mammoth people and some from Splendide and the other studios.

That same day, they had their first news of Howe. Madge saw an item in a Los Angeles newspaper. As the banker had become a movie magnate, he was interesting copy to the film colony. The newspaper stated that the millionaire banker was on his way to Vienna, to visit a specialist, and that he would soon return to the United States to visit his new interests in Hollywood.

"A breathing space," said Madge. "By that time, you'll either be a star or you'll be Miss Cinderella, at five minutes after twelve, with the coach gone and you in the middle of the ballroom in your shorts! Isn't this a swell house-warming party?"

"I wonder which it will be?" mused Hazel.

"I'm told that your picture will be big box office. Even Bill says so, and he knows.

"I hope so."

"And what of the fair-haired Warner?" asked Madge. "No talk about a solitary yet? I see him dancing over there with a blonde."

"Don't be silly! Nothing like that. We are just good friends, nothing more. There's a letter from Jennie in my room.
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She says all’s quiet on the Eastern front. So far, everything seems to be safe and sound.

“One hit on the way, a possible run and maybe no errors,” nodded Madge. “The fireworks will start after Howe gets here. By the way, Bill says that after this picture is finished, he can do a lot for you at Splendide. That’ll put you out of reach of Mammoth, and everything will be just lovely.”

“What did you tell Bill?” demanded Hazel.


“What did he say?”

“Nothing. He couldn’t. He howled. Laid down on the floor and laughed until he was purple in the face. Said you should have been a lawyer.”

“Isn’t that just dandy! He won’t tell, will he?”

“No, Bill’s one of us. He says Hilton’s working harder than ever before on this picture, but you’re stealing it, regardless. Ain’t we got fun?”

Hilton came over at this moment.

“Let’s dance,” he said to Hazel; and, to Madge. “She’s the only one I enjoy dancing with.” His eyes twinkled. “She knows how!”

NOW, what,” murmured Madge, to herself, softly, as she watched them dance away, “did he mean by that crack? And how does he spell ‘how’?

It was the next day, after a particularly hard grind on the set, that Hazel went home, dog-tired, feverish with the thrill of the work she loved, conscious of a feverish elation. She was making good.

Madge and Bill were out. A hot bath was in her mind, and she was undressing, when the telephone rang.

In answer to her “Hello” came a strange baritone, impatient, snapping each word.

“I want to talk to Hazel F. Hartley,” said the voice. “Connect me with her at once.”

“This is Miss Hartley speaking,” she said. “What can I do for you? Who is this?”

“Oh, so this is Miss Hartley, eh? Well. Miss Hartley, I want you to get into a car and come to Beverly Hills at once.”

“But who is this?” she demanded, failing to place the alien voice. “Why should I do that?”

“Now, my dear young lady! I’ll explain all that when you get here. It would, perhaps, be best if I did not do so over the phone. Write this down. This is the address.” The voice gave the address and Hazel instinctively wrote it down on the telephone pad. There was authority in the voice, but she threw down the pencil and snapped:

“I’m not in the habit of being ordered to go here and there by strangers, and unless you tell me who you are—”

“Perhaps,” rasped the irate voice, “you’ll climb down from your high horse when I tell you that I am Mr. Howe’s attorney—and I want to see you at once!”

Her heart seemed to drop into her shoes in one sickening plunge. Darkness whirled before her eyes and her throat was full. What did this mean? Would she be exposed as a fraud? Had Howe found out
about the use of his name? Had something gone wrong in the office, in New York? In one second, a thousand dire consequences swept before her mental eye with a searing anguish; the humility she would suffer at the studio; the sneers of her new friends.

"I'll—come," she gasped and hung up.

She sat down abruptly, as if her legs would no longer support her, eyes wide with a dawning terror. Exposed as a fraud! Her chance would be gone before it fairly began!

But, wait! Suppose she went to this attorney of Howe's and pleaded for a chance. Abased herself, and begged for the chance to make good. Success was so near now! Surely, no one could be so hard-hearted as to deny her this chance.

She dressed again with feverish speed. She remembered that she had a date with Warner, but that would simply have to wait until this more pressing matter was straightened out—one way or the other. She wondered what Warner would say when the news broke. If it did. She would plead. She would beg, to gain a little time—two weeks at the most. Whoever this man was, he was no fiend; he must be human with a little of the milk of human kindness in his nature. If only Madge and Bill were home. Apprehension began to tug at her heart strings.

For the first time, Hazel realizes the enormity of the fraud which she has built up. But does she realize too late? What is in store for her as she answers the summons of Mr. Howe's attorney? And, meanwhile, what of Warner Hilton? There's more drama—and a tremendous surprise—to come in the September issue.

Even stars like John Halliday and Eleanor Whitney can't wait until they get home to read their favorite fan magazines (Movie Mirror and Photoplay, of course!). Here they are on Hollywood Boulevard.

---
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The Tragic Life Story of a Happy Man

(Continued from page 63)

producers on Broadway, offered him a chance in the road show version of the season’s hit, “Listen Lester.”

The sales talk Joe put on to get out of his burlesque contract was terrific. It took him exactly six weeks to bring Jerome around to his way of seeing it, and when the burlesque producer finally gave in, Joe was so grateful for the concession that he arranged with Cort to finish out the season with the cheap company! In the meantime he learned the lines and rehearsed Hansford Wilson’s role in “Listen Lester,” getting ready to step into the part with the first road company.

Then out of a clear sky he received an unexpected call from Cort.

“He wanted me to step into the role in the New York show at once, that night!” Joe explains. “I couldn’t believe it! My break at last, after all these years! There may have been happier men in the world, but I could not believe it.”

In order to understand Joe’s overwhelming joy, and the deep heartbreak that was to follow, it is necessary to remember the long, hard road he had traveled to this point. He was not a stage struck amateur getting his break after a season or two of discouragement. The stage had never been glamorous to Joe. From his childhood it had been hard work, almost slavery at times. He had gone hungry, because he wanted to be an actor. He had forfeited all the carefree happy days of his boyhood. He had been beaten and cuffed around behind the painted scenes of his profession. He had been a small timer, a nobody for years. And now, out of a clear sky, he was suddenly chosen for the leading comedy role in the biggest hit show in New York.

It was unbelievable!

It was too much happiness to come all at once, he argued to himself, as he arrived at the theater at four o’clock in the afternoon to make-up for an evening curtain at 8:45. He didn’t mind that he was hours early! He wanted to be there on the stage of the “big time.” Here were no cheap dressing rooms, lined with torn pictures of girls in tights. He looked out over the dark house, with its luxurious seats, its fine carpets and beautiful lights, through tears he could not keep back. He wouldn’t leave the theater to eat dinner. He couldn’t have eaten a bite, anyway.

Hours went by. The other actors were coming in, calling “hello” to the doorman. Several of the players came by Joe’s room, congratulating him, and if there was anything odd in their manner, he was too happy to notice it. Almost curtain time now!

“Joe, you look wonderful!” Joe couldn’t take his eyes off himself in the mirror. From his childhood it had been hard work, almost slavery at times. He had gone hungry, because he wanted to be an actor. He had forfeited all the carefree happy days of his boyhood. He had been beaten and cuffed around behind the painted scenes of his profession. He had been a small timer, a nobody for years. And now, out of a clear sky, he was suddenly chosen for the leading comedy role in the biggest hit show in New York.
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IT was too much happiness to come all at once, he argued to himself, as he arrived at the theater at four o’clock in the afternoon to make-up for an evening curtain at 8:45. He didn’t mind that he was hours early! He wanted to be there on the stage of the “big time.” Here were no cheap dressing rooms, lined with torn pictures of girls in tights. He looked out over the dark house, with its luxurious seats, its fine carpets and beautiful lights, through tears he could not keep back. He wouldn’t leave the theater to eat dinner. He couldn’t have eaten a bite, anyway.

Hours went by. The other actors were coming in, calling “hello” to the doorman. Several of the players came by Joe’s room, congratulating him, and if there was anything odd in their manner, he was too happy to notice it. Almost curtain time now!
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After all, they had been expecting this strike from Equity; this strike that told all the experienced Broadway actors to quit playing. Everyone but Joe had known that was the reason Wilson had stepped out, and why Joe had been recruited for the part in the first place!

Even now something happens to Joe when he looks back on the heartache of that moment. He remembers standing there in the dressing room, long after the house had emptied, staring at the walls, too heartsick to take off his costume.

It was so bitterly cruel to come so close to your goal, and then to have everything you've worked for jerked from your hands because a producer expects you to scab on an actors' strike. So, it wasn't because he was a funny guy, and the big shot producers really believed he had a future. It was a political move. They expected to open shortly, he'd heard that much, and they expected to open with actors who did not belong to Equity. He could still do that. He could still have his "big night" on Broadway—with ashes in his mouth!

But what of Kathryn and the children? He owed them something. What did he owe Equity in comparison? Yet these actors were striking for something they believed right for all actors. They were working for the general good of the only profession he ever really loved. And Joe did love it!

All night long he walked the floor of a dark room trying to decide what to do. He didn't have a cent to his name. What little he had saved out of the burlesque show had gone to keep Kathryn and the boys at a little farm upstate during the unbearable hot summer months. They needed all of it. Before dawn he made his decision.

The next morning he borrowed sufficient money to join Equity and cast his lot with his fellow actors.

The Equity strike lasted for weeks, and those weeks are indelible in Joe's memory. He went hungry most of the time. There were times when free meals furnished by Uncle Sam, for entertaining invalid soldiers in nearby hospitals and camps, were all he would have to eat for days. It was ironical to be summoned into the presence of big producers trying to break the strike—and these men were usually at lunch or breakfast just by way of torturing him, Joe thinks—and have them beg him to go to work. And starved as he was, he'd stand there and refuse. One producer told him, "Here's the golden opportunity of a lifetime, and you won't take it. You aren't big enough to get away with this attitude. It will break you. You'll never get a big time show again."

But even threats to end his career would not change his mind, and to add to his deep unhappiness, he received word that his father had died. Joe borrowed money from Equity to reach Toledo, and the morning papers, the day he arrived home, carried the story that the Equity strike was over. This, of all times, was the one day he should have been in New York!

His career might have ended there, a sad epitaph on the fate of a Small Time Guy whom Fate chose to cheat out of his one big opportunity. Certainly Joe was discouraged enough to give up. He returned to New York without hope, a beaten man, a finished performer. The "big...
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RKO) studio offered him a contract! This wasn't according to Hoyle. But who was the eager Mr. Brown to look at a gift horse in the mouth?

For the first six months of his contract Joe played dramatic and near tragic roles. He was always the heartbroken clown who lost the girl he loved to the handsome hero. In his first three pictures, "Hit of the Show," "Crooks Can't Win" and "Circus Kid," death scenes were written in just so Joe could die effectively and sadly.

Hollywood had not yet discovered the "funny guy" who was to rank as the biggest money maker on a major lot because of his ability to make people laugh. But Joe was happy with his movie career, and happy with his life in Hollywood.

Strange that the world's glamor town, the city of false fronts and make-believe, should become the first real home he had ever known. Kathryn and the two boys were happier in Hollywood than they had ever been. Their lives were regulated and normal. Every day when he would come home from the studio Joe would pitch ball with Don. The entire family went to neighborhood picture shows in the evening and wound up the festivities with an ice cream soda at the corner drug store. If there were any little neighborhood societies or clubs organized, the Browns were among the first to join. Later, this was to lead to the fact that Joe E. Brown became a civic presence in Hollywood, a man who belonged to a community as well as a profession.

And in the meantime, his career soared by leaps and bounds. The talkies brought two amazing developments to the screen, the microphone and Joe E. Brown's famous mouth. When he opened it audiences rolled in the aisles. Joe played "Our With the Show" and "Song of the West" for Warner Brothers, who immediately put him under a long term contract. Two years later, when he had become the biggest box office draw on the lot, the original contract was torn up and rewritten to the mutual satisfaction of all.

Today Joe is a tremendously wealthy man. Two little daughters, aged five and three-and-a-half, respectively, have come to add to the great store of happiness that has crowned his life after so many years of tragedy and privation. His home in Beverly Hills is one of the most beautiful in the film colony. And it is never still as he smiles and tells us how his delight in Joe E. Brown is the reason he can move around in Hollywood so simply and be entirely happy with his life in Hollywood.
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When Nature forgets—remember
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or hate or malice toward anything or anyone. I have so much to be grateful for that I completely forget the other things in my life. I have found more than my share of happiness in my family, my friends, my work. I feel that I'm in the grandest business in the world, and I hope they let me stay in it until I have to be wheeled on to do 'Lil Mousey!'

And so do we, Joe!

The Home Life of Our Mrs. Tone

(Continued from page 27)

Chili beans? Oh yes, and people sleep afterwards, too, or Joan is as hurt as the dickens about it. Some evenings it may be hot buttered pop corn. Great bowls of it with everyone popcorn from head to foot. But the evenings when there are no guests and just the two sit alone after dinner, are best. The victrola peals forth an opera as they sit and listen, playing one measure over and over to study the inflection of just one word. Maybe in the midst of it Joan will remember a dress that is much too long in the front and white Madame Butterfly tears out her heart from the radio. Joan tears out her hem from the armchair and soon her needle will ply back and forth to the strains of a too lovely melody.

Sometimes they just talk. Or plan ahead. What they'll make of their voices. And sometimes they'll go way beyond dreams of new glories and triumphs to a time when all the fire and frenzy of life are over and there will be just the two of them alone from the world, in the world together.

Comes a Sunday and you think now here's going to be a day. With Joan and Franchot free from work surely jamborees will take place like mad. Not like your house, Faith, with papers and roast beef and nothing else.

Well, here's what you'll do at the 'Tones'. Servants will be gone and the house will be very quiet way out there in Brentwood. After breakfast Joan may decide on a sunbath, fifteen minutes on theummy and fifteen on the back. And then a game of badminton with Franchot and a swim, and, of course, the usual shampoo.

Now comes a rite that is never omitted; hail, storm or thunders. The household slips for next night's dinner and also suggestions for her own and Franchot's lunch. Several checks that have no place in bills are cleaned like perfect fury. Every pin, every nail file, every ribbon has its place in the scheme of things with Crawford. Theirs is no guessing or screaming downstairs to Alice "Where is this or that," for Joan knows. All, all are neatly catalogueed, with the petunias and the price of chicken, in the utterly amazing mind of this woman.

Servants, her present staff of four, at least, have been with her for years. "The only grief I've ever had with servants has resulted from my being too kind," she once told me. "Immediatley they took advantage and decided it was their home to run, to manage, to possess, as they pleased."

I'm laughing. Crawford's home is Crawford's life. Try running it, funny face, and see where you get with Crawford knowing every single button that's off every single garment and why and when and where.

There's very little dropping in with a "Hi, Joan. Hi, Franchot. Just driving by and thought we'd stop." Or any of the usual transformations of a Hollywood home into a roadhouse thing.

The Crawford-Tone home is a place in which two people live. It's not only a physical living, remember, but a spiritual living that goes on within those four walls. You'll go when you're asked, if you choose. But, otherwise, you'll stay put in your own backyard or go to the Trocadero. Certainly it won't be to the 'Tones'.

After the bills are settled and paid, and several checks that have no place in bills but are destined to find their way into some needy life in the usual Crawford manner, are hidden away from prying eyes, the dancing lesson is on. Two hours of it. And then the daily shampoo and off to the kitchen where the kidney bean fracas is in full bloom again.

Maybe a picture will be run in the evening or maybe it's just music. But at nine-thirty Joan will be in her room writing menus on the "This Is To Remember. Yes!" slips for next night's dinner and also suggestions for her own and Franchot's lunch pails next day.

Can you see where a cog has in any way slipped in the smooth-running home
of a famous Hollywood lady in pictures?

Fan magazine day is a grand rush to see who's first, with Bennett, the chauffeur, leaned madly through the books for pictures and stories of his mistress. Let one crack of criticism creep into the pages against Joan and the kitchen pow-wow among the servant four is on. Dire threats and muttered against any and all writers fill the kitchen to overflowing. Feathers and a tomahawk on the staff are all that's needed for a good old-time massacre. They're that loyal.

"We want everyone to really know her," Alice, the colored maid, whispered to me one day on the set. "Cause if they knows her, they loves her."

You'll notice, as you linger about, little Faith, not a speck of dust about the place. Dust is the obsession of her life. Spotlessly clean must be everything about her. Even her drinking cups are carefully wrapped in waxed paper. Her big eyes fairly leap about in their all-seeing-dust-ons complex and jolly darned well do the servants know it.

Her home is clean. Really clean. And her life as full of little ups and downs as your life and mine. It's made up of moving pictures, not the screen kind but the daily living kind that fill every woman's days in every walk of life.

Thursday night, servants' night off, means house dress and omelets. In the midst of a busy stirring about the kitchen one evening the doorbell rang. With spoon in hand, Joan, the glamorous girl of the screen, dashed madly to the door while the omelet sizzled.

"Telegram for Joan Crawford," the boy said, very matter of fact. "Sign here, please."

Joan signed, the spoon still clutched tightly in her left hand. "Thank you very much," she called, and it was then the boy looked up.

He looked at the dress, the spoon, at the face that's known around the world. "Gosh," he breathed, "it's you," and dashed like a turkey for his bicycle.

And there was Christmas, of course, the big-time gala day of the year. And what of Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone on this thrilling and exciting occasion?

Nothing. Or hardly anything. The servants were given the day off and Joan got breakfast. The family dinner-party and gift-giving had taken place the night before. Joan washed her hair, as usual, and Franchot was reading in the library. The phone rang presently and a friend from New York, a noted playwright, announced his arrival in Hollywood. "But it's Christmas and you're alone," Joan said.

"Come on out."

The three sat and talked until about five.

"Will you stay for dinner?" Joan asked, mentally picturing the stripped turkey of last night's dinner.

He stayed and the three went into the kitchen. In two minutes the visitor was elbow deep in a pan of potatoes and shelling peas at the kitchen sink. Joan was elbow deep in a pan of potatoes and Franchot stood before the open broiler with a fork waving gaily in his hand discussing the relative merits of the Theater Guild and the Theater Group between Joan's screams of, "Franchot, the steak!"
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The steak got itself turned midway between the Guild and the Group.

Outside windows were lighting up with Yuletide cheer. Crowds of cocktail groups were moving from one gay, hilarious open house to another. There was cheer, a little false, some of it, but cheer, chittering up the town from end to end.

There was another kind of cheer, in the town of Hollywood, too. It was in the kitchen of Joan Crawford. Potatoes were getting creamed, peas were bubbling and a steak was sizzling in a broiler while three people talked, laughed and ushered out, like real people in real homes, all over the world, the day of peace on earth.

Of course, it isn't all peace, all tranquility, all calmness. Things do happen in the quietest of families. There was the day Joan was particularly anxious to make a grand impression on a very imposing guest. She had donned her very best Hattie Carnegie gown. Lights were soft. Music was low.

It was Easter. That morning the chauffeur had brought in two baby ducks, one for Joan and one for Franchot. They were tucked safely away upstairs with food and water.

Seven o'clock and all was serene. And then it happened! Bedlam! Down the stairs trotted Pupchen with one baby duck, dead. Franchot was at him like a bolt of blue just as the doorbell rang. The dachshund made one wild bee-line around the room, leaping for Joan's skirt. The Hattie part completely tore itself away from the Carnegie end of it, while Joan shrieked. The guest stood open-mouthed in the living room doorway.

The script of "The Unguarded Hour" lay near at hand. Franchot seized it and went after Pupchen with a whoop. Scene 3, page 5, fairly leaped out of the script into the visitor's face. "The Unguarded Hour" flew from Franchot's hand just as the butler announced dinner. It caught him midriff and—well, it was no use after that. The visitor eyed them suspiciously throughout the meal. Convinced they were either wild or mad or both.

So, of course, things aren't always as calm as last year's tornado. But nearly.

For in those strong, capable hands of Joan Crawford (notice them sometimes) rests the reins, not only the ones that guide a career on and on to unsuspected heights, but the reins that guide a home on and on to unsuspected happiness.

The Tabloid Romance that Bloomed into True Love

It's that John Barrymore-Elaine Barrie mix-up—May and December with a dash of July hot-cha thrown in. At first it had all the earmarks of a newspaper-made comic opera romance, but now . . .

Well, you'll find a vivid authentic account of the whole amazing story in the September MOVIE MIRROR, on sale everywhere July 24th.
wholly overlooked by the one-track folk of the movie colony. Of course he relaxes, and quite as intensely as he concentrates on his job of acting. He is a perpetually fascinating person who discards one mood for another, frequently. And I can assure you that when Muni unbends he does so with a thoroughness that's extraordinary.

I wish you could be around him for awhile. You'd get an entirely new perspective on this master of emotions.

As soon as he switches into his lark-loving frame of mind, anything's liable to happen. Bella Muni steels herself to stay in a constant state of breathless wonder. Sometimes she thinks he'll surely be caught behaving so absurdly. What then?

If the desire to be merry seizes him when they're on the street, he usually starts to mimic whoever's ahead of them. His superb mockery has the two of them in stitches.

SHE despairs for his reputation when they get anywhere near an elevator. Muni is apt to enter with the weight of the world apparently on his particular shoulders. That won't be any pose: he's naturally a worrier. But the excessive dignity of the average elevator operator is almost invariably too much for him. So quickly he's up to his familiar stunt of making believe that he is trying to bite the delicate pink ear of the lady standing sedately in front of him. Bella is positive that some woman is aware of his presence at the sight of an individual on the verge of gnawing her ear off! Luckily, this catastrophe hasn't occurred yet.

Away from the routine of his career, Muni is as spontaneous as he is studied with his parts. He hates to make a move, so far as films are concerned, that he hasn't pondered over at length. But his lighter actions are emphatically not planned so far as films are concerned, that he has won a wife who adapts herself to his current tempo. This is really Bella's secret for making theirs an especially successful marriage. Whenever he wants to have fun, she's ready to join him. Without delay or discussion.

To do this she's had to deliberately submerge a number of her own tastes, and be willing to eagerly acquire an appetite for his enthusiasms. I don't swear that she's crazy about all of his hobbies. She isn't. She misses the glamorous yesterdays in New York, and the acting she used to do herself in the theater. But she's gallantly made the jump, as she describes it, "from city swallow to meadow lark."

The Munis are of Hollywood, but they aren't in it. They would be bored living up to the local glamor customs. Anyway, Paul has been bitten by the ranching bug.

He grew up in crowded cities and California was his first chance to escape into apartments. So his residence is a charming Spanish farmhouse in the center of a walnut grove, twenty-five minutes' drive from the Boulevard. There he has all the comfort and none of the drawbacks of civilization. He has a radio in every room and no trolley clanging by.

O N week-days, when he returns from the studio, he'll sit down to dinner and ply Bella with a dozen questions: "Is the irrigation system functioning as it should? Did they put up that fence along the south end? What report has the hired man made on the new oranges?"

As many a wife with an impetuous husband can guess, a number of his impulses wind up in the lap of the missus. On Sundays, Muni rushes into his farm clothes and dashes over to the citrus acreage that he's bought. Recently he announced that he'd decided on more land. At that Bella drew the line. She has all she can do running the two pieces of rural property they already have!

She is bearing up quite admirably at marriage. Whenever he wants to have fun, she's gal"..
HAIR REMOVER

Millions of women have longed for a depilatory which contains no sulphides, no offensive odors; a depilatory that can spread the New Odorless... Ask for the new ZIP Facial Hair Remover.

Your Dealer Also Carries ZIP Perfumed Depilatory Cream For years this has been the choice of women everywhere. Quickly... Easy... Effective. Extra large tubes at low prices.

ZIP Epilator—IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT The only Registered Epilator available for destroying superfluous hair. With your package you receive, free, a large jar of ZIP Cream Deodorant, and a tube of my delightful Massage, Cleansing and Tissue Building Creme.

Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Salon. Write for booklet.

Madame Berthé
specialist
505 Fifth Avenue, New York (at 46th St.)

Switch to ZIP CREAM DEODORANT for overcoming BODY ODORS More for your money THE BEST TO BE HAD Gives complete insurance against offending odors! Easy to apply. Lasting. Harmless to others! Easy to apply. Lasting. Harmless to others! Easy to apply. Lasting. Harmless to others! Ask dealer or write Physician's Prescription. Ask dealer or write Physician's Prescription.

SIMONE SIMON, 20th Century-Fox's French starlet, had a lot of fun when William Wyler took her for a wild ride on the famous motorcycle ex-wife Margaret Sullivan gave him. He's had so many tickets for speeding that the judges threatened him with a 30-day sentence for "the next time!"
SKINNY, WEAK, NERVOUS RUNDOWN...

How NATURAL IODINE Builds
Worn-Out, Pale, Sicky Folks Into
Strong, Red-Blooded Men
and Women!

Seedorl Kelpamalt,
New Mineral Concentrate from
Rich in NATURAL PLANT IODINE, Feeds
Starved Glands—Must Build Rich, Red
Blood, Put on Lbs. of
Solid, "Stay-There"
Flesh, Give Steady
Nerves and Day-Long
Energy in First Week
or Trial is Free!

Here's how hope and
enchantment for the
world is born—bald,
scrawny, hollowed-out,
weak, gawky, bloated
children of today! No
more childhood—no
more brainlessness—
no more nervousness.

The most important
thing is that you
choose the best
kind—Seedorl Kelpamalt—
new revolutionary
enrichment formula. Only
when the supply of iodine
you regulate—protects
strength and energy.
then you get the most
powerful, complete
supply of iodine can you

Scarcely a day
passes without a
notice of people
who have suddenly
flesh appear in place of scrawny hollows. Notice how much
today. Seedol Kelpamalt is sold at all good drug stores.

How much
Tablets—four to five times the size of ordinary tablets—

6 tablets alone contain
6 tablets alone contain

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write today for fascinating instructive 50-page book
sent free of charge. Get the latest authentic, fashion-approved
colors, and the latest additions to Glazo's
polish is usable to the last brushful.

For the newest, smartest note in fingertip
charm, ask for Glazo Suntan, Russet and
Poppy Red. They're exclusive "misty-red"
only 20 cents each.

MOVIE MIRROR

New GLAZO
pots old-type
nail polishes
in the discard
You've never seen a polish
so lovely, so perfect to use

Glorious news for lovely hands! A
new Glazo, so amazingly enhanced in
beauty, so perfected in every manicuring
virtue, that you must change your whole
idea of what a fine nail polish should be.

This new Glazo formula dries to a satiny
surface that doesn't chip or peel, that wears
for several extra days. Here is a polish that
disIELDS streaking, that flows on per-
fect ease and evenness. And so completely
evaporation has been eliminated that the
polish is usable to the last brushful.

For the newest, smartest note in fingertip
charm, ask for Glazo Suntan, Russet and
Poppy Red. They're exclusive "misty-red"
colors, and the latest additions to Glazo's
wide range of authentic, fashion-approved
shades. Glazo manicure preparations are
now only 20 cents each.

It's new
it's perfect
GLAZO
20 CENTS
(25 cents in Canada)
Half way dental care is simply gambling with your teeth. Even in youth, soft spongy gums are the warning of disaster ahead—lost teeth, dental ruin. There is no excuse for taking this chance. You can use a tooth paste that whitens your teeth and Safeguards Your Gums at the same time.

Why quit half way in caring for your teeth when Forhan's does both jobs at the price of most ordinary tooth pastes? Notice how much better Forhan's makes your whole mouth feel right away. Begin using Forhan's today.

Brown blondes want golden hair?

Blondex Shampoo-Rinse Washes Hair 2 to 4 Shades Lighter

What girl with dull, brownish hair wouldn't give a fortune to be the possessor of gloriously radiant, golden hair? Any girl, of course. But now, thanks to Blondex, the unique shampoo-rinse, the drabbeat, most faded hair can be made to gleam with gold for just a few cents. If you want golden hair, try Blondex today. One shampoo with Blondex will wash your hair 2 to 4 shades lighter. And safely, too, for Blondex is not a harsh bleach or dye. Start today with Blondex. Bring back the golden beauty of childhood. Be a true, alluring golden blonde. Get Blondex at any drug or department store.

Movie Mirror Junior

(Continued from page 6)

One of the very first things a young guest star conductor of this department wants to know is “What Picture did the Movie Juniors like seeing me in the best?” Next, they ask, “What sort of pictures do you think they would like seeing me in?” Both of those questions are, you'll admit, pretty hard to answer, unless you write and let us know.

Freddie has made some grand pictures. You have, undoubtedly, seen most or all of them. So, write and tell us which one you think is his best to date, also what you would like to see him do next.

We are also including a cut-out puzzle as usual. Here is a tip—the picture shows Freddie playing with his dog, Concol. His Aunt Cissy is in the picture, too.

Get busy and send in your letter together with the cut-out puzzle. For the twelve best letters, accompanied by the neatest and most nearly correct cut-out puzzles, we will give a photograph of Freddie Bartholomew autographed by him. Letters will be judged on the basis of clarity and interest. Entries will be judged by Freddie Bartholomew and Miss Betty Turner. Their decision will be final.

All letters and puzzles should be addressed to Movie Mirror Junior, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood California, and mailed before August 5th, 1936.
Movies of the Month
(Continued from page 31)

Jennings, Fritz Leiber, others.
It's About: "A modern Job, but with more
troubles."
You will either find this the most un-
forgettable picture you have ever seen, or
you will consider it the most dismal
whedonitude you ever sat through—depending
entirely upon your mood of the evening.
Artistically it represents triumph for
Jean Hersholt and for its two
directors, Otto Brower and Gregory Ratoff. With
a blending of stock romantic plot,
the story follows the heart-breaking life
of a simple well-meaning Tyrolean sexton
who has two sons; one interested in avia-
tion, one interested in nothing because he
was born deaf.
Hersholt (the sexton) follows his elder
son to America to make arrangements for
the younger boy's cure; but the aviator
dies and the World War cuts Hersholt
off from his village and his remaining
son. The rest of the picture builds up
through the bell-ringer's miserable exis-
tence in America, a dramatic reunion and
a powerful climax.
Don Ameche plays both young men, and
will astonish you with his ability. It's
his first picture. Hersholt is discovered as one
of the best actors on the modern screen.
Your Reviewer Says: It will wear you
out emotionally, but it's worth it.

PUBLIC NUMBER (20th Century-Fox)
You'll See: Robert Taylor, Loretta Young,
Basil Rathbone, Patsy Kelly, Joe Lewis,
Paul Harvey, Marjorie Gateson, Jane
Debrett, John Miljan, Billy Bevan and May
Debrett.
It's About: The romance and marriage of
a wealthy college boy and the maid in
the house.
Here's the high point in romance for
the year—introducing one of the greatest
teams since Gaynor and Farrell: Loretta
Young and Bob Taylor. And while this
may be called "perfect entertainment"
for women, we've a strong hunch that men
will go for it, too. It is certainly a grand
evening in the theater.
The combination of Loretta Young and
Bob Taylor is perfect. Both are sincere
in their roles and their love scenes are a
model for romantics to follow! Basil
Rathbone outdoes himself as the hated
butler; never have we witnessed a more
thrilling and smarting disappear. Millions benefited.
Your Reviewer Says: It will wear you
out emotionally, but it's worth it.

WAKE UP YOUR LIVER BILE—
WITHOUT CALOMEL
And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't
digest. It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats
up your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause. It takes those good, old Carter's Little
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of
flowing freely and make you feel "up and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
25c at all drug stores.

It’s About: A great song whose physical votes lead to the murder of her handsome sailor.

Combining operatic pomp and glory, exquisite singing and a murder mystery, one picture is dressed and retaining not only the beauty of the music but the believable melodrama of the mystery is indeed a feat! And, at last, you will see Mary Ellis given the sort of story, direction and photography that allows her to assume her full stature as an artist.

Miss Ellis plays the role of a great singer whose fatal gift for luring men is a handicap to her solemn vow to allow nothing to interfere with her artistic life. The story builds slowly, showing her power over several men, until she fails in love with a young, handsome man who is promptly murdered. Of course there are many suspects; but we doubt if you can spot the murderer. During the entire unfolding of this plot, there is some of the most delightful singing we’ve ever heard.

Mary Ellis, looking more beautiful than ever, and singing with full power, will captivate everyone. Walter Pidgeon and John Halliday give exceptional performances as the two men who, though in love with her, are suspected of killing Norman Foster. Guy Bates Post gives a flawless performance as the maestro who would protect his great pupil from life and love.

The music and photography are fine. Your Reviewer Says: Should please music and mystery fans alike. See it.

Dancing Pirate (Pioneer-RKO)


It’s About: An 1800 dancing master, shanghailed by pirates, who saves his neck by teaching the early settlers of California to ‘waltz’. The plot of this picture is fantastic and sometimes unbelievable. The title role is played by a newcomer whose ability to dance is terrific. Charles Collins is his name and we know you will thrill when he does a tap dance up the steps of the hangman’s platform. You will laugh at the antics of Frank Morgan as he re-enacts his usual Batty King without the usual robes. Steffi Duna is quaintly vivacious and reminds you vaguely of “La Cucaracha”—and you have a hunch that “La Cucaracha” reminded the producers to make “Dancing Pirate.”

The picture is important, because Robert Edmond Jones, color expert, has found a new value for color on the screen. Color is used here to point the story to its dramatic peaks and is contrived so cleverly as to aid in telling the story. Watch closely and you will notice that while the action is unfolding the characters are dressed in shades of blue; yet while the action is unfolding the characters are dressed in tones of red. Thus color is given dramatic value.

Your Reviewer Says: An average musical made very interesting by the use of color.

E X T R A  M O N E Y

$10 or $15 a week

Earn Extra Money by selling your 1932 Christmas Cards. Each customer purchases Christmas cards, he writes his own personal message and signs his name. Your Reviewer Says: A great way to make a little extra money at home and what’s more, have real fun doing it. We show you how, we furnish everything necessary on an easy basis.

COSTS NOTHING to learn how.

Earn Extra Money by selling your Christmas cards. Each customer purchases Christmas cards, he writes his own personal message and signs his name. Your Reviewer Says: A great way to make a little extra money at home and what’s more, have real fun doing it. We show you how, we furnish everything necessary on an easy basis.

FURY (M-G-M)

You’ll See: Spencer Tracy, Sylvia Sidney, Walter Abel, Frank Albertson, Bruce Cabot, Edward Ellis, Walter Brennan.

It’s About: An innocent man, jailed as a suspected kidnapper, who becomes a revenge-maniac when a mob sets fire to the jail.

A triumph! A picture so dramatic, using a story so perfectly constructed for tense suspense and action, that it easily ranks with the finest pictures of this or any other year. You won’t be able to think of anything else for days after you’ve seen it.

Spencer Tracy, a nice chap who has always lived a model life, is on his way to another town to marry Sylvia Sidney. He is picked up by the police of a small town and when a “ransom bill” is found in his wallet, he’s thrown in jail. The word spreads around the town like a prairie fire. A mob storms the jail. Unable to reach the prisoner, they set fire to the jail and throw dynamite into the flames. An innocent man stands screaming in an inferno! But the dynamite blows off the cell door and he escapes. But what was once a fine man has now become a maniac for revenge. He decides to bring all the mob to trial for murder and hang the lot of them. The story from there on is packed with drama.

Spencer Tracy and Sylvia Sidney create exceptional characters. Walter Abel, the district attorney, gives a fine performance, and Frank Albertson as Tracy’s brother scores. But it isn’t the cast that should get all the credit; the fine story and the exceptional direction of Fritz Lang must share all the honors. There are plenty to share. It is easily one of the greatest motion pictures ever made.

Your Reviewer Says: Every person in the country should see this!

Green Pastures (Warner Bros.)

You’ll See: Rex Ingram, Oscar Polk, Eddie Anderson, Frank Wilson, George Reed, Evelyn M. Harris, Ernest Whitman, Al Stokes and William Cumby.

It’s About: The famous imaginative story of the old-time Southern negro’s idea of Heaven and “De Lawd” with chorale back-drop.

It is almost impossible to reduce the magnificent power, sweep and beauty of this to a few words. In our estimation, this picture is a credit to the entire motion picture industry and should go down as one of the finest and most unusual attempts ever made at artistic entertainment. Directed by the author of the stage play, the full scope of the negroes’ fanciful idea of heaven is brought into vivid and humorous reality.

Story starts in a negro Sunday school class. Heaven and “De Lawd” are being taught with much fervor. Suddenly the scene shifts to heaven. There are Gabriel (watching for a chance to blow his horn), and “De Lawd” sitting in his office and some of the more favored of the colored angels sitting on beautiful clouds fishing and smoking ten-cent seagars. From there on, the play brings to life several of the more important stories of the Bible. “De Lawd” makes several trips to earth and on each occasion there is much truth com-
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Rather creepy, this. Full to the brim with fog, suspense and horrible goings-on. Since the death of Count Dracula, the great company of the undead has released another vampire to prey upon the world during the dark hours of the night. She is a beautiful lady who calls herself Dracula's Daughter. But she doesn't get the kick out of her work that old Count Dracula used to get and she wants to "release." She picks out a handsome young psychiatrist as the man to help her. Unfortunately (for the lady) the handsome scientist also happens to be a member of Scotland Yard and he soon realizes what she is up against. After two or three young and healthy persons are brought to the morgue with the usual "vampire marks on their now-pale throats," he decides to move heaven and earth to bring the lady to justice. His generous secretary tries to help and falls into the vampire's clutches. Then the chase is really on.

Gloria Holden, as the vampire, is a statuesque and beautiful girl with a nice sense of eerie suspense and timing. Otto Kruger through with all his heart and Marguerite Churchill plays his adoring secretary in fine style. The entire cast is geared to express the horror of the story and they do get a real chill out of the audiences.

Your Reviewer Says: Strictly for horror fans. Keep the kids home.

The Last Outlaw (RKO)

You'll See: Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson, Tom Tyler, Henry B. Walthall, Margaret Callahan, Ray Mayer, Harry Jans and Fred Scott. It's About: The oldtimers of the West who get together to outwit the new sheriff and save the girl from the villains.

A western that should make the usual epic go away and hide. Usual names, yes. But the story is so much better than we have come to expect from western fare that it will be enjoyed by audiences everywhere. Even if you've long since tired of the plot they always use, we advise you to see this one.

Twenty years before the story opens, Sheriff Henry B. Walthall sends outlaw Harry Carey to prison for bank robbery. In the meantime, and not knowing her identity, Walthall has been bringing up
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Bullets or Ballots (First National)

You’ll See: Edward G. Robinson, Joan Blondell, Barton MacLane, Humphrey Bogart, Frank McHugh, Joseph King, George E. Stone

It's About: A hard-boiled New York cop who has to be fired from the force before he gets a real chance to clean up the racketeers.

Lots of fast and furious action, some clever situations and humorous dialogue give Edward G. Robinson an opportunity to give us the other side of the “Little Caesar”—the law. We always liked Eddie when he played cops and robbers; we like him as a cop just as well as a robber.

The story is taken from life. There is, in New York, a tough cop who has always made the racket boys and mobsters tip their hats when he meets them. But because the racketeers are running wide open, with plenty of higher-up protection, none of the cops is able to lay a finger on them. Then comes a new grand jury. The tough cop gets fired from the force—and by the very man whom he had always thought would be a real cop when he reached the top. Eddie joins the racketeers for revenge against the way organized society has let him down. Joan Blondell is the beautiful blonde girl who would like to marry Eddie. Eddie isn’t the marrying kind; however, they nearly quite get together. You’ll get a real kick out of the situation where Eddie is thrown into “solitary.” The whole story changes at that point and you begin to catch on.

While this isn’t the best picture Eddie Robinson has ever made, it’s the sort that his fans like to see him in. He does a swell job. Joan Blondell isn’t dieting any more and we’re sorry. The mobsters, Barton MacLane and Humphrey Bogart, are excellent.

Your Reviewer Says: Good racket-action stuff.

The Case of the Velvet Claws (Warner Brothers)

You’ll See: Warren William, Claire Dodd, Winifred Shaw, Gordon Elliot, Joseph King and Addison Richards

It's About: The famous detective, Perry Mason, on the trail of murder on the night his own honeymoon starts.

Warren William breaks down once again and gives the mystery fans a treat with his usual Perry Mason lawyer-sleuth on the trail of the latest crime. For real dried-in-the-woolers, this story should prove fascinating fare; you actually “see” the murder take place and yet you can’t guess who the murderer is to save you.

Perry Mason, in this episode, finally decides that he has been in love with his secretary, Della Street, long enough. He solves this case by marrying her in the first scene and, ostensibly, leaving for his honeymoon. To foil the well-wishers, though, he returns to his apartment only to run into the mysterious lady who hands him a twelve-thousand-dollar retainer and forces him to take her case at the point of a gun. Of course murder happens, as it always has a way of doing wherever Perry Mason goes! His own client is accused. So she accuses him—and almost frames the murder on her own lawyer. All this time, the bride is biting her nails waiting for her husband.

Warren William skates through this “whodunit” with his usual abandon and makes you like it. Claire Dodd, as Della Street, does her best as the bride who waits. The real eye-catcher, though, is the lady in the case, Winifred Shaw. We predict bigger things for Winifred; she has plenty of what it takes.

The rest of the cast is mysterious and adequate.

Your Reviewer Says: Yes, if you go for mysteries.

Three Wise Guys (M-G-M)

You’ll See: Robert Young, Betty Furness, Raymond Walburn, Thurston Hall, Bruce Cabot, Donald Meek, others

It's About: The difficulties encountered by a diarist and supporting his new bride.

The witty dialogue, wholesome acting and entertaining comedy found in this little family picture will make you forget all about its familiar plot.

Robert Young gives a nice performance as the playboy son of a railroad president who finds his allowance stopped after he marries Betty Furness, who was once the member of a trio of petty crooks. The young couple start out as farmers, only to have their house burn down. They move to the barn and Bob looks for other work. He is doing splendidly at his new job as mail clerk for a small machine shop when Raymond Walburn and Bruce Cabot, former members of the crooked trio, enter upon the scene and rob Bob’s employer. Bob gets the blame, and impending complications build to a satisfactory climax.

Bob Young and Betty Furness are a fresh and interesting team of young romancers. Thurston Hall handles the father role with ease, and Raymond Walburn scores solidly as the soft-hearted old confidence man.

Your Reviewer Says: While unimportant, a satisfying comedy picture.

Half Angel (20th Century-Fox)

You’ll See: Frances Dee, Brian Donlevy, Helen Westley, Henry Stephenson, Charles Butterworth, Sara Haden and others.

It’s About: The stormy romance of a girl involved in murder charges and the mis-
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ogynist reporter who insists on defending

her. Skip the loopholes in plot and you'll have a grand evening of fun with this ingenious combination of murder mystery and comedy romance which brings delightful Frances Dee back to the screen and gives able British effort an opportunity to show what a smooth, intriguing actor he is. Frances is acquitted of murdering her father by poison, due chiefly to the efforts of Reporter Donlevy and his paper. She runs away from him, however, when he seeks to ghost-write a sensational story of her life and finds refuge with wealthy but eccentric Helen Westley and Henry Stephenson. In a few days the Franceses, is deeply involved in all manner of mysterious goings-on in the household which culminate in two more poison murders being laid at her door.

Last Minute News

Cary Grant still is seen regularly with Mary Brian, and this after both have denied any real interest.

Bob Taylor was offered a huge ace that one night appearance in a Texas night club but M-G-M refused his permission. Then by way of making it right with him he offered him a ten-day vacation at his expense anywhere he wanted to go. He chose New York and the expensive Waldorf. Barbara Stanwyck saw him off at the airport.

Mary Ellis wins Reno divorce from British actor Basil Sydney.

Dorothy Sebastian wins divorce from William Boyd, plus two-thousand-dollar settlement and ten per cent of Boyd's earnings for three years.

Harry Koster was failed in his attempt to stop Ann Harding from taking their daughter to England. He threatened extradition on charge of kidnapping, despite court order allowing Ann custody of the child.

Carole Lombard bought a complete wardrobe for her intended trip to Cuba then had to go to Alaska to make "Spawn of the North" for Paramount.

The Bing Crassys have at last moved into their brand new twenty-room mansion at Toluca Lake. Plenty of nurseries there, too.

News haunts have spotted Marlene Dietrich doing Hollywood with Clark Gable for several nights past.

Little Carol Ann Beery had her tonsils out for the first time after being ill for several nights past. She is expected to return to normal activity soon.

Ida Lupino last fourteen pounds during the shooting of her current picture. If it's love, Louis Hayward had better go away for a while.

Owen Davis, Jr., returns to Maine for the starring role in "Ice Bound," Pullitzer play for 1923, which his father wrote. He'll come back to RKO for more picture work afterward.
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Baby Talk!

"I DEMAND AN OLIVE OIL BABY POWDER!"

Comfort means a lot to your baby, Mother, and he'll be a happier and cooler baby with Z.B.T. Baby Powder. For the olive oil content, unique with Z.B.T., makes it cling longer and retain moisture better. Gentle to touchy skins, its superior "slip" prevents chafing in the creases. Free from zinc in any form, Z.B.T. Baby Powder is approved by Good Housekeeping and your baby. Large 25c and 50c sizes.

Z.B.T.
OLIVE OIL BABY POWDER

PERFECT HOME DRY CLEANER
-cuts cleaning bills in half. Remove those two or three spots with Mufti. Dries instantly, no odor, no ring.
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Be an ARTIST

MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEK
Many of our successful students are now making big money. Our simple methods make it fun to learn Commercial Art, Cartooning and Designing at home, in spare time. No tuition rate. Write for free book "ART for Pleasure and Profit." today. BOX 1983 STUDIO 866, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART 115-12TH ST. N.W. WASHINGTON, D.C.

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30 A WEEK
Nancy E.--a story could have been left out, but the lady's desire to support children to work in the house引起了..."I've had tons of luck when Mother was hundreds of miles away. She wasn't even in New York the time my cherished dream of playing Hedwig in 'The Wild Duck' came true. That was funny.

When I was still in school I saw that play, and I remarked to a friend that one special reason I meant to be an actress was to play the role of Hedwig.

Well, a few months after the Rochester stock season I was back in New York rehearsing some little thing at the Provincetown Playhouse in the Village. One night a man sat out front watching the rehearsal. When it was over he came back and asked me if I would like to play Hedwig with Blanche Yurka, uptown! I almost dropped dead, but even that long ago I had learned about my luck, and I wasn't as surprised as some people might have been. But just as glad. Simple and unique with Z.B.T., makes it cling through the evening performance, in agony, but collapsed after it. Cukor was tearing his hair, but said we'd wait until morning to decide what to do. He called a full rehearsal for ten o'clock.

"At nine I was in the theater, sitting in the front row all dressed up in my best bib and Tucker. Finally he came in. 'Pearl' was no better. He asked me if I could possibly learn most of the part before that night, and it was provided for having the part regularly understood so early in the run. The prompter would help me, he said.

"I was quite pleased to tell him I knew the entire part and evidently he was fairly well pleased with the performance I gave because he offered me a contract to play ingenue leads for the whole season."

"Mother's intuition was also useful during the first summer I went to the Cape Playhouse, near Falmouth. I'd seen a man in New York who told me to go up there that I was right for the summer job. But when I presented myself at the Playhouse the director had never heard of me.

Mother was with me and we decided to stay. Then, one day, Laura Hope Crews, who was to be starred in 'Mr. Ryan's Daughter,' made a call on me at the house. He had come to play a little English girl. All the girls had to do was to sing 'I Passed By Your Window.' "Jubilant, having promised to learn the song at once, I rushed to tell Mother."

"Of course there was no music store in Falmouth, so we drove to Hyannis, the biggest town to the Cape, for the supplies. But there wasn't any there, either. As we were walking down the main street, wondering what to do next, Mother suddenly stopped a perfectly strange man and explained our plight. He turned out to be the town organist and to own a copy of 'I Passed By Your Window.' He invited us right up to his house, taught me the song and gave me the music to take home."

Bette signaled for hot water for our tea while we were chuckling over this anecdote. Then she explained that her letter "C. S. N." are responsible for her success. "Wish me luck," she cried gaily as we went into the theater for the first time."

"By Your Window." He invited us right up to his house, taught me the song and gave me the music to take home."

"Jubilant, having promised to learn the song at once, I rushed to tell Mother."

"Of course there was no music store in Falmouth, so we drove to Hyannis, the biggest town to the Cape, for the supplies. But there wasn't any there, either. As we were walking down the main street, wondering what to do next, Mother suddenly stopped a perfectly strange man and explained our plight. He turned out to be the town organist and to own a copy of 'I Passed By Your Window.' He invited us right up to his house, taught me the song and gave me the music to take home."

Bette signaled for hot water for our tea while we were chuckling over this anecdote. Then she explained that her letter "C. S. N." are responsible for her success. "Wish me luck," she cried gaily as we went into the theater for the first time.

Dream after dream materialized into actual accomplishment. I'd always wanted to do a Southern play on the beach in the rain. "Dream after dream materialized into actual accomplishment. I'd always wanted to do a Southern play on the beach in the rain."
lunged. Then the dinner bell rang, and in
an instant the room was empty.

"Forgive me, Jerry," he mumbled. "I
didn't know you were going to come in.
I had to get away."

But Bob couldn't forget it. Fresh from
the shelter of his own harmonious home,
this was his first experience with cruelty
and sarcasm. His first great hurt. There
he was face to face with the fact that he
wasn't "just like the others." It tore holes in
him. He didn't even have to ask why he
was unpopular. He knew.

Later that night Bob looked at himself
in the mirror and realized that even the
way he carried his shoulders—up and back
and straight—was against him. And the
way he had been brought up to walk—arco
gantly, like a soldier on parade—that too
was against him. Then there were those
clothes—all those clothes. Bob looked at
them contemptuously.

"It's all my fault," said Gerry besides
him. "I feel like a rat. If I hadn't accepted
your word, you wouldn't be in a spot like
this.

Bob wheeled around. "Cut it, will you?
If you try to fix me with the boys by telling
them about—about how you happen to be
here, I'll never forgive you. I work for
myself now, not for your money."

Gerry hesitated for only a moment. He
then put his hand on Bob's shoulder. "You
needed this, Bob. I knew you'd come.

If you try to fix me with the boys by tell¬
ing them about the way you happen to be
here, I'll never forgive you."

Bob set out to lick his battle his
own way. It wasn't an easy battle. It
wasn't easy to give up the apartment and
move into the dormitory. He had to put
his car and his clothes and his charge
accounts at the disposal of his class¬
mates, but this only started the ball roll¬
ing. There were those—Tom Reid was
their ring-leader—who refused to be
bribed by any such show of generosity.
Bob was still a snob, still high-hat, and
still a goody-goody as far as they were
concerned.

The fact that he didn't smoke or drink
was particularly against him. Of course
these were forbidden vices around the
campus, but that only seemed to make
them more attractive to most of the boys.

However it wasn't because of any college
law that Bob refrained from drinking or
smoking. As he explains it himself, "I
smoked in college but I gave it up when
Dad said if I didn't stop smoking I'd
never go into the Navy."

"I was afraid to go into the Navy,"
Bob adds. "I didn't want to be like them.
I love my Dad, but I was afraid of him,
that
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like you to go with me, if you don’t mind going with a boy who doesn’t smoke.”

The girl burst out laughing. In ten minutes everyone at Doane knew the joke, and Bob was looking for a place to hide his very red face.

But, anyway, of course, she went with him. She wouldn’t have missed it for anything. Bob didn’t smoke, but he danced divinely, and he was the best looking man on the campus. (Try as he might, Bob had never been able to live down that impression!)

The girl had a second shock however when he brought her home, shook hands with her, thanked her for the date, and then turned to go. She was shocked—

and disappointed. Decidedly she thought there were limits to being a gentleman. “Aren’t you going to kiss me good-night?” she wanted to know.

“Well, I hadn’t thought of it,” said Bob nervously. “But—however—well—all right.”

And that was the boy that others were calling conceited, high-hat, and a ladies’ man! How little did they know the real Bob, who was sensitive, shy and modest under the surface!

But it was his surface-self they were judging, and not until they got to know him better did they see the really likeable person underneath. As soon as they did, Bob made great strides, and before the term was over he had been elected president of his freshman class, president of the Doane Players, he was playing in several of the school orchestras, and he had been admitted to the best fraternity.

Only Tom Reid held out against him. But along came spring, and during spring vacation, the Doane Players, Tom and Bob among them, toured the state with their dramatic offerings. As though by accident—but I am sure because Bob planned it that way—the two boys were forced to share a room together in the first town where they stopped. When Bob opened up his suitcase, a pair of track shoes fell out. “What are you doing with my track shoes?” Tom asked crossly. “These aren’t yours. They’re mine.”

“Okay, so you think you’re a track man too! I guess you think you can be just anything you want to be around here, don’t you?”

“Well, I thought you might help me, show me the tricks. I’ve got good legs. I can run. Not like you, of course. But if you’d help me, that’d be swell. That’s a good one. Why I wouldn’t help you on a bet!”

But just the same, early the next morning Bob and Tom were running together around the streets of that little Nebraska town, and Tom was coaching Bob! Bob had learned the final important factor in making himself liked. By appealing to Tom’s feeling of superiority, he had him eating out of his hand.

There are a lot of people who wonder how Bob has been able to make such strides on the screen in such a short length of time. He had no theatrical inheritance. He had no theatrical experience. Just amateur shows. Yet in two short years he has risen from a “Crime Doesn’t Pay” short to leading man in such pictures as “Broadway Melody of 1936,” “The Magnificent Obsession,” and “Small Town Girl.” How come?

Well, a great actor once said that learning to act was merely a matter of learning to know people. This, at least, was Bob’s only training ground. Had Bob never come face to face with what it meant to be unimportant, he might never have been what he is on the screen today. Because learning to be liked meant learning what other people were like.

Up until the day Bob went to Doane, his world had been secure. But, lucky for him, it turned topsy-turvy when he went to college. In spite of his material and physical advantages, he knew what it was to strive and suffer.

You’ve heard it said that all artists, to be artists, must struggle and suffer. You may think it’s foolish. But it’s not. If Bob ever grows beyond the title of “the most promising young man in pictures” and fulfills his promise, you’ll know it’s because he was just a poor little rich boy with a big problem to lick!

Prepare the vegetables, slicing the onion thin, dicing the others. Mix and cook all but the potatoes in 4 tbsp. butter, stirring briskly. Add the potatoes, cover, and let cook for a couple of minutes more. Add the water and boil for an hour, or till the vegetables are thoroughly cooked. Then put in the last tablespoon of butter and the parsley. Season to taste and serve piping hot.

A “simple dessert” explains itself. I wonder if you wouldn’t like to try this real French dessert, one of the delicious little trifles at which the French people are so expert?

**Petites Precieuses**

4 tbsp. confectioners sugar
1/3 lb. flour
1 tbl. peeled, chopped almonds
4 eggs
Grated rind 3/4 lemon

| 1/2 onion |
| 2 stalks celery |
| 1 carrot |
| 1 1/4 cups water |
| 5 tbls. butter |
| 1/2 tsp. minced parsley |

Salt and pepper to taste
What Friendship Means to Jean Harlow

"Where there is jealousy there can't be any friendship of the name. For this reason we ask the best. Always!"

Among other things you don't find Jean collecting names instead of friends. If someone she happens to like and with whom she strikes a spark has a name that's all right. But talking of Carmelita and Carey Williams, for instance, who live down the road from her and whom she adores, I've yet to hear her mention their enviable social status in the film colony or, in claiming them for her good friends, to mention Carey's out-standing success as a writer. Instead she says:

"They're such good eggs. And it's a miracle, of course, that Carey should have married anyone as swell as Carmelita or vice versa. No one has any right to expect to find such friends in both members of a couple. Matter of fact, until I found the Wilsons, I thought there must be some unspoken law against anything like this."

Another of Jean's good friends is the wife of a business associate. When this associate brought his wife to California Jean gave a party for her because she was a stranger. Telling of this party, further to explain what grand eggs the Wilsons are, she said it was four o'clock of the afternoon of the party before she (Continued on page 101)

---

**Let Pauline Nelson Send You**

for your own cooking files, further recipes to include in the Grace Moore menu. You'll want some of those distinctly different omelettes, more delicious "real French" dessert dishes, and the names of some of the splendid new canned soups coming on the market.

Mail coupon for one teaspoon of Kirschwasser, but Curocoa called for one teaspoon of Maraschino and one teaspoon of Kirschwasser, but Curocoa is easier to procure and will do as well.

---

**KALA MAZO STOVE CO., MFRS.**

469 Rochester Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Dear Sirs: Please send me your FREE CATALOG. Mail coupon for a FREE copy of Kalamazoo's new and improved Coal and Wood Ranges. Owners of gas ranges will find the new Coal and Wood Ranges an excellent opportunity to save as much as 50% in fuel. KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY, Manufacturers 469 Rochester Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich. Warrantors: Utica, N.Y.; Youngstown, Ohio; Reading, Pa.; Springfield, Mass.

---

**A Kalamazoo Direct to You**

Correct it with PATRICIAN TINTBEST. Leaves hair soft, lustrous and natural looking. Easy to use, no experience required. Effective for temporary or permanent waving. Send for FREE sample. State color of hair. PATRICIAN LABORATORIES, LTD., Dept. W-6, 17 East 48th St., New York.

---

**BUNIONs NEEDLESS TORMENT**

The amazing action of Pedodyne is truly marvelous, and a boon to those whose bunions cause constant foot trouble and a torturing bulge to the shoes. It eases pain almost instantly and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so quickly you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion. Just write and say, "I Want To Try Pedodyne." No obligation. Pedodyne Co., 180 N. Wacker Dr., Dept. T-1112, Chicago, Ill.
"I felt more like a guest than a master in my house. I paid none of the bills. I had no part in choosing the furniture or buying the food. My father-in-law paid for everything without a murmur. My wife and her mother said they did not like my taste. The new shirts in my bureau Evelyn bought and paid for. In short, I was being kept, just like any cheap gigolo, because I had been able to arouse and keep a woman's love."

Eric Murray had sold himself to get a medical education, and now he was paying back his debt—with his own self-respect. That was bad enough. But now there was Mary, and real love! And Mary's expected baby.

How could such a situation work out? The strange and fascinating story of the amazing manner in which Murray's bargain wife met this crisis in her marriage is revealed in full in the new July True Story Magazine. It's a story as human as life itself. Get your copy at the nearest news stand and read every word of it. Today!
telephoned and invited them to come. 

"And it didn't," she said, "as I knew it wouldn't, occur to Carmelita or Carey to be piqued by that last minute invitation. They didn't plead another engagement in a way. And they didn't think 'She doesn't give parties,' did they? They just came and did everything they could to make things go, to make it pleasant and gay!"

Some time after this party Jean learned the young wife for whom she had given it was ill. They hadn't seen each other in the meantime. There had been no return invitation from the home of the beige, but Jean had sense enough to know that in setting up a new home, a young wife easily can be too busy and financially pinched even to think of entertaining. She had liked this woman, liked her tremendously, and that was enough. She refused to stand on ceremony. She telephoned and said she might call. And thus she forged another of those staunch friendships in which she excels.

STILL another good friend of Jean's is a girl who works in the studio's publicity department. These two now often week-end together, sometimes in Jean's big white house on its petunia colored hillside and sometimes in Kay's little bungalow which clings to one of the palisades which rise beside the Pacific.

Kay has a small son. Sunday is her one servant's day off. But it never is a matter of Kay getting up and bringing Jean's breakfast to bed. Sunday mornings the little boy sets the table while Jean and Kay collaborate on the breakfast with Jean always in charge of the scrambled eggs department. Then after breakfast, while Kay makes the beds and straightens the living-room, Jean holds forth in the kitchen.

"You should hear the scolding that goes on, Kay tells me. "When Jean gets through with me she's so讲课我 or I don't mention that, either. Being in charge of the scrambled eggs department. Then after breakfast, while Kay makes the beds and straightens the living-room, Jean holds forth in the kitchen.

Kay has a small son. Sunday is her one servant's day off. But it never is a matter of Kay getting up and bringing Jean's breakfast to bed. Sunday mornings the little boy sets the table while Jean and Kay collaborate on the breakfast with Jean always in charge of the scrambled eggs department. Then after breakfast, while Kay makes the beds and straightens the living-room, Jean holds forth in the kitchen.

"You should hear the scolding that goes on, Kay tells me. "When Jean gets through with me she's so	

awkward. Next comes an hilarious scramble down the sandy precipice to the beach, the little boy turning somersaults to work off some of his animal spirits and the two girls laughing over nothing until tears are in their eyes.

Sunday on a public beach! Nothing movie-starish about that. But something very warm and close and friendly. Which is what counts. What if Jean's swimming-pool does lie forsaken and dazzling blue in the sun? And what if there is Bill Powell's, the talk of Hollywood, lying in the center of a Greek portico and surrounded by yew trees and flowering gardens, where they all would be ever so welcome because of Jean?

It takes two, you see, to build a friendship; two who, sharing that sympathy which friendship needs for its cornerstone, are willing to give and take, to meet whatever circumstances arise with understanding and tolerance. That's what I learned from Jean Harlow.
MODERN Eye Make-up is AS NECESSARY TO Charm AS THE SMARTEST Hat

Every woman's chance for romance depends principally on charm. The eyes can express this vital quality more than any other feature. Popular women know this rule by heart. Charm is within the reach of every woman and girl instantly, easily, surely—with the famous Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids!

Don't take our word for it—prove it for yourself. Go to your favorite toilet goods counter today and purchase Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids to be the finest that money can buy. The Scientists show there is no more waterproof mascara than Maybelline. Tearproof. Absolutely harmless. No stinging. Not a single tear of hat below.
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Graved on her calling cards, it will please him to death to know she was captivated from the very beginning. But on the first date that little bit of inside dope might make her about as popular with him as a good case of pink-eye. For a man has a way of thinking that a girl who falls for him right off the bat is angling at a bride's bouquet—it's funny but it's true. And no matter how far marriage may be from the girl's thoughts it's always that much too close to his to make him uncomfortable. He has an inordinate horror of being, as he himself would put it, 'hooked.'

"So the cleverest method to use is to keep a first date guessing about how much you really like him — and a second, third and sixth date, too. If he's serious he'll keep coming back to find out. If he isn't serious, well, at least you won't have chased him away before the two of you really had a chance to get acquainted."

So there you are. All prepared, the next time you date a new man, to comment on a smart, beautiful case of sentimental mania. That won't resist you if you're on time and the two of you do something he enjoys and he thinks you're dazzled by his brilliant talk and he privately wonders just how big he went over with you.

As simply as that you can score a four-star hit with a first date. And what's nicer, you can go to bed with the lovely certainty that a second one's as inevitable as tomorrow morning's orange juice.

They Never Lose Their Poise

(Continued from page 61)

So smart as those English sport shoes with the little polished spikes in their soles—perfectly grand for hiking over English countryside, but Sally didn't figure on the scorching floors in modern American hotel lobbies.

Sally's fans had learned of her return and began crowding the doorways along about nine o'clock one bright, sunny morning. Sally knew nothing of it.

Upstairs, she had slipped out of bed, dampened her red-gold hair with the spray from her shower, and with one quick flick of her deft fingers had pressed it into a beautiful wave.

I was waiting to breakfast with her in the little rendezvous. I was sitting in the middle with a quick inventory of Sally's joys. Druggist returns money if NOXACORN fails to remove any corn or callus.
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I was waiting to breakfast with her in the little rendezvous. I was sitting in the middle with a quick inventory of Sally's joys. Druggist returns money if NOXACORN fails to remove any corn or callus.

She sniffed the air and reached for a morning. 'So the cleverest method to use is to keep a first date guessing about how much you really like him — and a second, third and sixth date, too. If he's serious he'll keep coming back to find out. If he isn't serious, well, at least you won't have chased him away before the two of you really had a chance to get acquainted."

So there you are. All prepared, the next time you date a new man, to comment on a smart, beautiful case of sentimental mania. That won't resist you if you're on time and the two of you do something he enjoys and he thinks you're dazzled by his brilliant talk and he privately wonders just how big he went over with you.

As simply as that you can score a four-star hit with a first date. And what's nicer, you can go to bed with the lovely certainty that a second one's as inevitable as tomorrow morning's orange juice.

They Never Lose Their Poise

(Continued from page 61)
like Niagara Falls and Sally came tumbling down in a neat Jill spill. She landed, plunk, in front of a bunch of grinning, bewildered, amused people. Quickly she got to her feet, dusted herself off and said, "That's not the way it's usually over."

Her crowd of admirers loved it. "Do it again, Sally," they yelled. But Sally baulked that he wanted too much for his hit. Sally got to her feet, dusted herself off and said, "That's not the way it's usually over." Sally then went on and said, "That's not the way it's usually over..."

The guests roared. They're not sure to this day whether Mae was putting over a kidding act or just being herself.

Perhaps I should conclude this story with a little close-up of Gary Cooper. Gary, who is known to everybody as the most bashful boy in pictures.

There's no fooling about it, Gary positively suffers when he has to play host. Since he married his very gracious wife, Sandra Shaw, she does the honors beautifully for him, but get Gary Cooper alone and he is lost.

I went to Gary's New York apartment one day to have luncheon with him and try for an interview. Try, I say, for most writers give it up since Gary is so shy about answering questions.

Gary is short on conversation but long on good looks. He was on vacation between pictures at the time of this trip and had got out of bed about fifteen minutes before I arrived. So I wasn't surprised to find the handsome Mr. Cooper in pajamas, lemon-colored silk ones, and wearing a beautifully tailored silk lounging robe over his lean, lean body. So we had a luncheon prepared of all sorts of sharp cheese, toasted crumpets with plenty of jam and butter, cold cuts and old ale.

Everything was progressing as awkwardly as I had anticipated, Gary trying desperately to keep up with bits of small talk. I showed him pictures, and when suddenly the telephone rang.

The instrument was parked on a small table nearby and Gary reached for it easily. That put him on the spot of being directly next to me where I could overhear the word the girl at the other end was saying.

Gary listened while this girl announced herself. Then he flushed, blushed, stammered and said, "Oh, thanks for calling me. Yes, I am a little busy just now. Suppose I call you within an hour?"

Perhaps being a man has its advantages at times. But at this moment I felt sorry for Gary. He was trying so hard to be chivalrous to the girl at the other end and she was trying just as hard not to be rung off until she had that date she was after.

I caught Dick Powell in a spot recently. I was lunching with a friend at the studio commissary and as we approached the cashier's desk to pay our check on the way out, we saw Dick Powell at the open telephone. Booths are rare in Hollywood. I guess they believe everybody knows everybody else's business, anyway, so why bother with phone booths.

We had to wait in line to pay our check so of course we couldn't help but overhear the conversation at our elbow.

"Please, I tell you it's important. I'm only asking for ten dollars. I've got a date and I've just got to have it. Can you lend it over to me this afternoon?" Dick requested.

There was much arguing from the other end. Then Dick went on, "Be a pal, just for this once, will you? I can't keep the date if I don't have the dough... okay, fine. Thanks a million."

Dick turned, and found himself looking right straight into the eyes of two movie gossipers—for print. We pretended to appear indifferent but he knew we'd heard. And we knew he knew it, judging from the look of fright on his handsome, boyish face.

"Sounds funny, I know," Dick replied casually after a moment. "Here I am supposed to be one of the richest guys in Hollywood and I haven't got ten dollars to take a girl dancing tonight."

"You see, my financial manager collects my check and allows me only a certain amount for expenses each week. I spent my allowance, not knowing I was going to meet her. And here I am with the swellest little date in Hollywood for this evening and not a dollar in my pocket. That was why I was begging so hard for that dough. Anyway, she's worth it—even if it did sort of put me on the spot."

Of course, you probably think Mae West is undauntable, anyway. She's a rough and ready gal who can't be fazed. Yet Mae has her moments, too, when she'd like the folks in the front row to get a close-up of what she is like.

So Mae threw a very informal little party. Now, there are parties and parties among the movie folks, though I have yet to see a movie party that wasn't more rough and ready gal who can't be fazed. There's no fooling about it, Gary positively suffers when he has to play host. Since he married his very gracious wife, Sandra Shaw, she does the honors beautifully for him, but get Gary Cooper alone and he is lost.

I went to Gary's New York apartment one day to have luncheon with him and try for an interview. Try, I say, for most writers give it up since Gary is so shy about answering questions.

Gary is short on conversation but long on good looks. He was on vacation between pictures at the time of this trip and had got out of bed about fifteen minutes before I arrived. So I wasn't surprised to find the handsome Mr. Cooper in pajamas, lemon-colored silk ones, and wearing a beautifully tailored silk lounging robe over his lean, lean body. So we had a luncheon prepared of all sorts of sharp cheese, toasted crumpets with plenty of jam and butter, cold cuts and old ale.

Everything was progressing as awkwardly as I had anticipated, Gary trying desperately to keep up with bits of small talk. I showed him pictures, and when suddenly the telephone rang.

The instrument was parked on a small table nearby and Gary reached for it easily. That put him on the spot of being directly next to me where I could overhear the word the girl at the other end was saying.

Gary listened while this girl announced herself. Then he flushed, blushed, stammered and said, "Oh, thanks for calling me. Yes, I am a little busy just now. Suppose I call you within an hour?"

Perhaps being a man has its advantages at times. But at this moment I felt sorry for Gary. He was trying so hard to be chivalrous to the girl at the other end and she was trying just as hard not to be rung off until she had that date she was after.

With me as an auditor whom Gary suspected of putting into quotation marks every word he uttered, he was the most ill-at-ease telephone talker I have yet had to listen to.

"Oh, yes... yes, indeed... no. Really? I'm so glad you called me. I'll ring you back in an hour. Well, a half hour then. Yes, I am. I'll be busy for about an hour."

I was surprised by his expression that the girl was cross-examining him about his present company.

"Please," he begged finally, as she kept up the questionnaire. "I've told you I'm busy. I'm—my being interviewed by a lady magazine writer."

"Oh, that's it. Well, it doesn't sound like it. What are you so flustered about then?" the girl demanded.

"Gosh," he exclaimed, when he finally set the phone down again, "Gosh—gosh darn it."

He didn't know quite where to pick up the threads of our conversation so he picked up the telephone again, called the hotel service, and ordered more crumpets and pots of jam, and when he had hung up this brief interlude seemed to have wiped out the agony of those other moments.

He was himself again instantly, just as if a director had called "cut" and the action had began anew.

"Oh, yes, I suppose I should add that this incident took place a little before Gary married Sandra Shaw. And his marriage chased off all those prospecting girl friends who just wouldn't let Gary's telephone rest a moment.

It's tough to be a movie star and be put on the spot, especially if you are a man. Because men stars must be chivalrous regardless. The women stars must remain glamorous. And perhaps that is the way they've built up this marvelous resistance to becoming fustered. That, and the fact that they are all troopers at heart.
SHORT CUTS TO SUCCESS

FOUR TIMELY SELF-HELP BOOKS
ONE OF THEM MAY HELP YOU TO
REALIZE YOUR AMBITION

The Student's Handbook, edited by William Allan Brooks. Here is a book of ambitions realized. Not a text book but an invaluable guide to the securing of the education you desire—a comprehensive reference volume on student problems before and after entering college—geographical index listing $42,000,000 of student loans and scholarships and where to apply—spare time work for college students (300 practical suggestions)—mistakes often made in examinations—after high school, what?—after college, what?—business or profession—ten desirable timely professions. If you are planning on or hoping for higher education this book can help you. If you are the parents of ambitious children, no gift you could give them would be more welcome. Substantially cloth bound, 318 pages—$1.89.

So You Want To Write A Song?—Essential information regarding the art and business of writing songs by Robert Bruce, Music Publishers Protective Association, Editor "Melody Magazine." The first book of its kind ever written. Indispensable to every person ambitious to be a successful song writer. Contains necessary technical and trade information. Over 1,000 important facts—construction of lyrics and melody—form in which a song should be submitted—how to attract the attention of a publisher—classified lists of publishers' names and addresses—song standards and patterns—song publishing procedure—how the song writer teams up with lyricist and vice versa—royalties—contracts—copyright procedure—beware of song sharks. Cloth bound—$1.00.

ABC Shorthand—Complete in Twelve Easy Lessons. By all means investigate the ABC Shorthand system especially developed for students, writers, lecturers, etc. It is so simple, so easy to learn that you will find yourself actually beginning to write shorthand after a few hours of study—no tedious months of practice—no puzzling signs nor symbols. Just twelve easy lessons that you can put to immediate use one at a time as learned. Substantially bound in cloth—send for it today—$1.00.

(Included complete in The Student's Handbook. Do not purchase if you buy The Student's Handbook.)

For copyright reasons, we cannot accept Canadian orders for ABC Shorthand.

Breaking Into Advertising—"The Beginner Lands a Job," by Walter Hanlon, tells how to get a job in the advertising business. If you are ambitious to enter the advertising field this new and extremely practical book by the advertising manager of a group of great, nationally circulated magazines can save you weeks and months of fruitless search for a desirable connection. Gives you a practical understanding of advertising—describes kinds of jobs for which beginners can qualify—do's and don't's for beginners—also personal messages from many prominent advertising men and women telling how they got started. Inspirational, practical, helpful. Beautifully and substantially bound—$1.75.

Use the coupon today. Money back if not satisfied.

ACE FEATURE SYNDICATE, Inc.
Dept. WG-8
1926 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
It's the Tobacco that Counts and Luckies are less acid
The DIONNE QUINTUPLETS and Their Movie Money
If you or some member of your family has a knotty health problem, by all means investigate the Physical Culture Health Resort where hundreds of amazing recoveries have taken place. Controlled by the Bernarr Macfadden Foundation this is the largest health center in the world where every health regimen is administered in full accordance with natural law and consequently receives the complete cooperation of Nature in whose power it is to remedy most of the weaknesses that inflict themselves upon humanity. Located in the heart of the gorgeously beautiful Genesee country of western New York, its surroundings are ideal. Fellowship and friendliness abound. None of the depressing air of pain and misery so common at many health resorts. Here building health is a happy game. A delightful place to spend a few days or weeks in rest, recreation or health training. To sufferers from foot ailments Mr. Macfadden announces the opening of a foot clinic at Physical Culture Hotel where excellent results are being obtained. Write for full information, moderate rate schedule and details regarding some of the almost miraculous recoveries that have taken place here.

DANIEL FROHMAN, FAMOUS THEATRICAL PRODUCER, ENTHUSIASTIC OVER PHYSICAL CULTURE HOTEL

"I have never seen a more delightful place. And it has been so highly commended by its guests who were taking the treatment there. It is the most picturesque and delightful health resort I have ever seen anywhere in this country or abroad, and I hope it will always prove a success, and make you feel happy over the splendid results you are achieving for the benefit of those who need its service." DANIEL FROHMAN.

WHAT ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS THINKS OF PHYSICAL CULTURE HOTEL

My dear Mr. Macfadden—I can never thank you enough for my wonderful two weeks at Physical Culture Hotel. You have something there which doesn’t exist anywhere else in the world. It is altogether remarkable. I enjoyed it and benefited greatly by it.

To show you how much I think of Dansville I am bringing my mother on from California for a three months’ stay. I am so anxious that she should have the advantages of your institution, as she has been everywhere and continues to be more or less of an invalid with arthritis. I know she can be cured at Dansville. With gratitude for my wonderful experience there. Sincerely, ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS.

SPORTS AND AMUSEMENTS

Among the many facilities for personal enjoyment available at Physical Culture Hotel are a splendid swimming pool, tennis, golf, volley ball, dancing, mass singing and horseback riding. Everything possible is done to make your visit not only a wonderful adventure in health building but one of the happiest vacations you ever spent.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Physical Culture Hotel, Inc., Dept. WG-9
Dansville, New York.

Please send me full information including moderate rate schedule.

Name

Street

Town..............................State........................
A SOCIALITE
AND A DENTIST CLASH
OVER A LAMB CHOP

But the civilized way to build firm gums is IPANA and MASSAGE)

You're right—quite right. This is a social crime! The girl is a barbarian—a social outlaw! But before you dismiss her—before you turn the page—listen to the frank opinion of a modern dentist.

"A crime? Nonsense! I hope millions of people see this picture! It may be shocking to some people but, from my professional viewpoint, it's a perfect lesson in the proper care of the teeth and gums. If more people chewed as vigorously, there would be a lot less evidence of tender, ailing gums—of that serious dental warning—'pink tooth brush'."

Today's soft foods rob our gums of the vigorous chewing they need for sturdy health. Denied this natural work and exercise, they grow flabby, tender, sensitive! And when they signal that sensitivity, when they flash that warning "tinge of pink"—see your dentist.

"Pink tooth brush" doesn't always mean that you are in for serious trouble—but your dentist should be the judge. Usually it only means gums under-worked and over-sensitive—gums that need exercise—gums that will quickly respond to the healthful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

It is very simple to rub a little extra Ipana into your gums every time you brush your teeth. You'll soon feel a tingle of new circulation—new life. Gums look better, feel firmer. They show a grateful response to this new stimulation. For Ipana is especially made to benefit your gums as well as clean your teeth.

Young or old—play safe. Even before you have a first warning of danger, adopt this modern dental health routine. You'll certainly be far safer from the really serious gum troubles.
IN THE OCTOBER ISSUE
(OUT AUGUST 26)
Merle Oberon—As Her
Best Friend Knows Her

Here's the grandest personality story of the year—for Merlie's best friend is Norma Shearer, who gives you the lowdown next month on one of Hollywood's newest and most important young stars. Don't miss it.
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M-G-M TOPS ITS BIGGEST
Six Headline Stars in the New Spectacular Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Drama

Robert Taylor meets Joan Crawford—in the sizzling story of an outrageous flirt who couldn't make her heart behave. She defied conventions and slanderous tongues to live her romantic life to the hilt! Three men are tangled in the web of her enchantment in Samuel Hopkins Adams' story, and what a whale of a picture M-G-M has made of it!
The Hidden Hollywood

I'm back again in Hollywood after fourteen weeks in New York and am I glad! I was lured across country in that new Super-Chief that seems to go faster than an airplane. (But while the Super-Chief seems to me the finest possible train, I'll still take airplanes.) Comes Pasadena, a whole day sooner than trains used to make it, boasting a brand-new station, (they do things fast in California.) There's a gang at the station, from the office and the studios. There are telegrams at the office, flowers at the house. Back again in Hollywood. It's swell—till I get to work.

I have to see Fink for more new pictures. I have to talk to dozens of press agents to find out what's going on. (Mostly they don't tell you.) Four previews come up for that evening. I have to choose which one to go to. (Uh-huh, I pick the wrong one.) It goes on like that all day and suddenly everyone has left the office but me. It is seven o'clock and the phone rings. Joan Crawford calling.

It's like that girl to call in person to welcome me back. I promise I'll pop down to the studio next day and watch “Gorgeous Hussy” in the shooting. And am I glad that I did—for I uncovered a story, one of those Hidden Hollywood stories that seldom get printed.

One thing that is apt to be forgotten about Joan Crawford, because we have so definitely come to accept it, is the amazing loyalty she inspires. The feeling of the public for her has been strong enough to keep her in the front ranks of the movie business for more than ten years. In the last five, in fact, she has been in the lead among the big ten of the acting profession. The same qualities in her that bind the public bind her friends even more closely to her, and, equally, the person who to her is dearest in the whole world, that is, Franchot Tone, gives back this devotion to her a hundred fold. Now for the story:

There is a part in “Gorgeous Hussy” that is little more than a bit. It is just twenty-six lines long, to be exact. But they are important lines and must be delivered by a good and handsome actor since they belong to the second husband of the heroine. The actor in the role must make the audience believe that a girl whose life has been as colorful as Peggy O'Neill's of this story would finally choose him above all men.

But twenty-six lines! It's little more than a day's work.
The Metro casting department went mad. Tried to get actors like George Brent and Ralph Bellamy for the part, but they, and many others, turned it down. Not big enough for them, they said. Production on the picture was at a standstill.

Joan whispered the story to me as we sat together on the set while they adjusted the lights for the scene in which she peers down and hears Lionel Barrymore as Andrew Jackson make his famous speech in “The King Steps Out” behind him.

“Shall I take a part in it to help him and to show people that I, too, can take it.”

But twenty-six lines! It's little more than a day's work.
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MOVIE MIRROR awards
$20 for the best original puzzle submitted in June, to L. J. Raba, Stevensville, Mich.

MOVIE MIRROR'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. "One Hour —" (init.)
2. M-G-M player
3. Director of "The Country Doctor"
4. "The Glass" (init.)
5. Small fish (plu.)
6. Maria in "Anthony Adverse"
7. Babe Ruth in "The Kid"
8. Fixed period of time
9. Director of "The Country Doctor"
10. "I Married a Doctor"
11. The Singing Cowboy in "Moonlight Murder"
12. Opposite Joan Bennett in "Big Town"
13. Beard of grain
14. "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town"
15. Director of "Give Us This Night"
16. "The Great Deception"
17. "Two for Tonight"
18. "I Married a Doctor"
19. "I Married a Doctor"
20. "The Great Deception"

DOWN
1. "The Garden Murder Case"
2. Street urchin
3. Bob Carey in "The Singing Kid"
4. Large deer
5. He won the Academy Award for 1932
6. Maria in "Anthony Adverse"
7. "One Rainy Afternoon" after
8. "Peck's Bad Boy"
9. "The Glass Menagerie"
10. "Brides of That"
11. Appeared with Jeanette MacDonald in "Naughty Marietta"
12. Opposite Joan Bennett in "Big Brown Eyes"
13. Robert Light's name in "Come and Get It"
14. "The Garden Murder Case"
15. "The Garden Murder Case"
16. "One Rainy Afternoon" after
17. "Brides of That"
18. "Peck's Bad Boy"
19. "The Glass Menagerie"
20. "The Garden Murder Case"

ANSWER TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE

1. "One Hour —" (init.)
2. "The Glass" (init.)
3. "The Glass" (init.)
4. "The Glass" (init.)
5. "The Glass" (init.)
6. Maria in "Anthony Adverse"
7. "Two for Tonight"
8. "Peck's Bad Boy"
9. "The Glass Menagerie"
10. "The Garden Murder Case"
11. Appeared with Jeanette MacDonald in "Naughty Marietta"
12. Opposite Joan Bennett in "Big Brown Eyes"
13. Robert Light's name in "Come and Get It"
14. "The Garden Murder Case"
15. "The Garden Murder Case"
16. "One Rainy Afternoon" after
17. "Brides of That"
18. "Peck's Bad Boy"
19. "The Glass Menagerie"
20. "The Garden Murder Case"

HELLO, MOVIE JUNIORS:

I am very happy about being editor of the Movie Mirror Junior Department this month. I have so many things to tell you about myself and my work.

I am eight years old and was born in Los Angeles. I have been working in pictures with two years. My first big part was in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," in which I played the part of Europa, the little girl who threatened "to hold her breath until she got black in the face." Do you remember? I had a lot of fun making that picture because when I threatened to hold my breath everybody working on the set with me thought I meant it.

I was cast in a picture when I was only two years old but my bashfulness almost made me lose the part. It happened like this, and was in Mr. John Barrymore's picture "Moby Dick." I was supposed to take my dress off in one scene.

"I won't!" I said, because Mother had taught me that nice little girls didn't do things like that. They offered me candy and ice cream if I would do this just for the sake of the picture. I found out later that I held up work on that picture for half a day before Mother finally persuaded me that actors sometimes had to do things for pictures that people off-stage consider unmanly. If they don't, the story and picture won't seem real to the audience.

After this experience Mother took me out of pictures and it was not until I was six years old that I got back again in "Mrs. Wiggs." I live with my parents and five brothers and sisters. Sylvia is 15, Verena 13, Werther 12, Wolfgang 11 and George 8. So you can imagine I have plenty of fun at home. We have a little theater in our back yard where the children of all grades knew one another and played together. It was up in Big Bear Valley, California, area where the children of all grades knew one another and played together. It was my first pet was a dog that I bought from a nursing bottle. Of course, Mother was an actress and grand opera star in Germany and she has helped me very much, too.

I will tell you a little secret that I have learned about remembering lines for motion pictures. It may help you in your lessons at school or even help you to remember your lines if you are in a school play.

Before I go to bed at night, one of my brothers reads me the lines I am to know the next day. We say them over and over again. The next morning when that particular scene is shot, I know my lines by heart. But I do something else, too, which may sound funny to you. Before I go to bed, after studying my lines with my brother, I place the script under my pillow and sleep with it there all night.

This method also helps me to learn my lessons for school. Lots of people write me asking when I find time to go to school with so many pictures to make.

I first attended the Lawlor Professional School in Los Angeles, where stage children are educated and also are enabled to continue our careers. Shirley Temple, Mickey Rooney, Frankie Darro, and many others went to this school, too. Since I have been under contract to Paramount studios I have school there, under the guidance of Miss Rachel Smith. She is a grand teacher and I hope I stay at Paramount a long time so that I can keep going to school to her.

I am only allowed to work four hours a day and not more than six days a week, so you can see that I have a lot of time for school.

A COUPLE of weeks ago, I really attended a regular country school where the children of all grades knew one another and played together. It was in Big Bear Valley, California, where we were filming my latest picture, "Girl of the Ozarks." The script called for a country school scene and our director, Charles Barton, thought it would be a fine idea to use a real school and real country children. The principal dismissed everyone from regular lessons for the entire day and the school was turned into a movie set. Gee, what fun we had!

It was also up in Big Bear Valley that I begged Mother to let me have a dog of my own because, he said, "Every movie star has a dog—and now Virginia is going to be a movie star!" Wasn't that nice of George? I called the dog "Putschee."

A few weeks after I bought Putschee I was working in a picture in which eight new baby ducks were used. When the picture was finished the director gave them to me. When I took them home Mother thought we should have some grown up ducks to live with them and show them the ways of the duck world, so we bought four big quackers.

Then we were presented with four white hens. One of them was a pullet. After a couple of months twelve baby chicks were hatched and I had a good start on my menagerie.

The wire cages for my ducks and chickens are down the yard a little way from our theater and my brothers and sisters tell me that the quackings of my feathered pals interfere with the shows we put on, but I like it.

When I was studying for "Girl of the Ozarks" I used to sit out in the yard and pitch my voice above the ducks' voices and rather than being a bother it helped me.

I have only had one sad thing happen about my pets. Two little goats were given to me. I romped and played with them and taught them to pull a little cart. When I was called to the studio to work in my present picture I had to leave Brownie and Kid, as I called them, home alone. They were very lonely. From the time I left the house until I returned for dinner they ran about the yard (Continued on page 92)
Don't let adolescent pimples keep you from being admired

Unsightly skin blemishes are a big trial to many young people during the years that follow the beginning of adolescence—from about 13 to 25, or even longer.

Important glands develop at this time, and final growth takes place. Disturbances occur throughout the entire system. The skin, especially, gets very sensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin, and it breaks out in pimples.

But even severe cases of adolescent pimples can be corrected. Fleischmann's fresh Yeast clears these skin irritants out of the blood. Then, the pimples disappear.

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly each day, before meals. Eat it plain, or dissolved in a little water until your skin is entirely clear. Start today.
**$20 PRIZE LETTER**

**Inspiration**

Like so many others in these trying years, who have seen their fortunes and affairs go from a rout to a debacle, I found myself in a dingy room on the wrong side of the tracks. Walking miles through rain and storms, tightening several notches in the belt and looking away from that crispy brown roast chicken in the cafe window.

Then I read about Henry Fonda in the July issue of Movie Mirror, and I realized, as long as self respect is mine, I, too, can carry on until that little break for better times occurs. I shall press the shiny old serge once more, shine the shoes with the run-over heels, and face the world with the red badge of courage that Henry Fonda has given me.

So I say: “God bless Henry Fonda and may blue skies and happiness be his allotment forever after.”

**Harold M. Davis,**
**Malden, Mass.**

---

**$10 PRIZE LETTER**

**Here Comes the “Show Boat”!**

For several days, while “Show Boat” was playing in a local theater, I carefully avoided it because I felt it could never measure up to the stage version we all loved. However, a friend urged me to see it, and reluctantly, I went.

I entered the theater as Paul Robeson was singing “Old Man River” and was so completely captivated that I stopped in the aisle to watch and listen. The entire show was superb! Irene Dunne surprised us with a newness of character that was excellent. Her cakewalk would win a prize in Harlem.

Allan Jones, as a softened Ravenel, was well cast, and Helen Morgan was touching and appealing, especially with her songs. There was—unusual thing—much applause after she had sung “My Bill.” Even Helen Westley, the old sourpuss, was swell. I’m happy I saw it; I wouldn’t have missed it for worlds.

**Paul Marsh,**
**Cleveland, O.**

---

**$1 PRIZE LETTER**

**Awards of Merit**

I’d like to give:

Marlene Dietrich—a bushel of white orchids for her warm and witty portrayal in “Desire.” And a spank for trying to mar her lovely face by tampering with her eyebrows.

Gary Cooper—a banquet at the Brown Derby for his easy acting in “Desire” and “Mr. Deeds Goes to Town.” And a quart of milk a day until he gains twenty pounds.

Technicolor—a period of suspension until it devises a kinder reproduction of the players’ complexions. Poor Sylvia Sidney (in “The Trail of the Lonesome Pine”) looked as if she had been boiled in oil.

C. Aubrey Smith—a distinguished service medal for rescuing so many weak plots.

Janet Gaynor—more pictures like “Small Town Girl.” Also bouquets galore for being a cute actress who doesn’t act cute.

Katharine Hepburn—a chin-strap to fasten her mouth closed when being photographed. She has carried it ajar just too, too long.

Greta Garbo—a plot with a cheerful ending.

**R. L. Chapman,**
**San Francisco, Calif.**

---

**$1 PRIZE LETTER**

**Master Comedian**

In my humble estimation, W. C. Fields is the best actor of comedy on the screen. His presence saves a poor picture and adds distinction to a good one. Because his understanding of life is profound, his humor runs deep. A laugh with him is a laugh near the heart. Though no mere pie thrower, he can trip on a rug and we chuckle—not with guffaws of ordinary slapstick—but with full understanding of the pathos of man’s frustrated existence.

**A. B. Oliver,**
**Fargo, N. D.**

---

**$1 PRIZE LETTER**

**Our Little Girl**

I want to tell the world just what Shirley Temple does for the army (isn’t about 1,000,000 men an army?) of traveling men. We who roam the face of Mother Earth in search of sales leave our wives and little Shirleys at home, to return to them at intervals...
much too long, for visits much too short. These lonely intervals are made bearable by a visit to the movies to see Shirley Temple—so like our own little ones. Of course the world would not concede ours to be as lovely, as brilliant, but we know. And when the film is over, we take the well-thumbed snapshot from our breast pocket and kiss the wee faces. And, somehow, the ache in the heart subsides. So we also waft a kiss to Shirley Temple, the sign and outward symbol of all child loveliness.

M. E. Karfland,
Jacksonville, Fla.

$1 PRIZE LETTER

It’s the Children’s Hour!

Is it any wonder that screen stars are seeking the legitimate stage or radio contracts? Figuratively speaking, they are being pushed off the screen. There is a superabundance of eight and ten-year-olds, not to mention the toddling youngsters. Shirley Temple and Freddie Bartholomew have won a place in our hearts, but it’s time to stop and consider whether we would continue to pick from the infant class for screen characters.

It must be humiliating to adult stars to have a child steal a picture from them; especially when the said star has worked hard and long for her enviable place on the screen. Can one blame them if they seek new fields?

Mary Belle Valley,
Butler, N. J.

$1 PRIZE LETTER

Huston, the Empire Builder

My only regret in regard to the wonderful film, “Rhodes,” is that my mother (who knew him very well) is not alive to see it. Walter Huston has the character and personality perfect; even his voice is just as I have heard it described (quiet, yet forceful).

A marvelous picture, and one that arrived without any “hallyboo,” playing here to capacity audiences, proving once again that the plot, not the publicity, is the thing.

Con. Cowell,
Vancouver, Canada.

HONORABLE MENTION

For heavens’ sake, don’t let Fred MacMurray play a concertina; he’s my idea of an all-around athlete and a crude but lovable sort of fellow. More action, Fred—stick to your popcorn and peanuts—E. R. Weaver, Carlisle, Penn.

Why all this talk over happy and unhappy endings to films? An ending should be the logical conclusion of the drama, not a separate entity tacked on to please a certain section of filmgoers who always want a happy ending, no matter how tragic a film may be—Eric Moorhouse, Liverpool, England.

Grace Moore is handsomer than ever in “The King Steps Out” and her voice is as able as before, but I wish she possessed the ability to sing in English. I do wish she would take a few lessons in pronunciation from Fred Astaire or Eddie Cantor. Or Paul Robeson. They’d “learn” her English!—Ethel S. Small, Washington, D. C.

One day, after my little niece had been particularly naughty and had had the usual admonishment, she wailed reproachfully: “When Jane Withers acts like this in a movie you think it’s cute, but when I do it you think I’m a bad girl”—Mary F. Doner, Seattle, Wash.

When you see a show where the technicolor part is very poor and the plot is very ordinary, you are really aiding more pictures of this type to be made. If people see these poorly filmed pictures and the producers are able to make just as much money on them as on an excellent picture, naturally they will do so. That’s why I say “Go shopping for your movies”—Stella Winegar, Brinnon, Wash.

ANOTHER ROMANCE HEADED FOR THE ROCKS, UNTIL...

IT’S DONE WONDERS FOR MY COMPLEXION, TOO

YES! Lifebuoy is milder! A special ingredient in its luxurious lather is responsible for its super-gentle action. “Patch” tests on the skins of hundreds of women prove it’s more than 20% milder than many so-called “beauty soaps.”

And yes—again! That “special ingredient” is the same ingredient that keeps you safer from “B. O.”—penetrates deep into your pores to purify, to deodorize. And it keeps you safe, cool, fresh—even in torrid weather.

Start today to make Lifebuoy a habit!

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau

LIFEBUOY IS MILD AND GIVES MORE REAL VALUE THAN ANY OTHER SOAP I KNOW
Among the prominent movielites in the big Uplifters Polo Field charity game were Charlie Farrell, Frank Borzage and Johnny Mack Brown.

HOT NEWS: Despite the story that wealthy producer Joseph Schenck is engaged to "a secret lady in the East," he has been seen on three occasions lately with the beautiful Wendy Barrie.

Pete Smith, famous producer of clever "shorts" for M-G-M, is starting a motion picture duplicate of the amateur hour. Those who go in for home movies will have a chance to compete and their work will be submitted from key cities for final judgment. Those amateur movies that pass the final test will appear on the screen.

Eugene Pallette, playing an important role in a London film, "Dis-honor Bright," suffered a broken leg while performing a difficult scene and has been removed from the picture.

Eleanore Whitney and Johnny Downs have it so bad that they take their music lessons on succeeding hours and even do their vocal practicing together. Looks like the real thing.

Fay Wray and John Monk Saunders are blessed-eventing.

Conrad Nagel announced to a few friends that his daughter, Ruth Helms Nagel, is headed for an acting career.

Bert Wheeler spends so much time in Palm Springs that he decided to build a hotel of his own there—anyway it'll consist of one big building and six bungalows, and he has already named it "The Lone Palm."

Feud: Marlene Dietrich and Virginia Bruce aren't speaking these days.

Margaret Sullavan's broken arm has refused to mend and since she has a stage play, "Stage Door," to do this fall, it begins to look as though we won't be seeing Maggie any more this year.

New Romances: Sally (Fan) Rand and Antonio Moreno; Warren Hull and Patricia Ellis.

It is rumored that Merle Oberon and David Niven will marry at last in London this fall.

Melvin Purvis is said to be signing a movie contract to make a serial based on some of his G-Man exploits.

Boyer and Garbo. That's the newest Hollywood teaming. Boyer has been borrowed to play opposite Greta in "Beloved."

Don't ever try to stop Mae West's car with robbery or any other shenanigans in mind! Mae has just signed a new chauffeur, Speedy Dado, famous boxer of yesterday.

Nowadays, when you go up the long winding drives of Harold Lloyd's estate to the house, you see little signs at intervals saying "Speed Limit, 8 Miles." Because, Harold says, his pet cocker spaniel, Bobby, was run over and killed by a guest who was in too much of a hurry.

Gracie Allen bet on Schmeling to place. Ten bucks. And after the fight George Burns came triumphantly to get his ten bucks. And Gracie reneged. George howled.

"But he did," answered Gracie smugly. "He did place—Louis right on the floor!"
MOVIE MIRROR

AS THE BUTLER

AS THE DEBUTANTE

"MY MAN GODFREY"

with

Alice Brady • Gail Patrick • Jean Dixon
Eugene Pallette • Alan Mowbray


Produced and Directed by GREGORY LA CAVA
CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive Producer
INSIDE STUFF—(Cont.)

Bob Taylor tells this about his first trip to New York.

"No sooner had I arrived at the hotel," smiled Bob, "than I began getting calls from the lobby that various friends and relatives were either calling on me in person or over the telephone. I knew that Mother was in Hollywood, yet she called from the lobby three times during the week! I personally told two 'Barbara Stanwycks' that I was not in. When the third 'Barbara Stanwyck' called, however, I merely told the operator to say that I had left for China!"

The laugh being that the third Barbara Stanwyck was the real one calling long distance from Hollywood.

Bob admits he caught it when he got home.

* * *

What with all the gossip column rumors of "new romances" and "pending divorce" for Arline Judge, Arline startled Hollywood quite a bit the other evening when she showed up at Ketti Gallian's party at the Troc with none other than husband Wesley Ruggles in tow! In fact, the amount of back-of-hand whispering that started upon their arrival proved that Hollywood is a place where you can incite more small talk by appearing with your rifted husband than with anyone of a dozen new "hearts."

* * *

After all these months, Leatrice Joy is going to sue to break the will of John Gilbert in which he left but $10,000 for the care and education of their daughter. All the remainder was left for his most recent wife, Virginia Bruce, and their daughter. Leatrice thinks the difference between $10,000 and $140,000 is a bit too much to overlook. After all, he was father of both girls.

And Marlene Dietrich is the one who is still in semi-mourning.

* * *

Over on the set of "I Gave My Heart," Director Archie Mayo, one of Hollywood's champion ribbers, had a delicate scene to do with a two-year-old baby. Knowing that it would be tough to get the kid to cooperate, he decided upon a special technique. Walking over to the crib, he said:

"Now Trucky, in this scene you are going to have to keep your eyes closed all the time. Don't open them even once until I tell you it's okay. And if you'll do that for me, Trucky, I'll give you anything in the world you want."

Trucky smiled his okay. The scene was shot without a hitch. The baby kept his eyes closed the entire time. Archie went over to the baby and said, "Well, Trucky, you surely did a swell job. Now what can I do for you?"

Trucky answered, "Gimme a con-twact."

* * *

Hollywood in Shorts

Rumor slips the news that Connie Talmadge and wealthy husband, T. Netcher, have taken separate cabins on the good ship Marriage.

Fred Astaire, so thrilled by his first song, "I'm Building Up To An Awful Let-Down," becoming a hit that he's just finished another which he calls, "I'll Never Let You Go." Listen for it.

There are many rumors for Carole Lombard's failure to go on location to Alaska for "Spawn of the North:" (a) "her doctor refused to allow the trip," (b) "the studio was unable to arrange for the necessary Technicolor equipment in time for photographing the running of the salmon," (c) "Carole refused to leave town because of her romance with Clark Gable." Take your choice.

Bob Taylor is sore, now. He hates to be known as "America's Heartbeat" or any of the other handles they're tagging him with. He points to quite a number of actors who have suffered by such drivel.

Garbo finally bought a new car! After driving that old crate for nine years, too. Not only that, she has her colored chauffeur all decked out in brass buttons to match! We're just waiting for the old jalopy to appear on a used car lot with Garbo's name in lights.

Dick Powell hated the role of Lysander in "A Midsummer Night's Dream," but it certainly has brought him a lot of luck. He bet on a horse named "Lysander" and it won at a fat price; now comes the new edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica and there
is the name Powell, Richard, in bold
face as Lysander in the movie version
of Shakespeare's play!

THAT romance between Alice Faye
and Michael Whalen is rumored on
one day and off the next. Maybe there
is an indication to the true state of af
fairs, right now at least, in an incident
that took place during the filming of
"Sing, Baby, Sing."
The scene called for Alice to slap
Michael's face.
The first time they shot it, Alice's
slap was more of a tap. "Do it again,"
asked the director, "and please, this
time, really hit him!"
Alice hesitated, glanced at Michael,
who grinned. So, on the next take,
Alice let him have one that started
from the floor.
"That was swell!" called the director.
But Alice didn't hear him. She was
too busy rubbing Michael's face and
saying she was sorry. Ah, there.

TWOIENTH CENTURY-FOX
has just paid $22,500 for a book of
essays in order to get the title, "Wake
Up And Live." A completely new story
must be written to fit the title.

DON'T take those rumors "Joan
Crawford and Franchot Tone will
do a stage play this year" too seriously.
Joan has to have a few treatments yet.
Joan can speak her lines perfectly dur-
ing rehearsal, but when the audience is
out there she closes up like a clam and
can't utter a word to save her. Crowd
phobia, the doctors are pleased to call
it. We've a hunch Joan will beat ol'
man Phobia into line, though—she's
beaten everything else that might have
been an obstacle to her success.

Two great pals, Fred Astaire and
Randolph Scott, snapped outside
the Troc waiting for their car.

For years, countless women have
depended on "Lysol" as a means
of antiseptic feminine hygiene... Doctors, clinics, nurses, know
"Lysol" as a dependable germicide

IF young wives would only turn a deaf
ear to "bridge table advice" which is
usually more friendly than informed—
and talk to reputable authorities, they
would have the advantage of facts and
knowledge...They would know that the
"Lysol" method of antiseptic feminine
hygiene is one recommended by many
leading experts.

It is important to follow a method of
feminine hygiene which you can use
with confidence. "Lysol" has earned
the confidence of countless women... probably no other preparation is so
widely used for this purpose.

"Lysol" disinfectant is a dependable germicide. It is used by doctors, hospitals,
clinics and nurses, the world over, be-
cause of its reliable, concentrated germ-
killing power. "Lysol" has 6 qualities that
make it valuable for feminine hygiene:—

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. Non-caustic..."Lysol" in the proper di-
lutions is gentle and reliable. It contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness..."Lysol" is a true germi-
cide, active under practical conditions...in
the presence of organic matter (such as dirt,
mucus, serum, etc.). Some other preparations
don't work under these conditions.
3. Penetration..."Lysol" solutions spread
because of their low surface tension, and thus
virtually search out germs.
4. Economy..."Lysol", because it is concen-
trated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor..."Lysol" keeps its full strength,
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often it is uncorked.
6. Stability..."Lysol" keeps its full strength,
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often it is uncorked.

New! Lysol Hygienic Soap
for bath, hands
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.

FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. MMp
Bloomfield, N. J.
Please send me the book called "LYSOL vs. GERMS",
with facts about feminine hygiene and other uses of
"Lysol".

Name
Street
City _______ State _______

© 1936, Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
Meet Jim Hawkins, bold bad man of the Wild West when it was really wild—until he learned about law and order from the Texas Rangers! It's the greatest role that handsome Fred MacMurray has ever had, in one of the greatest stories of the West that has ever been filmed—the epic of the brave men who founded the state of Texas and made it the great commonwealth it is today.
Jack Oakie does the best work of his career as Fred's buddy, and Jean Parker is her loveliest as the girl Fred dared to love.

Here's the "Bengal Lancer" of our own America—a drama of high courage, directed by King Vidor from his original story, with a screen play by Louis Stevens. It's another Paramount triumph!
Snapshots with pen and camera of your film favorites and what they talk about and do!

Phil Reed, Ruth Roland Bard, Ralph Morgan (standing), Della Lind, Ben Bard, Gracie Allen and James Gleason at the opening of Ben Bard's new theater.

INSIDE STUFF (Cont.)

TWO young kids won a contest to find the “perfect double” for Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers and swooped down on Hollywood to see the sights free. When they got to the Astaire-Rogers sound stage of “Swing Time” and asked Astaire to pose with them, they got their first Hollywood kick in the face: Astaire argued for a full hour before consenting.

* * *

It was amazing to watch the cash customers at the Troc the other evening. The room was filled to overflowing with stars of all shapes and sizes; but there were only three who came in for the lion’s share of gazing: Robert Taylor (with Barbara Stanwyck) James Stewart (with Ginger Rogers) and Henry Fonda fondly smiling at Virginia Bruce. Amazing because none of the boys had been in pictures much over a year and yet they were the biggest stars in the room! And we wonder why it is that every incoming train brings its quota of hopefuls to the movie city!

* * *

Religious difficulties, you’ll recall, was the reason for the break-up of the Loretta Young-Spencer Tracy romance. Now, again, our beautiful Loretta is faced with the same problem. Eddie Sutherland, the director Loretta loves, offers the mix-up once more and it begins to look as if Love and Loretta Young are not buddies.

* * *

Wanda, local fortune teller, gave forth with a few predictions at a Hollywood party, the other night. Here is Wanda’s lineup for fall:

Leslie Howard will reach his goal and become a director.

Errol Flynn, Una Merkel, with Irene Hervey and Allan Jones (who have just set their wedding for August 1), at one of the lovely parties at Pickfair.

Not only Esther Ralston, but her daughter, Mary Esther, and her brother, Carleton, also have roles in “Hollywood Boulevard.”

Henry Fonda is headed for a new marriage during the year.
The same goes for Mrs. Grace Tibbett.
And “...something grand and exciting is going to happen to Carole Lombard...maybe marriage.”

* * *

Bing Crosby, after what seems years of trying, finally won the golf championship at the Lakeside Club! Bing shot a sizzling 73 to win the last round.

* * *

Lotus Liu is such a gorgeous looking Chinese girl. She had been taken on a tour of Hollywood, just by way of showing her off to the gang before she started playing the role of Lotus, the second wife of Paul Muni in “The Good Earth,” and never have we seen such a winsome smile or such a perfect figure.

Evidently, though, a perfect figure wasn’t enough.
At midnight the day of the first shooting, M-G-M got on the long distance telephone to New York and signed up Sidney Fox for the same role. Sidney packed that same night, took a plane and was on the set next day.

Now Miss Fox is out, and Miss Liu is back again in the role.

* * *

What with Walter Wanger and Betty Furness working on the deal from two different directions, Hollywood is by way of becoming rather famous as a style headquarters. Miss Furness, to win a bet with a hat designer, is wearing every creation he makes for her. The latest looks like an inverted salad bowl filled with radishes, carrots, beets and celery! Mr. Wanger, on the other hand, is bringing famed designer Schiaparelli from Paris to create gowns for “Vogue of 1937.”

* * *

The evening that Marion Davies spent riding the roller coaster and going through the Fun House at the
One of the sweetest romances in Cinema City, David Niven and Merle Oberon, at the Trocadero. Note Merle's new sable cape and her tricky little hair ornament.

Having quite a few friends down to dinner, Marion had decided that nothing would do but a silly evening riding the chutes and trying out the various concessions. But just as she was about to start, it occurred to her that this was her bodyguard's day off. Would she have to give up her fun, then? No! It seemed that one of the guests would loan her his bodyguard for the tour.

The substitute bodyguard receives his weekly stipend from Walter Winchell.

Just because Jean Harlow sold her house, it was immediately rumored that she was going to marry Bill Powell at last. But Bill went to work in a picture with his "ex," Carole Lombard, and rumors were then started that Bill and Jean were "cold." Here's the latest: Jean has taken a house just two blocks from Powell's place. Now what?

We're kinda pleased with Ginger Roger's spunk these days; aside from the freedom she made for herself, there's the new ultimatum she's flung at the powers-that-be. She's tried, for years, to take a long vacation from here to somewhere far off, and has always been thwarted. Now when this

Your doctor has spent a great part of his life studying and healing human ills. As sympathetic as he is with his patients, he is strictly a scientist in his attitude towards health. He has, for instance, certain definite standards which he demands of a laxative before giving it his approval. These requirements are listed below. Please read them carefully.

The Doctor's Test of a Good Laxative

- It should be dependable.
- It should be mild and gentle.
- It should be thorough.
- Its merit should be proven by the test of time.
- It should not form a habit.
- It should not over-act.
- It should not cause stomach pains.
- It should not nauseate or upset digestion.

Ex-Lax meets this test at every point

Next time you need a laxative remember this: Ex-Lax fulfills the doctor's requirements at every point. Doctors everywhere use Ex-Lax in their own families. Mothers have given it to their children with perfect trust for over 30 years. Since Ex-Lax was first introduced, it has steadily risen in public confidence. Today more people use Ex-Lax than any other laxative in the whole world.

Prove the Doctor's Points Yourself

Try Ex-Lax. See how mild and gentle it is—how thorough. Find out for yourself how easy it works. No upset stomach. No pain. No nausea. Ex-Lax is intended only to help Nature—and to do it without shock or violence. And as important as all these advantages are to you, remember that they are doubly important to your children.

A Pleasure to Take

If you have been taking nasty, druggy-tasting laxatives, you'll be delighted to find how pleasant Ex-Lax is. For Ex-Lax tastes just like delicious chocolate. Children actually enjoy taking it. And it is just as good for them as it is for adults.

At all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes. Or if you'd like to try Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the coupon.

---Try Ex-Lax at our Expense---
(Paste this on a penny postcard)

Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 179
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
Name___________________________
Address_________________________
City___________________________Age_______
(If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)
At the Trocadero: Lillian Lamonte and Fred MacMurray (before the wedding) and Byrne Macfadden (Mrs. George Metaxa), who's signed an RKO contract. Below, Johnny Weissmuller and Lupe Velez, together again, with Adrienne Ames and Bruce Cabot (P. S. —together again?)

INSIDE STUFF (Cont.)

picture is finished, she goes to Hawaii.
She goes, by gosh, or else?

WHATEVER effect receiving the prayer wheel from a Tibetan lama had on Katie Hepburn, at least you must know she has traded in her beach-truck for a Ford coupe. Now if they'll only send her the famous bronze Buddha, she might be startled into buying herself a Duesenberg.

HE may be the father of a celebrity as far as the world is concerned, but to the Crosby clan, Dad Crosby is just another member of the family. When Mr. Crosby was chosen, among other well-known fathers, to make a radio broadcast on Fathers' Day, instead of the family being properly thrilled they simply hooted at the idea. Not to be discouraged, Dad went right on, declaring the whole kit and kin of them were jealous of his popularity.

"You'll get up there and start to stuttering, that's what you'll do," Ma Crosby said and took herself off to the movies to avoid the awful consequences. Bing went right on playing golf and Everett went to bed with a cold.

"Huh," said Dad Crosby afterwards, "what do I care? I was the best one of the bunch.
And, according to reports, Dad was exactly that.

SET STUFF

MARTHA RAYE, supposed to brandish a lighted cigar at Jack Benny during a dialogue, was too conscientious and burned his nose.

Mitchell Leisen gave a party before "The Big Broadcast" started shooting, and the invitations read "Pre-War Bust, while we're still friends."

Akim Tamiroff and Dudley Digges retired from "The General Dies At Dawn" for a few days because the superimposed eyelids they were wearing made welts under their eyes and they couldn't see.

WHEN Mary Brian reported to the Paramount fitting rooms to try on that wonderful new bridal outfit for her next picture, Cary Grant drove all the way in from Malibu just to see Mary in it. As Mary winsomely paraded by, her long veil flowing, the very air seemed charged with unspoken promises. The place vibrated with it. Or so it...
seemed to the fitters who caught the unbidden admiration in Cary’s eyes.
Could this be a preview, one wonders?

* * *

MERLE OBERON likes her men brave as long as danger keeps a good healthy distance from her. When Merle and David Niven were driving through Yosemite recently they suddenly came upon a huge brown bear.

“Oh, please, get out and take his picture for me,” Merle urged David, who, though leery, dared not show the white feather. Slowly, with camera aimed, David crept up while the bear sat and watched his advancement with more than avid interest. “Closer, closer,” Merle kept calling from the car.

At last the picture was shot and then Niven found the retreating much more difficult than the going had been. He dared not turn his back. When he felt himself within leaping distance of the car, he turned to run for it. But, instead of an open door, there sat Merle safely inside with every door and window locked.

“If that bear had decided to charge,” Niven grinned, “I guess I’d still be going for by the time the doors were unlocked Mr. Bear could have done some powerful clawing.”

* * *

WHEN Jean Hersholt appeared at the studio for his 429th characteri
dation the director took one look and said, “Too thin. Y’gotta weigh about fifty more pounds for this role.”

So Hersholt went away, and when he reappeared two hours later the addition poundage was authentically obvious in his stomach proportions. “What did you do?” grinned the director. “Eat five dinners?”

Jean lifted up his coat. “False stomach,” he explained; “I invented it myself.”

“We can use that in other pictures of this sort,” the director exulted. “It’s perfect.”

“Not unless you pay me,” said Jean defiantly. And produced a sheaf of papers. They were his patent on the false tummy!

* * *

A MATEUR rancher, Paul Muni, is looking sheepfaced under his make¬up these days because when California had its thunderstorms in the San Fernando Valley last month he spent an entire night covering up his hundreds of new little citrus trees—and caught one heck of a cold—and next day discovered thunderstorms can’t hurt new little citrus trees. They thrive on thunderstorms, insisted the grinning neighbors to whom he explained his precautions.

If YOU Do Not REDUCE Your Waist and Hips
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE . . . it will cost you nothing!

Thousands of women owe their slim, youthful figures to Perfo
lastic—the sure, safe way to reduce! Since so many Perfolastic wearers reduce more than 3 inches in 10 days, we know that we are justified in making YOU this amazing offer. You risk nothing . . . simply try it for 10 days at our expense.
YOU APPEAR SMALLER AT ONCE!
Look at yourself before you put on your Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere—
and afterwards! The difference is amazing. Bulges are smoothed out and you appear inches smaller at once. You are so comfortable, yet every minute you wear these Perfolastic garments you are actually reducing . . . and at hips, thighs, waist and diaphragm—the spots where surplus fat first settles.

NO DIET . . . DRUGS . . . OR EXERCISES!
■ No strenuous exercises to wear you out
■ No dangerous drugs to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to wrinkled flabbiness. You do nothing whatever except watch the inches disappear!

MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION DOES IT!
■ Every move you make puts your Perfolastic to work taking off unwanted inches. The perforations and soft, silky lining make these Perfolastic garments delightful to wear.

*Reduced my hips 9 inches*, writes Mrs. Healy; *Hips 12 inches smaller*, says Miss Richardson; *Lost 60 pounds with Perfo
lastic*, writes Mrs. Derr; *Formerly wore a size 42, now I take an 18. I eat everything*, writes Mrs. Faust, etc., etc. Why don’t you, too, test Perfolastic?

SEND TODAY FOR 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER AND SAMPLE OF MATERIAL!
BEAUTY isn’t measured in inches! A smaller girl will be charming or she will be drably uninteresting for exactly the same reasons that an average size, or taller girl may be.

In itself, being short is not a handicap! It is one of your individual beauty problems, yes. It is probably (but not necessarily) your outstanding difference from other people and, like any other “difference,” it may be an asset, or a liability. Further on, I’ll have more to say about this question of “differences,” but first let me recall to your mind some true stories about girls you all know.

On this page is an enchanting picture of Janet Gaynor who wraps up more charm in her five feet nothing than half a dozen ordinary women. Has her lack of height handicapped her? Has it? Yet the beauty suggested in this photograph is developed by applying exactly the same principles which you can use.

Then there’s another little girl, just four feet eleven. Probably when she was a youngster, she suffered from being called “shorty” and “half-pint,” just as you may have been. Did it get her down? Did she say to herself, “What can I ever do, I’m too little?” She did not. She grew up to be acclaimed as one of the best dressed women, and one of the biggest stars the screen has ever had. That was Gloria Swanson.

And what about Mary Pickford, that scant five feet of dynamic brains, beauty, talent and achievement—“America’s Sweetheart”—the big “little” woman?

I could go on and on with these stories about little girls—Lily Pons, Norma Shearer, Eleanor Whitney. No, being short need not act as a handicap to charm, beauty or achievement.

Maybe you’re wondering why I’m emphasizing this truism, and taking the time to cite examples. Maybe you are one of the little girls who had escaped the heart-breaking experience of being made to feel ashamed of your lack of height. I hope very much that you are. But many other girls haven’t been so lucky.

Last spring I wrote an article for the tall girls, and promised to follow it up with another for the shorter ones. Ever since, I’ve had the most interesting letters from those among you who are under

Little Janet Gaynor, idolized from the time of “Seventh Heaven” right up to “Small Town Girl,” certainly hasn’t found being short a handicap!

WRITE TO GLORIA MACK IN HOLLYWOOD YOUR BEAUTY PROBLEM

Let Gloria Mack help you with it, as she has helped so many others to find the right cof-
fure; to work off that “extended rear” (as one of our readers expressed it); to clear the skin of blackheads; to help you find the right cosmetics for you, among all the fine ones on the market. She writes you herself, you know, and you can be sure your letter will be held completely confidential. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope, but there is no charge of any kind.—GLORIA MACK, c/o Movie Mirror, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
average height. Some of the letters made tears come to my eyes for the pages reflected so much unnecessary suffering. Others said they were looking forward to the "little girl article" because points I had brought out in the first one, about "differences," had made them see a lot of things in a way they never had before.

I'm hoping with all my heart that little girls who have been hurt by cruel teasing and by cherishing wrong ideas about themselves, will find as much comfort and inspiration in what I am writing now, as so many of the big girls wrote me they had found in their article. It's all in seeing things straight, you know, and not warped by prejudice and ignorance.

To be different is not a charm in itself, but it certainly gives you a head start, because beauty is built on differences. And if you are short, you stand out in people's minds just because you are different from the average. Are you going to be remembered only as that short girl, or are people going to recall you as lovely, and remember your smallness only as an "added attraction?"

That's entirely up to you. Do you see now, when you really stop to think it out, that there is no reason on earth to worry over, or to resent being below average height? And as a matter of fact, here's something for you to consider if you haven't already found it out for yourself. A really tall girl said to me, "I'm not sorry I'm tall, but I will say that the little girls seem to appeal to the kindness in people. They get more help and attention, particularly from men."

Now just what does "beauty for the little girl" mean? It means exactly what it does for any other girl; no less, and certainly no more. Just because you're small doesn't mean you can't have a good figure. Are you overweight? For shame, to let yourself widen out like that!

Find out what your normal weight should be, and then start a campaign to get down to it, and to stay down. What about your posture? Do you realize that you can make yourself look inches taller (as well as improve your figure and your health) by carrying yourself as you should?

What about your hair? Does it shine with health and is your coiffure exactly right for you?

And what about your skin? Is it free of blackheads, blotches and other impurities? Is it smooth and satin-soft, glowing with health and charm? If not, there's a grand new preparation on the market now which you can give yourself a two-minute oatmeal facial. And I mean just that! It takes so little time for this beauty treatment. All you need to do is mix a little luke- (Continued on page 93)
“If you want the truth—

—go to a child.” And the old saying is certainly true, isn’t it?

Here was the case of a young woman who, in spite of her personal charm and beauty, never seemed to hold men friends.

For a long, long time she searched her mind for the reason. It was a tragic puzzle in her life.

Then one day her little niece told her.

***

You, yourself, rarely know when you have halitosis (unpleasant breath). That’s the insidious thing about it. And even your closest friends won’t tell you.

Sometimes, of course, halitosis comes from some deep-seated organic disorder that requires professional advice. But usually—and fortunately—halitosis is only a local condition that yields to the regular use of Listerine as a mouth wash and gargle. It is an interesting thing that this well-known antiseptic that has been in use for years for surgical dressings, possesses these unusual properties as a breath deodorant. It puts you on the safe and polite side.

Listerine halts food fermentation in the mouth and leaves the breath sweet, fresh and clean. The entire mouth feels invigorated.

Get in the habit of using Listerine every morning and night. And between times before social and business engagements. It’s the fastidious thing to do. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.
LIKE some other good old proven
standbys, gelatin is sometimes
taken for granted by even the
best of cooks. Now confess, how
often have you served your family gela-
tin recently? Maybe you have coffee
or fruit-flavored jelly once in a while,
because everybody likes it, and it's so
easy to make, and so inexpensive, and
during the summer you certainly use
the delicious cold, jellied soups; but
outside of that, have you ever begun to
explore the possibilities of what you
can do with gelatin?

We use a lot of gelatin at our house,
because there are a couple of children
to be considered in planning menus, and
gelatin desserts, especially, are just as
good for children as they are relished by
the grown-ups. So this does away
with the children's disappointment at
not being able to share in the family's
simply endless, remember there are
many other uses for gelatin.
For instance, here are two dishes I've
used over and over again (to applause,
let me add). With a hot, nourishing
soup, little hot biscuits and jam, cold
meats and a simple dessert such as
fresh or stewed fruits, it makes an ideal
combination for a luncheon which you
would prefer to prepare as far as
possible the night before. One of
the great advantages of gelatin dishes is
that they can be made up some time
before serving.

LUNCHEON MOLD NO. 1
1 ½ tbs. gelatin
½ cup cold water
2 cups condensed canned chicken
soup
1 ½ tsp. salt
2 tsp. vinegar

Desserts aren't the
only delicacies you
can make with gela-
tin. Look at these
delightful molded
salads. Above, tuna
fish, and at left,
"year-round" salad,
served in individual
molds with delicious
tiny cheese biscuits.

Dissolve the gelatin in the warm water
and chill. Put together the mayonnaise,
milk, paprika and onion and beat with
an egg-beater. Wait till the gelatin is
slightly thickened, and then beat into
this. Combine the remaining ingredi-
ents, fold in, and turn into the mold
which has been rinsed in cold water.

You always want to give a guest a
little something extra, and the delicate
flavor of a well-made jellied soup is
certainly that. But here's a short-cut
(if you haven't already discovered it
for yourself) to a reputation as a chef.
Use any of the better varieties of
canned clear soups as the liquid in a
plain gelatin recipe. Let it stand till
very firm. Cut in small cubes, pile all
sparkling and cool into bouillon cups.
Garnish with a slice of lemon, or sprigs
of parsley, and you have the perfect
send-off for the most epicurean of
luncheons!

Have you ever had gelatin candy?
This seems to (Continued on page
81)
A sinister shadow looms over the role of the Grand Lama in "Lost Horizon"

By

CLARK LEE

PICTURE fans everywhere were saddened by the recent announcement of the death of Henry B. Walthall. Those whose memories go back as far as "The Birth of a Nation" will never forget his sensitive and inspired characterization of the Southern Colonel. So well-loved was Walthall in this portrayal that he was then-after known as "The Little Colonel" to his fans.

Now Hollywood is wondering if Walthall's death is the first manifestation of a jinx which is stalking Columbia's "Lost Horizon," the Ronald Colman starring picture based on James Hilton's novel, in which Walthall was working at the time of his death.

The part of the Grand Lama in "Lost Horizon" was Walthall's most important role for some time, a part seemingly menaced by ill omen even as Walthall's own career had been. Following "The Birth of a Nation," and in spite of the fact that he made history in that film, the movies had not been too kind to Walthall. His abilities, unfortunately, were sidetracked during the early days of talking pictures, and it was only during the last few years that such assignments as Francisco Madero in "Viva Villa" and the minister in "Judge Priest" revealed to a younger generation of movie goers his versatile talents. Then came "Lost Horizon."

The Grand Lama of "Lost Horizon" had been ordained to live scores of years longer than man's usual span, to live until a successor worthy of him could be found.

Then, and then only could he die. It was during the playing of this role that death came to Walthall.

With the picture unfinished, Columbia was hard pressed to find an actor who could step into Walthall's role. Ronald Colman, with his typical generosity and understanding, urged that his friend Albert E. Anson, desperately ill and in need of a job, be considered. Columbia, remembering Anson's work with Colman in "Arrowsmith," gave him the assignment. When he began work, Anson was so weak that it was necessary to film his scenes while he was lying down.

Then Anson died, died with only a few of his scenes completed, and with many more still to be made.

No wonder Hollywood rumor whispers "Jinx." Two men, assigned in turn to play the part of a man who dies, each dying before he can complete his assignment.

No wonder Hollywood rumor is beginning to whisper "Who will be the next one?"

That there must be a next one, so far as the picture is concerned, is assured. The role of the Grand Lama is an important one and must be completed. But who among the Hollywood players who are ready to take chances—and in no other industry are there more—will be ready to take what may be his last chance, the chance to step into dead men's shoes?

Will he escape the curse, outwit the jinx that has apparently dogged his predecessors? Will he even dare to play the part? Or will he he so in need of an important role, for financial or comeback reasons, that he will be forced to take the chance? No one knows.

But Hollywood wonders, and whispers "Jinx."

Is tragedy destined to follow Henry B. Walthall's sudden death?
If there's one place where a color scheme is thought out as carefully as a symphony—it's at a wedding. So it's extra significant that bridesmaids at two recent Long Island weddings chose the new Cutex Robin Red and Rust!

Cutex Robin Red is a new smoky red that really does go with everything. Even girls who are afraid of deep reds will like it. It's just enough accent for pale colors, not too gay with white, and goes wonderfully with deep, rich browns and greens.

Cutex Rust is a grand new color. A subtle, smoky Sun-Tan shade, it's fascinating with brown, green, gray, yellow—and never looks garish on sun-tanned hands!

If you're conservative, you can still be beautiful. Cutex Rose is divine with all pastels, and gets along beautifully with all the bright, "difficult" colors so popular in the summer.

These three shades will give every dress you own that up-to-the-minute look!

And don't forget, the new Cutex formula is a stronger, finer lacquer that resists fading in the sun and holds its true color for days. It's more economical, too, because it doesn't thicken...it's usable right down to the last drop in the bottle!

All 9 lovely Cutex shades are correct—created by the World's Manicure Authority. They go on smoothly, stay on, never crack or peel. At your favorite shop—35¢. Cutex Lipstick to harmonize—50¢.


Your 2 favorite shades
of Cutex Liquid Polish,
Polish Remover and sample
of Lipstick for 14¢

Northam Warren Sales Company, Inc.
Dept. 6189, 131 Hudson St., New York
(In Canada, P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
14c for 2 shades of Cutex Polish, as checked, and Polish Remover. Robin Red □ Rust □ Rose □ Ruby □ (Also sample of Cutex Lipstick will be included)

Name:

Address:

City State
OF MRS. WILLIAM I. HOLLINGSWORTH, JR.
OF DEL MONTE AND PALM SPRINGS

Mrs. William I. Hollingsworth, Jr.—popular Californian who adds a vivid note to the social life of Washington, New York, London. She was educated abroad, and made her débùt when presented at the Court of St. James.

...the swimming at Pebble Beach...Los Angeles for late parties...tailored clothes...swing music...Santa Anita for the races...the contemporary American themes in painting...lapis lazuli...Parma violets...dining at Victor Hugo’s—a Camel between the entrée and the salad...coupé au marrons...Camels again...and to top off—amusing savouries, in the English manner. “How natural it is to smoke Camels between courses and after dining,” says Mrs. Hollingsworth. “They are so delicate in flavor, so delightfully mild. Camels stimulate my taste, really aid digestion.”

Among the many distinguished women of society who appreciate Camel’s costlier tobaccos:

Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia
Miss Mary Byrd, Richmond
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge, II, Boston
Mrs. Ernest de Pont, Jr., Wilmington
Mrs. Chiswell Darney Langhorne, Virginia
Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York
Mrs. Langdon Post, New York
Miss Lucy Saunders, New York
Mrs. Brookfield Van Rensselaer, New York
Miss Rose Winslow, New York

“OUR GUESTS KNOW FINE TOBACCOS AS WELL AS FINE FOODS AND PROPER SERVICE.”

In Victor Hugo’s Charming Garden Room, Camels Are
“The Outstanding Favorite!”

Victor Hugo’s is Paris in Los Angeles! Here Hugo himself, managing owner, personally welcomes the world of society and of Hollywood to the delights of good eating and good digestion. When diners pause to smoke their Camels, Hugo himself gives the nod of approval. “Our guests know fine tobaccos as well as fine foods and proper service,” he says. “They have made Camels the outstanding favorite here.” Camels help to give one that delightful sense of having dined well. Try Camels. Enjoy their delicate fragrance and mellow taste. Camels open up a new world of pleasure, where mildness and rare flavor reign supreme. They set you right—and never get on your nerves!

FOR DIGESTION’S SAKE...SMOKE CAMELS

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos...Turkish and domestic...than any other popular brand.
MYRNA

Gets Married

The heart-warming inside story of a great romance that only Hollywood knew about before the recent marriage of our Miss Loy to Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

By IRENE STORM

OVERNIGHT one of the sweetest (though it was beginning to look like one of the most hopeless) romances in film-land has become the happiest marriage in Hollywood, with every chance in the world of staying that way. For, on June 27th, Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow, Jr., associate producer at Paramount, slipped away to Ensenada, Mexico, where they were married by Justice Jaime S. Pardo, in the presence of only two witnesses—Shirley Hughes, Myrna's stand-in, and Ray Ramsey, a studio friend of Arthur's.

For years, Myrna's fans have wondered why their "ideal wife of the screen," the glamorous star whom every husband has so vociferously admired and every wife has so longingly envied, had never married in real life. There was a story there, they were sure, and a tragic one. Unrequited love? A schoolday sweetheart who had died? What memories of the past or fears of the future kept this lovable girl aloof and apart from all the front-page romances in her profession?

But Hollywood knew the story and silently sympathized. They have known Arthur Hornblow for a long time, and they knew, too, how much Myrna loved him—how much, indeed, he had counted for in her life, as well as in her heart. It was Arthur who first encouraged Myrna to break away from the Oriental, siren-type role in which she had become typed and who inspired her to go on to greater heights in an entirely new series of characterizations. It was Arthur who shared with Myrna her quiet evenings at home with fine books to read, great music to hear, exciting ideas to discuss.

A perfect companionship, though they couldn't even mention the love in their hearts. Arthur was married. True, he had been separated from his wife, Juliette Crosby, for well over a year before he met Myrna, but they were not divorced. Not until just this spring, although Arthur and Myrna have been in love now for several years—almost since their first meeting, when Arthur Hornblow, Jr., at that time a production executive for Samuel Goldwyn, interviewed her for the role in "Arrowsmith" which gave Myrna her first opportunity to break away from the characterizations in which she had previously been typed in her career.

Today, all the sadness is wiped out and only a glorious happiness remains. When Myrna met Arthur, she met her destiny. Undreamed-of success, complete understanding, deep love—all these he has brought her and to these he has now added a home, the beautiful estate which he has built for her in Bel-Air, where they will live after their brief honeymoon (for both are busy, important personages in the industry and must get back to work) at the Mexican ranch of Frank A. Vanderlip, the banker.

For all this, Myrna has shown her gratitude by her faithful friendship and patient waiting. Now comes their reward. Arthur and Myrna have entered their promised land. Two very fine people who deserve the best there is in life have found it, in each other, and being what they are they will never let it go.
I saw, yesterday, the photograph of a check for $250,000—one quarter of a million dollars—made out in effect to those five little chips off the old Dionne block known affectionately in America as "The Quints." It was signed by 20th Century-Fox and represented down payment for their services in three pictures, to be made over a period of three years.

Down payment, you understand. Besides that they'll receive ten per cent of all net profit on the productions. And "The Country Doctor" grossed a million and a half.

I know that sounds like the dullest of financial reports culled from the records of a major studio, but in itself it represents the answer to the question you have been asking so persistently during the last few months: "Little Quints, what now? What of the future? What will become of you when you cease to be prattling little freaks of nature and become ordinary human beings?"

Hollywood knows the answer. The Dionne Quintuplets became Movie Stars (the capitals are called for; they're the highest paid in the business) on the night "The Country Doctor" first flashed on a preview screen in Hollywood last spring. They'll continue to be screen luminaries so long as they remain the world's eleventh wonder, because from the picture theaters of the country comes their greatest fame and from the strong boxes of California comes the greater part of their wealth.

They are already embroiled in the endless trials and troubles that surround every ranking star within a month after the word gets around: Adverse publicity, strained family relations, financial difficulties.

The motion picture story of Marie, Emilie, Cecile, Annette and Yvonne is a fascinating one. It's a history of fierce and long drawn-out battles between the greater companies of Hollywood over possession of a disputed contract; of a tremendous gamble taken against the odds of death by a group of shrewd executives who seldom gamble; of the greatest piece of diplomacy in movie annals; and of all the complications that necessarily arose through the international importance of five baby girls born of one mother in the bleak backwoods of the North Country.

Primarily, however, it's the history of a fortune that is building so inexorably that in a few more years the Quints will be the richest girls in all the world. They can thank this little Pacific Coast universe of camera and celluloid for that.

Soon after the first Board of Guardians was formed for the Quintuplets, money began to dribble in from philanthropists and interested donors until, just before the Canadian Government took over, they had something like $28,000 in the bank. It seemed like a lot, then, but in a few months it was nothing but safety-pin money. Because the new Board (the Honorable David Croll, Canada's Minister of Public Welfare, Mr. Dionne, Dr. Dafoe and one Judge Valin) understood then more clearly the vast money-making potentialities of their charges.

At least two of them did. Their father was a little vague and bewildered about the entire business—he who had never made more than $100 a year—and the benevolent country doctor just wasn't interested.

But with their extensive public backgrounds Mr. Croll and Judge Valin knew the Quints might just as well be immoderately wealthy as poor, and they also knew exactly what to do about the situation. They let advertising con-
tracts to the companies whose products the Quints used—milk, antiseptics, breakfast foods, syrups—and collected a fat check from each. They let Pathe Pictures make two two-reel films of the babies and got about $90,000 from them; they let companies that manufactured dolls, tea-sets, and toys use the Quintuplet name for such sums as $15,000 a contract; they squeezed $500 from G. V. Thompson, a music publisher, for the Quintuplet Lullaby; they got $100 from the Merrill Publishing Company, for some concession or other.

Trivial, as it seems now, but it brought the balance in their trust fund up to around $200,000. That was before Mary Pickford suddenly got the idea that the unprecedented five, if they lived, might interest the public in a movie.

She considered this brainstorm too long for one thing, and too loudly—for another. Paramount, a little tardily, had the same idea, but in their case all they wanted was a quick shot of the Quints for Harold Lloyd’s picture, “The Milky Way.” The babies were to be in a room when he opened the door to deliver his quart of milk. And Paramount decided $25,000 was enough to offer for this little service.

It looked for a time as if Mary would get the contract. While she hesitated Judge Valin remarked: “She is a Canadian respected by us all. She would make a fair and square bargain, and I believe the Quintuplets would benefit financially to a great degree by any arrangement made with Miss Pickford.”

At any rate she sent her representative up to the North Woods and Ontario for conferences, while at the same time an agent from Paramount, with a check for $25,000 in his pocket, entered the bidding. Twentieth Century-Fox heard about the situation at four o’clock one afternoon. At five the studio executives met with terse, businessman Darryl Zanuck on a hurry summons. Whatever was said behind the bolted doors of his office that day, the upshot was a miracle of speed, intelligence and energy.

Joe Moskowitz, in the New York office, received a wire some hours later and caught the first plane to Ontario. Charles E. Blake, the reporter who had sold his “Country Doctor” idea to Zanuck, boarded another plane that midnight. They met in the office of David Croll, chairman of the Board of Guardians, while the perspiring agents of Mary Pickford and Paramount were pleading before Dr. Dafoe and Dionne.

Moskowitz offered $50,000 for six hours of film work and promised to follow any conditions the Board might stipulate. Croll raised an eyebrow, mentally computed the interest on $50,000 over a period of eighteen years, and reached for the contract.

That signal victory was the first, but not the most important for 20th Century-Fox. Naturally Zanuck didn’t know that his picture, built on a current news story and featuring such lesser lights as Jean Hersholt and Dorothy Peterson, would make him a fortune and create five new motion picture stars who would be in tremendous demand for further appearances. But he was taking no chances. The score of studio people who went to Calender to work on that movie were instructed to take every precaution so that no one might be dissatisfied. They would have been careful anyway, of course; but the special effort they made was a smart gesture as well as a humane one.

Said Jean Hersholt to me, “Out of that entire company no one so much as sneezed while we were in Canada; everyone’s first thought was for the health of the babies. We had only one hour a day, from eleven to twelve, and if the Quints didn’t wake up then we just gathered our equipment and went back to the hotel, rather than disturb their program. That was expensive cooperation, but it was worth it.”

Dr. Dafoe was entirely pleased with the result. The script for the rest of the picture, unwritten when the hospital sequence was finished, was released for the Board’s approval—an unheard-of concession—and the rushes of the Quints were offered for consideration at a special showing. These were courtesies the Board did not forget.

A few months later, when “The Country Doctor” was discovered to be a sensation and every movie company in Hollywood made a rush to sign the children for further pictures, 20th Century-Fox quietly made its bid, and the answer was a foregone conclusion:

Two hundred and fifty thousand dollars down, and ten per cent of the net profits for three pictures.

What those three productions will be not even Zanuck himself knows as yet. There’s not much doubt that Nunnally Johnson, who supervised (Continued on page 105)
Why Fred MacMurray

Smiling and happy, the new Mr. and Mrs. Fred MacMurray pose for their first picture, taken just a couple of hours after their elopement.

But now that two of the grandest people in Hollywood are on their dreamed-of honeymoon in the South Seas, the story can be told. Even though Hollywood had been waiting for the marriage, it all happened suddenly enough to take the film colony by surprise.

Fred had been working for weeks on “The Texas Ranger.” On the day the last scenes were made, Fred got a note from the front office telling him he would be allowed three weeks’ vacation before starting his next picture. He began changing to his street clothes in an awful hurry and said:

“Looks as if I’ll have just enough time.”

He called Lillian. He called the airport—for that three-day California license law still operates and Fred didn’t want to wait. He rushed to buy a wedding ring to match the engagement ring he had already given Lillian.

By eight o’clock, everything was set—that is, everything except that Paramount had called to say that Fred was needed the next day for a re-take! “Can’t make it!” yelled MacMurray into the telephone. “Got some honeymooning to do—already have the boat reservations.”

But in the end, he agreed to appear at the studio for two hours the next afternoon and make the scene before sailing. At midnight a happy boy and girl took off from the airport. The next morning at eight, I rode in their car back to Fred’s apartment while they told me the hectic details of arriving at Las Vegas in the middle of the night and hunting for a justice until six o’clock in the morning before they could be married. They were the happiest people I’ve ever seen.

“We won’t even get a chance to go to my apartment,” said Fred as we got out of the car. “Paramount has a flock of cameramen up on the sun-roof.”

Up we went. And there they stood, those two people in love, in the hot sun while the studio boys made about a hundred shots. Then down to the apartment where Fred’s mother was waiting to greet them. Hardly had they arrived, though, when a group from one of the big news services appeared in the lobby of the apartment building and demanded to make pictures in Fred’s rooms. Up they came and Fred and Lillian smiled for another half hour.

A quick breakfast. Then over to the studio for the re-take. Then rush back to the apartment to find their tickets waiting for them. Into the car; out to the dock and away on their honeymoon!
Eloped

For the first time, the true story of his beautiful romance with Lillian Lamonte can be told—and in their own words, too!

By WALTER RAMSEY

DOES that sound like a quick, spur-of-the-moment, Hollywood marriage between a couple of movie stars? Maybe it does. But when we have told you (and this is the first time it has ever been printed) the facts behind that marriage, you'll see that it was merely an unusually hectic climax to one of the grandest boy-and-girl romances the mad town of Hollywood ever saw. But you have to know the story from the beginning; you have to know what a tender love story theirs is to understand.

They met during the production of "Roberta" on the New York stage in the late fall of 1933. Fred was playing a saxophone with the Collegians, the band that had been chosen for the show, and Lillian was modeling furs in the production.

But it wasn't until weeks later that they had a date.

"After we had been casually introduced to everyone in the cast," said Fred, "most of the boys began taking the girls out on parties. I guess I still had my small-town notions of romance—anyway, I didn't like the idea of going out on parties with first one and then another show girl just for the lark. So I didn't go to many."

But it wasn't long before he noticed that a girl named Lillian Lamonte, a beautiful brunette with a gorgeous smile and the manner of a Junior Leaguer, was the only girl who never could be dated up by any of the men in the show.

"Fred was almost as shy with girls as he was handsome," Lillian told me one evening in her apartment when Fred had stepped out for cigarettes. "We both knew, after a few weeks of the show, that we were attracted to one another . . . but all we did was speak. Maybe we never would have known the love we now have if I hadn't decided that Fred's shy manner wasn't going to stand in the way of my knowing the nicest boy in the show. I finally got up the courage to ask him out for dinner at my apartment. He said he'd come—if I'd cook it! And I've been cooking most of his dinners since that day!"

ONE day, a few weeks later, Fred walked into an agent's office and asked him to arrange a radio audition. He could sing and he thought radio was his future. For some unknown reason, the agent. (Continued on page 82)
A corking good spy story is "Secret Agent," with Peter Lorre, Madeleine Carroll and John Gielgud.

"Poppy" doesn't do justice to either W. C. Fields or Rochelle Hudson—though for different reasons.

Movies of the Month

The reliable guide to the recent talkies with one check (✓) for good ones, two checks (✓✓) for those that are outstanding

✓ Secret Agent (GB)

You'll See: Madeleine Carroll, Peter Lorre, John Gielgud, Robert Young, Percy Marmont, Florence Kahn, Charles Carson, Lilli Palmer.

It's About: A British agent's attempts to capture a German spy.

Do you like dramatically realistic stories about the underground activities of spies in war time? If so, you will find this exceptionally entertaining. It is directed by Alfred Hitchcock (of "39 Steps") and beautifully photographed.

John Gielgud, sent to Geneva, finds he has been given a lovely wife, for espionage purposes, and an assistant, Peter Lorre, self-styled The General. Madeleine has an ardent admirer, an American tourist, Robert Young. Finding what they consider incriminating evidence of Percy Marmont's subversive activities, The General pushes him over a cliff. When John and Madeleine discover he was the wrong man, they are heartbroken and disillusioned and decide to resign.

The General discovers a spy postoffice nearby and persuades John to continue his task, which enrages Madeleine and she runs away with Robert Young. How they discover the real spy and what happens when they do, you will want to discover for yourself.

John Gielgud, Britain's No. 1 matinee idol, is convincing and sympathetic; Madeleine Carroll is beautiful and capable in her role, Peter Lorre is superb as the foppish mercenary killer and Robert Young is splendid, especially in latter sequences.

Your Reviewer Says: This will appeal primarily to adult audiences.

✓ Poppy (Paramount)

You'll See: W. C. Fields, Lynne Overman, Rochelle Hudson, Madeleine Carroll, Robert Young, Catherine Deneuve, Richard Cromwell.

It's About: W. C. Fields in 1880 as he juggles and gags his way through life and arranges his adopted daughter's romances.

Despite our great love for W. C. Fields and his comedy art we must admit that his most recent effort is far from his best. Perhaps the story—he played it on the stage over twenty years ago—is not quite possible of motion picture adaptation. Maybe the star's grave illness during the production made it difficult to maintain a comic continuity. However, the laughs are few and the story uninspired.

Fields, a carnival man and medicine seller, travels with his "daughter" and lives by his wits. She has always been content to follow him in his wanderings until they hit a particularly nice little town where she happens to fall in love. When the boy's folks deplore his little romance because the girl is "nothing but a carnival actress," Fields fakes a marriage certificate to prove that she is really the heiress to a huge fortune. From there on, the story threatens to amount to something with plenty of potential suspense and action, but it never gets around to it.

Of course, Fields is just as good in a poor picture as he is in a hit, being always a grand comic regardless of the story. But Rochelle Hudson and Richard Cromwell, the two love-birds, need something to get their teeth into before they can come off with any honors. Neither is able to juggle for laughs, so neither fares too well. Lynne Overman, as the crooked lawyer, does much better than the picture has any right to expect.

Your Reviewer Says: Do you laugh at W. C. Fields, regardless? Okay.

✓ The White Angel (First Nat.)

You'll See: Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, Donald Woods, Nigel Bruce, Donald Crisp, Henry O'Neill, Billy Mauch, Ara Gerald, Hollistw Hobbs.

It's About: The famous Angel of Mercy, Florence Nightingale, and how she made nursing a woman's profession by her labor and devotion.

Perhaps more people know the name Florence Nightingale, without knowing the true story of her devotion and sacri-

Recommendations for the Month—High comedy: "My Man Godfrey," with Mr. William Powell and the ex-Mrs. William Powell (Carole Lombard) having a fine time. You will, too. Thrills: "San Francisco," with Gable and MacDonald, plus Spencer Tracy, plus songs and the underworld, and very much plus the San Francisco earthquake. Grand, backwoods-y stuff: "M'liss," with Anne Shirley particularly fine and John Beal coming back (and very nicely, too) to the screen. These are the best pictures of the month. The rest are just so-so. They won't do you any harm, but you may be more comfortable at home.

PICTURES in the CUTTING ROOM
Advance Tips on Tomorrow's Talkies

COLUMBIA
There Goes the Bride. A light romantic comedy in which Chester Morris, tough taxi-driver, rescues Fay Wray, involved in a jewel robbery. The Fighter. When a prizefighter's wife is also his manager, he had better watch his step. Jimmy Dunn learns from June Clayworth.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Suzy. A war story about a girl who, believing her husband dead, marries her soldier lover. Jean Harlow is the girl. Franchot Tone, Cary Grant, Benita Hume and Lewis Stone are the other members of the cast. Sun-Enemy. Excitement and drama are the ingredients announced for this gangster offering. Robert Young and Florence Rice have leads.

PARAMOUNT
My American Wife. Francis Lederer plays another nobleman role in this breezy screen tale about royalty in love with the daughter of a rancher. Texas Rangers. Here comes the border patrol, with Fred MacMurray and Jack Oakie (in whiskers). Fun, guns and action.

RKO-RADIO

20TH CENTURY-FOX
The Bowery Princess. This Shirley Temple feature promises a brand-new twist in displaying the charm and talent of its star. Time: just before the Civil War; Place: New York's Bowery; About: the adventures of Shirley with her pick-pocket "uncle," Frank Morgan.

WARNERS
China Clipper. History making in the air, leading to the first flight across the Pacific. Pat O'Brien, Beverly Roberts and Ross Alexander. Give Me Your Heart. Kay Francis and George Brent have some sparkling dialogue in this intelligent drama of modern life and love.
3 SMASH HITS YOU MUST SEE!

All from

20th CENTURY FOX

Darryl F. Zanuck in charge of production

MOVIE MIRROR

Reunited in the best love story ever published!

WARNER MYRNA BAXTER and LOY TO MAN WITH LOVE

with

IAN HUNTER and CLAIRE TREVOR JEAN DIXON

SING BABY SING

Even more laughs than in 'Thanks a Million'

with

ALICE FAYE ADOLPHE MENJOU GREGORY RATOFF • TED HEALY

PATSY KELLY • MICHAEL WHALEN RITZ BROTHERS

HERBERT MARSHALL and CHATTERTON in GIRLS' DORMITORY

introducing the star discovery of 1936 SIMONE SIMON

(pronounced See-mön See-mön)

with

CONSTANCE COLLIER • J. EDWARD BROMBERG

DIXIE DUNBAR • JOHN QUALLEN

SHIRLEY DEANE
Jean Harlow has two delightful leading men in "Suzy," her new starring film about World War days. On this page, you see her with Cary Grant, as her French soldier sweetheart; Franchot Tone will appear as her British Army admirer. Now that she's completed this production and has sold her magnificent Hollywood home, she's planning to take a long and well-earned vacation.
Clark's been showered with offers (including one for $50,000 to step into the ring with Max Baer!) from prizefight promoters, since he knocked out his formidable sparring partner with a terrific punch while training for fight scenes in Warner's "Cain and Mabel."

Here's one young actress who recognizes that the way to glory in films today lies in varying one's roles and sharing honors with other stars. She plays an entirely new character for her career, in "To Mary With Love," which stars Myrna Loy and Warner Baxter.
"Pepper" is the very descriptive title of this 20th Century-Fox starlet's latest vehicle, in which she'll be supported by such veteran dependables as Slim Summerville and Irvin S. Cobb, and by another of those promising young newcomers to the silver screen, Muriel Robert.

Everyone knows that his next picture (once titled "Never Gonna Dance" and now called "Swing Time") will be with Ginger Rogers, but it may be news that he'll probably do a solo starring picture for RKO some time next year, just as Ginger herself plans to star alone.
The fan world is waiting breathlessly to see Carole's and Bill's first picture together since their divorce three years ago. But there's been no fireworks—just a lot of fun with a couple of swell scouts—on the set at Universal during filming of "My Man Godfrey."

"Rhythm on the Range" may be his first cowboy film, but he's no stranger to ranch life. He and Dixie and their three boys (at the latest count) live in style at their Rancho Santa Fe, beyond San Diego—what with a couple of swimming pools and such things on the premises!
AN CREIGHTON knew his Hollywood. He understood perfectly that the lighted red glass panel over the door of Sound Stage 9 of the Amalgamated Studios upon which, in black letters, was the warning "Company Shooting," meant that cameras were grinding, sound-track was being made. He was also aware, however, that back of the door was one of his clients—Rita Reynolds, blonde idol of millions, one of the many Hollywood personalities that it was his job to protect against racketeers, kidnappers, high pressure artists and worse.

Half an hour before, Rita's voice had come to him over the telephone to his office in the Equitable Building, eight miles away. The girl was naturally emotional, high-strung, excitable, but in the tone of the words as they vibrated over the wire Dan Creighton had detected a distinct note of fear, almost terror.

"Dan," she had said, "something's wrong. I'm afraid. I'm afraid something awful is going to happen. We're working in Carlock's picture on Sound Stage 9. Come right over—please, Dan. And—hurry!"

Then, before he had had a chance to ask a single question which might throw some light upon the problem, Rita Reynolds had hung up.

Dan Creighton had hurried. His yellow roadster had fairly burned the asphalt out Hollywood Boulevard, cutting across the back roads of the sparsely settled district between Hollywood and the studio.

Dan Creighton was a little fellow, dapper, precise, almost the Hollywood playboy type. But there the similarity ended. Actually he was bottled dynamite, exuding energy from the top of his rakish fedora to the tips of his highly polished oxfords. For five years he had been the district attorney's ace investigator until drafted by the picture colony to stand between them and the hoods and grafters that were swarming into the picture capital in ever increasing numbers.

He laid his hand on the heavy fire door of Sound Stage 9.

"Hey, mug!" yelled a passing grip in white overalls, nodding at the red light. "Can't yuh read?"

"Uh-huh," Hipped Creighton. "I can write, too."

"Then before yuh open that door," cracked the other, "write yourself a one way ticket—out!"

Dan Creighton knew the stage carpenter was right. The unpardonable sin of the studio was to ignore a "shooting" warning. But he couldn't wait. The call had been urgent. There had been real fear expressed in the girl's voice. It was a chance he would have to take, risking everything that went with it. It might mean facing the bars of the front office, a cessation of his right of easy access to his clients. However—

He slipped off his shoes so there would be no sound of foot-falls if the Bell and Howell cameras were running. He waited until no one was passing, then jerked the door open, slid through and closed it behind him.

His luck held. He had not been noticed. Not only that, and despite the warning of the red light, the scene was not yet actually in take. Rita Reynolds was already on the set, however; he would have to wait.

He slipped on his shoes again, made his way toward the stage. It was a cafe set; tables, a small dance floor in the center. On a dais off scene, an orchestra sat, instruments ready, awaiting the instructions of the director. Near the raised camera stand he saw Draper Hayden, Rita Reynolds' leading man, with whom her name had been linked of late. It was Creighton's business to keep up with current gossip, especially when it touched one of his clients.

B ERT CARLOCK, the director, was on a platform six feet above the stage with his cameramen. The assistant director and a script girl were sitting in canvas backed chairs just in front of the platform.

Grips and property men were wiping up footprints off the polished dance floor so that the all-seeing eye of the camera would not pick them up on the film.

A girl in a gauzy dancing costume stood just off the floor that was being wiped up. He knew her—Marian LaCourt, a dancer who had worked in many of Carlock's pictures.

On the grids, high above the stage, an electrician was testing a baby spot light. The round circle moved up and down and across the cafe dance floor.

Perhaps, thought Creighton, if he could catch Rita Reynolds' eye, she would come off the set long enough—

But, no. It was too late. Carlock was speaking from the camera stand. "Okay, juicers," he called. "Hit 'em."

Brilliant flood lights dazzled the stage. Arcs sputtered into a steady blue glare that turned the faces of the actors a ghastly purple color which, reacting on the yellow make-up, photographed more like the natural color of the skin.
“Quiet, please,” called the director. “I want an angle shot from here, Rita. We’ll pick you up at the table. You lift your head, watch Miss LaCourt as she dances by, then see Hayden at the head of the stairs as he comes in. Come up to your feet, your hand goes to your throat, you are stunned when you realize who it is. Then faint across the top of the table. And, Rita,” he added, imploringly, “come down hard enough to break that table. Dialogue as rehearsed. Give me all you’ve got, sweetheart. Take it big.”

He looked around the set. Everything was in readiness. Well, thought Creighton, as he watched, he had done his best. Certainly whatever danger the girl had feared could not touch her while she was on the set, under the eyes of a dozen people and the camera. He could wait. He had to.

“Quiet, everybody,” repeated the director. “Let’s get it the first time. Turn ‘em over, Jerry.”

The camera motors began whirring, deadened to silence by the overcoats over the blimps.

Somewhere a red light glowed.

“Okay for sound,” boomed a voice over a loud speaker.

“It’s a take,” echoed Carlock.

Rita Reynolds was a capable actress. As a matter of cold fact, Draper Hayden was standing by a broad-light filing his nails, not even looking at the actress. Her eyes were fixed upon an overalled juicer who stood approximately in the spot where Hayden was supposed to be, his hand on the adjusting sprocket of the light he was handling. But that would not be apparent in the finished picture.

Rita Reynolds’ playing of the scene was perfect. Action, timing, expression were marvelously synchronized. Surprise! A faint fluttering of her hand toward her throat. The dancer had passed gracefully across the small floor and was standing outside the camera angles now, watching the scene. (Continued on page 86)
The Hollywood COULDN'T

John Barrymore's and Elaine Barrie's May-December romance was 'the comedy of yesterday but it has become the love story of today!'
Although Elaine has signed a promising contract with RKO, she still seems much more seriously intent on helping John with his own career—and she's proved it, too.

there was anything embarrassing or humiliating or tending to ridicule them, immediate steps would be taken to prevent the release of the picture and a suit filed for damages!

Well sir, you could have knocked over the entire "Sing, Baby Sing" company with one small feather!

They said: "Well!" and "Indeed!" and "For Heaven's sake!" and even stronger expressions of utter dismay; then dispatched a note to Mr. Barrymore informing him that the "Romeo and Juliet" sequence of their newest comedy had absolutely no bearing on a certain "Ariel and Caliban" serial of eight or nine months ago and, furthermore, they were surprised that Mr. Barrymore should think so. Then the company went right back to work on the same scene as if to add: "... and if you continue to think there is any connection, Mr. Barrymore, then the shoe must be fitting very tightly, indeed!"

Thus Hollywood received its first intimation that the famous funny-paper love story of a few months ago had become the burning romance of the movietown hour!

Of course, everyone knew that "Ariel" and "Caliban" had not done a sprint over the front pages in months and months and that any mention of these pet names had lately been confined to brackets when reporting the social activities of either John Barrymore or Elaine Barrie. There had, in fact, been lulls during which the nom-de-headlines had been forgotten entirely. For instance, when RKO announced the signing of an important picture contract with the charming young actress, Miss Elaine Barrie.

And I would like to add, very quickly, that Miss Barrie's charm is far from being publicity department ballyhoo. It is very real. I've seen Elaine several times. I've been close enough to hear her talking in her soft, altogether delightful voice, to a salesman in an exclusive Boulevard shop. She was as conservatively dressed and (Continued on page 77)
One of those amazing real-life coincidences occurred when Franchot Tone and Jean Muir, at left, made their first picture tests together—it's an amusing story, too.

he could still do. If only he could make Tone and the girl react like human beings in their love scene!

Suddenly a thought struck him. The next day he said to Tone, "What in the world did you say to that girl who played with you, Jean Muir? She's such a quiet thing usually. I've never heard her rave about anyone the way she did about you. She said you were absolutely the finest actor she had ever met."

And to Jean Muir he said, "What in heaven's name did you do to Franchot Tone? Have you hypnotized him or something? I never heard him rave about an actress the way he did about you."

With the groundwork thus laid, Mr. Altman took another test of Franchot Tone and Jean Muir. This time there flashed from the screen a love scene of such power and warmth that it electrified those who saw it. On the strength of that test Franchot Tone was signed by M-G-M.

M-G-M officials on the Coast hesitated about putting Jean Muir under contract. But a talent scout...
Owen Davis, Jr. (below, left) had a real surprise for the RKO talent scouts when they called him for a test. (Below, right) Kitty Carlisle, whose lovely legs and voice in a Broadway show won her a chance.

Here's how those celebrated talent scouts for the big movie studios unearth the potential stars of tomorrow.

What are your chances for attracting their attention?

scout at Warner's, Mildred Webber, saw Jean Muir in "Saint Wench" and became interested in her. She sent for Jean. "How would you like to take a test for pictures?" she asked her.

"I've already taken eight different tests," exploded Jean. "Is there any point in my taking another?"

Miss Webber thought there wasn't. She wired the Coast that she thought Jean was a grand possibility. After borrowing one of the tests that she had made for M-G-M, they signed her on the strength of that.

These two stories illustrate how the talent scouts work. And they also prove that talent scouting is the most unpredictable, most fascinating, maddest business in the world.

Just what is a talent scout? Somewhere in every movie star's biography you read how a talent scout from such and such a company discovered Miss Whozis. Perhaps you've wondered how these talent scouts function, how they manage to cover the most unlikely spots in the world, so that Mr. Sugary Smile reciting "Boots, Boots, Boots" at a dramatic performance in some college no one ever heard about is just as likely to be discovered as a leading lady appearing in a Broadway play.

To learn the answers to your questions and mine, I went to see the talent scouts at five of the major moving picture companies: Fred Kohmar at United Artists; Joe Pincus at 20th Century-Fox; Mildred Webber at Warners'; Oscar Serlin and Boris Kaplan at Paramount, and Arthur Willi at RKO.

In a general way, all of them are out to do the same thing: To tap hidden veins of talent.

Perhaps you imagine that the talent scout sits in his office like a huge spider, waiting for girls to come and see him. Get that picture out of your mind. Oscar Serlin will tell you that there are twenty-one fields of amusement that he and his talent scouts cover all the time. Night clubs. Beauty pageants. Amateur plays. Summer stock. Radio. Lectures. Hotel entertainments. They even have one man who travels around the country, covering nothing but college performances. Ever since John Howard was discovered reciting "John Brown's Body" at a Mid-West college, talent scouts have a wholesome respect for college performances. Ever since John Howard was discovered reciting "John Brown's Body" at a Mid-West college, talent scouts have a wholesome respect for college performances.

Arthur Willi of RKO described for me a typical day in the life of a talent scout. The day before I saw him he had gone to Philadelphia to attend a matinee performance of Ann Nichols' new play, "Pre-Honeymoon." From there he went to a vaudeville theater in Philadelphia, where he had heard that "a second Ginger Rogers" was appearing. The "second Ginger Rogers" was not so hot. Next he attended a floor show at the Hotel Adelphia, then a performance by the Mask and Wig Club of the (Continued on page 72)
THE GIRL'S A Natural!

WHERE Katharine Hepburn's temperament has hurtled her across the Hollywood scene, where Margaret Sullavan's tempestuous rebellions have formed the keynote of most of her publicity, Jean Arthur's non-conforming independence serves similarly to keep her constantly in the public eye. It isn't only Jean's fast rise to the top that has the bystanders puzzled.

The real puzzle is why all this hasn't happened before, because there are few actresses who bring the fresh vitality, the utterly believable naturalness and humor to everything they portray, that Jean Arthur does.

On a screen overdressed with exoticism and glamour Jean is as real as last night's "date." She's the girl every boy should have known sometime in his college life.

No, it isn't the strides she's made in such a short time, after such a long time, that has at least half the town bringing up her name whenever pictures and personalities are discussed.

It is Jean, herself, the "off screen" Arthur, who makes up the substance behind the shadow. And frankly this Jean Arthur is a puzzle!

You can't say Jean is bad mannered because she's never yet stuck out her tongue at a cameraman, or threatened to break a camera.

You can't say she's a rebel because she's never run away from anything—except, maybe, those discouraging years before Hollywood knew she was on earth—and even her own studio has to admit there are few indeed who are more professionally docile, less temperamental, or more letter-perfect in their roles when they step before the cameras.

You certainly can't say she's a professional mystery like Garbo and Dietrich. And yet, in her quiet way, Jean could give these girls thirteen trumps in spades and still set them at their own game of "rugged individuality."

Not long ago at a popular club (membership exclusively motion picture) the large clan gathered down by the pool to witness a swimming exhibition were nearly put on their ears when Jean arrived with her husband, Frank Ross, Jr., took one look at the cameras lined up for the purpose of informal photography, and turned on her heel and walked right out.

At a recent concert she was equally noticeable when she circled

When Jean Arthur made such a hit with Clara Bow in "The Saturday Night Kid," late in 1929 (above), no one foresaw the misfortunes that lay ahead.

Discouraged with insipid roles in later films, Jean left the screen "forever." Recognize Joel McCrea with her in "The Silver Horde" (below, 1930)?
Neither failure nor success has changed Jean Arthur from the very real person she is both on screen and off—maybe that's why she's Hollywood's big mystery today

By CAROLINE SOMERS HOYT

en negligee, decollete, or even in sports clothes.

Once, somebody swore he saw her at the Tropicana, but no one believed it! If it had been anyone else Hollywood would have sworn it was an act!

But that always plausible suspicion just didn't add up in Jean's case. In order to put on a good act you've first got to let somebody get a picture of you not putting on an act. If you want the world to know what an oddity you are you have to let somebody in on the secret so he can betray it. If you want to be a mystery you can't go showing up at sports events (about the only places she's seen with regularity) in slacks, without any make-up on your face, and with your hair skinned back and held with a ribbon at the nape of your neck!

LOCAL mysteries don't ride around in little Ford automobiles carting lamps to the sand blaster's for repairs, either!

But if it wasn't an act what was it?

The most popular explanation was that Jean had reached a state of utter indifference about Hollywood. For as new as her success is, jean is not a star-dusted novice to the film colony.

No girl has fought harder for the break she now has—or against tougher odds! Next to going over Niagara in a barrel, one of the most difficult feats in the world is getting Hollywood to sit up and take off its hat to you after the village has become (Continued on page 68)
He’s made and lost a fortune, but Buck Jones, movie hero, is still an Oklahoma cowpuncher at heart

By MURIEL BABCOCK

This is not the story of one of movietown’s great sex appeal idols. It is no intimate revelation of the life and loves of one of the handsome sheiks who make women’s hearts go pit-a-pat when they see him emoting on the screen.

Heart throbs it has, I hope, but not the kind of heart throbs you think of when you think of a glamorous film idol. Rather it is the story, as best I know how to tell it, of a hard-hitting, two-fisted guy of the movies who is the idol of more than three million and a half small boys of America. Small boys who admire and love this idol of theirs to the extent they model their lives, their ambitions, their aspirations, their courage along a philosophy he has worked out, who are “Buck Jones Rangers” and proud of it.

Now a guy who has three and a half million small boys who think he is aces so much that they call their clubs by his name, who conduct rallies, buy uniforms and write to him, is no small pumpkin.

So, this is the story of Buck Jones, who has ridden herd in the choking dust of the Oklahoma ranges, and chased the war whooping redskins through imitation Indian villages on the back lots of the movie studios with equal facility.

Buck—twenty-five years a cowboy, twenty years married, seventeen years in Hollywood. Once a millionaire from his movie earnings; a year later broke from tossing his roll into a Wild West circus. Yet always the hard riding boy from Red Rock, Oklahoma. A chap, who despite fortune and misfortune—and both are equally tough to take in this movie town—has never gone Hollywood.

Other Hollywood cowboys have bought racing cars and airplanes and gone elegant. Both Tom Mix and Hoot Gibson went grand in their days of big checks. Tom’s enormous mansion and diamond studded belts, his whopping swimming pool and his hilarious entertaining are legend. Hoot Gibson bought a cream colored (Continued on page 100)

Buck is one of the finest riders in pictures; of course, his famous horse, Silver (left) is his favorite mount. Above, left, with his wife (who was a cowgirl when he met her) and their daughter Maxine, who’s also in films.
then, even though "Svengali" had made her a
star in her own right at sixteen, she thrilled in
a little-girl way to his top hat, orchids, and un-
disguised interest.

But for all the intoxicating glamor of it, his
pursuit of her frightened her, too. Deep down
in her heart she knew that glamor and flattery
are only part of love and that marriage to him
could not but end in heartbreak for both. And
so she ran away.

Hollywood remembers that running away but
attributed it at the time to something else. Her
career, after a brilliant start, had slumped woe-
fully. Instead of being starred she was being
cast in less and less important roles in com-
paratively insignificant pictures. Screen oblivion
seemed certain. It was from this, and to get a
fresh start, it was believed she was running
away.

To a certain extent it was, but what drove her
to it, what made her decide actually overnight to
take a ship for England as fast as ever she
could, was being loved by Mr. X.

"I got panicky," she told me frankly, "I knew
that he was going to propose and I was afraid.
Afraid I would not have the courage to say no
to his face, afraid I would do what instinctively
I knew was wrong for both of us. I wanted to
save him what hurt, what humiliation I could.
And so I ran away."

Cowardly? Perhaps. But basically honest and
wise, too. How wise she inadvertently revealed
in a casual remark anent the grand fun of the
shipboard flirtations on that flight, gay little
romances which all concerned knew would end
pleasantly when the green shores of England
were reached.

"It was as if someone suddenly had lifted a
heavy burden that had been pressing me down,"
she said. "I felt free and really happy for the first
time in months."

Thrilled and tempted as she was, she still
had recognized that love, when it is love,
is never a burden. Therein she was
wise. At any rate, Mr. X sensed the
reason for her precipitous flight, knew
it spelled defeat for his cherished hopes,
and accepted it in a generous spirit that
has kept them friends to this day.

In England Marian made the two fine
pictures which renewed Hollywood's interest in her.
From there, chaperoned by her mother, she went to
St. Moritz for the winter sports and because it was
equidistant to the location for the early sequences of
a German Universal picture she had contracted to
make.

Switzerland was at its most beautiful and the sea-
son at its gayest when she arrived. The days were
filled with sports, the nights with rounds of parties.
Feted as a star, she met attractive, wealthy men by
the score. Titled ones and untitled ones. Young ones,
older ones. She laughed with them, dined with them,
danced with them. But she did not fall in love with
them.

Then she met Skeet and the reason I don't give his full
name here, I shall tell you presently.

It was on a brilliantly sunny morning (at eight o'clock,
she remembers) on the top of steep, snowy Covilia, the
famous ski course. He was with a girl. Nothing about them
particularly impressed her; they were just two people about
to ski down the same mountain as herself. In a friendly
way, and skipping introductions, they asked her to join
them in the descent. It was apt to be a bit difficult the first
time, Skeet pointed out, and rather dangerous too.

The three of them stopped for tea at the hut at Chand-
drella, mid-way on the descent. Sitting around the little
wooden table covered with a bright red cotton cloth, they
chatted aimlessly and Marian really noticed them for the
first time. She saw that the girl was clear-cheeked, blue-
eyed and lovely; that the boy was tall and slim with curly
sandy hair and a look of rugged strength about him. They
were approximately her own age—twenty-two—and spoke
English with a slight accent foreign to her ears. She
thought them husband and wife (Continued on page 80)
LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF
from Your Movie Tastes

By SUSAN TALBOT

YOU think you go to the movies for fun, don’t you? How mistaken you are! For, to the psychologists, everything you do has a reason, and psychologists say you can judge your character by what you like and dislike in the films you see. If you like Mae West that doesn’t mean that you just enjoy seeing a beautiful, voluptuous woman on the screen. Oh dear, no! There’s a deep psychological significance in it. And if you don’t like Janet Gaynor that doesn’t mean you just don’t like her. Mercy no! You’ve got an old neurosis wandering around in your subconscious.

And here’s how you can tell all about yourself by your movie moods. It’s another brand new movie game. You can play it with a group of your friends or all by yourself. And, while you’re playing it, you can learn something about yourself.

Three sets of questions have been prepared. You must answer them honestly. Don’t quibble about them—just speak right up. If you answer them alone you’re apt to be more honest than when you’re with friends. But maybe you can be truthful even in front of others. Try it alone first.

Now, get ready, with pencil in hand.

If you answer the question “Yes” mark an “X” after that question. If you answer it “No” put down “O.” When you’ve finished “Set One” add up the “X’s” and “O’s” and if you have more “X’s” than “O’s” write an “X” in the space marked “Final Score.” If you have more “O’s” than “X’s” mark down an “O” in the space marked “Final Score.” Now go on to “Set Two” and repeat the process. Do the same thing with “Set Three” until you have an “X” or an “O” in every “Final Score” space.

Ready? Set? Feeling honest? Go!

SET ONE

1. Do you like Janet Gaynor?..............
2. Does it embarrass you to see very ardent
   love scenes on the screen?..............
3. When you learn that a star has been in¬
   volved in some sort of scandal do you dis¬
   like seeing him (or her) on the
   screen?..............
4. Do you think Joan Crawford is a great
   actress?...................
5. Would you rather see your favorite star
   on the screen than go to a dance?.......  Final Score
   (In the spaces put down an X for “Yes” or an O for “No.”
   Whichever you have most of put in the final score space.)

SET TWO

1. Do you like Mae West?..............
2. Do you think that “The Three Orphan
   Kittens” is the best picture made this¬
   year?..............
3. Do you think that Garbo’s refusing to give
   out interviews or pose for news photog¬
   raphers is a publicity stunt?..............
4. Do you like Katharine Hepburn?........
5. Do you think that most all blonde movie
   stars look alike?..............  Final Score
   (In the spaces put down an X for “Yes” or an O for “No.”
   Whichever you have most of put in the final score space.)

(Continued on page 98)
Breakfast time in screen-land—and Dolores Del Rio (above) starts the day with only a frugal cup of tea—

While Anita Louise (below) dutifully drinks her glass of milk to fortify her for the task of picture-making.

Gene Raymond has a typical commuter's breakfast (above), as he hastily downs his hot coffee and scans the menu.

Basil Rathbone's gentlemanly little dog is always a welcome guest at his master's morning meal (right).

A typical American family breakfast (left)—Paula and her father, Fred Stone, engrossed in the day's news.

No breakfast in bed for the hard-working stars, though Glenda Farrell's is served on a tray in her bedroom.

Below, Dick Arlen begins his day with a hearty meal in the breakfast alcove of his home at Toluca Lake.
CARY GRANT was wearing a hand-woven sport shirt. Its *cafe au lait* color set off his nearly-copper-toned skin and his live black hair and eyes.

“You always know what you think of us before you meet us—but have you any idea what we think of you?” he asked. This was by way of being Cary’s greeting to me, an earnest young woman who had traveled all the way from Hollywood to Santa Monica to find out what this handsome young man with the flashing dark eyes was like.

Cary’s words were belligerent, but his tone was good-humored, and the smile with which he delivered this unexpected snorter was warm and disarming.

“You say you haven’t any preconceived notions about me,” he continued tauntingly. “I’ll wager you’ve figured everything out beforehand and know exactly what you intend to write about me. You all do. Right?” and once again he flashed that smile in my direction.

“But if you really are telling the truth,” he continued, “you’ll probably start out by asking me the sort of questions my mother would hesitate to ask.”

“I can see,” I remarked, “that we’re going to have a charming time together. I can’t remember ever before looking forward to a chat with such enthusiasm.” I tried to put as much vinegar in my voice as it would hold.

He laughed that vigorous full-bodied laugh. *“We could have a very pleasant time,”* he suggested. *“But only if you promise not to ask me whether I’ve been looking for love or happiness again,”* or whether it’s true that I’m ‘quite gone on Miss X,’ or whether I’m living down here by the melancholy sea away from the gaiety of Hollywood because Miss Z has broken my heart?”

Despite his romantic appearance and all the current talk about him and Mary Brian, Cary’s heart seldom gets deeply involved.
There was, for example, the hectic rush-her-off-her-feet, it's-bound-to-be-the-real-thing-this-time-say-all-the-gossip-writers friendship with the wealthy society girl from Pasadena. Cary was more than interested. He was downright enthusiastic. But then Cary always is. Every new spark that's ignited into a forest fire in that sun-tanned chest means everything to Cary—at the moment. The only thing that makes it a little hard for the girl—and Cary—is that Cary's moments only last about a month. And not years, as both Cary and the girl of the moment expect them to. But we're getting ahead of our story!

He rushed this girl with whole-hearted fervor for weeks. He neglected his swimming, his tennis, his ping-pong. Only came home to the beach to sleep.

That girl and Cary made a charming couple. Both tall and slim—she was nearly his height—they danced divinely together and laughed delightedly at their own private little jokes as only two people can laugh who are perfect pals and like one another's company better than anything else in the world.

Came the day—and those days always come although Cary is the last person to suspect that they will—when, after an evening of fun together, they planned to meet for lunch the next day as usual. And as usual the girl looked forward to the noon hour with the same feeling that all other girls have looked forward to lunch with Cary. In plain English, she was excited. The appointed hour arrived—and passed—but no sign of Cary. At four o'clock the telephone rang. "Santa Monica calling," said the operator.

"Gosh. I'm sorry, old dear," came Cary's penitent voice over the wire. "Forgot all about our date. The gang came by for me and suggested a swim—and here I am. Forgive me? How's about dinner tonight?"

Of course she said yes. They all did. They all do. Except one. And she's the only one who remained enshrined in Cary's heart in a special niche untouched by all the others. And probably still does. Because she gave him back in kind and with trimmings what he administered with the—

— that's Cary Grant, playboy of filmland, with his ready wit, his sudden romances—and their even more sudden end!

**By Helen Scott**
If Juliet lived in this very modern, very practical world of 1936 instead of existing in 1460, and only in the imagination of the world's greatest playwright, what secrets would she breathe into the ears, and what advice might she pass on to today's young girl in love?

"There is very little that Juliet would understand about modern problems of love," said Norma Shearer, who has just completed recreating the legend of the most popular love story in fiction for M-G-M's late fall release. "The imaginative, super-sensitive, romantic heroine Shakespeare imagined could not meet the independent, self-assured girl of today on any common ground! The great tragedy in the lives of Romeo and Juliet was the burning feud between their families. Today's spirit of youthful independence would certainly do away with such a minor problem as parental objection. And the idea of two young people killing themselves because of it would be regarded as psychopathic!"

Norma Shearer was speaking in the first interview she has granted in eight months, during the entire preparation and filming of "Romeo and Juliet."

But certainly none of the poetic fragility of the girl whose love story she has lived and breathed during these past months lingered in Norma's own modern and completely poised personality. With the exception of the swirling Juliet coiffure she still affects, she might have stepped from the cover of this month's smartest woman's magazine in the royal-blue sports dress she was wearing against the background of her crystal and chartreuse dressing room.

It is not a new comment about Norma, but it is impossible to see her without being reminded of the immaculate quality of her beauty. But as lovely as she is to look at, she's even more fascinating to talk with!

"Difficult as it would be for Juliet to comprehend the problems of today's girl in love, I found it equally hard, at first, to adjust our modern outlook on men and women to Juliet's poetic philosophy," Norma laughed.
continuing the topic that had been under discussion ever since I had joined her after lunch.

"When I first delved into the study of the character, absorbing the wholly poetic and tragic love philosophy of her time, I even began to doubt that 'Love is the same old story' in any age!

"This is a temptation, and a folly!" she said. "The folly is in setting myself up as an authority on such a large subject; and the temptation is that every woman who has experienced love in her own life likes to believe she has acquired considerable wisdom on the man-and-woman problem. Particularly, little important don'ts in love! Every girl in love should know instinctively what to do. It is what not to do that frequently presents the difficulties."

After a rather long silence, for Norma never says anything without giving considerable thought to it, she continued, "Women only fool themselves when they pretend to believe it is the province of men to try and please them. Women know in their hearts they have been striving to please men down through the centuries. Therefore, the most important don't to my mind would be: Don't think of yourself too much!

I KNOW that is a difficult achievement for almost all of us! Women are trained almost from childhood to think of themselves, of their appearance, their manners, of the impression they are creating. But if it is real love, that habit of self-consciousness should automatically be replaced with consciousness of the loved one.

"Nothing is so completely flattering to a man as to feel that he holds a woman's undivided attention. It has been said before that the woman who achieves the greatest popularity in drawing rooms or social gatherings is not the talking woman, but the listening woman! Unfortunately, a great many women make a trick of listening—and that is not the same thing. The fact that your eyes have been wide and your mouth completely shut during a typical male dissertation on himself may be completely nullified when you take out a vanity and repair your face. Really listening, feeling an honest interest in what a man may be saying, is not only a graceful trait, it is a beautifying one!

"We are at our best when we are not thinking of ourselves for the very obvious reason that we are completely relaxed. There is none of that strain of lending half our attention while we are secretly engrossed in what we are going to say next!"

"Naturally, under this same heading, comes the side-thought of: Don't try to change yourself, not even for the most desirable and most eligible man in the world. If you do not really feel an interest in his world, in his viewpoint, you won't fool him for long! The temporary masquerade is not worth the trouble. Also, I am afraid men are not as easily fooled by women as women have been led to believe—even by men! Unless interest and affection and even romance are honest and sincerely unselfish, they are not real, and all the feminine subterfuges in the world can't make them seem so!"

"Next, I believe the most foolish feminine folly in love is the persistent belief that a man can be rearranged and remodeled into a woman's conception of what he should be, or along the lines of some private romantic dream of her own! Don't try to change the man you love! It can't be done, anyway!

"Haven't we all known some woman patiently enduring courtship with the efficient thought filed in the back of her mind that the proverbially late man, the proverbially untidy man, the proverbially cross, or smoking or gambling or saving or extravagant man will be endured until the altar, and then completely taken in hand and reformed?

"I've often wondered why women are so bent on changing the intimate personalities of the men they love. After all, if we would be honest and admit it, it is often these little faults in their make-up that makes them all the more charming to us. Faults can be really delightful qualities in both men and women. Frequently they are the most vivid characteristics."

Norma hesitated again before she launched into her fourth important rule in the game of modern romance. "Perhaps this should have been first," she smiled. "To me, it seems that important. But it is simply this: Don't demand too much of love! Do more toward proving it! Don't expect to be told constantly that you are loved! While I believe men are far more (Continued on page 85)
"A paper?" she echoed, numbly. "What kind of a paper?" "Why, simply a full confession of your little masquerade, stating that you wrote that letter and telegram yourself. Here—read it."

The type blurred before her eyes.

DURING the ride in the taxi, Hazel rehearsed fevered speeches, pleas, arguments. Her blood was pounding in every vein, every pulse of her heart was filled with dread; but she resolved to face the music at once and reach some bearable decision.

Her destination proved to be a huge house, set in extensive grounds. Dismissing the taxi, she walked up the imposing marble steps and rang the bell, and it suddenly flashed over her that she didn't know whom to ask for.

The door was opened by a dandified young man, who appraised her briefly, smiled and said:

"Miss Hartley, I believe? Go right into the library," and he motioned to a room on her left.

So, she thought, she was actually expected, and the young man knew her name!

Through the open doorway, she caught a glimpse of a magnificently furnished library, huge in proportion, softly lighted. At a desk in one corner sat a plump man with graying hair.

She walked in, heart thumping rapidly, wondering if this was the man she had spoken to over the phone, and
had her guess confirmed at the first sound of his snapping voice. While he turned to survey her, she took a quick inventory: a fleshy man, with pink cheeks and graying hair, carefully groomed; hard, agate eyes that lighted incredulously when they swept her.

"Well!" he exclaimed, coming to his feet. "So you are Hazel F. Hartley, eh? The new discovery at Mammoth! Well, I'm glad I decided to take a look before I acted. Him! At least they show good taste!"

"May I ask," she began, her cheeks crimson.

"You may listen!" said the man. He indicated a chair close to the desk. "Sit down," he ordered.

She sat down, her tongue glued to her mouth, enduring the keen scrutiny he sent over her.

"Miss Hartley," he snapped, suddenly, "I came to the Coast to find that Mr. Howe's name had been used without authority. This evening, in talking to Mr. Hostinger, I find that you brought a letter from Mr. Howe which Mr. Howe never saw or authorized." He picked up the letter and showed it to Hazel, and there was also the telegram that she had sent from New York. "Recognize these?" he continued, ruthlessly, waving them.

She nodded, too agitated to talk. Hostinger knew, she thought, and soon, everyone would know. A keen humiliation, hot as fire, swept over her.

"Just how well do you know Mr. Howe?" asked the man, suavely.

"Not—very well—" she began.

He snorted with a vast derision. "Mr. Howe never saw you in his life! Are you aware that the use of his name—forged, mind you!—to this letter, can mean a nice long term in prison?"

"But the name was not forged. His secretary signed that letter."

"She did, eh? Let me see." He examined the letter carefully. "A forgery! That's not Miss Blaisdell's handwriting. At any rate, you used his name to further your own ends—whatever they may be. That letter is a forgery. You did it."

He regarded her keenly, but she made no immediate answer.

If she insisted that the office secretary, Martha Blaisdell, had signed that letter, it would mean that the girl would lose her job. This was unfair. The trail would eventually lead to Jennie, and she would lose her job. If, on the other hand, she took all the blame, the others would be safe; but she would place herself in a position difficult to explain, difficult to escape from. She made up her mind all at once.

"I signed that letter," she said.

"Oh, you did, eh? And how about this telegram, signed with the initials 'H. F. H.'?"

"Those," she said, with stiff lips, "are my initials—Hazel F. Hartley."

"I see! But, naturally, the wording would lead Mammoth to believe that it came from H. F. Howe. Quite clever! Are you sure your name is (Continued on page 94)

Her deception discovered,
Hazel gallantly faces disaster
in the last chapter of Movie
Mirror's brisk novel of filmland
A FEW years ago Frances Drake made her professional debut dancing at Ciro's. It was an amazing thing that she should have such an opportunity, one of those amazing things which sometimes happen to amazing people. Ciro's then was the place. Those with names well established were pleased to entertain there that they might be seen by those with names who wined and dined there.

Frances and her partner skimmed and dipped and glided over the floor, smooth as satin, gold as butter. Their swift reflection flashed in the gilded mirrors on the walls. He had been with Eva LeGallienne when he and Frances met at a party but they had danced so beautifully together that he had suggested they dance professionally and secured the engagement at Ciro's. Frances hadn't been keen to go to the party at which she met this boy, Wallace Gordon. Perhaps Fate propelled her there. In any event the course of her life was changed.

That first night they danced, sitting at a ringside table was a successful young actor. From the moment Frances stepped on the floor he acted as if his eyes were chained to her image. Later he sought a way to meet her, discovered friends who knew her partner, and asked them all to his table for wine. He knew better than to proceed without a proper introduction. The pride in Frances' bearing sounds a warning to step lightly.

They saw each other afterwards, often enough, Frances and this actor. But nothing beyond the most casual words and glances ever passed between them. Then just recently, the years having crowded their seemingly casual friendship into the past, they met again in Hollywood, in the studio commissary. Both wore greasepaint and were dressed for their parts and above Frances' head her hair rose helter skelter, like a black cloud of a tempest.

That day this actor told Frances he loved her and had loved her from the very second he saw her that night at Ciro's. In the meantime a hundred glamorous women in the theater and in society had smiled for him. But he had seen none of them very clearly because there was Frances' dark beauty possessing his heart and mind to crowd out everything else.

It might so easily be like that. There is something unforgettable about Frances Drake. In fact I think it is this quality in her which has enabled her to travel towards success so swiftly.

Today, with all the other girls who play leads and second leads in Hollywood, Frances is on the movie-go-round. They're on their way, the girls in this group, to bright stardom. Their young faces are hid with their determination and their dreams. It's exciting and thrilling to watch them but it's touching, too. For out (Continued on page 106)
People Notice Skin Faults

LINES
"SHE'S LOOKING OLD"

LARGE PORES
"SHE'S LOSING HER LOOKS"

BLEMISHES
"HER SKIN IS NEVER CLEAR"

These faults start in your
Under Skin—and there's
where you must treat them

A GLANCE at your skin—and people
form opinions! A single blemish... "Her skin's never clear." Tired lines
creeping in... "She's looking worn and
old." The first coarse pores... "She's
losing her good looks!"

Things you yourself hardly notice. But
they are there—giving you away, some¬
times unjustly.

You can change all that!... Surprise
everybody with a glorious new impression
of your skin—in a few short weeks. You
must begin at once to fight those faults
people notice. Fight them right where
they begin—in your underskin. Look at
the skin diagram below. See, just under
the skin, all the tiny oil glands, blood
vessels, skin cells, which rush life to your
outer skin—keep it free of flaws. When
they lose vigor, skin faults begin.

But you can keep them active! Rouse
that underskin, by the faithful use of
Pond's deep-skin treatment—and those
little faults will quickly go!

Pond's Cold Cream is made with fine,
specially processed oils which go deep. It
lifts out all dirt and make-up—freshens
your skin immediately. Now—pat in a
second application, briskly. Feel the fail¬
ing underskin waken. Circulation more
active. Soon oil glands, cells are acting
normally.

Do this regularly. In a few weeks your
skin will be noticed by everyone, but for
a different reason... It's so fresh and
clear and smooth... beautiful!

More than cleansing—this way
Here's the famous Pond’s method:
Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold Cream. Watch it bring out all the
dirt, make-up, skin secretions. Wipe it all off!... Now put in more
cream briskly. Rouse that failing underskin. Set it to work again—for that clear, smooth,
line-free skin you want.

Every morning, and during the day, repeat
this treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your
skin becomes softer, finer, every time. Powder
goes on beautifully.

Start in at once. The coupon brings a special
9-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

POND'S, Dept. 671, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 differ¬
ent shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10¢ to cover
postage and packing.

Name

Street

City State

Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company
used to the idea you are rather smallish potatoes.

In the beginning, Jean came to the movies with no gaudy stage reputation to lean on. As a matter of truth she came to Hollywood, that first try, with nothing more exciting behind her than a New York public school education, a side-tracked ambition to be a teacher of fine languages, and a six-months' old reputation as a model for commercial photographers. The ambition to be a teacher was nipped in the bud when a school pal of hers took her down to one of the artists she modeled for. This gentleman took one look at the trim Arthur outline, at the beautifully composed face, and decided to use Jean instead of her pal! Another girl doing exceptionally well as a commercial model around New York at that time was Norma Shearer.

Of course, in time a movie scout saw Jean. The movies were doing considerable scouting for pretty faces, and as Jean's was one of the prettiest, she was brought out to the Coast as a Fox stock player. She was terribly young, terribly inexperienced and rather terrified in general. And, not to put the matter too bluntly, there wasn't a great deal done toward making her pay. So candid cameramen trailed her around for her pictures then. Interviewers seemed to be occupied elsewhere. She wasn't particularly good at posing for fashion pictures, so she wasn't asked to do so. Once, during that time, she went to the Lincoln Theatre and tried to bring up her voice to mother. When she found the place all cluttered up with "the famous stars" having their pictures taken to such an extent it was practically impossible to see the courts, she got up and walked out. And no one even noticed she had gone.

After the Fox experience, Jean posed prettily in closeups on the Paramount lot. She was what is commonly known, for want of a more insipid word, as an "ingenue." The males in the picture almost always fought for her honor, which was beginning to be pretty boring even then.

Away from the studio Jean lived with her mother and seldom went to the various Derbies, or to the Coconut Grove (the local Troc of its time, and still going strong), but no one seemed to think this queer. If she showed up on the lot in a simple sports dress—slacks were still awaiting Marlene Dietrich for inspiration—without make-up, it aroused no comment and little suspicion.

I imagine someone found this period. Jean Arthur's heart broke just a little. She got all bogged down with the idea that maybe she should have stayed in New York, become a teacher of fine languages, and settled down where she had friends who thought she was a pretty interesting person. Jean Arthur, as a matter of truth, was a human being with feelings and everything.

So Jean went back to New York with the full intention of taking a course in teaching. As she looked back on the desolate scene of the Santa Fe station, which is the last thing you see when you're pulling out of Hollywood, she must have felt she was gazing on the lonesomest spot in the world.

Well, you know what happened in New York. Friends who still believed in her made it possible for her to interview a well known stage producer, and that gentleman saw not a gaping ingenue, but a girl with a stunning personality, and a husky two-tone voice you could remember long after you stopped speaking. There are the cold facts. But as far as Jean was concerned, lightening had struck twice!

Once again her ambitions were aflame over a career, this time a stage career.

Next they heard this same Jean Arthur was knocking New York for a loop in the Theater Guild production of "The Man Who Wasn't There," with Claude Rains. The Theater Guild! Even in Hollywood, the Theater Guild is something, and everybody suddenly rose to notice. When she followed this with a sensational personal hit as the ugly duckling in "The Curtain Rises," every studio agent in town was on her trail waving a contract at her! She didn't sign any of them. She had been in the movies! But she did decide to come back to the Coast on a little vacation. When Hollywood really wants you the pressure is terrific, and Hollywood really wanted Jean Arthur. This time she wrote her own ticket! She signed to Universal.

The first thing she did was "The Whole Town's Talking," and the title was prophetic. The whole town was talking about this swell picture and particularly about Jean Arthur who did one of the biggest scenes of the year by merely sitting in a chair in a police station repeating the name "Manion" with some fifteen different inflections.

After that she didn't have time to get lonesome in Hollywood, either professionally or personally. The studio work occupied her scenes and a call by M-G-M to take part in "Public Enemy No. 1," in a Universal loan for "Diana Jones," and then the two hits of the season, "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town" with Gary Cooper, and "The ex-Mrs. Bradford" with William Powell.

Right now there isn't an studio in town that wouldn't trade a couple of good ones for this girl whose individual style has made her such a sensation this past year—and such a riddle to Hollywood, where failures can get away with anything, but where successes must conform!

And so they are saying that because Jean doesn't follow the rules now she's the bright and shining star she is because she has decided to let Hollywood chuck it, just as Hollywood let her chuck it before.

"But that is silly," said Jean when I went to see her in the new home Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ross, Jr., are occupying in Beverly (they've done it over completely, even to moving the garage and splashing the old Spanish interior with Colonial white). "I'm living in Hollywood now just as I've always lived here." Brand new fame and all, she was wearing her favorite costume of slacks and sneakers, with her naturally blonde hair sliced back from her face. "I'm going to the beaches and Untermovers, and even wearing my favorite costume!"

You don't have to talk to her long to realize that Jean has always been a simple, quiet, reserved person. Once it didn't matter, but now it does, and apparently Jean is the only one about nothing. I don't think I don't understand that. Far from harboring any grudge against Hollywood she is grateful for the stimulating pictures assigned her.

YOU see," she tried to explain what is to her mind a wholly unexplainable muddle of a business. "I don't feel I am a terribly colorful person off the screen. We live so quietly. We go to so few places, and when we do, it is because we really want to hear the concert or see the swimming exhibition. That's all. When I was at the theater that London gentleman accused of walking out with such a show of temperament, wasn't meant as at all. I was dressed just like this," indicating the informal slacks, "which is hardly the ideal costume to be photographed in. Besides, I had come to see the exhibition, not to pose for pictures, and when I saw I wasn't going to be able to, I just decided to go. I hope I wasn't rude. I didn't mean to be.

As for interviews, I feel I have so little to say it's hardly worth the writer's time to see me. I'm working most of the time, and when I'm not, we are shopping for new things for the house or motoring, or seeing one of the few plays that come out here. My plans are not quite definite. I really want to get back to Broadway to do another play. I love New York. I feel I have to get back there every now and then just to get myself straightened around again. I imagine at the end of three or four years, I'll probably return to the stage for a permanent career. And the thing to do, in the meantime, we've got to find the time for a trip around the world! You see, we've never been anywhere!"

No wonder Hollywood is bewildered over Jean Arthur. Such honesty and simplicity are highly confusing in a town where brand new movie success usually comes pretty gaudy.

MO\VE\I\LL\ MIRROR

The Girl's a Natural!

(Continued from page 49)
The snapshots you’ll want Tomorrow—
you must take Today

SNAPSHOTS remember things you’ve let yourself forget. They keep, safe and true, the feeling of some special time, the thrill of some wonderful moment. Make those snapshots now that are going to mean so much to you later. And don’t take chances—load your camera with Kodak Verichrome Film. This double-coated film gets the picture where ordinary films fail. Your snapshots come out clearer, truer, more lifelike. Any camera is a better camera, loaded with Verichrome—use it always . . . Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
MOVIE MIRROR’S PATTERN DEPARTMENT

All Patterns 15¢ in Stamps or Coin.
(Coin Preferred)

SNAPPY FROCKS FOR BACK-TO-SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

Style No. 1782—The straight front panel in this rust wool and rayon crepe creates a hint of princess. The belt emerging from either side seam, blouses the bodice slightly before fastening so smartly at the back. The bow-tied standing collar is brown braid, which also makes the perky sleeve bows. This model would also be fascinating in black crepe satin with white pique collar and bow trim. Designed for sizes 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 years. Size 15 requires 3½ yards of 39-inch material, made of one material. Pattern, price 15 cents.

Style No. 1681—The wide shoulders of this smart yet simple sports type will make your waist look young and slim. The buttoned bodice calls attention to the jaunty scarf neck. The flared peplum, opened at the front, gives the effect of a jacket dress. The style-conscious school girl will especially like it in two-tone slubbed effect in a mixture of rayon and wool with velveteen trim. Woolly weaves in checks and stripes are also smart. Designed for sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38 and 40-inch bust. Size 16 requires 3¾ yards of 39-inch material with ¼ yard of 39-inch contrasting. Pattern, price 15 cents.
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Carole Lombard's beauty bath protects daintiness—leaves skin sweet

I step into a fragrant Lux Toilet Soap bath—lie back a moment completely relaxed.

Often I come home from a long day before the camera thoroughly tired out.

When I step out I am so marvelously refreshed! My skin is soft and smooth—delicately perfumed.

A lovely screen star—a famous and beautiful woman—Carole Lombard tells you a simple beauty secret you'll find easy and delightful to follow.

You'll be amazed at the way a luxurious Lux Toilet Soap bath peps you up. The active lather of this fine soap sinks deep into the pores, carries away stale perspiration, every trace of dust and dirt, leaves skin really clean—smooth—delicately fragrant.

"A swell way to protect daintiness!" popular girls say. Why don't you use this fine complexion soap for your daily beauty bath, too? It's the soap 9 out of 10 screen stars use to keep skin flawless.

Carole Lombard
Famous Paramount Star
So—You Want to Be in Pictures

To avoid offending

Keep fragrantly dainty... bathe with this exquisite perfumed soap!

Fastidious women everywhere now bathe with Cashmere Bouquet... because they know that it keeps them doubly safe from fear of offending!

Of course it keeps you sweet and clean, with its rich deep-cleansing lather. And in that rich lather is a lovely perfume... so rare and costly that it actually lingers long after your bath, keeping you fragrantly dainty!

Only a soap like Cashmere Bouquet... scented with the costliest perfume... can bring you this lovelier protection! You cannot expect to find it in ordinary scented soaps!

Use this pure, creamy-white soap for your complexion, too! Its lather is so gentle and caressing. Yet it removes every bit of dirt and cosmetics; makes your skin alluringly clear and smooth.

Cashmere Bouquet now costs only 10¢. The same long-lasting soap which has always been 25¢. The same size cake, scented with the same delicate blend of 17 exquisite perfumes. Sold at all drug, department and ten-cent stores.

BATHE WITH Cashmere Bouquet

THE SOAP THAT KEEPS YOU FRAGRANTLY DAINTY!

University of Pennsylvania. At midnight he went to the Arcadia Restaurant, where another floor show was being given. Thus, in a single day, he had covered five fields of entertainment: Hotel, restaurant, legitimate play, college show and vaudeville.

While tests are sometimes given on the West Coast to promising young players, most talent scouting is done in the East, because the East is so much nearer to most of the fields of amusement.

These talent scouts have an eye for possibilities that's like nothing in the world I've ever seen. How many times do you suppose they see a play in order to decide whether or not there's anyone in it who's interesting? Once and only once! I asked every scout I saw the same question, and they all told me the same thing.

There's no set way in which talent scouts get in touch with people. Sometimes they drop them a note; sometimes they phone them; sometimes they go backstage to see them, particularly when they are viewing an out-of-town production.

At the opening night of "Roberta," Oscar Serlin saw a boy who played the saxophone in the band and gave a half-minute imitation of Rudy Vallee. On the basis of that half-minute imitation he decided that Fred MacMurray had possibilities, and sent for him. He asked him if he'd like to go into the movies.

MacMurray grinned that engaging grin of his and said, "I'll do anything you say, but I might as well warn you I'm no actor. I've never had any stage experience."

"That's all right," said Oscar Serlin quickly. "We'll train you."

Somehow or other, through intuition, through years of experience in show business, he recognized personality with a capital P. Here, he decided, was "raw masculinity," with looks and an infectious personal charm.

"After spending some time with him I found he was alert and had theatrical intelligence and a ravenous appetite to learn all he could about acting; that was cue enough for me," Mr. Serlin told me.

After Mr. MacMurray had been trained and tested, Mr. Serlin sent the test to the Coast with his fervent recommendation. He asked him if he is carefully groomed in roles with guts and a sense of humor, he will walk away with any picture he's cast in.

That recommendation was written on March 16, 1934. Judge for yourself whether or not it has come true.

Kitty Carlisle was discovered when "Champagne Sec" opened in Westport, Connecticut. Oscar Serlin sat in the audience watching a dark-haired girl in tights electrify the audience. Now was the time to get her before the show opened.
HURRAH! I'VE FOUND A DISH MY HUSBAND LOVES—AND IT COSTS LESS THAN 3¢ A PORTION

HERE'S HOW IT HAPPENED

JANE, I NEED HELP. I HAVE TO WATCH MY FOOD BILLS, BUT JIM'S SO Fussy ABOUT WHAT HE EATS.

MY PROBLEM EXACTLY. BUT HERE'S WHAT I DO.

SHE TAKES JANE'S ADVICE

SAY, THIS IS MARVELOUS SPAGHETTI—A REGULAR "MILLIONAIRE'S DISH." IN EVERYTHING BUT PRICE! IT COSTS LESS THAN 3¢ A PORTION

AND HERE'S What SHE TOLD ME ABOUT IT

LET'S HAVE THIS KIND OF SPAGHETTI OFTEN. IS IT HARD TO MAKE?

NO, EASY AS EASY! IT COMES ALL READY-COOKED. I'M SO GLAD JANE TOLD ME ABOUT IT.

You, too, will find that this delicious spaghetti helps you serve better meals for less money

It's the thrifty woman's friend, all right—this tempting, savory, ready-cooked spaghetti with the rich, flavorful cheese-and-tomato sauce that good home cooks declare is so much better than theirs!

Endless ways to use it!

You'll marvel how many things you can do with Franco-American. It's the perfect accompaniment for meat or fish... It makes a wonderful main dish for lunch or supper. It gives zestful flavor to cheaper meat cuts. It's simply grand for "dressing-up" leftovers. And everybody likes it. Even those who once thought they didn't care for spaghetti at all, are delighted with Franco-American.

Yet it costs less than 3¢ a portion. You couldn't possibly buy all your ingredients—Franco-American chefs use eleven in their sauce—and prepare spaghetti at home for so little... And think how much easier Franco-American is, how much time it saves you!... No cooking or fussing; simply heat and serve... Truly, you'll never bother with home-cooked spaghetti again once you try Franco-American... Why not get a can of this delicious Spaghetti today?

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF CAMPBELL'S SOUPS

MOVIE MIRROR

on Broadway, and the other movie scouts descended on Kitty. At once he went to see her, and made her promise to take a test for Paramount.

During the four months she appeared in "Champagne Sec" every motion picture producer in Hollywood offered to test her. But Kitty had given her word to Paramount, and her test for them was so successful that they immediately offered her a contract.

Gladys Swarthout was discovered in an amazing way. One day a photographer showed Boris Kaplan at Paramount some photographs he had taken. One was of a woman who was very striking in appearance, dark and vivid. "Who is that woman?" Mr. Kaplan asked. The photographer looked at him in astonishment. "Do you mean to say you don't know?" he gasped. "She's Gladys Swarthout, the opera and radio star."

For days Mr. Kaplan couldn't get the picture of Gladys Swarthout out of his mind.

When he approached Miss Swarthout, she refused to consider the idea of taking a test. She had heard too many unpleasant stories about people who were tested and whose tests were dismal failures. But Paramount explained to her the careful preparation that was made for all tests, and their system of training actors and actresses who had had little or no stage experience.

When Miss Swarthout finally made her test, she was superb.

OWEN DAVIS, Jr., the son of the playwright, did some acting in summer stock companies. One day he walked into the RKO office and said that he'd like to go into moving pictures. "We'd have to test you first, of course," Mr. Willi told him. "Oh, that's all right," said Mr. Davis. "I got hold of a cameraman I knew and I've already made a test which I directed and acted in myself. Would you like to see it?"

Mr. Willi said he certainly would. The test was so good he sent it on to the Coast, where the producers jubilantly decided to offer Owen Davis, Jr., a contract. Since then he's appeared in "Murder on a Bridle Path" and he's now playing one of the featured roles in "His Majesty, Bunker Bean."

But what of the boy or girl who is totally inexperienced, who has never even done two minutes' acting on the stage or appeared in a college play or sung in a night club? What chance has he or she got?

As a rule, his chances of getting a test—let alone getting a contract—are about one in 100,000. But on this point the companies have different policies. Some companies will grant an interview to those who write intelligent letters, but will rarely test inexperienced players. Other companies hate even to interview boys and girls without experience. Joe Pincus at 20th Century-Fox would throw up his hands in horror if you suggested to him that he ought to see every boy or girl who asks for an interview.

"I get thousands of letters a year from would-be screen actors," he told me. "Most of them send photographs. Now what in the world can you tell by a photograph?"
People who photograph well don’t necessarily screen well.

"Don’t tell ambitious youngsters that it’s easy to get a screen test. It isn’t. A decent test costs from $600 to $1,000, so you see we can’t test people promiscuously. There was a time when we used to test three or four hundred people a year, but today we make about seventy-five tests a year.

"If a boy really thinks he has talent, tell him to get a little experience. Let him enter a dramatic school or try to get on the stage. Each week these schools give a performance and either I or someone from my department goes to the performance to look over any possible talent."

Of all the studios, Paramount pursues the most liberal policy with young, inexperienced people. For Paramount has what it calls the “open door policy.” Every young person is judged on his merits, regardless of his experience or lack of experience. If Susie Glutz is convinced that she would make a great actress, she can probably get a hearing at Paramount. Her interview there may last only thirty seconds, but in those thirty seconds the talent scout will have sized up Susie Glutz’s camera possibilities. Or better still, Susie can write a letter to Paramount, describing her age, her height, her weight and the color of her hair and eyes, and enclosing photographs of herself. Those photographs will actually be studied as carefully as if Susie were a big star on Broadway.

A GIRL named Veda Ann Borg was recently signed by Paramount. Veda had never done a day’s acting in her entire life. A beautiful, statuesque, aristocratic looking girl, she was a clothes model. One day her mother called to her attention an article about movie tests, and insisted that Veda write to the different movie companies describing herself and forwarding photographs of herself.

One company failed to answer her. Two others told her that they weren’t interested. Of all the companies she wrote to, Paramount alone told her to come down to their offices for an interview.

And then the miracle happened. They liked her personality so much that they enrolled her in their school. She was trained under the personal direction of Cecil Clovelly, and then tested. Today she’s in Hollywood, under contract to Paramount.

“What in the world made you choose her?” I asked Boris Kaplan of the Paramount talent department.

“T picked her because of the glint in her eyes,” he told me seriously.

But the maddest, most astonishing story I know of is that of a girl who was literally discovered in a hypnotic trance by a talent scout from Paramount. He attended a meeting of a Masonic lodge where a professor of mind reading was giving a lecture on hypnotism. To demonstrate his lecture, he hypnotized six girls.

Standing in the rear of the room, the talent scout couldn’t see very much, but he noticed that one of the girls had very shapely legs. He couldn’t help wondering whether her face and form were equally gorgeous.

Suddenly the professor was singling out the girl with the perfect legs. “Stand
up, little lady," he said. "I see that though you're physically under my spell, you haven't yielded to it mentally. Therefore I can't use you in this demonstration."

As the girl got up and walked by the door where the talent scout was standing, he got a glimpse of her face. She was stunning.

"Who is that girl?" he asked the man who had invited him.

"Oh, she's the fiancée of one of the officers of the lodge," he was told.

Right after the meeting, the talent scout spoke to the girl and invited her to come to his office. Shortly afterwards she was enrolled in the Paramount training school. After a few weeks, however, she dropped out of the school.

"Why did you leave when you were getting along so well?" the talent scout asked her.

"Oh," she explained blushing, "I recently got married, and my husband insisted that I drop the course. He felt that if I was successful, I might go to Hollywood and we might drift apart. And he wasn't willing to take the chance."

A movie aspirant has to pass six hurdles before he can win a contract. First is the interview with the talent scout, by which the scout judges his personality; second is a reading which he gives from a play to show his dramatic ability; third is a silent test which shows how the young player will photograph; fourth is the training for the final test; fifth the test itself; and sixth the decision of the officials on the West Coast as to whether or not they wish to put the young player under contract.

Once a talented youngster is discovered, she is carefully nurtured along. No pains are spared in developing his possibilities. At Paramount the training lasts from six weeks to six months. Every two weeks the less promising players are weeded out, and only the ones who are making the most progress are kept for further training in diction, carriage and dramatic work. At RKO, young men and women who look promising are sent to Frances Robinson-Duff, one of the finest voice coaches in New York for training—at the expense of RKO.

Mildred Webber, talent scout for Warners', discovered Beverly Roberts singing in a night club, the Town Casino. She was very much impressed by Beverly, whom she describes as a "pretty Beatrice Lillie." But Beverly was overweight, and had to reduce. Besides, as a night club singer she had had very little chance to attend plays or study stage technique. For eight months Miss Webber and the movie test director at Warners' took Miss Roberts to all the plays on Broadway and to summer stock companies, so she could see how other players handled their parts.

Her test proved that she was worth all this trouble, and in her first picture, "The Singing Kid," with Al Jolson, she scored a distinct hit.

Sometimes, of course, a young prospect proves ungrateful for all the help given her. There was one promising young girl who was discovered by a talent scout when she posed in some publicity pictures with

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!

Why let bad breath interfere with romance—with success? It's so easy to be safe when you realize that by far the most common cause of bad breath is... improperly cleaned teeth!

Authorities say decaying food and acid deposits, in hidden crevices between the teeth, are the source of most unpleasant mouth odors—of dull, dingy teeth—and of much tooth decay.

Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes these odor-breeding deposits that ordinary cleaning methods fail to reach. And at the same time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens the enamel—makes your teeth sparkle.

Be safe—be sure! Brush your teeth... your gums... your tongue... with Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!
You'll cry and love it!

and her love story my favorite character, ended up in tears on my tough audience ... "Because little Lady Jane PILBEAM Nova PILE"... I sincerely believe that it is one of the great pictures . . ."

—Adela Rogers St. Johns

WHAT do talent scouts really look for? If you ask them, they will tell you that a girl must have "photographic possibilities." Supposedly the width of her face should be two-thirds its length, and there should be considerable width between her eyes. Eyes that are deep-set and close together are difficult to photograph.

And now that I've talked you down, forget it. It doesn't mean a thing.

"We are not so much interested in a personality it reflects. Marlene Dietrich breaks two or three important rules. So does Sylvia Sidney. Recently a girl entered our school who has high cheek bones and small feline eyes. An impossible combination, surely, when that girl is photographed something flashes out in her photographs that we can't find in the photographs of a dozen girls with doll-like faces."

A few years ago, before talent scouting became the highly specialized profession it is today, many of the companies made ridiculous mistakes. Fred Astaire, for instance, was turned down because he had no charm and no personality! Katharine Hepburn made test after test, and was turned down by every studio until RKO finally decided to take a chance on her. Joan Crawford had to make four tests before M-G-M finally decided to sign her.

Today tests are so carefully made that these ludicrous mistakes are becoming fewer and fewer.

Sometimes, however, the talent scouts on the East Coast are wildly enthusiastic about a player, but cannot persuade the production officials on the West Coast to sign her up. For instance, the talent scouts at one company raved about an actress whom they had tested. The West Coast officials turned thumbs down on her. Then another company became interested in this actress, and borrowed her test from Company No. 1. They liked the test so much that they based their decision on the strength of it, sending Company No. 1 a little note congratulating them on the fine quality of their test.

Elizabeth Russell, a model, attracted the attention of a Paramount scout, who offered to make a test of her. She threw up her hands in despair. "I've already made thirteen tests," she told him.

He grinned. "I suspected as much," he said.

Paramount made the fourteenth test, and signed Elizabeth on the strength of it.

Burgess Meredith was tested in the East for the role of Katharine Hepburn's brother in "Alice Adams." The role was given to another player, and RKO let Burgess slip through the fingers. When Arthur Willi came to RKO, he harpooned Meredith. "But he's not good-lookings enough," wailed the producers on the West Coast. Then Meredith appeared in the stage play, "Winter Set." Willi investigated and found that he had made a tremendous hit with feminine audiences at the theater. Wives of the producers on the West Coast to sign him, and without any further test than the one that had already been made of Burgess, he was given a contract.

Most talent scouts will tell you that they wouldn't dream of signing up a boy or girl without a screen test, yet Fred Kohmer recently discovered John Payne, a boy in the chorus of "At Home Abroad," and offered to test him. Mr. Payne didn't, for some reason which he thought sufficient, want to make a test. Mr. Kohmer had so much faith in the boy that he signed him without testing him.

As a rule, talent scouts are not on the hunts for bit players or character actors but for leading men and women. If a man or woman doesn't look as if he'd make a good leading player, he usually isn't put under contract, unless he's made a tremendous hit. For instance, Joe Calleia, who played the role of a gangster, was discovered by M-G-M's Joe Calleia, who played the role of a gangster, was discovered by M-G-M's Joe Calleia, who played the role of a gangster, was discovered by M-G-M's Joe Calleia, who played the role of a...
manered as if she had just been elected president of an elite senior class. I don't know whether or not she is beautiful. She is quite exotic with her fair skin and dark, glistening hair. She is slender and willowy. But the most startling thing about her is her youth. She shines with it. In her bruntine way, she is as young and dewy in appeal as was Dolores Costello when John first met and fell in love with her. In other words, Elaine Barrie, in person, is one of the biggest surprises Hollywood ever experienced!

I don't know quite what we expected. But whatever it was, a great part of it was based on those incredible, fantastic, sometimes humorous, sometimes humorless articles authored by herself in which she dubbed them "Ariel" and "Caliban." From the very first, the romance started off with the dignity of a funny-paper cartoon; before the reporters were through with it, it had even lost that. Let's look at the record:

BARRYMORE met Elaine through her fan letters to him when she called at his hospital room to read him poetry. Their romance made the headlines when Barrymore included the poetess and her mother, Mrs. Jacobs, in a vacation yachting trip to Havana. Upon their return, it was said that the Profile and his Hunter College protege would co-star in radio skits. Mr. Barrymore was quoted as saying, "Miss Barrie has a brilliant future," and America began to have its first serious news chuckle in a long time.

From there on, things became hilarious! Barrymore smashed the camera of a news photographer attempting to take pictures of the couple. Next, he stalked out of her apartment in a huff, taking an expensive diamond "engagement ring" with him—at least Elaine told the headlines it was an "engagement ring"—and then the marathon across the country began with John in flight and his protege in hot pursuit. The reporters had a field day over it.

Came a serious note: Dolores Costello Barrymore filed suit in Los Angeles for divorce.

Barrymore, enroute home, told reporters in New Mexico, that his romance with "Ariel" was "a lot of hooey," but Elaine, typing away like mad on their love story for the newspapers, thought differently. "It's a frame-up," she insisted at so much a word. "It is a legal conspiracy to keep me away from John. He needs me. He will come back to me." John countered with a story to the effect that there would be a quick reconciliation with Dolores, but neither the public, Dolores nor Elaine believed it.

After many "hundred dollar" telephone calls, John announced that "Miss Barrie has great talent and I hope she comes to Hollywood," but when Elaine vowed she was starting West immediately, Barrymore had a "nervous breakdown" and hid to his yacht off the coast of Florida, and "Ariel"...
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grieved in print that John was ill and swore that she could cure him if she could only talk to him. Barrymore recovered without benefit of dialogue and sped to Hollywood to accept the role of Mercutio in "Romeo and Juliet," and though Elaine arrived in Hollywood shortly afterward, it was rumored that they were not seeing each other—and then the news leaked out that he was seeing no one else!

And since then: Without reporters, cameramen or headlines, it was John who helped Elaine find the charming home she is occupying with her mother in Hollywood. Almost every evening, they've dined either at her home or at one of the quiet, inconspicuous restaurants. Until now, they are so completely off the front pages that you can hardly blame Hollywood for becoming confused.

Any playwright will tell you that plays, motion pictures, novels and even romances have a mood. It is very poor construction, indeed, and very confusing to the innocent bystanders, to begin any of them as a caricature and expect the audience to switch over to taking it seriously in the middle of the story.

HOLLYWOOD, of course, had the feeling all along that it was a gag romance and tried to help the foolish business along in the beginning. There is the now-famous legend of the hostess with a "sense of humor" who invited John, Elaine and Mrs. Jacobs to her home only to guide them all to a certain section of the drawing room where a small microphone had been installed; the rest of the guests trouped upstairs to listen to what they all fully expected would be "an amazing conversation" over the loud-speaker.

They were all disappointed, despite any rumors you may have heard to the contrary. From direct ear-evidence, I learned that Elaine and Barrymore merely sat where they had been planted, wondering aloud where the others had gone, and, like polite guests, waited for them to return! After that, Hollywood didn't try any more jokes. In fact, they began looking at Elaine Barrie with eyes unsullied by the comic first impression she herself had created. Which is difficult, when one considers how long she worked to make them believe the original idea. Anyway, the two conceptions didn't fit; something was wrong somewhere, so the old town merely shrugged its shoulders and let it go at that.

Frankly, they didn't do much for anyone to get excited about. Almost every day during the making of "Romeo and Juliet" Elaine lunched with John in his dressing room at the M-G-M studio. And if there were those who had worried that Barrymore might become temperamental during the making of the film and depart for parts unknown, they wasted their time. The spectacle of John appearing on the set in time for shooting each morning allayed all fears. And those who have seen the completed picture hail his performance as one of the greatest ever given. For this, a great many people were secretly grateful to the brunette girl who spent so much time with him, reading his lines with him and showing as much interest in the picture as Barrymore himself.

It soon became apparent to everyone that
Elaine Barrie was really in earnest about a career. It is said that she knew the speeches of Juliet as well as the star of the picture, Norma Shearer! In fact, her beauty and her obvious interest in an acting career so impressed an M-G-M official that a secret test was made of her on the lot. And none other than the illustrious Barrymore played the test with her!

But despite a result that far exceeded expectations, no contract was forthcoming. Perhaps Hollywood was still a little afraid of the aftermath that might follow in the wake of the "Ariel-Caliban" episode. Hollywood knows that there is nothing so disastrous to a career as ridicule.

Then suddenly, and without apparent reason, Elaine Barrie packed her bags, closed her room in Hollywood and departed from Hollywood with far less publicity than her arrival had occasioned. There were no shrieking headlines of amusement this time. There were no capers, tempers or slammed doors. There were no hectic telephone calls reported. Maybe the reporters were a little sorry for the thirteen-year-old girl, acting with ambition, who found that Hollywood was willing to accept a reformed "Caliban" but wanted none of a penitent "Ariel." It looked as though ridiculous publicity had stopped her before she could start.

BEING wise in the ways of the world—and Hollywood in particular—Barrymore did little to stop Elaine from leaving. Perhaps he believed it better if she did go. He realized that you can fight anything in the world but laughter. Only an artist as great as Barrymore can rise above the waves of ridicule.

Elaine took the train to New York and John went cruising on his yacht. When he returned, he had no answer for the hints that he was a forlorn and deserted man. He dined alone in all their former rendezvous. It was whispered that John Barrymore had never been such a good handwriting us an unhappy one.

Just how much John Barrymore had to do with the signing of an agent for Elaine, is unknown. But an agent was engaged to show her test to other producers and executives and as a result of her charming personality, RKO became interested. Too bad, to offer her—via long distance telephone—a long term contract. And it was a happy John Barrymore who met an exuberant Elaine Barrie when her train pulled in at Los Angeles.

Did they laugh their way into love? Or did they long enough to become interested? If they should appear in an RKO picture together and try to put their real-life romance on the screen, would the public hoot or sigh? We don't know. But we do know that "Ariel" and "Caliban" are dead—why the paper romance is over—and John Barrymore and Elaine Barrie have graduated into one of the greatest love stories in Hollywood.

THE PERSONAL HISTORY OF ROBERT TAYLOR

Everybody wants to know about this sensationel-y popular young actor, so we went straight to him for the lowdown. It's just one of the many fine personality stories in the October MOVIE MIRROR, on sale everywhere August 26th.

IS IT DRY AND SCALY?

Here's a Face Cream that Lubricates as It Cleanses

By Lady Esther

Maybe you are a victim of dry skin? About 7 out of 10 women today are.

Dry skin is due to several things. One is the outdoor life we lead compared to our mothers' time. We spend more time in the open. Exposure to weather—to sun and wind—tends to take the natural oils out of the skin and make it dry and withered.

Our reducing diets, too, are a cause of dry skin. To keep slender, we leave fats out of our diets. This cuts down the oil supply of the skin and tends to make it dry.

A Dry Skin is an Old Skin

A dry skin is an old skin. It looks withered and wrinkled. It looks faded. A dry skin also fails to take make-up well. It makes powder show up plainly. It makes rouge look harsh and artificial.

If your skin is at all inclined to be dry it would be well for you to look into your cleansing methods. You must avoid anything that tends to dry the skin or irritate it. You must be sure to use gentle, soothing measures.

First, a Penetrating Cream

Lady Esther Face Cream is an excellent corrective of dry skin. For, as this cream cleanses the skin, it also lubricates it.

The first thing Lady Esther Face Cream does is to cleanse your skin thoroughly. It is a penetrating face cream. It actually penetrates the pores, but gently and soothingly.

Entering the pores, without rubbing, it goes to work on the imbedded waxy matter there. It loosens the hardened grime—dispels and makes it easily removable. When you have cleansed your skin with Lady Esther Face Cream, you see it—you can feel it! Your skin instantly appears clearer and whiter. It feels clean—tingles with new life and freshness.

But, Lady Esther Face Cream also lubricates the skin. It resupplies it with a fine oil that overcomes dryness and keeps the skin velvety soft and smooth. This lubrication and freshening of the skin keeps it young-looking. It wards off lines and wrinkles. It gives it smoothness—permits it to take make-up better.

In every way you will improve the condition of your skin with the use of Lady Esther Face Cream. More than eight million women can testify to that.

See With Your Own Eyes

Feel With Your Own Fingers!

Suppose you try Lady Esther Face Cream and see with your own eyes—and feel with your own fingers—what it will do for your skin.

I am perfectly willing that you make the test at my expense. Just send your name and address and by return mail you'll receive a 7-days' supply of Lady Esther Face Cream postpaid and free.

Use this cream as the directions tell you. Notice the dirt it gets out of your skin you never thought was there. Mark how the pores reduce themselves when relieved of their clogging burden.

Note, too, how delicately it lubricates your skin and how freshly soft and smooth it keeps it. A trial will prove convincing.

Mail the coupon today for your 7-days' supply of cream. With the cream I shall also send you all five shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder.

FREE

(You can paste this on a penny postcard.)

Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Please send me by return mail your seven-days' supply of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades of your Face Powder.

Name

Address

City, State

(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
So lovely, so superior, that old-type polishes are OUT

Everywhere, women are hailing new Glazo as the perfect beauty "find" for fingertips. They're thrilled with Glazo's amazing new formula--so superior to old-type polishes in its richness of lustre, its longer wear and ease of application.

New Glazo wears several extra days, with no chipping, peeling or cracking to disturb its shimmering charm. It combs streaking, flows on every nail with glorious evenness of color. And evaporation has been so reduced that your polish is usable down to the last brushful.

Glazo brings to your fingertips a wide range of exclusive, fashion-approved colors—and be sure to see those stunning "misty-reds!"—Glazo Suntan, Poppy Red and Russet. Glazo Manicure Preparations are now only 20 cents each.

on a holiday and very charming. Before separating, she told to go to her hotel and they to theirs, they agreed to meet the next morning for more skiing.

For some unaccountable reason morning seemed slow in coming and for some unexpected reason Marian's heart did funny jump things when she saw him waiting for her at the foot of the slope. She reminded herself he was a married man, that he had barely met her in the midst of her knowing nothing about him, not even his name. The mental re bfs had no effect; her heart kept right on jumping.

"Then suddenly the world was just about the rightest place that could be!" Marian went on. "He said 'Sister and I' something or other that told me the one important thing I wanted to know about him—that the girl was not his wife."

LATER Skeet took her back to her hotel where she got around the embarrassing fact she did not know his name by saying, "Mother, this is the young man I told you about," in introducing him. Somehow it sufficed.

They skied for four successive mornings, a2osome now. The sister discreetly had withdrawn from the scene on the brother-three's-a-crowd theory. Then Skeet asked Marian to a dinner party a group of his young friends were giving in the chalet they had leased for the season.

The night of that party marked the high spot in her young life. Everything seemed in league to make it perfect. The moon was full and brilliant, the air bitting cold and clear. Completing the romantic trappings, Skeet called for her in a soft, sleek fur.

When the lights of the chalet were in view, Skeet slackened the smart pace of the horse and turned to Marian.

"I say," he laughed, "I guess I'll finally have to know your name. Have to introduce you to the others, you know, and I can't just say, 'This is the wonderful girl I told you all about.'"


That was all the name that had flashed to Marian. Skeet was gone the next morning for his film. Marian was left alone.

"All right, Marian," said wildly. "Keep going with your work in the films!"

Heavens no! Because you, because we now must think of your career, too. Must plan to fit it in."

"Look, Skeet," she told him gravely. "We have only one career to think of. Yours. A woman's life is a man's life Or at least, that is the way I feel about it. If she has love, she needs nothing else. Nothing else is important."

THAT was the understanding on which they parted two years ago. As soon as her place in the painting world is so firmly established that the financial responsibility of heading a family will in no way jeopardize it, Marian will give up her screen work entirely and they will be married. It entails no sacrifice on her part, that relinquishing of the success she has won. It is the way she wants it.

In these two years Marian has forged steadily ahead in her work, has regained her once lost place in the Hollywood sun through her fine, performance in such important pictures as "Crime and Punishment," and was rest plunge, the great "Counterfeit," and while forging ahead, she lived quietly at home with her family, gone about socially when she felt like it, and restrained her impatience to be with Skeet as best she could.

Perhaps when her next picture for Columbia, "If I Were to Play," is completed, Hollywood will see her no more. For in these same two years, Skeet has come a long way in his work and toward the goal they set for themselves. So far, in fact, that you need not be surprised if Marian does not return from her next trip to England and the man she loves.
be a new idea to lots of people, and a very welcome one, particularly to mothers whose children have a sweet tooth—and what child hasn’t? That healthy, natural craving for sweets should never be ignored, and these gelatin candies have a real food value.

**A NEW CANDY IDEA**

4 level tbls. gelatin
1½ cups boiling water
4 cups sugar
1 cup cold water

Flavors to preference

Soak the gelatin in the cold water for a few minutes, and stir into the boiling water. Add the sugar and boil slowly for fifteen minutes. Let it cool a little. Add two teaspoons cinnamon extract, or one of clove extract, or any fruit flavoring in the strength you like. Or you can divide the gelatin into several parts and flavor each differently. A little vegetable coloring in each, to harmonize with the flavor used, makes a very tempting assortment.

When the flavoring is in, pour into tins that have been dipped in cold water, and let stand overnight. Turn out, cut in cubes and roll in sugar. Let stand a bit longer, and they are ready.

Do you ever have trouble getting a really good, smooth finish in the icing you use on little fancy cakes? I used to, in spite of all my care, till I found this smart way of doing it—use a little gelatin in the icing!

**CHEF’S FRENCH ICING**

1 tbl. lemon gelatin
1 tbl. lemon juice
2 tbl. water
1 tbl. butter
1½ cups confectioners’ sugar
Pinch of salt

Mix the gelatin with the water and the lemon juice, and let stand over hot water till the gelatin is dissolved. Add the other ingredients and stir till it is thoroughly mixed and ready to pour. Now drop in your little cakes, one at a time, covering them entirely with the icing and taking out immediately to place on a rack where they can drip and cool.

I stressed the advantage of the simpler gelatin desserts for children, but don’t think gelatin can’t go sophisticated in a very grand manner! I am giving you one of my most treasured recipes which for sheer goodness is about tops. I don’t know why, but men especially, even those who generally turn up their noses at “sweet things,” seem to go for it.

**SPANISH CREAM OR GELATIN IN THE GRAND MANNER**

2 tbls. plain gelatin
1 pint milk
4 eggs
1 cup sugar
1 tsp. vanilla

Whipped cream, nuts, candied cherries to preference

Dissolve the gelatin in the milk and boil for twenty minutes. Beat the egg yolks, add the sugar to them. Place the boiled gelatin in milk in the top of a double-boiler over boiling water. Stir in the eggs and sugar and continue cooking slowly and stirring till it thickens like custard. Beat the egg whites and stir in the mixture. (It looks all curdly and queer, but don’t worry.) Stir in the vanilla. Pour into a mold which has been rinsed in cold water and let chill at least over night.

When you turn it out, you will find that the top part is perfectly clear and of a brighter yellow than the bottom. You can achieve an amazingly effective result if you choose a fancy mold that has a high, raised design on top, because this raised part will be clear, and the lower, plainer part, the deeper, thicker appearance. This is so rich and good, I often serve it just as it is, but you may add the garnishings suggested if you wish.

---

**NEW POMPEIAN BEAUTY PREPARATIONS**

Just what is the magic mirror? It’s your OWN mirror—reflecting the glamorous YOU—just as you wish those dearest to you to see you—when you use the sensational NEW POMPEIAN beauty aids. The powder spreads so easily; blends so naturally with your own skin tone; and clings hours longer than any powder you have ever used. Thousands of women use the cleansing cream as an all purpose cream. The tissue cream, they find, restores nature’s oils to skins dried by wind and sun. The lipstick adds the final dramatic touch; keeps lips fresh, alive, alluring.

These exciting new Pompeian Preparations satisfy not only every charm and personality need, but your pocket-book as well. For each is sold at the amazing price of 55c. Either you like the NEW POMPEIAN products better than any you have ever used, regardless of price, or we cheerfully refund the full purchase price, plus postage. At all drug and department stores.

**10 DAYS’ BEAUTY FOR ONLY 10c**

The Pompeian Company, Box 47-D
Bloomfield, New Jersey

Send me 10 days’ supply of powder—4 shades—and 3 creams—cleansing, tissue, and massage. I enclose 10c for postage and packing.

NAME:

STREET:

CITY: STATE:

81
No girl can be too sure of her daintiness to make this "Armhole Odor" Test

If the slightest dampness collects on the armhole of your dress, it will cling to the fabric, and the warmth of your body will bring out an embarrassing "armhole odor" each time you wear the dress...

If you have been taking your daintiness for granted, because you deodorize regularly, you will be wise to make this simple "armhole odor" test. You may be unpleasantly surprised!

When you take off your dress tonight, smell it at the armhole. If you have ever perspired in that dress, even slightly, you will find that the fabric at the armhole bears an unmistakable and unlovely odor... in spite of your careful deodorizing! The way that dress smells to you is the way you smell to others! And the warmth of your body brings out the offending "armhole odor" each time you put on the dress!

Complete protection only in underarm dryness

It is not enough to keep your underarm sweet. Only a dry underarm can keep you and your clothes safe from perspiration. When there is any moisture at all, it is bound to dry on the armhole of your dress, it will cling and perspiration is diverted to other less confined parts of the body where it may evaporate freely without giving offense.

Saves expensive frocks

Odorona is safe for your pretty frocks, too—no grease to make them sticky and messy. It will save you too-frequent cleaner's bills and the often permanent stains that follow underarm perspiration.

Odorona comes in two strengths—Regular and Instant. You need use Regular Odorona (Ruby colored) only twice a week. Instant Odorona (Colorless) is for especially sensitive skin or quick emergency use—to be used daily or every other day. On sale at all toilet-goods counters.

Why Fred MacMurray Eloped

(Continued from page 31)

after looking him over carefully said, "How would you like a test for motion pictures? I think you'd do well."

And his agent wasn't the only one who believed Fred was good movie material. A Paramount talent scout, who had seen Fred in "Roberta," sent for him, gave him a screen test, and a long-term screen contract was the result!

"Roberta" was still playing, so Fred said goodbye to Lillian and promised to write. Neither one of them, to hear them tell it, had any idea just how much in love they really were, not until Fred was in Hollywood—and all they had was a daily letter from each other.

"After a few weeks of Hollywood," smiled Fred, "I knew that a daily letter from Lillian was never going to be enough. I began bombarding her with special-delivery-airmails asking her to come out here and work. After all, I argued, she was a model. There was plenty of work for an experienced model in Hollywood. She could make just as much money here as in New York, just as I had. It took me four months to get her to agree."

Lillian got a job modeling exclusive gowns in one of the smart Hollywood shops just two days after her arrival. And when Fred, who had not yet played in a big enough picture to gain any recognition, offered to help her, Lillian smilingly informed him that she always took care of herself. She's that independent! She didn't get much salary but it was enough for a tiny, furnished apartment with a pull-down bed and a miniature dining room off the kitchen. She hated the furniture but she decided to grin and bear it rather than borrow money from Fred to send for her own furniture still in New York.

It took her a whole year to save the necessary money to have her early American furniture shipped to Hollywood, but she waited. When her things arrived, she ordered the apartment manager to move all the furniture out of her room. She had the floors painted and the walls re-done. Then, not having funds enough to buy ready-made draperies and curtains, she bought the material and made them herself. During the two weeks she worked evenings on her new apartment, Fred couldn't see her. Then one night, when all the little home-made scatter rugs were in place, the maple furniture with its gaily-colored chintz coverings had been perfectly arranged and the smart draperies had been tied back to the wall with dainty glass knobs, Fred was invited for dinner.

Was he surprised? Lillian is still thrilled when she describes the look on Fred's face as he came into her little one-room apartment that night. Of course, he had seen the furniture in New York. But he had also seen this same little room with its standardized, same-as-the-rest dinginess for a solid year while Lillian saved the money to express the furniture she had in New York. Maybe it was that night
that Fred MacMurray decided that Lillian Lamonte was one girl in a million and that he'd better not let her get away from him! It must have made him proud of her, too, for it was just a few nights later, after I had watched him making stills the set until eight o'clock, that he turned to me with:

"How about coming over to Lillian's for dinner? She doesn't know I'm bringing you, but she always has enough." After I had accepted, he spent the next half hour trying to picture her apartment the way it had been before the re-modeling. He wanted me to get the same thrill he had had that first night he'd seen it.

It didn't occur to me until the next day exactly what a dinner invitation to Lillian's apartment meant. She had worked all day modeling—and hard work it is, too—and finished at five-thirty. The shop is eleven blocks from her apartment, but she walks home and shops for food on the way. When we arrived, it was almost as though she had invited me herself, so happy was she that Fred had wanted a friend to see her new apartment. Why didn't I do you suppose was the first odor I got when I stepped through the door? Lillian was baking Fred an apple pie!

Oh, you have to envy them both when you see them together. They're such swell, normal people having such a grand normal time. Fred beaming and happy and proud, Lillian in her cute little ruffled apron putting the first course on the maple drop-leaf table. She looks pert and proud, Lillian in her cute little ruffled apron putting the first course on the maple drop-leaf table. She looks pert and saucy, and kind of "House Beautiful" at the same time. In person, she is rather a combination of two people: Gladys Swarthout (similar features and they wear the same coiffure) and Gary Cooper's wife, Sandra Cooper. She is very attractive and has an exquisitely smooth skin that shines as though it had been brushed for hours and a smile that endears you to her from the first glance. Besides that, she has just about the best taste in clothes I've ever seen and she is easily one of Hollywood's best dressed women.

Besides that grand apple pie (just like your mother tried to make) served with a tangy cheese and strong black coffee, we had a marvelous dish of meat, noodles and tomatoes en casserole, a green salad with some of Lillian's special-extra-secret dressing and a crab cocktail. Man and boy, it was a dinner fit for a king, even for a crown prince of the movies. After dinner, much against Lillian's dears you to her from the first glance. Besides that, she has just about the best taste in clothes I've ever seen and she is easily one of Hollywood's best dressed women.

After dinner, much against Lillian's dears you to her from the first glance. Besides that, she has just about the best taste in clothes I've ever seen and she is easily one of Hollywood's best dressed women.

After dinner, much against Lillian's dears you to her from the first glance. Besides that, she has just about the best taste in clothes I've ever seen and she is easily one of Hollywood's best dressed women. She was baking Fred an apple pie!
When trouble overflows—

When water drips down
From overhead,
And Brother and Sister
Are not in bed,
But sailing your slippers
For boats instead . . .
Remember that Beech-Nut
Always serves,
To please your palate
And calm your nerves!

...it’s time for
BEECH-NUT GUM

BEECH-NUT PEPPERMINT GUM
... is so good it’s the most popular flavor
of any gum sold in the United States.

BUT the amazing part of their marriage
is the fact that this is almost the first
time a handsome, sought-after male star
has ever married the girl he loved before
he became famous. Sometimes it might
have happened if studios hadn’t inter-
fered. Again, a sudden scramble of gor-
geous women at his feet has turned the
head of the handsome newcomer until he
forgot his sweetheart of former days in
the struggle. Sophisticated women of
Hollywood have a way of fighting for
these handsome male newcomers when
they became stars. Fred could probably
tell you some exciting stories along that
line. In fact, I could tell you some my-
self—but I won’t. At any rate, in the
face of all the beautiful women, the Holly-
wood traditions, the glory and back-
slapping, Fred MacMurray is still the
same wholesome, sincere kid who came to
Hollywood about two years ago. And he
is now honeymooning with the same
beautiful, normal and lovely girl he met
in “Roberta” when they were both at the
bottom of the success ladder.

So wish them lots of luck and happiness
as they sit on the cool sands way out
there in Honolulu. They deserve the
best! They have something sincere and
honest and real that Hollywood, with all
its money and sophistication can never
hope to equal or change. No tinsel, no
glitter. Not Mr. Fred (movie star)
MacMurray marrying Miss Lillian
(model) Lamonte. Just:
A swell fellow marrying a grand girl—
for always!

The Very Latest in
Fashions as Worn
by the Stars

We don’t really need to brag
about Gwenn Walters’ marvelous
fashion pages each month ex-
clusively in MOVIE MIRROR—
their beauty and style-rightness
speak for themselves! But next
month we have a special treat for
you, for the lovely model in this
outstanding department will be
none other than Gladys Swarth-
out, the dynamic young singing
star who has been called the
best-dressed woman of opera,
screen and radio by the foremost
authorities on women’s clothes.
Watch for this feature in the
October issue, out August 26th.
sentimental than women, women are the
greater romantics, the greater dramatists
of love! The actress-side of every woman
comes out to the fullest when she is in
love. She almost demands love lines to
speak, and more important, to be spoken
to her!

"They are satisfying to feminine vanity,
those actual words that say, 'You are
beautiful,' or 'I love you.' Spoken sponta-
nuously they are the loveliest words a
woman can hear. But too often women
prompt them. A man may deeply love a
woman and still be annoyed that she
does not realize the fact as subconsciously
and deeply as he does; but has to contin-
ually be hearing a parrot-like expression
of it! Women have a great deal of trouble
realizing that a man may love without
being in love every hour of the day.

"Even worse, if possible, is the tendency
a few women have of exploiting a man's
affection to satisfy their vanity, or to
impress their friends. When the man re-
rebels, as he eventually will, the common
feminine plaint is: 'You don't love me!'
The quickest way to make a man think,
'Lord, maybe I don't!' is to insist con-
tinually that he should!

"And last, but far from least," continued
Norma, "don't let a rift happen! That
is so terribly important, so really vital to
prolonged happiness together. It is the
most precarious advice of all, because so
often, rifts happen before we are con-
scious that something alive, and real and
wonderful in our lives, has gone stale and
lifeless! Far too many people grow apart
without seeming to realize it until too late,
and then all the rules in the world won't
work toward bringing back what has been
lost. Estranged people, looking back over
a lost love, trying to trace the cause of
the beginning of the end, assume that it
all began in a carelessly spoken word, a
temper. But more often than that, they
will find that it traces back to some un-
spoken silence, some hurt nursed in silence!

"Someone once said that 'Words spoken
in anger are more dangerous than crimina-
ls, for they cannot be killed, but live
forever in the consciousness of the one
who hears them.' Naturally, that is an
argument to suppress tempers and scenes,
and I suppose for super-people it is very
excellent advice. But few people in love
are super-people! Most of us have our
bad moments of temper, and disappoint-
ment, and hurt and wounded pride.

"It is so important to keep clear and
untarnished the understanding between two
people who love. It is sheer folly to be too
stubborn or too proud to explain! A sharp
word, or a temper, or a slammed door isn't
too great a strain for love to bear. But
the moody silence for such an act most
certainly is!

"Dependency, a feeling of one-ness
against the world, is one of the most pre-
cious gifts lovers can share. Once it is
broken, once you put too many people, or
too many things, or too many under-
standings between two people, the lovely
bond of their unity is destroyed forever.
True lovers should never come to know
that they can get along without one
another!"

Suddenly she smiled and asked, "Does
all this sound too expert, as though I were
setting myself up as a conqueror of all
the things other women shouldn't do? I
don't feel that way!

"All these things I have suggested are
not the things I have never done—but just
the things I should like very much not
to do!"

Norma Shearer, devoted wife and mother, knows what she's talking about
when it comes to advice for those in love! Above, at the Cocoanut Grove
with her equally noted husband, Irving Thalberg, young M-G-M producer.
INIMATE SHOPPING TIPS

MARY PAULINE CALLENDER
Authority on Feminine Hygiene

Naturally, we women can't ask a man clerk about personal hygiene accessories. So let me give you the benefit of my experience on intimate items in which you can have complete confidence.

FOR ULTIMATE COMFORT

Perhaps a friend has told you about the pinless Kotex belt. It's truly a new design for living! Dainty secure clasps prevent slipping. The belt is flat and thin, woven to a curve that fits. This gives self-balance—you can bend every-which-way without harming your abdomen, without being waist-line conscious! Yet this extra comfort and safety costs nothing extra. Your store has 2 types: Kotex Wonderform at 25c and the Deluxe at 35c.

FOR PERSONAL DAININESS

If you've listened to the radio story of Mary Martin, you've heard me tell how Quest, the positive deodorant powder, assures all-day-long body freshness. And being unscented it can't interfere with your perfume. You'll want Quest for underarms, feet, and for use on sanitary napkins—it doesn't clog pores or irritate the skin. See how long the large 35c can lasts, and you'll agree this is indeed a small price for the personal daintiness every woman treasures.

FOR THE LAST DAYS

Here's something new that's gaining favor with many women. Invisible sanitary protection of the tampon type—and the name is Fibs. They are a product of the famous Kotex laboratories—the best recommendation I know for hygiene safety. Perhaps you'll want to try Fibs when less protection is needed. They're absolutely secure—may conveniently be carried in your purse for emergency measures. The box of 12 is 25c.

A GIFT FOR YOU!

In fact, three gifts. One is a booklet by a physician, "Facts about Menstruation." The others are "Marjorie May's 12th Birthday" (for girls of 12) and "Marjorie May Learns About Life" (for girls in their teens). They give facts in a personal dainty manner for you to tell your daughter. All are free—write me for the ones you want. Mary Pauline Calleender, Room 1461, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

MOVIE MIRROR

Death on the Sound Track

(Continued from page 43)

The single word, "Walter!" came from the lips of the actress. Then she slumped across the table, her fingers clutching spasmodically at the edge of the white cloth. Table and lamp went over, the silver scintillating. She fell with the table to the floor, quivered slightly, was still.

"Okay! Cut!" yelled Carlock.

The cameras stopped grinding.

"Save 'em, boys," called an assistant, and the lights went down. A faint flutter of applause from the rest of the cast for the stunt work in the scene.

"That was swell, Rita," announced the director. "We'll superimpose that over—"

He stopped short, staring. The girl was still on the floor.

Sensing something had gone wrong, Dan Creighton began edging toward the stage. The words of the girl as they came to him over the telephone a half hour before, flashed through his mind. "Dan, I'm afraid," she had said. Instinctively he began tying things together. Did this have anything to do with her fear? Suppose she—

"She's fainted! Pick her up, somebody!" bellowed Carlock, his putteed legs whirring down the ladder of the camera stand.

Dressers, actors, actresses, stage hands crowded forward.

Startled out of his self-satisfied lethargy, Draper Hayden started for the girl, but Dan Creighton was ahead of him.

"Stand back, you people," he snapped, as he dropped on one knee beside the girl.

"She's all right."

But subconsciously Dan Creighton knew she wasn't right. No use reproaching himself now for not stopping the scene until he could talk with her. If anything had happened he had stood there and watched it occur. Stood there like a hick cop and—

Carlock was beside him now, shoving others aside.

"Bring a glass of water," he ordered, sharply. "And stand back. Give her air. Somebody telephone the administration building for the doctor."

Then he leaned closer to Creighton.

"Anything wrong, Dan? She's not the fainting kind."

Creighton shook his head.

"Better not touch her," he said slowly. "I'm afraid that—"

Something in Creighton's expression boded the flow of words that boiled to the director's lips.

The crowd was edging in, despite his orders for them to stay back.

At a telephone on the brick wall of the stage, somebody was telephoning for the doctor. Creighton began edging toward the stage. The words of the girl as they came to him over the telephone a half hour before, flashed through his mind. "Dan, I'm afraid," she had said. Instinctively he began tying things together. Did this have anything to do with her fear? Suppose she—

"She's fainted! Pick her up, somebody!" bellowed Carlock, his putteed legs whirring down the ladder of the camera stand.

Dressers, actors, actresses, stage hands crowded forward.

Startled out of his self-satisfied lethargy, Draper Hayden started for the girl, but Dan Creighton was ahead of him.

"Stand back, you people," he snapped, as he dropped on one knee beside the girl.

"She's all right."

But subconsciously Dan Creighton knew she wasn't right. No use reproaching himself now for not stopping the scene until he could talk with her. If anything had happened he had stood there and watched it occur. Stood there like a hick cop...
on the center of the set, the others having been shoved back to the edges. The body of Rita Reynolds was still huddled among the others, Malarkey waved a slowly eloquent hand in that direction.

"There's the question, smart guy," he said to Malarkey. "You know all the answers, don't you? Crack wise on that one." Malarkey snorted.

"In the middle of her act, the guy that telephones says she flops over, dead. So, what else but heart failure? She wasn't looking for her or any pensions."

The crack was a feeble, nothing more. Malarkey wanted to know what Creighton knew. But Creighton wasn't counting, just theorizing. The thought that flashed through his mind was: How had the man who telephoned known that the girl was dead? He thought he had been the first to discover that fact.

Creighton's lip curled. He knew what Malarkey was after as well as Malarkey did.

"Maybe it's a press agent gag," he clipped. "Why don't you ask her? Here comes the medical examiner and the boys holding the body up."

But the doctor failed to produce the idea Creighton had suggested that Malarkey needed. He stood up after a cursory examination.

"Doesn't look like heart failure," he announced, "although there is no way of telling certainly without a post-mortem."

THE removal of the body seemed to lessen the restraint which had held the members of the cast to a tense, hushed silence. They were chattering noisily on all sides now.

Let's have less jabbering," ordered Detective Malarkey. "Ben," he added to the man at his elbow, "get the name and address of everybody here. The coroner will want them. Line up there, you people." He continued, taking two of the spectators by the arms and shoving them into a semblance of a line, "one at a time and we'll get through. Who was the last person close to Miss Reynolds?"

"I—I guess I was," answered Marian LaCourt, stepping forward, "a silk shawl thrown around her shoulders, her bare legs sticking out from beneath the long fringe and making an incongruous ensemble. "I was looking right at her as I danced by. That couldn't have been over a minute before—"

"See anything unusual?" cut in Malarkey.

" Anything that might make you think everything wasn't all right?"

"The girl shook her head."

"She looked right straight at me," was the reply. "Naturally, with her face on an angle to the camera she didn't change her expression, but her eyes followed me."

Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel III says: "Pond's Vanishing Cream removes little roughnesses at once... keeps my skin soft and white."

Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel III

NOSE AND CHIN GET Flaky?

Melt Rough Places Smooth

ONE DAY your nose is flaky — powder won't "stick!!" Next day, your chin... Often, after a day in the sun, your whole face suffuses up with flaky bits.

Do you know what they are?—Dead skin cells! They cling stubbornly, show up terribly — even under make-up.

But you can melt them away easily — with a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream). A dermatologist explains:

Young Skin Appears

"When the dried-out cells on surface skin are melted away with a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream), the underlying cells come into view. These cells are young and supple. They immediately give the skin a smooth, fresh appearance. Coloring is improved, texture finer.

"Vanishing Cream, regularly applied, keeps the skin in a constantly softened condition."

A keratolytic cream, Pond's Vanishing Cream smooths your skin just that quickly! It melts flaky particles right away. Puts an end to powder trouble. Use it regularly to keep your skin silken-soft at all times.
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The studio will do everything possible to cooperate,” he said quickly.

“Good. Then here’s what I want done. Get everybody off of Stage 9, lock it up, and give me the key. Let nobody touch anything. Have the rushes developed immediately. I want to look at that film. We can slow it down and see exactly what happened.”

“Maybe you’re right, Joe,” he replied. “I’m sure I’m right.”

“I don’t know Malarkey, Bert,” reported Creighton. “That’s what makes me think Malarkey has a hunch. It was part of my job to protect that girl, Carlock. I fell down on it afterward. But if she was murdered—”

“Then the only kind of ride you’d like to give her,” said Hayden, “will be a plea for money back. I’ll be givin’ you a ride back to town. Don’t strike the set. Leave everything just as it is, please.”

“I was standing near the cameras. I wasn’t watching her at all—didn’t see a thing.”

Creighton leaned over and whispered to Carlock, “He wouldn’t. No interest. He was in the last row of the gallery, behind a big, bald, well-dressed guy.”

Carlock looked up quickly. “He should have been interested,” he said. “He’s been running around with her for a month.”

Creighton’s brows went up. He stepped closer to Malarkey. “Let me ask you a question, Joe?” he suggested, in a low tone.

Malarkey turned, a pair of ham-like hands on his hips. “I’m asking the questions,” he cut back, sharply. “Well, what do you want to know? I thought you had all the answers!”

Ignoring the angry tone, Creighton asked. “What were your plans for this evening, Hayden?”

DRAPER HAYDEN was plainly annoyed. “Really,” he protested. “I don’t think that my private affairs have any part in this picture business.”

“You answer the questions,” blurted Malarkey, apparently forgetting that it was Creighton’s idea he was pressing, “or else you won’t have any private plans for a few days.”

“Well,” stormed the leading man, “Miss Reynolds and I had a dinner engagement.”

“So-o-o?” was Malarky’s comment, in a tone that might have meant anything, or nothing.

Malarkey dismissed Hayden without another glance. But Dan Creighton was not fooled. He knew that if Malarkey suspected everything wasn’t on the up and up, Hayden would have a tail on him the minute he left the studio.

Quickly Malarkey disposed of the others. Most of them had seen nothing. An electrician, who had been operating the baby spot that followed the LaCourt girl across the floor, said that he had been watching Rita Reynolds closely, but had seen nothing out of the ordinary.

“You can all go, as far as I’m concerned,” said the homicide squad man. “Unless Carlock wants you.”

“Heaven’s no!” said the director. “What can we do now? We have no star, the story will have to be recast. I’m sorry, people,” he said, raising his voice, “you’re dismissed, finally, as far as this picture is concerned.”

The members of the company filed out, singly and in pairs.

“You see, Dauny, my boy,” said Malarkey, as he folded up the note book his assistant had handed him, “there’s nothing to it. The coroner’s report will say ‘heart failure’ and that’s that.”

His keen eyes were watching Dan Creighton’s face for the slightest sign that might indicate the other had a variant idea. But Creighton had fitted with Malarkey too long. What he thought remained hidden behind a mask of placidity.
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Truth is stronger than fiction

happened as she fell over. Somehow, Bert. I believe that fall had something to do with her death.

"Right away," agreed the director. "You can look at them right after dinner. Come to Projection Room 4 at eight o'clock. I'll have them ready for you then."

At half-past six Dan Creighton was at the coroner's office in the County Building. Doctor Heinrich, the autopsy surgeon, tapped silently with the rubber tip of a pencil on the top of his desk.

"I'm not prepared to say definitely, Mr. Creighton," he said slowly. "There are indications that death might have resulted from cyanide, but the classical indications are lacking."

"Cyanide!" said the investigator, disbeliefingly, "but doctor, cyanide acts instantly. Here was a girl the cyanosis of a dozen pairs of eyes, every move being recorded by a motion picture camera, every move being watched by people who would have been quick to spot a false action of any kind. She couldn't have taken cyanide herself; it couldn't have been administered to her by somebody else—it's incredible. There must be some mistake."

The physician shrugged his shoulders.

"There might be," he agreed. "You asked me what I found and I told you. After all, I'm a medical man, not a detective. If the girl was killed by the use of cyanide, that is a matter for the police to investigate. Actresses as a rule are unusual people. They sometimes do unusual things. This woman may have decided to depart this life in a bizarre and unusual way, doing the thing she loved to do—performing before a camera."

CREIGHTON left the morgue with his brain whirling. He was reasonably sure the doctor was right. But who could have given the girl cyanide? How could she have taken it herself without being observed? How could it have been administered in such a way as to dodge detection? Those three questions, if answered, would solve the question of the death of Rita Reynolds.

He called a cab and started for Culver City and the studio. As the Yellow whirled out Second Street, through the tunnel and into Beverly Boulevard, he cudged his brain for some answer to the riddle.

There was feeling between Carlock and Rita Reynolds' leading man, Hayden, on Carlock's side at least. Why? Carlock had been friendly with the girl for a couple of years in a detached, impersonal way, so far as Creighton knew. They had been seen at various places of amusement together; at the cafes, at the Santa Anita races. There was nothing unusual in that except that in Hollywood two appearances with a man gives rise to arched eye-brows, three indicates an engagement. Then, suddenly, Rita Reynolds had begun to go about with her leading man, Draper Hayden. Nothing unusual in that, either. Both were single, both were popular. Neither Hayden nor Carlock could have had any active part in the girl's death. Hayden wasn't even on the scene. Carlock was behind his cameras. No one else had had any opportunity.

Mentally he went down the list of possibilities. The dancer, Marian LaCourt? Obviously the girl was frightened, but that was natural. Her father, an old man. Old
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MOVIE MIRROR

men didn't usually think in terms of murder. Carlock himself? Why? Jealousy between Carlock and Hayden? Creighton shook his head. It didn't add up. Carlock had been a director for years. As far as Creighton knew, and they were both his clients, the director's interest in the girl had been merely the manifestation of a studio friendship, nothing more. Carlock had a divorced wife, two kids in school. Nope! He'd have to go further, he thought. But if the girl had been murdered, how had it been accomplished?

The Yellow swung under a bridge of the brow, cut across to the boulevard and dropped Creighton at the studio. He had ridden downtown with one of the studio men; his own yellow roadster was still parked outside the studio.

The man at the gate nodded to him as he went in. Most of the actors and actresses had left for the day or were leaving. Members of the technical staff were hurrying around the lot. In the big laboratories, lights blazed as technicians labored to get the day's rushes ready for the projection rooms. Over on directors' row, there were lights in many of the cottages.

He stopped in front of Carlock's bungalow. The door was ajar and he went in.

In one corner of the room stood a late-model radio. Carlock was fussing with the dials. He turned when he heard the other enter.

"New gadget," he said, half apologetically, "All wave set. Just heard 2LO, London, a few minutes ago."

He stood up. It struck Creighton as queer that, with the death of his star a matter of only a few hours in the past, with an investigation pending as it was, Carlock would be interested in a radio.

But if the director sensed what was in the mind of the investigator he brushed it aside.

"I had the sound stage locked up, Dan," he announced, handing the other a key. "This is a special lock. Even the watchman can't open this one. What do you plan to do?"

"Take a look at that film as soon as it's ready," announced Creighton. "Then I'm going to take a look around that sound stage."

Carlock raised his eyebrows.

"You think you'll get on the track of anything there?" he queried with an odd expression, then immediately answered his own question by saying, "All right. I'll go with you."

"Oh, no, you won't," countered Creighton, good-naturedly. "I'd rather do it alone, in my own way."

Carlock looked disappointed.

"How about that film?" insisted Creighton.

Carlock picked up the telephone, dialed a number, asked a question.

"Ready now," he said, turning to Creighton, "Let's go; Projection Room 4, that's over on B Street. Come on."

Ten minutes later they were seated in two deeply cushioned chairs, alone in the projection room save for the operator, Carlock said, "This is going to be creepy, Dan, watching that girl die."

In the darkness Creighton could not see anything in that dressing room that would give the answer to the riddle is right there on that celluloid, and I can't guess what it is."

Creighton nodded.

"It's more than that," he agreed. "It's ghastly—ghastly because I'm satisfied the answer is right there in that celluloid, and I can't guess what it is."

Outside, in the studio street, a cold wind was sweeping in from the ocean.

"Sure you don't want me to come with you?" asked the director.

Creighton shook his head. "No," he replied. "I think there is something you can do. Issue a nine o'clock call for everybody who was on that set this afternoon. The coroner's inquest won't be called until day after tomorrow. That gives me twenty-four hours."

Carlock looked at him quizzically, nodded his head and said, "Right. They'll be there. You're not figuring on spending the night on that stage are you?"

Creighton disavowed any such intention.

A FEW minutes later he unlocked the padlock that was on the door of the soundstage, stepped inside, and with his flashlight located the switch that controlled the ordinary house lights. The place was deserted, eerie now. As per instructions the set had not been struck and the cafe tables with their white tablecloths loomed spookily in the dim light from the one working lamp Creighton had lighted. Just off the set was the portable dressing room occupied by the star.

Dan wondered if there might be anything in that dressing room that would throw any light on the matter, anything that would give the slightest hint. He tried the door and found it unlocked. A long cord ran to a plug on an electric terminal box fifty feet away. He snapped on the lights, sat down before the star's dressing table. Without touching anything
he looked it over carefully. Powders, cosmetics, make-up, perfumes, a tiny lace handkerchief just as she had dropped it when she had been called to the stage for the last time. But to which he could attach the significance of a clue.

The huge sound stage was as still as a grave. Built to exclude all outside noises, it was now, devoid of all activity, so quiet that Creighton could hear the beating of his own heart. But he heard something else, too, something that caused him to come to a quick and nervous attention. Above his head he could hear the faint hum of electric current. He turned on his flash again and snapped off the lights of the whole room. The humming stopped. When he turned them on again the humming was resumed.
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Movie Mirror Junior

(Continued from page 6)

bleating for me to hurry home to play
with them.
One morning a policeman came to the
door and told us that Brownie and Kid
would have to be taken away, as the
neighbors had complained about their
bleating. So there was nothing we could
do but send them out to a ranch in Tu-

junga, and now every Sunday Mother and
I drive out there and I spend the day
romping with them.
My sister Verena is calling now so I
must really close. Goodbye and with love
to you all.

Sincerely,

Virginia Weidler.

Virginia Weidler Cut-Out Puzzle Contest

For the best letter, of 250
words or less, about Virginia,
accompanied by the neatest,
most nearly correct cut-out
puzzle, a prize of $10 will be
given. For the second best let-
ter, a prize of $5 will be given.
For the next 10 best letters, an
autograph photograph of Vir-gi-


ina Weidler will be given.
Letters will be judged upon the
basis of clarity and interest. In
the event of ties, the full amount
of the award tied for will be
paid to each tying contestant.

Get busy, Movie Juniors, and
win one of these grand prizes.
All letters should be addressed
to

MOVIE MIRROR JUNIOR
7751 Sunset Boulevard, Holly-
wood, Cal., and be mailed
before September 5, 1936.

Last Minute News

Since the parents of Freddie Bartholomew
had success in their court battle, Hollywood
seems doomed to more of the same. After
allowing Edith Fellows' grandmother to bring
her up and support her by taking in wash-
ing, her parents are now coming forth to
claim the child's custody and earnings. The
trial should start in ten days.

Warner Brothers studio is not yet through
with star fights. The latest seems to be Bette
Davis, who is hiding out and refusing to re-
report for work.

The Hollywood producer, Walter Wang-
er, has signed a contract to produce a picture
in association with the Italian government.
A studio is to be built on the outskirts of
Rome. The deal, involving the borrowing of
many famous Hollywood personalities, was
sealed after Wang's conference with Mus-
solini.

Harpo Marx has been invited by famous
conductor to play harp with Philharmonic
orchestra in the Hollywood Bowl. The comic
may accept if picture production permits.
Since his harping is all done by ear, Harpo
will listen to the rehearsals several times be-
fore actually playing.

The very day the Pickford-Lasky Company
paid out $600 for the winning trade mark
for pictures, the company was dissolved, with
Lasky left to carry on production alone.

Mary plans a trip to Europe as executive of
United Artists.

Both Katie Hepburn and Freddie March
demanded contract right of top billing for
"Mary of Scotland." Watch the film for the
studio's clever compromise.
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Beauty for the Smaller Girl
(Continued from page 21)
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HER face burned suddenly with a hot, painful wrath. "I am not!" she clipped, abruptly. "My father was Rathborne Hartley. He was in Wall Street. You have heard of him. Had he lived—"

Howe raised his eyebrows. "Rathborne Hartley? I suppose I could soon find out. Meanwhile, you use my name—"

"Please, Mr. Howe!" she begged. "I'm really making good. They will tell you so. Won't you let me keep on and make a place for myself?"

"Hump!" he said, and played absent with a paper knife. "So, you want a chance, eh? You certainly managed to create one for yourself! Entering little devil, aren't you? And you want to continue in the picture you're in?"

"More than anything in the world."

"Huh! Want me to carry the bluff right on with you, I suppose, and act as if I was a very close friend of yours, eh?"

"I didn't mean that. I don't mean to presume."

"Presume—fiddlessticks! Don't talk like a fool!" he chuckled suddenly. "The Girl Who Knows Howe," he said. "I'll say you do! I've heard what they call you. Hostinger thought it was a joke. Maybe it is—on me! Look here—"

"I have a feeling! Well, darling, keep him dangling until the picture's finished. It only means another week or so. After that—"

"After that," said Hazel, tensely. "If I can only get that far!"

She didn't sleep much that night, but, the next day, at the studio, she worked with a fevered intensity, a high pitch that brought compliments from Von. Warner Hilton stroked over when the work was finished for the day and said, "I'd hate to be going your way—accidentally, no doubt. Can I drop you off at your place?"

She welcomed the opportunity. In the resplendent roadster, Warner drove in silence for a long minute, then:

"What happened last night? You gave me the gate."

"No, Warner! I'm sorry—I apologize. It was something unexpected that couldn't wait. I can't explain now, but you will probably know about it all, soon."

"Okay, my beauty, but don't let it hap-
pen again. Skip it. There is always to¬
morrow and tomorrow, or is there? He
frowned suddenly, and, "I see old man
Hove is in town," he said. "Old man
Croesus himself. It's true now - I'll never
be able to see you, with that guy in tow."
"Why not?" she asked, sharply.
"Why I understand he rates number one
with you—at least," he amended, as
he saw the expression of her face, "that's
what I've read. Have you seen your pub¬
clicity?"
She turned to look at him, startled.
"You mean—Patricia Lawson?"
He nodded, fished in his pocket and
handed her a newspaper clipping.
Patricia Lawson was one of those news¬
paper columnists whose business it was to
listen to the whispers that flow to and
from in Hollywood, magnify them into
vicious innuendo and purvey them to the
morbidly curious. Hazel read the clipping :
"'Hearts Aflame' in real life as well as
in reel life. A certain young feminine
Lochinvar, who came out of the East, and
was catapulted into the leading role of an
important picture by her wealthy sponsor,
is said to be due for a coating of stardust.
Now that an important banker has sud¬
denly appeared in our midst, forsaking all
profits, we look to see the flowering of
a romance between December and May,
"You're right, Hazel," she whispered.
"I'm glad you came home." "Mr. Howe is
simply sponsoring me, giving me an opportunity." She
paused. Anything she might say would
be a lie. The situation was becoming
impossible. So this was the interpretation
that was placed upon her supposed friend¬
ship with her wealthy sponsor:
"See, the subject is now officially
dropped. I should have known certain
things automatically, by simply looking at
you, but I'm dumb. Hazel, and jealous.
So what are you doing tonight?"
"Going with you, of course!" She
flashed him a smile, and her heart
drummed wildly, hissing as his lips
brushed hers for a bewildering
moment. She turned her head abruptly.
"I'll go home. Here, please!" she breathed. "Warner! We're
You, young lady, shall we take a ride in
the foothills?"
"Oh to—very much," he said, and his lips
swiftly brushed hers for a bewildering
moment. She turned her head abruptly.
"What a gal!" he said, delighted. "How
did you know that I was just dying to be
alone with you?" He swung the car
around a corner, stopped in some shadows
and bent his head to her.
"May I?" he murmured.
"Do you want to—very much?"

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER HOSTESS

"YOUR HOME IS DELIGHTFUL,
MY DEAR..."

WHAT SHE SAID TO HERSELF

"BUT YOUR
BATHROOM
HAS THAT
NAZTY ODOIR."

Keep your bathroom
clean and odor-free.
Be on the safe side—use Creolin regu¬
larly to keep your bathroom clean-
smelling and sanitary. Creolin dispels
odors quickly and effectively. Pour
it into toilet bowl and drains. Put it
into the water every time you clean
the floor, walls, basin and tub. As a
disinfectant, antiseptic and deodor-
ant, Creolin has helped to safeguard
health for nearly 50 years. Full direc-
tions come with every bottle. At all

Write for Free
Booklet, "Home
Hygiene," giving
complete information
about the many
other household and
personal uses of
Creolin.

WHAT SHE SAID TO HERSELF

"BUT YOUR
BATHROOM
HAS THAT
NAZTY ODOIR."

COLOR YOUR HAIR THE NEW FRENCH WAY

Shampoo and color your hair at the same time...your shade with SHAMPO-KOLOID, can't fade, colors roots, leaves hair soft, natural, permanent. wave, perm, wave, Free Book, Massasoit Valley, 62, 84, 235 W, 315 N, N.Y.

AMAZING SENSATION—New Radiant
et, like sunshine, for 3 1/2 cents an hour. Simple to use. Just light and operate. No smoke. No smell. Portable—carry it anywhere. Low
price. Only 95 cents...

30-DAYS' TRIAL Liberal Offer. Try it 30 days at our expense. Write at once for special, introductory, low-price offer and no-risk trial opportu-
nity. No obligation. Send today.

THE AKRON LAMP CO.
769 High Street, Akron, Ohio

THE AKRON LAMP CO.
769 High Street, Akron, Ohio

TWO GREAT TRUE STORY BROADCASTS
EVERY WEEK

Each week True Story magazine sponsors
two splendid radio broadcasts filled with thrills,
drama and suspense. They are the True Story
Court of Human Relations, which goes on the
air every Friday night over NBC Red Network,
and the Good Will Court directed by A. L.
Alexander, which is broadcast every Sunday
night over the Inter-City Group and the Mutual
Broadcasting System. By all means tune in both
of these splendid broadcasts every week. Com-
bined they offer you an hour and a half of
amusement and entertainment of unique and
outstanding quality.  SEE YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER FOR TIME AND STATIONS...

Madge was perturbed. Her vividly ex-
pressive features were alive with unspoken
surprises when Hazel entered the house.
"Hazel," she gasped, "old man Howe
in town..."
EMPLOYERS and men in love are alike in this—they refuse to bother with a girl who is careless about underarm perspiration odor.

The up-to-date girl knows the quick, easy answer to this problem. The daily Mum habit!

It takes only half a minute to use Mum. Then you’re safe all day long.

Use Mum any time, even after you’re dressed. For it’s harmless to clothing.

And it’s so soothing to the skin you can use it right after shaving the underarms.

Mum doesn’t prevent the natural perspiration, you know. But it does prevent every trace of perspiration odor.

Remember—nothing so quickly kills a man’s interest in a girl as ugly perspiration odor. Don’t risk it—use Mum regularly, every day! Bristol-Myers, Inc., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
and they can't put a double in for me because everybody in America is reading 'Flaming Hearts' in the novel and knows what to expect in the picture. If the picture doesn't follow the novel the way the author wrote it, it will be a flop, and I'm sure that, too. It's my business, simply because you don't want to let me finish it.

He nodded. "That makes sense," he said. "Go on."

THERE isn't much more. If the picture is stopped now, Mammoth loses half a million dollars and has to make the picture all over again, because it has been advertised and the public expects it; and by the time you can remake it, the novel's selling vogue will have died down. It's poor business, simply because you don't want to let me finish it."

"Good little business man, aren't you? You put up a good scrap!"

"I'm fighting for everything I've ever wanted, Mr. Howe. It means the difference between realizing a dream, and failure. I'm not fair, too, I've proved my right to stay. I can make money for Mammoth—everybody on the lot says so. If I go now, you lose not only the cost of this film, but the almost certain profits on others I might make. Either you indulge your personal spleen by exposing me and losing a half million dollars for Mammoth—everybody on the board of many large corporations; or at least, the finest—" her voice faltered. "You put up a good scrap!"

"I just wanted to see if you were telling the truth. She dabbed at her eyes and walked to the long French window. "I didn't know your father, Miss Hartley, you thought!—better sign that now, my dear, and we'll get it over."

SHE took the pen and signed the contracts, handled the pen undecidedly, and stood up, looking at the chuckling Howe. "Should read a contract before you sign it," he said, gravely. "However, it's all right. The usual thing, morality clause and all. You can even get married if you want to." He peered at her shrewdly. "I didn't know your father, Miss Hartley, but I remember hearing a lot about him. He took big chances in the Street, but he played fair. I imagine you're a lot like him, and I'm sure he would be proud of you if he were living today."

"I think," she said, brokenly, her eyes misted, "that you're the nicest, the squarest, the finest—" her voice faltered. He walked to the long French window and turned to walk back to her for a moment. She dabbed at her eyes and walked to his side. Her voice trembled when she said:

"Thanks, Mr. Howe. I don't know how I'm ever going to thank you, but—"

"That means," she whispered, "that I am more grateful than I can say."

"Humpf! Well, let's get down to business now that we both know where we stand."

She sat and talked with him for ten minutes, her heart lilting, then she left, determined to walk and recover her equilibrium. Her feet fairly danced over the floor.

"Why—why—this is a contract! For five years!"

Howe sat grinning at her. "What do you suppose it is? Do you think I'm going to let you finish this picture without being sure you'll follow it up? What kind of business man do you think I am? Either you sign that, young lady, or you don't finish 'Hearts Aflame'!"

"You mean—you mean—"

"Just that! Hostinger is a fool! If someone turns out a first picture like this one, a contract should be signed immediately, before anyone else has a chance to see the preview and bid for your services."

She nodded. "I'm ever going to thank you, but—"

"I don't know what to say," she managed. Tears brimmed to her eyes. "I thought—"

"Yes, I have a fairly good hunch what you thought! Better sign that now, my dear, and we'll get it over."

MOVIE MIRROR

but our HOME-GROWN Vegetables Can Help You Both!

Let us save you the time and energy you'd spend in drudgery if you prepared your baby's strained vegetables! Let us help your baby—more than most market-bought vegetables could, because:

Gerber's are raised in selected soils, from pedigreed seed, under supervision; sun-ripened and picked just ripe; then—since time would steal special values—rushed to our kitchens, within one hour's trucking distance; cooked with air kept out and natural moisture kept in, retaining in high degree the precious vitamins and mineral salts.

Also, because packed so fresh, they are left unseasoned; you add salt and sugar at your doctor's wish.

See, too, if you don't think our Shaker-Cooking keeps colors natural, flavors fresher!

Gerber's
Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods
STRAINED TOMATOES, GREEN BEANS, BEETS, CARROTS, PEAS, SPINACH, VEGETABLE SOUP.
ALSO, STRAINED PRUNES AND CEREAL.

You are invited to visit us and inspect our plant whenever vacationing or traveling in Michigan.

Your Baby Hopes
Send For This Doll!

Just mail 3 Gerber Labels and 25¢ for boy or girl doll; say which you choose. Boll is satin, filled, sanitary, safe.

Your Baby's Pack

See, too, if you don't think our Shaker-Cooking keeps colors natural, flavors fresher!

Gerber's Products Company
FREMONT, MICHIGAN

FOR YOU and YOUR BABY...
His roaster stood at the curb and he guided her toward it.

"Get in!" he ordered, tersely.

"How did you get here?" she demanded.

"How?" he barked, savagely. "How do you think? Do you suppose you can make dates with me and break them one after the other?"

"How did you know I was here?"

"Madge told me. I made her. He swung the car away viciously from the curb and drove in silence. She stole a look at him, loving the clean, flat planes of his face, thrilling subconsciously to his tense, masterful masculinity. The car swept along swiftly. Warner turned into a quiet side street and snapped off the ignition. He turned to her.

"Now," he said, "what's the big idea?"

"What idea?" she countered.

"I was outside that house, waiting for you. If you hadn't come out as soon as you did, I was going in and rub Howe's nose on the floor. I saw you kiss that old pirate. Well? Say something! I know all the questions, but I'm shy a few answers on this one!"

Then she laughed, a tremulous laugh that edged close to tears.

"Warner," she said, "he's such a dear old man—and it isn't what you think."

"Whatever it is, it's out," he stated definitely. "You know how I feel about you, Hazel. You're going to marry me."

She looked up at him, smiling, white, pertly provocative.

"When?" she asked.

"Tonight," he answered. "I heard about a J. P. in Altadena."

"You wouldn't rush a girl? What about my dear public?"

"I'm your public from now on. Look, Hazel, you do care, don't you?"

"Of course, but—"

"But me no buts, lady! If you care, that's enough."

"But, you don't know what happened tonight, Warner! I signed a five-year contract!"

"I know all about it! Hostinger told me. They're figuring on co-starring us and cleaning up on us as a team—but my contract runs out next month and I won't renew unless you marry me tonight. Get that—tonight! Hostinger and Howe know it! I'll upset the whole Mammoth apple-cart and everything that goes with it unless—well—you, or won't you?"

"But, Warner, you wouldn't do that!"

"Wouldn't I, lady? Either you say yes—or else! Von and those guys are going to tie you up with a thousand details and contracts and foot me, too—I know!—but when we go home at night, it will be together, won't it?"

"Yes," she said.

Something poignant drummed in her heart; something, rich as music, poured like quicksilver through her veins. She pressed her cheek against his arm.

"I love you, Warner," she whispered.

A reciprocal, elemental magnetism drew them together irresistibly. He kissed her then, gravely, reverently. "We'll go right to that judge in Altadena," he said. "And if he can't do the job tonight, we'll catch a plane for Yuma."

"But, Warner, we're working on a picture. We have to be in the studio in the morning."

"The picture!" he snapped. "Don't you get like that! A few days won't kill them. We're more important to each other than any picture. They'll wait!"

She nestled down in a vast content as he drove swiftly, surely through the darkness. Twinkling lights flashed here and there on the hills.

"Whom do you love?" he demanded, all at once, as he drove.

"You!" she said, holding his right arm, her cheek snuggled against the rough fabric. "You and only you—always and always!"

He said something under his breath; then, aloud: "That calls for a stop in a dark spot and refreshments, but I'm in a hurry just now, so we'll postpone it. I'll remember it, however." He was silent a moment, then he demanded: "And who is your favorite movie actor?"

"Mickey Mouse," she said.

He chuckled. "Mice, too!" he confessed.

"There's Altadena up there, those lights twinkling up ahead, darling. Here's where you change names for the journey of life."

THE END

Learn About Yourself from Your Movie Tastes

(Continued from page 58)

Set Three

1. Are your opinions of New York society life guided by what you see in the movies? —

2. Do you think that Carole Lombard is the best dressed woman in Hollywood? —

3. Do you get a thrill out of love scenes in the movies? —

4. Do you copy the stars' way of dressing, wearing their hair, etc., as nearly as you possibly can? —

5. Do you like Clark Gable? —

Final Score —

(In the spaces put down an X for "Yes" or an O for "No." Whichever you have the most of put in the final score space.)

Now! Have you answered all those honestly? Sure? Okay. You can now read your character by your final symbols.

Suppose you have an "X" on the "Final Score" space of "Set One," an "O" on "Set Two" and another "O" on "Set Three." Then your symbol is "XOO." If you have an "X" on "Set One," another "O" on "Set Two," and either another "O" or another "X" on "Set Three," then your symbol is "XXX." If you have an "O" on "Set One," another "X" on "Set Two," and another "O" on "Set Three," then your symbol is "XOX." If you have an "X" on "Set One," an "O" on "Set Two," and another "X" on "Set Three," then your symbol is "OXO." Do you get the idea? Do you see how to arrive at your symbol? That's important, for in this way you'll find the keynote of your character.
Be an ARTIST
MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEK!

Many of our successful students are now mak¬
ing $50 to $100 a week. Our flexible methods make it
possible for you to study at home in your own spare time. You
never have to think of leaving your family or your present work.

We have illustrated text books, free catalogues for all types of
courses, and a trial lesson at no cost. Send today.

STUDIO 259, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1926 Broadway, New York City

A Special Edition for
Movie Mirror Readers...
IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
New Cook Book

As food editor of MOVIE MIRROR, I recently recom¬
dended that a special edition of Id "Bailey Allen's new
book be issued for our readers. This book page volume contains
1500 recipes and all the things you
want to know about: How to Measure. Correct Tempera¬
tures for all types of cooking. Meal Planning, Marketing,
Service Cook Book be printed for our readers. The 196-

Pleasure and Profit, today. State age.

STUDIO 259, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1926 Broadway, New York City

MAIL KIDNETS
3 LBS. A DAY

Clean Out 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Nature put over 15 miles of tiny tubes and filters in your kidneys to strain the waste matter out of the blood. Kidneys should pass 3 pints a day and get rid of more than 3 pounds of waste matter.

When the passing of water is scanty, with flaming pangs, loss of energy, nausea, pain, swelling, puffiness under the eyes and back—a sure sign of kidney trouble. Kidneys should pass 3 pints a day and so get rid of more than 3 pounds of waste matter.

Symbol: OOO
You are certainly a grouch. If you're a woman you are (or will be) one of those nagging wives, whose husbands can do nothing to please you. If you are a man you are on the way to being a nagging husband. The whole world范围内 is an easy target for your woe and woe.

M IS A GROWTH
Now run your eye along these columns until you come to your symbol. Then read what is written beneath it. Ahah! You gave yourself away, didn't you. We were right about your character?

Symbol: OXX
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NEVER TOOK A LESSON FROM A TEACHER

You, too, can learn to play any instrument this amazingly simple way. No teacher. No streams of exercises or trilling. You learn at home, in your spare time. Yet almost before you know it you are playing real tunes! Then watch the invita-tions come pouring in. Yet the cost is only a few cents a day.

EASY METHOD
You don't have to be "talented." You needn't be young or too old. No teacher to mind what you do—through, rapid, or slow. Play it one way, then the next, or play what to-do—then a picture shows you how to do it—then you do it yourself and hear it. It's all so amusing the way you be-come the story of your friend, the life at every party. Yet the result is worth the work.

DEMONSTRATION LESSON FREE!
Send for Free Demonstration Lesson, together with big free booklet which gives you details and tells that will astonish all the stay-at-homes and, if your opinion is asked, tell them so. As a matter of fact, you're able to conceal how you feel pretty well. You like the good things of life—good clothes, good food, etc.—but you real-ly know that there are other things in the world besides the superficialities. These other things are what you want.

SYMBOL XXO
You are a complex person. You have a good mind and can use it, but sometimes you do not express your opinion for fear of what people will think. You usually weigh your remarks carefully before you make them. You rather like to be alone and you do a great deal of thinking about the problems of the universe. Very few people realize how deep you are. You can, when you want to, be very fun-ning. You are far from the gloomy-and-apart sort of person. You have a good sense of humor. The only time when your humor fails you is when the joke's on you. You don't like that, but you're able to conceal how you feel pretty well. You like the good things of life—good clothes, good food, etc.—but you real-ly know that there are other things in the world besides the superficialities. These other things are what you want.

SYMBOL XXX
You are a person of many moods. Your friends do not know just how to take you, for sometimes you're the life of the party and sometimes you can't be budged from your own fireside and good book. Even
da good time. You haven't much patience with the stay-at-homes and, if your opinion is asked, tell them so. As a matter of fact, you often express your opinion before it is asked. You're going to get all you can out of life. You are very enthusi-astic and, if you like a person, don't hesitate to say so.

He's Not Just a Hollywood Cowboy
(Continued from page 50)

Rolls Royce, a big house in Beverly Hills and married Sally Eilers, a pretty young actress.

Buck has done none of these things. He has just stayed himself, an earthy guy who has never gotten over being a cow-boy. He and his wife and daughter live on a ranch in the San Fernando Valley. Silver and three of his other horses are corralled here.

Like Will Rogers, who started twirling a rope and became one of our great na-tional heroes, he has a big heart. No re-quest for help is too small to grant. He can always be counted on for benefits. Two days before Christmas, somebody called him up and said, "Hey, Buck, will you make a personal appearance at a bene-vity?"

"Sure," said Buck. "Who is it for?"

And when they explained it was for the destitute family of a cowboy killed up on the Ridge Route a week previously, Buck drawled, "Would you like to have me bring my Buck Jones Rangers' Band?"

"Well," answered the friend, "we may not need them."

Aw, I'll bring them along anyway and let them stay around until we can decide if we need them," said Buck. "The boys like to help. It's good for 'em. We'll be there."

I can't tell you the code of the Buck Jones Rangers, in which there are enrolled more than three and one half million boys in this country and Canada. I do know the boys are encouraged in the qualities of courage, generosity, bravery, manliness, love of the outdoors. The ritual of the organization is secret. And as I am not eligible by sex and by age (you have to be a boy under the age of 12!) to become a Ranger, I couldn't take their oath.

"Why secret?" I asked Buck.

"Oh, you know boys," he replied. "It is more important to them. They take the organization more seriously if it belongs to them and them alone.

"They have meetings every Saturday morning and in the afternoon they go to see a Buck Jones picture run off by the manager of the theater in the neighborhood in which they live."

THE whole idea started as an exploita-tion stunt and it gained momentum so rapidly that before he knew it Buck had this big club of boy fans. He talks to them over the radio, national hookup, every three or four months. He helps them buy their uniforms, and equip their bands. Interestingly, they are, for the most part, boys of families where there is not a great deal of money. In Belvedere Gardens, one of the less wealthy sections of Los Angeles, there is a mem-bership of 3,800. In Beverly Hills, where lives the upper crust, there is but a tiny membership. Being a Ranger means nothing to a wealthy lad, who has so many other things to occupy him. But being a Ranger does mean a lot to the little fel-
low in the home where there's no extra money for pleasure.

I first heard of the Rangers when I saw the Belvedere Garden troop band play at a Rivera Club pool match last spring. The boys, forty strong, in bright red uniforms, had been marching to furnish the music for a film benefit. No, they didn't play awfully well but the spirit was there, and you could see by the boys' faces they were having a whale of a time "helping out." A nice spirit to inculcate into the hearts of three and a half million potential voting citizens.

What manner of man is this Hollywood cowboy who has gone on entertaining small boys with his Wild West action pictures these past twenty years? Do the glamorous night spots, the Trocadero, the Kings' Club, the once and future Mrs. he and his bank roll? What is his philosophy of life? Is he happy riding cow ponies in Hollywood instead of on the ranges? Do broken hearts dot his trail? The answer to the last is no.

Buck Jones has never had but one occupation on the open, unbroken trail, a cowgirl in a circus when he met her who became Mrs. Jones shortly after she took charge of his "grouch bag." (Now giving a cowgirl a grouch bag is equivalent to announcing your engagement in circus circles. A "grouch bag" is the little chamomile bag which is tied around his neck and in which he keeps all his money. So when he turns it over to some gal to keep for him, it means he trusts her enough to entrust her with his fortune and they'll be married before long!)

DEL and Buck have been hungry and broke and wet and muddy and young together. They've been proud possessors of a million dollar fortune and then faced with the realization that they had lost everything—except love and their companionship. But they've been happy!

Buck leaned back in his chair in the little office he occupies on the back lot in the morning and when you come home at night. It is talking things over, working together, having the same common interests and interests riding down the same trail together, through the years.

"If a man and wife get their shoulders together and start life by being really in love, as we were, suffer actual want as well as happiness together, they will weld a marital tie that will never break. I know."

Pauline Nelson, MOVIE MIRROR Magazine, 1926 Broadway, New York City
circuit. We did, and it took me to New York and let me into matrimony.

"We got married in Lima, Ohio, a year after we had met, on horseback in the center of the circus ring with half the town applauding us and the other half scandalized. But we didn't care. We were in love, and we wanted to do what we loved best, ride."

"After a while I left the show business and tried to settle down as a garage mechanic in Indiana. I tested racing cars in Indianapolis. I broke horses in Chicago which were being shipped to the Italian and French cavalry. When Del and I joined up with the Golmer Brothers Wild West Show. We had saved enough money to buy ourselves three horses, a black called Meg, a strawberry roan called Ronny, and a bronce we named Bust, Well, we didn't like the way they treated horses in this show so we up and left them and started to make our way back to the home folks in Red Rock. What a trip we had!"

In the first place, we were practically broke and feeding three horses was no cinch. We got caught in a thunder storm about eleven at night, twenty miles out of the little town of Larned, Kansas. It poured, it lightninged, the wind blue our tent pieces to pieces, the rain drenched us and we, and the horses, were scared to death. Never was there such a night as that Kansas prairie.

"But the next morning the sky was clear and we got word that in Hutchinson, Kansas, there was a show we might get a job with. I remember what a swell feeling I had that morning, knowing that Del and I had pulled together through one of the blackest nights in our lives. We did get a job with the show and made enough to get to Oklahoma where I went on the 101 Ranch again."

Buck and Del stayed in Oklahoma the better part of a year until the wanderlust swept them again. It swept them on to Chicago to join Ringling Brothers Circus with which they toured until late in 1917, when in Bakersfield, California, it became apparent Del was going to have a baby. They headed south for Los Angeles and Del went to work. Before he had finished his fourth picture for them—do you remember "Square Shooter," "Big Dan," "Forbidden Trail," "Just Pals," and "Footlight Ranger," and "Trail of Two Moons" among the many?—he was drawing down $2,500 weekly and was in the money!

"In the money" proved his financial downfall. Not that he went grand like some of the other cowboys but he did buy a dime left. He mortgaged his home and borrowed money to clean up the debts."

But it takes a lot to lick a cowboy from Red Rock, Oklahoma, or for that matter a cowgirl. They just started all over again. First Buck called his manager and his working cowboys together. "I'm broke, fellows," he told them, "but I think if you'll string along with me, you'll get your money with interest. It is up to you because I haven't got a dime now and I don't know how fast I'll get one."

"But I'd like help, you fellows, if you can, me, if you feel you can take the chance."

They all strung along.

A comeback in Hollywood, which invariably looks askance at failure and whose memory is notoriously short, is always tough. It took a little time for Buck to land, and then not on the terms he had hoped, at Columbia studio. But he stayed there three years until the boys were paid up and he had a little stake. Then he moved to Universal which offered him a deal whereby he might produce his own western pictures.

"I am glad I went broke," he told me when I talked to him. "That's a pretty strong statement to make because I lost an awful lot of money that I may never make back in full. But while it hadn't happened to us as yet, I have seen too much money and too easily acquired money, as mine, to gum up the matrimonial works. It makes sometimes the man, sometimes the woman, dissatisfied with the other mate."

OUR going broke made us pull together again, like we did in our circus days. Del has the grouch bag again and I will buy no more shows.

"I figure we are on the happiest trail of our lives. I know what I am looking for. I have my feet solidly on the ground and I am trying to get some money together so we will have a fairly comfortable old age. I am my own boss. And I feel happy that, being knocked down flat, I proved I could get up and start all over again."

And that is briefly, the story of Hollywood Cowboy Buck Jones, one I will match any day against that of any great screen lover you can name!
BUT back to our little conversation. "I'm not looking for any more happiness than I have at the moment," I continued, "because I've discovered that the one successful way of cutting oneself off from any of these things is to go out determined to find them. In fact, at the moment, I'm not searching for anything."

"That's where you're wrong," he shot back at me. "I followed your advice; I'm reduced at his independence, at his offhand manner, at the young vigorous disappearance. (He is the most vigorous young man I've met outside of an Olympic meet.)"

Instead, I was charmed. I suspected that his severely critical attitude toward interviewers was part of a teasing show. He put on to see how I'd take it. No one with such an unquenchable glint of kindly good humor in his eyes could even pretend to be belligerent.

I caught myself thinking what a good scene this would make for the first entrance of a new sophisticated, fast-moving modern romance. Slim hipped, broad-shouldered, springy-of-step, this tall, buoyant young man stood gazing out through the wide French windows of his attractive living room to the sunset Pacific. A picture of ruddy health and admirable assurance. I followed his eyes to the four-mastered schooner, resting motionless on the still sea.

"A painted ship upon a painted ocean," he quoted. "When I heard you were coming I didn't have it placed there specially. And I told them not to move it until you left." I was perplexed.

"The perfect showman," I said, trying to be sarcastic.

"That's where you're wrong," he shot back at me. "You mean, the perfect host. I'm naturally courteous. Want my guests to have the best this place has to offer. The perfect host, sir," answered our bartender cheerfully, and made elaborate preparations. "But you'll have to take it down in one gulp, because we're going for a swim."

So Randy dashed next door to borrow one of Constance Talmadge's bathing costumes.
A great new true story manuscript contest will begin next month. It will run for three months and will pay the handsome sum of $1,000 to each of twenty-five fortunate men and women many of whom in all probability have never written a word for publication. Twenty-five thousand dollars for twenty-five stories—was there ever a more sensational offer or one which held out to the individual contestant a greater opportunity to convert a story into a handsome sum in cash?

The chances are you know a true story of quality and calibre to put you in line for one of these prizes. If you know of such a story it would be a pity indeed not to set it down and send it in. If you win, you win $1,000. And to win $1,000 you do not have to submit the best story, nor the tenth best, nor the twentieth. If yours should be the twenty-fifth best it would still be worth $1,000 to you.

Now is the time to begin making preparations. Start to work out the details of your story. Send for a copy of the booklet “Facts You Should Know About Writing True Stories”. Study the simple technique which has proved to be most effective in writing true stories. With this advance notice you have ample time to do a splendid job. Remember, twenty-five men and women are going to receive $1,000 each.

In addition to awarding twenty-five $1,000 prizes to the twenty-five best stories received we will consider many others for purchase at our liberal word rates. So even though your story should fall slightly short of winning one of the great $1,000 prizes you may still realize a substantial sum for it.

By all means plan to send in your story as soon after the contest opens as you conveniently can. This assures early attention and perhaps an early sale with a big prize check to follow later.

Next month’s issue of this magazine will contain complete rules. Watch for them and follow them carefully in preparing your entry for submittal. If you want to submit more than one entry you may do so. Only one prize will be awarded to any individual but we may purchase several stories from the same person if they are suitable for publication.

We repeat, and we cannot emphasize it too strongly, if you wish to take full advantage of one of the greatest opportunities of its kind ever offered, now is the time to prepare. In sending for the booklet be sure to use the address as given in the coupon.
The Dionne Quintuplets and Their Movie Money

(Continued from page 29)

the first, will continue to iron-hand it over the follow-ups; probably Sonya Levien, who wrote the first script, will write the others. It is expected the stories will be more about the five little girls and how they are growing; of their different personalities—such things—yet none of this is settled yet. And Jean Hersholt, of course, will continue to be the country doctor.

"Naturally I want to be," he told me the other day, "I enjoyed the trip so much, and I'm very fond of the Quints. Dr. Dafoe and I talk periodically over long distance phone, and I keep up with the inside story of their progress this way. Besides," he smiled through the smoke of his pipe, "out here in Hollywood I really am the 'Country Doctor.' People call me that, introduce me to friends as that. It would be a pity to lose my title."

One thing is certain, at least one of the biggest studio moguls so insists: A story will be written between now and next spring, and when the heavy snows have drifted away from the North Country, a new company will make the trek again, this time to bring the Quints outdoors into the open air they so much prefer.

Which is another indication that Mr. Zanuck intends to make the most of his scoop contract.

If any further proof were needed that the Quints are definitely movie stars in their own right, it's obvious in the trouble with relatives to which they are being subjected—a cynical statement, admittedly, but pathetically true.

There's hardly a notable star in America with his name. Each new film he made it was worth a fortune. It was that or he'd have had a little sort of life—possibly have any normal sort of life—ever, that the Quints and their money was against the traditions of the Canadian family.

And—this as a small aside—Mr. Dionne felt that he should have personal charge of his children's fortune. It was that or he'd have had a little sort of life—possibly have any normal sort of life—ever, that the Quints and their money was against the traditions of the Canadian family.

But no matter how important he becomes, I'll wager Cary will always prefer a quick swim, chatter and old friendship to all the gold and glitter which may be offered him.

I also observe," I remarked.

Recently Cary did the best piece of acting of his career in Walter Wanger's "Big Brown Eyes." It will probably alter his whole future, for up until this Paramount had put him in a series of most indifferent pictures, and everyone knows what a box-office disappointment "Sylvia Scarlett" was even though it was a personal triumph for Mr. Grant.

But no matter how important he becomes, I'll wager Cary will always prefer a quick swim, chatter and old friendship to all the gold and glitter which may be offered him.

A BOUT the same time a theater agent approached the parents with an offer for stage appearances, and they accepted. You'll remember it didn't last long, because after so many uneventful years in the quiet backwoods the Dionnes couldn't be expected to be sparkling or fascinating as actors. When one had looked at them for a minute or two he had seen all there was to see. But the money was paid anyway.

The hundred a month seemed inestimably grand to Mr. Dionne. He bought a new blue sedan and hired a man to work his farm. Mrs. Dionne engaged a maid.

The day started when the Dionnes finally awoke to the fact that even $100 wasn't all the money in the world. Each month, remember, the babies' trust fund grew and grew. Mr. Dionne made known his objections, at last. On the face of it seemed he disliked having the children separated from the rest of his own kind. He felt they couldn't possibly have any normal sort of life—he'd heard the nurses stuck pins into the Quints just to hear them squeal—the whole future, for up until this Paramount had put him in a series of most indifferent pictures, and everyone knows what a box-office disappointment "Sylvia Scarlett" was even though it was a personal triumph for Mr. Grant.

But no matter how important he becomes, I'll wager Cary will always prefer a quick swim, chatter and old friendship to all the gold and glitter which may be offered him.

I also observe," I remarked.

Recently Cary did the best piece of acting of his career in Walter Wanger's "Big Brown Eyes." It will probably alter his whole future, for up until this Paramount had put him in a series of most indifferent pictures, and everyone knows what a box-office disappointment "Sylvia Scarlett" was even though it was a personal triumph for Mr. Grant.

But no matter how important he becomes, I'll wager Cary will always prefer a quick swim, chatter and old friendship to all the gold and glitter which may be offered him.

A BOUT the same time a theater agent approached the parents with an offer for stage appearances, and they accepted. You'll remember it didn't last long, because after so many uneventful years in the quiet backwoods the Dionnes couldn't be expected to be sparkling or fascinating as actors. When one had looked at them for a minute or two he had seen all there was to see. But the money was paid anyway.

The hundred a month seemed inestimably grand to Mr. Dionne. He bought a new blue sedan and hired a man to work his farm. Mrs. Dionne engaged a maid.

The day started when the Dionnes finally awoke to the fact that even $100 wasn't all the money in the world. Each month, remember, the babies' trust fund grew and grew. Mr. Dionne made known his objections, at last. On the face of it seemed he disliked having the children separated from the rest of his own kind. He felt they couldn't possibly have any normal sort of life—he'd heard the nurses stuck pins into the Quints just to hear them squeal—the whole future, for up until this Paramount had put him in a series of most indifferent pictures, and everyone knows what a box-office disappointment "Sylvia Scarlett" was even though it was a personal triumph for Mr. Grant.

But no matter how important he becomes, I'll wager Cary will always prefer a quick swim, chatter and old friendship to all the gold and glitter which may be offered him.

I also observe," I remarked.

Recently Cary did the best piece of acting of his career in Walter Wanger's "Big Brown Eyes." It will probably alter his whole future, for up until this Paramount had put him in a series of most indifferent pictures, and everyone knows what a box-office disappointment "Sylvia Scarlett" was even though it was a personal triumph for Mr. Grant.

But no matter how important he becomes, I'll wager Cary will always prefer a quick swim, chatter and old friendship to all the gold and glitter which may be offered him.

A BOUT the same time a theater agent approached the parents with an offer for stage appearances, and they accepted. You'll remember it didn't last long, because after so many uneventful years in the quiet backwoods the Dionnes couldn't be expected to be sparkling or fascinating as actors. When one had looked at them for a minute or two he had seen all there was to see. But the money was paid anyway.

The hundred a month seemed inestimably grand to Mr. Dionne. He bought a new blue sedan and hired a man to work his farm. Mrs. Dionne engaged a maid.

The day started when the Dionnes finally awoke to the fact that even $100 wasn't all the money in the world. Each month, remember, the babies' trust fund grew and grew. Mr. Dionne made known his objections, at last. On the face of it seemed he disliked having the children separated from the rest of his own kind. He felt they couldn't possibly have any normal sort of life—he'd heard the nurses stuck pins into the Quints just to hear them squeal—the whole future, for up until this Paramount had put him in a series of most indifferent pictures, and everyone knows what a box-office disappointment "Sylvia Scarlett" was even though it was a personal triumph for Mr. Grant.

But no matter how important he becomes, I'll wager Cary will always prefer a quick swim, chatter and old friendship to all the gold and glitter which may be offered him.
FRANCES told the teacher she was sorry and admitted it hadn't worked out as she had planned. But there was no duress great enough to make her tell the name of the girl who had supplied the powder. That girl had a position of honor and Frances was determined to protect her. In the end the teacher, impressed by Frances' regret and loyalty, let the matter drop. Perhaps she realized there was no punishment worse than to see her own friends make the rebellious young Drake so penitent.

"I sometimes wonder," Frances said, "what would have become of me, considering the dangerous set-up which existed in my personality, if it hadn't been for the head-mistress at that school. I feel largely indebted to her for any success or happiness I've had or expect to have."

But Frances was determined to protect her. In the end the teacher, impressed by Frances' regret and loyalty, let the matter drop. Perhaps she realized there was no punishment worse than to see her own friends make the rebellious young Drake so penitent.

"I sometimes wonder," Frances said, "what would have become of me, considering the dangerous set-up which existed in my personality, if it hadn't been for the head-mistress at that school. I feel largely indebted to her for any success or happiness I've had or expect to have."

But Frances was determined to protect her. In the end the teacher, impressed by Frances' regret and loyalty, let the matter drop. Perhaps she realized there was no punishment worse than to see her own friends make the rebellious young Drake so penitent.

"I sometimes wonder," Frances said, "what would have become of me, considering the dangerous set-up which existed in my personality, if it hadn't been for the head-mistress at that school. I feel largely indebted to her for any success or happiness I've had or expect to have."
Movies of the Month

It's About: The romance of two French officers with the same war nurse played against the backdrop of the World War. A hit! Taking its rightful place in the gallery of great war pictures. Besides grim reality of the war scenes and fine performances by Frederic March, Warner Baxter, Lionel Barrymore and Gregory Ratoff, this film introduces June Lang.

As the story opens, a new lieutenant arrives to help shoulder the burden of leading the famed "clean-up" division of the French Army. He finds the captain living on aspirin and brandy and is unable to understand either his diet or his long list of casualties from each trip to the front lines. The captain assures him he will understand both before he is many days older. The lieutenant also meets a beautiful nurse with whom he falls in love. She is afraid of her love for him, because she has also meant a lot in the life of the captain. When the younger man finds out that she is "life" to his superior whom he has come to respect, he detaches his love to her.

Photography and direction equal the fine performances of the cast. Hats off! Your Reviewer Says: One of the finest war pictures ever made!

✔ Counterfeit (Columbia)

You'll See: Chester Morris, Margot Grahame, Marian Marsh, Lloyd Nolan, Claude Gillingwater.

It's About: The G-Men at war against the boys who make "queer money."

Here is a new slant on the G-Man saga: the squad of men who spend night and day running down the counterfeiters.

Lloyd Nolan, a college man who wants to make money fast, kidnaps the finest engraver from the U. S. mint, fakes his death, and really starts to "make money."

The faked death is believed true until some counterfeit turns up with the old faithful engraver's unmistakable "signature" in the corner. Then the counterfeit squad goes into action. By clever ruse, a G-Man is made a member of the queer-money gang. Chester Morris, whose continued appearance in unimportant pictures we shall never be able to fathom, does his usual good job as the romantic-yet-tough G-Man. Margot Grahame and Marian Marsh supply the romance for Lloyd Nolan and Morris.

Your Reviewer Says: If you enjoy G-Man stuff, here's your meat.

✔ Women Are Trouble

(M-G-M)

You'll See: Stuart Erwin, Paul Kelly, Florence Rice, Margaret Irving, Cy Kendall, John Harrington, Kitty McHugh, Raymond Hatton.

It's About: Newspaper reporter versus notorious mobster with a dash of romance and a bit of alimony trouble thrown in. Based on a novel direction and studied with grand performances, this picture overcomes the handicap of stale material.

Florence Rice, a small-town reporter, finally gets a job on a big city daily over the dissenting vote of editor Paul Kelly, who hates women. Reporter Stu Erwin is giving me a good story, I noticed that her eyes frequently travelled to the telephone on her dressing-table. It seems likely she was waiting for it to ring and her quarrel with her actor-beau to be ended. The way those in love always wait, at once despairing and hopeful.

Which is why, earlier in this story, I said that in the present phase of Hollywood's perpetual race towards stardom I would bet my money on Frances to come in first and feel satisfied I had much better than a gambler's chance.

Which is why I'm so satisfied that in this, my first story with Frances Drake, I am writing only the opening chapter in a biography which more and more as time goes on will deserve to be called "The Success Story of a Problem Child."

MOVIE MIRROR

GIRLS!
GET THIS
FREE ART TEST

If you like to draw, test your sense of design, color, proportion, etc., with our Art Ability Test. Get a frank opinion, free, as to whether your talent is worth developing.

Publishers and advertisers spend millions yearly for illustrations. Design and color influence the sale of most things we buy. Industry needs artists. Gifts as much as money. Many famous artists earned from $1,000 to $5,000 yearly. Many famous artists contributed exclusive illustrated lessons to Art Test. Have talent train it at home. This may be your surest way to success. Courses sold on easy monthly payments. Get free Art Test and Book describing opportunities in art age and occupation. Write today.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, Inc.
9506 Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota

NEW SHAG RESISTING SILK STOCKING PAYS UP TO $32 WEEKLY

How friendly, young, attractive girls can make big money with free, one-half priced good pay. Money, money. Glorious silk stockings that resist shag, wear and tear. Comes in all colors and sizes. Rooms, board, clothing, home training.

Free, no obligation or expenses. Write for free copy of course. Write in coupon today. Superwear Hosery Co., Dept. H-3, St. Paul, Minn.

SKIN BLEMISHES Instantly Concealed!

The Best Remedy Is Made at Home

You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:

To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can make it yourself at very little cost.

Apply to the hair twice a week until the desired shade is obtained.

Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and takes years on from your looks. It will not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does not rub off.

BE A RADIO EXPERT

Learn at Home—Make Good Money

Many men trained at home in recent time make $80, $100 a week. Many make $5, $10 a week in their spare time. There's no time limit on your earnings. Many women earn as much as men. With the radio industry growing at a rate of 1,000,000 new sets a year, there's a big future in this field. A year's courses, less than $100. Television training is included. Money Back Agreement protects you. Mail coupon today for copy of book FREE.

J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 6JT National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.
107 149 E. Erie St., Dept. 4-3, Chicago, Ill.

SUPERWEAR HOSERY CO., Dept. H-3, St. Paul, Minn.

FREE.
Eye Make-up by MAYBELLINE

And really, how many smart and lovely women know this by heart? They study their eyes in the mirror, they discuss make-up with friends. And more than 10,000,000 modern, fastidious women now prefer the simple, instantly satisfying Maybelline way to lovelier, darker lashes! Let your eyes express the particular beauty that is YOU—with your most important beauty feature. Therefore, since beauty orders 'Eyes to the front', your eye make-up must naturally be selected with utmost care. Women of discrimination choose Maybelline as the finest which money can buy.

MODERN Eye Make-up IS AS NECESSARY FOR Beauty AS THE SMARTEST Hat

Also a woman hater, but he just can't keep away from Miss Rice when she decides to go on the romance trail. During this mix-up, the newspaper is attempting to run down a gang of liquor racketeers. Paul Kelly and Stuart Erwin are two of the screen's best newspaper men. Florence Rice is swell and the supporting cast is well chosen.

Your Reviewer Says: Grand entertainment despite familiar plot.

**My Man Godfrey**

(Universal)


It's About: The dizzy romance between a rich girl and a "forgotten man" whom she has taken home from the city dump as her butler.

One of the greatest comedies-romances of the year! Hollywood, the only place where divorced couples may romance before your eyes in perfect propriety, gives us Carole Lombard and her "ex," William Powell, in one of the grandest, gayest andniest laugh-fests you've ever seen!

Carole, a rich New York debutante, takes "forgotten-man" Bill Powell off the city dump and to a party at the Ritz to win a prize in the game of scavenger, and ends by hiring him as family butler. Then the fun starts with a bang and never lets up until the fade-out. What laughs! Lombard and Powell may not hit it off in real life (or are they, again?), but they sure take the cake as a real life team! Alice Brady and Eugene Pallette gather lots of laughs as Mr. and Mrs. Bullock; and Gail Patrick is a swell surprise as Carole's older sister. The cast and direction are perfect.

Your Reviewer Says: If you miss this, you're screwier than the picture!

Hearts Divided (Cosmopolitan)


It's About: The love story of a Baltimore beauty and the young brother of Napoleon Bonaparte.

When an actress whose forte is comedy and an actor whose talent is singing are cast in a highly dramatic story as a team of romantic and unhappy lovers, there are bound to be unfortunate results.

The story concerns a famous Baltimore beauty, Betsy Patterson. Two U. S. Senators, Charlie Ruggles and Edward Everett Horton, and a foreign diplomat, Arthur Treacher vie for her hand in marriage. But it isn't until Napoleon's younger brother, Jerome, in America to help negotiate the sale of the Louisiana Territory, enters her life that she really falls in love. Jerome poses as a French singing tutor to gain entrance to her home without ballyhoo. Their love is frowned upon by her family because of their social position until Jerome makes his entrance as Bonaparte's brother. But with the wedding planned, Napoleon commands his brother to return to France and marry another woman for political reasons.
Although badly cast in the top roles, the picture doesn’t suffer from lack of comedy. Ruggles, Horton, and Treacher can be just as funny in colonial uniforms. Acting honors go to Claude Rains, who, as Napoleon, gives a fine performance. Your Reviewer Says: You'll be disappointed.

✓ Earthworm Tractor (First National)

You'll See: Joe E. Brown, June Travis, Guy Kibbee, Dick Foran, Carol Hughes, Gene Lockhart.

It's About: A "super-salesman" who switches from gadgets to tractors when his girl tells him to try selling something bigger.

When Joe E. Brown takes a job demonstrating tractors without knowing how to run one, only to run wild through a small town, you know it's a howl! Joe is a "born salesman," according to his own insistent bragging, who is selling small gadgets and who can turn the hands of gangsters and racketeers.

Your Reviewer Says: All ready? One—two—three—LAUGH!

Parole (Universal)


It's About: The present parole system, how it is used and what can be done about it.

Introducing not one but two newcomers as the stars of a single picture, and using a subject so fraught with political taboos has taken courage indeed. Rather a good picture results, too.

Newcomer Henry Hunter, fresh from the other side, off with plenty of applause for his initial effort. He has a fine role as the young convict who is up against the aftermath of the parole system in the hands of gangsters and racketeers. Ann Preston, though, is handicapped by a straight role that leaves her little opportunity for displaying what seems rather obvious ability.

Those two Alans (Hale and Dinehart) play gang chiefs to perfection and the third Alan (Baxter) runs away with plenty of applause as the tough racketeer on parole. Your Reviewer Says: Your interest in parole and newcomers must decide.

✓ The Crime of Doctor Forbes (20th Century-Fox)

You'll See: Gloria Stuart, Robert Kent, Henry Armetta, J. Edward Bromberg, Sara Haden, Alan Dinehart, Charles Lane.

It's About: A young doctor, in love with the wife of an inebriate cripple, is charged with his murder in a mercy-killing.

Is it justifiable for anyone to kill in mercy a person in constant pain and obviously dying? That question is answered here in excellent taste. Nor is the question allowed to overshadow the entertainment value produced by a triangle love story. You'll like it.

When a famous doctor is injured beyond any hope of recovery, he conspires with each of several attending physicians to give him a slight over-dose of opiate; this together with his normal dose causes his death. When it is discovered, however, that a youthful doctor is in love with the dead man's wife, a murder trial is precipitated.

Gloria Stuart does the finest work of her career as the young wife. J. Edward Bromberg, as the surgeon, gives a performance shaded with sincerity. Robert Kent is thoroughly believable as the young doctor and the rest of the cast, especially Sara Haden and Henry Armetta, is excellent.

Your Reviewer Says: Deserves your patronage. Excellently done.

Navy Born (Republic)

You'll See: William Gargan, Claire Dodd, Douglas Fowley, George Irving, Dorothel Tree, William Newell and Addison Randall.

It's About: Three bachelor naval flyers and how they try to bring up the baby of a dead buddy.

One of those rare occurrences where the material is better than the cast. Generally it is the other way around; but in this case, more capable hands might have done wonders with this fast comedy.

When a navy aviator dies and leaves a motherless baby, the father's buddies go into competition with the mother's family for custody of the child. Bill Gargan leads the naval flyers on one side and Claire Dodd, the baby's aunt, heads the family—until she falls for Gargan. There are kidnappings, first on one side and then on the other, but the high spot comes when an outsider kidnaps the baby in an airplane and the boys start off in pursuit.

Bill Gargan and Claire Dodd carry the major romance and are almost up to the task at hand. The rest of the bachelor fathers, Douglas Fowley, Addison Randall and William Newell, add to the fun.

Your Reviewer Says: Don't expect too much and you'll have fun.

✓ High Tension (20th Century-Fox)


It's About: A lady-killing deep-sea diver who runs wild through a small town, you know it's a howl!

While a famous doctor is injured beyond any hope of recovery, he conspires with each of several attending physicians to give him a slight overdose of opiate; this together with his normal dose causes his death. When it is discovered, however, that a youthful doctor is in love with the dead man's wife, a murder trial is precipitated.

Gloria Stuart does the finest work of her career as the young wife. J. Edward Bromberg, as the surgeon, gives a performance shaded with sincerity. Robert Kent is thoroughly believable as the young doctor and the rest of the cast, especially Sara Haden and Henry Armetta, is excellent.

Your Reviewer Says: Deserves your patronage. Excellently done.

MOVIE MIRROR

“What’s the use of denying it, every young man wants to get married! The thing that usually holds him back is money. I played the hunch that more training meant more money. I was right! That coupon I mailed to the International Correspondence Schools at Scranton really opened the world of romance to me. I recommend it to any other young man who wants his dreams to come true.”

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 2290-C, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of your booklet, "Why, and why," and full particulars about the subject before which I have marked x.

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

Architects          Draftsmen
Architectural Design         Shipbuilding
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PERSONALITY

Let the secrets of Hollywood and London help

win love, health, success and beauty - A training course in
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LADY LYTTON STUDIO

Box 220, Woonsocket, Mass.

Eye Examinations

Sore Eyes?

Bathe them with LAVOPTOL

Instant relief for inflamed, sore, tired, strained or itching eyes. 6000 eyewhere specialists endorse it. Get LAVOPTOL with free eye cup from your druggist.

306 W. 47th St., New York City
his exploits in the briny, which give enough false impressions about the cable-layer to keep him in jams for life. Brian and his pal (Norman Foster) manage to keep the water hot in much the same manner as *Quirt and Nagg*—and the romance is on the same level.

A few more like this one, and Mr. Donlevy is going to find himself very much in demand. He has a lighter touch here than he's been allowed to evidence in past performances. Glenda Farrell is swell and Norman Foster is okay.

Your Reviewer Says: Worth the price.

**Love Begins at Twenty (First National)**

You'll See: Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull, Hugh Herbert, Hobart Cavanaugh, Dorothy Vaughan, Clarence Wilson, others.

It's About: A boorish husband who turns the tables and becomes the pride of his family.

You've seen a good many pictures with similar plots but you'll enjoy this.

Hugh Herbert is a typical small-town henpecked husband. Daughter Patricia Ellis thinks her dad is a marvel, but wife Dorothy Vaughan and eldest daughter Mary Treen keep reminding him about the man mother "should have married."

Smith to pick up a fortune in negotiable bonds just as the bank is being robbed. Herbert is held responsible for their theft. Deep in despair, he cuts loose, goes to the lodge, something he hasn't done in years, finally landing in the village lock-up. You'll laugh heartily at the way these complications work themselves out.

Warren Hull and Patricia Ellis make a refreshing young romantic team, and Hugh Herbert's comedy was never better.

Your Reviewer Says: An old story, but wholesome fun for all.

**Hearts in Bondage (Republic)**

You'll See: James Dunn, Mae Clarke, David Manners, Charlotte Henry, Henry B. Walthall, Fritz Leiber, George Irving, Irving Pichel, Ben Alexander, others.

It's About: The Monitor and the Merrimac, Civil War, and love.

In this, his first attempt at direction, Lew Ayres brings an exciting and dramatic story of the Civil War, with spectacle and fine, human love combating for your attention. Beautifully photographed, the whole should offer you an evening of better-than-usual entertainment.

Story, which is a little weak at first, picks up, as soon as the Civil War bombshell bursts, destroying families and homes and romances. The true account of the Merrimac and the Monitor, with all the vivid fury of the sea battles, is graphically presented here, giving the picture unique historical significance. James Dunn is the young Northern hero who commands the Monitor and loves Mae Clarke; David Manners is especially effective in his role of a Southern officer on the Merrimac. Henry B. Walthall, George Irving, Fritz Leiber and Charlotte Henry deserve special mention.

Throughout, Lew Ayres proves himself a directorial find; he uses the tremendous events in one of the greatest tragedies of history with such effective dramatic power that you leave the theater with that satisfactory feeling of having learned something.

Your Reviewer Says: This is a fine picture. Be sure to go.

**Nine Days a Queen (GB)**


It's About: The dramatic fight for succession to the throne of England on the death of Henry VIII is brought to the screen with magnificent production, fine direction and an exceptionally expert cast.

In case you don't remember, the line for succession on Henry VIII's death was first his son Edward, then Mary, then Elizabeth, his daughters, then Lady Jane Grey, daughter of his sister. Edward was put on the throne by his brother, Thomas, who took power behind the boy king's throne. Edward wins, Thomas is beheaded. Cedric Hardwicke, as Earl of Warwick, the biggest schemer of all, now marries his son to Lady Jane and puts her on the throne.

Mary sends an army into the field. Warwick is defeated and Lady Jane loses her head through no fault of her own.

Desmond Tester as the boy king takes the honors for a rarely beautiful performance. Nova Pilbeam, as the simple hearted child, bewildered by her importance, wins in her pitiful little romance with her husband, courageous in her "duty" to die is unforgettable. Cedric Hardwicke is superb.

Your Reviewer Says: A superior picture, and one you should not miss seeing.

**M'liss (RKO)**

You'll See: Anne Shirley, John Beal, Guy Kibbee, Douglas Dumbrille, Moroni Olsen, Ray Mayer, Frank M. Thomas, Barborra Pepper.

It's About: The romance of a little mountain girl with a male school teacher who is teaching her the ABC's.

Here is one of those delightful bits of homespun picture fare. Primarily a family picture, it will entertain any audience who enjoy good, wholesome pictures.

Guy Kibbee, a backward mountain character who digs his nose in the wine barrel too often, gives his daughter (Anne Shirley) into the care of two town characters, courageously in her "duty" to die is unforgettable. Cedric Hardwicke is superb.

Your Reviewer Says: A superior picture, and one you should not miss seeing.

**Doomed Cargo (GB)**


It's About: American detective who solves a murder in France and uncovers a huge munitions ring.

As much mystery, wit and suspense combined in one picture as we have seen in many moons. Photography, direction, and acting are uniformly superior.

Edward Love, playing his well known role of criminologist, is European representative of an American insurance agency. During carnival night at Nice, he finds a dead man in the room next to his at the hotel.

That night the Paris Express, with Love and his assistant, Constance Cummings, aboard, is wrecked, and he finds the same dead man in the next berth. Convinced the wreck is a cover up for the murderer, Eddie starts hunting clues and turns up an old picture of the dead man and three friends, a woman and two men whom he shares the train with through England.

He soon finds out that the bar "Alphonse Peace," which the murdered man belonged to, is a fake organization for gun running. From then on, the race becomes fast and furious, until the discovery of the criminal.

Your Reviewer Says: Enthusiastically recommended as a swell mystery melodrama.
IF YOU ARE AMBITIOUS
One of These Timely Self-help Books
MAY HELP YOU TO SUCCEED

CHARM AND PERSONALITY—How to Attain Them—
By Dr. Edwin F. Bowers, acknowledged authority and
writer on psychology, psychiatry, medicine, hygiene and
other social subjects, tells you how to develop a powerful,
charming personality which is one of the greatest assets
any human being can possess—even greater than riches,
for riches can be lost never to be recovered. Many men
and women possessing personal magnetism in marked de-
gree attain riches, happiness, popularity, power—everything
worth striving for in this world. It is they who are
most apt to make outstanding successes in their chosen
fields whatever they may be—the professions, the stage,
radio, movies, politics, business, marriage. No matter
what your ambition is, a winning personality will help. 219
pages. 15 chapters bursting with valuable information.
Beautifully bound, printed on excellent paper, our special
price $1.00.

SO YOU WANT TO WRITE A SONG—Essential informa-
tion regarding the art and business of writing songs by
The first book of its kind ever written. Indispensable to
every person ambitious to be a successful song writer.
Contains necessary technical and trade information.
Over 1,000 important facts—construction of lyrics and
melody—form in which a song should be submitted—how
to attract the attention of a publisher—classified lists of
publishers’ names and addresses—song standards and
patterns—song publishing procedure—how the song writer
teams up with lyricist and vice versa—royalties—con-
tracts—copyright procedure—beware of song sharks.
Cloth bound—$1.00.

HOME LESSONS IN TAP DANCING—Complete with
58 illustrations. With this excellent course you can learn
to tap dance right at home. This system is so clear and
simple, that anyone who can read can follow the instruc-
tions and start the simpler steps of tap dancing after
only a few hours of practice. Tap dancing is not only a
wonderful social accomplishment but is invaluable as a
health culture and weight reducing exercise. Professionals
make big money. The author of this course, Rita Ramsey,
is a professional teacher and dancer. She has written
her text with extraordinary clearness and with 58 revealing
illustrations. Also she indicates the kind of radio, or other
music, that is best for the beginner. If you have often
wanted to tap dance, here is your opportunity to learn.
Well and substantially bound, mailed postpaid for only
$1.00.

A B C SHORTHAND—Complete in Twelve Easy Lessons.
By all means investigate the A B C Shorthand system
especially developed for students, writers, lecturers, etc.
It is so simple, so easy to learn that you will find yourself
actually beginning to write shorthand after a few hours of
study—no tedious months of practice—no puzzling
signs nor symbols. Just twelve easy lessons that you can
put to immediate use one at a time as learned. Sub-
stantially bound in cloth—send for it today—$1.00.

Because of copyright reasons we cannot accept Canadian orders for A B C
Shorthand.

ACE FEATURE SYNDICATE, Inc.
1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

I enclose $ , for which kindly send me the book or books checked
below. I understand my money will be refunded, provided any book does
not prove satisfactory.

☐ Charm and Personality $1.00
☐ Home Lessons in Tap Dancing $1.00
☐ A B C Shorthand $1.00
☐ So You Want To Write A Song $1.00

Name: _____________________________________________
Street: ______________________________________________
City: __________________________ State: ________________

Use coupon today. Money back if not satisfied

ACE FEATURE SYNDICATE, Inc.
1926 BROADWAY • NEW YORK
When Irish Eyes are smiling...

They Satisfy

..all you could ask for

Made by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company — and you can depend on a Liggett & Myers product
Robert Taylor’s Real Life Story
WILL COLMAN FIND ROMANCE AT LAST?
He still wants to kiss her good night

MARIED eight years . . . but for them none of that humdrum, take-it-for-granted attitude that creeps into so many marriages. He still wants to kiss her good night. Clever woman . . . she has always known the secret of keeping dainty and fresh in all things . . . the breath particularly. After all, there's nothing like halitosis (unpleasant breath) to raise a barrier between people.

* * *

You Never Know

Your breath may be agreeable today and offensive tomorrow. The food you eat, the things you drink, the hours you keep—all bring subtle changes that may result in halitosis (bad breath). Consequently, you must ever be on guard lest you offend.

Better Safe Than Sorry

Fortunately, halitosis often yields quickly to Listerine used as a mouth rinse or gargle. Almost at once, this remarkable deodorant cleanses, sweetens, and freshens the mouth. At the same time, it halts fermentation of tiny food particles—the major cause of mouth odors. Then overcomes the odors themselves.

And remember, Listerine is safe even when used full strength—does not harm delicate tissues of the gums or mouth. It actually stimulates them.

When You Want To Be Sure

Fortunately for the public, many of the "bargain" imitations of Listerine are now out of business. Too strong, too harsh, too bitter to be tolerated, or lacking Listerine's speedy deodorant and antiseptic properties, such mouth washes were soon rejected by the public.

When you want a wholly delightful mouth wash, when you want to be sure of effective breath control with safety, use Listerine and Listerine only. Rinse the mouth with it morning and night and between times before business and social engagements. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

For HALITOSIS use LISTERINE

If you like Listerine Antiseptic, chances are you'll like Listerine Tooth Paste. 162 brushings in the big, double-size tube, 40¢. Regular size, 25¢.
She evades all close-ups... Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her charm... She ignored "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

t's only human nature to wait breathlessly for such a lovely girl to turn her proud head—to reward your admiration with the glory of her smile!

And it's only human nature to resent it, like a physical blow, when she does turn, when she does smile—and all her loveliness turns to ashes! For when a smile betrays dull and dingy teeth—tender and ailing gums—no glory of eyes or hair can save loveliness.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

Too many soft foods... too little work and resistance for the natural health of our teeth and gums—there are the reasons why that dental warning "pink tooth brush" is so often in evidence.

And for the sake of your own loveliness and your own health—if you see that "tinge of pink" on your own tooth brush, see your dentist. You may be in for serious trouble. But he is far more likely to explain the menace of our "modern menus"—to tell you to take better care of your gums, to give them more exercise. And he may tell you—he often does—to switch to Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

Play safe—get Ipana today. Rub a little extra Ipana into your gums every time you brush your teeth! For Ipana is especially designed to help your gums as well as clean your teeth. You'll soon notice an improvement in the health of your gums. New circulation awakens lazy tissues. Gums grow stronger. They feel firmer. They look better. And they'll certainly be far safer from the threat and danger of serious gum troubles.

The first ten days of Ipana and massage will show an improvement. And thirty days will convince you that you should have changed to this modern, sensible health measure long ago.
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"And they lived happily ever after." That's the way the Cinderella story ends in all the fairy tale books. But did you ever wonder just how the Prince and Princess lived—ever after? Did she go right on working, and if she did, why? Let Madeleine Carroll tell you about it next month. She should know—it's the story of her life!
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MOVIE MIRROR

NORMA SHEARER • LESLIE HOWARD

"Romeo and Juliet"

with

JOHN BARRYMORE

EDNA MAY OLIVER • BASIL RATHBONE • C. AUBREY SMITH
ANDY DEVINE • RALPH FORBES • REGINALD DENNY • CONWAY TEARLE • ROBERT WARWICK • VIOLET KEMBLE-COOPER

You've heard about it for months! You've read about it everywhere! It's all true. This is the greatest love drama, the mightiest entertainment of our time. Every moment throbs as sparks fly, as steel meets steel...and the crimson follows the rapier's thrust...Lovers meet...and dream...and plan. Pomp and grandeur sweep by in spectacular pageantry. Here are thrills, suspense to spur the pulse...tender romance to charm the heart...beauty to fill the eye. A love story deep in the heart of the world forever, now given enthralling life in such a picture as the screen has never known.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Triumph
Directed by George Cukor

"Swept off my feet" — Robert Benchley
"A far greater film than 'Mutiny on the Bounty'" — Jim Tully
"List it among the screen's major achievements" — Walter Winchell

"I think the modern American girl has many things to learn from the Juliet of Norma Shearer, and I advise her to go about learning them right away" — Anita Loos
I felt so sluggish!

I was dull and logy—felt a headache coming on—thought the day would never end! I knew all too well what the trouble was—poor elimination. Then I remembered FEEN-A-MINT. I took a tablet. It worked like magic. Now I can't say enough in favor of FEEN-A-MINT!

What you do:
Just chew FEEN-A-MINT, a dainty white mint-flavored tablet, for 3 minutes. Troublesome constipation yields to FEEN-A-MINT—the delicious chewing-gum laxative. You chew it for 3 minutes, and this chewing makes a world of difference in the way it works. Gentle but effective results will be yours!

Blessed Relief! Once more full of natural vim and pep, thanks to FEEN-A-MINT. No gripping, no violence, no disturbance of sleep. Not habit-forming. Economical. Used by 15,000,000 people of all ages. Get FEEN-A-MINT yourself — for happy r-e-l-i-e-f from the misery of constipation.

MOVIE MIRROR awards the following prizes each month for the best letters submitted: $20 first prize; $10 second prize; five prizes of $1 each. Just write in what you think about stars or movies, in less than 200 words. Letters are judged on the basis of clarity and originality, and contributors are warned that plagiarism from previously published material will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Address your letter to “Speak for Yourself,” MOVIE MIRROR, 122 East 42nd St., New York City, N. Y.

$20 PRIZE LETTER
The Month’s Most Popular Picture
I have just seen M-G-M’s “San Francisco.” I don’t know what the rest of you folks took home from this picture—perhaps Jeanette’s marvelous singing, perhaps Gable’s touching heartbreak or Spencer Tracy’s kind sincerity—but I took home a lesson, a lesson that all of us need badly.

There are a lot of “Blackie Nortons” in this old world. It wouldn’t amount to much without them. Sinners, sure, but aren’t we all? They’re real, sincere, and when they finally realize there is a God they make His best servants, God bless them! Thank God there are a few “Mary Blakes” and “Tim Mullens,” too.

What would man be without God? We all know, but we can’t be told too often. So more, more pictures like “San Francisco,” please. We poor sinners need them and we all go to the movies.

Alice M. Armstrong, Tacoma, Wash.

$10 PRIZE LETTER
What a Fan Letter Means
Concerning this fan letter business—I wonder just how each individual star feels about it. Does he consider it a nuisance, take it for granted, or does he realize it is a vital factor in his career? He must remember that the only way by which we can express our wishes, praises, criticisms and suggestions is through the mail. And oh, how inadequate our letter seems as compared to the efficiency of a personal talk with the star! There are persons who can write a perfect letter in five minutes; others take a week in writing a single note. We want to tell a certain person how keenly we anticipate and enjoy his pictures; we want him to know!

Won’t a star try to realize that for each letter received someone has laboriously endeavored to express his sincere thoughts? That each letter comes from the heart of some individual?

Eleanor Yamabayashi, Honolulu, T. H.

(Continued on page 6)
MOVIE MIRROR

AS THE TWO CHILDREN FACED HER, CARRIE KNEW WITH A STRANGE AND STARTLING CLARITY THAT FROM THIS MOMENT EVEN TO THE END OF TIME THEIR LIVES WERE FASTENED TO HER LIFE BY BONDS OF STEEL.

A VALIANT PICTURE FOR A VALIANT STAR

BY MARY ROBERTS RINEHART

GLADYS GEORGE, famous American actress, who makes her screen debut in Paramount's "Valiant Is the Word for Carrie," with Arline Judge, John Howard, Harry Carey, Dudley Digges, William Collier, Sr., Isabel Jewel, Charlene Wyatt, Jackie Moran, Maude Eburne, from Barry Benefield's best seller, produced and directed by WESLEY RUGGLES.

IT WAS a strange title for a book, "Valiant Is the Word for Carrie," so when it came out some months ago I sent out and got it, and I read it through at one sitting.

Women are often brave, perhaps always brave; but to be valiant implies also gallantry and an indomitable spirit. And here were both a valiant woman and a remarkable story, the woman an outcast and a pariah in a small Louisiana town, but humorous and generous, the story one of pure courage and sturdy regeneration. It was evident that there was a great motion picture here. Carrie had no illusions. If the French half of her was cautious the Irish half would dare anything, and had. But the picture began, of course, when one day a small boy with two buckeyes in a treasure box wandered into that secret garden of hers and told her she was not bad; and Carrie promptly fell in love with him.

Here was everything for a picture, humor and pathos and deep human understanding. There was nothing mawkish about Carrie. Sometimes she told herself she was crazy, and sometimes that she was an old fool, but her love for this boy and later on for a small waif of a girl is the very essence of womanhood. For the time came when Carrie had to plan so that she could face them both without shame, and the picture is a story of that struggle.

I intend to see the picture, of course. I want to see Carrie leaving behind her Cemetery Road and the easy money of her past, and escaping into a life where as she says she will go straight if she has to sling dishes in a restaurant. And I want to see her with her waifs that incongruous three against the world, and watch them slowly and successfully conquering that world. Also I want to see Gladys George as Carrie. I know her work, which is that of a fine dramatic artist, and her own story, which is one of ups and downs, and for a long time mostly downs.

She has a long record of achievement behind her. She narrowly escaped being born in a theater, for her parents were actors. She was on the stage herself at the age of three, and as a youngster in small towns paraded the streets with a sandwich board which said: "Wouldn't you like to see me tonight at Theater?" It is quite typical of her life that she got her first real chance while nursing a badly broken nose, and not surprising that after almost seven hundred riotously successful appearances as the star of "Personal Appearance," some one took a plane and signed her up for Carrie in this picture.

She will play it with skill, understanding and honesty, for Carrie was always honest, even with herself. But above all she will play it as she has lived, valiantly, with courage and an indomitable spirit.

ILLUSTRATED BY DON BENDER

Advertisement
Presenting AN ENTIRELY NEW KIND OF LIPSTICK
To the world's most permanent transparent lipstick two magical new ingredients have been added... to keep your lips luscious, soft, smooth and youthful.

The Caucuse of Unattractive Lips
Quite often, ordinary indelible lipstick makes lips feel dry and parched, causing an unconscious and frequent licking of the lips in an effort to restore moist softness.

This constant licking removes the lips' natural oils and the protective oils of the lipstick, resulting in lips becoming even drier, more deeply cracked, roughed, old looking... unattractive.

How The New TATTOO Corrects All This
One of the magical new ingredients in the New TATTOO keeps lips fresh and moist...stains them with soothing, lasting, transparent color...prevents dryness and roughness...and there is no desire to lick the lip. You lips are a glamorous, transparent South Sea red...with something of an inviting sparkle...and actually become softer and smoother than they have ever been before...not a wrinkle...not a line...nothing. It's so good that it should be made available to all types of acting as the Pulitzer Prize covers all types of writing. Generally speaking, the Award neglects a whole group of actors and actresses so dear to the hearts of all movie-goers...those playing character parts. True, Marie Dressler, a great character actress, got the Award, but she was starred in her pictures at the time. What about such drawing cards as Eric Blore, Arthur Treacher, Charles Butterworth, Edward Everett Horton, Billie Burke, Mary Boland, Edna May Oliver, Genevieve Tobin, Helen Broderick, Pat Kelly, Ned Sparks, Hugh Herbert, Jessie Ralph, Isabel Jewell, Ralph Morgan, Alene MacMahon, C. Aubrey Smith, Roland Young and dozens of others who usually play second fiddle on the play bill, yet so often pack the theaters when the headliners alone couldn't do it? If the Motion Picture Academy isn't interested, let some other organization widen the scope of prizes so that these favorites may be given the reward due them.

Emile Davis, Segraves, Tex.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Second Fiddle Soloists
What's wrong with the idea of a Motion Picture Academy Award? Nothing. It's so good that it should be made available to all types of acting as the Pulitzer Prize covers all types of writing. Generally speaking, the Award neglects a whole group of actors and actresses so dear to the hearts of all movie-goers...those playing character parts. True, Marie Dressler, a great character actress, got the Award, but she was starred in her pictures at the time. What about such drawing cards as Eric Blore, Arthur Treacher, Charles Butterworth, Edward Everett Horton, Billie Burke, Mary Boland, Edna May Oliver, Genevieve Tobin, Helen Broderick, Pat Kelly, Ned Sparks, Hugh Herbert, Jessie Ralph, Isabel Jewell, Ralph Morgan, Alene MacMahon, C. Aubrey Smith, Roland Young and dozens of others who usually play second fiddle on the play bill, yet so often pack the theaters when the headliners alone couldn't do it? If the Motion Picture Academy isn't interested, let some other organization widen the scope of prizes so that these favorites may be given the reward due them.

Emile Davis, Segraves, Tex.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
The Lost Career
About five years ago, I expressed the desire of becoming a movie hero. "Oh, no," my friends told me, "you can't be a movie hero. Movie heroes should be handsome." Then they proceeded to make a long list of the many handsome movie stars. They included such actors as Dennis King, Nils Asther, Conrad Nagel, Clive Brook, Ramon Novarro, Charles Farrell and so many others. "You're right," I finally agreed, and I gave up.

How often since that time I have wished that I might have waited for about five years before I gave up my wish. When I look over today's movie heroes, I see that most of them are in my class. Even my friends agree with me on this subject. Just look at James Cagney, Paul Muni, Colin Clive, Pat O'Brien, George Raft, Leo Carrillo, Chester Morris, Fred Astaire, Charles Laughton, Roger Pryor, Peter Lorre, and see if you don't agree with me.

John Hall Boller, Watertown, N. Y.
RING OUT THE OLD SEASON  
SWING IN THE NEW

to Jerome Kern's glorious new tunes in the most dazzling musical entertainment in the careers of the queen and king of song and swing! It Follows the Fleet and tops Top Hat!

FRED ASTAIRE  
GINGER ROGERS

JEROME KERN'S  
SWING TIME

with their best supporting cast to date
VICTOR MOORE  •  HELEN BRODERICK  
ERIC BLORE  •  BETTY FURNESS  
and GEORGES METAXA

A PANDRO S. BERMAN Production

He gave you "Roberta," "Gay Divorcee," "Top Hat"  
and "Follow The Fleet"  •  Directed by George Stevens

AN RKO-RADIO PICTURE

Hear these Jerome Kern  
SONG HITS
"The Way You Look Tonight,"  
"Pick Yourself Up,"  
"A Fine Romance,"  
"A Waltz in Swing Time,"  
"Bojangles in Harlem,"  
"Never Gonna Dance,"  
Lyrics by Dorothy Fields
To Be TRULY LOVELY From Head to Toe

For Real Beauty, You Must Have a Soft, Alluring Skin — Free From Pimples and Blemishes

SMOOTH, satiny shoulders — lovely skin "all over" — a radiantly clear, youthful complexion — men admire them and modern style demands them.

To be truly lovely, you must rid all your skin of ugly blemishes — end pimples and eruptions on face and body — have a lovely complexion from head to toe. And thousands are doing it, with complete success.

Doctors know that the real cause of ugly blemishes is often a lack of Vitamin B Complex. With this vital element lacking, intestinal nerves and muscles become weak and sluggish. Poisons accumulate in the body. And constant skin eruptions result to rob you of beauty.

In such cases, pleasant-tasting Yeast Foam Tablets work wonders. This pure, dry yeast supplies Vitamin B Complex in ample quantities—strengthens intestinal nerves and muscles, and restores natural functions. Poisons are thrown off. And the skin quickly clears — becomes smooth and lovely.

Start now to win real, alluring beauty. Try Yeast Foam Tablets to restore your skin to youthful loveliness, as they have brought beauty to so many others.

Ask your druggist for Yeast Foam Tablets today — and refuse substitutes.

Northwestern Yeast Co.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, Ill.

Mail Coupon for Trial Sample

Dear Movie Mirror Juniors:

I am glad to be editing the Junior Department in Movie Mirror this month, because I like to write. When I was small, I used to try to write detective stories.

I suppose most of you boys and girls who read this department know something about my past work in pictures. But in case some of you don't, I'll tell you how I started.

When I was six years old, Mother was working at the Fox studios. She came home one night and told me that the studio was looking for a little boy to sing a song. They had tried out many kinds, she said, but hadn't found the one they wanted. I asked her if I could try. She said yes, but she did not want anyone to know that I was her son. So when I saw her on the studio lot, just as I was about to rehearse for my tryout, I went over to her and said, "Please, Miss, may I have a piece of paper to scribble on?"

"You are not to know it is I," said Mother, but she gave me the paper and a pencil. She said yes, but she did not want anyone to know that I was her son.

The next day, my grandmother took me to the studio. We had promised Mother that if we met her we would pretend we did not know her. So when I saw her, just as I was about to rehearse for my tryout, I went over to her and said, "Please, Miss, may I have a piece of paper to scribble on?"

I got the part.

When the picture was released, Hal Roach offered me a job in "Our Gang." The family let me join, and I worked in "Our Gang" for thirteen months. It was then that they were looking for a lead to play in "Skippy."

Most people might think that my uncle, Norman Taurog, the big director, got me that job. He was in New York at the time the casting was done, and nobody on the studio lot knew me. Mother and I went to the studio and tried out for the part just like all the other boys who wanted it. Uncle Norman certainly has taught me many things about acting, but he did not help me get that part in "Skippy."

As soon as I finished that picture, I was called over to RKO to play in a picture with Richard Dix. He was swell to work with.

I then went to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to work with Wally Beery in "The Champ." It's hard to write just how much I have always liked Wally. He's such a grand man, and we have had so much fun working together.

One of the things Wally and I always had to do in pictures was eat a lot. Eating, to me, is a regular sport. During the shooting of "The Champ," Wally and I had to eat whole strings of baloney. Another time we had to eat corn on the cob and big, thick steaks. We ate so much corn and steak before the picture was finished that it made us both sick.

Crying is (Continued on page 10)
THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR!

Screen history will remember 1936 as the year of Warner Bros.' herculean picturization of "Anthony Adverse." In sheer physical grandeur and emotional intensity, here is a picture that dominates the screen of the year as completely as Hervey Allen's mighty novel dominated the world's bookshelf in its two-year reign at the top of the best-sellers. Reader millions who called it impossible to film will now acclaim it as impossible to describe—as it sweeps through three heroic generations, across the turbulent frontiers of three continents, to pack highlights of the 495,000 most exciting words ever put on paper into 24 hours of high-tension entertainment. The supreme adventure of your movie-going career awaits you in—

"ANTHONY ADVERSE"

From the biggest and biggest-selling novel of modern times, by

HERVEY ALLEN
Starring, among scores of featured players,

Fredric MARCH
With a cast of more than 2,000 including

Olivia de HAVILLAND
Anita Louise • Donald Woods
Edmund Gwenn • Claude Rains
Louis Hayward • Steffi Duna
Gale Sondergaard • Billy Mauch • Akim Tamiroff • Ralph Morgan • Henry O'Neill
Directed by MERVYN LeROY

Another "Anthony Adverse" would have to be written to catalogue all that is to be seen in the 412 scenes of the photoplay. Accurate description seems beyond the power of words. It is, like all miracles, a thing that must be seen to be believed—a crushing answer to those who said a picture could never be made equal to the book.

TO MAKE "ANTHONY ADVERSE" COME TRUE ON THE SCREEN

The novel Hervey Allen turned hermit four years to write was read 11 times by Sheridan Gibney in planning the screen play... 17,437 fans wrote letters asking Warner Bros. to give Fredric March the title role... Sets were built in duplication of scenes in France, Italy, Switzerland, Cuba, Africa and America... Olivia de Havilland won her role before the public knew her, studio officials having seen her tests in "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
another thing I have had to do lots of times in my pictures. Usually, I try to think of things that would make a fellow cry, and the tears come. But sometimes that doesn’t work.

One time, I remember, when I just could not cry, because I was all cried out, the director framed an argument between himself and Red Golden, one of my best buddies, who worked on the set. They told me Red had been fired. When I heard that Red had lost his job, I bawled. Later they told me it was all a joke.

Another time, at a different studio, the director told me that he had just received a wire from Mr. Mayer, the executive head at Metro, saying that they did not want me there any more, since I couldn’t act. That made me cry, too.

I have a private tutor, like most of the other boys and girls in pictures. When I am working on a set, the teacher comes on the sound stage and in between scenes I do my school work. I have three hours of school, one hour of lunch and rest, and four hours of work. When I am not working, the teacher comes to my home, where I have a study room, and we work there from three to four hours every day.

My favorite subject is algebra. It really is a good brain exerciser and keeps you thinking. I use the same books that the students in all Los Angeles public schools use. Every now and then the Board of Education sends a teacher out to give me an examination, to see that I am learning as rapidly and as well as I should. My subjects at present are English, social science, Spanish and algebra. I am in the second half of the ninth grade, and hope to pass into the tenth this fall.

My family and I live at one of the beaches near Culver City. There are no moving picture kids in the neighborhood. Most of the fellows I know there can’t afford to go to very many shows, so I take the whole gang, and we work there from three to four hours every day.

My family and I live at one of the beaches near Culver City. There are no moving picture kids in the neighborhood. Most of the fellows I know there can’t afford to go to very many shows, so I take the whole gang, and we work there from three to four hours every day.

My favorite subject is algebra. It really is a good brain exerciser and keeps you thinking. I use the same books that the students in all Los Angeles public schools use. Every now and then the Board of Education sends a teacher out to give me an examination, to see that I am learning as rapidly and as well as I should. My subjects at present are English, social science, Spanish and algebra. I am in the second half of the ninth grade, and hope to pass into the tenth this fall.

My family and I live at one of the beaches near Culver City. There are no moving picture kids in the neighborhood. Most of the fellows I know there can’t afford to go to very many shows, so I take the whole gang, and we work there from three to four hours every day.

My favorite subject is algebra. It really is a good brain exerciser and keeps you thinking. I use the same books that the students in all Los Angeles public schools use. Every now and then the Board of Education sends a teacher out to give me an examination, to see that I am learning as rapidly and as well as I should. My subjects at present are English, social science, Spanish and algebra. I am in the second half of the ninth grade, and hope to pass into the tenth this fall.
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A GREAT BOOK!

AN OUTSTANDING PLAY!

A SUPERB PICTURE!

Nobel Prize Winner SINCLAIR LEWIS...
Pulitzer Prize Winner SIDNEY HOWARD...
Famed Producer SAMUEL GOLDWYN...
this winning combination which gave the world "Arrowsmith" has again united to create the entertainment achievement of the year!

Samuel Goldwyn
HAS THE HONOR TO PRESENT
SINCLAIR LEWIS'

DODSWORTH

with WALTER HUSTON
RUTH CHATTERTON
PAUL LUKAS - MARY ASTOR

Directed by DAVID NIVEN WILLIAM WYLER
Screenplay by SIDNEY HOWARD
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

---

Hundreds of thousands saw the play which ran for nearly two years on Broadway and on the road! Millions have read the book which topped best-seller lists! And now millions more will see the superb picturization of this great prize story!
Do you recall my saying, when I wrote about salad dressing, that a subtle interchange of ingredients in recipes was one of the secrets of being a good cook?

It is one of the things which help to make the difference between the humdrum assembling, preparing and serving of food, and the practice of cooking as an art. You'll recall in the salad article, that I advised you to use the same recipes over and over again, but to vary the kind of vinegar and the kind of oil. I hope you followed that up and found out for yourself what delicious results could be obtained. But salad dressing isn't the only kind of recipe in which this interesting interchange may be made.

Just now, with the cool days of autumn approaching, we are thinking a little less about salads, and much more about heavier, substantial meals—meals which include plenty of what it takes to keep up the resistance of the body against cold weather.

We are glad to see hot cereals with sugar and cream for breakfast, and hot breads served with plenty of butter and maybe jam, with luncheon and dinner. Rich, good cookies are welcome in place of the dainty sandwiches of midsummer teas.

So I'm going to give you a variety of recipes for these things in which I suggest ingredient changes which bring out unsuspected flavors and add extra nutrition. I wouldn't be surprised if it were the kind of interchange you have already discovered for yourself. It's just using the finest of the cereals processed for hot breakfast foods, in place of routine flours and grains. You know these processed cereals are made of the soundest, wholesomest grains, and often have the advantage that certain elements are made much more digestible by the special manufacturing methods which prepare them. You'll of course be using hot cereals for breakfast during the winter, so you have these on your shelf already.

"Bread is the staff of life," as the old adage reminds us, and bread, as it is used here, means the whole range of starch cereal foods, not only plain wheaten bread. We need lots of that "staff" to lean on when the body must fortify itself against the continued drain on vital energy of lower external temperatures.

So plenty of good, hot cereals for breakfast! And these other recipes I am giving you should be used to add variety to the breads used at other meals, and for occasional sweets. I have indicated in them the general type of cereal referred to, but if you are confused, or not familiar with some of them, I have prepared a special page to send out, giving the exact names.

**SPOON BREAD**

1. **2 cups uncooked brown type cereal**
2. **4 cups boiling water**
3. **2 eggs**
4. **1 tsp. salt**
5. **2 tbls. butter**
6. **2 cups buttermilk or sour milk**
7. **1 tsp. soda**

Pour the boiling water over the uncooked cereal. (Continued on page 14)
ALL THE STYLE OF PARIS...yours in Paris Fashion Shoes

...inspired by styles on the Rue de la Paix...filled with the charm of Paris...these stunning shoes are making smart American women everywhere say..."Expensive footwear offers no greater beauty!"

You'll like their youth...Parisian chic...up-to-the-minute newness! And they cost so little that it's easy to have a pair of beautiful shoes for every outfit!

When you select your shoes for Fall, ask to see Paris Fashions. Your dealer has lovely Fall styles in all sizes...AAAA to C widths.

$3 to $4

FREE! A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF PARIS FASHION SHOES TO ONE HUNDRED WOMEN!

Nothing to buy. Just finish this sentence: "I like Paris Fashion Shoes because..." (in 25 words or less). Winners will receive 8 pairs of Paris Fashion Shoes. Write today for style booklet...and name of your dealer from whom you can get the official entry blank. Dept. M-1, Wohl Shoe Company, St. Louis, Mo.

GUARANTEED BY GOOD HOUSEKEEPING as advertised therein
“MY DEAR!
HOW THIN
YOU ARE!”

Such words are music to a woman’s ear! Especially when slenderness can be achieved so easily, comfortably, and smartly with a Kleinert’s Sturdi-flex Reducer!

![Image of Sturdi-flex Reducer](Image)

- A new “all-in-one” of Kleinert’s ODOR-LESS Sturdi-flex rubber fabric with uplift bra of soft swami. The controlled stretch and three-piece fitted back make it comfortable for daytime, evening, or sports.
- Bend, sit, stretch—this marvelous all-in-one adjusts itself easily to any position and moulds your figure into firm youthful lines. Note the perforations for coolness, the adjustable shoulder straps, the flat Solo hose supporters—they help to make your Sturdi-flex completely comfortable as well as effective.
- Ask for Kleinert’s Sturdi-flex at your favorite Department Store Notion Counter—it’s only two dollars.
- Sized to bust measure—every other inch from 32 to 44.

Kleinert’s
485 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

and let stand until it has slightly cooled. Then add the butter and the salt. Beat the eggs well and add. Dissolve the soda in the buttermilk or sour milk, which is to be stirred in and beat vigorously. Pour into a buttered dish and bake in a hot oven (450° F.) for thirty-five or forty minutes. This is served directly from the baking dish while hot, with butter. Maple or corn syrup is extra good with it, and the combination is delicious with a main meat course, generally in place of potatoes.

HIGHLAND FANCIES

1 egg
1/2 cup sugar
1/3 tbl. butter
1 cup rolled oats
1/2 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. vanilla

Beat the egg very light, adding the sugar gradually. Melt the butter and add, with the salt, oats and the vanilla. Grease very thoroughly a cookie-sheet and drop this mixture by teaspoons on the sheet, leaving at least an inch between each teaspoon full. When the sheet is full, wet a silver knife in water, and gently spread out the fancies so that they are not quite so high. Bake till light brown in a moderate oven (235° F.). Try this recipe as is, the first time, because using just the rolled oats gives it a distinctive flavor. But the next time, use three-fourths of a cup of the oats and one-fourth of shredded coconut. This combination is just as good.

CORNS MEAL GRIDDLE CAKES
COUNTRY STYLE

2 cups corn meal
1 cup flour
6 tsp. baking powder
1 1/2 tsp. salt
1 tbl. sugar
1 cup milk
1 cup water
2 tbl. butter.

Sift together the meal, flour, baking powder, salt and sugar. Stir in the milk and water. Melt the butter and add. These should be baked slowly, from two and a half to three minutes. Serve with butter and jam, honey or syrup. The latter should not be allowed to stand once it is mixed, but cooked immediately.

HOMINY MUFFINS

1 cup cooked hominy
1/4 cup butter
1 cup scalded milk
3 tbs. sugar
1 tbl. salt
1 cup yeast cake
1/2 cup lukewarm water
3/4 cups flour

You should not use left-over hominy for this, but prepare it fresh as it should be still warm. Into it stir the butter, milk, sugar and salt. Immediately dissolve the yeast in the lukewarm water and flour, and stir in well. Cover it and let it rise over night. In the morning, cut down, fill buttered muffin pans two-thirds full, let rise again for an hour and bake in a moderate oven.

Especially good for jelly sandwiches or for toast is this new and different tasting peanut butter bread.

PEANUT BUTTER BREAD

1 cup flour
4 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
1/2 cup sugar
1 cup prepared mixture white and brown type cereal (uncooked)
1/2 cup milk
1/2 cup cream
1/2 cup peanut butter
1 egg

Sift together the flour, baking powder, sugar and salt and combine with the cereal. Cream the peanut butter and blend in gradually the cream and milk. Beat the egg until light and fold into the peanut butter mixture. Stir the peanut butter mixture into the dry mixture. Pour into well greased loaf pan and bake in a slow oven (325° F.) for forty-five minutes.

And for dessert, here is an exceedingly clever little cereal custard for the children (and for grown-ups!), though children will be delighted to find an old breakfast friend all dressed up with new flavors.

CEREAL CUSTARD

1 cup cooked cream of wheat
1 1/2 cups milk
2 eggs
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 tsp. vanilla

Combine ingredients, adding the vanilla last, and bake in a buttered baking dish in a moderate oven for half an hour.

Pauline Nelson has other delicious recipes for hot breads, using all kinds of different cereals. These are so inexpensive and so good, you should have them to add to your cooking file. There’s a new stuffing for chicken and duck, too, as well as other uses for these good, processed grains and meals, which you’ll want. Let MOVIE MIRROR’S Cooking Department send these to you, quite free of charge. Just enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope when you write to

Pauline Nelson
c/o MOVIE MIRROR
7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
HER PIMPLY SKIN WAS THE REASON FOR SARA'S 'THIN TIME' ~ UNTIL -

I FOUND HER CRYING HER EYES OUT, IT'S A SHAME—BUT YOU KNOW HER FACE IS SO BROKEN OUT, THE BOYS DON'T LIKE TO TAKE HER PLACES!

I'M GOING TO TELL HER ABOUT FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST—REMEMBER HOW IT HELPED ME? I'M SURE IT WOULD CLEAR UP HER SKIN, TOO.

I JUST STOPPED A MINUTE TO SEE WHY, SARA—WHATEVER IS THE MATTER?

I'M S-SORRY, LOU... BUT I CAN'T HELP IT... I'M SO TIRED OF JUST SITTING AROUND HERE. I N-NEVER GET ASKED PLACES ANY MORE....

LATER

ISN'T IT A DARLING DRESS? OH, I'M SO THRILLED... AND IT'S JUST MAR-VEL-OUS NOT TO HAVE ANY MORE OF THOSE OLD PIMPLES!

YOU LOOK PERFECTLY SWEET.

IT'S ADORABLE.

Don't let Adolescent Pimples make YOU feel neglected and forlorn

PIMPLES are often a real calamity to girls and boys after the beginning of adolescence—from about 13 to 25 years of age, or even longer.

During this period, important glands develop and final growth takes place. This causes disturbances throughout the entire system. The skin becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.

Fleischmann's fresh Yeast is an effective remedy for adolescent pimples. It clears these skin irritants out of the blood. Then—with the cause removed—the pimples vanish!

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly—a cake about one-half hour before each meal. Eat it plain, or in a little water until your skin is entirely clear. Start today.
Inside Stuff

HOLLYWOOD'S
MOST UP-TO-THE MINUTE
CHATTER

Betty Furness and Cesar Romero are still going about together; this is at Ginger's party.

HOT NEWS: Paul Muni, who has long suffered from insomnia, is following physician's orders in a South Sea cruise in a last desperate attempt to find a cure.

Errol Flynn, for the first time in his Hollywood career, forsakes the military uniform and dons the white gown of the surgeon in "Green Light." This role, originally intended for Leslie Howard, attests to his studio's attitude on Flynn's acting ability.

Romance: Newcomer Dick Purcell and pretty June Travis.

Earl Carroll, famous New York girl show producer, has replaced George White and will produce a yearly "Twentieth Century Follies."

No lack of laughs at the big celebration on Ginger Rogers' birthday—not with Andy Devine and Una Merkel among those present!

W. C. Fields is now allowed to sit up; officials at the Pasadena sanitarium think him well on the road to complete recovery.

John Barrymore, in the hospital with threatening pneumonia, will be replaced in Garbo's "Camille" by his brother, Lionel.

Happy endings: The delightful, simple wedding of Irene Hervey to actor-singer Allan Jones.

Hollywood is a bit suspicious over that five million dollar suit of Paramount's against Sam Goldwyn because of Gary Cooper's new contract. All that new publicity comes out right at the time when Paramount is releasing Gary's new picture.

Ann Dvorak, long off the screen

At whom is Jimmie grimacing across Ginger's birthday cake? With him are Margaret Sullivan, Leland Hayward.
MOVIE MIRROR

Another Love-match Shipwrecked...

Millions of women today have discovered a vitally important fact about feminine hygiene. They have learned that "Lysol" has six special qualities which make it uniquely valuable, combined with such dependability and gentleness that doctors commonly use it in one of the most delicate of all operations...childbirth.

Not liking to discuss such a delicate subject as feminine hygiene is natural...but when misinformation, ignorance, and half-truths threaten happiness, a wife is guilty of serious neglect if she fails to learn that there is a reliable answer to her problem.

You will find that "Lysol" gives you a new sense of antiseptic cleanliness that is most reassuring. But more important, "Lysol" brings the poise and peace of mind so essential to a truly happy marriage.

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"

1. Non-caustic..."Lysol" in the proper dilutions is gentle and reliable. It contains no harmful free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness..."Lysol" is a true germicide, active under practical conditions...even in the presence of organic matter (such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.). Some other preparations don't work under these conditions.
3. Penetration..."Lysol" solutions spread because of their low surface tension—and thus virtually search out germs.
4. Economy..."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor...The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears very soon after use.
6. Stability...Keeps its full strength, no matter how long kept, or how often uncorked.

Dr. Dafoe on the Radio! Beginning Oct. 5th, "Lysol" presents the famous doctor of the quintuplets, on "Modern Child Care," Mon., Wed., Fri. mornings on Columbia Network.

FACTS ALL WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. MM-10
Bloomfield, N. J.

Please send me the book called "LYSOL vs. GERMS" with facts about feminine hygiene and other uses of "Lysol".

Name.
Street.
City.
State.

Copr. 1936 by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
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INSIDE STUFF (Con't.)

Kay Francis, as superbly chic as ever, snapped with Delmer Daves, film writer. The rumor is that they’ll marry soon.

Up-to-the-minute news that the stars are talking about in the film colony

THE Dizzy Dozen, including George Burns, Gracie Allen, Jack Benny and Martha Raye, were all ready to start shooting the blizzard scene for “The Big Broadcast of 1937” when a cricket landed on the hearth. For about thirty minutes, at a cost of five hundred dollars a minute, the gang of stars, props and cameramen went mad trying to locate the bug. Nothing happened but more chirping. Finally Burns turned to Gracie with:

“Why don’t you stop trying to think?”

That was all Gracie needed. Within two minutes she had located the cricket and the noise was silenced. The scene began. After a bit of side-play at the microphone, Jack Benny turned to the sound effects man and asked for a “blizzard.” Obviously, the S.A. man didn’t understand because from the wings floated a huge buzzard. The stuffed bird floated past the microphone and headed for George and Gracie. But just then Martha Raye (who hadn’t been let in on the gag) looked up and saw the terrific bird right there in front of her. She screamed and ran. In two steps she knocked over a table and fell over a chair. The buzzard came to a graceful landing on her back.

The director had figured Martha would be scared and “take it big” but he hadn’t figured on the scream and fall. The whole set was so hilarious...

“Sweet lips!” What makes men say those words, so thrilling to any girl?

Men admire warm color. Even more, they respond to smooth, soft lips.

So remember that your lipstick should keep your lips silken-soft, as well as add ardent color. It will, if you wisely select the new Coty “Sub-Deb” Lipstick.

This new Lipstick contains “Essence of Theobrom”—a special softening ingredient.

Make the “Over-night” Experiment!

Put on a tiny bit of Coty Lipstick before you go to bed. In the morning notice how soft your lips feel, how soft they look.

Coty “Sub-Deb” comes in five indelible colors, 50c. Coty “Sub-Deb” Rouge, also 50c.

Above, Simone Simon, who promises to be a new film sensation, at the Trocadero with Alex Darcy.

At left, two other rapidly rising newcomers, Mr. and Mrs. Leif Erikson (Frances Farmer) at the Brown Derby.
There's nothing of the prima donna about Jean Harlow. She and Bobby Brown, her stand-in, are real pals.

that the gag was immediately incorporated into the picture. Martha sure was glad the first "take" was okay. She was really scared.

***

Hollywood, always looking for a gag, thought that Margaret Sullavan and her ex-husband, Willie Wyler, were putting it on when they started dancing together a few weeks ago. But they're still at it! Now Hollywood is changing its mind. Maybe it's a new courtship.

***

Fred MacMurray and his bride rushed straight from the boat to Sound Stage No. 4 at the Paramount lot where Fred was wanted for his first scenes of "Champagne Waltz" with Gladys Swarthout. Immediately after Fred had on his make-up, though, Lillian Lamont MacMurray took a taxi home to get the apartment ready for the groom, so she didn't see the "welcome" Fred got on the set.

We were standing at the far end of the huge ballroom set when MacMurray walked in. What a bedlam of cheers went up from the five hundred extras in the scene! The ovation lasted fully five minutes. Where they got so much energy, despite Fred's great popularity on the lot, I'll never know. The occasion was Hollywood's hottest summer day and the ballroom is built on the only stage that Paramount hasn't air-cooled.

Five minutes later, however, while Fred was standing ready for the first scene, a huge sun-arc overhead burst into a thousand pieces from the added

WASHINGTON, D. C.

I never miss my daily beauty treatment with Camay—gentlest, purest, best of all soaps! And I look to Camay to help my skin to lasting loveliness.

Sincerely,

(Signed) Irene Robbins Forbes
(Mrs. Alexander C. Forbes)

April 13, 1936

Fair hair, flawless features, unforgettable dark eyes are the heritage of this lovely bride! — young Mrs. Alexander Cochrane Forbes of Washington, D.C., and Ottawa, Canada. And to enhance it all, hers is a complexion so fresh and so fair, the effect is simply dazzling!

Yet any girl may follow this bride’s simple beauty secret — Camay for a lovely skin! For this bland beauty soap, with its fresh and fragrant lather is so deeply cleansing, so gently stimulating, so pure! It’s milder, too, by actual test. Even delicate skins respond to it joyously. If you want to see your complexion grow brighter, smoother, finer, keep using Camay! Buy at least six cakes (it costs so little!) and begin today.

Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.
FEMININE HYGIENE
made easy

NOTHING COULD BE EASIER!
Norforms are ready for use. There’s nothing to mix, nothing to measure. You don’t have to worry about an “overdose” or “burn.” No apparatus is needed to apply Norforms. They are the daintiest, easiest, quickest and safest way to feminine hygiene.

Norforms have revolutionized feminine hygiene—made it simple, and free from danger. These antiseptic suppositories are very easy to use... much more convenient and satisfactory than the old methods of achieving inner cleanliness. They leave no embarrassing antiseptic odor around the room or about your person.

Norforms melt at internal body temperature, releasing a concentrated yet harmless antiseptic film that remains in prolonged and effective contact. This antiseptic—*anhydro para hydroxy mercuric meta cresol*—called *Parahydrecin* for short—is available in no other product for feminine hygiene. Norforms are genuinely antiseptic and positively non-injurious.

MILLIONS SOLD EVERY YEAR
Send for the Norforms booklet “The New Way.” It gives further facts about modernized feminine hygiene. Or buy a box of Norforms at your druggist’s today, 12 in a package, with leaflet of instructions. The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Norwich, N. Y.

INSIDE STUFF (Cont.)
heat and all the glass fell on Mr. MacMurray’s head. The pieces were so small that no damage was done. Hardly was that scare over when the director called a halt and ordered the set cleared. The crystal chandelier, weighing eight hundred pounds, was swaying dizzily overhead. Over MacMurray’s head. When workmen finished steadying it, they admitted Fred was in a dangerous spot for a couple of minutes. His first day back from a honeymoon, too!

COMEDIANS VS. LEADING MEN... Wrigley Baseball Field... TODAY.

HOW would you like to see that sign on a streetcar in your home town? It actually appeared in Hollywood, and what a riot of fun the game was, too. With the gate receipts going to charity, Gracie Allen at the microphone describing the plays (and by-plays) and Hugh Herbert, Fred Stone, Frank Morgan and Leon Errol defying pop bottles as the umpires, the game got under way. The heroes had circulated a rumor that the leading men would have to use their stand-ins to stem the tide and the handsome heroes got so hot under the collar they appeared en masse. The line up:

**Heroes:** Bing Crosby, Dick Powell, George Raft, John Boles, Preston Foster, Pat O’Brien, Lew Ayres, Jack LaRue, Bob Armstrong and Cesar Romero.

**Comics:** Vince Barnett, Frank McHugh, George Burns, Eddie Cantor, Bill Prawley, Sid Silvers, Jack Benny, Jack Oakie and Mitchell & Durante.

The Heroes would have won by a large score, but the comedians had the score keeper in their pay. Also the comics had four runners hidden near third base, and when a hit was made all four would romp across home plate at once. Tie score—100 to 100.

A RE you scared when a black cat crosses your trail? Then listen to this:

Alan Crosland had been shooting on scenes for “The Caretaker’s Cat,” a “whoamn” with Ricardo Cortez in the role of Perry Mason, the detective. In almost all the scenes a large, slinky cat...
MOVIE MIRROR

Don't miss this monthly feature if you really want to know your Hollywood

Above, a real scoop picture—two world-famous opera singers at the same table: Lawrence Tibbet, Gladys Swarthout, his wife and her husband, Frank Chapman.

And here's a genuine sneak shot (below) that Bing didn't know we were taking! Mr. Crosby joking with Eleanor Whitney, George E. Stone and Jack LaRue.

was used. Then came a whole day of shooting when the cat was not needed. The next day, the cat refused to work at all. Crosland shot around the feline actor which sat on the sidelines and scowled.

That night, driving home late, Director Crosland failed to remember that they were digging up the street near his home in Beverly Hills. The car turned over three times and landed in the huge ditch.

Hollywood residents were horrified to learn a few hours later that Mr. Crosland had died as a result of the accident.

If you were visiting in Hollywood these days and wanted to see just one movie set and get the most for your money, we'd take you over to watch Eleanor Powell doing her dance scenes for "Born to Dance." You'd see some great dancing and hear beautiful music—but what else?

Now... millions are finding new beauty with Hollywood's Make-Up
...are you?

JEAN ARTHUR, star of Columbia’s "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" shows you how Max Factor's new make-up can give you beauty.

Hollywood's Rouge
Max Factor's Rouge will individualize your charm through the magic of the color harmony shades—a secret that is bringing new loveliness to women everywhere... $50.

Max Factor * Hollywood
Would you like to try Jean Arthur's make-up secret... powder, rouge, lipstick in your color harmony shade? Mail this coupon.

Powder Secret Revealed
Smart women everywhere are learning what every screen star knows—that the color harmony shades of Max Factor's Powder will make the skin look lovelier than any other. Try this powder secret and note the amazing difference... $1.

New Lipstick Discovered
Max Factor has originated a new Super-Indelible Lipstick in color harmony shades that will give alluring, lasting color to your lips. May be applied to both inner and outer surface of the lips, giving them an even, smooth color... $1.

Mail for POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK IN YOUR COLOR HARMONY


Send Five Cent Box of Powder and Rouge Sampler in your color harmony shade, and Lipstick Color Sampler. Use Address for your nearest Max Factor's Make-Up Studio. One dollar is charged for color harmony shades not sent by request.

Mail Order Coupon, "The New Art of Society Make-Up." $2.50

Use this coupon to secure the beauty you want. Max Factor's Make-Up Studios serve all Hollywood and neighboring communities.

Mail this coupon to Max Factor, Max Factor's Make-Up Studio, Hollywood. Include color harmony shades and one dollar for color harmony shades not sent by request.

Jeans

Mail Order Coupon

This coupon is good for mail order of Powder, Rouge, and Lipstick in your color harmony shade... $1.
INSIDE
STUFF (Cont.)

Well, you'd see Joan Crawford. Joan can hardly work on her own picture for watching Eleanor. You'd see Jean Harlow, Myrna Loy and most of the gang from "Libeled Lady." Jennette MacDonald sneaks over every day.

So a trip to the Powell set is our idea of a grand tour for visitors.

DOT PONDELL is the unhappiest girl in Hollywood. Nellie Manley is probably the happiest. Dot is make-up girl for Marlene Dietrich and Nellie is her hair-dresser.

This week, Marlene boarded the Normandie (having had to rent an extra stateroom for her luggage) and with her went Nellie Manley.

Dot had been asked to go along as well, but Paramount had already assigned her to make up Gracie Allen for "The Big Broadcast of 1937" and she couldn't be spared.

"The Big Broadcast of 1937" is comedy, but it's a lot of grief to Dot, having gyped her out of a trip to Europe.

And so they were married! Above, Howard Strickling, best man; Allan Jones, bridegroom; Irene Hervey, the bride, and her small daughter, Gail; and Mildred Kelly, maid of honor.

Three of the players in the annual movieland baseball game for charity—Andy Devine, Fred MacMurray and director Mervyn LeRoy.

I INVESTED A FEW PENNIES... AND WON A HUSBAND!

IT WAS "LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT" FOR ME! BUT ALTHO HARRY WAS CHARMING TO ME, I NEVER HEARD FROM HIM AGAIN.

ONE DAY I MET HIS MOTHER BUYING LIFEbuoy. SHE EXPLAINED, "B.O. IS ONE THING HARRY WON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH."

I TOOK THE HINT. MADE LIFEbuoy MY SOAP. NEXT TIME I MET HARRY, HE FELL FOR ME WITH A BANG! THANKS TO LIFEbuoy, I'M NOW A HAPPY BRIDE.

HOW CAN I KEEP MY COMPLEXION AS LOVELY AND YOUNG-LOOKING AS YOURS, MOTHER BAXTER?

YES!—that same luxurious lather that keeps you personally safe is also marvelous for the complexion!... Lifebuoy cleanses deeply, gently! "Patch" tests on skins of hundreds of women show Lifebuoy is more than 20% milder than many "beauty soaps."
They are going to stage regular Holly-

The studios have hit upon a new idea: "Home Town Premieres." They are going to stage regular Holly-

Another shot of the charity ball game—comedians Vincent Barnett and Jack Benny are choosing up sides.

Francis Lederer, gentleman farmer, has been sending samples of all crops to his pals in Hollywood. First cabbages, now apricots. The note, with each basket, said:

"You thought I was foolin' about my cabbages, but I wasn't. This time it's apricots. Next time, it's NUTS to you."

Hollywood stars and directors almost go nuts when they go to England to make a picture. London is in the same spot now that Hollywood was in a few years ago: time means nothing, money means nothing. The Hollywood gang, used to speed and action, are almost ready for a nervous breakdown when they get back.

Dick Arlen signed a contract for one picture in London. He was to receive $50,000 for his work with a maximum of eight weeks shooting. If the picture took over that time he was to get $6,750 each week. Well, after about seven weeks of salary time, they finally started the picture. Then they changed leading women. Then they rewrote the story. Then another leading lady. Finally a third! But that's not all; the last half of the picture had to be filmed in Canada, where a large group of technicians had been hunting locations and making preparations for weeks. When Dick finally got there, they had already shot thousands of feet of mountain scenery stuff which the director promptly turned down. "The Barrier" company had to wait while new locations were found. Dick will be on the picture almost six months. Can you figure out how much money that is?

The studios have hit upon a new idea: "Home Town Premieres." They are going to stage regular Holly-

If you do not...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REDUCE</th>
<th>Your HIPS and WAIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 INCHES in 10 DAYS</td>
<td>...it will cost you nothing!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thousands of attractive women owe lovely, slender figures to Perfolastic!

because we receive enthusiastic letters from women all over the country in every mail . . . because we find that most Perfolastic wearers reduce more than 3 inches in ten days ... we know we are justified in making YOU this amazing offer. We are upheld by the experience of not one but thousands of women. The statements reproduced here are but a few representative examples chosen at random from their astonishing letters.

You need not diet or deny yourself the good things of life. You need take no dangerous drugs or tiring exercises. The excess fat is removed solely by the massage-like action of the Perfolastic material. You appear inches smaller the minute you step into your Perfolastic, and then quickly, comfortably ... without effort on your part ... you actually reduce at hips, waist and diaphragm ... where fat first accumulates.

"REDUCED FROM SIZE 43 TO SIZE 18"  
I wore size 42 and now I wear an 18! I eat everything.  
Mrs. Estee Faunt, Mineapolis, Minn.

"REDUCED 1½ INCHES"  
Lost 20 pounds, reduced hips 1½ inches and waist 5 inches.  
Mr. J. C. Thompson, Denver, Colo.

"SMALLER AT ONCE"  
I immediately became 3 inches smaller, in the hips when first fitted.  
Miss Ouida Breeper, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y.

"HIPS 12 INCHES SMALLER"  
I lost 6 inches from my hips, 4 inches from my waist and 20 lbs.  
Mrs. J. J. Thomae, New Castle, Pa.

"LOST 60 POUNDS"  
"I reduced my waist 9 inches, my hips 8 inches and have lost 60 pounds!

Mrs. W. P. Drry, Omaha, Neb.

"A GIRL I LIKE"  
I never owned a girdle I liked so much. I reduced 26 lbs.  
Miss Esther Marshall, Vallejo, Calif.

"LOST 40 POUNDS"  
I reduced my waist 9 inches, my hips 4 inches and have lost 40 pounds.  
Mrs. Essie Faust, Alpena, Ohio.

"REDAUCED FROM 43 TO 34 INCHES"  
My hips measured 43 inches. I was advised to wear Perfolastic after a serious operation and now my hips are only 34½ inches.  
Miss Billie Brian, La Grange, Ky.

Surely you would like to test the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE and BRASIERE . . . for 10 days without cost!

You cannot afford to miss this chance to prove to yourself the quick reducing qualities of Perfolastic! Because we are so sure you will be thrilled with the results, we want you to test it for 10 days at our expense. Note how delightful the soft, silky lining feels next to the skin, and how wonderful the results from your Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perfo-

PERFOLASTIC, INC.  
Dept. 2810, 41 E. 42nd St., New York City

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perfo-

The excerpts from unsolicited letters and are quoted with full permission of the writers.

Notary Public

The excerpts from unsolicited letters and are quoted with full permission of the writers.

Name: ____________________________
Address: _________________________
City: _____________________________
State: ___________________________
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YOU can't help feeling sorry for her—the girl who seems to be "in wrong" with everyone.

She's pretty—but men avoid her. She's good company—but girls let her alone. She's simply out of things. And why?

Well, bluntly, because underarm perspiration odor makes her unpleasant to be near.

And the pity of it is, she has nobody to blame but herself. For it's so easy, these days, to keep the underarms fresh, free from odor all day long. With Mum!

It takes just half a minute to use Mum. And you can use it any time—before dressing or afterwards. Mum is harmless to clothing, you know.

It's soothing to the skin, too. You can use it right after shaving the underarms.

The daily Mum habit will prevent every trace of underarm odor without preventing perspiration itself. Get this helpful habit—it pays socially! Bristol-Myers, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

ON SANITARY NAPKINS. Make sure that you can never offend in this way. Use Mum!

IN INSIDE STUFF

(Continued)

wood First Nights all over the country. Joe E. Brown is going to Peoria, Illinois, for the premiere of "Earthworm Tractor." Bob Burns, whose home state is Arkansas, is going with the print of "Rhythm on the Range" to Little Rock for the premiere. It is rumored that "The Texas Ranger" will be spot-lighted in the South, and other out-of-town Hollywood First Nights are planned.

WAY up in Wyoming, far from Hollywood, a bloody feud is going on these days. Members of the 115th Cavalry are competing to find out which of their group will go with the C. B. DeMille troupe to Pole Mountain for the sensational Indian fight sequences for "The Plainsman." C. B. has been determined to top the thrilling and spectacular cavalry scene from "The Crusades" and the officers must be able to end their charge by tripping their horses in a huge semi-circle to protect a movie ammunition train from movie Indians.

Back in Hollywood, Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur are submitting to vaccination against all diseases carried by the millions of ticks and mosquitoes that invest the region of the location.

Up in Montana, a whole tribe of Indians is at work fashioning war bonnets and deerbone breastplates for the tribesmen to wear in the picture. A studio scout is also browsing around the neighborhood looking for a beautiful Indian girl to play an important role in the picture.

HALF of the big-money players in Hollywood have taken a crack against the town at one period or another, but yesterday we found an answer for all of them. We were watching some scenes for "Dod—
worth" and found an extra player named Mrs. Geraldine Leslie. Here is her answer to those who have knocked Hollywood:

"When my husband died fourteen years ago, I tried extra work to feed my babies. Since then, I've put them all through grade school and given them a start in life. Hollywood has been grand to me and even though I finish just as I started, an extra, I'll always be grateful."

**QUESTIONS OF THE MONTH**

Name the brunette actress who, having made a big hit in Hollywood, is going to Europe with romance in view, saying that she doesn't know whether she'll be back or not?

What newcomer comedienne cries her eyes out every time the audience laughs at her on the screen and why?

Can you name two famous actors and one actress whose marriage plans have been held up because the ex-wife or ex-husband wouldn't play ball?

A little girl star is now having the same trouble Freddie Bartholomew had recently. Do you know her name?

What is the reason for a certain beautiful brunette star saying, "I give the dullest parties in Hollywood?"

What movie star name is the most famous in Washington, D.C., and why?

Who are the three handsome and eligible young leading men who have taken the vow "not to marry until thirty" and who are the three young ladies who are laughing up their sleeves?

Can you name the star who once made a bet of $75,000 on a single horse race and lost?

---

Art director Cedric Gibbons takes his wife (Dolores Del Rio) to see his work in the "Juliet" preview.

---

**EX-LAX**

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

**When Nature forgets—remember EX-LAX**

TODAY, the doctor studies "Prevention" as closely as anything in his profession. He tries to guard his patients from even a single error which may affect their health.

Before approving a laxative, for instance, he sets up a strict standard of requirements which must be fully met. This code is printed below, point by point. And every point is important to your welfare.

**WHAT DOCTORS DEMAND OF A LAXATIVE:**

It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proven by the test of time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate or upset digestion.

**EX-LAX CHECKS ON EVERY POINT**

You need not memorize the list above. But remember this one fact: Ex-Lax checks on each and every point the doctor looks for in a laxative.

Physicians everywhere use Ex-Lax in their own homes for their own families. For more than 30 years, mothers have given it to their children with perfect trust. Since Ex-Lax was first introduced, many laxatives have come and gone. Yet Ex-Lax remains the outstanding leader. It is the largest-selling laxative in the whole, wide world.

**CONVINCING YOURSELF OF THE FACTS**

Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a laxative and see how accurately it meets the doctor's requirements. It is gentle. It is thorough. It is not upsetting. Not nauseating. Not habit-forming—no increased dosage necessary.

Ex-Lax does not work like a strong, violent purgative. Its action so closely approximates normal that, except for the relief you enjoy, you scarcely know you have taken a laxative.

**A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE**

Unlike harsh, bitter purgatives, Ex-Lax tastes just like pure, delicious chocolate. It's pleasant for anyone to take, especially the youngsters. And it is equally effective for children and grown-ups.

At all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes. Or if you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the coupon below.

---

**TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!**

(Paste this on a penny postcard)

Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Name ___________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________  A.______

(if you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)
End "accident panic"—
ask for Certain-Safe
Modess!
The Improved Sanitary Pad

- Try N-O-T-O—the safe, easy-to-use douche tablets. Cleanses! Deodorizes! Refreshes!
  (Not a contraceptive.) In a dainty Blue and Silver Box—at your drug or department store.

FEARS ARE NEEDLESS NOW! No shadow of fear need cross your mind, with Certain-Safe Modess! Unlike many ordinary reversible pads, Modess has a specially treated material on sides and back to prevent striking through! No chafing—the edges stay dry. Modess stays safe . . . stays soft. Wear the blue line on moisture-proof side away from the body and perfect protection is yours.

WHAT IS THIS WOMAN AFRAID OF? How often a haunting fear spoils good times! But now—women can say goodbye to all that! A new and different kind of sanitary pad is here! Just ask for Modess. Then forget all your old worries . . . for Modess is certain-safe!

INSIDE STUFF (Con't)

Which actor, when asked for the date of his wedding to a snappy blonde comedienne, answered, "How can I set the fatal date when we haven't decided to get married as yet?"

Who is the gorgeous brunette actress who is always given credit for a stupendous wardrobe and actually has to use studio wardrobe gowns for fashion pictures because she has none of her own?

THAT garden party that Arline Judge and Wesley Ruggles threw the other Sunday was somethin'! Two hundred of Hollywood's finest (guests) were escorted to the spacious lawns behind the house for swimming, tennis, golf, picture taking and food. One look at the three (count'em) orchestras which were playing lilting tunes in three separate corners of the estate, the huge bar in the playroom, the gorgeous pool (with bathing beauties) plus the food and the army of servants gave you the impression that you were at a summer hotel of the luxury type.

While some of the guests were playing golf on the private course and others were swimming or playing tennis, Georgie Jessel walked into the scene, looked around slowly and then said, "And I always thought this place wouldn't catch on!"

Remember Alice Terry and husband Rex Ingram of the old silent days? They've been making pictures in Morocco for years. But here they were at the party. Bing and Dixie Crosby had a grand time greeting oldtime favorite Louise Brooks. Tom Brown, Johnny Downs and a host of gorgeous gals played in the pool most of the afternoon. Movietone had a swell time taking pictures of the whole thing and a good time was had by all—even by the hula dancer, who got so unstrung at the sight of so many stars that she could hardly do a wiggle in front of one of the orchestras.

* * *

WE got a huge laugh the other night watching Mary Brian and Cary Grant slip and slide down the old battered fire-escape of the Santa Monica Stadium after the boxing matches. They went out the back way to avoid autograph hunters, and then made so much noise that at least a hundred signature hounds were waiting for them at the bottom.

* * *

THE M-G-M "Blarney Stone" is going to have a place of honor in the new air-cooled studio cafe. Mounted in a special glass case, the famous lucky door knob of the recently-demolished cafe will hang on the wall. For over ten years, the extras working at
M-G-M have made it a point to touch the lucky knob every day they worked on the lot. Over one hundred actors have touched that famous door knob and risen to stardom.

* * *

It was the first day of shooting on "Come and Get It" over at Goldwyn's. The set resembled the mess hall of an oldtime lumber camp. The scene called for Walter Brennan, a lanky red-head, to rush across the room, wrap his legs around Edward Arnold's middle and start pummeling his chest in joy at meeting his old friend.

The scene started, Brennan came running and jumped in the air and fastened a "scissors" on Arnold. Then he let go, quickly, and fell to the floor.


"Sorry," apologized Arnold, fishing a large horseshoe from one hip pocket. "I always carry this with me for good luck the first day."

* * *

In the lobby, after the preview of "Rhythm on the Range," the fans mobbed newcomer Martha Raye for autographs. Martha, so unused to such attention, handed her purse to a stranger to hold while she signed the scores of books. Later, when she got home, she realized the purse had $200 in it!

"I despise that powdery look in strong light"

One of the worst faults a powder can have is showing too much—an inquiry among 1,067 girls brings out!

Of 3 leading powders, Pond's got twice the votes of the next-liked powder, for "not giving that powdered look." Triple the votes of the third! The reason is in the colors of Pond's.

"Glare-proof" colors—Pond's colors catch only the softer rays of light—won't show up chalky in strongest glare. Special ingredients give Pond's its soft, clinging texture—keep it looking fresh for hours.

Low prices. Decorated screw-top jars, 35c, 70c. New big boxes, 10c, 20c.

Pond's never looks powdery—
It clings—voted the 2 most important points in a powder.

FREE 5 "Glare-Proof" Shades
(This offer expires Dec. 1, 1950)

POND'S, Dept. K, 122 Clinton, Conn.
Please rush, free, 5 different shades of Pond's "Glare-proof" Powder, enough of each for a thorough 5-day test.
Do you want a good figure?

I know—that's Silly Question Number One. Of course you want a good figure; we all do. No one wants to feel self-conscious because of a “spare tire” around the waist line, or a too prominent “lower part of the back” (as one of you amusingly described it to me in a recent letter), a sagging bust, or other parts of the anatomy which may get away from their original youthful loveliness.

We all want to be able to buy clothes without having to pay for expensive alterations, and just now, fashion is harder than ever on figure faults.

Yet following fashion this season isn't the foolish chase which it unfortunately sometimes is. The figure right now is the natural, normal one, with all of its lovely curves and soft fullness. We don't have to strain for exaggerated effects, too, too ample curves, or the “string-bean look,” nor truss ourselves up in punishing and often dangerous corsets, if we want to be in style. And that's good news for which I think we can thank Hollywood and its glamorous stars.

These beautiful and clever girls, groomed and advised by experts, know there are two essentials of charm—health and naturalness. The bizarre, the ultra this and the ultra that, may have their little day, but it passes quickly. Natural beauty (and this includes health) goes on charming us endlessly.

That's why you read about Ginger Rogers persistently bringing her weight back to normal by careful regimen, after she has lost precious pounds rehearsing for one of her wonderful dancing pictures. That's why other stars will take valuable time away from the screen to get rid of excess poundage. They all know you are at your best and prettiest when you are at your normal weight, and when the figure isn't being distorted to follow some silly fad.

You should hear the wails of discomfort that go up from a studio where a “costume” picture is being made, over the girls having to get themselves into the idiotic corsets of bygone days. Why in the world, they ask, did women ever submit to wearing such atrocities, instruments of torture, no less!

The good common sense of the screen stars in regard to health, and true wisdom in regard to the fundamentals of beauty, are right in line with the ideas of modern women, so this influence of the screen is being reflected in our present fashions.

If anyone laughs at you in your determination and effort to achieve a lovely figure, if they say you are “going Hollywood,” you come right back with “I certainly am.” It's a fine thing to go Hollywood when Hollywood points the way to health and beauty, as it does in this.

Now what (Continued on page 105)

Naturally perfect figures like that of Olivia De Havilland, beautiful Warner star, are rare. However, almost anyone today can wear the smart fashions of the stars by choosing the proper modern foundation garments.

WRITE TO GLORIA MACK: for further information about better girdles and bras, the ones you may need right now, and for the name of the new, practically invisible garter which lies flat, and never mangles stocking tops:

And if you want tried and true exercises and other aids to the figure, just ask her about them, remembering that your correspondence is strictly confidential and always “person to person.” A new coiffure? Complexion troubles? Whatever it may be, there's no charge; just enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

GLORIA MACK, c/o Movie Mirror,
7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
We deliberately uncorked 10 bottles of nail polish—2 of our New Cutex—Clear and Crème, and 8 popular rival brands—and let their contents stand exposed to the air for 14 days.

The result was amazing! The 8 rival brands clearly showed an evaporation of 35% to 60%! All were found to be thick and gummy. But the New Cutex Polish evaporated less than half as much as the competitive brands. Came through the test as smooth-flowing, as easy to apply, as ever!

Think what this means to you in terms of nail-polish value! Practically no loss by evaporation—even when standing for many days in an entirely uncorked bottle.

No thickening and drying while standing. Usable down to the last drop—a distinct saving!

Add this new economy feature to Cutex's already impressive list of advantages—its finer lacquer and longer wear, its easier application, its freedom from chipping and peeling, its 10 smart shades, and its new and wonderful sun-resisting property—and you'll never put up with any ordinary polish again.

There's no question about the value you get for your money when you buy Cutex. So little money, too—the New Cutex still sells at the old economical price of 35¢ a bottle, Crème or Clear! Stock up today in all your favorite shades.


Mail coupon today for complete Cutex Manicure Kit containing your 2 favorite shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, Polish Remover and sample of Cutex Lipstick for only 14¢

Northam Warren Sales Company, Inc. Dept. 7281, 191 Hudson St., New York, N.Y. (In Canada, P.O. Box 2320, Montreal)

I enclose 14¢ for 2 shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked, and Polish Remover: Mauve □ Rust □ Light Red □ Robin Red □ Old Rose □ (Also sample of Cutex Lipstick will be included)

Name

Address

City

State
Mrs. Penniman is a descendant of two signers of the Declaration of Independence. Another forefather was one of the founders of the Bachelors’ Cotillion, exclusive to Baltimore’s first families. Mrs. Penniman is widely known as a charming hostess, a genius in fine Southern cookery. “When entertaining,” she says, “I always serve plenty of Camels. Between courses and after, Camels taste so good. I’ve noticed that they help digestion and add so much to that satisfying sense of having dined well!”

A few of the distinguished women who prefer Camel’s costlier tobaccos:

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST DE PONT, JR., Wilmington
MRS. WILLIAM I. HOLLINGSWORTH, JR., Los Angeles
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York

Smoking Camels between meals and after has a welcome effect on digestion

The excitement of having a good time—whether at home or “abroad”—often keys up the nervous system. Tenseness results, slowing down the activity of digestive fluids. Scientists have shown that the supply of these fluids—alkaline digestive fluids—is helped back to normal by smoking Camels. Definitely, Camels encourage good digestion...give a generous "lift." Their costlier tobaccos furnish a fitting accompaniment to the subtle flavors of fine food. Being mild, Camels never tire your taste. So, hostess or guest, let Camels give you pleasure during meals and after. They set you right!

FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE — SMOKE CAMELS
DURING the nine years he has been in Hollywood, Ronald Colman, more than any other male star, I daresay, has been the subject of constant speculation about love and marriage. This interest on the part of the public in his private affairs has struck him as extraordinary, but nothing could have been more natural in view of his dashing good looks, his charm and his indefinable appeal. They are the epitome of what women everywhere seek in a man.

Yet during these nine years he has refused consistently to speak of marriage, either of his past one which was ended by divorce almost two years ago, or of any possible future union. It has been the verboten subject on which interviewers and even his closest friends dared not approach him.

Now at last he has broken that silence.

He still refuses to speak of his past marriage to the English actress, Thelma Raye. That is to him, and must be to all others, a closed book—a part of his life which is over and done with, dead and decently buried if not forgotten. By no word or gesture will he so much as refer to it or permit it to shadow his present life. He expects his friends to obey the same unwritten code.

But he has spoken finally of future marriage—to reveal that in his carefully made plans for his life ahead he has made no place for a wife!

He told me that, not as a pompous pronouncement or even as if he thought the news could be of any interest to anyone, but in the course of casual conversation. We were sitting in the combination study and library in his English home in Beverly Hills where we had gone direct from the sound stages at Columbia where he was playing the lead in James Hilton's unusual story, "Lost Horizon." And when he spoke of marriage it was with the extreme reserve and reticence which characterizes his every conversation except

(Continued on page 84)
Will Luise Rainer Really Leave The Screen?

For the first time the volatile Viennese star discusses her sensational success and reveals her plans for the future

By CHARLES DARNTON

Clarence Sinclair Bull

I t caught her young, but Hollywood can't hold her— that wild bird Luise Rainer.

When I went to see her for a simple, straightforward interview she startled me by saying, "I am all wrong here in Hollywood. I can't see myself as a film person. For me it is too impersonal. I intend to quit right now!"

Here was something both astounding and important. Astounding because it proved the exception to every rule of Hollywood; important for the reason that it was the deliberate statement of an actress who gave every promise of being the greatest of them all.

Still a comparative newcomer, Luise Rainer has come through with such flying colors that she now can get anything she wants from the motion picture industry. Arriving an unknown girl from Europe, she was made a star overnight. There had been no synthetic process, no paving of the tricky way, no elaborate ballyhoo to put an edge on public curiosity; no ecstasy of industry to accomplish what is laboriously called a build-up. Unexpectedly, startlingly, the new star flashed across the film heavens to sudden dazzling glory.

Wonder grew on the eventful preview night of "Escapade" when the meteoric phenomenon was not outshone by even the high powered William Powell. To his everlasting credit, that gallant actor insisted that the hitherto obscure actress should immediately share stellar honors with him. Then in her second picture, against still greater odds—the combination of Powell and Myrna Loy—she played Anna Held so gloriously and so poignantly—witnessthe telephone scene—that she made "The Great Ziegfeld" quite her own. And already word is whispered that, granting Paul Muni all his fame and power, Luise of the laurels has walked off with still another million dollar film production. "The
Good Earth," as easily and lightly as she might with a bowl of rice.

Yet this is the bright particular star who now incredibly declares she cannot see herself as a "film person and wants to quit."

Naturally I was not prepared to hear such unbelievable news. For that matter I was all eyes rather than ears, gazing first at that tumultuous hair of hers. It stormed about her raven head like a thunder cloud. She was driving it desperately out of her twin star eyes with one hand while giving the other in warm greeting as she bounded to the door, flinging back a reproving "Jonnav" to an alert Scotty when he growled experimentally.

Otherwise she was a study in brown, her tense face ochered to the Chinese shade of "The Good Earth," her willow figure all but lost in the loose hanging cotton coat and trousers of O-Lan. In her was every sign of a primitive character out of which the Rainer fame was sure to rise to new heights. But when I said as much she gravely shook her head with:

"To me it cannot matter. Nothing in Hollywood can matter. It is impossible for me to do anything, to be anyone. O-Lan, yes, she is a true character, a real human being. But it is not easy to understand her, she is so quiet, so deep, so strange. Yet she has many things I have. We all have in us every good and every bad, yes? Only O-Lan is more good. But it is difficult to play her so that the public sees her the first time as she is, then waits to see her again. It is like you meet a woman passing a peasant's house and you know nothing about her. I read the book but I do not get O-Lan out of the book. No, I go to Chinatown then I get her. In Los Angeles and in San Francisco I go many times to Chinatown and for hours I sit between the people there in their restaurants and theaters and I listen to them. But if I only imitate them that is nothing. I must look at them and listen to them, see how they behave and hear how they say things, then perhaps I know something about them—what they are and how they feel. It is only then I can hope to be the woman I play. I take her in and eat her.

"I'm not an intellectual actress. I am an instinctive actress. I must feel. But in pictures there is not time to feel. Everything is short, quick, so that sometimes even a word is cut in two. For me pictures are too technical, too artificial. When I look at one of mine after it is finished it is like seeing a lover after ten years. Everything is changed. I have much to give but I can give nothing. I am afraid. Hollywood makes me afraid and so I know it is not for me."

She shrugged into one of her thoughtful silences, seeming actually to shrink in size.

"Yes," she admitted. "I'm much thinner than when I was Anna Held. I had to be for the starvation period in 'The Good Earth.' For three weeks I ate very little and lost twenty pounds. But the outside it makes no difference. In Hollywood nothing can ever make any difference with me."

Again she ended on that recurring note of hopelessness. Apparently her unfailling screen success had given her no satisfaction, had left her strangely indifferent. Her single interest of the moment, it now developed, was in the Juliet of Norma Shearer, and her questions about it led me to wonder whether she herself had ever played the part.

"Oh, yes," was her matter of fact reply. "When I was nineteen. Also I play Katharine in 'The Taming of the Shrew,' Rosalind in 'As You Like It,' and Isabel in 'Measure For Measure.'"

Quite simply she revealed her classic background. It did much to explain her. Possibly she felt that what she now was doing was nothing to what she had done.

"But, please," she begged, "it is not that I am ungrateful. In many ways Hollywood has been good to me, but it is not good for me. Always it is strange. That is my fault, but I cannot help it. When first I come here I do not know a single word of English but I went to Mr. Louis B. Mayer and I tell him, 'In two months I learn English and be ready to start.' But I must learn it by myself. The teacher she is a mistake in my head. From her I could not learn English—I picked it up. Always it has been like that. I let come the world in me then I gave it back again. But never I learned things I didn't like to learn. At home I change eight times my school— (Continued on page 81)
The Perfect Way

Would you like to have a figure like that of the stars? It's yours for the asking, at the cost of only a little time and perseverance

By Donald Loomis

Editor's Note: During the last two years Donald Loomis has come to be an integral cog in the great Hollywood machinery that manufactures glamor and beauty for its stars; to him is the credit due for many of the lovely figures you see on your neighborhood screen. The son of a physician, he left the stage to care for the flabby midriffs and over-fed bodies of Florida millionaires, and in ten years built for himself a progressive reputation by streamlining—with certain and lasting results—a large number of expensive and thoroughly unhealthy playboys in that region. To the executives of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer came the reports of his ability; they offered him a contract, a gymnasium, and the stars for his pupils—and thereby found a sedative for innumerable official headaches. He took actresses who were merely good-looking and gave them beauty; he created bodies that have become the lasting delight of dress-designers and photographers. This series of articles which he has written for Movie Mirror offers you without reserve the methods he has invented and used during those two years.

For several million years, anyway, it has been the special credo of the human race that beauty is a matter of luck. You were born with it (in a few rare cases) or you were not—a matter for the gods to decide and for you to accept without murmur and without complaint. Wherefore throughout the centuries a woman who possessed the precious quality called loveliness got everything she wanted and was feted to the skies and generally played havoc with history; the rest settled down quietly and got married.

You could do things with your face, of course. You could cream it and highlight its good points and tone down its bad ones; you could make up a new coiffure and paste on artificial eyelashes. You could have a beautiful face, if you wanted it.

You can today; and there are other departments in this magazine that will help you with that problem. But in the past if your figure was bad there were only two things to do—have a corset made and wear hoop skirts.

Well, that was the past. In this year of 1936 a beautiful body is not only a possibility; it's your right, your prerogative. At least you can have it for (Continued on page 95)

In this illuminating series on health and beauty, the author (left) will give you the same expert instruction he offers the stars in his capacity of Physical Director for M-G-M. First, how do your own measurements compare with the ideal ones in the chart on the opposite page?
The severely simple lines of the evening gown worn by Joan Crawford (above), and the softly pleated chiffon which Jean Harlow (below) has chosen, depend upon perfect proportions to achieve their smartness.

![Image of a Perfect Figure](image_url)
Henry Kolker, Leslie Howard and Norma Shearer are superb in "Romeo and Juliet," which is perfection. "Mary of Scotland" is a distinct disappointment, in spite of Fredric March and Katharine Hepburn.

**Movies of the Month**

The reliable guide to the recent talkies with one check (✓) for good ones, two checks (✓✓) for those that are outstanding

✓✓ **Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)**

You'll See: Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard, John Barrymore, Edna May Oliver, Basil Rathbone, C. Aubrey Smith, Andy Devine, Ralph Forbes, Reginald Denny, Conway Tearle, Henry Kolker.

It's About: Shakespeare's immortal love story.

One of the great pictures of all time! We bow in deep appreciation to the combined genius of producer Irving Thalberg and director George Cukor for their high courage, infinite patience and exacting artistry in bringing us a version of Shakespeare in which the characters actually live and breathe as human beings.

Norma Shearer as Juliet is superb. Never has she appeared more beautiful, more lovely, nor played with such perfection; each emotional turn is a gem of fine conception. In the equally famous role of Romeo, Leslie Howard surpasses his every past performance; brings a romantic and youthful quality to the lover of Juliet. John Barrymore as the high spirited Mercutio is fine. Edna May Oliver, C. Aubrey Smith, Basil Rathbone, Reginald Denny and Ralph Forbes head a cast which, to the lowest bit player, adds credit and artistry to the production. This is indeed a triumph.

Memorable highlights include the balcony scene, poignantly beautiful; the potion scene, the emotional crescendo of the play; and the death scene.

Our single regret is that this picture could not have been made in color. The gorgeous costumes, the marvelous settings deserve that added opportunity to thrill you.

Your Reviewer Says: The inadequacy of words defies our heart-felt praise.

✓ **Mary of Scotland (RKO)**


It's About: The historic rivalry between Mary of Scotland and Elisabeth of England.

The big disappointment of the month. Using a famous Theater Guild play, the same writer and director that made film history with "The Informer," and with such stars as Katharine Hepburn and Fredric March, naturally an exceptional picture was expected. Thus when the completed film proves to be over-written, directed with slow, laborious pace and acted without inspiration, it is heartbreaking. The production is beautifully mounted and extremely costly. But despite all the money spent, the entertainment value is not there.

Katharine Hepburn has seldom appeared to less advantage. Her conception of Mary of Scotland is cold, without color and hampered by numerous lengthy speeches. Fredric March's performance is far and away the best in an otherwise uneventful spectacle. Florence Eldridge, as Queen Elizabeth, does enough acting to round out the entire picture. Unfortunately, there are some forty other actors who have lines to speak. Perhaps the picture may be speeded up by additional cutting (in its preview, it was over two hours long) and gain materially from an entertainment standpoint. We sincerely hope so.

Your Reviewer Says: Too bad. Just as the depression was lifting, too.

✓ To Mary with Love (20th Century-Fox)


It's About: A modern marriage taken from 1926 to 1926 through honeymoon, success, the crash, depression and near-divorce.

We mean it as high compliment when we say that the film version of this beautifully written marriage story is not quite so great as the now-famous, Satepost yarn by Richard Sherman. That Myrna Loy, Warner Baxter and Ian Hunter came so close to realizing
"To Mary with Love" is an inspiring love story, played by Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy and Ian Hunter. It's lovely newcomer Frances Farmer that cowboy Bing Crosby croons to in "Rhythm on the Range."

the charm of this little literary masterpiece assures you of a grand evening of entertainment.

Ian Hunter, though desperately in love with Myrna Loy, is the best man at her marriage to Warner Baxter, and throughout the ten years of the film-recorded marriage he remains steadfast with both friendship and financial aid. When Baxter breaks pitifully during the worst of the depression, even when Loy and Hunter know he has been out drinking with other women, they both continue to help him. With his first new job, though, Myrna believes he no longer needs her and goes to lawyer Hunter for a divorce. You'll shed tears at the dramatic ending.

While we realize the invariable sympathy attending such a role, we still hand the acting palm to Ian Hunter. Myrna Loy, though not well photographed, does beautifully. Warner Baxter was not well cast; he hasn't quite the verve and pep the author intended. Claire Trevor is excellent as the blonde temptress and the cast is fine.

Your Reviewer Says: We advise everyone to see it, women especially.

Such a marvelous movie month! Just the regular routine pictures are perfectly good and the specials approach greatness. For beauty there is the enchanting "Romeo and Juliet," with Norma Shearer and Leslie Howard giving exquisite performances. For a perfect modern love story there is "To Mary with Love," high lighted by Myrna Loy's tender playing. For the most interesting newcomer there's "Girls' Dormitory," with fascinating little Simone Simon; it's a grand picture, too. There's only one disappointment this month, but that's terrific. It is "Mary of Scotland." Much as we hate to say it, we must confess it is dull, ponderous, slow moving, with Hepburn way below her acting standard.

PICTURES in the CUTTING ROOM
Advance Tips on Tomorrow's Talkies

COLUMBIA
Lost Horizon. Ronald Colman stars in the screen version of James Hilton's story about the adventurous journey of an Englishman into a strange land inhabited by a mystic cult. The important supporting cast includes Jane Wyatt, Edward Everett Horton and Isabel Jewell.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Gorgeous Hussy. Joan Crawford and Robert Taylor in a colorful story of life in Washington during the time of Andrew Jackson, with Franchot Tone, Lionel Barrymore, James Stewart and Alison Skipworth. Said to be Joan's best.

The Good Earth. From advance reports, one of the most extraordinary productions for fall release. Luise Rainer and Paul Muni play the chief roles in Pearl Buck's powerful, moving story of Chinese life.

PARAMOUNT
The General Died At Dawn. The war-torn Orient is the background for this drama of intrigue, starring Gary Cooper and Madeleine Carroll.

RKO-RADIO
Swing Time. Another musical and dance film with Fred Astaire as a gambler and Ginger Rogers as a dancing instructor. Plenty of new steps, new tunes and new comedy.


UNITED ARTISTS
Garden of Allah. Glamorous Dietrich in a Technicolor film for the first time. Charles Boyer is her leading man, and is said to steal the picture.

WARNERS-FIRST NATIONAL
Polo Joe. Joe E. Brown tries to live up to a false reputation as a "ten goal man." The scenes in which Joe E. does his practicing on a mule are said to be terrific. Carol Hughes is the romantic interest.
YOU DON'T "SEE" THIS PICTURE...YOU LIVE IT!

THE GREAT LOVE DRAMA OF THE GREAT WAR!...fired with the inspired acting of the year's most impressive cast!

FREDRIC WARNER
MARCH • BAXTER
LIONEL
BARRYMORE

THE ROAD TO GLORY

with
JUNE LANG
GREGORY RATOFF

Directed by Howard Hawks
Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production

STAR-GREAT! EMOTION-MIGHTY! THE STRANGEST DRAMA EVER LIVED!
Robert Montgomery and Madge Evans are so happy to be together again in "Piccadilly Jim." It's a real mutual admiration society, for Bob is Madge's favorite leading man and Madge is Bob's choice among leading ladies. Right now, Bob's all excited about his big chance in his next picture, "Night Must Fall," which will be entirely different from anything he's done before—and, if it can be arranged, Madge will be in that film with him, too!
Autograph-hunting fans delayed the sailing of the mighty NORMANDIE thirty minutes when Marlene sailed for Europe with her daughter Maria (who was so thrilled when our eagle-eyed cameraman, Hyman Fink, gave her a regular speed camera to use on her travels).
It's the boom season for this handsome screen veteran. First, "The Prisoner of Shark's Island," then "Road to Glory," and now "To Mary With Love" (with lovely Myrna Loy as Mary), which is simply a knockout—one of the nicest love stories that's ever been filmed.

Warner Baxter
Nino will have more acting to do than in his first film venture, in Pickford-Lasky's "The Gay Desperado." In private life, he and Elissa Landi are very much interested in each other, while Ida's big moment is Louis Hayward—and they may get married any day now.
Co-featured in "Lady Be Careful," Mary and Lew go out together occasionally, though Mary's being seen a lot with Paul Mitchell, the Londoner who followed her here from England; both Lew and Ginger are doing a lot of stepping these days—but not together.
It's "Swing Time" in the Adirondacks and the entire RKO crew (including director George Stevens and Hermes Pan, dance director) for the new Rogers-Astaire picture is on hand to film and record Ginger's and Fred's "A Fine Romance" number, one of the seven musical hits by Jerome Kern and Dorothy Fields. Left—Fred, as a chorus boy, tries to make peace with dancing teacher Rogers.
THIS story is an attempt to gather up all the characteristics that compose the personality of Gary Cooper and pin them down forever on paper with clear, concise, honest words.

Because so many writers before me have failed at this, I am turning over the following effort to five oddly assorted Cooper comrades.

It is through five revealing microscopes of friendship, then, manned by Henry Hathaway, director; Jim Davis, saddlemaker; Pearl Hutchinson, studio script clerk; Bob Roberts, master automobile mechanic and salesman, and Elvira Borg, housekeeper, that we shall peer ruthlessly into Gary's soul.

Said Henry Hathaway, the director—"Standoffish is what I thought the first time I met Gary back in 1926. But somehow I didn't resent it. In fact, no one on the whole lot criticized that reserve of his. Instead, we sort of respected him for it and wanted to know him better, if we could manage it. Funny, too, when you consider that around studios where quick and easy familiarity is the rule we usually give the hard-to-know guys the go-by.

"Well, it took me almost three years to get under Gary's skin. Came about when I was assigned to 'Wolf Song.' I was an assistant director in those days and Gary was the leading man of that picture. The company went into the mountains up north for several weeks of location work. Well, you know, that trip turned the trick. It seems that when you're around mountains and guns and horses Gary's the easiest person in North America to know.

"By the time we're back in Hollywood we're a couple of cronies. A little later that same year we're working together again in 'The Virginian.' Now there was a big cast to cope with on that production, and you know an assistant director is sort of unofficial nurse-maid to the players—has to see they're on the set on time, in their right costumes and all that sort of thing. I just crossed Gary's name off as one I wouldn't have to worry about. After 'Wolf Song' I put him down as a quiet, easy-going guy who would always do just what he was told.

"But I was wrong, how wrong I discovered on our first day of location work. Gary, you see, had just bought his first good car, one with twelve cylinders and a bright paint job, and if you know anything about him you're familiar with his mania for motors, good ones.

"It was right after lunch that first day when Gary disappeared. I couldn't believe it at first; thought some horrible accident had happened. I yelled my throat hoarse and my face red and sent boys out scouting the roads and brush, but no Gary.

"About two hours later he drives up with that happy look on his face and says, 'Gee, Henry, guess what she did on the straightaway—a good ninety-two.' Well, I decided to be firm with him the next time.

"Now that was my first collision with that strange quality of Gary's that enables him to forget completely his surroundings, engagements, even his work when his interest becomes fixed upon some fascinating object or subject. It's never deliberate truancy with Gary when he ambles off during a lunch hour to try out a new motor, a new gun or to follow a hawk through the brush to study its movements for his taxidermy work, because during such expeditions he has honestly shed the existence of a camera and a studio along with all the petty routine things of our workaday world.

"Of course, he doesn't hold up camera work often—just now and then. Locations are a sore temptation, however.
Cooper
For the first time, you can get the real lowdown on this star from those friends who know him best

"Down where I come from in Tennessee, we'd call that fellow just plain folks," says Jim Davis (above). "Oh, how he loves to sleep," grins Pearl Hutchinson, studio script girl.

but the directors who have worked with him know enough to shoot around his little jaunts.

"On 'Bengal Lancers' he came out to the Paramount ranch one day with two new guns on which he had just finished putting new sights and barrels. He was itching to try them out, so I knew what would probably happen and sure enough it did. He disappeared before lunch. Around three o'clock he showed up terribly surprised when he saw the time and astonished when he looked down at what was left of his elaborate Lancer uniform. It was actually in ribbons. Seems he had followed some buzzards and their flight had taken him through thick brush, but his complete concentration upon the speed and action of those rebuilt rifles made him quite oblivious to the fact that he was in make-up and due back on location.

"One afternoon on 'Peter Ibbetson' I left him sleeping peacefully between shots beneath a tree. But thirty minutes later he had vanished. He returned hours later, hot and tired, and explained that while lying under the tree he saw some very unusual birds and followed them to find out their habits of flight, eating and nesting, to help him with some difficult taxidermy work he was doing at home.

"Oh, yes, he mounts all his own hunting trophies; that's the main reason he likes hunting.

"I almost forgot that pencil and scratch pad he brings to the set when we're working indoors. He likes to sit for hours doing caricatures of everybody, but the funny thing is he won't show them to a soul when they're finished. He's so afraid that some thin-skinned person will get his feelings hurt. Funny that way, about hurting anybody. Bends over backwards about it, if you ask me.

"Of course, those little disappearances of his on location have their value. On one of them he actually discovered how to get authentic sound effects out of fired bullets. He knew during 'Bengal Lancers' that I was worried about the unnatural thud we always got from bullets, so one afternoon he took a sound man from the location, gathered up a .22 Hornet rifle, some dum-dum bullets, and off they went into a secluded spot. He worked on the thing all day and perfected the trick. Everybody is using his little discovery today, but I don't believe he is getting any credit for it, not that such an omission would both Gary.

"Oh, yes, there's just one more experience I had to go through before I really knew Gary one hundred per cent, and that was the duck season. You never know Cooper until you've lived near him when the ducks are on the wing.

"The first time was when we were working on 'Now and Forever.' Gary came to me one night after work and mildly announced that he would not be on the set until ten the next morning. 'Just shoot around me, Hank, and don't worry, I'll get here,' he said.

"And, believe me, that was that, until the ducks went north—or maybe it was south. His schedule during the season calls for rising at four o'clock, driving fifty miles north along the ocean to Oxnard, where there is a duck blind. One and a half hours of shooting and then the fifty-mile drive back to the studio. He'll be dead for sleep all day, but will gladly work overtime to make up any loss, just so he can be up again the next morning at dawn looking down the sight of a gun.'

Said Jim Davis, the saddlemaker—"No, I didn't know who he was the first time he (Continued on page 89)
By KAY PROCTOR

Fay Wray (below) holds Hollywood’s record for air travel. Lower left, Bob Taylor with Avis Peak, the stewardess who bet on the stars. Right, Eleanor Whitney. Opposite page—the term “flying circus” must have been invented for Johnny Weissmuller and Lupe Velez. Far right, Barbara Stanwyck and Bob with Milo Campbell, who piloted Bob on his first journey by airplane. Lower right, Myrna Loy.

Hmmmm,” said Pilot Eddie Bellande as he looked over the list of passengers who would fly with him that day on the first leg of the flight to New York in his TWA transport plane. He had the calculating gleam in his eye of a man studying a race horse form chart.

“Hmmmm,” countered Avis Peak, the stewardess scheduled to care for the comfort and happiness of the same passengers. “What odds will you give me this time?”

“Ten to one,” said Eddie, “that they will!”

“Robber!” said Avis. “Oh, well, ten to one they won’t before we reach Albuquerque. The law of averages ought to be on my side for once.”

“Sucker!” said Eddie. “Those two don’t know any law, average or otherwise.”

Fourteen passengers settled comfortably in their seats. The plane took off, skimmed swiftly through the heavens at 12,000 feet. An hour passed. Within the compact cabin all was serene. Lupe and Johnny Weissmuller were engrossed in books.

Suddenly the air was split with a sharp expletive that came from the general direction of the Weissmullers.
Hollywood is as much at home in the skyways as on the ground—

The passengers looked startled; Avis looked resigned crossed her fingers. "Please," she pleaded silently, "this once . . ."

Wham! A book went sailing through the air, bounce off Johnny's head and landed with a dull thud in the narrow aisle. With it went a choice bit of Mexican name-calling.

Wham! Johnny's book clipped the top of the Velez ear. Wham! Wham! Two more, sent with Lupe's deadly aim, caught Johnny. Wham! Wham! Back they came straight at Lupe. Zero hour in the private Weissmuller-Velez war had come and gone again. For five long minutes the air was thick with missiles of any kind within reach. Avis and the other passengers did nothing on the theory that discretion is the better part of valor.

Then, as suddenly as it had started, the umpti-umpth sortie of the Battling Weissmullers was over with Lupe capitulating to Johnny's better aim and cooing, "Oh, John-eee, you are my beeg beautiful man!"

The passengers openly enjoyed this impromptu bit of good clean fun furnished by crazy Hollywood; they were well out of range. Avis groaned and kissed good-bye to eleven bucks—one of her own and the she hoped to win from Eddie in the miraculous event that Johnny and Lupe could travel for more than an hour cooped up in a plane without doing battle.

Taken individually, it seems, Johnny and Lupe are model airline passengers. Put (Continued on page 107)
Floors, just ordinary floors, have played the darnedest part in Merle Oberon’s life. In Hollywood, at any rate.

They’ve given her two of the finest, truest friends she’s ever known.

One came along when Merlie, herself, fell flat on a ballroom floor and the other happened when one fine day she walked into her own living room and there on her own floor, mind you, sandwiched between Doug Fairbanks, Sr., and Freddy Astaire, lay David Niven.

The ballroom episode happened soon after Merle made her miserable entrance into Hollywood. Miserable because of her aching loneliness and the certain lack of friendliness on the part of the natives. Nobody made much effort to ring the Oberon front door bell.

Then came the Mayfair party and Merle went. She chose a between-dance lull to make her exit and as she did, her heel caught in the hem of her frock and down came baby, cradle and all.

From there to the living-room floor was the natural extension of an under

Now to go back to the three on the living-room floor. It seems Niven, a former lieutenant of the British Army, had casually met Merle Oberon in London. Just once. No buildings fell. They just met and that was that. But shortly after his arrival in Hollywood, Niven ran into Freddy Astaire and Doug Fairbanks, Sr., who was here for a short business trip between ski-jumps at St. Moritz.

“Let’s go down and see Merle Oberon,” Doug suggested, so the three popped down to Merle’s beach house and, regardless of the absence of the hostess, walked right in.

Then Doug was seized with a really magnificent idea. “Let’s play a joke on Merle and all lie down on the floor and go right on talking when she comes in.”

A few minutes later, Merle, all unaware, walked into her living room and beheld the three grown men lying in the center of the floor.

She walked over and looked at Doug who was in the midst of a heated argument with Freddie and David on the best method of raising a red mustache on a harelip. She moved from Niven to Astaire whose feet, for once, were strangely still. She walked back to Doug.

“Hello,” she said meekly and not an answer did she get till the weird expression of perplexity on her face threw all into masculine hysterics, and Niven clicked from that instant on.

A week later Hollywood announced their engagement. Now to go back to the three on the living-room floor.

The delay is beyond me, but the two were having it the Brown Derby when Niven nonchalantly picked up a newspaper and just as nonchalantly choked on one steak. There was the announcement of their engagement.

“Long as Merle’s at the top and I’m at the foot of the ladder, there can and will be no engagement,” David said to let that be a lesson to the Goldwyn publicity department. No one ever received so violent a shock as Jock and Abe (the two Goldwyn boys who write pieces about stars) when they beheld Oberon for the first time as a person. They had glimpsed that exotic creature from time to time, and were prepared for between a re-incarnated Egyptian siren and a how’en monkey business, when one fine day they opened and there stood a little girl about five feet ten in tan riding breeches, her brown hair all tousled up, her brown eyes smiling.

Merle Oberon,” she said. (Continued on page 101)
A real scoop—a great feminine star tells on another! You'll get the real, honest low down on Merlie from her best friend, Norma Shearer
Isn't this one of the grandest, friendliest pictures you ever saw of Joan Blondell and Dick Powell? It's the first sitting, informal as it is, for which they have ever consented to pose. We suspect they will be married not long after you read this, for Joan's divorce will become final on September 4th, then—who knows?
Simplicity characterizes this fall costume created by Valentina for Gladys Swarthout's personal wardrobe. A fashionable peasant silhouette is achieved with a full, circular skirt, a fitted bodice with front closing, widened shoulders, a high, curved waistline and draped sleeves that stop short just below the elbow. The frock is of navy sheer wool and is contrasted by a leather belt of London tan and matching gloves. Miss Swarthout's hat is of London tan felt with a navy grosgrain bandeau and trimming to harmonize with the dress.
Two-way costumes are favored by Gladys Swarthout, and one of her favorite outfits for fall is this one of black crepe. The basis of the ensemble (above) is a one-piece short sleeved frock with a narrow white relief at the neckline. The blouse has kimono sleeves and the skirt is circular. With this frock, Gladys wears a large picture hat of stitched black crepe trimmed with black and white daisies. For dressier wear, a tunic jacket of matching crepe is added (right). This jacket, which closes with a front tie and has long bishop sleeves, gives one the impression of being part of the frock. With this combination, Gladys wears a stitched turban ornamented with a novel black and white feather and wide-mesh veil.

If you would like fashion news about the smart new fall costumes the stars are wearing, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Gwenn Walters, Movie Mirror, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
As fall approaches, feminine Hollywood lives up to its reputation for style. Miss Swarthout's striking sport costume has a flaring skirt of beige tweed. The chic little jacket is of homespun with green, brown and beige threads; the selvage edge boldly serves as a finishing touch. Her hat (seen more distinctly on the left) is the new high-crowned fedora, in beige felt. This costume is completed by a bag of dark brown hand-woven wool and brown suede sport pumps. Oh, yes—the fascinating young Airedale who appears with her above is "Nosey," who rules supreme in the Swarthout menage!
Light and dark gray form the stripes of the imported English woolen fabric in this dressmaker suit and give it decided tailored chic. The paneled treatment of the skirt provides a novel type of flare and the rounded, one-button jacket is important as an indication of the new style trends in tailored clothes. Miss Swarthout has chosen a gray felt hat, a brown crepe shirt, dark brown shoes, gloves and bag, and a scarf of sables to complete this street costume.
Beige and gray are harmoniously blended in Miss Swarthout's sport suit on the left. Either brown, black or gray accessories are suitable with this costume; in this instance, Gladys has selected a shirt of brown Rodier wool linen, a tailored hat of gray suede with a pouch bag to match and brown suede shoes. The inverted pleat in the center front of the skirt is especially interesting in motion; the center seams of the pockets are a reflection of the skirt treatment. The close-up below gives you the interesting detail of the hat, bag and blouse. Gladys Swarthout's next picture for Paramount will be "Champagne Waltz," opposite Fred MacMurray.
ROBERT TAYLOR'S

ROBERT TAYLOR was born Arlington Brugh
August 5th, 1911, in Filley, Nebraska, a hamlet
of fifty people, two grain elevators, a depot and a
post office.

Almost exactly twenty-five years later, a Broadway riot
squad of twenty policemen and ten motorcycle cops had to
rescue the Nebraska kid from a horde of grabbing, pulling,
shrieking, fighting females who seemed intent upon tearing
him limb from limb as a little token of their esteem.

If the fifty folks back home had, in their wildest imagin¬
ings, been able to conceive any such fate for the red-faced,
lusty-lunged son of Mr. Spangler A. Brugh, they might
quite logically have asked:

“What has young Arlington done to all those women?” or
“What are the policemen arrestin’ him for?”

Spangler and Ruth Brugh were very young when their
first and only child was born. So young, that the hot and
parching summer sun and the bleak and howling winter
wind of Nebraska had not yet robbed them of their ambi¬
tion to get out and do things before the grind of farmer's-
days piling upon farmer's-days had bleached them white of
all initiative. The year of their honeymoon, the year before
the baby (whom we shall call by his movie name of Bob)
was born, they had been content to remain in the small town
whose twelve houses made it little more than a whistle-stop
for the railroad. The young husband operated one of the
two grain elevators. The work wasn't hard and the income
was enough for their needs. But, with the coming of the
baby, they decided they could waste no more time. They
moved to Kirksville, Missouri, and Spangler Brugh imme¬
diately enrolled in a medical school. All his life he had
wanted to be a doctor. Now that he had a fine son for
inspiration, he decided to delay that ambition no longer.

Soon he had a new ambition—he wanted his son to be a
doctor. Ruth Brugh still tells stories of the speeches her
husband used to make to their youthful son. Even before
the boy could understand him he would say, “Medicine is
the most honorable calling in the world!” So intent was
his desire to start his son in the medical profession early
in life, that he began taking him to surgery classes when he
was only four years old. Bob’s clear memory recalls the
cadavers stretched on long tables—the men cutting them
up. Maybe he was too young to be frightened by dead
bodies; at any rate, they didn't scare him at all. His
mother used to wring her hands over the fact that a “mere
baby was witness to such a sight.” But Papa Brugh was
adamant. Young Bob accompanied his father to the carv¬
ings and disjointings of the surgery class for months.

He was a good youngster. Possibly that was the reason
he was permitted to come at all. He sat very quietly and
seriously during the lectures. Frequently, Papa Brugh had
to awaken his sleepy offspring when the long sessions were
over—Bob had become bored and dozed off. Bored be¬
because it wasn't particularly exciting to hear a man with a
long white beard talk on and on. Far more exciting, to
his way of thinking, were the periods between classes when
the young medical students, with whom he was a big favor¬
ite, would take him out and buy him ice cream or—better
yet—those little square chocolate bars with the beveled edges.
Some had pink and white cocoanut inside. Finally one
evening, after a late lecture, his father took him along with
the gang to the Greek restaurant for scrambled eggs and
bacon. Young Bob was “one of the fellows” from the
start.

When their son was five, the Brughs moved to Fremont,
Nebraska—and a very proud clan they were, too! It had
already been arranged that the young doctor would go into
practice with an established physician in town. Their
future looked prosperous and rosy. They settled in a red
brick house and a new and shining brass plate on the front
door read, “Dr. Brugh. . . . By Appointment Only.” Bob
now laughs as he reveals how important the sign looked
and how little attention the doctor paid to it. He answered
the doorbell every time it rang, appointment or no.

Right, six-months-old
Arlington Brugh of
Nebraska, completely
unaware of the fact
that those strange
boxes called cameras
were to shape his
career. Below, with
his mother, at the
age of five, two years
before he fell in
love—the first timel
Bob was a handsome and rather advanced child, usually referred to by the local adults as a grown-up youngster. His companionship with older people, especially the young doctors at the college, had spoiled him for the usual games of make believe that fill a boy's first years. He was bored when the neighborhood kids in Fremont wanted him to join in a paper-doll game. And he tried valiantly to draw the line on attending kindergarten where they cut up papers all day. After but two weeks of compulsory attendance, he balked. It worried his mother, but his father was secretly amused.

Yet it was his father who was responsible for the first disillusioning event in his young life. One Christmas, he dressed up like Santa Claus. He marched, pop-gun in hand, into Bob's room. The boy immediately recognized him, despite the odd, red trappings and the long white cotton beard Papa Brugh was wearing.

He said: "Hello, Dad!"

In a horrible faked voice his father answered: "I am not Dad, I am Santa Claus."

That his best pal and closest companion should attempt to pull this kindergarten stuff on him, almost broke Bob's heart. He was speechless with humiliation. Dr. Brugh never again attempted to deceive his young son whose dignity he had so rudely assaulted.

The following Christmas found the caravaning Brughs in Beatrice, Nebraska, where the citizenship of ten thousand opened up a wider field of practice to the doctor. In the beginning Bob hated Beatrice from the bottom of his seven-year-old heart! He hated it mainly because of Central School which he had passed with his father on the day of their arrival. He saw that he was no longer going to be able to dodge school "because they cut out paper dolls." They weren't cutting out paper dolls at Central.

And then long before he would admit it, and much against his will, he began to enjoy school. The kids weren't so silly as the juveniles at Fremont. And then there was Grace Barger, another seven-year-old who wasn't silly at all!

In the long list of girls with whom Bob has been in love during the short (Continued on page 111)
T’S a great and scientific age in which we live. An age of stream-lined trains, television and double-decker ice-cream cones. An age of international Zeppelin hops and backless brassieres. This is the enlightened era of the isolated atom, of glandular control and cigarettes kept sanitary in cellophane.

We drink dated coffee, and milk from only the happiest of cows. Eating is just a simple matter of collecting a balanced ration of proteins, carbohydrates and vitamins. And love—honeysuckle and moonlight play much less important parts in today’s romances than do chemistry and conditioned reflexes!

But if you think that any of this knowledge has lessened Hollywood’s faith and fear of superstitions, then you are entitled to one more big think. As Preston Foster says, superstitions can’t do any harm and they might do some good. So he believes in all of them.

Most of the stars, however, have a special good luck or bad luck omen or article. For instance, whenever the nimble Fred Astaire gets stuck while creating a new dance routine, he drags from the closet an old pair of lucky shoes. With these on, the ideas come flying.

Frisky Francis Lederer is extremely superstitious. And, being a socially-minded person, he had four-hundred silver four-leaf clovers made which he gave to his delighted friends. Jeannette MacDonald wouldn’t think of beginning a picture unless she were wearing a green dress, while Dolores Del Rio is that way about red roses. The first day of any picture always finds a bowl of red roses in her dressing room. Colors and objects don’t have any special significance to Fay Wray. But she wouldn’t give any advice about marriage if it killed her. She’s afraid it would jinx her happy union with John Monk Saunders.

Sir Guy Standing believes so firmly in the magic of an old felt hat that he takes it into a scene even when he can’t wear it. He stuffs the hat in a pocket. Gary Cooper is another of the lucky hat boys. He wears a silly little number whenever he shaves for a picture. If he’s shaving for just a social appearance, he doesn’t bother about the hat.

Bing Crosby has a sweater that was given to him by his mother on the day that his horse, Aunt Kitty, won a race at Santa Anita. Now Bing won’t place a bet unless he is wearing that sweater. Gene Raymond is another lucky clothes man. He still clings to a faded, misshapen dressing gown that he wore in his first Broadway hit, “Young Sinners.” Ralph Bellamy says he will never part with a pair of lucky sheep-skin house slippers with which he began his acting career. And Alexander Hall, the director, always wears the same suit on the first day of production.

Frisky Francis Lederer is extremely superstitious. And, being a socially-minded person, he had four-hundred silver four-leaf clovers made which he gave to his delighted friends.

Jeanette MacDonald wouldn’t think of beginning a picture unless she were wearing a green dress, while Dolores Del Rio is that way about red roses. The first day of any picture always finds a bowl of red roses in her dressing room. Colors and objects don’t have any special significance to Fay Wray. But she wouldn’t give any advice about marriage if it killed her. She’s afraid it would jinx her happy union with John Monk Saunders.

Sir Guy Standing believes so firmly in the magic of an old felt hat that he takes it into a scene even when he can’t wear it. He stuffs the hat in a pocket. Gary Cooper is another of the lucky hat boys. He wears a silly little number whenever he shaves for a picture. If he’s shaving for just a social appearance, he doesn’t bother about the hat.

Bing Crosby has a sweater that was given to him by his mother on the day that his horse, Aunt Kitty, won a race at Santa Anita. Now Bing won’t place a bet unless he is wearing that sweater. Gene Raymond is another lucky clothes man. He still clings to a faded, misshapen dressing gown that he wore in his first Broadway hit, “Young Sinners.” Ralph Bellamy says he will never part with a pair of lucky sheep-skin house slippers with which he began his acting career. And Alexander Hall, the director, always wears the same suit on the first day of production.

Frances Drake wouldn’t think of making an important move without first reading the cards, while Donald Woods won’t even whisper his plans until they are in action. He’s afraid any advance talk might hex the results.

Almost everyone is a knocker-on-wood, but Andy Devine is the only person we know to carry a little piece of wood for just that purpose. When Andy applied for his first contract, he tapped wood on the way to the producer’s office. The little piece he now carries is framed in silver and dangles from his watch chain.

The rotund Edward Arnold says he wouldn’t place a hat on a bed. When we asked him why, he answered, “I put my hat on a bed once and somebody sat on it.”

Many married actresses won’t do a scene without their wedding rings, but the girlish Mary Carlisle is one of the few single girls to have a lucky ring. It’s a link-chain band that can be hidden by make-up if the part demands. Chester Morris won’t give up his wedding ring, either. He hides it from the camera with a strip of adhesive tape. Chester is also attached to some lucky garments. He makes a point of wearing in each picture some article that he wore in a hit film. For several years after he made “Alibi” he clung to an old striped tie that he wore in the first scene.

JOHN BOLES pooh-poohs the idea of superstitions. None of that stuff for him. No sir. He does admit, however, that he puts on his left shoe first. The one day he started with his right shoe, he found a flat tire on his car, was late for work, got a ticket for speeding and blew up in his lines.

Walter Huston, making a return to the screen in “Dods-worth,” is quite conservative in his superstitions. “They went out with the hoop-skirt,” he will tell you. Though he does advise against standing in front of an approaching locomotive or stepping on rattle-snakes. The worst luck of all, he says, is to dive into a pool where there is no water. A lot of stars are superstitious in reverse. For instance, Clark Gable will go out of his way to walk under a ladder. Kathleen Burke, the one-time Panther Woman whom Columbia is domesticating for a role in “Craig’s Wife,” is attached to the number thirteen. She was born in 1913, there are thirteen letters in her name and she always asks for a red rose, which she refuses to take out. When Andy applied for his first contract, he tapped wood on the way to the producer’s office. The little piece he now carries is framed in silver and dangles from his watch chain.

In Rosalind Russell’s make-up kit there is a broken mirror which she refuses to take out. She broke it on her first picture, and seven years of good fortune are attached to the number thirteen. She was born in 1913, there are thirteen letters in her name and she always asks for a red rose, which she refuses to take out. When Andy applied for his first contract, he tapped wood on the way to the producer’s office. The little piece he now carries is framed in silver and dangles from his watch chain.

Lionel Stander, the raspy voiced comic, says it’s bad luck to appear in a Shirley Temple picture. Nobody sees you.
A great many directors, notably Raoul Walsh, Archie Mayo and Lloyd Bacon, think it good luck to appear in one scene of their pictures. Mitchell Leison, now directing “The Big Broadcast of 1937,” has this superstition, too. But he could find no place for himself in his latest picture. This didn’t stump him, though. He had a bust of himself made by Gladys George. It will adorn Jack Benny’s office in the picture.

Carole Lombard says she wouldn’t make a picture without wearing Travis Banton gowns. This seems more good taste than superstition, however. Josephine Hutchinson, who plays such sane women, believes in all the conventional theatrical superstitions, such as no whistling in the dressing room and never changing a powder puff or costume during the run of a show. She has a few pet phobias of her own, too. She will go into a rage if she finds that her shoes have been placed on a shelf higher than her head.

Anita Louise and Miriam Hopkins are devotees of the rabbit foot. Anita has them in varied shapes and sizes and uses them for belt and purse ornaments. Miriam Hopkins trusts in just a special kind of rabbit foot. It must be the left hind foot of a rabbit shot in a church-yard on a moonlit night. She is a constant patron of the astrologers and fortune tellers, as are so many players. Hollywood has more of these places, in proportion to its size, than any town in the world.

Steeped in the superstitions of the old South, Miss Hopkins also refuses to have anything sewn up on her and she demands that her pictures start on Friday. Director King Vidor, on the other hand, starts all his pictures on Monday. This may be one reason they have never worked together. Vidor held up “The Texas Ranger” for two days, just to be in right with the voodoo.

Glenda Farrell believes that a bird in a dressing room is the curse of curses. There is an amusing story about the time she took a chance on a couple of love-birds that were raffled off at her son, (Continued on page 106)
Since he was a youngster in Brooklyn, Ross has wanted to own a real ranch, with pigs 'n' everything, and our candid cameraman caught him at work on the place where his ambition is realized. Above, when it's time to haul the chopped wood to the ranch house—well, it's Minnie who's the goat! Right, Ross with one of his prized pigs.

By KATHARINE HARTLEY

WAIT a minute! said Ross Alexander. “I'll wash my feet and then maybe we can have some lunch!"

He was not kidding. He had just finished a scene for "Loudspeaker Lowdown"—in his bare feet, in a hospital nightshirt and robe, with one bandage around his head, another across his jaw, and an x-marks-the-spot bruise under one eye. Though he removed the dirt from his feet, he would not remove the bandages from his face. “Not even for the Green Room!” he told me, winking. “Besides mine is the kind of mug that looks better in hiding!"

But in the Green Room, the stellar lunch-room at Warner Brothers studio, this get-up had only one effect. Sidney Skolsky dashed over for the story. Anita Louise stopped by to offer condolences. From every side: “Gee, fella, what happened? An accident or did you get into a fight?” "See," said Ross. "See? They think I'm a terror around here. They're sure it's the real thing." From a corner little Sybil Jason spied him and laughed, “Oh, you look funny in that make-up. Oh-oh-oh."

“Ah!” said Ross, grinning. "The only woman in the world who doesn't misunderstand me!"

There in his own words Ross had written the introduction to this story better than I could. People do misunderstand him. They believe he is a sort of terror, a hardshelled personality who can go through one trouble after another without having it scathe him. Twice he had an unsuccessful try at the movies. The third time he came back fearlessly, like a world conqueror, past defeats seemingly forgotten. Twice he tried marriage, the second one going about his business as ever, retiring to his dressing room after every scene to avoid sympathetic glances and wishes. Hollywood, for some strange reason, misinterpreted this. Temporarily forgetting its show-must-go-on heritage, it would have preferred a more funereal air.

But how little it knows its Ross! A trouper to the nth degree, he is too young, too full of energy, too used to a life of activity and independence, ever to mope in a corner, or go sobbing for sympathy. Too eager to move on ever to look backward. Too proud to let his suffering show. But he has suffered. I can't tell you the revealing story of his breakdown following Aleta Freel's death, but I can tell you the torture that followed the unfortunate incident which occurred at the preview of “I Married a Doctor,” and in his sensitiveness over this comparatively unimportant thing, you may well imagine his sensitiveness regarding the other!

It was at Warner's Hollywood theater. Ross came to the preview alone that night. The character he was playing in the picture as delineated by Sinclair Lewis, was that of a highly impulsive, love-sick boy who mistakes a married woman's interest for love and who goes, melodramatically, to face her husband, and claim her for his own. Ross knew the situation was potentially ridiculous, but he hoped that the audience would accept this foolish boy sincerely, as Lewis's story ordered. He never dreamed that they would laugh.

But they did, in one scene, derisively. It was one of those scenes no one could foretell, a scene which had gone wrong. The laughter was brutal. It was cruel. But preview au-
He's a young conqueror today, but it took rare grit and humor to overcome the tragedies and bad luck he's known.
A ll was quiet on Sound Stage 9 of the Amalgamated Studios. Under the brilliant flood lights, they were preparing to shoot a night club scene. Rita Reynolds, blonde darling of the movies, was already seated at her table. Bert Carlock finished his last instructions, "Faint across the top of the table. And, Rita," he added, imploringly, "come down hard enough to break that table. Take it big!"

Rita took it big, all right, and the cast and crew watched spellbound until she slumped across the table, knocking over the small lamp and silverware. She fell with the table to the floor, quivered slightly and was still. Rita Reynolds was dead!

Dan Creighton, dapper detective whose business was guarding the lives and reputations of the movie great, came forward from the sidelines and took charge. It was no natural death, he was sure. Rita was young and healthy—and she had telephoned him agitatedly only a short time before, obviously frightened. He had arrived too late to prevent what happened. But just what had happened? Well, Dan Creighton would clear up the mystery of his client's sudden death if it was the last thing he ever did in his life!

When the autopsy disclosed that the star had died of cyanide poisoning, it only added to the general confusion. How had it been administered? No one was near her, everyone was watching her. She had no opportunity to take it herself. Everyone on the set, everyone in her private life, became a suspect. There was Draper Hayden, her leading man and current escort about town. He had been off to one side of the stage, not even watching the filming—filing his nails! There was Carlock, the director, whom Dan suspected of having installed the radio transmitter in Rita's portable dressing room for eavesdropping, jealous of her recent interest in her leading man. But Carlock had been at his station on a platform six feet above the stage, with his cameramen. There was Marion LaCourt, the dancer in the scene, who had approached nearest to Rita during the actual filming. But Marion had merely danced by, not even touching the actress or her table. There was Herman Petrovski, the feeble old man who made "prop" vases and ornaments for the studio. But the only reason Dan could find for suspecting him was that he was Marion's father and Marion had seemed so frightened about something.

In an attempt to find out just what had transpired, Creighton and
It might have been an hour later that Dan Creighton came to his senses; it might have been only a few minutes. The place was in pitch darkness and he had no way of telling. His head ached from the terrific blows and he dimly realized that only the soft felt hat he had been wearing had saved him from a cracked skull. He was flat on the floor just where he had fallen. His gun was still in the holster. Apparently his assailant, believing Creighton dead, had not bothered to touch the body. As memory returned, the investigator remembered that his flashlight had been in his hand when the blow landed. He rolled over on his stomach and spread-eagled his arms trying to find it. It couldn't have rolled far. Inch by inch he felt around the stage in pitch blackness. Then his hand touched something. It wasn't the flashlight. It felt like a bottle. He ran his fingers over it appraisingly. It had a big glass stopper, a perfume bottle! Undoubtedly it was with that that he had been struck. The bottle weighed several pounds, a deadly thing in the hands of a desperate person. He shook it gently. It was empty. He slipped it in the side pocket of his coat, continued searching for the flashlight, found it and rose to his feet, wobbling uncertainly. A hundred to one, figured Creighton, the person who had attacked him was still in the building. He slipped off his shoes and, guided by the sense of feeling alone, worked his way toward the door by which he had entered the sound stage. But how, he asked himself, had that person been able to gain the inside of the building without his being aware of it? There were but two doors to the huge, barn-like place—the big, double doors through which scenery and equipment were brought upon the stage and the ordinary door through which employes entered. The former, he remembered, was barred on the inside with a huge cross-beam hanging in slots. The beam couldn't have been lifted out without his hearing it, and even were that possible, the opening of the big doors would have admitted enough light from the lot outside to have attracted his attention.

He found the wall, worked his way along until he came to the door. It was still locked on the inside! Creighton rubbed his head again. But for the lump over his temple he might have imagined it. He worked his hand over the wall until he found the knife switch that controlled the working lights. It was open! He hadn't imagined it then, that was a cinch. Somebody had pulled the switch and cut off the lights. Well, by the fourteen Gods of War he would have a look around, and do it in such a way they wouldn't get another crack at him.

There was a flat leaning against the wall, he had felt it when he was looking for the light switch. It was ten feet high, a piece of pointed canvas on a light wooden frame. The light switch stuck out far enough from the wall so that by tipping the flat over it would strike against the switch, close it and throw on the lights. Because of the pressure of air against the canvas it would tip over slowly, giving him a chance to slide into the shadows before the lights came on.

The plan worked perfectly, but when the house-lights cast their dim rays into the shadows of the big stage, Creighton found himself as much alone as he had imagined himself to be in the beginning. The echoes made by the falling flat rumbled through the building like distant thunder, reflected back by the high roof, ricocheting from side to side across the grids above the stage.

Save for the single set representing the cafe, which had been used that afternoon, there was nothing else dressed up. No place for a man to hide on the floor of the stage, but plenty of places in the shadows of the grids or platforms above. At one end was a stairway, at other places of various times. Something was wrong about the scene, but what? Dissatisfied, Dan strolled over to the locked sound stage, which he entered with Creighton's key. Here he prowled around in the darkness, examined the little radio transmitter in Rita's room, tried to reconstruct the day's events. Suddenly an end was put to his puzzled brooding. Someone crept up from behind and struck him viciously on the head. Dan Creighton, too, lay still on the same sound stage where Rita had met her death. The story continues:

Suspense! Surprises! True-to-life Hollywood characters—and murder! They're all packed into Movie Mirror's exciting and different mystery novel.

Carlock ran off the film that evening. Ran it off slowly, several times. Something was wrong about the scene, but what? Dissatisfied, Dan strooled over to the locked sound stage, which he entered with Creighton's key. Here he prowled around in the darkness, examined the little radio transmitter in Rita's room, tried to reconstruct the day's events. Suddenly an end was put to his puzzled brooding. Someone crept up from behind and struck him viciously on the head. Dan Creighton, too, lay still on the same sound stage where Rita had met her death. The story continues:
WHAT EVER BECAME OF THE TIN LIZZIE?

The day of the "sardine can" has passed in Hollywood — just look at the cars the stars drive now!
1—Madge Evans with her black sedan. 2—Reginald Owen leaving the studio. 3—May Robson tours most of California in her car. 4—Everyone envies Clark Gable this specially built automobile. 5—Joseph Calleia enjoys tinkering with the motor in his coupe. 6—Edward Norris, beachward bound. 7—The very first thing Eleanor Powell did when she returned from Broadway was to buy her first car. 8—Leslie Howard's choice is a foreign make. 9—Mary Carlisle with her canary-yellow convertible at her home. 10—Maureen O'Sullivan has a small sedan. 11—Allan Jones entering his convertible. 12—James Stewart in his small runabout. 13—Nelson Eddy personally takes care of his car. 14—Frank Lawton about to leave for the tennis courts. 15—June Knight, with her white coupe.
IS ONE LOVE ENOUGH?

Not if you want to build a happy home and a lasting marriage, says Sally Eilers, and she gives her reasons in this intimate interview.

By CAROLINE SOMERS HOYT

Friends wondered, Hollywood fashion, if Sally's second marriage, to Harry Joe Brown (below), would last. The answer was Harry Joe, Jr.—and a big YES!
T was while Sally Eilers was arranging bowls of flowers, old-fashioned phlox, crimson gladioli, roses and delphinium to decorate her smart living room that we drifted into a discussion of the dissolution of a marriage of mutual friends that had shocked us very much.

If any couple in Hollywood gave promise of reaching the shoals of safety in their married life, it was this girl and boy who had culminated five years of high school courtship with five intensely happy years of married life, and then, just out of a clear sky—divorce! It was tragic to their friends because it was one of those romances supposedly made in heaven. There had never been another man, even a high school beau, in the girl's life; there had never been another girl in the man's.

"And that," remarked Sally thoughtfully, as she artistically blended the pale delphinium into the center of a bowl of pastel gladioli, "is probably the secret of the whole disaster! As sentimental and lovely as it is in theory, I wonder if one love is enough to give the framework of sympathy, understanding and experience that is essential to happy marriages in this modern time. I wonder if we can expect the marriage rules of an out-dated era to remain as effective in a life-tempo that has changed radically in every other way? Un-

Fortunately, modern life does not allow for two people in a world of their own, any more!"

All morning long Sally had been attending to a "few little things" that would have taken the entire day of a girl less used to managing her own life.

A telephone conversation had resulted in the agreement that, yes, she would be able to report at the M-G-M studio in two hours for a short re-take on her newest picture, "Florida Special," with Jack Oakie. A gentleman with plans under his arm had just departed, leaving sketches and estimates for transforming the Browns' Beverly Hills home from Spanish to modern.

Harry Joe, Jr., had just been wheeled off his sunporch and turned over to his nurse.

There are few Hollywood girls I know who bother to attend to the little personal details of life as thoroughly as Sally. The Brown household boasts three servants and a nurse, yet I have actually seen them standing around waiting for something to do in moments when Sally is preparing a luncheon salad for a bridge foursome with her own hands, arranging her own vases, and calling her friends on the telephone to invite them to a small dinner party.

In this day of leaving one's friends to a secretary, one's child to a nurse, and one's household to the management of servants, this close personal touch of Sally's is a charming trait.

With the flowers arranged, and placed, she settled down on the burgundy-colored divan, one foot curled under, the other swinging restlessly, and picked up some needle work—which is as close to relaxing as Sally ever gets.

"Of course," she continued, "by experience, I certainly do not mean promiscuity. Particularly in the case of women, this is definitely stupid and harmful. Women haven't, and probably never will reach the point where it is possible for them to love too often, wisely! The wrong kind of experience is worse than none at all. But there are various romantic experiences and interludes that every woman is entitled to before she can really recognize the one great love of her life when it comes along."

SHE looked very pretty in the pale blue sports dress she wore, her head bent intently over the work of her flying fingers. A strand of blonde hair escaped the blue hair-ribbon and was carelessly pushed back. She hesitated thoughtfully before she spoke again:

"You know that I am happy now, everyone who has known me over a period of years knows how very happy. Sometimes I wonder what I have done that I should have everything in the world to complete a girl's life—a husband I adore, a lovely baby, my home, my family, my friends, and my work that keeps me interested and gives me a life of my own separate from Harry's. I am truly grateful for what I have. There isn't a day goes by that I am not consciously grateful for it.

"But if I had married into this same private heaven at eighteen, I doubt very much if this same marriage would have been a success! I would not have been capable of realizing and appreciating all of it for what it is worth!

"That is why I believe it is impossible for this kind of love to be the first and only in the life of any woman! The girl of eighteen does not want a life partner as much as she wants a dancing partner. The (Continued on page 93)
Famous in England for his war work, in Hollywood for his fine acting, and on the sea for his seamanship, Standing has won more than 160 cups and trophies in European and American yacht races.

Sir Guy Standing wins his film honors as he won his knighthood—always for distinguished service

By Marjorie Haynes

One perfect accomplishment is about all any actor in Hollywood hopes to achieve, yet Sir Guy Standing, actor and gentleman, has built two perfect things in Hollywood. A house by the side of a lake, the kind most actors dream of but seldom realize, and his own important niche in pictures climaxed by his perfect portrayal of Colonel Stone in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," the picture that marked the turning point in his career.

The house was not a mere desire for a place to live, a thing to possess, or an abode in which to entertain friends. It was the fulfillment of a dream visioned some forty years before and never lost sight of. When he was a second mate in the British Navy, young Standing's boat docked one fine day near Los Angeles, and as he wandered out among the orange groves along a narrow dusty roadway, later to become Hollywood Boulevard, the English lad knew that some day he would come back to live out his life in this spot. There was no "I'd like to" or "I may." He just knew he would come back, and he did.

Forty years later, after he had lived a lifetime of events, he returned to Hollywood to find strange sights and even stranger smells. Instead of groves along the dusty highway there stood restaurants topped by Brown Derby hats, open air sandwich shops, and red-faced five-and-ten-cent stores. Strange tribes had moved in. People by the name of Warner came, and movies talked. A man named Goldfish became a man named Goldwyn, and, as a result, Eddie Cantor sang out his heart. Bright-eyed, heart-broken little girls smiled bravely and fooled no one. All was changed, but it made no difference to Standing, who never lost sight of the beauty of the place behind the feeble props. Here was where he had chosen to live out his life, and here was where he would live it.

He bought a trailer, and in it set out to find the land on which to build his house. His journey brought him out past the Paramount ranch in the San Fernando Valley to a lake called Malibu. Down a winding road he glimpsed the spot. And in this spot he built, along with his career in pictures, the home of his dreams.

This thing of doing two things at a time and doing them well seems to have been a part of the destiny of Guy Standing. Most actors are just actors—on screen and off. And most sailors are just sailors—on ship and off. But Standing is both an actor and a sailor, and, what's more, he's a fine actor and a splendid sailor.

He began alternating between sea and stage when he was fifteen. Setting out, at his father's request, to make his own way, he got himself a bit of stage work, and when that was finished, he simply set out. Bobby Shafto-like, to sea. This alternation between stage and sea continued for years. The stage won, however, and soon Guy Standing was touring over his native England, the province of (Continued on page 99)

Famous in England for his war work, in Hollywood for his fine acting, and on the sea for his seamanship, Standing has won more than 160 cups and trophies in European and American yacht races.
Good Looks start UNDER your Skin...

BLACKHEADS are discouraged
PORES look smaller
LINES fade

When you keep your UNDER SKIN working

YOU can have the prettiest features in the world—but if your skin is spotty with little faults, nobody calls you “a pretty girl.”

And girls with less claim to good features are “good looking”—simply because they have a clear, fresh skin!

You can have a clear, fresh skin, too! Fight lines and blackheads and coarse pores where they start—just under your skin!

Rousing... deep down!

Skin faults appear when tiny hidden glands, blood vessels and cells in your underskin function poorly. It’s their work to keep your outer skin glowing and young. You must keep them at it! And you can—by faithful use of Pond’s invigorating deep-skin treatment.

Pond’s Cold Cream, with its specially processed oils, travels deep into the pores. Right away it flushes out the dirt. Your skin feels wonderfully clean—is wonderfully clean!

Now pat in more Pond’s Cold Cream for a brisk, rousing deep-skin treatment. Feel the blood tingling?...Face glowing? A sign you’re rousing lazy glands, cells, blood vessels to a fresh start!

Do this regularly. Note the quick improvement! At once your color is livened. Your skin is toned.

Soon pores are looking smaller, lines softening into smooth skin. Those blackheads you used to dread, come less and less.

Remember this

Here’s the simple daily treatment worked out by Pond’s. It does more than cleanse your skin.

Every night, pat in Pond’s Cold Cream to loosen dirt, make-up. Wipe it all off. Pat in more cream briskly—to rouse your underskin, keep it working properly, so annoying little faults can’t spoil your looks.

Every morning, and during the day, repeat this treatment with Pond’s Cold Cream. Your skin becomes softer every time—smoother for powder. You are pretty now—simply because your skin is so good looking!

Start in at once. The coupon brings a special 9-treatment tube of Pond’s Cold Cream.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond’s Beauty Aids

POND’S, Dept. K 131, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of Pond’s Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond’s Creams and 5 different shades of Pond’s Face Powder. I enclose $1 to cover postage and packing.

Name ____________________________
Street ___________________________
City ____________________________ State ______

Copyright, 1936, Pond’s Extract Company

Mrs. William Jay Iselin
“Pond’s Cold Cream leaves my skin toned up—glowing! I never have blackheads and blemishes.”
YOUR DOCTOR will tell you that it takes a special kind of care to bring up a healthy baby today.

He prescribes a special food formula. He advises special baby soap...special baby powder...yes, even special baby dishes.

In the field of laxatives, doctors say the same reasoning should follow. They say that a baby's laxative should be made especially for him too. It's logical, isn't it? For if his system is too delicate for adult food, it is also too delicate for "adult" laxatives. Yes, even in "half-doses".

Fletcher's Castoria is one laxative you can give your children with perfect peace of mind. All its ingredients are printed on every carton. It is made especially—and only—for children. There isn't a single thing in it that could possibly harm the tiniest infant system. It contains no harsh drugs, no narcotics.

It functions chiefly in the lower bowel and gently stimulates the natural muscular movement—in much the same manner as in normal evacuation. It doesn't upset the stomach—as some "adult" laxatives would do. Nor will it cause cramping pains. It is a child's laxative, pure and simple—and we recommend it for nothing else.

And—Fletcher's Castoria has a pleasant taste. Children take it gladly. And doctors say it's important that they should. For the very act of forcing a child to take a bad-tasting laxative can be so shocking to his nervous system that it can upset his entire digestion.

Why not get a bottle tonight? Ask for the Family-Size. It saves you money. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher appears on every carton.
MOVIE MIRROR’S PATTERN DEPARTMENT

Style No. 1653—VERSATILE JACKET DRESS. What about a new woolen jacket-type dress, which is ever a welcome addition to your fall wardrobe? You can wear this little wine-red woolen in a variety of ways. A navy crepe ascot scarf is tucked in at the neck. Again, by way of a change, wear a wine wool sweater with new shirt collar, and leave the jacket opened. For dressier occasions, a lustrous black satin blouse is stunning with it. Easy as A, B, C to make, in spite of the fact that it’s a “good looker.” Note sleeves cut in one with the shoulders. Designed for sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38 and 40-inch bust. Size 16 requires 4 1/4 yards of 39-inch material. Pattern, price 15 cents.

Style No. 1683—SMART YOUNG SHIRT DRESS. Such a darling little variation of shirt type dress as shown here. It is so fresh and young, with front buttoned bodice, shirt collar and scarf tie, so much beloved by youth. The sleeves that cut in one with the shoulders make it very simple to fashion. You’ll note, besides being shaped, the skirt has a sash run through slits at the waistline. Wool and rayon novelties are popular mediums for autumn. Thin woolens and crepe silks are also nice for this model. Designed for sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38 and 40-inch bust. Size 16 requires 3 3/4 yards of 39-inch material with 5/8 yard of 35-inch contrasting. Pattern, price 15 cents.

All Patterns 15¢ in Stamps or Coin.
(Coin Preferred)
"This trip has been a washout. Why don't I ever meet the attractive men?" mourns Jane. Men are drawn to the girls with lovely skin, Jane!

"I've bought so many shower gifts this spring," thinks Dot. "I wish the girls could give a shower for me!" Better look to your complexion, Dot!

"It seems as though I'm always the extra girl," sighs Betty from the back seat. Too bad she doesn't realize that unattractive Cosmetic Skin is spoiling her looks!

"This trip has been a washout. Why don't I ever meet the attractive men?" mourns Jane. Men are drawn to the girls with lovely skin, Jane!

"I've bought so many shower gifts this spring," thinks Dot. "I wish the girls could give a shower for me!" Better look to your complexion, Dot!

"It seems as though I'm always the extra girl," sighs Betty from the back seat. Too bad she doesn't realize that unattractive Cosmetic Skin is spoiling her looks!

**Irene Dunne**

RKO Radio Star

**Don't risk Cosmetic Skin!**

My Complexion Care - Lux Toilet Soap

Removes Cosmetics Thoroughly - Keeps Skin Soft and Smooth

Miss Charlotte B. of Chicago says: "My fiancé says I'm pretty as a movie star. Just blarney, I guess, but I do keep my skin nice the Hollywood way."

Miss Susan M. of St. Joseph, Mo., says: "I'm engaged. Maybe my Lux Toilet Soap complexion is responsible - Danny says nice things about it."

Miss Elizabeth B. of Conyngham, Pa., says: "Last week Paul gave me my ring. " Elizabeth uses cosmetics freely, yet keeps skin lovely with Lux Toilet Soap.
the working lights below. Every crossbeam was shadow twenty times its own width, offering a lurking place for a hidden assailant.

Then, suddenly, Creighton stopped, catching his breath, staring fifty feet below at the portable dressing room that had been occupied by Rita Reynolds in her lifetime. The lights were on! Five minutes before Creighton had started up the stairs, he had passed the dressing room in the shadows and it had been dark.

Believing his attacker had returned to the scene of his effort to get Creighton, the investigator turned around and crept silently out of his body suit in accepting the belief that the light below indicated the presence of the person who had struck him, Creighton over-looked the necessity for keeping out of the light from below. Creeping along in his stocking feet, he passed through the line of the rays of the spotlight on the stage.

"Bang!"

A BULLET whizzed by his head, struck the brick wall and whined off in another direction at it ricocheted.

"Bang!"

Another slug singed his ear.

Creighton had the man spotted now. No wonder he had missed him in his search. He had been hidden on top of a twenty-foot camera platform pushed against the wall. Flat on his stomach now, on the floor of the grid, Creighton was only partly protected. He couldn't stand up, for he would offer a better mark for the man below if he did. He couldn't run, for there was no place to run to. To make it worse, the man below had lighted a spot lamp and turned its rays upward. Creighton leveled his gun to fire at the lamp, then eased the tension on his finger. The lamp was moving, showing that the man below wasn't sure just where his quarry was.

Creighton knew it was just a matter of seconds until the full beam of the light fell on him. He needed time for fast action now—no time to use the stairs.

A tie-off rope lay coiled on the grid a foot away. He unfastened it, breathed a prayer that it was securely fastened above, and swung off, sailing through the air like a pendulum, directly toward the camera stand.

As his feet left the grid, Creighton made a quick mental calculation. There was a canvas back-drop hanging back of the camera stand. How far did it clear the wall? If it was two or three feet out from the bricks it would break his wild swing, allow him to slide quickly to the floor. Unharmed. If it was flush with the wall it would break his swing all right—and in all probability break his neck.

Straight through the rays of the spotlight, cutting through the dazzling brightness of the light like a zooming clay pigeon, and like a clay pigeon he was being shot at from the stage. But his flight was too swift for accurate shooting from below. With a wham that took half the wind out of his body he hit the yielding canvas of the back-drop, let go the rope and slid to the floor. But the force of his swing and contact with the huge canvas curtain had ripped it loose from its supports and it fell on top of him in a billowing cloud.

Half smothered by the canvas he struggled to free himself when:

"Steady does it, me lad," boomed a voice. "Come out from under with your hands up—you'll be stopping a slug that's tearin' you in two."

"Steady does it, me lad," boomed a voice. "Come out from under with your hands up— you'll be stopping a slug that's tearin' you in two."

The voice was that of Joe Malarkey! Creighton was flabbergasted. How the devil had Malarkey gotten into the place, and why was he gumming for Creighton?

He wormed out from under the canvas, studied his face the big dic from homicide.

"What's the idea, trying to fill me full of slugs, you big ape?" snapped Creighton as quickly as he could get his breath.

"Well, if it ain't Little Lord Fauntleroy," grinned the detective with a smile that was as vicious as an oath. "Ape, is it? Why is it then you're tryin' to make a monkey of yourself, climbin' around up there in the dark?"

The first flush of his anger gone, Creighton stared at the other man.

"How'd you get in here, Joe?" he asked directly.

"As to why, me lad," retorted the big cop, putting away his gun, "I thought I'd have a look around for myself. As to how, I just came over here and walked in."

Creighton stared.

"You mean the door was open?"

"The door was open," the detective repeated.

"What were you doing on top of that camera stand?"

"I saw somebody, yourself it was, sneakin' around up above. So I says to myself, says I. 'I'll keep an eye on that bird,' not knowing all the time it was you."

"And because you didn't know it was me you took a pot shot at me without saying a word," complained Creighton.

"Joe Malarkey twisted his mouth into a queer expression. "Nasty bump you got there, Danny, me boy," he said, "if I can hang it on you, Creighton, I'm gonna do it. All your drag with the D.A.'s office won't help you if I can prove that you're a monkey of yourself, climbin' around up there in the dark."

"'Bang!'" clipped the copper. "There was some hook-up between you and this Reynolds dame. She smells something coming her way and sends for you. That's why you're here when she does the fade-out. You're holdin' out on me, Creighton, and that ain't healthy. I ain't forgot that Harrington case and the way the papers rode me for a month. There's a couple of other gags you pulled that still smell bad to me. If I can hang it on you, Creighton, I'm gonna do it. All your drag with the D.A.'s office won't help you if I can prove that you're a monkey of yourself, climbin' around up there in the dark."

"'Bang!'

"'Bang!'"

"You knew that was me up on the grids, you Hibernian dope-head. You took a shot at me purposely—you couldn't get me any other way. All right! Let it go at that. Next time, though, there'll be a come back. Now get out of my way. I need air. There's a stink around here somewhere—maybe it's you."

Creighton's verbal castigation of the homicide dick was two-fold. He had it on his chest anyway, and if he could get Malarkey sore enough, he might stop asking questions. Besides that, Creighton wanted to figure out who had opened the door, and why the lights were on in Rita Reynolds' dressing room.

He got the answer to the last question before he got close to the first. As he strode toward the portable dressing room the door opened and out came Bert Carlock, the director.

"Where'd you come from, Carlock?" asked the homicide dick, his chin jutting.

"I was right on Creighton's heels.

"'Where'd you come from, Carlock?' asked the homicide dick, his chin jutting. (Continued on page 78)"
MOVIE MIRROR

Sylvia of Hollywood Says:

IF YOU are not satisfied with your figure—if your face is not as beautiful as you would like—take Madame Sylvia's advice and change your looks!

Naturally it is impossible to make yourself taller or shorter. But you can shave down broad hips, re-shape your legs, acquire a flat abdomen, well-rounded breasts or anything else you desire.

Madame Sylvia, the internationally famous beauty expert, astonished Hollywood with her miraculous beauty treatments. The movie stars came to her studio by the hundreds and left even more beautiful than ever before. In New York, Madame Sylvia's clientele is comprised of the prominent social leaders and smart débutantes from Park Avenue and Fifth Avenue. People who gladly pay one hundred dollars for a single treatment!

What Sylvia does for her patients you can do for yourself in the privacy of your boudoir. For Sylvia has put all her beauty secrets between the covers of a single book! This book, No More Alibis, contains the very treatments she has given the stars of Hollywood. Treatments that bring out your latent beauty. Treatments that change your looks and transform your body into a dream of loveliness.

Picture if you will how beautiful you would look if your hips were not so broad . . . if your legs were not so heavy . . . if your ankles were not so thick . . . if your skin were not so blotchy . . . if your weight were 20 or 30 pounds less! It's easy to see how beautiful you would be if you could change your looks. Well, you can! For in No More Alibis Sylvia tells you exactly how you can be as lovely as the stars of Hollywood—if not lovelier!

Correct Your Figure Faults the Way the Movie Stars Do

If your chin is leading a double lift—don't let it! Let Sylvia tell you how to make that double chin vanish. And if your abdomen gives you that rubber tire silhouette, write, wire or phone for Sylvia's book, No More Alibis.

Sylvia tells how she reduced the movie star's legs 2 1/2 inches in the calves and then reveals how you can do likewise! Sylvia also gives you a new method for firming flabby breasts which gives you that charming youthful look.

It is unnecessary, says Sylvia, to hide fat, pudgy arms when it is possible to reduce your arms 3 inches in a matter of weeks! Then Sylvia explains how she removed the "Old Woman's Bump" from the top of her own spine.

That person who wrote "Hip, hip, hooray" was not of this generation. Hips are taboo and Sylvia makes short work of them. Even reducing your nose is simple once you learn the trick. And Sylvia's book is full of such tricks. Send for your copy now.

Only $1.00

Instead of paying $100 for a single Sylvia treatment you can get all of her methods in No More Alibis for only $1.00. At book dealers or mail coupon below TODAY.

Macfadden Book Company, Inc.
Dept. P 10, 1926 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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out pugnaciously. "I thought I gave or¬
der. This afternoon, I was at home, my place
locked up and kept locked. Instead of that
I come down here and find the door open
and this monkey prowling around."

"The watchman reported to me that he
heard shots. I came over to investigate," rep¬
died the director sullenly.

"And with me and Creighton having a bat¬tle and arguin' our heads off," cut in
the detective, "you start your investigation
in the dressing room of the Reynolds girl.
How come?"

For a moment it seemed that Carlock
was about to refuse to answer the de¬
tective's question, then he said, "Well,
sure, and arguin' our heads off," cut in
the detective, "you start your investigation
in the dressing room of the Reynolds girl.
How come?"

"Gi'me the key, Creighton," he ordered.
Creighton led him toward the place where
Carlock had thrown the object. It was broken,
slugged him on the set. Somebody didn't
have been Carlock, it might have been—
As his car sped along the back road near
crowded him so that he couldn't make his
way around on the swirling fog, he turned the situation
over and over in his mind. Somebody had
shugged him on the set. Somebody didn't
want him to find out something. It might
have been Carlock, it might have been—

"As his car sped along the back road near
crowded him so that he couldn't make his
way around on the swirling fog, he turned the situation
over and over in his mind. Somebody had
shugged him on the set. Somebody didn't
want him to find out something. It might
have been Carlock, it might have been—"
of Miss Reynolds, sir. She was good to me. So I hid in the studio and took the perfume bottle off her dressing table—just a keepsake—they'd fire me sure. That's why I didn't dare go through the gate. That's why I climbed over the back wall. When I saw you coming I threw it. I didn't want to be caught, mister."

Creighton stared at the little old weazened man. Could Petrovski have been the one who slugged him with the bottle, the mate of which now lay on the hard ground, splintered into many pieces? He doubted it. Petrovski was lying, no doubt about that, but what did he want with a perfume bottle?

Obviously nothing could be accomplished by taking the man to the studio. Creighton led him back to his car, started him down the road, half tempted to help him along with a lusty kick.

Creighton climbed back into his car, backed it out of the ditch into the road and started for his hotel. There was a strange similarity between the two cut glass bottles, too much similarity to be mere coincidence. There had been no indication whatever that the bottle thrown by Petrovski had contained anything. The ground under the splintered glass was dry. Two empty bottles. What did they mean? He shook his head wearily, stepped on the gas and sent the yellow roadster spinning into Washington Street at sixty miles an hour. He turned at a main cross street, cut across through Westwood, into Santa Monica Boulevard and through to Hollywood Boulevard. Half a block from his hotel he drove into a garage and left his car, walking the rest of the distance.

As he came into the lobby he glanced at the clock above the desk. Two-thirty. Of all the wild nights without results—The clerk looked up as he came in. "Good evening, Mr. Creighton," he smiled, "or is it 'good morning'?"


The clerk's lips twisted into a queer grin. He never knew whether to take Creighton seriously or not.

"Somebody has been ringing you every five minutes for half an hour," he announced. "Wouldn't leave a number to call back—there goes the phone again," he added, pulling the instrument out of its cradle and holding it to his ear. "It's him again," he said, inelegantly, holding his hand over the mouth-piece. "He's plenty burned up."


"I've been trying to get you for half an hour," came the unsteady voice of Bert Carlock over the phone. "It's about Draper Hayden. He called me an hour ago and said he had just returned to his apartment and found the place ransacked. I told him I'd get you. When I wasn't able to I called back and got no answer. The desk clerk said he hadn't gone out. Do you suppose anything could have happened to him?"

---

**Banish "Tattle-Tale Gray" with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!**
Creighton’s only answer was a grunt.

“There’s one way to find out. If that baby had a finger in this mess now’s the time to get a line on him. Where does he live?”

“The Castle Grande,” replied the director. “It’s over near Third and Ross-moyne. I’ll meet you at Western and Third in fifteen minutes.”

And for once, Creighton offered no objection to having company. He hung up the telephone and turned away. Wearily he returned to the garage and crawled into his car.

At Third and Western he picked up Carlock. The director was jumpy, nervous to the point of jitters. He left his sedan at the curb and got in with Creighton.

“When did you see him last?” asked Creighton, abruptly.

“About nine o’clock,” answered Carlock.

“Right after you went into Stage 9 he came to my office and asked if he could see the day’s rush; said he wanted to watch the take we had just looked at. I told him yes and asked Bud to run it for him. I never thought anything about it; consequently I didn’t mention it to you.”

They rode the remaining distance in silence. Creighton wondered why it hadn’t occurred to him before to consider the actor as a possibility in the death of Rita Reynolds, or at least as a factor in the events leading up to it. The mere circumstance that he had noted evidence of an unfriendly feeling between Bert Carlock and Rita’s leading man, should have been sufficient to work Hayden over, if only for the purpose of finding out what he knew. He must be slipping.

The roadster slid to a stop in front of the Castle Grande. Without the formality of telling the night clerk where they were going they took the stairs two steps at a time—elevators were too slow.

“It’s apartment 306,” said Carlock, out of breath from the climb.

Disregarding the hour, Creighton laid on the bell. No answer. By that time the protesting night-lerk had followed them upstairs.

“Get a pass-key,” ordered Creighton.

“I don’t have one at night,” the clerk replied, a puzzled expression on his thin face. “Is there anything wrong?”

“There is, unless I miss my guess. Gimme a leg up, Carlock,” he added. “I’ll go over the transom—it’s partly open. I can force it the rest of the way.”

He slid over the top of the door, dropped easily to the floor on the opposite side. The room was in stygian darknes, the curtains drawn. Despite the blackness of the room, Creighton sensed trouble. He knew instinctively what he was going to find. The outer door was locked on the inside. He turned the key and opened the door. A beam of light cut into the room from the hall.

“God!” breathed Carlock, hoarsely.

Stretched out full length on the floor was Draper Hayden—dead.

Is Draper Hayden the murderer’s second victim—or is he the murderer who, unable to face the consequences of his crime, has taken this way out? The startling solution of these thrilling studio mysteries will be revealed in the November MOVIE MIRROR, on sale September 25th.

“Looka here—this animal isn’t so fierce. Hasn’t got a tooth in his head—heck, I’ve each got six!...Maybe he isn’t looking fierce at all—only cross. I know why—he’s hot. No wonder—all that hair. Phooey!... he makes me hot, too!”

“Now stop and think—what was it we decided was the best thing for that hot, sticky feeling?... Drink of water? No, that wasn’t it. Bath? Now you’re on the right track... I’ve got it—a nice downy sprinkle of Johnson’s Baby Powder!”

“See/Mother’s bringing our powder now! She’s a very smart woman... Mother, here’s a riddle for you! What feels better than a baby all slicked over with soft soothing Johnson’s Baby Powder?... That’s right. Two babies!...I told you she was bright!”

“I’m Johnson’s Baby Powder... I make babies happy and comfortable. And I help to keep their skins in the pink of condition—which is the surest protection against skin infections!...I’m made of the very finest Italian talc, silky-fine and even. No gritty particles—and no orris-root... Do you know the rest of my family? Johnson’s Baby Soap, Baby Cream and Baby Oil—they’re all made especially for babies.”
**Will Luise Rainer Really Leave the Screen?**

(Continued from page 33)

quick, like that. It was the biggest joke in my life."

Speaking of her talent, by far the finest brought to Hollywood in years, I suggested that possibly she had inherited it.

"Oh, no," she protested. "I'm the black point in my family. My parents, they think the stage is wicked. At first I do not think of it; I just dance—but in school, very secretly, so that they do not know. It is for joy I dance. I can watch for hours people who move good. Always when I dance I jump high; for me dancing is to be away from the earth. But never I dance on the stage, because I don't think I'm beautiful—and most dancers are blonde, yes? I'm black and too tiny—nobody look at me. When I am on the stage in Vienna and Berlin I want only to be human. But for me in Hollywood it is impossible to be human.

In Vienna I am offered a film contract from Berlin, but I do not take it because I love the stage. Never, I think, will I leave it. Then an offer it comes from Hollywood and I think I come here and see new people. That is how I make the big mistake. But never do I think I be a star—me, with my language.

"I know also," she added, "I'm not beautiful like a picture star. But I'm washed—you know—clean. I hate make-up in everyday life and never put anything on my face. Of course in pictures I do, even if I can't make myself beautiful. I look for other beauty here, but in Hollywood I do not find it."

"Nothing?" I asked.

"Here is one thing, yes, that is beautiful. You know what that is? I will tell you. Oil wells. You go and see them some night, that is the time. Often when it is dark I go and sit in my car alone and look at them. Everything is in shadows. That is the beauty of it. You see those black towers like long ladders climbing high into the sky and the beeg pumps up and down—bom-bom-bom—that never get tired. Oh, that is thrilling!"

Beautiful perhaps but it seems a bit lonely for a girl.

"That is nothing, being alone," was her reply as she sank into a chair, "for from the first I come here I live alone in a beeg house, dark in a canyon, but I like it. Most what I like it is very quiet—so still you don't hear anything. But one night a funny thing it happen. The sirens it come coming through the canyon—whoosh-whoosh-whoosh. Jonnay he don't know what is that sound and he bark. But I know it is a siren screaming and I think maybe it is a police car chasing bandits who hide in the canyon. I'm not afraid, but excited like Jonnay it come coming louder and louder and closer and closer. Then bang bang there are knocks on the door. Two-three policemen they stand there and when I open it they say am I all right? I say, 'Yes. Why?' They say a friend he tell them I am all alone in the canyon. I say, 'No, Jonnay is with me.'

"Since then I think people don't"

---

### Priscilla Slewes Westfield, N. J.

**Priscilla—aged 3 months**

She's already having Clapp's Wheatheart Cereal. In another 6 weeks she'll have Clapp's strained vegetables. At 5 months she'll be given all the Clapp vegetables and soups.

**Priscilla—aged 6½ months**

It's plain to be seen that she enjoys her dinner. Clapp's foods taste good, and the texture is smooth for baby tongues—yet not too liquid. That's why doctors approve Clapp's.

**Priscilla—aged 9½ months**

She's lively as a kitten, a perfect example of sturdy babyhood. The vitamins and minerals pressure cooking keeps in Clapp's foods have done good work. She's gained 6 pounds and grown 5 inches in 6 months.

**Mothers—Read this Astonishing Story!**

A careful study of a group of Clapp-fed babies, in one community, has recently been made.

During this test, covering each baby's first year, a check-up and photographic record has been made at frequent intervals. Not one baby has failed to show uninterrupted favorable progress.

FREE—a booklet containing the picture story of every baby who has completed the test to date, together with valuable information on vegetable feeding. Simply send your name and address to Harold H. Clapp, Inc., Dept. M10-36, 1328 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

---

### CLAPP'S ORIGINAL BABY SOUPS AND VEGETABLES

**16 VARIETIES**

**SOUPS:** Baby Soup (Strained), Baby Soup (Unstrained), Vegetable, Beef Broth, Liver Soup.

**FRUITS:** Apricots, Prunes, Applesauce.

**VEGETABLES:** Tomatoes, Asparagus, Peas, Spinach, Beets, Carrots, Wax Beans.

**CEREAL:** Wheatheart.

Approved by American Medical Association, Committee on Foods.
She had High Hopes for Herself in New York, But...

I'm sorry, Miss Hart. But I'm afraid you won't do.
That's all I hear everywhere I go!

A week later—
No bad breath behind her sparkling smile!

I'm certainly glad you came to New York!

So am I—Since I got my grand new job—
Thanks to Colgate!

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!

Why let bad breath interfere with success—with romance? It's so easy to be safe when you realize that by far the most common cause of bad breath is improperly cleaned teeth!

Authorities say decaying food and acid deposits, in hidden crevices between the teeth, are the source of most unpleasant mouth odors—of dull, dingy teeth—and of much tooth decay.

Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes these odor-breeding deposits that ordinary cleaning methods fail to reach. And at the same time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens the enamel—makes your teeth sparkle.

Be safe—be sure! Brush your teeth... your gums... your tongue... with Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!

out it came at last, the amazing revelation. No end of Hollywood actresses would give anything to be in her shoes, yet she was kicking them off.

"I stay till my contract is finished, then I go," were her next words, strong with the freedom of choice. "I go and I do not come back. For me there will be no more pictures. I go and I do not come back. For me there will be no more pictures. I go back to the stage—New York, London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, anywhere—and I do the thing I love. I yet will be so young that I can do all the things I want. For them then I will have enough money and I will grow with the things I cannot have in Hollywood.

"The time will come when I will be terribly happy again. Till then I work hard here; give for what I take. That is fair, it is not? All what I say I have been keeping to myself. Why now I say them to you I do not know, but what I tell you it is the truth.

"When my contract ends, I end here. Then I go away from Hollywood forever."
WHILE we were out on the location set, watching Ronald Colman in some scenes for "Lost Horizon," we met Jane Wyatt. Jane, who seems to remind you of Park Avenue, limousines and orchids, was supposed to do some dangerous riding in the next sequence. In accordance with an old Hollywood custom, a double had been engaged and Jane stood on the sidelines and watched "herself" jump on the horse's back and do the scene rather badly. Three times—and still Director Capra was not satisfied.

"Why not let me try?" pleaded Jane.

"You? Why—um—can you ride?" asked the surprised Capra.

"I can try," smiled Jane Wyatt. Climbing into the saddle, she rode off like the wind over the dangerous jumps. The very first shots were perfect. In fact, had anyone taken the trouble to ask her, Jane would have admitted that she has taken part in many eastern hunts and has even ridden in a few steeple-chases.

* * *

ROSALIND (ROZ) RUSSELL lost her sense of humor one day recently and it cost her plenty of humble pie eating. Roz decided she didn't want to play the leading role in "Craig's Wife" opposite John Boles. She liked Johnny, yes, but the role—well, she thought the lady she was to portray was too utterly nasty. So she balked.

"I want to get out of this assignment," she said to the head of her studio. Then, when he shook his head, she gave many excuses for her reaction to the role. Finally, she came up with, "But the audience will hate me in the role—what of my public?"

"What public?" withered the head man.

* * *

WE knew that "God's Country and the Woman" was a logging camp story, so were mildly surprised to find that title posted outside one of the sound stages at Warner Brothers studio. But we were even more surprised to find George Brent on the set built to resemble Paris in the spring! We asked George about it.

"You see I'm supposed to be the Paris representative of the lumber company, but I spend too much time flirting with the French gals—so my brother sends for me to come back to the lumber country. We leave for location in the logging country up in Longview, Washington, tomorrow."

The prop boys, electricians and cameramen didn't seem much interested in the final Paris scenes. They were all talking about the location trip; a million and one details had to be taken care of before they could start. Taking a Hollywood motion picture troupe into the woods of Washington for a month is a job! Paris on the sound stages couldn't compare with the prospect, though.

* * *

DESpite the fact that blondes are about as scarce as hoop-skirts, Alice Faye wasn't at all sure she had made the right move in darkening her hair. So she held a contest on the lot. The ballot (Continued on page 115)

Cashmere Bouquet now costs only 10¢. The same long-lasting soap which, for generations, has been 25¢. The same size cake, scented with the same delicate blend of 17 exquisite perfumes. At all drug, department and 10-cent stores.

NOW ONLY 10¢—THE FORMER 25¢ SIZE
Six beauty experts witness proof that Glazo does not thicken!*

Has anything ever made you madder than trying to get a decent manicure from a partly used bottle of nail polish turned thick and gummy?

Amazingly, almost unbelievably, that problem has been solved...by Glazo. Given just ordinary care, Glazo now stays completely perfect and usable right down to the last drop in the bottle.

All stores now have this marvelous, perfected, non-thickening Glazo. Recognized as the loveliest of nail polishes...world-famous for its fashion-approved colors, for its extra days of long, unblemished wear, without chipping, peeling or cracking.

Profit by the nail polish experience of fashion experts, beauty authorities and millions of other smart women. Choose Glazo for its unequalled beauty. You'll remain a Glazo enthusiast for its perfection of quality. Expensive internationally known polishes and popular domestic brands alike were hopelessly lost when competing with Glazo in the "thickening" test. (See the box below.)

Almost as amazing...Glazo beauty, Glazo quality, costs you only 20 cents.

*PROOF: In identical bottles, left open for 12 days, Glazo was tested against ten other brands. Glazo stayed as perfect, as usable as ever...evaporated less than 10%. Every one of the others became thick, gummy, unfit to use...evaporated an average of 45%.

At Last! Ronnie Talks About Romance

(Continued from page 31)

with his most intimate friends. Even with them he could never be called exactly garrulous.

That library, incidentally, strikes the keynote of his home where three Filipino manservants look after his care and comfort. It is characteristic, too, of Colman's essential maleness, his innate good taste, and his liking for simplicity and a feeling of solid substance in things. The walls are of paneled oak. A desk of severe design stands in a bay window of leaded glass at which hang draperies of English chintz in crewel-work pattern in dark reds, blues and browns. One fine hunting print is on the wall. Elsewhere are books, good books which obviously have been read and re-read and handled with the loving care a bibliophile always reserves for his treasures.

I asked if he thought or planned to marry again, if there was any basis for the recent romantic linking of his name with that of one of the loveliest, most cultured and most intelligent women of the film colony.

"No, I do not plan to marry again," he told me. "It is not that I have been made cynical by what I see around me every day in Hollywood or that I have a closed mind on the subject. Nor is it that I have ever said in so many words to myself, any more than I say to you now, that I never will remarry. To me that would be stupid, for who amongst us ever knows what we will do tomorrow, even whether we will be among the living?"

"But I am honest and entirely sincere with you when I say it is my hunch—my very strong hunch—that I will never marry again."

He smiled that quizzical, half-crooked smile of his and I was reminded that another man's hunch may be just an evasion or an idle guess but a Colman hunch, or so his close friends swear, is as good as his word of honor. Which would make his marriage hunch practically a vow.

Then he told me why.

He is not steering clear of marriage because, as some of his friends and many of the public have surmised, he was either irreparably hurt or disillusioned by the unhappy outcome of his first marriage, or even, as others have decided, because he is a "born bachelor" at heart.

It is only, he told me, because he feels marriage would jeopardize, would take away from him his independence, and independence is the staff of life to him.

"Perfect marriage is one thing," he said, "and the average marriage is quite another. Few of us are privileged to know that first ideal state. The second is more than sufficient for the majority, barely enough. But for me the second is not sufficient. My philosophy of living, which has as its basic tenet absolute independence of thought and action, selfish though that may be considered, never could become reconciled with the second."

"Living a single life, I realize, precludes my knowing a perfect bliss that is ideally possible. But we cannot have everything..."
and that is the price I must pay for my choice of independence."

Does such an attitude and such a philosophy seem unreasonable or illogical in a man who is possessed of so much of the world's goods—fame, riches, popularity and the adoration of women? Perhaps if you know something of his past experiences with women, the part they have played in his life and the part they now fill, and of the man himself, it will not seem so.

He was shy with girls, he confessed, until he was just past sixteen. Whether he will admit it or not, he is still shy with women to an exaggerated degree, although it is difficult to believe this in the face of his gallantry with them and the eagerness with which they seek him out, usually with futile results.

At any rate he was a shy sixteen when a woman, or a girl as it was in this case, first influenced his life. He was an office boy in a London shipping concern. She was the lovely, blue-eyed girl with tumbling blonde curls who lived next door. He became enormously enamored of her.

"But this first young love never bloomed into an 'affair,'" he recalled. "You see, I could never get past the stage of silent, and distant, adoration."

It is easy to picture the tall, handsome young Englishman, super-sensitive even then and modestly sure he had no charm that could possibly interest such a glorious creature, worshipping her from afar, while the girl probably wished with all her secret heart that he would not be such a stick about it but would take the initiative which she, as a well bred young English miss, could not.

This affair, must, however, have left its mark upon him in some subconscious way, else why would he have remembered it so clearly these many years after?

I N the years that followed—years in which he began his career on the stage, made his debut in films, receiving a pound (approximately five dollars) a day for playing the leading role, and served his king in Kitchener's famous "Contemptibles"—he must have met and known other girls. None of them, apparently, made much impression on him. At any rate he remembers them but vaguely; probably his shyness once more held in check any romantic notions he had about them.

Then, just after the war, he married Thelma Raye, an English actress with whom he was playing in a spy melodrama on the London stage. Of that marriage, as I said, he does not speak, and I did not violate his wishes by asking questions.

Suffice it to say that it proved to be an unhappy one, probably because they were temperamentally unsuited to each other. Be assured of one thing, though; if any blame or responsibility for the break-up of the marriage is fixed, it is always others, not Colman, who fix it.

Although estranged from his wife, he was still a married man when he came to Hollywood and joined Sam Goldwyn's illustrious roster of stars after playing "The White Sister" with Lilian Gish in the Henry King production filmed in Italy. He was not divorced until 1934, when Mrs. Colman obtained the decree in England on the grounds of desertion.

Marriage sometimes means little in Hol-
At least it seldom acts as a restraint in romantic adventures if the person is so much as separated from his or her legal spouse. But from the day of his arrival until this, not one breath of scandal or anything that could possibly impute questionable conduct on Colman's part has ever been heard. That is an enviable, an almost unbelievable, record in a town where one's private thoughts and actions are bandied about as public property with careless regard for the truth. It is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that hordes of silly women constantly endeavor by fair means or foul to involve male stars in unpleasant or difficult situations. The record, I think, tells a story in itself. Not a story of a goody-good man or of a misogynist, but of a man whose respect for women and womanhood is so deep and sincere, and whose gallantry is so unfailing, that scandal is impossible. This gallantry, by the way, has been the despair of his fellow men in Hollywood. Try as they do to emulate it, they never quite reach their goal. It is not just that he has never been known to speak disparagingly of any woman and is as courteous to Judy O'Grady as to the colonel's lady. In that respect he is no different from many men.

But if nothing scandalous has been linked with Colman's name, other things have been. He was (and still is) charged with being a monastic "mystery man," of being high hat and aloof, of exercising a caution in making new friends that amounted to a complex, of not liking women and having no women friends, of never mixing in public or relaxing in night clubs, restaurants or theaters as other film celebrities do. Some of these charges have foundation in fact. Others are half fact, half fancy. But all of them, I think, have a bearing on his attitude about re-marrying.

The story is told of the arrival in Hollywood some time ago of a noted writer who is now the story head of one of the major studios. Her influential friends in the film colony asked her whom she desired to meet among the stars so that they might arrange it promptly. She named only Ronald Colman. Whereupon the friends were said to have looked at her aghast, as if she had suddenly requested a round trip to the moon, and declared:

"Don't be ridiculous! We haven't met him!"

The idea that he is a recluse, a snob whom nobody knows, is as preposterous as the idea that he lives a monastic life completely withdrawn from the everyday ac-
tivities of Hollywood. He traces the origin of this rumor to the idea of a press agent who loosed a barrage of such tommyrot on the premise that it would give Colman added appeal to the public.

Still it is true that he is not a mixer. Seldom does he attend large functions, public or otherwise. Only twice in his life has he made personal appearances to greet his fans and be greeted by them, and of late he does not even attend the premieres of his own starring pictures, such as “Tale of Two Cities” and “Under Two Flags.”

But it is not because he wants to be thought high hat or aloof, he said. It is only because he does not want to do anything that will brand him or point him out as anything other than an average ordinary citizen. Only inside the walls of a studio does he want to be considered a picture star.

“Is there anything reprehensible in that?” he asked me. “I am merely demanding for myself the right to live the way I like to live—quietly, with dignity, enjoying the contentment in my leisure that you want and may have without criticism in yours.”

He admits frankly that he shies away from interviews and is reticent in answering questions about his private life. He supports this attitude by drawing an analogy.

Let us put it this way. You go into a bank to do business with your banker. You do not ask, or expect him to tell you, what he ate for breakfast, if he is in love with a certain woman, or whether being married interferes with his work. You talk about investments, the state of the stock market, or your balance in cash on hand.

“Well, as I see it, banking is his business and acting in motion pictures is mine. Personalities and private affairs are irrelevant.”

Furthermore, he said the last vestige of an actor's private life would vanish if, in addition to having his every move and word noted in print when he was out in public, he was expected also to divulge everything that went on inside his home.

He does not have an ounce of caution about him in making new friends, he insisted. “I do not find or build friendship by studying it, dissecting it microscopically, as it were, to discover what makes it or the person tick. Either friendship, or potential friendship, is there where it can be sensed at once or it is not there at all. You cannot measure it by a yardstick as you would a length of cloth for a suit. Some of my most prized friendships were born with the first meeting of the person when I knew practically nothing about him.”

But in the face of these words, one of his closest friends insisted that if he was considering you for a friend he invariably watched you closely for six months, then invited you to his home for dinner, then watched you for another six months. At the end of that time, and not before, he made up his mind whether or not you had won admission to the charmed inner circle of his associates in private life.

Perhaps, too, one reason he does not have more friends in the average sense of the word is that he draws such a fine

From Broadway to Hollywood sweeps the good word—there’s a better guide to makeup, a way to be sure you’re wearing makeup that matches, makeup that’s right for you...

Choose your makeup by the color of your eyes!

More than a million women have already discovered the new Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup—harmonizing face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow, and mascara—keyed to the color of your eyes. They're wearing it, praising it, telling their friends to try it, too.

Ask your own drug or department store, write your favorite beauty editor. They’ll recommend Marvelous, the Eye-Matched Makeup—explain that you can buy this harmonizing face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow, or mascara by the color of your eyes, in standard full-size packages, each item 55¢ (Canada 65¢).

Take the advice of these popular young stage stars. Discover this glamorous new makeup for yourself— it’s a long step toward making the man you like best discover you!
There are two reasons why he is seen so infrequently dining out or dancing in night spots with fellow actors. One is that he does not enjoy it but prefers to have his friends around him in his home where they can indulge their mutual tastes over such diversions as cards, music or meaty talk. The other is his absolute abhorrence of being watched and photographed, as inevitably happens. It amounts to a phobia with him and is particularly true if he is escorting a woman. Much as it embarrasses him, he feels it must embarrass the woman more. And that, for Colman, would be an unthinkable discourtesy for which he would feel responsible.

He does have women friends. A few. But they are women who share his simple tastes in diversion and his dread of the spotlight and of being ogled by the public. He is genuinely fond of them, finds them great fun and fine companions. His interest in them, though, never seems to develop beyond the platonic point.

Thus—not as often as you will find Bill Powell, Dick Barthelmess, Clive Brook and Warner Baxter sailing with him in his boat, talking with him until the small hours of the morning in his home, or playing hard tennis with him on his courts, but still quite frequently—you will find such glamorous beauties as Marlene Dietrich, Benita Hume, Ruth Chatterton and Elizabeth Allan, among others, in his company.

Beauty, incidentally, is not the chief quality Colman seeks in a woman. A friend of his told me that Colman rates it third in importance, with brains and intelligence first and charm second.

Do these facets of his nature and this sketchy look into his pre-Hollywood life make his stand on marriage more understandable to you? They do to me. They make it the only natural one.
This Is the Real Gary Cooper

(Continued from page 47)

ambled in here. I just sort of noticed his build because he's tall and lanky just like me. Yeah, we're both of us a good six foot three. He said, 'Mind if I look around at some of your saddles and leather?' and I said, 'Sure, help yourself,' because right off the way he touched some of the leather goods on that table I could see he loved the stuff. Few people do, you know; very few know anything about leather or that it can be beautiful.

"When he went out I said to a fellow who loafs about the shop sometimes, I said, 'Down where I come from in Tennessee, we'd call that fellow just plain good folks.'"

"Next time he comes back to browse around again I know who he is, but I don't let on. I just let him sniff around and look at all my tools and I take out some of my show saddles and he gets awfully enthusiastic about the silver mountings and tooled stuff on them.

FINALLY he says to me one day, "Jim, I want you to make me a saddle. I've never owned a saddle all my own in my life. As a kid on our ranch in Montana I had hand-me-downs from the hands on the place, and now I'm using studio hand-me-downs. I've thought about this saddle a lot and I want it made just like this." And then he whips out a stub of a pencil and in a flash sketches out the best darned design I've ever seen. I couldn't have done better myself with all my years of experience. He sure knows how to handle a pencil, doesn't he?

"Well, while I am at work on that saddle he drops in just as regular every night at six-thirty, the minute they let him off the set over at the studio. Now ordinarily I don't like anyone hanging about me when I'm hard at work, and at first I thought I'd have to tell him to leave, but I put it off, he's so nice and quiet.

"Finally, I find I didn't mind him looking over my shoulder and taking up bits of leather to work on along with me. And then I find that I'm looking forward to six-thirty because his sitting there relaxes me. Funny, isn't it?

"He never thinks about dinner, when he gets interested watching that saddle get put together, so I learn to duck out early and snatch a bite for myself. We just sat there night after night, working until I had to stop for yawning. We usually turned down the lights at midnight, and then he'd suddenly remember that he was famished for food.

"When the saddle was finished I was sorry because I thought that's the end of his visits, but no, he keeps right on dropping in every week or so right through the years, always the same. Just comes in and says, 'Hi, Jim, what you got that's new?' and then he'll sit here on that stool and watch me work for a while and sniff the good smell of leather and then go.

"No, we never talk about anything but saddles and leather and hunting. No, he never mentions about his work or private
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**P E A R L H U T C H I N S O N , script clerk, said to me, "He reminded me of Wally Reid the first day I saw him on the set. It was almost a shock. Wally was such a close friend in the old days. Gary has the same qualities of boyishness and charm, even intensified, I think. But he wasn't as easy to know as Wally."

"It's part of my job to make the players like me a little, so I simply melted into the background for awhile to study Gary and some instinct warned me not to start thinking about him by his first name before lunch was called."

"For a few months I watched him from a distance and I discovered some interesting things about him. For instance, Gary puts people on a sort of friendly probation after he meets them, especially girls. He sidesteps the smart-cracking females like the plague and he seems to prefer nice, easy going, quiet people like himself. Furthermore, I've noticed he will not let anyone force a friendship upon him."

"Now when I work on script with Henry Hathaway, he likes me to run over the dialogue with the players before each scene to see that they are letter perfect. On our first few pictures with Gary, I discovered that he is quick at memorizing lines and he simply refused the irksome business of studying at home at night. Now and then, of course, this omission tripped him up when he had a long, difficult speech to make. I urged and coaxed him to do his studying at home at night. Now and then, of course, this omission tripped him up when he had a long, difficult speech to make. I urged and coaxed him to do his studying at night. I say 'coax' because he prefers nice, easy going, quiet people like himself. Furthermore, I've noticed he will not let anyone force a friendship upon him."

"When it's almost finished, he's going out of town so he says, 'Jim, pack that saddle carefully and send it to this address.' Well, who do you think that duplicate saddle was for? King George of Greece! He was in exile then some place in Roumania. It seems the king was in the same hunting party with Gary down in Africa and was so interested in American horses and riding that Gary promised him a real western saddle."

"No, I've never got around to visiting him over at the studio although he always asks me to. He's got some fine mousetrap hunting trophies I'd like to see, but studies — I don't know, it seems a waste of time, when I'm so busy here, and then Gary does keep dropping in on me once a week or so."

**EARL HUTCHINSON, script clerk.**
memorized there would be a nice long soothing massage from Pearl. But, no lines, no rub. Well, from that day on he's never missed once. There hasn't been dialogue written yet that's long enough or difficult enough to make him stumble. It's almost uncanny. And how he adores those head massages. He actually purrs.

"In spite of myself, after a year or so of working with Gary in one picture after another, I found myself fussing over him. I discovered that I was simply following a formula. All women who work near him for any sustained length of time seem to feel that he requires a lot of looking after. Yes, I'm afraid it's what is known as the maternal instinct. And he does need it, too. For instance, there's his tie. For some reason it's always awry before a take. And his hair—he never thinks of a comb unless it's shoved into his hand.

"And I keep a written detailed account each day of every item of his costume, because for the same scene the next day he's quite likely to show up wearing different trousers, tie and coat. You see, he has the happy capacity for shedding all the dull, pesty things in this business such as make-up and costumes.

"And then one day on 'Bengal Lancers' I found myself ordering a bucket of ice water and a chamois skin kept on the location set at all times, so that I could wrap something cool around his head after his long scenes under a scorching sun. He always looked so terribly hot and done up after each take. Oh, yes, the other players looked hot, too, but somehow one felt they could put ice water on their own heads.

"And, oh, how he loves to sleep. Never have I seen anyone who can sprawl out in an inadequate chair or curl up on the hard ground and go off into benevolent slumber as he can. And mind you there are usually generator motors roaring and assistants screaming right over his unconscious head.

"He seems to be the type that requires a lot of sleep, and when I have to shake him into wakefulness for a scene, I always hate to do it; he looks so utterly at peace."

BOB ROBERTS, automobile mechanic and salesman, reported: "I was alone in the sales room that night, because it was pouring cats and dogs and no one seemed to be motor conscious in that weather."

"Just as I'm closing up a tall man comes in and goes straight over to a bright yellow Duesenberg roadster. He doesn't look like the usual type that is interested in or has the capital to buy this sort of car, so I think I'll make this sales talk good and short and go home.

"But he starts the talking and his first words leave me stunned. He asks, 'Just how do you people develop all this horse power with the type of valve action, piston displacement and compression ratio used?'

"Well, there was no use talking to a guy like that about the paint job or the nice upholstery on the seats. He knew motors. He was a mechanic. Well, that question of his started us off and we talked motors for hours. I forgot about going home until after midnight. In fact, I even forgot about trying to sell him a car. Before he left I knew who he was, although he didn't give me his name.
THE COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS

Brought from the vivid pages of True Story Magazine—from the throbbing radio revelations of the Court of Human Relations—direct to the screen of your favorite film theatre.

Enacted by brilliant casts—produced and directed under the supervision of the famous Columbia Pictures organization "The Court of Human Relations" promises to be one of the screen's most unusual entertainment features.

"He came back every few days for about three months after that. He would just sit in the display cars, fondle the steering wheels, lift up the hoods and study the motors for hours. It was a hard life for him."

"You couldn't sell that sort of prospect with the usual formula. He just had to sell himself. Finally one day he asked to go out in a demonstration car. I went with him. He decided then to buy one and his reason was a queer one. He said, 'A car like this really isn't a luxury for me. You see, just the feel of a fine, powerful motor under my hands relaxes me. It's the only thing that can relax me after a long day's grind at the studio!'"

"I GUESS everybody remembers that first Duesenberg of Gary's, too. It was a bright yellow and green. It was the car he had dreamed about owning for so many years, and I guess, boy like, he wanted it to be as bright and flashing as possible."

"About a year later when the car was well broken in, Gary comes over one day and says he wants to overhaul the motor, put on superchargers, strip off fenders and running boards and try her out for speed on Muroc dry lake. You know the spot—just two hundred miles north-east of here."

"So he puts the car in the shop and I go to work on it. Every night when he's through at the studio he pops in, puts on overalls, bolts down a sandwich and digs into the grease with me. We'd never fold up until two or three in the morning and only then because I insisted. He just doesn't seem to be the type that needs sleep."

"Well, after that he shows up once a week and we start trying her out at Muroc. I would go to Gary's house and spend the night there. He has one pat phrase when things go wrong and that is, 'Let's fix it up, eh Bob?'"

"When the car was all set for the test we started trying her out at Muroc. I would go to Gary's house and spend the night there. He has one pat phrase when things go wrong and that is, 'Let's fix it up, eh Bob?'"

"When Gary gets this new one broken in we're going to tear it apart and get it ready for a try-out on Muroc. Gary aims to hit a hundred and thirty this time. Believe me, I'm looking forward to it."

"And finally, I came to Elvira Borg, housekeeper, who said, 'I have been with Mrs. Gary Cooper since she was a baby just two weeks old. I raised her, so when she marry and come West to live, of course, I come, too, to keep house for her. I have no friends out here and it is not like New York; lonely sometimes, and I think I will be very unhappy. But I did not count on Mr. Cooper then."

"When they build this new house, he asks me what are my favorite colors. And I said blue and yellow, and so he has the trimming, for instance, is in black and gold. The hood is decorated with it, and there is a chromium plate, the only car I know of that is decorated with it, and there is a short rear deck and a different hood."

"It's the only thing that can relax me after a long day's grind at the studio! '

"Well, after that he shows up once a week and we start trying her out at Muroc. I would go to Gary's house and spend the night there. He has one pat phrase when things go wrong and that is, 'Let's fix it up, eh Bob?'"

"When the car was all set for the test we started trying her out at Muroc. I would go to Gary's house and spend the night there. He has one pat phrase when things go wrong and that is, 'Let's fix it up, eh Bob?'"

"When Gary gets this new one broken in we're going to tear it apart and get it ready for a try-out on Muroc. Gary aims to hit a hundred and thirty this time. Believe me, I'm looking forward to it."

"And finally, I came to Elvira Borg, housekeeper, who said, 'I have been with Mrs. Gary Cooper since she was a baby just two weeks old. I raised her, so when she marry and come West to live, of course, I come, too, to keep house for her. I have no friends out here and it is not like New York; lonely sometimes, and I think I will be very unhappy. But I did not count on Mr. Cooper then."

"When they build this new house, he asks me what are my favorite colors. And I said blue and yellow, and so he has the trimming, for instance, is in black and gold. The hood is decorated with it, and there is a short rear deck and a different hood."

"It's the only thing that can relax me after a long day's grind at the studio! '
Is One Love Enough?

(Continued, from page 69)

girl of twenty is too emotionally restless to settle down to peace! I believe that every kid crush, every high school beau I ever had has in some way contributed to the happiness I know now.

Sally expertly bit at a thread with white even teeth, demonstrating what has always been to me a very professional touch with the needle. She smiled a little as she went on:

"I honestly pity the girl who hasn't gone through the speechless emotionalism of a 'puppy love' affair, though I hate that expression; it has such an undignified, inferior ring for a sentiment that is so important in every girl's life. I suppose the sophisticates argue that this first love in our early teens isn't real love at all! And perhaps it isn't, because what we feel is just a glorified illusion of love. In other words, we aren't really in love with that half-scared kid who stands awkwardly in the living room talking to our parents previous to that all-important first date. If we were we'd see him for just what he is, a bashful, thoroughly frightened kid with, probably, an unruly cowlick. But we don't see him that way because we invest him with every romantic trait we've ever dreamed about in a Prince Charming.

"It is such a thoroughly inarticulate thing—sitting in the moonlight, staring at the beach for hours, pressing flowers in a book, taking out notes tied with blue ribbon and reading and re-reading them every night before going to bed!

"It doesn't last in the average case. It couldn't because it isn't real. But the very awakening process, as disillusioning as it may be at the time, is invaluable. It is probably our first lesson in seeing things as they really are, and not as we imagined them to be.

I THINK the next important emotional illusion in a girl's romantic education is a romance with a man of the world," Sally laughed. "Maybe I say that because it happens to have been my own experience. I was just coming out of the ether of a romance with a boy I had been in love with for one year. After a lot of dramatized heartache we had broken off for several reasons, the only honest one being that we suddenly saw each other as human beings and not the dream god and goddess we had imagined. Naturally, I thought I knew all about men. I was very proud of my suddenly acquired cynicism concerning the male sex in general when I met this other man, who was such a direct opposite to my high school beau.

"This new suitor was much older. He was about thirty-two, I imagine, which seemed older than the hills to my eighteen. I was just starting out in Hollywood—it was right after my first starring picture, 'The Goodbye Kiss'—when I met this superlative specimen who was known by every headwaiter in town, who ordered the most sophisticated dinners and who flattered me by discussing life in general with me over caviar in night clubs.

"In time I became bored with my own
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**MOVIE MIRROR**

half-digested theories and the attempt to be something I wasn’t, for suddenly this was all over, too, and I no longer swept into night clubs with narrowed eyes, with this gentleman as my most effective 'prop' in sophistication. It wasn’t until considerably later that I recognized both of these romantic illusions in their true value. The first had opened my eyes to the reality of the boy I thought I loved. The second opened my eyes to myself.

The next romantic milestone in her life—which was not really an emotional experience at all, but an earthquake, a hurricane—was all the harder to bear because Sally knew her eyes should be open to the reality of the man with whom she was swept into love, and yet she deliberately closed them. Sally met and married Hoot Gibson!

Their married life was an existence alternately skyrocketing them onto the heights of happiness and plunging them into the depths of misunderstanding. It was one of those unreasoning loves that makes such good fiction, and such miserable living. Sally and Hoot were on an emotional merry-go-round, blindly bound to each other in a stormy love that encompassed everything but friendship, understanding, mutual interests and all the other things that go to make for real happiness in marriage. It ended, as it had to, in the divorce courts. Yet Sally does not regret that marriage, or look with bitterness on it, “because out of the melee, Hoot and I emerged wiser and more tempered people than we would have been without each other.”

SALLY doesn't talk easily about her love story with the man to whom she is now married, her producer-husband, Harry Joe Brown. She is afraid that the few stories she has given on the subject have not presented her true feelings. When she has spoken of the peaceful happiness she has known ever since she met Harry on that trip to London when she accompanied Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, it has been presented in such a prosaic fashion as to hint more of contentment than of the thrilling happiness Sally had found it.

“To be married to a man who shares every part of your life, not just one phase of it; whose friends are your friends, whose interests are your interests and, if you're lucky enough, whose very work is in harmony with your own, and to love that person deeply, is the crowning happiness in the life of every woman! But I can’t believe this kind of happiness is an accident of one man and one woman stumbling blindly into a first love. We develop toward it through more than one emotion. We treasure it more because we know it to be the reality of love, not just an illusion!”

Suddenly I remembered that other marriage, the girl who is tossing away something real and fine, blinded by an infatuation that could not possibly disrupt her happiness if she had learned the lesson of illusions and disillusion before, not after, marriage.

And then I thought of Sally’s life as one of the most popular girls in Hollywood culminating in a marriage that is as safe from the shoals of folly as though she had insured it, as perhaps she has!
The Perfect Way to a Perfect Figure

(Continued from page 35)

the asking, and in return for a little work, if you'll follow the routines I offer in this series of articles.

There’s no necessity for feeling that the stars you see in your theaters are especially privileged, that they are super-normal creatures created with super-normal beauty. I’ve worked with them intimately for two years and must remark, at the risk of shattering your collective illusions, that they’re very human beings, with quite their share of too-large hips and too-slim arms and too-prosperous stomachs. But they are clever enough, you see, to do something about the situation; as a group, they come to me with a firm determination and a willingness for hard work because their careers depend upon it.

Your own career, as a wife, as a public woman, as a stenographer or librarian or model or merely as a woman (occupation enough) depends just as much on your physical beauty. And, with the stars, you can create it for yourself by using the methods they follow under my instruction and which are revealed in the following series.

Understand this—and I stake my reputation on the statement—if you will do exactly as I tell you to do, if you will eat the foods I suggest and avoid the foods I taboo, if you will practice the exercises I prescribe without cheating on yourself and on me, you can make anything of yourself you care to. Whether you’re sixteen or sixty, whether you’re under-weight or overweight, whether it’s your hips or your legs that need readjustment; I make no exceptions.

A PROMISE of that sort is as an ordinary thing taken with several grains of salt, because it has been made so often by so many people who had not the means of justifying it. But in this case the circumstances are completely different.

First, I handle not only one phase of physical direction, but all phases—and I deal not in generalities but in a specialized way, wherein each individual case is a separate problem. In my experiences with the lovely Metro ladies I have found that what might be food for Joan Crawford would be poison for Jean Harlow; and exercises Myrna Loy might take to get rid of a shred after two days.

It’s obvious of course that you can’t come directly to me for diagnosis and specialized prescription, but you can diagnose your own troubles for yourself, and find the specific remedy for your specific problem in the articles that follow this one.

Wherefore, instead of merely covering outstanding phases of physical adjustment in a general slip-shod sort of way, I intend to treat you to a particularized remedy for every fault and every ill of the feminine physique—in relation to its measurements and general health, you understand.

And when you have finished reading this series you will have, in toto, a sort
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YOURS first step, then, is to know yourself—and I confess the self-diagnosis will not be an entirely simple matter. Because for once you've got to be entirely honest with yourself, always a basic difficulty. So I have taken three Hollywood stars of about the same height and weight, but of various skeletal capacities, and have measured them for your guidance: the scale, therefore, is not a theoretical one. Those figures are transplanted from the tape that calculated live, breathing women—beauty, in other words, that you can aspire to because it exists.

And since it would be impossible for me to knock on the door of my studio office seeking personal treatment, it will help me in outlining the forthcoming articles if you will write me stating your special problem. Naturally I can't send you a reply direct, but if your case is one I have not already considered I will include its remedy somewhere in the series.

If you'll observe the charts included here, you will better understand the task I have undertaken. They offer not only the ideal and perfect measurements of the beautiful woman in relation to age and height but also in relation to bone size, necessitating three entirely different scales.

You may be thirty-five years old and stand five feet and three inches, as an example, but if your structural frame is that of a woman with small, delicate cartilage your complete proportions must be different from those of a woman who is exactly your age, and exactly your height, but who has larger, thicker bones.

So I have taken three Hollywood stars of about the same height and weight, but of various skeletal capacities, and I've measured them for your guidance: the scale, therefore, is not a theoretical one. Those figures are transplanted from the tape that calculated live, breathing women—beauty, in other words, that you can aspire to because it exists.

And since it would be impossible for me to knock on the door of my studio office seeking personal treatment, it will help me in outlining the forthcoming articles if you will write me stating your special problem. Naturally I can't send you a reply direct, but if your case is one I have not already considered I will include its remedy somewhere in the series.

YOUR first step, then, is to know yourself—and I confess the self-diagnosis will not be an entirely simple matter. Because for once you've got to be entirely honest with yourself, always a basic difficulty. So I have taken three Hollywood stars of about the same height and weight, but of various skeletal capacities, and I've measured them for your guidance: the scale, therefore, is not a theoretical one. Those figures are transplanted from the tape that calculated live, breathing women—beauty, in other words, that you can aspire to because it exists.

And since it would be impossible for me to knock on the door of my studio office seeking personal treatment, it will help me in outlining the forthcoming articles if you will write me stating your special problem. Naturally I can't send you a reply direct, but if your case is one I have not already considered I will include its remedy somewhere in the series.

But before you begin it would be a good idea to get a thorough physical examination from a doctor you can trust, unless you happen to know that you're already in good health. Naturally, it would be fool-hardy for you to attempt the regimen I shall set forth in my articles if you've an infection of some sort, or a chronic organic illness, or glands that are out of order. Your teeth, too, may be the cause of your difficulty, especially if you're too thin, and the services of a dentist might save you a good deal of hard work when you begin this course.

However if you are satisfied there's nothing the matter in that direction, you should start by comparing yourself with the chart. Cut it out and tack it up somewhere as a reference, and then dig out the family tape-measure and a pencil and a piece of paper.

Find out your exact height, first—the old-fashioned method of standing sans shoes against a wall and making a mark with a ruler is perfectly good—and write it alongside your age on what is to be your own personal chart. Then decide whether the skeleton you inhabit is made of small, medium or large bones (relatively) and...
Weigh yourself on a trustworthy machine with this information as a basis you've only to discover the corresponding figures on my printed scale to find what your ideal measurements should be. Then measure yourself.

It would be better, of course, to let someone else do this for you; but if you don't care to broadcast the fact that you're starting a health campaign you can simply lock the door of your bathroom and undress and set to work.

Stand normally, of course, and stretch the tape around the largest part of the anatomical area you're measuring—that is, base your figures on the greatest circumference of the forearm, the biceps, the bust, the hips, the thighs—and don't pull the tape too tight. It should be merely snug.

After you've written down the results compare them with the exemplary measurements for your age and height on my chart—and you will, in a physical sense at least, "know yourself" pretty well. You may find that the only difference between you and Joan Crawford is that you have eaten too well during the past few years, or that you didn't exercise so much, or that you should have allowed yourself more sleep at night. You may find that if you could put an inch or two of muscle on your collar-bones, or take three inches off your hips, you could crash a movie set any day.

**STAND** sideways in front of a full-length mirror, if you have one, and check your posture; if you cheat in this, you're cheating only yourself, because in ninety-nine cases you'll find you're either round-shouldered or sway-backed, and if so, your abdomen protrudes or your breasts are unfortunate. If that's true, you're not ready for the grave, by any means—very rarely will you have the opportunity to get busy. If you discover you measure up perfectly except for one or two points that are wrong, somewhere in my series you'll find the answer to that specific problem, with treatment prescribed in relation to your age and bone-structure. However, my next articles will be concerned in a large measure with the two greatest difficulties of all women: reducing, and gaining weight.

My chart, you understand, is not built on the scale of an Amazon. I have not given the measurements of muscular, too-active women, but of stars who are simply too well during the past few years, or that you didn't exercise too much, or that you should have allowed yourself more sleep at night. You may find that if you could put an inch or two of muscle on your collar-bones, or take three inches off your hips, you could crash a movie set any day.

If you discover you measure up perfectly except for one or two points that are wrong, somewhere in my series you'll find the answer to that specific problem, with treatment prescribed in relation to your age and bone-structure. However, my next articles will be concerned in a large measure with the two greatest difficulties of all women: reducing, and gaining weight.

My chart, you understand, is not built on the scale of an Amazon. I have not given the measurements of muscular, too-active women, but of stars who are simply healthy and beautiful according to 1936 standards. In your self-comparison this is important: take cognizance of your daily measurements of your arms and legs. Take cognizance of your knees and elbows—if they are larger than they should be. Furthermore, you may find to correct, the following things are basically necessary as a prelude to health. They are generalizations, yes, but emphatic ones.

Think about what you are going to do, first, until you have definitely made up your mind to follow the course through to its conclusion, which will be when you are satisfied with your own figure. Mentally you must agree with yourself that you will obey my injunctions and follow my orders to the letter, since I can't guarantee results unless you do. The stars who are my clients, of course, find
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Hollywood Nobleman
(Continued from page 70)

Australia, and the whole of these United States. While he was starring in "Daddy Long Legs" in New York, he signed a contract with Paramount to play in "The Silver King" on the screen. But something interfered with the plans. A shot was fired in Serbia, and across the sea war raged. "Sure, it will be over in a few months," Paramount officials told him when he informed them that he was sailing home. "You can come back when it's over and we'll have the script, ready and waiting."

It's still waiting, for it was sixteen years before actor Standing returned to the stage and America. Already a lieutenant in the Reserve Corp, he reported to his commander upon his arrival in England and was given command of a submarine patrol boat which had seen balmy days as a pleasure-going yacht. It's a long cry from the bright lights, the gaiety, and the applause of a New York stage to the gloomy, inky blackness of a submarine-infested sea—of course, no lights at all were permitted on ship board. But the sailor half of Standing came to the front gallantly and tight spots were somehow gotten through. Even the ghastly moment when Standing discovered, to his horror, he gave it again and again in his reports to the Intelligence Department. Heavens knows he'd given ample proof of his intelligence many times over in that rickety boat. But he gave it one day, he was summoned to the Intelligence Department. Standing didn't fancy it in the least, but he got by, somehow.

For a year and a half in his tumbledown boat, he patrolled the coast line of England and was then transferred to the Intelligence Department. Heavens knows how many times over in that rickety boat. But he gave it again and again in his reports to the Intelligence Department, and finally, one day, he was summoned to the palace of his king. The guards, as he passed through the gates, were a bit snapper, he noticed. He was ushered into an anteroom to wait.

Patiently, but with his heart beating high, he waited in the anteroom, and finally the door was flung open. On a throne, on a raised dais, sat King George V. "Bend the right knee," Standing was told. As he knelt there, before the King, a strange thing happened. He couldn't remember one of the bright, successful, outstanding things that had happened to him. Instead, a sudden vision of a dark, dismal little dressing-room in a theater in Madison, Wisconsin, of all places, rose before his eyes. Again he experienced the achingly weariness of one night stands, heard the forbidding boom of a dark and dreadful sea. Then the feeling that all these things were behind him poured over him in waves. It was finished. Done. And he was kneeling before his king. It clutched him by the throat and brought mist to his eyes. He wasn't even sure His Majesty was saying over the words that made him a knight or merely saying, "Well done, good and faithful servant."

He rose and departed. A knight with forty dollars in his pocket and a bright idea in his mind. He needed that idea, for the forty dollars comprised his all. Why not, he thought, buy up the trucks left by the American Army in Europe and sell them at a profit? Forty dollars, of course, wouldn't go far toward the $37,-000,000 the Americans asked, but he wasn't a friend of Lord Northchiff for nothing. With the aid of a few more rich and influential friends, the money was raised, and for nine years Sir Guy headed the company that bought and sold good old trucks from the U.S.A.

He had money enough then to go back to the land of sunshine and orange groves and build the house that forty years before he knew he'd build. But Henry Miller, New York stage producer, halted him enroute to play with Ethel Barrymore in "The Constant Wife" and "The Road To Rome" with Jane Cowl. It was then Paramount remembered the contract. Elephant like, after sixteen years, they remembered. Long ago "The Silver King"...
New-born closets
A NEW 5¢ WAY

Freshen your closets!

Make them smart, gay and cheerful—with Royledge, the improved shelving that looks so well, wears so well, costs so little! Even if you can afford the most expensive edgings, you can't get more beauty or wear. Yet Royledge costs but 5¢ for 9 full feet!
The strong, crisp edge hangs flat, without curling—even in steamy kitchens and bathrooms. It never needs laundering; once up, it stays until you choose to change it. It comes in dozens of colorful patterns designed by decorators. You'll love them all at first sight and love them more when you see how exquisitely they dress up pantry, linen and guest closet shelves!

Royledge packages are easily identified by a round sticker that says "Feel the Edge."

At 5-and-10c, neighborhood or dept. stores—9 ft. for 5c; 10c sizes, too. ROYLACE, 842 Loewer St., Brooklyn, N. Y. (makers of "Royline"—lace-like, beautiful table doilies).

Royle package directions.


How to Prevent Bathroom Odor

Keeping your bathroom odor-free is not only an important health measure but also a mark of good housekeeping. Nothing is more offensive to guests in your home than bathroom odor. And it's so easy to prevent—just use Creolin regularly. Pour Creolin into toilet and drains. Put it into the water every time you clean the floors, walls, basin and tub. It will keep your bathroom clean-smelling and sanitary. As a disinfectant, deodorant and antiseptic, Creolin has helped to safeguard health for nearly 50 years. At all drug stores with complete directions. Buy a bottle today. Merck & Co. Inc., Rahway, N. J.

Write for Free Booklet, "Home Hygiene," giving complete information about the many household and personal uses of Creolin.

He claims to have found something pretty swell in the muddy muck of a war. Like a diamond glittering in a cloud of dirt, he found the meaning of friendship. The real, true meaning. He had known many people the world over and, man like, took them all at face value. But true friendship had somehow eluded him, until he actually saw it, felt it, experienced it in that fearful fracas. Today, he has many friends, because he knows how to be a friend. A prop boy, a carpenter, a star, a producer, an humble worker, anyone who reaches out a hand of friendship to Guy Standing, finds it clasped in grateful appreciation.

If ever the legendary tales of an Englishman's complete lack of humor were forever refuted, it's in Guy Standing. His whimsical tale of his Filipino boy, Charles, and Charles' henpecking little wife, is a classic of tale-telling. The twinkle in the Standing eye as he tells about them, however, fails to hide the sympathy and understanding he feels for them.

"Who was the chap that wrote that bit of music that says, 'Life is Just a Bowl of Cherries?'" he asked as we stood atop a high hill behind his house and surveyed the surrounding country side. "Hmmm. Did you ever notice the sunshine on a bowl of cherries?"

"There you have him. Life may be just a bowl of cherries to you and me and probably is, but to Guy Standing, after all these years of living, it's a dash of sunlight on a bowl of crimson fruit.

Every moment of life that remains to him is crammed full of living with his work, his house, his fishing, his painting. For you see he knows that what he has built for himself isn't just a house. His years are too short for just houses. It's an anteroom to a throne room, where he spends his last years of life alone waiting happily and contented for the day when the door of the throne room shall be flung open, and once again he kneels before his King.
And Jerry took to fanning Jock and then Jock fanned Jerry. The quality which one notices instantly about Oberon is her little girl enthusiasm for life and the living of it. Norma says it's the expression that wonderful little lisp. The poor devil was saying when the crying suddenly stopped and Norma saw it was Merlie Oberon. Jerry took to fanning Jock and then Oskar was saying when the crying suddenly stopped. And Norma saw it was Merlie Oberon. And re-Adored, Jerry took to fanning Jock and then Oskar was saying when the crying suddenly stopped. And Norma saw it was Merlie Oberon. And re-

It was a seal. Or so Merle thought. This time she had decided to sleep right smack on deck and suddenly, over and above the flapping of the canvas about her, she heard another sort of flapping. She lay still and listened. She sat up and listened. Yes, there it was. Flap, flap, flap. A seal was on board. 

Like a shot she tore inside and wakened Harry Cohn who happened to have the first cabin.

"A seal is out there on deck, flapping," she cried.

"What's it doing?" Cohn asked in sleepy bewilderment.

"Flapping," Merle gasped, waving her arms.

"Seals don't flap," Harry sighed, sinking back to sleep. "They bark."

Slightly comforted, Merle crept back to bed and awakened next morning to find a huge flying-fish nesting cozily nearby. It had some how flown on deck and beat itself into exhaustion.

"A fine thing to have in one's bed," was the caustic opinion of all. "A fine thing."

LIKE all impulsive and affectionate people, Merle is possessive. Fiercely so. From those she loves (and once her love is given it's given with whole-hearted completeness) she expects the same in return. And suffers cruelly when it doesn't work out. Coupled with her unfortunate possessiveness is a quaint little childishness that tugs at the heart-strings. A friend of Merle's, in fact the profession, was talking about this characteristic in Merle when she thought about her little son.

"There's an example of it," she said. "Miss Oberon is passionately fond of children. My little son returned all the adoration she gave him."

"And then he started to school. The first week he confided to me he had a little sweetheart at school. I, amused, passed on the information to Merle."

"A deep hurt look crept into her brown eyes. Someone she loved, you see, though only a child, shared his affection with someone else."

"I could see it was an actual blow to Merle. I see that same possessiveness in her so much."

Streaks of economy hit her like nothing you've seen. When Merle was preparing for her luncheon for Douglas Fairbanks and his new wife, she decided she must have more plants in her garden so she and Norma set off in Norma's elegant limousine to the boat house and awakened next morning to find a huge flying-fish nesting cozily nearby. It had some how flown on deck and beat itself into exhaustion.

"A fine thing to have in one's bed," was the caustic opinion of all. "A fine thing."

LIKE all impulsive and affectionate people, Merle is possessive. Fiercely so. From those she loves (and once her love is given it's given with whole-hearted completeness) she expects the same in return. And suffers cruelly when it doesn't work out. Coupled with her unfortunate possessiveness is a quaint little childishness that tugs at the heart-strings. A friend of Merle's, in fact the profession, was talking about this characteristic in Merle when she thought about her little son.

"There's an example of it," she said. "Miss Oberon is passionately fond of children. My little son returned all the adoration she gave him."

"And then he started to school. The first week he confided to me he had a little sweetheart at school. I, amused, passed on the information to Merle."

"A deep hurt look crept into her brown eyes. Someone she loved, you see, though only a child, shared his affection with someone else."

"I could see it was an actual blow to Merle. I see that same possessiveness in her so much."

Streaks of economy hit her like nothing you've seen. When Merle was preparing for her luncheon for Douglas Fairbanks and his new wife, she decided she must have more plants in her garden so she and Norma set off in Norma's elegant limousine to the boat house and awakened next morning to find a huge flying-fish nesting cozily nearby. It had some how flown on deck and beat itself into exhaustion. The Japanese horticulturist piled everything into the immense fly
diary in the Star on Sunday.

"A seal is out there on deck, flapping," she cried.

"What's it doing?" Cohn asked in sleepy bewilderment.

"Flapping," Merle gasped, waving her arms.

"Seals don't flap," Harry sighed, sinking back to sleep. "They bark."

Slightly comforted, Merle crept back to bed and awakened next morning to find a huge flying-fish nesting cozily nearby. It had some how flown on deck and beat itself into exhaustion.

"A fine thing to have in one's bed," was the caustic opinion of all. "A fine thing."

LIKE all impulsive and affectionate people, Merle is possessive. Fiercely so. From those she loves (and once her love is given it's given with whole-hearted completeness) she expects the same in return. And suffers cruelly when it doesn't work out. Coupled with her unfortunate possessiveness is a quaint little childishness that tugs at the heart-strings. A friend of Merle's, in fact the profession, was talking about this characteristic in Merle when she thought about her little son.

"There's an example of it," she said. "Miss Oberon is passionately fond of children. My little son returned all the adoration she gave him."

"And then he started to school. The first week he confided to me he had a little sweetheart at school. I, amused, passed on the information to Merle."

"A deep hurt look crept into her brown eyes. Someone she loved, you see, though only a child, shared his affection with someone else."

"I could see it was an actual blow to Merle. I see that same possessiveness in her so much."

Streaks of economy hit her like nothing you've seen. When Merle was preparing for her luncheon for Douglas Fairbanks and his new wife, she decided she must have more plants in her garden so she and Norma set off in Norma's elegant limousine to the boat house and awakened next morning to find a huge flying-fish nesting cozily nearby. It had some how flown on deck and beat itself into exhaustion.
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One day as that pause between daylight and
evening swept in from the sea, the
two sat on the sands and looked out across
the seaweedy shores.

"Norma, I want your advice about my
work," Merlie said, the lights in her brown
eyes gleaming earnestly.

Norma thought a moment. "Well,
Merlie, we must learn to be gay on the
screen, and that is the most difficult thing
to do convincingly," she said. "I think we
both make the same mistake. We're apt
to be too serious on the screen, too in¬
tense." Suddenly Norma turned and looked
at her, her eyes twinkling.

"And you know, Merlie, I don't know
why, for off screen we're a couple of
swell comedienne'

Together they fell back on the sands
and howled.

David Niven claims Merle Oberon
possesses three vital attributes: 1. brains;
2. guts; 3. charm. "Not exactly beautiful
the first two, but Merle has them," he
claims.

She has other things, too. She has
warmth. A great tender, all inclusive
warmth for her fellow man. "Look," she'll
say while dining, "this waiter is such a
nice man, better, you know, give him a
tip. Such a nice man." All waiters
around Oberon are "such nice men." Chil¬
dren and old people become instant wards.
A charge to keep for Merlie. She has an
oft expressed theory that only the middle
aged sin. "Youth and old age are beautiful
in all they think and do and stand for."

THERE'S a pert, sweet childishness
about her, Norma stated, that never
cresws coy or saccharine.

She once had a nip of a temper. She's
getting over it. "It's about the same
now," Norma laughs, "as a small child
stamping its foot in rebellion. But she
recover's quickly."

"She's a game playing fiend. Anything
from scrambled words to Guggenheim.
 Gets right down and revels in it, and
blithely changes the rules every night or
so. So it works out right for her side,"
Niven says.

Fishing, her best beloved sport, is one

Among the stars at Louella Parsons' party were Bill Powell, Norma
Shearer, Errol Flynn, Kay Francis, Jack Warner and Marion Davies.
Norma has no desire to take part in. "Fishy smells are too much for me," Norma says, wrinkling her lovely nose. But even in that Merlie feels she must somehow give to those she loves some part of this fun and sport.

- Sunday at the Thalbergs is a day of no guests, no droppers-in, no unrelaxing entertainment. And yet at twelve o’clock every Sunday, come rain, come shine, four people sit down to breakfast at the Thalbergs. Norma and Irving, Merle and David Niven. Pancakes and sausages are brought in and devoured in no time. The four, in fact, are pancake, maple syrup and sausages to their eyebrows. "It’s our one dissipation for the week," Norma laughs.

There are two things about Merlie that impress me most," Norma said. "One is that sphinx-like beauty of her face and her lack of vain primping and fussing. While most beautiful women give time and thought and care to their beauty, Merle takes hers as a matter of course. Fifteen minutes after I’ve seen her rise from the ocean, a seaweedy mermaid, I’ve telephoned her house only to be told that Miss Oberon had already left for some formal dinner party. I’ve seen her come off that fishing boat in fish-smelly overalls, and in fifteen minutes she’s at our front door, as coolly beautiful as a tuberose, off to some party. No time is wasted or irritated away on vanity.”

Another impression is the quiet determination of this little soul to succeed. To rate, as David Niven says, number one in make-up, this means "naturalness" or that harsh, "made-up" look. All WINX colors blend 3 ways. 1. With complexion. 2. With eyes. 3. With each other. For example, WINX Brown

Mascara blends with WINX Brown Eye Shadow or Eyebrow Pencil. Likewise, its tonal values are so balanced as to make it complementary to all other WINX colors. Thus, WINX gives you the secret of naturalness in eye beauty make-up.
ARE YOUR LIPS INVITINGLY SMOOTH AND YOUNG?

THE WRONG LIPSTICK can make your mouth look wrinkled and old . . . can rob you of the romantic tribute men give to young lips.

Help your lips to look 5 years younger by using Cutex Lipstick. A special oil helps to keep your mouth smoother, softer, more alluring.

In Natural, Coral, Cardinal, Rust, Ruby. Try Cutex Lipstick today—for enticing lips!

CUTEX Lipstick 50c
KEEPS YOUR LIPS YOUNG

Only eyes with natural-looking beauty win men's admiration

WINNING公式.

Only eyes with natural-looking beauty win men's admiration

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA beautifies eyes naturally!

Win admiration, when your eyes look as if Nature herself had given them a luxuriant, dark fringe of lashes! Do it with Pinaud's Six-Twelve Creamy Mascara. It never makes you look "made-up"! Black, brown, blue, green.

THE HOUSE OF PINAUD PARIS NEW YORK

MOVIE MIRROR

Last Minute News

M-G-M gave Bob Taylor a bonus check upon completing "His Brother's Wife." Bob bought two new cars with it. A year ago Bob had a small second-hand car.

Virginia Pine has announced that she will marry George Raft as soon as his divorce is granted. Mrs. George Raft says she knows nothing about any divorce.

After one year of studying, Francis X. Shields, the tennis big shot, will get a good role in "Come and Get It." Jeanette MacDonald has just sold her own story, "Americans Can Sing Too," to M-G-M and will play the lead in it.

Bob Montgomery, having finished "Picadilly Jim," rushed to his Connecticut farm for a two months' rest.

Ginger Rogers has sailed for Europe. This leaves Jimmy Stewart dating Eleanor Powell.

Fred Astaire is in Europe, too, but Freddie is visiting his sister, Lady Cavendish. Hottest romance now is Frances Langford and Ken Boland.

Margaret De Corr Seddon and Margaret McWade, the pixilated old maids of "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," have just been signed by Paramount for "One Man's Bonus" with Eddie Horton.

Joan Crawford is that happy that she gets Spencer Tracy as her next leading man.

Isabel Jewell takes that matrimonial leap with Owen Crump in October.

The rift between Polly Moran and her husband, Martin Malone, has been patched up.

Herbert Marshall, with only fifteen days' vacation between pictures, plans to go to London for five days.

Claudette Colbert gets Fred MacMurray for her leading man in her next picture.

Remember "The Black Legion" discovered in Michigan? Humphrey Bogart will star in a picture of the same name. The story and the title were sold to Warner Brothers ten days before the headlines.

Robert Benchley, who has taught you "How to Eat" and "How to Sleep," is making "How to Vote."

Janet Gaynor has just signed a special contract to play the lead in that childhood classic, "The Five Little Peppers and How They Grew."

Four hours after Robert Taylor said "How do you do?" to Greta Garbo for the first time the two were doing passionate love scenes for "Camille."

Bing Crosby has been asked to combine business with pleasure. He had planned a vacation in Honolulu after completing "Pennies from Heaven," and now the Paramount studio bosses are asking him to star in their Technicolor special "Waikiki Wedding," which will be made over there.

Gene Raymond deserves your cheers. He just returned from the drought area, where he made several benefit appearances for the fund for little children affected by the ordeal.

Thelma Raye, ex-wife of Ronald Colman, is in Hollywood for the first time and she's taking in all the famous night spots.

When Jack Benny, Gracie Allen, Mitchell Leisen and George Burns get together it's Gracie who's the life of the party with George making believe he's bored with her popularity.
about your figure? Have you looked at it recently? I mean really looked? Strip down and stand in front of a long mirror and then analyze what you see. Don't flatter yourself, but on the other hand, don't be too discouraged. Don't even feel unhappy thinking about how much work and time it may take to change what you don't like. Because there's something you can do right now, and that's to check up on your girdle and brassiere. Confess, how long have you been wearing the type you have on now?

The other day, an older woman said to me she simply didn't know what she was going to do. The type of corset she always had worn was being discontinued. I looked at her figure, and I wanted to say, "It's a good thing for you that you wasn't now. Our figures change, you know, just as the color of our skins does, and that's why you should never take for granted either your cosmetics or your foundation garments. That corset gave my friend the funniest look, and I don't believe it could ever have been comfortable, but she was so used to it I suppose she didn't notice how it felt, nor how it looked, either, for that matter.

Habit! What a powerful force that is for good or bad. It's fine to have a habit of eating sensibly, and doing special exercises and watching your posture. It's not fine when habit lets you do yourself an injustice by not making sure you are wearing the right things to look your best.

As I told you last month, I'd been taking a special look around at some of the new foundation garments, and what I saw makes me hope you'll get right out and have a look for yourself. Why, some of these girdles and brassieres are "all-over" even when they're designed on an entirely new principle. That couldn't improve your figure when you first get into them, but they are constructed to coax your figure gradually back to the place where it ought to be, thus working in perfect harmony with your health régime and exercises. At no time are they at variance with the natural, normal outline. This is more vital than you may think, because the comparatively slight discomfort of a badly fitted, badly designed corset doesn't seem dangerous. But if you could see an X-ray of the way some of your most important insides are being pushed around, day after day, you'd quickly appreciate the damage such misfitting can do!

The manufacturers have also been quick to utilize the every finding of science which could help them, and we have wonderful new fabrics which almost duplicate that most wonderful of fabrics, the human skin, which supports, yet stretches where it should.

And don't forget the type of foundation garment which actually helps you to reduce, through the gentle action of the material in it. It "works while you wear
If every GRAY HAIR ACHED like a tooth no one would delay using it, so to speak, and it works well, too.

In fact, I know my mail will be heavy this month, since the news of all these things is here in this article in direct response to inquiries. I even took some of your letters along with me, when I went out hunting answers on this subject. And here are some more answers:

Yes, that is very interesting line of brassieres which do give you the normal "up-lift" line without too tight, or ill-placed constraint of sensitive tissues.

And there is a new clever little gadget to hold up stockings. It positively does not make a bump through a fitted skirt. And it's so simple, and the parts so beautifully finished that it holds firmly the sheerest stocking without hurting it. You can now buy these separately, I'm glad to say, as they were first used only on the most expensive girdles.

Please, whatever your beauty problems are (and don't forget I'm always ready to help with them all) don't neglect your figure. See that you are wearing a foundation garment which does things for you, for your health, and above all, for your assurance. Such a garment is truly a foundation for chic and for perfect grooming. Any other kind is a waste of effort and money.

FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR

If neglected hair doesn't distress you, it pains your friends. FARR'S, used with perfect confidence, leaves your hair soft, lustrous, natural and youthful in appearance. Easy as a manicure in hygienic privacy of perfect confidence, leaves your hair soft, lustrous, natural and youthful in appearance. Easy as a manicure in hygienic privacy of perfect confidence, leaves your hair soft, lustrous, natural and youthful in appearance.

FREE SAMPLE

79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
Send in plain wrapper.

Name.
Street.
City.
State.

GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR.

FARR'S

FOR GRAY HAIR

Knock on Hollywood

(Continued from page 61)

Tommy's, school. She had never won anything in her life, so she felt safe taking the chance. This time, she won. When the birds were delivered to her, she bolted the door and told the messenger boy to take the birds to a post office. She then called a cab and took them away.

Animals are Tom Brown's superstition, too. If any stray cats or dogs pass his house, he takes them in and finds a home for them. Richard Arlen is a star gazer and makes his plans when the moon is crescent.

Many of the movie folk superstitions are inexplicable: Minna Gombel won't drink out of a red cup or glass and Billie Burke, for reasons known best to herself, tears her hair if her shoes are placed beneath the level of her dressing table.

Not only personalities, but even big business is superstitious. At Warners' studio, now in the midst of a building rush, there is a new fifty-thousand dollar sound stage. It is Stage 12A. Warners know they could never round up a cast to play on a stage thirteen. On the corner of Sunset and Gower there is a bench for the weary wayfarer. But only the most fool-hardy of actors would use it. For the bench is jinxed by being identified with out-of-work players, waiting for a call from the nearby quickie studios.

Superstitions are older than history. Back in the cave-man epoch, when nature and the elements seemed to have a grudge against puny man, these phobias were born. If a man stumbled over a rock, that rock had something against him. He leaped over the rock. Some people do that even today. If he fell over a cliff, some unseen force pushed him. Thus, such things as knocking on wood, throwing salt over the rock, have been developed to appease the evil spirits.

Man, in those dark days, had no conception of defense. And superstitions, such as saying "knock on wood," are no such thing as planning a studio career. That is why the stars are slaves to superstitions. That little action, unimportant of itself, may raise them to the heights or dash them to the depths.

All an actor can do is work hard, hope for the best, keep his fingers crossed, touch wood, stay away from black cats, wish on a new moon and never be the third on a match. We think it's all very silly ourselves. But we wouldn't dream of trying to write anything unless an ancient brown felt hat were perched securely on our head at the time!

DOLORES DEL RIO'S NEW PARIS FROCKS

When Dolores Del Rio, one of Hollywood's best dressed stars, returned from her recent trip abroad, she brought with her trunks full of the newest and loveliest Paris fashions. And she will model them for you in the fashion pages of November Movie Mirror. Don't fail to get your copy, on sale everywhere September 25th.
by wonderful improved method. Simple as A B C—a child can learn it. Your lessons consist of real selections instead of tiresome exercises. When you finish one of those delightful little lessons, you have a new "O" to your list. You read real notes, too—no "number" or pencil. Method is so thorough that many of our 700,000 students are now first-rate players and orchestra leaders.

Be Popular

Everything is in print and pictures. First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you how to do it. There is a method that makes you into a wonderful player. A few short months and you are a great musician—the life of every party.

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson

You may now become a fine player through the U. S. School home study method. Write at once for our illustrated Free Book and Free Demonstration Lesson. Please mention your favorite instrument. No obligation. Instructions supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
30610-B Brunswick Bldg.,
New York City, N. Y.

CATARRH AND SINUS CHART—FREE

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking—stuffed up nose—bad breath—Sinus irritation—plague. Send Postal Card or Letter for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer. Write directly to Hall's Catarrh Medicine. 63rd year in business. Write today!

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Dept. 2219, TOLEDO, O.

SKINITCH

QUICK RELIEF

Or Money Back!

If irritable with an itching pimply skin, ugly red eruptions or rashes—due to external causes—don't suffer another musician. One application of comforting Peterson's Ointment quickly soothes—all tender, irritated skin. Angry redness goes, vanishes. Wonderful to soothe the eczema, itching of feet and cracks between toes—brings seemingly unbelievable results. Itching and smarting disappear. Millions benefited. Try it—you'll be amazed! 35c all drugs.

Mail Coupon or Postal Money refunded if it fails.

Write now Peterson Ointment Co.,
druggists. Money refunded if it fails.

benefited. Try it—you'll be amazed, 35c all results. Itching and smarting disappear. Millions benefited. Try it—you'll be amazed, 35c all drugs.

Write at once for our illustrious Free Book and Free Demonstration Lesson. Please mention your favorite instrument. No obligation. Instructions supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
30610-B Brunswick Bldg.,
New York City, N. Y.

Selling Christmas Cards

Make $15 in a Day EXTRA

The popular time-money-maker! Sell 500 Christmas cards, note-cards, making a profit of 100 to 300% on the cost. Send Post Card or Letter for new treatment chart and money-back offer. Write directly to Hall's Catarrh Medicine. 63rd year in business. Write today!

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Dept. 2219, TOLEDO, O.

CLOTHING

Men's and Women's

Hotel Positions

GOOD PAY

FASCINATING WORK

LUXURIOUS SURROUNDINGS

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITIES

Train NOW for hotel, club and institutional work. Salaries up to $1,500 to $5,000 a year, living quarters supplied. Previous experience unnecessary. Qualify at once for better position. Send for extra charge Post Card or letter for Free Book. Check positions in Ads. You're interested.

Manager—Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Steward—Hotel, Portland, Ore.
Butler—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Purchasing Agent—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Golf Club, St. Louis, Mo.
Custodian—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Valet—Hotel, Miami, Florida.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Portland, Ore.
Manager—Hotel, Denver, Colo.
Manager—Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
Manager—Club, Fort Worth, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Seattle, Wash.
Manager—Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
Manager—Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, San Francisco, Calif.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
Manager—Hotel, Detroit, Mich.
Manager—Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Manager—Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Manager—Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Manager—Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manager—Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Manager—Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Manager—Hotel, New York City, N. Y.
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Sell latest sensation! Embossed silver metal folders. 7 other assortments: complete line of "Jewel Case" with 21 charming Christmas foil "Jewel Case" Hair Pins « Bob Pins

108 University Avenue Rochester, N. Y. COSTS TO OUR PERSONAL Christmas Cards with name inscribed. Sells...

New cream mascara and your eyelash-TATTOO crease earning power, this easy way. Write...

How to Work Won't smart. Harmless, needs no water. Won't run or smear. Easier to apply—really waterproof!

JEWEL CASE Hair Pins

Christmas CARDS

STA-RITE HAIR PINS

Dixie Dunbar

Pigskin, Parade

20th Century-Fox Production

Lil TASHMAN was a prime favorite with the pilots. They admired her beauty, talents, yes; but more than anything they admired her loyalty and indomitable courage. They recall many a flight when the weather went "soup'y", which means plenty rough, when Eddie Lowe would quit the ship in favor of a train while Lil stuck it out as long as the plane was in the air. But if Eddie checked out of flights occasionally, he was not alone in the idea. Mary Pickford does it quite frequently. Mary flies by the stars. Actually, if her fans say they are hazy on their flying rates, is almost as likely to amuse and mother him throughout the entire journey.

Speaking of excess baggage, be-monstered, Leni Rundell, he who kisses hands so suavely and is such an elegant villain on the screen, recently established a record. On a flight to New York he paid United Air $356.80 for luggage in excess of the allowed thirty pounds! Which, in case you are hazy on your flying rates, is almost as likely to amuse and mother him throughout the entire journey.

CHAUFFEURS FROM THE SKY

Selling latest sensation! Embossed silver metal-folders. 7 other assortments: complete line of "Jewel Case" with 21 charming Christmas foil "Jewel Case" Hair Pins « Bob Pins

108 University Avenue Rochester, N. Y. COSTS TO OUR PERSONAL Christmas Cards with name inscribed. Sells...

New cream mascara and your eyelash-TATTOO crease earning power, this easy way. Write...

How to Work Won't smart. Harmless, needs no water. Won't run or smear. Easier to apply—really waterproof!

JEWEL CASE Hair Pins

Christmas CARDS

STA-RITE HAIR PINS

Dixie Dunbar

Pigskin, Parade

20th Century-Fox Production

Lil TASHMAN was a prime favorite with the pilots. They admired her beauty, talents, yes; but more than anything they admired her loyalty and indomitable courage. They recall many a flight when the weather went "soup'y", which means plenty rough, when Eddie Lowe would quit the ship in favor of a train while Lil stuck it out as long as the plane was in the air. But if Eddie checked out of flights occasionally, he was not alone in the idea. Mary Pickford does it quite frequently. Mary flies by the stars. Actually, if her fans say they are hazy on their flying rates, is almost as likely to amuse and mother him throughout the entire journey.

Speaking of excess baggage, be-monstered, Leni Rundell, he who kisses hands so suavely and is such an elegant villain on the screen, recently established a record. On a flight to New York he paid United Air $356.80 for luggage in excess of the allowed thirty pounds! Which, in case you are hazy on your flying rates, is almost as likely to amuse and mother him throughout the entire journey.
left a plane at Kansas City, when she was bound for New York, because a "propitious" day turned into an "unpropitious" one when the clock struck twelve midnight.

Joe E. Brown has an air of propriety, too, but it is of a different nature. He will not buy a round-trip ticket although he could save himself a dollar in so doing.

"No, it isn't any fool idea I have about fate or anything like that," Joe explains it. "I just always lose the blanket on blank return portion!"

Slow-poke Stepin Fetchit has ticketing troubles, too. At least, he used to. Now he circumvents that misery by carrying the precious bit of paper between his sock and the sole of his shoe. It may delay matters somewhat in getting the ticket validated and such—getting a Fetchit shoe off and then ou again is plenty of grief—but, by Joe, he doesn't lose it. No, ma'am!

Nancy Carroll, who gave studio employes many a headache in her heyday on the screen, has been the pet of the flying boys since that cold wet night some years ago when a plane had to land because of "soup" at a little settlement called Wayna, Oklahoma. Making sure that the passengers weren't ill covered with blankets while sleeping soundly in the plane, the pilots holed in at the emergency hut and on the field for an all-night vigil. Soon there was a knock at the door. There stood Nancy. When she spied a small stove she immediately set to work to make them coffee with nary a word about the inconvenience of having to spend the night in so uncalculated a manner.

FREDRIC MARCH and Doug Fairbanks, Jr., head the list of the hostesses' pets because of gallantry. If the plane is full, Freddie always insists the girl occupy his seat while he takes the less comfortable jump-seat allotted to her and Doug insists on tucking her up in his blankets during the night.

Freddie and Doug cannot be blamed for their interest and solicitation; the hostesses' and stewardesses' pets because of gallantry. If the plane is full, Freddie always insists the girl occupy his seat while he takes the less comfortable jump-seat allotted to her and Doug insists on tucking her up in his blankets during the night.
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Incidentally, he tells a good story on himself about that trip. When the plane landed at Wichita the field literally was jammed with people.

"I was feeling pretty puffed up about it," Bob laughed. "until I discovered that Clarence Chamberlin, the famous flier, had just landed there and was the cause of all the commotion!"

What Bob did not add, but Pilot Milo Campbell did, was that the crowd switched its worship as soon as Bob's identity was revealed and all tore him to pieces in their eagerness to see him at close range.

For downright courage, the pilots give the palm to fragile Anita Louise. She maintained unshaken calm through an experience that would have bothered many a veteran flier. She was riding at the controls (a practice no longer permitted) with Pilot Nelson when the steel inspection plate on the floor came loose. A gaping hole a foot long was left and through it the air rushed at terrifying speed and force.

"I wasn't any too happy about it my self," Nelson confessed. "But Miss Louise sat there as calm as you please with never a peep out of her. Believe me, that took nerve!"

Dick Powell and Gary Cooper both have had experiences on plane trips which they will not forget in a hurry. Dick's came when a mob actually besieged him in Fort Worth between planes and he had to take refuge in the chart tower at the airport and remain there behind locked doors until a police escort could arrive to clear a way out to the plane for him. Gary's happened when the plane on which he and Sandra, his wife, were returning from a hunting trip had to "sit down" at Palmdale on account of fog. As he started to step from the plane, a field official warned him back. The ground was overrun, suddenly, with rattle snakes. That was right up Hunter Cooper's alley, however, so he whipped out one of his guns from its case and popped away while Sandra calmly read a book until the coast was clear. Trust Gary to find excitement!

Finally there is the favorite story of
Robert Taylor’s Always

In the Still of the Night

(Continued from page 59)

span of his life—"and I have been in love with someone almost the entire time"—Bob admits that Grace was the first to stir tender sentiments in his chest. But his feeling for the little girl who sat in front of him at school bloomed only to wither its sweetness on the desert air, for neither Grace nor the other kids knew of it.

On Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, Bob accompanied his father on country calls. When he was eleven, his father gave him a pony, and his life was complete. Every spare moment of his, he was on horseback. He needed no longer wait for the doctor’s professional trips to get around the countryside. He would drop in on farmer friends he had made with his father, sometimes staying for supper.

Every evening Bob took the same route from home to school, and when he became correspond in his father, he always slowed down to a walk. "It was love again," sighs Bob.

It was Helen who was responsible for Bob’s first fling in the social world. In her honor, he gave his first party, disastrous as it proved to be.

For weeks he had been thinking of ways and means to meet Helen. She did not attend his school and with the remote dignity of all ten-year-olds in such matters, they refused to speak without an introduction.

But there were several little girls Bob knew who were friends of Helen’s, too. For conceiving the idea of inviting eight of them to his home for a party, the only stipulation being that they bring Helen.

His first mistake was a decision to hold the party in the loft in the family barn. He had personally made the sandwiches and squeezed lemons for the event, and they proved two cents against the jelly bean refreshments. But the minite his guests, who had mistaken their admission for being Helen’s, the only stipulation being that they bring Helen.
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Lucky Baby!

THERE’S OLIVE OIL IN HIS POWDER!

YOU’LL have a happier, more contented baby, Mother, if you give him the unique comforts of Z. B. T. Baby Powder. For Z. B. T. contains olive oil, which makes it cling longer, and resist moisture better. Its superior smoothness (what the doctors call “slip”) prevents chafing in the creases. Free from zinc in any form, Z. B. T. is approved by Good Housekeeping and your baby. Large 25¢ and 50¢ sizes.
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Beatrice and his interest turned to political activities. He was elected first president of the student body—"the biggest thrill I had had in my life."

His duties as "president of the whole darned thing" broadened Bob's interests considerably. He got it into his head that, as school president, he should be more or less master of everything. He turned seriously to his studies and surprised not only his teachers but himself by becoming an excellent student. He took up music in the guise of the cello and became so proficient that his local teacher prevailed on his parents to allow him to go to the Nebraska Conservatory of Music in nearby Lincoln. By the time he reached his second year in high school he was quite the school celebrity—a track man, an excellent tennis player, a "masterful" cellist and an orator of no mean ability.

But not until his senior year did he become an actor with a vengeance. It began when he won the oratory medal with his piece: "The Peculiar Position Held By School Teachers in Public Society."

Two other boys had won prizes in their respective divisions, and it was decided that these three celebrities should be entered in the county contest held in a neighboring town. "All three of us won firsts in that county contest, so we were sent to the district contest and won again." One of the judges of this final contest was the dramatic instructor of Doane College at Crete, Nebraska. Her name was Mary Ellen Inglis and she was the first person to predict an acting career for Bob. "I remembered her flattering interest in my career when, next year, I jinked the idea of going to an Eastern college and enrolled at Doane along with my boomb companion, Gerry Wiebe."

At Doane he felt out of things. Many of the students had known one another before coming to Doane, and cliques had been formed. The fellows were no longer "fellows," but "men." But more terrifying than anything were the girls, who were "women."

The preview of "His Brother's Wife," the latest Robert Taylor-Barbara Stanwyck picture, was a field day for the autograph hounds.

Never had Bob seen a woman smoke before he came to Doane. He himself didn't smoke and he'd never had a drink of anything stronger than raspberry soda. Gerry Wiebe was as bewildered as Bob.

The first few months at Doane, Bob and Gerry spent most of their time—outside the classrooms—peering down from their dormitory windows on the spectacle of gay young men and women in their even gayer automobiles. They would have liked to be in the scene but they didn't know how to go about it. The local Demolay dance offered them their first opportunity.

For two days, Bob stood around trying to get up courage to invite a certain dark, slender and very Vogue-ish looking girl whose smartness and obvious sophistication had attracted him from the start. Finally, in desperation, he sought the counsel of a typical "Doane Man."

"Don't be a fool," grinned that gentleman of the world. "She's never been known to turn down an invitation. She's the party-going gal of the campus!"

Even with this heartening news, it took every bit of courage at his command to march up to this exotic princess in the commissary the following day and extend his invitation. Rather, he blurted:

"My name is Brugh. Would you mind terribly going out with a fellow who neither smokes nor drinks?"

That humorously naive remark was extremely unfortunate. The siren threw back her head and let out a shriek of laughter that was heard around the campus.

It was the beginning of two miserable years of college life for Bob. He was considered a prig by the sophisticates. And he was not enough of a "grind" for the intellectuals. If it had not been for Gerry he would not have had a friend at college!

Bob had to fight for friends at college and the outcome of that struggle against misunderstanding, along with his adventures in getting to California, his days on the Pomona campus, and his sudden dazzling ascent to movie stardom will be told in next month's MOVIE MIRROR.
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MOVIE MIRROR

F ROM that day to this Ross has been one of those fortunate people who has never once had to look for a job. Not that he hasn’t had his periods of near-starvation. He has. But early in his career he adopted the psychology of letting them, all-inclusive for job-offerers, come to him. Sometimes it was hard to stick to it, but always he stood by his gun: “If they won’t give me a job; I’ll find a way.” He scraped up $500 and I went to the Packard School of the Theater. In six weeks he promised to turn me out, a full fledged actor, with an Equity card! Imagine anyone thinking he can learn to act—or do anything—in six weeks. But as luck would have it, the very day I started the course to get a job! Blanche Yurka came in looking for a young man to join her in a play in Boston. I was the only one graduating so she had to take me to make a picture.

I WENT back to New York and during a period of two years appeared in six flops. And the pictures again took a flying leap—Metro signed me on a six-week option at $850 a week. I married again, and it was that same old story: “I’ll get around to making a test of me. But even that wasn’t until the sixth week. Afterwards the front office called me in. One of the executives said: “Did you see your test, Mr. Alexander? I said I had. Then tell us, if you were a producer, what would you pay that actor?” “About fifty cents a week,” I answered. “That’s what we think!” he said. And for a second time I left Hollywood! The trouble with them was that they didn’t have the heart to tell me what was the matter. I knew, but I wasn’t going to show it. I look across the street from the Eastman School of Music, and because of that I had contact with quite a few important people. He didn’t remember it, but Mamoulian talked about it one night, and so did Vladimir Remi, one of the others, across the street from the Eastman School. Who knows, if the Eastman School hadn’t closed for the summer, and my restaurant along with it, I might have become one of the literary.
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I WENT back to New York and during a period of two years appeared in six flops. And the pictures again took a flying leap—Metro signed me on a six-week option at $850 a week. I married again, and it was that same old story: “I’ll get around to making a test of me. But even that wasn’t until the sixth week. Afterwards the front office called me in. One of the executives said: “Did you see your test, Mr. Alexander? I said I had. Then tell us, if you were a producer, what would you pay that actor?” “About fifty cents a week,” I answered. “That’s what we think!” he said. And for a second time I left Hollywood! The trouble with them was that they didn’t have the heart to tell me what was the matter. I knew, but I wasn’t going to show it. I look across the street from the Eastman School of Music, and because of that I had contact with quite a few important people. He didn’t remember it, but Mamoulian talked about it one night, and so did Vladimir Remi, one of the others, across the street from the Eastman School. Who knows, if the Eastman School hadn’t closed for the summer, and my restaurant along with it, I might have become one of the literary.
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asked the question: "How do you like Fay's new hair?" The answers were nine to one in favor of the new color.

### Hollywood Line O' Type
Remember the fighter who hit his opponent so hard on the chin, that he broke the fellow's ankle? Marion Davies danced so hard for musical scenes in "Cain and Mable" she fractured a rib.

Mae West has lost fourteen pounds. If you remember the story, those love scenes are rather torrid. The director, sitting there with a scowl on his face, was Wesley Ruggles—Arline's husband.

### Inside Stuff
(Continued from page 83)

### TUNE IN!
**True Story Court of Human Relations**

Unless you are already a listener-in on the True Story Court of Human Relations, sponsored by True Story Magazine, you are missing one of the most absorbingly interesting broadcasts on the air.

Each Friday night the True Story Court of Human Relations brings to its listeners a radio drama filled with thrill; drama, suspense. Broadcast over the NBC Red Network, a turn of the dial will bring into your home this wealth of wholesome, highly enjoyable entertainment. Tune in on Friday night without fail.

- See your local newspaper for time and station.

### Photo
Clear enlargement, bust, full length or part group, pose or scene, $1.75. Our special photo top for your wall, $1.25. Send photo. Please make check payable to PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 7917 11 E. Huron Street Dept. 706 Chicago, Ill.

### Hydrosal
Three initial free handkerchiefs...soft handkerchiefs. Hydrosal, the real and genuine. Send 3c for free "Queenship" Style Catalogue...Adornment for admittance to the ladies of good taste.

### VOICE
Beautiful, strong, dependable voice—sent free. Learn why you can now improve your voice—sent free. See your local newspaper.

### Hydrosal
Three initial free handkerchiefs...soft handkerchiefs. Hydrosal, the real and genuine. Send 3c for free "Queenship" Style Catalogue...Adornment for admittance to the ladies of good taste.

### COLOR YOUR HAIR
Shampoo and color your hair at the same time with SHAMPO-KOLOR. Can't fade! Colors roots, leaves hair soft, Dural Soft permanente. wave. Free Book. Motion Picture Color, Vol. 10, No. 1.

### BE WARM and Stylish this Winter in a KNITTED PRINCESS SLIP
You need not dread cold winter days again. New line of Indera Figurfit (Coldproof) Knit Princess Slips and Underskirts has been redesigned for greater comfort and more attractive style than ever before. Made in every size, shape and color preference. Ask your favorite store for Indera Figurfit by name. No substitute; look for the Indera trade-mark.

### PHOTO Enlargements
Clear enlargement, bust, full length or part group, pose or scene, $1.75. Our special photo top for your wall, $1.25. Send photo. Please make check payable to PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 7917 11 E. Huron Street Dept. 706 Chicago, Ill.

### MAKE $125 By Christmas
Sell 50 personal Christmas cards for $0.00. All beautiful double-folders, with name inscribed, Big Value. Liberal cash profit on every order. Samples and blanks. Free complete line Christmas Box. A-40 and 35. Write today. General Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St., Dept. X, 804, Chicago, Ill.

### COLOR YOUR HAIR
Shampoo and color your hair at the same time with SHAMPO-KOLOR. Can't fade! Colors roots, leaves hair soft, Dural Soft permanente wave. Free Book. Motion Picture Color, Vol. 10, No. 1.

### BE WARM and Stylish this Winter in a KNITTED PRINCESS SLIP
You need not dread cold winter days again. New line of Indera Figurfit (Coldproof) Knit Princess Slips and Underskirts has been redesigned for greater comfort and more attractive style than ever before. Made in every size, shape and color preference. Ask your favorite store for Indera Figurfit by name. No substitute; look for the Indera trade-mark.

### Calling all Brunettes!
* and in-between shades! Help your hair to more beauty! Notes! Stylist agree that a color rinse is as necessary to true beauty as lipstick and rouge. Golden Glint Rins imports natural sunlight tints and subtle tones to every shade of hair—quickly, easily. Not a dye—not a bleach.

### BE WARM and Stylish this Winter in a KNITTED PRINCESS SLIP
You need not dread cold winter days again. New line of Indera Figurfit (Coldproof) Knit Princess Slips and Underskirts has been redesigned for greater comfort and more attractive style than ever before. Made in every size, shape and color preference. Ask your favorite store for Indera Figurfit by name. No substitute; look for the Indera trade-mark.

### BE WARM and Stylish this Winter in a KNITTED PRINCESS SLIP
You need not dread cold winter days again. New line of Indera Figurfit (Coldproof) Knit Princess Slips and Underskirts has been redesigned for greater comfort and more attractive style than ever before. Made in every size, shape and color preference. Ask your favorite store for Indera Figurfit by name. No substitute; look for the Indera trade-mark.

### BE WARM and Stylish this Winter in a KNITTED PRINCESS SLIP
You need not dread cold winter days again. New line of Indera Figurfit (Coldproof) Knit Princess Slips and Underskirts has been redesigned for greater comfort and more attractive style than ever before. Made in every size, shape and color preference. Ask your favorite store for Indera Figurfit by name. No substitute; look for the Indera trade-mark.
You may seem BALD, but when your scalp—
Here is the tin's ire r—
— the roots are still alive. And where there are
lightful home work you can imagine.

Flame-Mo
TRIPLE INDELIBLE

You'll see: Patricia Ellis, Mickey Rooney, Dennis Moore, William Best, Gordon Hart.

It's About: The outlawed jockey who throws away his future by fouling a "favorite" to repay an old kindness.

A pleasant little picture about the son of a disreputable jockey who, on the day he is to be sent to reform school, is befriended by a young couple who own a large stable of horses. Although he is shunned by the other riders on the track because of his father's reputation, he gives as fine a performance as we've seen, and, what's more, have real fun doing it. He joins the big gamblers! They can't make him ride the way they want him to, so they frame him into being banned from riding for a year. He goes to England to ride in the sweepsstakes. While there, the young couple arrive with their remaining one horse and enter him in the Big Race. True to his father's reputation, the kid jockey fouls the favorite so that his benefactor's one horse can win.

Mickey Rooney does well with the role of the kid jockey. Acting honors also go to his all until, at last, he becomes leading jockey of the country. Enter the big gamblers! They can't make him ride the way they want him to, so they frame him into being banned from riding for a year. He goes to England to ride in the sweepsstakes. While there, the young couple arrive with their remaining one horse and enter him in the Big Race. True to his father's reputation, the kid jockey fouls the favorite so that his benefactor's one horse can win.

Your Reviewer Says: Mild but okay.

GIVE ME YOUR HEART
(Warner Brothers)

You'll See: Kay Francis, George Brent, Roland Young, Patric Knowles, Henry Kolker, William Best, Gordon Hart, Hallicott Hobbs.

It's About: A girl who gives up her illegitimate son to her lover's invalid wife and finds the memory too great a strain on her marriage.

An exceptionally well-written play brought to the screen with splendid emo-
tional restraint proves a perfect vehicle for the dramatic power of Kay Francis and Frieda Inescort and the comedy force of Roland Young and Helen Flint. While the story is bound by the story and thrill to the problem involved, such fare is strictly adult.

Play concerns two problems—should a girl give up the child she has borne for a lover, or give it over to the lover's crippled wife, and should the memory of the fact by the man with the help of the boy who has to be hale to be allowed to spoil the happy marriage the girl has made in another country? Both cases demand high quality writing and direction as well as finesse and sincerity of acting. Kay Francis makes fine use of the superlative dialogue and story construction; her dramatic ability and beauty combine to offer a perfect result. High honor must also go to Roland Young for his characterization of an understandable comedy role to round out the intensity of the dramatic moments.

Your Reviewer Says: Don't say we didn't warn you.

FREE BOX, to prove the efficacy of Kotalko, for men, women and children's hair. Use coupon.

Kotalko Co. A-37, C. O.P., Box 173, New York
Please send me Proof Box of KOTALKO.

What would make your HAIR GROW?

Here is the Answer—
Packed away under your scalp is the—
the real source of hair growth — the roots.
You may seem BALD, but when your scalp—
Here is the tin's ire r—
— the roots are still alive. And where there are
lightful home work you can imagine.

Flame-Mo
TRIPLE INDELIBLE

You'll see: Patricia Ellis, Mickey Rooney, Dennis Moore, William Best, Gordon Hart.

It's About: The outlawed jockey who throws away his future by fouling a "favorite" to repay an old kindness.

A pleasant little picture about the son of a disreputable jockey who, on the day he is to be sent to reform school, is befriended by a young couple who own a large stable of horses. Although he is shunned by the other riders on the track because of his father's reputation, he gives as fine a performance as we've seen, and, what's more, have real fun doing it. He joins the big gamblers! They can't make him ride the way they want him to, so they frame him into being banned from riding for a year. He goes to England to ride in the sweepsstakes. While there, the young couple arrive with their remaining one horse and enter him in the Big Race. True to his father's reputation, the kid jockey fouls the favorite so that his benefactor's one horse can win.

Mickey Rooney does well with the role of the kid jockey. Acting honors also go to his all until, at last, he becomes leading jockey of the country. Enter the big gamblers! They can't make him ride the way they want him to, so they frame him into being banned from riding for a year. He goes to England to ride in the sweepsstakes. While there, the young couple arrive with their remaining one horse and enter him in the Big Race. True to his father's reputation, the kid jockey fouls the favorite so that his benefactor's one horse can win.

Your Reviewer Says: Mild but okay.

Give Me Your Heart
(Warner Brothers)

You'll See: Kay Francis, George Brent, Roland Young, Patric Knowles, Henry Kolker, William Best, Gordon Hart, Hallicott Hobbs.

It's About: A girl who gives up her illegitimate son to her lover's invalid wife and finds the memory too great a strain on her marriage.

An exceptionally well-written play brought to the screen with splendid emo-
tional restraint proves a perfect vehicle for the dramatic power of Kay Francis and Frieda Inescort and the comedy force of Roland Young and Helen Flint. While the story is bound by the story and thrill to the problem involved, such fare is strictly adult.

Play concerns two problems—should a girl give up the child she has borne for a lover, or give it over to the lover's crippled wife, and should the memory of the fact by the man with the help of the boy who has to be hale to be allowed to spoil the happy marriage the girl has made in another country? Both cases demand high quality writing and direction as well as finesse and sincerity of acting. Kay Francis makes fine use of the superlative dialogue and story construction; her dramatic ability and beauty combine to offer a perfect result. High honor must also go to Roland Young for his characterization of an understandable comedy role to round out the intensity of the dramatic moments.

Your Reviewer Says: Don't say we didn't warn you.
Brown Blondes! WANT GOLDEN HAIR?

Shampoo-Rinse Washes Hair 2 to 4 Shades Lighter

The Sew
Bretton Hill

What girl with dull, brownish hair wouldn’t give a fortune to be instantly transformed to golden blondes? And now—Doan’s Pills—used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief of the beginning of nagging backache, leg pains, loss of hair, makes you soft and glossy and takes years off it. Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded or gray hair, makes it so economic and easy to get rid of it in your own home.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 inches or smaller if desired. Same price 3 for $1.00. No extra charge for portraits. Must be paid when order is placed. Don’t forget to use our Stereo and Daguerreotype Department for your business cards, menu cards, etc. Enlarging of gatefold photo sizes, 3 inches by 4 inches and larger, must be ordered at extra cost. Advance orders preferred. No orders will be accepted at post office. Prices range from 25c to $1.50.

The Best GRAY HAIR REMEDY IS MADE AT HOME
You can make at home a better gray hair remedy than you can buy, by following this simple recipe: To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small box of Barbo Compound. After one-fourth ounce of ammonia. Mix and let stand in a warm place for a week. The result is guaranteed. Do not try this on your head until you are sure it is not too strong. If you have any doubts, try the new blondes today. They give happy relief of the golden blondes. Get the permanent blondes and rinse combination. There is a new size—OF BACKACHES

Many Never SUSPECT CAUSE of BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often Brings Happy Relief Of Pain

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly, once they discover that the real cause of their trouble may be tired kidneys. The kidneys are one of Nature’s chief ways of taking the acids and waste out of the blood. If they don’t pass 3 pounds a day and so get rid of more than 3 pounds of waste matter, your 15 miles of kidney tubes may need flushing. If you have no kidney complaint, a frequent bladder passage with scanty amount which often smart and burn, the 15 miles of kidney tubes may need flushing out. This danger signal may be the beginning of nagging backache, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up at night, swelling, puffiness under the eyes and dizziness.

Don’t wait for serious trouble. Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills — used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and will help flush out the 15 miles of kidney tubes. Get Doan’s Pills.

Charlie Chan at the Race Track (20th Century-Fox)


It’s About: How Chan solves the mystery of the murdered horse owner in time for the big race at Santa Anita.

With the old combination of Warner Oland and Keye Luke at their best, plus much more trouble with frequent good suspense, this latest “Chan” comes close to being the best to date.

Story opens with a bang when jockey Frankie Darro “pulls” the favorite in a big race at Sydney, Australia. Owner of the horse takes his stable aboard ship for Santa Anita and is murdered before the boat gets to Honolulu where his old friend, Charlie Chan, is asked to solve the crime. Chan’s son gets a job on the ship and aids his illustrious father in gaining clues to the murderer before the boat docks. Warning messages, eerie screams and plenty of suspense and action keep the plot at high pitch.

Warner Oland does his usual grand job in the title role, but Keye Luke, his son, pushes him even more than usual for a share of those honors. Alan Dinehart and his henchmen carry the suspense and villainy with plenty of zip, and Helen Wood teams romantically with Thomas Beck. Exceptionally good writing, fine settings, and this stuff is certainly worthy of high praise.

Your Reviewer Says: We thought it was swell.

Bengal Tiger (Warner Brothers)

You’ll See: Barton MacLane, June Travis, Warren Hull, Paul Graetz, Joseph King, Don Barclay, Gordon Hart, Carlyle Barton Mac Lane. You’ll See:

A circus picture with some new twists that should make the kids cheer and give their parents lots of fun.

Barton MacLane, a two-fisted drinker and animal trainer, is saved from sure death by his faithful partner when the “bad cat” gets out of hand. While the partner dies through his heroism, the animal man marries his daughter out of gratitude, only to fall in love with her. Warren Hull, an aerialist, helps MacLane save his tigers during a fire and MacLane’s wife, June Travis, plays nurse to Hull. Gratitude again leads to love, this time between the wife and the handsome high-flyer. When MacLane learns the truth, he knocks Hull out and throws him to the cats and the drama really gets going.

Barton MacLane gives a strong and sincere performance. Warren Hull and June Travis do well, but June Travis’ roles well. The cast is uniformly good, with Don Barclay carrying off top honors as a clown practicing a new routine preparatory to asking for a raise. The circus fire is very well done.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s okay. Take the kids and go.

MOVIE MIRROR

104 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1546 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

For Exclusively 1546

TO START

NAME... 1-P Adams Building, Washington, D. C.

FREE Hook, "Patent Guide for the Inventor" and "Record of Invention" form. Delays are dangerous. Delay means “bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc., or smaller if desired.

LESS THAN $1.00

$1. Smart designs—easy sellers.

One-Year Warranty and Money - Back Guarantee.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

FREE 3-DAY TRIAL OFFER 40-PAGE FOUR-COLOR FREE CATALOG

DEP. 48, Cincinnati, Ohio

MAIL COUPON TODAY

FREE 3-DAY TRIAL OFFER 40-PAGE FOUR-COLOR FREE CATALOG

INVENTORS

FREE Invention catalog...Patent & Trade Mark & Trademark...Registered with U. S. Patent Office...

FREE Invention catalog...Patent & Trade Mark & Trademark...Registered with U. S. Patent Office...
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HERE is real opportunity. You are cordially invited to take part in what we believe is the most spectacularly attractive true story contest that has ever been conducted. Macfadden Publications, Inc., will pay $1,000 each for the twenty-five best true stories submitted on or before Monday, November 30th, 1936, i.e.—$25,000 for twenty-five stories.

By dividing this great appropriation into twenty-five grand prizes of $1,000 each we hold out to every person taking part an unprecedented opportunity to get a really magnificent sum in cash for a simple account of a dramatic, tragic or soul-stirring episode that he or she has lived or observed.

The chances are you know a true story of quality and calibre to put you in line for one of these prizes. If you know such a story it would be a pity indeed not to set it down and send it in. If you win, you win $1,000. And to win $1,000 you do not have to submit the best story, nor the tenth best, nor the twentieth. If yours should he the twenty-fifth best it would still be worth $1,000 to you.

This great contest is now running. By all means write to Macfadden Publications, Inc., P. O. Box 490, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y., and request that you be sent full particulars regarding it, including rules and a copy of the booklet entitled “Facts You Should Know Before Writing True Stories.” Be sure to mention the name of the magazine in which you read this notice.

Polish Teeth Safely, 60 Times for 25c

- Try this most amazing of tooth powders. It alone has Pepsodent's exclusive new patented discovery for floating-away film, dull yellow stain, leaving teeth transformed with a high-polish luster. 60 brushings in the 25c size. And a large family-size for 50c. Order from any drug counter.

PEPSODENT TOOTH POWDER with the Patented New Discovery for High-polishing Teeth Safely!
If you like good, old-fashioned slapstick, this picture will send you away happy. It's been a long time since any Hollywood studio has decided to throw out another picture and just splend gags together. Everything from the old tried-and-true stunt where the hero loses his bathing suit under water to the chase by detectives and dogs has been revived. But they're still laughs.

Jack Haley, that comic with the wistful face, plays the barber with social ambitions who impersonates a famous and wealthy playboy as the house guest of one of the first families. Of course he falls in love with the wealthy daughter (Betty Furness) and then the fun begins. Plot (in the form of a newly-invented car that uses almost no fuel) threatens to come into the story, but is practically forgotten in a mad, falling-at-other-dicks and situations. The grand climax comes when Arthur Treacher gets under the hood of the car and peddles it about to show how "economical" the motor is. That one gag is worth the price of admission.

Jack Haley is refreshingly different from the run of comics and certainly comes off with high honors here. Arthur Treacher does one of his hilarious butlers for the usual loud laughs. Betty Furness is the only "straight" character. Monroe Owsley, Robert McWade and Edward Brophy head a swell cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Recommended as an excellent change of fare.

It's About: A boy who, having killed his criminal father, refuses to tell why.

Adapted from a famous stage play, "The Nouse," this unpretentious picture fulfills every demand for good strong dramatic fare. While drama unrelied by comedy might not be your favorite type of motion picture, there is little chance that this film will fail to interest you.

The story is meaty. An habitual criminal, failing at other devices, tries to persuade his son to aid him in blackmailing the governor of the state. The wife of the governor, unknown to the public, is the divorced wife of the criminal and the mother of the boy. Rather than submit, the son kills the father. Charged with murder, tried and convicted, the boy is facing death by hanging, he still remains true to the idea that prompted the killing, and refuses to divulge the motive that would involve the very persons he is seeking to protect by his crime.

First honors go to Tom Brown for his honest sincerity and dignity in presenting a character who might easily have been overdone. Sir Guy Standing and Janet Beecher as the leaders of the criminal gang, saves an old man's health and a pretty daughter from the fake wealthy playboy and makes for plenty of laughs. But the real fun of the picture is the old tried-and-true stunts and for the nice mounted policeman, saves an old man's health and a pretty daughter from the fake wealthy playboy and makes for plenty of laughs. But the real fun of the picture is the old tried-and-true stunts and for the nice mounted policeman.
Eye Make-up in Good Taste

**Eye Make-up in Good Taste**

Maybelline Cosm. Mascara—Black, Brown and Blue—With brush in dainty upper case. 25c

_Some_ are born beautiful — others acquire beauty. If you aren't a natural beauty, then the most natural thing in the world is to acquire beauty. Encourage yourself! Begin with your most important beauty feature—your eyes. Make your eyelashes look twice as long, twice as luxuriant—quickly, easily, with a few deft brush strokes of Maybelline. Dark, soft, silky lashes add a sparkling depth to eyes, which heightens the whole beauty. Encourage yourself! Begin to grow your lashes and see how they come to life.

Francis Lederer is perfectly at home in cowboy garb in this amusing picture. _Grandpa_ (Fred Stone), a typical old Westerner and head of the family, is plenty annoyed when his granddaughter (Ann Sothern) and her socially inclined mother (Billy Burke) return from their eastern trip with a new member of the family, a real count—just a sissy, _Grandpa_ concludes.

Lederer is installed in an ornate office in the family bank, given nothing to do but attend social functions and serve as a prize exhibit for the family. He rebels and seeks out _Grandpa_ who puts him through a series of amusing and painful ranch tests, such as in "one-eyed Pete's place." His new bride is furious and seeks out a European count and brings him back to her home.

Francis Lederer portrays a girl of nineteen, with such girlish charm and talent that she appears even younger. His Brother's Wife (M-G-M)

You'll See: Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Taylor, Jean Hersholt, Joseph Calleia, John Eldridge, Samuel S. Hinds, Pedro de Cordoba, with his brother's wife.

It's About: The fight of a youthful doctor against disease and his tribulations with his brother's wife.

This tiresome tangle of fever and serums and noble sacrifice dabbles in too many emotions, burdens itself with too many moods, and tries too hard to be a great story, and its bewildered stars perspire visibly in their efforts to clear the middle. Robert Taylor is the gay young doctor who, with ten days' grace before leaving on a dangerous medical expedition, spends them hystERICALLY gadding with glamorous but honest Barbara Stanwyck. They love, they want to marry, but he has a gambling debt, and out of the ensuing confusion one gathers that Taylor's brother stops the match and then falls for the venegful Stanwyck who marries him for a laugh. She reconsiders, joins her sulking sweet-heart in the fever swamp, risks her life as a human guinea pig. The brother gets a divorce, Barbara gets well—and three cheers.

Hersholt as the old German scientist is amusing, Taylor is depressingly virile, and Miss Stanwyck is as good as her part allows her to be.

Your Reviewer Says: I wouldn't, if I were you.

**My American Wife** (Paramount)


It's About: An Arizona heiress who marries a European count and brings him back to her home.

Francis Lederer perfectly at home in cowboy garb in this amusing picture. _Grandpa_ (Fred Stone), a typical old Westerner and head of the family, is plenty annoyed when his granddaughter (Ann Sothern) and her socially inclined mother (Billy Burke) return from their eastern trip with a new member of the family, a real count—just a sissy, _Grandpa_ concludes.

Lederer is installed in an ornate office in the family bank, given nothing to do but attend social functions and serve as a prize exhibit for the family. He rebels and seeks out _Grandpa_ who puts him through a series of amusing and painful ranch tests, such as in "one-eyed Pete's place." His new bride is furious and packs her trunks for Reno, but of course never gets there.

Lederer and Stone capture acting honors with their excellent performances. Ann Sothern, Billie Burke and Ernest Cossart furnish good support.

Your Reviewer Says: An amusing light comedy romance.

**Girls' Dormitory** (20th Century-Fox)


It's About: A school girl's adolescent love for the head professor of the school and what happened when she admitted it in writing.

Introducing, in a picture full of exceptional performances and amazingly interesting situations, a new star—Simone Simon. The unusual foreign personality about whom so much has been rumored and so little seen.

The story concerns the love of a schoolgirl for the director of the Academy. When her love letter is discovered she admits that it was written with the director in mind. When she learns that an older woman in the school has been in love with her superior for over ten years she tries to make amends by saying that the whole thing was merely a hoax she perpetrated in order to graduate. The outcome is so unusual and arresting that we are loath to hint at the actual finale. This is one picture that must be seen to be thoroughly appreciated and we want you to enjoy it as we did.

You'll find yourself smiling at the unsold tear on the untried eye with which newcomer Simone Simon portrays a girl of uncertain age with such girlish charm and talent that she appears even younger.

Herbert Marshall as the director and Ruth Chatterton as the woman who loves in silence are both superlative. The cast, including J. Edward Bromberg, John Qualen and Dixie Dunbar, is far above
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In filmland, it's the previews that show what stars are made of and spell success or failure

REVIEWS are always the highlights of Hollywood. Beneath all the scandalizing, beyond all the whispers and rumors, despite the hysteria and longings and excitements of the career, the previews come. They are the final excuse for Hollywood existing at all.

The highlight this month was the preview of "Romeo and Juliet." Early in the afternoon the autograph crowds began gathering before the Four Star Theater, where the showing was to be. No one knew how the autograph crowds discovered it was to be just that theater. But the boys and girls with the albums learned, as they always do. Sometimes the theater attendants talk; sometimes the smarter fans note quickly the unusual number of high powered cars in a near-to-the-theater parking station. One way or another they smell out the important previews.

By eight-thirty when we, the "working press" as Hollywood calls it (and I haven't an idea what an "unworking press" would be and I bet Hollywood hasn't, either), came along, the police had to be called and ropes put up to restrain the crowds. You could get through only by holding your tickets at arms length, above your head, and yelling. The preview began with exciting promptness for so important a one, being only ten minutes late—which might be listed as a miracle for Hollywood.

"Romeo and Juliet" must certainly be the most beautiful ever made. I cannot see how anyone can ever produce it again on stage or screen, for there is no way to surpass this version aesthetically. Not at least until that probably never-to-be-realized day when some beautiful girl of fourteen comes along who can both play and look Juliet. Shearer Juliet seems to me closer to perfection than any other I've ever seen or heard and, glimpsing her as I left the theater, huddled back in the last row of the house beside her husband, Irving Thalberg, I felt newly impressed by the miraculous way she keeps her head, unaffected by her own perfection in so many aspects of life.

But they do keep their heads, the really smart ones of Hollywood. Gable was at that showing of "Romeo and Juliet." Clark Gable, who certainly has found the world at his feet for five years now. He could have gone so bad. He could have become fatally important, made such a nuisance of himself—and have got away with it, too, for quite a while. But he hasn't. And in the last year he had made "Bounty" and now "San Francisco," terrific hits, both of them, which means that the Gable career is set for many seasons to come.
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HOW JOAN ENDED THE CRAWFORD-HARLOW FEUD

THE UNTOLD LOVE STORIES OF KAY FRANCIS
When lips are a Savage red, the spirit of jungle adventure prevails...and hearts too easily are caused to skip a beat! For, the five Savage reds were purposely created to be exciting. And they are!

But, it’s folly for lips to tempt unless their caress proves warm, moist and tender. So...Savage Lipstick also softens lips...makes them softer even than Nature does; assurance that Savage lips will always fulfill the promise their Savage color makes.

And Savage is really permanent, too. It clings savagely...as long as lips are wished to lure...and longer. None other is like Savage! Select from these five truly adventurous shades of red.

TANGERINE • FLAME • NATURAL
BLUSH • JUNGLE

AT ALL TEN CENT STORES
20¢

PERMANENT LIPSTICK BY
SAVAG
"How about a week from Thursday?"

Her phone was always ringing... would she like to see this?... would she like to go there?... could she plan the weekend? She was easily the most popular girl in town. And the funny part of it is that less than a year before she would have been hard put to it to get a man to take her anywhere. More fortunate than many girls who go blindly on wondering why they are seldom invited out, she had found the source of her trouble and quickly corrected it with the surest means at her command.

It's the Whispers That Hurt

Let it be whispered about a girl that she has halitosis (bad breath) and, socially speaking, her goose is cooked. And people, being what they are, do whisper.

You yourself never know when your breath is bad—and bad it occasionally must be because of modern methods of eating and drinking. Consequently, you must ever be on guard against offending.

Be Sure—Be Safe

There has always been one product especially fitted to correct halitosis promptly and safely. Its name is Listerine, and it is the pleasantest tasting, most delightful mouth wash you can use. Many imitations of it have failed either because they could not do what Listerine does; because they failed to meet the standard requirements of an antiseptic; or because they were too strong, too harsh, too bitter to be tolerated. Of the imitations that remain, a very large number lack Listerine's speedy action and efficiency.

For more than 50 years, Listerine has been used in hospital work because of its marked deodorant and antiseptic properties. When you rinse your mouth with Listerine, here is what happens—

Listerine's Four Benefits

(1) Fermentation of tiny food particles (the major cause of breath odors) is instantly halted.
(2) Decaying matter is swept from large areas on mouth, gum, and tooth surfaces.
(3) Millions of bacteria capable of causing odors are destroyed outright.
(4) The breath itself—indeed, the entire mouth—is freshened and sweetened.

Don't Offend Others

When you want such freshening and deodorizing effect without danger, use Listerine. Use it every morning and every night, and between times before business and social engagements, so that you do not offend.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

If you like Listerine Antiseptic chances are you'll like 162 brushings in the big double-size tube, 40¢. Regular size, 25¢.
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Let Eleanor Powell Teach You
How to Dance!

Next month, Movie Mirror is proud to
present the first of a series of articles in
which Eleanor Powell, herself, will show you
the basic principles of learning ballroom,
ballet and tap dancing. With the aid of her
simple but comprehensive instructions, any
one can learn to dance—and dance well!
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- Again able to enjoy life! All accomplished without griping, nausea, or disturbance of sleep. No upset stomach due to faulty elimination. No splitting constipation headache. No medicine taste. So try FEEN-A-MINT yourself—the cool, mint-flavored chewing-gum laxative that is winning thousands of new users daily.

$20 PRIZE LETTER

In All Fairness

We hear a great deal about the "constant divorcing and remarrying" that goes on in Hollywood, but is the film colony as a whole any worse than the average community in this respect? In the September issue of Movie Mirror I found photos of forty-seven players who can be considered important. Of the forty-seven, ten have never been married; twenty were married and have never been divorced; five have been divorced once and are still married to their second choices; six have been divorced once and have not remarried; four have been divorced twice, and only two have been divorced three or more times.

Of course, there are many more players in Hollywood, but an issue of Movie Mirror represents a fair cross-section. A lot of the nonsense we read about film folk comes from the newspapers' habit of calling the most insignificant bit player a "star" when he gets married, or divorced, or involved in any sort of difficulty.

M. A. Rogers, Phoenix, Ariz.

(Continued on page 6)
This is the Champagne Waltz
This is the Dance of Love,
Under the Soft Light’s Gleam,
Just Close Your Eyes and Dream!
I’d Dance My Whole Life Thru
If I Could Dance With You.
SPEAK for YOURSELF (Cont.)

MOVIE MIRROR
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Get a Clear LOVELY SKIN "All Over!"

To be Truly Lovely,
Make Your Skin Lovely ... All of It!

GET rid of blemishes, spots and pimples. Give your arms, your throat, your shoulders—as well as your face—the radiant, youthful beauty that men admire so much. Disfiguring eruptions vanish magically if you remove their real cause. And the cause in thousands have done—and try pleasant-tasting Yeast Foam Tablets today.

Yeast Foam Tablets are pure, wholesome yeast—one of the richest known natural sources of Vitamin B Complex. And this precious natural food substance works in nature’s own way. It tends to strengthen and tone intestinal organs—helps rid the body easily and naturally of poisonous wastes. Then—your skin has the chance to become truly lovely.

Get Yeast Foam Tablets today. End the frequent cause of ugly blemishes—and strive to make all your skin enchantingly lovely.

Ask your druggist for Yeast Foam Tablets today—and refuse substitutes. Mail Coupon for Trial Sample

NORTHEASTERN YEAST CO., 1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, Ill.

Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast Foam 1 Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family) RC 11-38

Name, 
Address, 
City, State.

$10 PRIZE LETTER

If This Be Treason—

If it is allowed to presume that the future of Robert Taylor might be benefitted by an humble suggestion, I have one to offer. You see, I do not like Robert, and I am not at all sure it’s Robert’s fault. New shoes are always a little stiff at first and too, too shiny. It happens I am the type made uncomfortable by a roomful of slick new furniture, yet there are others like me, and we like our movies natural, and not too—shiny.

Give Robert Taylor a part that maddies his shoes, tears his pants and musses his hair. Make him a miner or a wharf rat—something human, instead of a cross between a lace valentine and an Esquire ad, Heaven’s gift to the ladies and mama’s pretty boy. Please?

Mrs. C. S. Barker, Washington, D. C.

$1 PRIZE LETTER

Another Convert

Being a great movie-lover, I was greatly disappointed when I learned that my future husband disliked movies. We had been engaged for over a year, when finally I persuaded him to go to a theater. The show turned out to be a love picture, which I greatly enjoyed. All the way home Curly teased me about sitting with my mouth open when watching the picture. I realized that I must have looked silly. "You’re not to look at me when at a show; you’re to look at the picture.” His answer was: "What! That mushy stuff?"

About two months later I coaxed him to go to “Mutiny on the Bounty.” Well, it was my turn to laugh. Curly was the one who sat with his mouth agape. He raved for days about the picture. Imagine my surprise, when it wasn’t even a week later, when Curly said, “Come on, honey, let’s go to a show.” “Mutiny on the Bounty” sure started him. And, boy! Do I see a lot of shows now!

Eina Conant, Prince Albert, Sask., Canada.

$1 PRIZE LETTER

In Defense of Color

Why all the criticism about technicolor? Why the expressions, “the players looked like painted dolls” or “every scene was colored too highly?”

People are all dreamers, love to be deceived, and yearn to exercise the imagination. At the museum or in the home, will serve some practical purposes. Our information is based on what we see or hear in the movies.

Our results have been astounding. We have sought out menus that have been served in many pictures, getting our information from department stores, publicity departments, magazines and bureaus. We have prepared diagrams of well-set tables exactly as prepared on the movie set. We have saved pictures and style drawings of chinaware and bric-a-brac as seen on the screen, while the use of a well-turned English phrase or even a word or more in a foreign language is never discarded as mere temporary entertainment. If it might help us culturally we absorb it like the proverbial sponge.

We feel the movies try their best to interpret modes and manners, no matter in what strata of society the camera might venture. Therefore, we wish to take advantage of this exhaustive treatment.

SOLON S. BLOOM, Baltimore, Md.

$1 PRIZE LETTER

In Defense of Color

Why all the criticism about technicolor? Why the expressions, “the players looked like painted dolls” or “every scene was colored too highly?”

People are all dreamers, love to be deceived, and yearn to exercise the imagination. At the museum or in the home, they admire masterpieces which are nothing more than dabs of live and flashy colors. How elated is the person who objects to technicolor pictures when he can gaze upon his own tinted photograph which flatters him by many more (Continued on page 115)
The Year's Greatest Romantic Adventure!

None knew the overflowing, bursting gladness, the singing joy these two, who had never loved before, found deep in the heart of the desert. The lavish brush of Technicolor reveals the golden beauty of Marlene Dietrich, the burning emotions of Charles Boyer with an intensity never before seen on the screen.

Selznick International Presents

Marlene DIETRICH Charles BOYER

The GARDEN of ALLAH

IN TECHNICOLO

with BASIL RATHBONE • C. AUBREY SMITH
TILLY LOSCH • JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK • Directed by RICHARD BOLESANSKI

From the book by ROBERT KIGHTENS

UNITED ARTISTS
AN AILMENT YOU CAN’T TALK ABOUT!

Are you one of the many victims?

Do you suffer from Piles? If so, you know what they can take out of you. They wear you down physically and mentally. They make you look drawn and haggard, no matter how you try to conceal the suffering. They handicap your every activity in life.

But the suffering, bad as it is, is not the only thing about Piles. They can turn into something very serious. This is always a possibility because of the delicacy of the trouble. Many people hesitate to seek medical treatment for Piles, when, as a matter of fact, no trouble is more in need of attention.

Three Effects in One

Today, you have medication for Piles that is of extraordinary merit. It consists of Pazo Ointment. Pazo does more than merely "kid" Piles. It actually placates them. Pazo is unusually effective because it is threefold in effect.

First, it is soothing, which tends to relieve inflammation, soreness and itching. Second, it is lubricating, which tends to soften hard parts and make passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends to reduce swollen parts and check bleeding.

Pazo comes in tubes fitted with a special Pile Pipe which permits application high up in the rectum. It also now comes in suppository form. Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo Suppositories the most satisfactory.

All drug stores sell Pazo, but a trial tube (with Pile Pipe) will be sent on request. Mail coupon and enclose 10c (coin or stamps) to help cover cost of packing and postage.

GREETINGS, JUNIORS:

I am very glad to be editing this month’s issue of the Junior Department in Movie Mirror, because I think it is a swell way to talk to a lot of my friends. I want to tell all of you that I appreciate your interest in my picture work.

At present, Freddie Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper and I are working on a picture called “The Devil Is a Sissy.” Both Freddie and Jackie have written articles for this department, so my being editor this month makes it sort of unanimous for our cast.

My mother and father were appearing in vaudeville on the New York stage when I was born. I’ve been growing up in theater and film work ever since. Mother must have believed in that old saying, “Go West, young man,” for she brought me to Hollywood when I was five years old.

Soon after we arrived in California, I got a job playing the part of a midget in a stage revue.

A movie writer, working on the script of a Colleen Moore picture, “Orchids and Ermine,” came to the theater one night and saw me. He came around to my dressing room after the show and asked my mother if I would be interested in trying out for the movies. Of course, Mother and I both were happy at the chance.

This writer then wrote in a part for a boy in the Colleen Moore picture and arranged for his studio to give me a screen test. The studio liked the test and I got the job.

Shortly after that, Larry Damour, the producer, started his series of Mickey McGuire comedies, and gave me the lead as Mickey. This lasted about six years, with a picture now and then at other studios. After that, I signed my contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. I’ve been there ever since, and like it very much. I have played a lot of different kinds of parts in pictures.

About the most difficult role I ever played was Puck in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.” This was different in a lot of ways, because playing in Shakespeare isn’t like making the usual picture with a modern background and up-to-date dialogue. I was certainly plenty nervous the first time I had to rehearse plays like “How now, spirit—” You see, I played Puck in the stage production put on by Max Reinhardt at the Hollywood Bowl, before the picture was made.

I’ll never forget what happened the night we had dress rehearsal for that first performance. I was nervous and jumpy. It was a (Continued on page 121)
The Beauty Secrets of Hollywood’s Glamorous Stars Now Revealed by the Famous Madame Sylvia

Haven’t you often wondered how the gorgeous screen stars of Hollywood keep their flattering figures and their smooth, velvetycomplexions? Certainly you have. And it may encourage you to know that these famous actresses are faced with problems identical to yours. They, too, find themselves getting too fat on the hips, abdomen, arms, legs and ankles. Or they may realize that they are actually getting skinny. Or they may notice that their skins are becoming muddy and blotchy.

Yet the stars of Hollywood always appear fresh, glamorous and radiant in their pictures. And contrary to public opinion the movie cameras are more cruel than flattering. But very often when a Hollywood star is in need of beauty treatment she turns to the foremost authority on the feminine form—Madame Sylvia.

Sylvia of Hollywood, as she is often called, is the personal beauty adviser to the screen colony’s most brilliant stars. It is she who guards and preserves the exquisite charms of the screen’s awe-inspiring beauties. It’s she who transforms ordinary women into dreams of loveliness.

Read the table of contents of this book carefully. Notice how completely Sylvia covers every phase of beauty culture. And bear in mind that Sylvia’s instructions are so simple that they can be carried out in your own room without the aid of any special equipment.

This Amazing Book Only $1.00

No More Alibis gives you the very same information for which the screen stars have paid fabulous sums. Yet the price of the book is only $1.00. If unobtainable from your local department or book store, send one dollar to address below.

Macfadden Book Company, Inc.
Dept. MM-11, 1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
LIPSTICK DISCOVERY!

To the world's most permanent transparent lipstick has been added an amazing new ingredient that gives lips a more exciting glamour than they have ever had before!

Why Some Lipsticks Make Lips Unattractive

Of course, you want your lipstick to be permanent... your lips soft and smooth... their color a never-to-be-forgotten thrill!

But you have probably learned that lipstick does not always make lips soft and smooth! Ordinary indelible lipstick often makes them feel dry and parched, causing an unconscious and frequent licking of the lips in an effort to restore moistness and softness.

This constant licking removes the lips' natural oils as well as the protective oils supplied by the lipstick, resulting in lips readily becoming dull, dry, cracked, and unattractive!

How the New TATTOO Corrects All This

With the New Tattoo you have all the permanence you could wish for... and the marvelous moisturizing agent it contains ends all desire to lick the lips... thus keeping them moist... softer and smoother than ever before... thrillingly, Youthfully irresistible... Without a wrinkle... without a line! Instead of being rough and dry, they'll be tattooed with thrilling transparency, and instead of being dull they'll have a kind of lustrous, inviting, shimmering gloss and sparkle that is never denied... anything!

EVERYBODY likes pie! From the simple but perfectly made apple pie, which is one of the glories of American cookery, to the most elaborate meringued concoction, a good pie is something anybody can boast about being able to make. A poor pie is just a waste of anybody's time; and since a pie cannot be better than its crust, it is important to understand and apply certain fundamentals of pastry-making.

Aren't you sometimes amazed at the way a favorite recipe can turn out when you lend it to someone else to try? Two people, using an identical set of ingredients, can produce surprisingly divergent results, and this is particularly true of pastry because the trick is in the handling.

I am giving here the ordinary recipe for plain pastry. From this you can make light, flaky, melt-in-your-mouth pie-crust. You can also, to your great annoyance, find this same recipe resulting in a heavy, tough crust, a complete pastry failure which even the most delicious filling cannot redeem. What has happened? Any one of a number of things.

If you've been having trouble with pie-crust, the next time you make a pie check what you have been accustomed to do against this method. I am sure you will find there was something you omitted to do, or something you overdid, and that correcting this one flaw in your method will give you complete success.

Plain Pastry

1 1/2 cups flour
1/2 tsp. salt
1/2 cup shortening
cold water

Sift together the flour and salt. Cut in the shortening, either with two knives, or with a regular pastry-blender. Whatever type of shortening you use, take precautions to see that it is cold, and that the mixing is done in a cold bowl. Blend until reduced to little particles about the size of coarse meal.

Now add the water, one tablespoon first (and the water must be ice-cold too). Work this in and continue to add water till you have a stiff dough that will hold together. You'll probably need between three and four tablespoons of water, but stop adding it the minute the dough has reached a consistency which can be handled.

So far, we have two important points: the ingredients and the mixing bowl must be cold; and the water must be used sparingly. Too much water is one of the commonest causes of tough pastry.

(Continued on page 120)
VICTOR McLAGLEN
"The Magnificent Brute"
"A fighting fiend and a fool for blondes"

with Binnie Barnes, Jean Dixon,
William Hall,
Henry Armetta, Edward Norris

A Universal Picture
from the Liberty Magazine Story "Big"

Charles R. Rogers, Executive Producer
Edmund Grainger, Associate Producer

Directed by John G. Blystone
YOU CAN WRITE CONFIDENTIALLY TO GLORIA MACK

If there are aspects of your appearance you'd like to do something about! Have you had her skin regime, which, though simple, has helped so many girls with large pores and blackheads? Do you need exercises to normalize the body, a new coiffure, help with the basic technique of make-up—or any other little thing? She will answer you personally. No charge—just enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Address: Gloria Mack, Movie Mirror, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

YOU CAN'T BEAT SOAP and WATER FOR BEAUTY

By GLORIA MACK

Let’s put one more thing on that famous deserted island where you’ll find the hundred best books, the ten nicest people, and so large an assortment of other “best” items that it's probably the most populous, well-furnished deserted island we’ve got.

If you were going to be marooned on a deserted island, and could take just one beauty-aid with you, what would you choose? Right the first time! You’d take soap. Because plain soap and water, and lots of both, are the best beautifiers in the world; always have been and probably always will be.

But that doesn’t mean that soap is a magic talisman. I’ve seen cases where the proper use of soap and water has seemed almost magical but, like every other beauty treatment, it must be suited to the individual and it must be done properly. There is you know, a right and a wrong way of doing even that seemingly simple thing: keeping your face clean.

Probably the lack of this knowledge—and the fact that certain types of skin do need other cleansing methods—is to blame for this question which continually pops up in my mail:

"Should soap ever be used on the face?"

For a normal skin, under normal conditions, the lavish use of soap and water is not only good, but necessary.

This delightful picture of Cecilia Parker, while it was taken especially for you, wasn’t posed by any means. Cecilia, whom you’ll remember as giving that beautiful performance in “Ah, Wilderness,” and who has just finished “Old Hutch” with Wallace Beery, is one of M-G-M’s most highly regarded young actresses. As with all screen folk, keeping her complexion fresh and lovely is a vital matter to Cecilia, and she uses soap and water in the grand splash-and-bubble style you see in the picture. You see, the fundamental thing about a lovely complexion is thorough cleanliness. A great many of you have asked me where blackheads come from, and this is a good place to discuss those unpleasant little nuisances.

If the pores are in good, healthy, working order, they are continually doing their share to expel waste products from the system. They also (Continued on page 118)

In the beauty regimes of the stars, soap is recognized as Cosmetic Number One. When you see Cecilia Parker in "Old Hutch," notice her complexion, for this is how she guards it, with plenty of good soapsuds.
We build, strengthen the vocal organ—not with singing lessons—but by fundamentally sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . . . and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for wonderful voice book—sent free. No literature sent to anyone under 17 years unless signed by parent.

100% Improvement Guaranteed!

We give you a written guarantee that we can improve your singing or speaking voice 100% or our complete course in physical voice culture doesn’t cost you a penny. You are the sole judge of the results. This is the most drastic guarantee ever given by any voice instructor. We will prove to your satisfaction that we can bring out—a new quality—a new power and force to your voice.

We make this guarantee because of our remarkable success for the last 20 years with this method. We have received testimonials of appreciation from students from all parts of the world. These testimonials reproduced here are only a few of thousands of students who have reported remarkable improvement.

"I have studied voice for 15 years. Have received more from you in 9 lessons than I did in the whole 15 years previous study with others." J. W. Malone, North Adams, Mass. Pompeo Tomasini, a famous Italian tenor writes, "I heartily endorse your Silent Method of Voice Training . . . it restored my voice after other methods failed. The first lessons brought amazing results." S. E. Martin of Rusk, Texas, writes, "I could not speak above a whisper, but now my voice is normal and is developing into a good singing voice."

"People who used to laugh at me because I stammered are the ones I can laugh at now . . . thanks to you and your course," says Samuel Bryson of Chadron, Texas.

O. M. Rennie says, "I had a very poor voice, always nervous and short of breath . . . that is gone now. I am only a student, yet I could stop right now and still be repaid 100%".

Free Book

No matter how hopeless your case may seem—send at once for Free 96-page voice book. It will be mailed without cost or obligation to any serious-minded adult. Get the complete facts of what we can do to assist you by this world famous Perfect Voice method. In this book we give you the same priceless facts that we have given operatic stars and noted public speakers. Get this book NOW.

Mail Coupon—NOW!

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
Studio 7918, 64 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Please send me FREE, and without obligation, your book, "Physical Voice Culture". I have checked subject in which I am most interested.

[ ] Weak Voice [ ] Singing [ ] Stammering [ ] Speaking

Name: _____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City: ____________________________________ State: ___________ Age: ___________

This famous Method of physical voice culture is based on the elementary principle of strengthening the throat and tongue muscles by silent physical exercises. In the big free 96-page book which we send you without cost, we explain what these muscles are—how they function in the singing and speaking voice and how you can strengthen and control them to improve YOUR voice.
While mother looks on, Lillian Emerson, heiress to the Bromo-Seltzer millions, now in Hollywood, cuts her birthday cake, which is in the shape of a pretzel to blend with the Bavarian beer-garden atmosphere of her party.

HOT NEWS: The long lasting feud between Ann Sothern and Gene Raymond has ended. They now speak between love scenes.

Shirley Temple's next will be "Sunbonnet Sue," a western in which Shirley will have her first movie romance with a young boy.

Gertrude Michael and Director Rouben Mamoulian have resumed their romance.

The romance of Elissa Landi and Nino Martini is getting past the rumor stage. Her fifth novel, "Today, the Rebels," will be on sale soon.

Hollywood is to be foiled if they continue to wait for a glimpse of Randy Scott's wealthy Eastern bride because it now looks as though she will not come to Hollywood after all. The couple's trying marriage "between pictures."

After Isabel Jewell marries her radio man, Owen Crump, they'll buy a yacht and just cruise life away—Isabel writing and Owen painting.

The biggest feud in Hollywood these days is going on between Mae West and Alice Brady on the set of "Go West, Young Man."

Ann Dvorak had but eight days between pictures but was so lonesome she hopped a plane to New York and husband Leslie Fenton.

Frances Langford and Eleanor Powell have written a song called "Taptation." Frances did the music and Eleanor the lyrics.

June Lang, newcomer sensation of "The Road to Glory," has half the males of Hollywood in a dither. First one then another occupies first place—just now Vic Orsatti is head man.

It's rumored that William S. Hart will soon return to the screen in a series of his old time westerns, some to be written by Bill himself.

The team of Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy is to be temporarily broken up while Jeanette makes "The Firefly" with Allan Jones.

NEW DEAL: For the first time in Hollywood film history, a star is under contract to two studios at once. 20th-Century Fox has bought a half interest in Barbara Stanwyck from RKO and she will make pictures for both companies.

The hottest love story in Hollywood remains Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Taylor.

Left, Phil Reed (in disguise), Evalyn Knapp and her husband, Dr. George Snyder, at the Emmoners'.

Below, the LeRoy Prinzes (she's Warner's niece) and the Warner Baxters—some of the costumes may not be Bavarian, but at least they're Bohemian, and that's pretty close.

Here's your monthly news letter from Hollywood, with all the latest gossip!
IT'S FUN to be outdoors, but no kindness to your skin. Face and hands lose their niceness—get coarse, dry, and rough. Smooth them—sooner—with Hinds. Its precious softeners soak into skin—stay there too. Your skin wins back lasting smoothness—not just a half hour's slickness. Try Hinds in the 50c size with the new, free one-piece dispenser. Read all about it below.

(left) SOFT HANDS are sweet music to his eager touch. Keep yours in the very-much-wanted class—by using Hinds. It isn't watery. Every rich, creamy drop works better—softening and whitening dry, red skin.

BRIDE CRIES over burnt bacon, kitchen hands! So much to do—only two hands to do it with—and both those hands getting "sick and tired." Skin so dry, it's cracking. Natural softness dried out by oven-heat and soapy work! Put softness back again with Hinds. It's quicker-acting—not watery. Every creamy drop does good!

IN HOT WATER and out—all day long. Hands pucker up, chap and crack. Put softness back into your hands with Hinds. Its precious lubricants soak into dry abused skin, restoring natural smoothness—not just a surface slickness. Hands freshen up with a sweet smell, a cool soft look. Use Hinds regularly. It's creamy—not watery. Every drop works!

FREE The first One-Piece DISPENSER IN THE STORES NOW!


HINDS is Quicker-Acting... Not Watery!
Recognized as America's Smartest Styles

Glamorously lovely! Paris-inspired! Designed in the new soaring, high lines...and the choice of style-minded women everywhere! See these beautiful styles today. Write for name of dealer in your city.

$3. to

INSIDE STUFF (Cont.)

ROSA LIND R USSELL took her visiting sister, Mary Jane, on a tour of Hollywood that would have been the envy of every self-respecting tourist. They took in all the studios, the Troc, the Derby, the Bowl concerts, and finally Roz decided that nothing much remained but a tour of Beverly Hills, looking at the homes of the stars.

They hired one of those professional guides and started out in his old Ford. Both of the girls had heard stories about the screwy information one gets on some of these personally conducted tours. They didn't have to wait long for a trial. Hardly had they gone a mile before the guide, pointing to a certain house, said, "There is the home of movie star Rosalind Russell."

Both girls fainted. It was the home of Roz Russell.

QUESTIONS OF THE MONTH

Can you name the beautiful, blonde star who has but to look across the room at a certain auburn-haired actress to make her cheeks match her hair? Cue: they once danced in contests and the lady...
with the copper tresses doesn’t want to be reminded in her present glory.

Can you name the married laugh-team who were both furious when an announcement was made to the effect that they were going to adopt another baby?

Which actor recently made the statement "... there are only about six capable directors in Hollywood ... the average actor could do as well or better ... and some of us are going to prove it soon?"

What famous athlete, after a full year of training, held up the company on his first picture for over four days while he tried to make his one, emotional scene? (And it was still bad.)

Can you name the most popular Romeo in Hollywood at the moment—a man who is neither very famous, very handsome nor very rich?

* * *

We saw the most amazing dinner party out on the M-G-M back lot the other day. The party was held in honor of the three couples who became engaged to marry while working on the new “Tarzan” picture: Maureen O’Sullivan and Johnny Farrow, Grace Durkin and Bill Henry, and Ulla Kazanova and John Butler. Director Richard Thorpe thought three engagements on one picture deserved a party. So he threw it in a tree. The party, we mean.

One of the most unique props on the lot is the “tree house” where Maureen O’Sullivan and Johnny Weissmuller live during the picture. Thorpe thought it would be cute to crowd the whole gang

Those costumes Mr. and Mrs. Chester Morris wore to the Emerson party are certainly becoming, aren’t they?
Do you want to know when who goes where with whom? Here are all the answers.

Right, at Hal Roach’s party, Bill Gargan, the host (in white), Joan Blondell and—well, if it isn’t Dick Powell!

INSIDE STUFF (Cont.)

in the lofty perch and offer his congratulations with food. After the dinner had been carted in, the gang amused themselves by sending first one and then another of the girls down the ladder and then seeing how close to the edge of the precarious loft her “intended” could walk without “falling” for her.

You could hear that happy gang’s laughter clear up to the watchman’s tower near the front gate.

* * *

HOLLYWOOD LINE O’ TYPE

Mary Pickford and Anita Louise spent Sunday afternoon autographing discarded polo balls for the autograph

In the oval—and also at the Hal Roach party—Mrs. Roach herself and Allan E. Tomblin.

Still as inseparable as Amos ’n’ Andy (otherwise known as Freeman Gosden and Charles J. Correll) are Herbert Marshall and Gloria Swanson; all four are shown at the Roaches’.
What are the 8 “MUSTS” doctors demand of a laxative?

Your doctor’s deepest concern is your health. And any medicinal product even remotely connected with your health assumes great importance in his mind. You will discover, for instance, that physicians have a definite standard of requirements for a laxative before giving it their approval. Read these 8 points carefully. They are very important.

WHAT DOCTORS REQUIRE OF A LAXATIVE:

It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proven by the test of time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.

EX-LAX MEETS THE DOCTOR’S REQUIREMENTS

Ex-Lax checks on every point the doctor looks for in a laxative. Not merely on one or two. But on all the points that the medical profession includes in its code. You can have no better proof of the confidence Ex-Lax enjoys than the fact that many physicians use it in their own homes.

When Nature forgets—remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

For over 30 years mothers and grandmothers have given Ex-Lax to their children. Why? Because the very qualities that make Ex-Lax an ideal laxative for you are doubly important to a child’s welfare. Ex-Lax has proved so satisfactory in millions of cases that it has become the largest-selling laxative in the world.

CHECK THE DOCTOR’S FINDINGS YOURSELF

Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a laxative, and you will see how right the doctor is. For Ex-Lax is mild and gentle. It works thoroughly, but without the slightest discomfort. You’ll experience no stomach pains, no nausea, no weak “dragged down” feeling. And Ex-Lax will not form a habit—you don’t have to keep on increasing the dose to get results.

A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE

Ex-Lax tastes just like pure, delicious chocolate...so different from harsh, nasty-tasting cathartics. It’s the perfect laxative for all—children and grown-ups alike. All drug stores have Ex-Lax in 10c and 25c sizes. Or if you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the coupon.

---TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!---

(Paste this on a penny postcard)

Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 176
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

Name ..........................................................
Address ..........................................................
City ...............................................................
State .............................................................
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INSIDE STUFF (Cont.)

man and told him that he would find director Vic Fleming on the "Good Earth" set. When he arrived, the electricians told him that the director had gone to the test set. After he got way over here (it's almost a mile walk) the boys sent him elsewhere. After three hours of tramping, he finally caught on.

* * *

THE boys were ribbing director Sam Wood out at the Lakeside golf course the other morning about how his game had gone sour. Just then a Chinese laundry man drove up in a rickety old truck. "Bet you can't even beat him!" the boys yipped. While some of the gang were making hundred-dollar bets with Sam, the rest coaxed the Chinaman over and offered him three bucks to play golf. He finally consented when he had been shown the money.

An old bag with four or five clubs was found for the Oriental and Sam almost died watching him try to tee off at the first hole. The director won the first hole and offered to let "Wong" drive first. He watched quite a drive, too. "Wong" let one fly about 275 yards. Along about the fifth hole, Sam Wood was looking for the boys. But they waited until he came into the club house. After they had collected, they revealed that "Wong" was none other than William Law, wealthy Chinese from San Francisco and rated one of the best golfers in California.

* * *

Mrs. Pat O'Brien came back from her vacation with such a craze for knitting that Pat couldn't get her to go out for dinner and dancing; she wanted to stay home and make a sweater.

One night, instead of the usual plea for a big evening, Pat settled himself into an arm-chair, whipped out a pair of old socks and a needle and thread, and started mending.

"What on earth are you doing?" Mrs. O'Brien asked finally.

He merely raised his eyebrows and went on sewing.

And it was two nights before he would relent and take her to the Troc. She gave the sweater to the cook to finish.

* * *

TWO NEW RACKETS

The stars are sure falling for that gag the kid magazine salesmen are using! The youngster, after trying to make a sale, will ask, "Will you buy a magazine if I tell you what state you were born in, your first name and your last name?" Everyone bites on that bait.
and the kid says, "You were born in a state of Nudity, your first name was Baby and your last name will be Corpse." Then the gang shells out.

A gentleman of color has a grand gag for Hollywood Boulevard: standing near a parked town car, he will stop a passer-by, tip his chauffeur's cap and ask if he can borrow a dollar for gas because "... the boss is just a mile away, waiting." After he gets the dollar he starts out for gas. When next seen, he will be standing next to a different town car.

** * **

HOLLYWOOD IN SHORTS

Bing Crosby, Pat O'Brien, George Raft and Gary Cooper will help each other lay the corner stone for the new race track in Hollywood soon. They are all stock holders, too, and each has promised to have a string of race horses ready for the opening next summer. The management has promised us a match race with the four boys as jockeys—but we aren't holding our breath.

Rumor has it that Herbert Marshall's flying trip to London is for conferences with Edna Best. If he can convince Edna, it is said he will hurry back to marry Gloria Swanson.

This never happened before: little Betty Lou Jackson wandered into the wrong producer's office looking for a job and before she could bow her way out, the wrong producer had signed her for a picture!

Wait until you see the grand number done by Jalna and Georges for Eleanor Powell's "Born To Dance!" They dance on a glass platform and Jalna has glass heels on her shoes, mirrors tacked to the hem of her gown and mirrors hooked on other conspicuous places. It was one of the most beautiful things to watch, and Miss Powell gave them a big hand when they danced the final take.

** * **

TWO WAY BARGAIN

Back-of-the-hand whispers tell us that there is but a slight sum of about $25,000 separating Jeanette MacDonald's bid and Wesley Ruggles' asking price for the Ruggles mansion and grounds. This story has double significance:

It means that the Ruggles-Arlene Judge marriage is almost at an end; we say this because it has been no secret that they were merely "sticking it out until the home could be sold."

It is also taken to mean that the MacDonald marriage to Gene Raymond is a matter of weeks! These two have been skimming the edges of serious romance for quite some time and this home-and-fireside deal seems to clinch the rumors. Don't say we didn't warn you.

---

WHY DOES SHE HESITATE? That fear of embarrassment that makes a woman worry . . . offer excuses . . . refuse invitations . . . is so unnecessary! Now—a new kind of sanitary protection, the Certain-Safe Modess, gives absolute safety!

---

PEACE OF MIND AT LAST! Experience the wonderful relief of knowing you're safe! You can—with Modess! Different from ordinary reversible pads, Modess has a specially treated material on sides and back to prevent striking through. Wear blue line on moisture-proof side away from body and perfect protection and comfort are yours! Modess stays soft . . . stays safe.

---

End "accident panic" ask for Certain-Safe Modess!

The Improved Sanitary Pad

- Try N.O.V.O—the safe, easy-to-use, douche tablet. Cleanses! Deodorizes! (Not a contraceptive.) In a dainty Blue and Silver Box—at your drug or department store.
INSIDE STUFF (Cont.)

MORE darned fun on the "Libeled Lady" set—which is unusual where so many stars are concerned. The day of Myrna Loy's birthday, the cast hauled on a huge birthday cake with the inscription, "Happy Birthday to Mrs. Horntoot." Myrna, who has just married Arthur Hornblow, got a big laugh out of it.

Then when Myrna and Bill Powell had to go on location, Jean Harlow (who was suffering from second-degree sunburn) and Spencer Tracy got together and sent a brass band down to the train to wish their co-workers well. To further impress you with their grand trouping, not a single yowl was heard when Myrna announced that husband Hornblow was coming to the location with her. That's love from a cast, in case you're in doubt.

* * *

HOLLYWOOD SIGHT AND SOUND

A member of the American Legion, John Boles, met a man at the Hollywood convention whom he had worked with in France. John, a spy, was suspicious of a certain Paul Garmont and after they had watched one another for two solid weeks, each discovered the other was a friend, not an enemy. They drank a toast.

Mary Brian's dally Filipino chauffeur got her mixed up in the four-hour Legion parade down Hollywood Boulevard so Mary made the best of an accident—she got her mixed up in the four-hour Legion parade down Hollywood Boulevard so Mary made the best of an accidental personal appearance and went over big with the crowd.

Little Edith Fellows, whose mother has suddenly shown up in local courts to ask for her custody, says she wants to stay with her grandmother.

That story about Garbo not being able to play tennis after a Hollywood party because she couldn't find tennis shoes to fit is silly—Garbo brought her own and beat all the male players present.

* * *

WE saw Joan Crawford hopping mad the other day, and rightly so. She

Above, Brian Aherne and Gloria Swanson at the star-studded Stokowski concert.

Everyone's talking about Simone Simon since her American film debut, but no romance rumors, as yet—she goes with too many different escorts! This time it is Phil Rosen.
What's Margaret Sullavan up to now? One night she's at the Bowl with Leland Hayward (below), who's said to be secretly married to Katharine Hepburn. Another night (right) she turns up at the same place with ex-husband William Wyler; the other man's Gregory Ratoff.

had just come from signing an application for a new private phone number. Soon after we had taken a plunge in the pool, Mrs. Tone was called to the phone. It turned out to be a jewelry salesman. Franchot had stopped by on his way to look at some pieces for Joan and the salesman was so anxious to cinch the sale that he wanted to talk it over with Joan. "Where did you get this telephone number?" asked Joan in a deadly calm voice. The man explained that he had merely called a certain company that specializes in furnishing private numbers for a consideration. That was enough for Joan! She hung up and immediately called the company and told them what she thought of the private number graft.

P. S.: A new number was surrendered by the company and Franchot has decided not to buy jewelry from that gem emporium to "surprise" Joan.

* * *

It begins to look as though Doug Fairbanks and his Lady have won the so-called "social war" with Mary Pickford for possession of the first rights to the colony. There was much talk when they first arrived; sides had to be taken. But now, just as Doug is returning once more with his bride, Mary announces that she will live, henceforth, in New York.

(Continued on page 83)
Two music-lovers at the Hollywood Bowl for a concert—Gene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald, who have just announced their engagement (above).

And two interested playgoers at the Tallulah Bankhead play—Freddie and Florence Eldridge March, who plan a return to the stage themselves.

Below, another of filmland's truly happy married couples at the Bowl, Charles Boyer and Pat Paterson, who are now in Europe on a second honeymoon.

Back from honey-mooning at Carmel, Irene Hervey and Allan Jones (above) try the pause that refreshes between acts of Tallulah Bankhead's play.

Another of Hollywood's inseparable husband-and-wife combinations are Frank Chapman and Gladys Swarthout, above, also at the Hollywood Bowl.
THE truest friendship story in Hollywood is that of Gertrude Michael and Isabel Jewell. It is a fiercely dramatic tale and today, when neither of these girls lingers any longer on the fringe of screen fame, it can be told.

Together they have battled poverty, sickness, and the dreadful pain of heartbreak. They have shared their last dimes while putting up a gala front. In New York, before they dared dream of pictures, they struggled for roles in the theater. Later, in adjoining apartments in Hollywood itself, they bolstered each other's nerve through terrific ups and downs.

Finally, however, they have very definitely clicked; they, too, are important people in the world now. Gertrude, laughing sophisticate hailing from a small town in Alabama, and Isabel, tiny dynamo of emotions from the hills of Wyoming, have licked all the odds that were stacked against them in their early stage days.

Isabel adored Gertrude from the start. She had been given such a glowing account from a mutual acquaintance. "I felt that she must be the most wonderful actress and the finest musician who ever was," Isabel relates with a grin. "I was in stock in Essex, Connecticut, and every week when I'd get my new role I'd learn how superlatively Becky Michael had already done it. Whenever someone touched a piano I was sure to be informed that Becky could not only play infinitely better, but probably she'd composed that particular piece.

"When I went to New York to tackle Broadway I took a cheap apartment in Greenwich Village. One night Elizabeth, this mutual girl friend, said, 'Becky's on her way here to dinner.' I was prepared to be thoroughly bowled over. And I was! But you ought to have heard her Southern accent. You could slice it with a knife!"

That accent had to be deliberately forgotten, just one of Gertrude's tasks. But the tall, accomplished blonde who had forsaken Stuart Walker's noted stock troupe in Cincinnati for a New York gamble couldn't stand Isabel at first.

"I hate pretty little blondes who're always on the verge of being coy," says Gertrude (Continued on page 79)
THE UNTOLD LOVE STORIES of KAY FRANCIS

The New York columnist flashed: It is believed on the West Coast that Delmer Daves, Warner’s crack screenwriter, and Kay Francis, glamour queen of the same lot, have already taken the step that makes Daves Kay Francis’s fourth—or is it fifth—husband in Kay’s series of untold love stories.

Kay’s untold love stories? Was it possible for any star in the giant goldfish bowl that is Hollywood to manage to keep her private life so much to herself that even America’s No. 1 Gossip admitted defeat on the facts of her personal life?

When you stop to think of it, it is precious little you and I do know about Kay’s emotional life, at least in comparison with what has been hurled at the world about other glamorous women. For this reason alone, Kay is to me the most amazing woman of stardom; if her emotional life had been lived by any other woman of Hollywood fame it would have made her one of the most sensational figures in the world’s most sensational publicized town!

Have you, too, been led far afield by the friendly little stories Kay grants, telling of her simple, uninvolved life in Hollywood, into believing her a beautiful, but somewhat colorless personality up there in the front van of the star parade? Then stop and ask yourself:

What other star of the screen could have been married and divorced three times (several records claim four) without landing in the same blinding spotlight that has made every romance and marriage in the lives of Gloria Swanson and Jean Harlow so sensational?

How many other stars have remained immune from the sob stories that invariably follow broken marriages? Joan Crawford did not. Ginger Rogers did not. Nor Claudette Colbert, nor dozens of others, no matter how much they may have desired to preserve their privacy.

What other beautiful and famous woman has been a box office star for seven years with so little known concerning her home life, the way she lives, the kind of person she is? Garbo builds eight-foot walls around every home she rents. Kay Francis lives in a bungalow in Hollywood with neighbors so close on both sides they might easily mistake her cream bottles for their own. And yet I do not know a reporter who has ever set foot in Kay’s home, or a cameraman who has taken a picture of it.

Kay makes no pretense of being a professional recluse. She attends parties, premieres and first nights and she frequently entertains. Still she remains a more authentic “mystery woman” than either Garbo or Dietrich, who have spent their entire Hollywood lives working at the title.

But above everything else, what does Hollywood or the world know of Kay’s emotional life, other than the bare data of marriage and divorce records? These aren’t secrets of Kay’s life. They’re known facts on available records. The amazing angle is not Kay’s reticence where her private world is concerned, but that she has made the most curious public

Despite her previous unfortunate marital experiences, Hollywood is sure Kay has either already married or will soon marry film writer Delmer Daves. In this informal shot, they’re with Bob Montgomery (center) at West Side Tennis Club, watching Errol Flynn and Frank Shields in a match.
There's a colorful, dramatic story in the un-publicized life of this quietest of the great stars. Now rumor says she's secretly married again.

By MARJORIE HAYNES

in the world, the Hollywood fan public, forget and shrug away one of the most amazing and colorful histories of the movies, and remember her merely as the completely retiring person her publicity paints!

It is impossible to know Kay and not realize that that great, dusky beauty of hers must have inspired the love of many men. And Kay herself must have known a great deal of the romance and ecstasy and then the disillusionment of love in the three marriages which have failed her. Love must have mattered to her terribly or else she could not have been so quiet and depressed after her separation from Kenneth McKenna, and then have bloomed so magnificently as an artist in “The White Angel” and “Give Me Your Heart” under the sway of the love they now say is her greatest, Delmer Daves.

Two important names, those, in Kay’s “series of untold love stories,” but to most of the world they are just that—names, not emotions. Nor are they the only names in the exciting and colorful life of the woman who has left the world guessing, a great star who stands alone because she has never told!

Even now it is not clearly on (Continued on page 98)
What happened after that she didn't remember. She went to Shannon's side and struck desperately, ineffectually at the two men. They backed away. She was urged on by some blind, inherent sense of fair play. The door opened. She saw the judge, some officers, reporters. She cradled the battered Shannon's head in her lap.

The Time: 3:49 A.M. A spring dawn.
The Place: Hollywood, the most fabulous city in the world.

In front of the police station stood the black-and-silver Rolls-Royce, one fender, one headlight and one horn crumpled; inside the station, Charmien Chase, the roadster's owner—the incredible Charmien, the remote, the mysterious—glared at the sergeant of police and said, "That's a lie!" She said it distinctly, clipping her words with that lyric quality that was known and loved on the screen in forty countries.

The sergeant didn't answer. He was too busy having his first avid close-up of this internationally famous young screen star, whose name, each night, burned above countless theaters; this beautiful and angry girl who had reached the pinnacle of success.

The sergeant had seen her latest picture two nights before. Here, in the flesh, was this exciting girl who knew how to crowd more allure, more promise, more passion,
Sheila Grant wasn't a star, but she looked like one and that seemed enough to ruin her career. Was it to ruin her chance for romance, too?

more loveliness into a screen kiss than most women could offer in complete surrender.

When the sergeant said, "Officer Connel says you were speeding, Miss Chase, when the accident occurred," she straightened, her direct gray eyes hot and smoky, and said, "That's a lie!"

Officer Connel glared. He was a native with a streak of duty, and he could take his beautiful women or let them alone.

"She was doing sixty down Wilshire, Sarge," he said. "I gave her the siren and all she did was step on it harder. Near the Brown Derby, the taxi came out and—wham!"

"Where's the taxi driver?" the sergeant asked Connel.

"In the hospital," said the officer.

"Hurt bad, Connel?"

Connel shrugged. "He was out cold," he stated. "No telling till we get the report. Knocked goofy, Sarge."

Miss Chase's eyes blazed. Apparently, she knew swear words. "He might have killed me," she snapped, "the fool! Isn't he supposed to stop before entering a boulevard?"

The phone rang. The sergeant answered it. "Oh, yeah!" he said, and listened. In a moment, he said, "Okay, doctor," and hung up. "That was the doctor, at the hospital. He says the taxi driver isn't hurt. Just shaken up—no bones broken."

He grinned with relief. "I'm glad of that, Miss Chase," he said. "Now, then, if you'll show up in the morning, in court—"

Miss Chase's slim figure grew taut. "Court?"

"Well, you see, Miss Chase, when anyone's injured, you have to appear. I guess it won't amount to nothin' but a fine—"


Thirty minutes later, Charmien Chase, more infuriated than shaken by the impact of the two cars, stepped into her town car and told the anxious, elderly chauffeur, "Home, Roger."

As she rode, her fury increased. This would have to happen to her, after she left Neil Hart's house party in a burst of anger because National insisted on making another picture before she went on her annual visit to Vienna! Her eyes filled with irrational tears.

The car stopped. She was home. A servant opened the initialed, wrought-iron entrance gates, and she was driven in.

Her maid, the butler, her secretary, admitted her in silence. Their eyes were filled with mute questions. They were only partly dressed, the call from the police station having awakened them. Presumably, their mistress had been at a house party, at the country home of Neil Hart, her director.

Charmien Chase vouchsafed no explanation. She strode into the white and gold drawing room, her eyes flaming like translucent gems. The others followed but paused, irresolutely, on the threshold. Charmien sat down in one of the needle-point chairs and stared unseeingly at the great French circular rugs; at the gold-brocaded curtains; then she noticed the little group.

"I won't need you," she said, shortly. "I'm going right to bed. There was an accident, and so I had to go to the police station. Miss Hughes," she turned to her secretary, "phone my attorney to take care of the matter and to be in court at ten. Fellows, please have Roger go back to the station and bring in the roadster."

She walked past them and went to her satin-walled bedroom. She undressed swiftly, in silence, her eyes flaming like translucent gems. The others followed but paused, irresolutely, on the threshold. Charmien sat down in one of the needle-point chairs and stared unseeingly at the great French circular rugs; at the gold-brocaded curtains; then she noticed the little group.

"I won't need you," she said, shortly. "I'm going right to bed. There was an accident, and so I had to go to the police station. Miss Hughes," she turned to her secretary, "phone my attorney to take care of the matter and to be in court at ten. Fellows, please have Roger go back to the station and bring in the roadster."

She walked past them and went to her satin-walled bedroom. She undressed swiftly, in silence, her mutinous mouth trembling; then she flung herself on her bed and lay; stretched out, her arms extended, her breast rising and falling with repressed emotion, her eyes brimming with anger, mortification and reaction.

She picked up her bed-side phone and called a number. An excited male voice answered her almost immediately: "Charmien! Thank Heaven (Continued on page 70)"
Clark Gable, Marion Davies and David Carlyle have fun in "Cain and Mabel," Marion's best film in ages. Georges Metaxa debuts, Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire dance and sing, and "Swing Time" is a swell musical.

Movies of the Month

The reliable guide to the recent talkies with one check (✓) for good ones, two checks (✓✓) for those that are outstanding

✓ The Texas Rangers (Paramount)

You'll See: Fred MacMurray, Jack Oakie, Jean Parker, Lloyd Nolan, Edward Ellis, Bennie Bartlett, Fred Kohler, Sr.

It's About: The adventure and final redemption of two outlaws who join the Rangers to help a bandit pal.

A "Cowboy Special," more cowboy than special. High hopes were held for this extravagantly-produced spectacle, but, despite authentic background, excellent cast and beautiful photography, the familiar story becomes more important than the background, thus falling far short of the mark intended.

The story concerns three outlaw buddies (Fred MacMurray, Jack Oakie and Lloyd Nolan) who have come to Texas to grab off all they can "while the grabbing is good." Through circumstances, MacMurray and Oakie are forced to join the Texas Rangers although they do so with the hope of aiding their pal. Love (the girl is Jean Parker) changes Fred into a good boy, and Oakie's reform follows his rescue of a little boy from the Indians.

Mr. Oakie (the acting clan should take up a collection to pay him off for good) steals the picture with every motion and line and comes off with high honors for both comedy and drama. Jean Parker looks sweet. Lloyd Nolan looks bitter. The scenery looks grand.

Your Reviewer Says: It's a big "western" with bigger names than usual.

✓✓ Swing Time (RKO)

You'll See: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Victor Moore, Helen Broderick, Eric Blore, Georges Metaxa.

It's About: The efforts of a gentleman dancer to run twenty-five cents up to twenty-five thousand dollars, so he can marry the wrong girl—then he meets the right one.

"Swing Time" is Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire time again and that bare fact is enough for their long list of dancing fans. It has a costly production, a tuneful musical score by Jerome Kern and Dorothy Fields, stunning gowns by Newman, some extra special funny comedy by Victor Moore plus the breathtaking dancing of Fred and Ginger.

It is a very slender story, indeed, strung between the excellent dance numbers, all about the young fellow (Fred) who is trying to make enough money to marry Betty Furness until he goes to New York and meets the pretty dance instructor (Ginger). After that he doesn't want to marry Betty any more and does everything to keep from being such a success that he will have to.

Fred spends so much time with his comedy and his singing there's just barely enough time for about four or five dance numbers. Ginger is a delight to behold at all times and what gowns the gal wears! Among the tunes you will probably remember "This Is a Fine Romance" the best.

Your Reviewer Says: Swell.

✓✓ Gorgeous Hussy (M-G-M)

You'll See: Joan Crawford, Robert Taylor, Franchot Tone, Melvyn Douglas, Lionel Barrymore, James Stewart, Beulah Bondi.

It's About: Peggy O'Neill, her life and loves, and her effect on President Andrew Jackson and American politics at that time.

One of the most interesting sirens in American history, Peggy O'Neill, is brought to the screen in the lovely person of Joan Crawford, looking very beautiful in her first costume role. Joan plays the young tavern keeper's daughter who loves John Randolph (Melvyn Douglas), the Virginia senator, all her life, but who through pique marries first, Bow Timberlake (Robert Taylor) and then for political reasons marries John Eaton (Franchot Tone). Because of this and her close association with President Jackson she is much criticized by Washington society, but she remains fine and brave through it all.

Joan Crawford, Beulah Bondi, Bob Taylor and Melvyn Douglas give the outstanding performances in a generally fine cast.

Your Reviewer Says: It has glamour, romance and reality. So you must go.

**Cain and Mabel (Warners)**


It's About: A show girl and a prize fighter who hate each other but are teamed in a phony romance by their mutual press agent for box office. Remember the newspaper story a few weeks ago about how Clark Gable knocked out a well-known fighter while making a scene in the ring? This is it. It's a knockout of a picture, too—swell story and lots of laughs.

Marion Davies, a former hash slinger, gets a break in a musical show just as Clark Gable is winning the world's heavyweight championship. Neither is bringing in the customers so, to remedy the situation, press agent Roscoe Karns starts a fake romance between these two who dislike each other cordially. It's really a big laugh to watch these two smile through their sneers for the press in order to build up a glamor romance.

This is the best show Marion Davies has had for some time and she looks prettier than ever. Gable is Gable, which is very good as always. Roscoe Karns, Allen Jenkins, Ruth Donnelly and William Collier, Sr., head the laugh brigade and Sammy White dances beautifully. The music is grand.

Your Reviewer Says: An evening of fun and music. You'll like it.

**Back to Nature (20th Century-Fox)**

You'll See: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Dixie Dunbar, Tony Martin, Spring Byington, George Ernest, George E. Stone.

It's About: The further adventures of (Continued on page 105)

There's an Astaire-Rogers picture out now, so you can guess the rest—that is, "Swing Time" is the best musical of the month. "Gorgeous Hussy" you'll want to see. It's a beautiful picture, and what's more it stars Joan Crawford and Robert Taylor. And there's nothing can top that combination for sheer glamour and excitement. "Cain and Mable," with Marion Davies and Clark Gable, is good fun. So are "Stage Struck" and "China Clipper." The four-handkerchief special of the month is "A Son Comes Home." "The Texas Rangers" is a knockout western. A new low in entertainment is "Isle of Fury."

**PICTURES in the CUTTING ROOM**

**Advance Tips on Tomorrow's Talkies**

**COLUMBIA**

*Pennies From Heaven.* Bing calls himself "The Last of the Wandering Troubadours" in this singing film about a carefree young man who finds himself unexpectedly the guardian of little Edith Fellows. Those who have been allowed a peep during its making declare it is a pip.

*Adventure in Manhattan.* Joel McCrea, a crime reporter, becomes involved with actress Jean Arthur in a daring jewel robbery. It has a very unusual plot and isn't the same old jewel robbery business.

**M-G-M**

*The Devil Is a Sissy.* This "boy special," if it lives up to the advance raves about it, is going to be some entertainment. The story is about the young son (Freddie Bartholomew) of an Englishman who comes penniless with his dad to America and has to "take it" from Mickey Rooney, Jackie Cooper and the rest of the boys.

**PARAMOUNT**

*Valiant Is the Word for Carrie.* This brilliant, moving story of an outcast woman in a small Louisiana town was a best selling book by Barry Beldon. It comes to the screen with Gladys George, well known stage actress, Arline Judge, John Howard, Harry Carey, and Dudley Digges.

*The Big Broadcast of 1937.* Another humorous musical, girl and dance review staged in the rooms of a broadcasting station. Jack Benny is head of the station, with Gracie Allen as a sponsor. Bob Burns, George Burns, Martha Raye, Shirley Ross, Benny Fields, and many others do their bit.

**RKO-RADIO**

*Plough and the Stars.* Ace director John Ford is working toward another "Informer" in this stirring drama of the days of the Irish revolution. Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster, Barry Fitzgerald, and a strong supporting cast.

**WARNER BROTHERS**

*Three Men on a Horse.* This laugh hit from the stage brings Frank McHugh, Joan Blondell, Allen Jenkins, in fact, Warner's best comedians, to play the highly amusing story of a timid young man who can mysteriously pick the winners in a horse race.
FOUR MORE GREAT HITS FROM 20th CENTURY-FOX

IN THE NEW PERFECTED TECHNICOLOR

RAMONA

with

LORETTA YOUNG

DON AMECHE • KENT TAYLOR

PAULINE FREDERICK • JANE DARWELL

KATHERINE DE MILLE • JOHN CARRADINE

and a cast of thousands

Directed by Henry King

Executive Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel

Based on the novel by Helen Hunt Jackson

Shirley Temple

in

DIMPLES

with

FRANK MORGAN

HELEN WESTLEY • ROBERT KENT • ASTRID ALLWYN

DELMA BYRON • THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR

STEPIN FETCHIT

Directed by William A. Seiter

Associate Producer, Nunnally Johnson

Pigskin Parade

It's a "triple threat" of girls, music, and laughter!

With a Cast Picked for Entertainment

STUART ERWIN • JOHNNIE DOWNS

ARLINE JUDGE • BETTY GRABLE

PATSY KELLY • JACK HALEY

YACHT CLUB BOYS • DIXIE DUNBAR

TONY MARTIN • JUDY GARLAND

Directed by David Butler

Associate Producer, Bogart Rogers
After her triumphant performance in "Romeo and Juliet," Norma Shearer's back in the carefree moods and costumes of our own twentieth century. She'll vacation again now for several months, then return to period settings and fashions in the title role of "Marie Antoinette," in which Charles Laughton will be co-starred.
Maybe you've wondered where Dick's been lately. Well, he's been up in Revelstoke, British Columbia, on one of the longest location trips ever taken by any film company, to star in one of the most ambitious British pictures to date—"The Great Barrier," GB's epic of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Back on the home lot after her outstanding success in M-G-M's "Small Town Girl," Janet is scheduled to do a new type of picture at 20th Century-Fox. The big film's called "Ladies in Love" and will have three (count 'em) feminine stars, the others in question being Constance Bennett and Loretta Young.
During the making of "Lost Horizon," for Columbia, Jane and Ronnie had their fortunes told by Tatumbie, 77-year-old Cherokee squaw in the supporting cast, who predicted that Ronnie (who already plans a long vacation in England) would marry again—but not until he had retired from all film work!
and Ronald Colman

Clark Gable

Marion’s another star who expects to take a holiday trip to Europe, now that work on Warner’s “Cain and Mabel” is completed. Meanwhile, Clark goes back to M-G-M, his home studio, for his next co-starring film with Joan Crawford, the much-heralded romantic comedy, “Love on the Run.”
RKO has found the team of Sothern and Gene Raymond so popular that, following "Walking on Air," they'll be teamed again in "Million Dollar Profile," with the kind of supporting cast—Eric Blore, Erik Rhodes and Helen Broderick, for instance—usually reserved for Astaire-Rogers films.
Born in Butte, a member of her parents' vaudeville act at the age of three, discovered at the Trocadero by Director Norman Taurog, she made the standout hit of the season in "Rhythm on the Range." Now she has a Paramount contract and will be in "Big Broadcast of 1937"—with Bob Burns!
In telling this tale of the ending of one of the longest smouldering feuds in Hollywood, I'm risking the two stellar friendships that mean the most to me—Jean Harlow's and Joan Crawford's. Particularly Joan's! Yet the ending of the Crawford-Harlow feud is the happy ending of one of the most amazing stories in all Hollywood.

Jean won't mind so much my telling this story. Even at the height of their unspoken antagonism when they were passing each other almost daily on the lot and not speaking, when they met only to turn their eyes away and to seek the far corners at unfortunate parties where they chanced to be at the same time, Jean has always been more puzzled than vindictive at the three-year war between herself and Joan.

I remember she once said to me, "I sincerely don't know what this is all about. I wish I knew what we weren't speaking about. As it is, I find myself avoiding her for no better reason than the obvious fact that she doesn't like me!"

And Joan didn't like her! From the bottom of her honest, uncompromising heart, Joan did not like Jean Harlow. There was never any doubt of the source of the force that generated this prolonged antagonism, the greatest stellar feud in Hollywood since the well publicized Swanson-Negri affair. But unlike its famous predecessor, there were no temperamental scenes, no "big takes" to intrigue the attention of the columnists and make an undignified three ring circus of their feelings.

Joan Crawford quietly, but very cordially hated Jean Harlow and because of that Jean half-heartedly returned the feeling. And that was that.

In the very beginning, Hollywood, expecting firecrackers in the situation, watched the war between the two box-office queens with bated breath. "The big scene" must be in the immediate offing, and you don't know your Hollywood if you don't realize how much they love their scenes! They figured it was impossible for Joan, the greatest personality drawn in pictures, and Jean, the Queen of Sex Appeal, to remain under the same studio roof without one head falling—and Hollywood didn't think it would be Joan's.

Joan was the established queen—no two ways about it. Three years ago, Jean was just a contender, if a sensational one. And contenders have not always been the lucky ones, if you remember your history. It was Mary of Scotland's head that fell, not Elizabeth's; and modernizing the same idea in Hollywood, it was Pola's that bowed in that old Paramount battle of the movie century, not Gloria's.

There was only one thing that puzzled the excited onlookers—what was the battle about?

Well, what is the battle ever about between two beautiful and famous women? In this particular case it was re-
Joan and Jean didn’t speak to each other for three years, until—well, read the whole dramatic story!

By DOROTHY MANNERS

membered that Joan’s greatest friend had been Paul Bern, whose morbid philosophy of life had brought death by his own hand while he was married to Jean. Or was it that the queen who had worked so hard for her enviable position as No. 1 star in the Hollywood heavens resented the skyrocketing success of the girl who boomed into stardom on the color of her hair?

Personally, I’ve always believed what lay between Joan and Jean was more chemical than concrete. Even when Joan’s swell French-Irish temper flared highest at me (after I had written a story of the feud) for even mentioning their names together, there was never anything definite, no tangible personal injustice to serve as a foundation for the great antagonism between them. That is, in the beginning, when they would meet on the dressing room stairs, eye to eye, these two beautiful and otherwise humorous girls, and, mentally drawing their regal skirts about them, pass without a glimmer of recognition.

Later, little things that seemed big things, crept into the calculations. Did Joan believe that Jean deliberately requested the presence of Franchot Tone, Joan’s fiance, in “The Girl From Missouri,” and refused to have any other leading man for the sheer deviltry of annoying her? Did Joan believe Jean played those love scenes with Franchot more ardently than she had ever played love scenes with any leading man, just for the effect it might have on Joan at the preview?

Joan never attended a Harlow preview even if Franchot was in the cast—for that matter she would not have (Continued on page 86)
Several good things came out of the depression. Take, for instance, James Stewart. But for the big blight James Stewart might be hunched right now over a drafting board in some New York architect's office, designing cozy corners for courageous couples.

Instead, Jimmy Stewart is the newest important discovery and the most talked about young feller in Hollywood today. And his B.S., the degree which was supposed to fix him up for life as an architect, looks as if it might very well signify "Big Shot" in the acting racket.

Yet he still starts on occasions when his police pup yaps in the night. It sounds a little like the wolf. Jimmy Stewart should know that wolves don't stalk around exclusive Brentwood. But then, habit is a hard thing to break—and while he contemplates his success, Jimmy Stewart of Broadway is still repairing his coat-tails where the choppers snapped—"Superior." It is a delight to the eye and a pleasure to the ear as well, for despite its six years of wear and tear, hoping to get paid for, it still squeezes and wheezes melodious music—as Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy, Woody Van Dyke and various inhabitants, wild and civilized, of the Lake Tahoe district will testify.

The same year that Jimmy Stewart acquired this particular accordion—on an honest face and the installment plan—he also acquired a look or two at a girl named Margaret Sullavan who came down to Princeton during the course of one of the sleeper jumps she was accustomed to make in those days with a traveling stock outfit.

And you can credit to the weird jigsaw puzzle of life the fact that the fortitude to plunk down the very much overdue final payment on the accordion, managed a short while ago, came from an association with the same Peggy Sullavan, for whose ex-spouse and others it now pumps out melody on occasions. The association was quite recent—in a picture called "Next Time We Love."

If you are wondering how this all came about, you have little or nothing on James Stewart, who observes, "It's kind of crazy, isn't it?" as he wags his long, thin, attractive face and surveys with a quizzical grin the spacious rooms of his present quarters with the real log burning fireplace, the grand piano and comfortable doo-dads, the big lawn, the tennis court and the pups.

It hasn't been so awfully long since he and Hank were wedging themselves into a two-room New York apartment, and sharing that with two other guys.

"Seems as if," he sighs as he stretches half or more of
It's amazing how much that one geometrical figure has influenced the destiny of happy-go-lucky Jimmy, from Princeton to Hollywood

By KIRTLEY BASKETTE

OF TRIANGLES!

his six-feet-two toward the fire, "when you have a place like this to live, you ought to just sit around and read a book or something."

You get the impression that James Stewart is lazy when you first meet him. He's long and loose, a couple of inches taller than Clark Gable and forty pounds lighter. His hair still won't stay back. When he combs it there's a lock that jumps right back out over his eyebrow. He talks in a slow voice that seems perpetually tired, almost husky. It's a very attractive voice, and Jimmy Stewart is a very attractive lad, as you know if you saw "Next Time We Love," or "Rose Marie" or "Wife vs. Secretary." He's no Arrow-collar model. His jaw is a little long and his neck is longer. He still has lots of feet and hands. The face around his gray eyes is pleasantly ruddy, as you'd expect in a chap with as Scotch a name as James Stewart.

Princeton seems just behind the corner, instead of four years back. Jimmy Stewart could amble his long legs across the campus at Old Nassau any day this week and no one would suspect he wasn't a student. He's twenty-seven, but he still looks like a college boy. Maybe it's because college definitely took with him, even if architecture didn't.

And maybe this was because at Princeton they have a club called "The Triangle." It has nothing to do with architecture. It has, on the other hand, everything to do with singing and playing and staging shows. In your time you've probably hummed tunes such as "East of the Sun" and "Love on a Dime" from its shows.

When Jimmy came down to Old Nassau from Indiana, Pennsylvania, via Mercersburg Academy, the first triangle he tried was an engineer's triangle, but it seemed you had to like mathematics to be an (Continued on page 84)
When Madeleine Carroll returned to London after making two pictures in Hollywood, “The Case Against Mrs. Ames,” and “The General Died at Dawn,” she returned to keep a date. It was more important than a date with mere men. It was, extraordinarily enough, a rendezvous with seven hundred years of family heritage, an appointment with tradition!

Madeleine Carroll is Mrs. Philip Astley in private life and in September the family from which Captain Astley descends celebrated its seven-hundredth year in the same ancestral castle. Lord Hastings, head of the family, received its illustrious members in the baronial hall, and there were receptions, dinners, a great ball. It is hard for us, in this country, with less than half that many years in our entire history, to realize the magnificence of this occasion. But we can recognize Madeleine Carroll’s unique social position.

Still, if you think Madeleine is haughty about such a royal rendezvous, you’re wrong. This particular Cinderella went to her ball with quite a different attitude. When she talked about it, before leaving Hollywood, her eyes glowed and her words leaped-frogged all over each other. She was as excited as a sweet girl graduate.

“Oh, it’s going to be beautiful,” she said. “Awe-inspiring. Everyone hushed by the glory of the occasion. It’s nothing to be haughty about. True, it makes you hold your head high, makes you walk better, carry your clothes better, makes you want to dance more gracefully. But not in pride —in humility, rather. Perhaps it sounds paradoxical, but I
Madeleine Carroll has wealth, fame, a brilliant marriage—so why does she prefer her career to the gay society life she might be living in England?

By KATHARINE HARTLEY

hope you see what I mean. In humility I’ll try to live up to the glory!”

Why, then, if she likes that sort of thing—and the star-twinkle in her eyes indicates that she does—why then, has she given it up, forsaking all but a small part of it for a life on the screen? Why, in place of Mayfair, a martyrdom to fame, fans and autograph hunters? Why, instead of delicate candlelight, the life-sapping Kleigs? Why, in place of leisure and luxury, only work-filled days? These, naturally, are the questions that everyone is asking.

“Oh, but you don’t understand me,” she said quickly. “Our celebration in the Astley family, I do not call that society. That is tradition. I love that. But I could never love what passes for society today, what the word has come to mean. Society these days is a career. Anybody with money and manners enough can swing it. Not that I belittle it. I don’t. It is just that, like any career, it has to be a full-time job. And you can’t be an actress and a society woman, too. I chose to be the former. You suggest that an actress’ life is the harder, but you know I’m not quite sure of that.” Miss Carroll puckered her pretty brow in a smile-and-frown mixture. “Of course, an actress has to start a picture on that picture’s starting date whether she likes it or not. And if she’s sick or discouraged still the show goes on. But pity your poor society woman. She has to go to the races in the racing season, to polo when the polo bloom is on, to the Riviera when that’s the thing. Like the actress, if she doesn’t keep her opening dates, she loses out. See, it’s not so terribly different.

“There’s another similarity: press agentry,” she went on. “In London they don’t quite own up to it, but I’m sure they have society publicity agents there just as they do in New York, people who will see to it that your picture-in-the-proper-place gets into the paper at the proper time. A third similarity: society women, like actresses, are always on parade, and must always look their most beautiful best! But there, and I’ll be ultra serious now, there the likeness ceases. I can see no real purpose in society for myself, no real satisfaction, nothing worthwhile to be gained.”

In making this very fine distinction between society and tradition, Madeleine Carroll has made an interesting point. They used to be the same thing, but they aren’t any more. But still she is qualified to talk about both, because she has had experience with both. When she emerged in a leading part in her very first film and became a star overnight, it was London society which “took her up.”

At present, Madeleine is in England with her husband, Captain Philip Astley, to join in the rites of a 700-year-old family tradition. But she’ll soon be back to work—and this story tells you why.

“I think I must have been a very funny little person. I had just left the University, and up until that time I had lived the most sheltered of existences,” Miss Carroll said. “I was filled with a burning desire to succeed as an actress, and, like all careerists in their first stages, had very little sense of humor about myself. I cannot think I was much of an asset socially. I know that I was teased unmercifully on many occasions.

“I remember well my first visit to a London night club. I was taken there by a very worldly ‘young man about town’ who was much amused at taking out such a pathetically ingenuous film star.

“I was intent on appearing as sophisticated as he was, and he called my bluff by ordering me a drink (which I pretended was just what I wanted) of absinthe and brandy mixed. I drank it as unconcernedly as I could, and fortunately, having been brought up by a French mother, and being used at least to wine since I was a child, the effect was not so disastrous as it might have been. But I didn’t feel very friendly toward night clubs, worldly ‘young men about town’ or spirits for quite a long time afterwards!

“Then there was the sad story of the pajama and bottle party to which I was invited. This was a much more difficult problem, and there was no one to whom I could turn for advice. The bottle part of the puzzle was solved by my escort-to-be, who happened to mention that, of course, he’d take care of the bottle! But the pajamas! You see, the fashion of evening or lounging pajamas hadn’t yet reached London, and I couldn’t imagine wearing sleeping pajamas to a party. Still that was what (Continued on page 125)
Do you remember that day when you were about seventeen and you came into your mother's living room and threw yourself across the divan with your pretty large eyes red from weeping and your hair all tousled? Let’s pretend that I was there, too.

Do you remember how kind your mother was when she asked you what the trouble was? She thought you were crying because you had failed to pass your exams. Or maybe that you had not made the basketball team.

When you explained to us that you were miserable because your friend, Betty, had taken your boy friend away from you, do you remember how your mother laughed that infuriating adult laugh and said, “Oh, that’s not serious.” She went on to say that when you were older you would look back on today and smile at your present suffering.

Do you remember what you said to me later? “I can’t understand it. It’s easy enough to get a beau. It’s what to do with ‘em after you’ve got ‘em that keeps me worried. Should you sit by the telephone and wait for the man to call or break down and call him yourself? Should you let him kiss you? Or would that make you cheap? Should you keep him guessing and make him jealous of other boys—or what? What did Betty do that I failed to do? I wish somebody would tell me—somebody who knows.

Even if Mother would take me seriously enough to talk to me she wouldn’t know. Things were different when she was a girl.”

“You need,” I said, “is the advice of some young person with your own problems but with more worldly experience than you to tell you how to hold your beau.”

I left you then because I had an idea. And just two days later I had rounded up practically all the Bright Young People of Hollywood—all the girls who are in constant demand for dining, dancing and party dates.

The first one I saw was June Travis, that breezy youngster in “Ceiling Zero.” She is young. She is pretty. And, better still for my purposes, when she was in school she was in constant demand as a youthful mother confessor. The girls were always bringing her their problems.

“I’ve always said that the main thing is to be natural with a man and treat him well,” June began. “Don’t cling. Don’t whine. Stand on your own two feet, but for heaven’s sake don’t be possessive.

“Never criticize him openly. There’s a more subtle way of correcting his faults. Tell him of the qualities you admire most in other men. If he has a lick of sense he’ll catch on and make himself more like those you admire.

“Call him on the telephone if you feel like it, but don’t let him get the idea that you’re keeping tabs on him.

“As for the kissing problem, that depends on you. If you’re fickle and go around with a different smooth citizen every few weeks you’re going to cheapen yourself by promiscuous kissing. So don’t kiss unless you’re fairly sure that this is a pretty important man in your life. If you know yourself to be fickle, save your kisses until the big flame comes along.”

Next on my list was Anne Shirley, one of the most popular kids in the younger set. She considered earnestly the question of what to do to hold your beau. She ran her
hands through that mop of red gold hair and her eyes shone when she talked.

"I don't believe in making a habit of calling boys up," she said. "If they really want to get you on the telephone they can.

"A lot of times I don't follow the rules. I know, for instance, that a boy hates to see you use make-up in public. And I can't understand why. Gee whizz, they should know that no lipstick in the world stays on indefinitely. I'd rather look nice and use it before my beau than look like a mess. It will make him mad for a minute—sure. But it makes me madder not to look nice.

"I know men don't like red fingernails. They never come out and say so but when I use natural polish on my nails they always tell me how nice my hands look. I can't understand it. I adore red fingernails.

"I believe in being honest with men. I think you hold them much better that way. When I break a date I never give them the line about a headache or say that my mother wants me to go somewhere with her. I just come out and say something more exciting that I'd rather do has come up.

"You see, I hate playing a game with men. I believe in just being natural. I never criticize men. If little things they do get on my nerves, then I think real hard about all the nice things about them and play those up. Because I know it makes me awfully mad to be criticized and so I'm sure it makes men mad, too.

"Anyhow, I want a man I can respect. I like to have a man win an argument, no matter what sort of fight I put up. Right now, I'm terribly fickle—that's my great trouble—but when I do get married I won't be any more, if I can absolutely respect the man I marry. You see, I want him to be a lot more brainy than I am. I think all women really want that, don't you?

"But truly I think the main thing about holding a man is to be sweet and natural and just have fun."

Any girl would have a lot of fun at Anne Shirley's house. In her crowd there are, among others, Phyllis Frazer, June Lang, Pat Ellis, Anita Louise, Cecilia Parker, Johnny Downs, Henry Wilson and Tom Brown. Anne never pairs them off. The kids just arrive, boys and girls separately.

"Dates are too much trouble," Anne says. They play kid games. One of their favorites is Mickey Mouse.

This is how you play it. Give (Continued on page 89)
FIRST LOVE is DANGEROUS," Warns JOHN HOWARD

Young romance and a career just don't mix—but you'll notice he's still wearing his first sweetheart's ring!

By BEN MADDOX

BECAUSE he was violently in love at eighteen and didn't marry the girl, John Howard is today in the front row of Hollywood's rising male favorites.

And only by knowing his love story can you really understand John Howard. This is the way it happened:

He was so positive that Marion meant everything to him. Neither family nor friends nor future mattered half so much to him as she, the only girl, did during the ecstatic interlude. Suddenly came that wonderful lift from everyday, commonplace routines. Life was laughter, and gay, exciting kisses. Life was a tonic, to be gulped avidly. It was a sharing of magnificent moments. Marion was what existence was for, and in her he believed he had the final answer to his secret yearnings.

They thought they were to be one and the fierce passion which wanted to consume them was their constant companion. It was, in fact, the crescendo prelude to their parting.

Then the world, callous and calculating, stepped into the "perfect" set-up. Slowly, painfully, the bubble broke. And yet how lucky for John Howard was that disruption!

"First love is dangerous!" he exclaims. "It's so completely enveloping that you lose track of your sense of values. You forget so much that you must recall to make a success of yourself.

"I was in a daze. I didn't care what happened to me, nor about pleasing anyone else. I was silly and tactless; my plans and resolutions were shot. I hated to be reminded of them."

He talks like this now. Calmly, wisely. The hunger for romance that is obvious in his challenging blue eyes is somewhat tempered. That particular desire that overwhelmed him has passed and, at twenty-three, he is astonishingly sane on the subject of femininity. Of course, he is still just on the threshold of promising tomorrows and I'm not implying that he professes to "know women;" John's no such fool. But very definitely he is aware of the part they shall play in his scheme of things.

He thanks Marion and what he describes as "young madness" for the apparent balance he has obtained. For this splendid Hollywood opportunity that's unfolding before him, too.

As smart as any newcomer to pictures, he can realize that the emotional tornado which swept him off his feet was a valuable experience. He loved—and learned from loving. Moreover, he credits the girl (Continued on page 100)
Clothes of youthful chic touched with sophisticated glamor are Travis Banton’s newest fashion fancy. Arline Judge wears the distinctive creations on this and the following pages in Paramount’s “Valiant Is the Word for Carrie.” Arline’s exquisitely feminine negligee coat of peach taffeta mounted on a matching pleated chiffon slip has soft, luxurious collar and cuffs of apricot maribou.
Navy homespun was selected for Arline's town costume, which boasts a cunning box-shoulder cape (as shown in the smaller picture at right). Shepherd's plaid in navy and white fashions the fitted blouse and lines the cape. Arline's off-the-face hat is pierced by a tiny white feather; her gloves are white to contrast with her navy bag and shoes.
A beige fox cape furnishes lavish trimming for Arline's dressy single-breasted coat of matching homespun. The brown satin bow that closes the coat neckline is the trimming on the matching frock worn beneath. Her new-style bonnet hat of beige felt has a novel decoration made of brown double-faced satin ribbon. All accessories, of course, are brown.
Left—A dressmaker suit of black Lyons velvet is so smart for the theater or any "little occasion." Travis Banton executed this one of Arline's with a silhouette skirt accented by a circular flaring coat with shoulder fullness that stops discreetly this side of the bizarre. White ermine trims the cuffs and fashions the ascot, quaint muff and startlingly new gauntlet mittens (see close-up below). A short-sleeved satin blouse completes this classic suit. Just below—For informal holiday dinners, Travis Banton has interpreted the popular shirtmaker frock in Prussian blue chiffon velvet, closed it down the front with self-covered buttons, and ornamented it with collar and cuffs in the mode of Charles II, in white linen and Point de Venise. For contrast, there's a sophisticated bow of cerise grosgrain ribbon to fasten the collar.

Movie Mirror's Fashion Editor has just returned from New York. If you would like a fashion forecast of New York styles as interpreted by her, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Gwenn Walters, Movie Mirror, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Arlene's gown of nude organdie (incidentally, this is Travis Banton's favorite evening fabric for fall) is delightfully provocative. A delicate color contrast is achieved by a peach taffeta foundation and stripings and a crushed girdle of satin in the same hue. The wee bolero jacket, girdle and full skirt betray the peasant inspiration of this new fashion.
There’s no similarity between the important incidents chosen from their lives by Joan Bennett, Frances Drake and Fay Wray (left to right), but they all have definite reasons for their choices—and they give them frankly.

Irene Dunne, the songbird, didn’t hesitate a moment in choosing her hour—so characteristic, but we bet you’ll never guess what it is! Dick Barthelmess’s answer concerned Jessica, his wife, and a trip to Hawaii, as shown below.

IF YOU HAD
One Hour

Which sixty minutes of your life would you choose? Read these answers, then try our contest!

By ADELE WHITELEY FLETCHER

I

F you could have one hour out of your lifetime to live over again—not that you might do anything differently but that you might relive that sixty-minute span simply for the sheer joy you experienced in it—which hour would you choose?

I asked Spencer Tracy that question. Irene Dunne and Anita Louise, too. Also Fay Wray, Richard Arlen, Joan Bennett, Frances Drake, Una Merkel, Richard Barthelmess and Madam Schumann-Heink. And I think their answers splendidly indicate those things which are really important to human beings and also those things which hold the very essence of happiness.

Spencer Tracy didn’t have to reach far back into his memory for the hour he would choose. For it was only about a year ago that Mrs. Tracy and the little son who has been deaf since he was a baby flew up to San Francisco on a visit. One night Mrs. Tracy called Spencer on the phone and said she had something to tell him.

“What is it?” he asked. “What is it?” He thought he could detect in her voice a promise of good news to come. “Oh, it’s nothing important,” she said. “They just want you to come up here for a polo match. I’ll tell you all about it when I see you.”

Hanging up the telephone, Spencer felt as if he had lost something. He had been so sure he was about to hear something that would please him.

Two nights after that Mrs. Tracy was waiting when he got home from the studios. “Go upstairs and see your son,” she said. “He has something to tell you.”

Spencer sat down on the side of the little fellow’s bed. “What’s this news you have for me?” he asked in their customary manner of communication.

“Nothing,” she said. “Just that they want you to come to a polo match.”

So Spencer went then to the polo match and kept himself out of trouble until the little fellow heard his voice over the telephone. And then the young Tracy told Spencer how he had been able to hear what his mother had said the night before. Audiophones had been made, and audiphone reports showed that young Tracy was not totally deaf but that he had eight per cent of his hearing—
which meant that science could help him tremendously and in time make it possible for him to adjust himself to an active life, to play and study with young companions.

In a rush Spencer could see himself sharing pleasures and confidences of all kinds and of all ages with this son whom he loves so devotedly. It was a moment almost too wonderful to be endured with any calm.

"I wonder," Spencer said over lunch in the Metro commissary, "if any happiness can be greater than that which counteracts unhappiness, than that which brings you the very things you have tortured yourself dreaming about. I doubt it."

FRANCES DRAKE chose an exciting, romantic hour.

Some years ago when Frances began her career as a ballroom dancer at Ciro's in Paris, an actor who sat at a ringside table asked a mutual friend to introduce him to Frances. They saw each other many times after that but never with much regularity and usually in company with other people.

"Always," Frances said, "a certain man and a certain woman came between us—diverted us, in a manner of speaking. But from the first night I met that man I knew he was important to me. He was, for one thing, the only man in the world with whom I was completely myself. But I disciplined my emotions. I felt I had to, in self-defense. I was sure I was merely the object of a mild flirtation as far as he was concerned. And I didn't want my need of him to become too demanding."

Constantly, however, Frances carried an awareness of this man about with her. Even when she went to Hollywood to stake her claim to the gold which fame pays out there. And in her memory she knew how his eyes moved and she could hear the timbre of his voice. Beside him other men were pleasant or unpleasant, nothing more. And all of this brought Frances to her greatest hour.

That important day the Paramount commissary was as noisy and crowded as it always is. There was no sign that anything special was about to happen, that a man was going to arise from his place at one of the tables and stand waiting until his eyes caught Frances' eyes and that when this happened his voice and her voice together were going to say, "It's—it's you?"

For it had, you see, been the same with him as it had been with her. And now at last the eyes she remembered so well moved to see her dark curving mouth that he remembered so well. For the two of them life caught up its beat and truly went on again.

And when that happens it is an hour to remember, an hour to be lived over again! (Continued on page 112)
One of the greatest master painters of all time comes to life upon the screen, portrayed by Charles Laughton's artistry.
These exclusive stills from the London Films picture, "Rembrandt," directed by Alexander Korda, possess the same dramatic qualities in lighting and design as the painter's own work. At left is Laughton's other feminine lead, Gertrude Lawrence, as Geertke, Rembrandt's mistress, with Lawrence Hanray, Meinhart Maur, Sam Livesey, Raymond Huntley and others of the supporting cast.
—Oh, my Lord,” stuttered the night clerk between chattering teeth. “I’ll—I’ll telephone the police.”

“That ain’t goin’ to be necessary,” boomed the voice of Joe Malarkey as he stamped up the stairs, halted in front of the door and stood with arms akimbo, staring at Dan Creighton.

“Say, what is this?” he bellowed. “Hide and go seek or ring around the rosie? I saw that yellow tin can of yours out in front of the house when I came in but I don’t think you’d—”

He caught sight of the dead man and clipped the words short.

“Holy mackerel,” he blurted. “Every place I find you I find a corpse. Why don’t you hire yourself out to an undertaker? What’s happened to him?”

Creighton looked up with a quizzical expression.

“You’re the law, Malarkey,” he grinned. “Suppose you tell us. We just got here.”

“As usual,” retorted Malarkey. “That’s your story and some day you’re gonna be stuck with it.”

He stood over the body, towering above it like some mighty Goliath.

“What hit him?” he demanded, addressing no one in particular and apparently not expecting an answer.

“Whatever it was, it hit him quick and sudden,” chipped in Creighton.

Malarkey made a growling noise that was comparable only to the surly grunt of an angry bear.

“Funny,” he snapped. “I was here myself less than an hour ago.”

“Then it was you frisked the place, eh?” cut in Creighton. Malarkey turned, his neck purpling. “Who said so?” he came back. “I don’t need no search warrant in a suspected felony case. Sure I was here! What of it?”

Creighton nodded toward the corpse. “You should have stuck around Joe,” he said. “Maybe this wouldn’t have happened.”

“Maybe not,” clipped the homicide dick, significantly.

“Then it was you frisked the place, eh?” cut in Creighton. Malarkey turned, his neck purpling. “Who said so?” he came back. “I don’t need no search warrant in a suspected felony case. Sure I was here! What of it?”

Creighton nodded toward the corpse. “You should have stuck around Joe,” he said. “Maybe this wouldn’t have happened.”

At last, Dan Creighton’s great adventure is brought to a victorious close as he answers the question: Who murdered the movie stars?
Thus, Bob's first connection with the theater was not as an actor. It was his job to book the college plays out over a circuit of nearby towns, where they were very popular. Just once, when they needed a musical duo for "Helena's Boys," were he and Gerry drafted for service. It surprised them when their harmonizing was well accepted. It gave them the idea of practicing up on a few numbers "just in case" and it wasn't much later that their combined singing earned them a job on the radio where they sang and lauded the products of the Caterpillar Tractor Company of Peoria, Illinois.

"But before the start of my senior year at Doane, I was becoming very restless," Bob told me from a huge lounge chair in the patio of his little house in Beverly Hills. "I don't know what prompted this restlessness. I was conscious of no thwarted ambition. Acting, as a career, had never occurred to me, though I seemed to have a real interest in being connected with the professional world in some way. I thought music was my forte and when Herbert Gray, who had been my cello instructor for almost four years, told me that he was going out to the West Coast, to Pomona College, I made up my mind to go, too. In other words, I came to California, eventually to Hollywood, for the express purpose of taking cello lessons! It was just like that. And suddenly I was anxious to be on my way, even though I knew little of where I was going."

His brief activities on the radio had earned him enough money for a second-hand car for the trip and a stake for at least six months in California. After a flying trip home to obtain the reluctant consent of his parents to finish his education at Pomona College, and with a police dog as his only companion, Bob set out for California.

The trip to the Coast was the first adventure of his life—and it almost ended it! In Laramie, Wyoming, he met a racing driver and his wife who told him they were hitchhiking to California. He offered to give them a lift in return for a little relief at the wheel. He thought it would be swell just to sit back and watch the scenery for a while. Bob was just a bit worried when he saw the driver drinking from a bottle of liquor, but when the first couple of drinks made little difference in the race driver's steering, he relaxed. In fact, he went to sleep. When he came to, he was lying in a ditch, a deep gash in his forehead; his car, upset, was nearby. He got to his feet and examined the car to find it almost resembling a tired accordion, so battered was it. The hitch-hikers were gone.

"I wasn't killed because it just wasn't my time to go," is Bob's fatalistic comment on that narrow escape. After that, though, he didn't pick up hitch-hikers. Within a few days, his car was repaired and he was on his way again.

As he neared California, his excitement grew. "It's a funny thing," he said, "but I felt as though I were being drawn here, that something important to my life was in store for me. And the minute I saw those old purple hills and saw oranges actually growing on trees, I felt like a long-lost son coming home at last." Bob drew into Pomona about two o'clock in the afternoon and spent the rest of the afternoon wandering around the tree-shaded streets of that quiet little college town, which is about fifty miles from Hollywood.

He had one friend already in California, a boy from "back home" who was now living in the nearby town of San Bernardino. He called him and was delighted when he was invited to drive over for the evening. That was a fatal mistake for the friend to make. Because Bob Taylor hadn't been in California twenty-four hours when he fell head-over-heels, impulsively in love with his friend's sweetheart!

(Continued on page 102)
IN MY work with Hollywood stars I've found that overweight is not always the most important handicap to be faced; these women could not have found their several ways into a studio in the first place unless the scale-pointers selected the right numeral when they stepped on the machine. Nevertheless they have the usual battle with the monster, fat—good contracts and the resultant good living seem to carry with them a tendency toward excessive eating and not enough exercise. I spend a good half of my time and effort not in reducing these beautiful women but in keeping them reduced. Which is the second step.

But with American women there is, according to the thousands of letters I have received from anxious fans, the universal bugaboo of too-large stomachs and too-wide hips and too-heavy thighs; a problem so primary that I am forced to devote this second article entirely to methods of reducing.

In ensuing installments I shall give instructions on how to increase or diminish the measurements of various portions of the body. Those of you who are troubled with only one disfigurement may find the solution to your difficulties then.

This article is for the special benefit of those women who are, simply and without any trimmings, too stout.

The greatest misfortune, in the case of this group, is seemingly in attitude. They have a deep-rooted belief—entirely peculiar to over-weight people—that fat is the un-welcome gift of unkind gods, that their condition is due to misguided glands with unpronounceable names, that they were born to be fat and will always be fat and the best thing to do is accept, with all the usual rationalizations, things as they are.

Which is too bad. Obesity has its origin in two causes, both of which are easy to eliminate: they are merely over-eating and lack of exercise, a natural outcome of an age in which a housewife's work is done by machinery and food is so inexpensive.

If you were born with a sensitive palate and prefer being a gourmet to being beautiful, that is your own concern; if you were born with a passion for repose, and would rather read on a chaise-longue than work off what super-abundance of flesh you possess, that again remains to your choice. And on the other hand if you are one of those very rare people who have genuine gland trouble, my series can do you no good. Go to a reputable physician and let him find the cure for your particular ailment.

But if possessing a figure as symmetrical and lovely as those of the screen stars who come to me daily is so important to you that you can exchange stuffed squab for a slenderizing green salad, and at the same time spend twenty minutes a day exercising, I can offer you beauty of body at these prices.

Let this be my most persistent warning: that all of the problems you have to face the greatest is laziness. Perhaps this failing is consistent with the type of person who is plump, easy-going, casual and good humored—at any rate I have yet to discover a woman troubled by too much weight who is not at the same time weak-willed. This quality is paramount among the stars who come to me; one will say to her friend, "I really can't understand it. I've eaten almost nothing for a week and I've gained two pounds," when in reality she has cheated on her diet and substituted candied yams for mashed potatoes.

In the following method for general reducing I offer a system with three phases. One is a general regimen of liv-

What shape are you in? You'll find the answers to all your questions in this series by the man who guards the health and beauty of the stars

By DONALD LOOMIS

Can you touch your fingers to the floor (keeping your knees straight all the while) as easily as Shirley Ross does? You, too, can achieve slim flexibility and glowing health by following our author's advice.

THE PERFECT WAY TO A PERFECT FIGURE
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ing which will bring to you a greater all around health, one is diet and one exercise. Included here you'll find the menu which I prescribed for Luise Rainer, whose needs were average and certainly applicable to any person who wants to reduce. She followed it religiously for a week, then used it as an idea-chart to suggest further menus for her table.

The calorie scale, also given, contains only food compatible with losing weight, and you may consider any food not listed there as completely taboo. Don't let the little figures alarm you; there is absolutely no need to consider a chart of this sort as difficult or incomprehensible. It's merely a matter of sixth grade arithmetic, and I'll explain its use very clearly in a moment.

You have, from last month's Movie Mirror, my chart of the perfect measurements for beauty in accordance with age, weight and height, and bone structure; and with its aid you have taken your own measurements and found the ideal which is your goal.

Before you begin your exercises and dieting, decide for yourself whether or not you are an active or inactive person and note whether you are under or over the age of twenty-one, since the routine you are to follow will be altered to some measure in accordance with these circumstances. Naturally it is obvious that a physically immature girl who is at the same time very active in her daily life will need more food to sustain her strength; and fully-grown women who do nothing all day can follow a more strenuous routine with the expectancy of quicker results.

Your first concern must be with general habits of living. No matter what your problem—or what routines of mine you must follow to overcome that problem—good health is a basic necessity for success, and if you will obey the following rules I guarantee you a smoothly running physical machinery and buoyant spirits.

See that you get, first, at least eight hours of uninterrupted sleep each night, in a well-ventilated room; and if it's possible or convenient sleep alone. Use light covers even on cold nights, which needn't mean sacrifice of warmth—feather-weight comforts are just as satisfactory as weighty blankets and are three times as healthy.

Second, be more active during the day. It's probably true that you have a tendency to sit in chairs during most of your waking hours and this is the sheerest folly for anyone with the yen for a respectable figure. If you knit, give up knitting; if you are a book-worm apportion your reading hours at least during this campaign; when you find idle time on your hands go for a walk or dig in your garden or go over the living room rug again with your vacuum cleaner, even if it doesn't need it. Walk to and from the store, or to your office, if you work, instead of taking a street car or driving. Do your own washing for a week or two.

Third, give (Continued on page 16)
The new footgear fashions for autumn and early winter are sensibly styled for both comfort and appearance, for those long walks we gals always enjoy when cooler weather comes. You'll note that these five young stars have all selected simply but smartly designed shoes with practical (but never stodgy!) heels—and note, too, that the trend in shoes this fall is toward a higher cut (as worn by Isabel Jewell, above; Evalyn Knapp, center; and Lona Andre, upper right). At lower right, Marguerite Churchill wears a buckle-strap model in dull finish leather, while—at the top of the page—Karen Morley has chosen a similar design in a shiny finish.

Photographs by Charles Kerlee
Miss Anne C. Rockefeller, of the distinguished New York family, enjoys entertaining in a casual, unpretentious way—intimate little dinners with a few friends who share her interest in the arts. Good conversation, unhurried pleasure...the menu itself kept very simple. Just soup and entrée...a pause for a Camel...followed by a green salad, dessert, and coffee...with Camels between courses and after to accent subtle flavors. "Smoking Camels," Miss Rockefeller says, "makes the choicest delicacy taste that much better. They help digestion, too, and bring a delightful sense of well-being, an at-peace-with-the-world mood. When entertaining, I always see to it personally, as a compliment to my guests, that there are plenty of Camels within their reach."

Add to the joy of good digestion by Smoking Camels

Remember the friendly touches that make Anne Rockefeller’s dinners so charming. A simple menu, plenty of Camels. Smoking Camels, scientists agree, stimulates the flow of digestive fluids—alkaline digestive fluids that play such a welcome part in good digestion. Smoke as many Camels as you wish, during meals and after. As Frank, head waiter of The Waldorf’s Sert Room, says: "Excellent food calls for costlier tobaccos. In the Sert Room, where discriminating people gather, Camels are the favorite." Their delicate flavor gives each succeeding Camel a never-tiring taste. And, being mild, Camels never get on your nerves. Smoke them for digestion’s sake!

Copyright, 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tab. Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
What a grand start a modern youngster gets! Everything specially for him... even a special laxative!

Mother... Isn't it logical that a baby will thrive best on special care? After all, his system is a delicate thing. Tender. Still growing.

That's why you probably have a special baby tub for your baby... use special soap... special powder... and a special food formula, of course.

Doctors say the same logic should follow in the laxative field. They say a baby should have a special laxative, too. For it stands to reason that if his system is too delicate for adult food, it is also too delicate for "adult" laxatives! That's why doctors recommend Fletcher's Castoria—the laxative made especially and only for children.

Fletcher's Castoria is mild... gentle... and above all, SAFE. It will never upset your baby's stomach because it works chiefly in the lower bowel. It won't cause cramping pains because it contains no harsh drugs.

It contains no purging irritants—no narcotics—nothing that could harm the tiniest infant system. In fact, a famous child specialist said he couldn't write a better prescription than Fletcher's Castoria.

You'll be glad to know that children love the taste of Fletcher's Castoria. They take it willingly—without the least complaint. And that is most important. Because, as you know, the fight a child puts up against a laxative he hates can upset his entire nervous and digestive system!

So, mother, think twice when your child next needs a laxative. Give him the laxative millions of mothers have faith in... the laxative made especially for children... FLETCHER'S CASTORIA. Thousands of doctors prescribe it. Every drug store sells it. Why not get the economical Family-Size bottle tonight—it saves you money. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher appears on every carton.
MOVIE MIRROR’S PATTERN DEPARTMENT

All Patterns 15¢ in Stamps or Coin.

Style No. 1841—FITTED JACKET SUIT. This smart buttoned-down-the-front suit is wine woolen mixture. The collar and cuffs are of gray Persian lamb, though wine velveteen is preferable for wear under a coat later. Plain woolen or velveteen is equally attractive. You can use the pattern again for a separate sports jacket or a separate coat. Designed for sizes 12, 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38, 40 and 42-inch bust. Size 16 requires 3 yards of 54-inch material with 3/4 yard of 36-inch contrasting and 1 1/2 yards of 39-inch jacket lining. Pattern priced at 15 cents.

Style No. 1644—SIMPLE DAY DRESS. Rich dark green woolen made this simple slender type dress trimmed with velveteen. Metal buttons accent the miniature shirt collar. The gored front skirt with easily flared hem will make you inches taller. Black satin-back crepe also is a lovely practical choice with contrast of the lustrous surface. Designed for sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38 and 40-inch bust. Size 16 requires 3 1/4 yards of 39-inch material with 3/8 yard of 39-inch contrasting. Pattern priced at 15 cents.
Mrs. Adam K. Luke, Jr., says: "Pond’s Cold Cream certainly keeps my pores fine."

Faults that start in your UNDER SKIN

A SINGLE blemish can dim the freshness of your skin ... make you look older than you are.

A few coarse pores say, "She’s getting on in years"—just as loudly as lines and wrinkles say it. Stubborn things—that keep on getting worse till you learn their real cause and the real way to treat them.

Deep-skin rousing needed

The truth is, almost all skin faults get their start, not on the surface, but in your underskin.

In your underskin are little hidden glands and cells and blood vessels. These are the foundation of your outer skin’s health. The minute they function poorly, pores begin to clog. And then blemishes come. Even lines are really nothing but creasings in your outer skin, caused by failing tissues underneath.

But—you can rouse that underskin to healthy vigor—by the regular use of Pond’s invigorating deep-skin treatment.

Twice daily—for a fault-free skin

Pond’s Cold Cream goes deep into the pores. Its specially processed oils loosen every particle of dirt. Easy to wipe it all off.

Now the rousing treatment—more Pond’s Cold Cream briskly patted in. How wonderful it feels. Blood tingling. Skin glowing ... and so much softer! You are waking up that underskin.

Every night, pat in Pond’s Cold Cream to loosen dirt, make-up. Wipe off. Pat in more cream briskly—to rouse your underskin, keep it working properly, so annoying little faults can’t age your skin.

Every morning, and during the day, repeat this treatment with Pond’s Cold Cream. Your skin becomes softer every time—looks younger. And it’s all smooth for your powder.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond’s Beauty Aids

POND’S, Dept.L131, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of Pond’s Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond’s Creams and 5 different shades of Pond’s Face Powder. I enclose $0.75 to cover postage and packing.

Name__________________________
Street________________________
City______State______

Copyright. 1936, Pond’s Extract Company
you're all right. Where are you, dear?"
"I came right home. Oh, darling—why
must we quarrel so when we love each
other so much? Why?"
"You insist on it, that's why. Skip it!
I'll drive in."
"No! I'm exhausted. I hit a taxi
coming in—or he hit me—I don't know
which!"
"What? Are you hurt?"
"No, I'm all right, darling. You can't
come. I must have rest—sleep. Please
come. I must have rest—sleep. Please
coming in—or he hit me—I don't know
of it, will you? Miss Hughes is phoning
Arden, too.
"I'll drive in."
"He ran into me! I want him fired—I
want you to have that policeman fired—"
Arden interrupted and talked long and
earnestly. She closed her lips firmly and
refused to answer any questions. She
heard stray phrases from Arden like,
'Bad publicity... Studio attorney will
be here soon... Prevent suits being
filed... Damaging newspaper stories..."
Is your cuticle PARCHED and RAGGED?

New Oily Cuticle Remover

GIVES YOU 3 IMPORTANT BENEFITS...

At Last—a cuticle remover that benefits your nails and cuticle! The new Cutex formula removes cuticle with the same famous efficiency as ever—and in addition, it contains a special emollient oil that keeps your nails and cuticle from drying out!

Cuticle has a natural tendency to grow dry and scaly. Cutting it is the worst possible thing you can do—it makes it grow out rough, ragged and lumpy. So you need a cuticle remover. But ordinary cuticle removers actually aggravate the dry, scaly condition by dissolving the oils in your skin!

Now comes Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover... containing a special soothing oil which helps overcome the tendency for the cuticle to dry out. Selected from a long list after careful research, this special oil not only prevents drying—it lubricates your nails and cuticle—actually helps to make them softer, smoother and more pliable than ever!

It's a regular beauty treatment for your nails—created by the World's Manicure Authority! Still at the same economical price of 35c—at your favorite toilet-goods counter. Try it today!

Northam Warren
New York, Montreal, London, Paris
was going to Hollywood for a career in pictures.

But her father had been suddenly transferred to Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and, perforce, she went, too. When she was twenty, she came to Hollywood, determined to succeed. Her father let her come, but he could supply her with little money—a junior grade medical officer's pay is not prodigal—and since then Sheila had been on her own.

She nodded to Arden, now. “I quite understand, Mr. Arden. I am so used to impersonating Miss Chase that I sometimes imagine I am Miss Chase. Don’t worry. I’ve done it many times before.”

“What,” asked Arden, curiously, “do you do about that contralto voice of yours? Miss Chase’s voice is different.”

Sheila smiled. “I put my throat and say, ‘Sorry—I have a slight cold. Nothing to worry. I’ve done it many times before.’”

She nodded to Arden, now. “I quite understand, Mr. Arden. I am so used to impersonating Miss Chase that I sometimes imagine I am Miss Chase. Don’t worry. I’ve done it many times before.”

“Ahem!” coughed the taxi company attorney; and flashed the driver a look which meant, “Shut up, you fool!” Then, he turned to Sheila. “This is the driver you telephoned last night, Miss Chase—Patrick Shannon.”

Arden arose and came to her side. “Get out of here!” he hissed. “You’ve done something to gouge Charmien Chase out of me.”

“Louse?” said Arden, softly. His eyes grew bleek with wounded male pride. He struck Shannon starkly in the face.

Shannon almost fell, but recovered his balance and struck swiftly at the implacable bulk of Arden. Arden hit back, heavily. Then, Shannon hit him twice, and Arden went down. The blows had been brutally skillful.

Fear froze Sheila. The two other attorneys jumped on Shannon, and he went down under the assault. She saw one of the men kick him. And Sheila screamed without knowing it.

WHAT happened after that she didn’t remember. She went to Shannon’s side and struck desperately, ineffectually, at the two men. They backed away. She was urged on by some blind, inherent sense of fair play.

The door opened. She saw the judge, some officers, reporters. She cradled the battered Shannon’s head in her lap.

“What is this?” shouted the judge, angrily. “I’ve a good mind to fine you all for contempt.”

Pandemonium broke. Reporters lanced questions at her. Shannon got up, grinning ruefully. “Thanks, Miss Chase,” he said.

Arden arose and came to her side. “Get out of here!” he hissed. “You’ve done enough damage already!”

The taxi company attorney arose, stammering like a drunkard.

Arden snapped, icily, “Miss Chase will go home, gentlemen. We can finish our business alone.”

She walked out, bewildered. Newshawks beset her frantically, eager for the story, but she ignored them and walked on. She got into the Chase limousine and ordered the chauffeur, “Home, Roger.”

As and as she rode, she wondered if any of this wild adventure would get into the newspapers. She sensed disaster if the story was printed and the volatile Charmien Chase got angry.

At the Chase house, Sheila found that Charmien had gone back to bed and was asleep; so she went on with the fittings of the costumes.

Through the window, much later, she saw Arden arrive at the house and disappear somewhere within it. Then, through for the day, Sheila went home.

But, after her dinner, she was summoned to come instantly to the Chase house.

Miss Chase sat all alone in her gold-and-white drawing room, her features contorted in fury.

(Continued from page 70)

She imitated the star so cleverly that an electric shock. He was very slight and slightly predatory nose, with glaring, nervous nostrils. His eyes were so delicately featured, but a thunder of male dominance. A strong and a brave man; a man with a reckless air of shameless and careless bravado; a swaggering Irishman out of an older century. It flashed across Sheila’s mind, then, that not since Valentino—not in Taylor or Flynn or Baxter or Fonda—had she seen a man like this one.

“I’m quite all right,” he grinned, wryly. “Just a little cut on my cheek—nothing to worry about. If I’d known who it was, I wouldn’t be here. It was all my fault, Miss Chase.”

Their eyes locked, probed, and she knew that something very astonishing had happened to her.

She saw the answering flare in his clear, gray eyes, and looked away, fighting for neutrality, her heart hammering against her ribs. She thought, “Why—this is ridiculous! I don’t even know his name!”

“Ahem!” coughed the taxi company attorney; and flashed the driver a look which meant, “Shut up, you fool!” Then, he turned to Sheila. “This is the driver you telephoned last night, Miss Chase—Patrick Shannon.”

Arden arose and came to her side. “Get out of here!” he hissed. “You’ve done something to gouge Charmien Chase out of me.”

“Louse?” said Arden, softly. His eyes grew bleek with wounded male pride. He struck Shannon starkly in the face.

Shannon almost fell, but recovered his balance and struck swiftly at the implacable bulk of Arden. Arden hit back, heavily. Then, Shannon hit him twice, and Arden went down. The blows had been brutally skillful.

Fear froze Sheila. The two other attorneys jumped on Shannon, and he went down under the assault. She saw one of the men kick him. And Sheila screamed without knowing it.

WHAT happened after that she didn’t remember. She went to Shannon’s side and struck desperately, ineffectually, at the two men. They backed away. She was urged on by some blind, inherent sense of fair play.

The door opened. She saw the judge, some officers, reporters. She cradled the battered Shannon’s head in her lap.

“What is this?” shouted the judge, angrily. “I’ve a good mind to fine you all for contempt.”

Pandemonium broke. Reporters lanced questions at her. Shannon got up, grinning ruefully. “Thanks, Miss Chase,” he said.

Arden arose and came to her side. “Get out of here!” he hissed. “You’ve done enough damage already!”

The taxi company attorney arose, stammering like a drunkard.

Arden snapped, icily, “Miss Chase will go home, gentlemen. We can finish our business alone.”

She walked out, bewildered. Newshawks beset her frantically, eager for the story, but she ignored them and walked on. She got into the Chase limousine and ordered the chauffeur, “Home, Roger.”

As and as she rode, she wondered if any of this wild adventure would get into the newspapers. She sensed disaster if the story was printed and the volatile Charmien Chase got angry.

At the Chase house, Sheila found that Charmien had gone back to bed and was asleep; so she went on with the fittings of the costumes.

Through the window, much later, she saw Arden arrive at the house and disappear somewhere within it. Then, through for the day, Sheila went home.

But, after her dinner, she was summoned to come instantly to the Chase house.

Miss Chase sat all alone in her gold-and-white drawing room, her features contorted in fury.

(Continued on page 74)
What to Do If You Are WEAK, RUNDOWN, NERVOUS, SKINNY!

Get Kelpamalt’s Natural Iodine Into Your Blood and Glands—
These Results Quick or Your Money Back!

**Improved Appetite**
- 5 Extra New Lbs.

**Stronger Nerves**
- Clear Skin

**New Strength, Energy, Endurance**

If you are weak, skinny and rundown—If you go around always tired, nervous, irritable, constipated and weary and lack the nourishment needed to build up your strength and endurance, you need this new natural iodine substance in Seedol Kelpamalt.

Try Seedol Kelpamalt for a single week. Notice how much stronger you feel, how well you sleep, how your appetite improves, nerves strengthen and how color comes back into your cheeks. And if it doesn't add 5 lbs. of good solid flesh the first week, the trial is free. Ask for Seedol Kelpamalt. It costs but little at all good drug stores.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR SPECIAL 3 DAY TRIAL OFFER!

Seedol Kelpamalt Company, Dept. M-991
27 West 20th Street, New York City

Please send me a 3-day free package of Seedol Kelpamalt Tablets. I am not familiar with Kelpamalt, therefore I want to try it for a 3-day trial. If you send me a 3-day free package, I promise to mail you $1.00 in stamps as soon as I return the unused portion. Signature required.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ______________________________
“You certainly managed to get me into pretty hot water, Miss Grant,” said Charmien Chase. “Look here!” She pointed to several early editions of the newspapers. “See what your crazy actions have done?”


“I—” she began. “The four of them would have killed him—” She could think of no adequate reply.

The star whirled on Sheila in a breathless rage. “You’re stupid!” she cried, with a taxi driver’s head in your lap, her means unless she found work. She would call for a job in a beauty parlor. National Pictures, of course was out of the question. Sheila, with a sense of shock, recognized the young man. It was Patrick Shannon, the rep her. His habit of wandering out and forgetting to take his pocketbook. Here you are.” She tossed a five dollar bill on the counter and watched Harry grumpily make change.

HELLO, Miss Chase,” he said. “Didn’t recognize you. Thanks!” He grumbled something about “picture people” and shot a glance at the silent Patrick. He had not uttered a word.

Sheila turned to him, diffidently. “Come on,” she said. “Give you a lift home—if that’s where you’re going!”

He followed her out into the ethereal, mauve half-light and stood by the side of the coupe, silent, his eyes going from her face to the shabby coupe. He was like one of the Leyendecker posters, tall, broad, tapering, his features as sharp as a newly minted coin.

“Thanks, Miss Chase,” said Patrick Shannon. “I didn’t see you come in. And, of course, I knew I didn’t have enough money.”

“So what?” she said, hastily. “Are you—you well again?”

“Perfectly,” he nodded. “I wasn’t really hurt.”

“Tell me what happened,” she said. “But, first—let’s get in the car and drive. We look silly, standing here in the drizzle. Harry can’t make us out, at all.”

“Why—I—” he hesitated. “I was just going home.”

“I’ll give you a lift,” she volunteered. “No trouble at all.” She saw the puzzled look in his face. Why was Charmien Chase driving around Hollywood at four in the morning, in an old battered coupe, and dining on pie and coffee in Harry’s? It didn’t add up. She anticipated his mute question:

“I frequently go for drives, by myself, so I can think. I like being alone, occasionally. And this disguise,” she pointed to the car, her clothes, “insures me against reporters and autograph pests. How did the court room session finally come out? Did you lick all of them?”

He shrugged, grinned, said, simply, “I lost my job.”
"You did?" she asked. "Well, you hit your own attorney pretty hard, didn't you? But I told him it was my fault."

"Accidents are no one's fault," he said. "If you'll recall, I insisted that it was my fault. So I got canned for playing on your team."

"But," she insisted, "didn't the—my—attorney compensate you for—for—"

He shook his head. "After the fight, I signed a waiver not to sue anybody, and your attorney paid the taxi company for the damage on the cab. Then, the company said, 'Mr. Shannon, scram!'"

"And so," she said, "you signed away your right, lost your job, got knocked out, and now you're wandering around the streets at this hour, in the rain, because you have no place else to go. That's right, isn't it?"

He shrugged. "I've been up against it before," he said.

"You fool!" she said, bitterly. Her mind was a whirlpool of conflicting thoughts. "Get in," she continued, swiftly. "I have a little place where I often go to do my studying of roles. We'll go there now and have a talk—and see what we can do about all this."

He hesitated. She saw the fatigue on his chiseled mouth, the faint circles under his eyes. Good Heavens! Maybe the man hadn't eaten in days! Or had a place to sleep!

"Get in," she commanded, suddenly. "I won't bite you!"

Patrick entered her bungalow living room and glanced around curiously. A marked difference held him awkwardly silent and shy.

"Put your hat down," invited Sheila, tossing her own on a table, "and sit down."

He said, "Thanks, Miss Chase," and sat down. She sensed the tension in him, the panther-like restlessness. She hated that "Miss Chase," but she was committed to it.

She motioned to a box on the table. "Cigarette?" she suggested.

He said, gratefully, "Thanks!" and reached for one. He looked around the room, then out through the open window, where a soft breeze ruffled the curtain, sweet with the tangy smell of leaf mold and wet earth. "Nice little place," he commented.

"Not bad," she acknowledged. "A good hideout! Will you drink a sidecar, if I get you one? Or an old-fashioned? I have a hunch we can both use a little stimulant."

He nodded, and she excused herself and went out into the kitchen, to the refrigerator. Her thoughts raced with bullet-like speed. For the time being, she was doubling for Charmien Chase again, as far as Patrick Shannon was concerned.

She brought out the two drinks, one for herself. He accepted his with a low, "Thank you!" His disconcertingly direct gray eyes measured her in silent appraisal. She turned her eyes away.

"Suppose," she suggested, "you tell me all about it?"

Their eyes met, then. She saw the warmth that grew in his; and a charged smile passed between them, subtle with unspoken undercurrents; the appreciation of mutually attracted youth.

"You did?" she asked. "Well, you hit your own attorney pretty hard, didn't you? But I told him it was my fault."

"Accidents are no one's fault," he said. "If you'll recall, I insisted that it was my fault. So I got canned for playing on your team."

"But," she insisted, "didn't the—my—attorney compensate you for—for—"

He shook his head. "After the fight, I signed a waiver not to sue anybody, and your attorney paid the taxi company for the damage on the cab. Then, the company said, 'Mr. Shannon, scram!'"

"And so," she said, "you signed away your right, lost your job, got knocked out, and now you're wandering around the streets at this hour, in the rain, because you have no place else to go. That's right, isn't it?"

He shrugged. "I've been up against it before," he said.

"You fool!" she said, bitterly. Her mind was a whirlpool of conflicting thoughts. "Get in," she continued, swiftly. "I have a little place where I often go to do my studying of roles. We'll go there now and have a talk—and see what we can do about all this."

He hesitated. She saw the fatigue on his chiseled mouth, the faint circles under his eyes. Good Heavens! Maybe the man hadn't eaten in days! Or had a place to sleep!

"Get in," she commanded, suddenly. "I won't bite you!"

Patrick entered her bungalow living room and glanced around curiously. A marked difference held him awkwardly silent and shy.

"Put your hat down," invited Sheila, tossing her own on a table, "and sit down."

He said, "Thanks, Miss Chase," and sat down. She sensed the tension in him, the panther-like restlessness. She hated that "Miss Chase," but she was committed to it.

She motioned to a box on the table. "Cigarette?" she suggested.

He said, gratefully, "Thanks!" and reached for one. He looked around the room, then out through the open window, where a soft breeze ruffled the curtain, sweet with the tangy smell of leaf mold and wet earth. "Nice little place," he commented.

"Not bad," she acknowledged. "A good hideout! Will you drink a sidecar, if I get you one? Or an old-fashioned? I have a hunch we can both use a little stimulant."

He nodded, and she excused herself and went out into the kitchen, to the refrigerator. Her thoughts raced with bullet-like speed. For the time being, she was doubling for Charmien Chase again, as far as Patrick Shannon was concerned.

She brought out the two drinks, one for herself. He accepted his with a low, "Thank you!" His disconcertingly direct gray eyes measured her in silent appraisal. She turned her eyes away.

"Suppose," she suggested, "you tell me all about it?"

Their eyes met, then. She saw the warmth that grew in his; and a charged smile passed between them, subtle with unspoken undercurrents; the appreciation of mutually attracted youth.

"You did?" she asked. "Well, you hit your own attorney pretty hard, didn't you? But I told him it was my fault."

"Accidents are no one's fault," he said. "If you'll recall, I insisted that it was my fault. So I got canned for playing on your team."

"But," she insisted, "didn't the—my—attorney compensate you for—for—"

He shook his head. "After the fight, I signed a waiver not to sue anybody, and your attorney paid the taxi company for the damage on the cab. Then, the company said, 'Mr. Shannon, scram!'"

"And so," she said, "you signed away your right, lost your job, got knocked out, and now you're wandering around the streets at this hour, in the rain, because you have no place else to go. That's right, isn't it?"

He shrugged. "I've been up against it before," he said.

"You fool!" she said, bitterly. Her mind was a whirlpool of conflicting thoughts. "Get in," she continued, swiftly. "I have a little place where I often go to do my studying of roles. We'll go there now and have a talk—and see what we can do about all this."

He hesitated. She saw the fatigue on his chiseled mouth, the faint circles under his eyes. Good Heavens! Maybe the man hadn't eaten in days! Or had a place to sleep!

"Get in," she commanded, suddenly. "I won't bite you!"

Patrick entered her bungalow living room and glanced around curiously. A marked difference held him awkwardly silent and shy.

"Put your hat down," invited Sheila, tossing her own on a table, "and sit down."

He said, "Thanks, Miss Chase," and sat down. She sensed the tension in him, the panther-like restlessness. She hated that "Miss Chase," but she was committed to it.

She motioned to a box on the table. "Cigarette?" she suggested.

He said, gratefully, "Thanks!" and reached for one. He looked around the room, then out through the open window, where a soft breeze ruffled the curtain, sweet with the tangy smell of leaf mold and wet earth. "Nice little place," he commented.

"Not bad," she acknowledged. "A good hideout! Will you drink a sidecar, if I get you one? Or an old-fashioned? I have a hunch we can both use a little stimulant."

He nodded, and she excused herself and went out into the kitchen, to the refrigerator. Her thoughts raced with bullet-like speed. For the time being, she was doubling for Charmien Chase again, as far as Patrick Shannon was concerned.

She brought out the two drinks, one for herself. He accepted his with a low, "Thank you!" His disconcertingly direct gray eyes measured her in silent appraisal. She turned her eyes away.

"Suppose," she suggested, "you tell me all about it?"

Their eyes met, then. She saw the warmth that grew in his; and a charged smile passed between them, subtle with unspoken undercurrents; the appreciation of mutually attracted youth. 

"My daughter, Joan, loves parties. She has plenty of friends too. But she never used to invite them into her home. One day I asked her if she was ashamed of it.

After I coaxed her, she broke down and told me that the girls at school joked a lot about "tattle-tale gray." And Joan was afraid her friends would notice that my linens and things had it bad.

I was plenty mad because I work hard. But Joan showed me one of your ads about how the wrong kind of soap gives clothes "tattle-tale gray" by leaving dirt stuck in the clothes.

So just to please her I changed and tried Fels-Naptha Soap. And my, the difference it's made! All that gentle naptha along with that wonderful golden soap wash so clean. I've never had my things look so white! © 1936. FELS & CO.

Banish "Tattle-Tale Gray" with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
MOVIE MIRROR

Now... a lovelier way to avoid offending!

KEEP Fragrantly DAINTY

...BATHE WITH THIS LOVELY PERFUMED SOAP!

“Now... a lovelier way to avoid offending!”

YOU are so much more than just sweet and clean, when you bathe with Cashmere Bouquet!

For while its rich, deep-cleansing lather guards you completely from any chance of body odor... its exquisite, flower-like perfume keeps you alluringly fragrant.

Hours after you step from your bath Cashmere Bouquet’s flower-like scent still clings gloriously about you... because it has the lingering quality found only in rare and costly perfumes!

No wonder fastidious women all over America now bathe only with Cashmere Bouquet... the perfumed soap that brings you a lovelier way to avoid offending!

Use this pure, creamy-white soap for your complexion, too. Its generous lather is so gentle and caressing. Yet it removes every bit of dirt and cosmetics; makes your skin alluringly clear and smooth.

And now Cashmere Bouquet Soap costs only 10¢ a cake! The same long-lasting soap which has always been 25¢. Exactly the same size cake, scented with the same delicate blend of 17 exquisite perfumes.

You will find this lovely Cashmere Bouquet at all drug, department and ten-cent stores. Why not get three cakes today?

“There isn’t much to tell,” shrugged Patrick Shannon. “I got fired for being in an accident.”

“And—taking the blame?” she suggested. “Then, what?”

“That’s all—you know all the rest.” He glanced around. “Are you all alone here, Miss Chase? I—I just wanted...”

She had thought of that. “All alone,” she acknowledged, shortly. “You needn’t be afraid of damaging my reputation, if that’s what you mean.”

Slow color flowed under his bronzed skin. “No, I—is it safe? For you, I mean?”

“Quite,” she said. “I have to have some place to escape to, occasionally; and this does very well. There are no near neighbors, and it’s leased in another name. So no one bothers me here, and I can luxuriate in comfortable loneliness.”

An abstract frown shadowed her wide, low brow. “You’re not a taxi driver,” she stated. “What are you, really? Why were you driving that taxi? What are you doing in Hollywood?”

He told her his name was Patrick Shannon. After his graduation from college, both his parents had died, and he had drifted West. He had lived in Chicago for a time, teaching history and English in a junior high school. After months of work with no pay, he had been forced to quit.

He had been stymied by a world in the throes of depression. After that, it had been a scramble, he confessed. “I’ve washed dishes in a beanery,” he told her; “and then I drifted East, to New York. I shoveled coal in the stoke hole of a cruise ship that went to California, through the Canal.” That, he said, was too hard, so he left the ship in San Francisco. Hollywood had always appealed to him, so he took a bus down, figuring he might find work in one of the studios.

“Doing what?” she asked, suddenly alert.

He hesitated. “Well—I’ve taught English and elocution. I thought I might get work helping some of the budding starlets lose their Brooklyn accent—and master their adenoids.” He shrugged. “No luck at the studios, so I finally got the job driving a cab—and you know what happened after that. You’re the nearest I ever got to a movie star, Miss Chase.”

“And now what?” she asked.

He grinned again. Something, he told her, would turn up; it always did.

“Just how are you fixed?” she demanded, flatly. “And no little white lies, Patrick!”

“Well, if you have to have it,” he stated, directly, “my landlady is holding my baggage for back rent.” But, he insisted, something was bound to turn up.

“Just how are you fixed?” she demanded, flatly. “And no little white lies, Patrick!”

“Well, if you have to have it,” he stated, directly, “my landlady is holding my baggage for back rent.” But, he insisted, something was bound to turn up.

“Of course,” she agreed. Dimly, she knew what it was going to be, but she said nothing now. “It’s almost morning,” she added. “I’m leaving town shortly, after which you can occupy this place until the end of the month. I won’t need it any longer.”

He started to speak, but she held up slim fingers in protest. “It was my fault that you lost your job, so I do owe you something,” she said. “We’ll come back to it later. Do you want to freshen up a bit? There’s a bathroom and an extra

Cashmere Bouquet

NOW ONLY 10¢ - THE FORMER 25¢ SIZE
bedroom. You might catch forty winks before morning. A cold shower might go well, too. I like your idea of teaching elocution. Maybe I can help you."

He sat staring at her, grim-lipped, his black brows rakishly aslant. "I have," he told her, "a folding razor in my pocket. If you don't mind, I'll wash up and take a shave. I'll feel better."

"Go ahead," she invited. "When you come out, we'll talk more about what can be done. I'm going to make you a loan, and you can repay me after you make good. In the morning, you can get your bag from your rooming house, and we'll see what we can do."

He opened his mouth as if to speak, and closed it again. He inclined his dark head in a gesture that was, somehow, an embryonic court bow, and walked into the bathroom.

Sheila sat down on the davenport and lit a cigarette. What was she doing? Why had she promised that? It was—crazy! She was flirting with disaster. If anyone saw him here, they'd be bound to think— She frowned, troubled. Why had she promised to help him? She had little enough money to see her through her own indeterminate period of enforced idleness. What had possessed her? She had to find a job herself, and she had no idea when that would be, or where. Probably in Weston's Beauty Salon, if there was an opening!

Abruptly, she picked up the newspaper she had brought with her. Charmien Chase was leaving soon for Vienna. Sheila stared at the newspaper photo and then glanced in a mirror. It looked amazingly like a photo of herself! She had seen it in a newspaper. She recognized it. It was her fault that he was out of work and walking the streets without a penny in his pocket.

The thought had power to kindle her anger again. She eyed the newspaper like-ness of Charmien Chase. It was all wrong! It wasn't fair! Because Charmien Chase drove her roadster down Wilshire Boulevard, exceeding the speed limit, Patrick Shannon got a bad smash, lost his job, and—incidentally—Sheila Grant.

She sat staring into the soft spring dawn. Bitterness flooded her heart and warped her mind. Some day, she thought, she'd get even with Charmien Chase. No matter to what lengths she'd have to go. Some day?

A bizarre idea suddenly clicked in her mind. Slowly, as the minutes passed, a fantastic plan began to take shape in her racing brain. An impish grin began to tug at the corners of her mouth, and purpose crystallized in her clear gray eyes. "Why not?" she asked herself, defiantly. "Charmien Chase certainly owes him a break!"

Shannon came out of the bathroom, his black hair groomed, his face shaven. She smiled to him, buoyantly, and he seated himself, his eyes direct. He lit another cigarette.

"I feel better," he confessed. His eyes paid her mute tribute. He ventured, "I saw one of your pictures, but I didn't know you had that little scar on your forehead. Didn't see it."

Mothers! A delicious quick meal packed full of nourishment—and it costs less than 3¢ a portion
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“Naturally,” she told him, hastily, “it’s covered by the make-up.”

He nodded. “I see. Honestly, Miss Chase, I don’t know just what to say to you.”

“No, look here,” she interrupted, “no thanks, please. I’m going to try to help you because it is my fault that you lost your job. Any arrangements we may make will be on a strictly business basis, Mr. Shannon.”

“Oh, okay,” he agreed, quietly. “You’re sure regular. I won’t forget it.” He hesitated, “In my work, as elocution coach, I came across a fine remedy for huskiness. You have a bad cold, Miss Chase—”

Her husky voice again! “A slight laryngitis,” she acknowledged, from force of habit. “Always get it after a long picture, when I talk too incessantly. It will go in a few days.”

“If I see,” he nodded. He picked up the newspaper and looked at the likeness of Charmien Chase, then, at her. “They don’t do you justice,” he said; and yawned. He smiled apologetically and said, “I’m sorry!”

She smiled. “It’s all right. I feel that way myself. Suppose we try a little sleep? You can use the guest bedroom—the door to your right. There isn’t much of the night left.”

He nodded. His eyes flashed again from the newspaper likeness to her face; and she saw the sudden, unconscious tribute in his eyes, supposing himself in the presence of greatness. Another Chase fan, she thought, sardonically.

“I didn’t know,” he said, “that anybody like you—a great star—could be so regular, Miss Chase.”

She finished. “Skip it,” she ordered, her lips taut. “I owe you something, and I pay my debts. If I can help you get a position, I’ll be glad to try. Better take those cigarettes with you. I have plenty more.”

He nodded, still looking at her intently. For a moment, his face lighted curiously, and banked flame smouldered in his eyes. It dimmed, but something unforgettable was left in Sheila; something vaguely troubled.

“I also pay my debts,” he told her. “When will you return from Europe, Miss Chase?”

“I don’t know,” she answered; then she remembered the newspaper story. “Three or four months, I guess. Two pictures to make; one already scheduled.”

“Yes,” he nodded, musingly, his disconcerting eyes level. And suddenly, something vital and passionate seemed to flow between them; something dreamy and opiate and compelling. If he reached out—if he touched her—it would be all over, she knew. Her breath, curiously, was coming fast and her knees were trembling.

Life is growing complicated for Sheila—and it’s going to be much more complicated if she carries out the wild scheme she has in mind! Don’t miss the next installment with the full details of her daring plan and its amazing consequences, in the December Movie Mirror, on sale at newsstands everywhere, October 23rd.
What Two Hollywood Girls Have Done for Each Other

(Continued from page 25)

frankly. "My first impression of Isabel was that she was merely another of them. But she grew on me, as she does on everyone. I came to realize the contradiction of her face and body with her amazing mind, to cherish her binding loyalty."

Frail as Isabel looks, she has a physical endurance beyond belief. When her father went blind she continued to act hilarious comedy scenes, never begging off. When illness should have kept her in bed, she dabbed on brighter lipstick, turned on her electric smile, and went out searching for jobs.

The surprising contrast between them is that Isabel actually has the more vitality, and the flaming ambition. Isabel is profoundly serious, even in her irresistible sparkling moods. She is desperately anxious for a perfect career and an ideal love, and she builds up dreams until they do materialize for her.

On the other hand, Gertrude, who never bothers to dramatize herself, is all woman beneath her gay, fatalistic attitude. She is an intellectual comprehending the futility of sacrificing too much for a fleeting glory; she habitually steels herself against disappointments so that she will toss them off as inconsequential.

In pictures Isabel is the victim of destiny and Gertrude displays a driving determination and shrewdness. It is ironic that they are the reverse in reality. "My ambition is all a bit mixed up," admits the dashing Michael. She might easily have become one of the world's leading pianists; but she was afraid of losing the precious, rapturous episodes of life if she concentrated utterly on a pianist's career.

They don't react to rebuffs the same, either. Gertrude doesn't push herself. She'd never have any publicity if it weren't for Isabel's insistence. Feminine to the core, despite her hail-fellow air, she retires into her shell and plays her piano until luck changes. But Isabel is never more than momentarily discouraged. Her gallant bravery is ingrained.

Both had enough money in the beginning; both were most promising students. Gertrude, a musical prodigy, graduated from high school at fourteen and was valedictorian. She entered the University of Alabama the following year, then attended a finishing school and the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. There she was adjudged so fine a pianist that she was offered a five-year scholarship to finish her training abroad. Instead, she became interested in the theater. Soon after it was all in earnest; her father died and she had to be the mainstay of her mother and two brothers.

Isabel was sent to an exclusive Episcopal school in St. Paul, and was president of the senior class. She went to college in Kentucky for a year, maintaining her A grades. Then she ventured on her own, into the backstage atmosphere that fascinated her.
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Both of them plunged into troubles and responsibilities when they reached New York. They moved into adjoining apartments to conserve their rapidly decreasing savings. More than once they made three dollars a week do for all expenses.

"We'd allot ourselves only thirty cents some days. We'd have some fruit on hand, it took ten cents each for the subway down to the casting offices and back. We'd buy a dime chocolate bar with the remaining cash."

For a while it was fun; they were starving for their art. When they could wangle matinee tickets they'd hide in the balcony after the performance and so study the show anew in the evening. Of course they'd get dressed up in their best—they had to put everything they could into as decent clothes as they could contrive—and mingle with the crowds during the first-act intermission. Then, with superb nonchalance, they'd stroll in as though they'd strolled out!

Gertrude was the popular one; she has glamour and wit, and she had a lot of dates that didn't mean a thing in the long run. But Isabel fell wholly in love. She was excited by Lee Tracy at her first sight of him, when she tried out for a part in a play in which he was starring. She didn't get the job, because they wanted a siren. But Lee asked her to lunch and from then on she wouldn't glance at any other man.

Still, she couldn't be with Lee all the time. She and Gertrude hunted spaghetti joints and split an order; they idled away many hours in the apartment house's general parlor, where Gertrude could play the piano. It was mid-winter and being broke had ceased to be a lark.

The depression threatened to lift nicely when Rachel Crothers selected Sister, as the petite Jewell affectionately calls her pal, for the lead in the comedy "Caught Wet." Unfortunately, it was a misnomer; the humor failed to impress so Gertrude was still on her uppers. However, by now Isabel had won the second lead in the hit "Blessed Event." So meals went on.

In the late spring, Gertrude essayed a part in a picture over on Long Island. No one instructed her in make-up; the lighting was definitely all for the star, Nancy Carroll. The experience was regarded by all as an error. Not until fall did she get another play; this time the lead in "Round-Up." Five days before the opening she developed acute laryngitis and a 103 fever; but Gertrude refused to be conquered. She went to rehearsals anyway and the critics clapped hands on opening night.

Metro's scouts suggested film tests. They said they'd pay her fare to Hollywood—and back, if she didn't register well.

"I thought she'd be in Joan Crawford's shoes in no time," remembers Isabel. "She has beauty and is a grand actress. Of course I was tickled for her. But I was ill at the time and I felt terrible because it seemed to me a permanent goodbye. I was sure she'd be a star. Lee had gone West, too. I thought I was losing them both, and with my funny face I didn't think I'd ever get a movie bid."

At the Grand Central station there was a hectic farewell. "I had my fare, but only seven dollars in cash to my name!" confesses Gertrude.
"I glanced out of the car window and saw Isabel's pallid face; she was holding up two fingers, but I couldn't hear what she was crying." She was crying, "I'll be there in two weeks!" A challenge to fate, so typical of Isabel. A friend had given Gertrude ten dollars at the last minute; later she discovered that Isabel, sick and with no money to spare, had pressed it into the friend's hand to pass on.

I told you Isabel is undefeatable. Somehow she always survives catastrophes. She was left alone, forelorn, but she clutched a new notion. She would get to Hollywood, California, for she immediately went to work re-creating her role before the cameras. The tragic character she etched drew raves. But she was ill again and had to go to a hospital.

"Gertrude was meeting influential people. I hadn't met anyone; I didn't know a soul here. Yet every single day she'd come to cheer me up. I never asked her to come, but she didn't forget me."

When Isabel was well enough to be up, she had just $300 left over from that original picture engagement. And nine months elapsed before she landed another role! She'd been excellent, but she couldn't get a thing.

And, meanwhile, Gertrude had left Metro. It had seemed such a splendid opportunity; but she did only a few roles and nobody took sufficient interest to see that she had the proper build-up. She wasn't wise enough to understand that you have to speak up and demand consideration.

"It did appear then," declares Isabel, "as though we were both beaten. Especially in my case it was awfully hopeless; I hadn't beauty or glamor." Gertrude did a few independents that kept her going; she lived in a forty dollar a month apartment in Los Angeles. Isabel finally got into the local stage production of "Counselor at Law." It had a remarkable run and her obvious ability brought her chance for a second trial in the studios. She moved to the Montecito, a fashionable apartment hotel; keeping up appearances is advisable.

She couldn't bear to see Gertrude out of things; one day she telephoned her that a man who had a lease at the Montecito was going away, and was willing to sublet. Wasn't Gertrude paying almost nothing when she was? Well, she could move into the Montecito apartment for the same money. That is what Isabel said. Months afterwards, when the Michael stock had soared, Gertrude found out that Isabel had been paying the difference in rent all along.

Being installed in reasonable style didn't denote true success; they still hadn't quite caught on. They had occasional roles, but once again they were fifty-fifty. Gertrude, a vision of chic, cooked her own meals or charged them at the restaurant downstairs until she'd have some money coming in. As did Isabel.
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New Deodorant... QUEST
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Now there's no excuse to be guilty of the "Unforgivable Offense!" The makers of Kotex bring you a new deodorant powder named Quest that positively destroys all types of napkin and body odors!... Quest is 100% effective, even on hottest days! It assures all-day-long freshness, yet it does not irritate the skin, clog the pores or interfere with normal body functions.

Try Quest today, for the personal daintiness every woman treasures. Use this soothing cool powder on sanitary napkins, after the bath, to stop perspiration offense. It is unscented, which means it can't interfere with the fragrance of lovely perfume. Quest costs no more than other kinds... only 35c for the large two-ounce can at your favorite drug counter. Buy it today!

They used to buy candy and popcorn in paper bags and go to the movies on the Boulevard. Gertrude had an old Oldsmobile which she'd purchased second-hand. One evening she had two gallons of gas in it and between them they had fifty-five cents. They arrayed themselves, bowed politely to the tourists in the lobby as they exited, and headed for downtown Los Angeles and a fifteen cent movie on Main Street. There was a dime for sodas and fifteen cents for an emergency. Which occurred—Gertrude ran through a stop-sign and the law gave her the once-over. She'd also forgotten her driver's license and the registration card wasn't in the car! The officer was about to write out a horrible ticket when the Michael accent of yore suddenly revived. "Ah's just not 'cus-tomed to drivin' in a big city like this'n," she gulped. "Ah shuah is sorry!" Isabel had presence of mind and quailed magnificently. They were released because of their naivete.

One more month and Gertrude conceded complete defeat; there was nothing in sight and a return to New York was the only alternative. She went over to Paramount to bid several people goodbye. While there she was offered a test. She vowed she wouldn't bother with make-up; she took it right off, hastily mastering pages of dialogue. It was so long she missed her train. But next day she was signed for the role. Another at this studio and she was put under contract. Just last month RKO-Radio took over this contract, having major plans for her future.

While Gertrude was prospering at Paramount, though Isabel was in distress again. Her romance with Lee Tracy had ended; she had neither love nor work. She had spent her wages in a vain attempt to restore her father's eyesight. There was enough for her parents to live on until she could get into a show in the East. She left town and lined up a stage role. In the meantime Gertrude had a severe auto accident. Isabel, though she should have counted her pennies, long-distanced her every night at the stroke of twelve. It was four months before Gertrude could get out of bed.

And then a final disappointment cleared things up. Isabel had to relinquish the show to fly back for retakes on "A Tale of Two Cities." She had only a few scenes, but she put her very soul into them. And Hollywood hasn't let her mope since. The second lead in "Lost Horizon" at Columbia puts her unmistakably across. Before its release she has already done five more notable roles.

She has found a new love, too. He is Owen Crump, manager of a Hollywood radio station.

Gertrude's future career is all set but she swears she is still seeking romance. She's seen regularly with director Rouben Mamoulian, however.

The other day Gertrude gave her most treasured possession, her violin, to Dr. Jewell. He cannot see, but he is delighted at having a violin. He was fond of the one he had in his youth.

Having gone through this much and still remained friends in the realest meaning of the term, these two now meet the tomorrows confident that success will never spoil the bond between them!
P OOR Eleanore Whitney is hobbling around town swathed in bandages and covered with court-plaster.

There is a mob scene at the Rose Bowl for her new picture, and in it she was supposed to be pushed around and eventually thrown against Tom Brown. The shot wouldn’t work, somehow, and they had to retake it twelve times.

So she is out of the running until her black eye and all the bruises heal. “I wouldn’t mind,” she says, “except all those football players that have been piling up on the fifty-yard line for weeks came out with hardly a scratch!”

R OBERT TAYLOR has bought the largest radio in Hollywood and is too pleased for words. It makes ten times as much noise as any radio in town.

Bob is having this gigantic instrument installed in his new home, where it will occupy an entire side of his bedroom wall. It boasts five amplifiers, one for brasses, one for strings, one for drums, etc.

His only hope is it doesn’t blow out all fifty tubes at one time.

I N one scene for “Champagne Waltz,” Gladys Swarthout’s new picture, she is to sit and sing on top of a high, narrow column while the orchestra plays down below.

They had rehearsed the shot four whole days. On the fifth everything was ready, the music started, Gladys began to sing—and a fire started at the base of the column.

Grip men and prop boys started to rush into camera view, hard at the rescue, but she waved them away, motioned to the orchestra to keep on, and finished the scene. It was a beautiful take.

When they had finally put out the blaze and brought her down, everyone gathered about to congratulate her on her bravery. “I wasn’t brave,” she told them. “I was just tired of sitting on that column!”

R AY MILLAND and Dorothy L’Amour had a swimming scene to do for “Jungle Princess,” and the company moved up to Crater Lake, in the California mountains, for the sequence.

Before the shot a script girl reported she had seen a water snake gliding around just under the surface—so they spent four hours trying to find it, and then decided to do the scene anyhow.

The first half of the sequence went off all right, and the two swimmers were allowed to come out and rest. Just before the next take an assistant discovered the snake, and killed it. He didn’t bother to tell anybody.

The first half of the sequence went off all right, and the two swimmers were allowed to come out and rest. Just before the next take an assistant discovered the snake, and killed it. He didn’t bother to tell anybody.

Two minutes later the mountains rang with an agonized shriek—and Milland came tearing out of the water in cold panic. “It got me!” he shouted.

He’d touched a submerged twig.

MEN who work with color, men who know beauty, know what makes girls lovely... it’s men like these who now advise, “choose your makeup by the color of your eyes.”

And it’s all very simple, now that Richard Hudnut has created Marvelous, the Eye-Matched Makeup. For here are face powder, rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow and mascara... scientifically color-harmonized, all keyed to your personality color, the color of your eyes.

Write your favorite beauty editor. Ask your own drug or department store... they’ll recommend Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup... tell you to buy the Dresden type face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and mascara... scientifically color-harmonized, all keyed to your personality color, the color of your eyes.
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Jim Stewart’s Life Is Full of Triangles

(Continued from page 43)

It wasn’t so sudden as that, of course, or as easy as it sounds.

Most of what Jimmy got from Broadway was notice and experience. Most of the time he spent in rehearsing. His plays were many, but not noted for longevity.

“Yellow Jack” was his first important attraction. If you’re up on your Broadway, you may remember him in “Spring In Autumn,” “All Good Americans,” “Divided By Three” and “Page Miss Glory.”

And if you chanced to see the last thing he did, during the aforementioned three days of its run, the chances are you’ll never forget it. Jimmy never has.

It was called “Journey By Night.” It was not exactly a hit.

In the first place, the audience managed to roar in the wrong places, which is disconcerting to an artist, I’m told, and on the last night the props and cues got all mixed up and Jimmy found himself in stage center jerking at a door which wouldn’t open, while a telephone he couldn’t possibly answer jangled and things collapsed and the cash customers howled.

He took a journey by night to Hollywood with his own airplane, and he arrived in somewhat bad odor.

I do not wish to infer here that the disastrous finale to “Journey By Night” had handicapped our hero forever with its distinctive atmosphere. It was like this:

When Jimmy and Hank Fonda and the other two hopefuls elbowed each other around in their New York nest, Hank and Jimmy had started the construction of an airplane. When you work maybe an hour a day, and that at night, you soon run out of movies to see and aquariums to visit.

Since Jimmy was an aviation nut, on the sly, and Hank a born tinkerer, they crowded things even more by turning a closet into a small factory. Then Hank’s big break in “The Farmer Takes a Wife” took him off to Hollywood, and Jimmy was left to guard the airplane.

Hank, in the fever of his Hollywood success, never forgot the airplane. When he heard Jimmy was coming out he wrote, “Whatever you do, don’t forget to bring out the plane. There is all kinds of room out here. We can fly it.”

And Jimmy was true to his trust. He fashioned with loving care a tremendous box, resembling a somewhat unorthodox cross. He soaked it with a dark mysterious substance guaranteed to protect anything from the ravages of dampness and climatic change. Instead of consigning it to the baggage car, he jammed it under his berth where he could watch it.

And everything was fine until they hit the New Mexico desert, where people began to regard him and his burden with suspicion. When the heat got to work,
they were sure of it. The dark goo oozed, bubbled and emitted noxious, acrid fumes.

He had the Pullman to himself from then on into Los Angeles.

Incidentally, when the plane was eventually uncased and poised for flight on the wide western sweep of the front lawn it zoomed twenty feet up and then twenty feet straight down, before Hank's en-raptured gaze.

It now lies in five scattered pieces somewhere near the kindling box, a mute and shattered tribute to what a man will endure for a pal.

Hank Fonda and Jimmy Stewart are real pals, though not in the generally accepted Hollywood sense of the word. There was no one in town as elated as Henry Fonda after a peek at Jimmy in "Next Time We Love" had started a rapidly mounting crescendo of praise and questions.

Whereupon Hank crowed, "What do you think I've been telling you about? You wouldn't believe me—well, now you'll have to pay to give Jimmy a break."

There was never a more ardent press agent than Hank has been for his pal Jimmy Stewart.

JIMMY had no friends except Hank when he first came to Hollywood. His contract read "M-G-M"—but no one there knew him or bothered much about him. When the "Rose Marie" company went out of the blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimplies break out.

Fleischmann's Yeast clears these skin irritants out of the blood. Then pimplies go! Eat 3 cakes a day, one before meals—plain, or in a little water—until skin clears. Start today!
How Joan Ended the Crawford-Harlow Feud

(Continued from page 41)

gone if her mother, her brother and her best friends had been in it!

It was impossible to be Joan's friend and Jean's, too. During one particularly heated spell, stories were obtained for publication on the vastly interesting subjects: "Why I Do Not Speak To Joan Crawford," by Jean Harlow; and "Why I Do Not Speak To Jean Harlow," by Joan Crawford. The battle might have come out into the open, if Metro officials, getting wind of the approaching gale, had not stopped the publication. The stories never saw the light of day. But Joan knew Jean had given such a story. Jean knew Joan had. The gauntlet was down!

But the showdown never came.

More than three years went by, and still it did not come. Hollywood as a whole may have been surprised, but not the people that know Joan Crawford best. The others forgot just one important thing—and that is that Joan is just about the fairest and squarest fighter for every point she has ever earned that Hollywood is likely ever to know!

At the time Jean came on the M-G-M lot, Joan, the queen, could have made things difficult for the girl not yet established, the girl whose position was made even more uncertain by tragedies and great unhappiness in her private life beyond her control. Joan, secure in her position, the pampered darling of a glamorous lot, could have made many demands, could have thrown innumerable stumbling blocks in the path of the star who had only one hit, "Red Headed Woman," behind her! Other stars have done it. There are so vastly many ways it can be done—demanding leading men who have been booked for a rival's picture, demanding the same stories, directors, and yes, even contracts have been demanded!

But Joan Crawford isn't that kind of fighter.

I think the swellest thing I know about Joan is that her enmity is as honest as her friendship. She doesn't know the meaning of subterfuge. Her enemies, like her friends, are her own. You can't reach the heights Joan has achieved in this world without battling for it, but every thrust from Joan's lance has been straight from the shoulder. That is the kind of friend she is. That is the kind of enemy she is. And it is the chief reason why even the few people who aren't devoted to her still admire and respect her achievements and what she has made of herself.

If this seems like a long and detailed resume of the bitter feeling that has existed between Jean and Joan for more than three years, it is only because it is necessary to fully understand the generous gesture that has ended the long battle between the two swellest girls I know.

That's my justification for breaking a promise I made Joan not to reveal something I learned accidentally. Poor Joan, always so fearful that every gallant gesture she makes will be columnized, and thus somehow spoiled for her. Poor Joan,
who went to such great efforts to keep one of the nicest things she has ever done in a career filled with generous gestures, just a simple little secret between herself and a girl who needed a friend very much.

Remember there had been three long years of the Harlow-Crawford feud when both Joan and Jean reported for work on the M-G-M lot at just about the same time. Joan was to do “The Gorgeous Hussy” after a nine-months’ vacation that had seen her marriage to Franchot Tone and a long honeymoon since her last production. Jean was to do “Suzy” with bridegroom-Tone chief in support. The pictures started within two days of one another, and as usual, Hollywood expected the long delayed climax to their differences; especially since it was being rumored that Joan’s patience was being strained to the breaking point over the continued casting of Franchot in Jean’s pictures.

A very close observer, however, might have noticed something far more important than a studio feud possibility in Jean Harlow’s demeanor. There was a tiredness and weariness surrounding the little Harlow that seemed to transcend anything personal between herself and Joan. Though it has not been printed before, Jean Harlow went into production on “Suzy” so dangerously close to a nervous breakdown that it took every ounce of energy, every disciplined nerve in her body to keep from asking for a release from the assignment!

O NLY those vitally close to her, desperately worried over her condition, knew this fact. They begged her to take the rest she seriously needed. The past year has been a confused and at many times an unhappy one for Jean. Without prying too deeply into her private affairs, let it suffice to say that Jean has been going through an emotional crisis in her life, striving desperately hard to find herself. Added to this had been complications in the lives of those close to her, her mother’s divorce from Mario Bello, the death of a dear friend in the profession, the legal tangles attendant on the sale of her home, becoming settled in new surroundings.

It was a worried and unhappy girl who reported to work on “Suzy.” Players who had worked with Jean previously began to whisper that they hardly recognized the gay flame that formerly was Jean Harlow on the set as the exhausted girl who was forced to take long rests between “takes.”

Because it is impossible for Jean to share her troubles, no one really knew just how much she shouldered. She hated drifting away from the company during that gay half-hour in the afternoon when they stopped for hot dogs and soda pop. But she had to. She had to rest with ice packs over her eyes, alone in her dressing room, soothing every tired nerve if she was going to be able to finish the picture at all. Nothing else particularly mattered to Jean, except making that giant effort not to let her company down, not to have to give up now that the picture was so far along with so much money invested in it. And that is the kind of girl Jean Harlow is!

It is ironic that “The Gorgeous Hussy” found Joan Crawford in almost the same state for a directly opposite reason! True, Joan had had nine gorgeous lazy months...
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For Young Girls Only
(Continued from page 47)

each person a pencil and paper. Turn out all the lights and, in the darkness, let each draw Mickey. The best likeness wins a prize.

One of the Anne Shirley group is that very cute child Cecilia Parker who gave that sensitive performance in "Ah, Wilderness."

When I saw her Eric Linden was her favorite escort, but such lads as Bill Henry, Tom Brown (of course!) Noah Beery, Jr., Johnny Downs, Jimmy Dunn and Bob Taylor have dated her.

Cecilia believes, like her friend Anne Shirley, in naturalness, sincerity, being honest and treating men as you want to be treated. Her philosophy is a sort of up-to-date Golden Rule. She also thinks she can't compete and I don't try to do anything about it.

"I want to keep 'em after you have 'em," Betty said, "find out right away the things they like and don't like, the people they like and don't like. Find out about the girls your man has gone with before he met you. That will give you a fine tip about the type of person he likes. Be as near that type as possible."

"And remember the old 'word to the wise' gag. Once a boy friend of mine happened to remark that if there was anything in the world he hated it was seeing dirty ash trays around. You may be sure that the next time he called I emptied the ash trays as often as they needed it. But I tried to do it unostentatiously. I didn't want to have the 'look, see what I'm doing just for you' attitude."

"I think it right to believe in men, to accept a plausible excuse for a broken date. And even if you find out he has gone out with another girl, forgive him, if you want him enough, and take him back."

"There is one time," she went on, "when I'm helpless. When I see that an older, more sophisticated woman than I is after my beau. Then I give up. I know that I can't compete and I don't try to do anything about it. It's no good for a young girl to try to match her wits against an experienced woman. She only makes herself ridiculous when she does."

Beverly Roberts agrees with Betty Furness about not trying too hard to hold a man. Beverly is a new Warner starlet.

She was in "Singing Kid" and "Sons o' Guns." Hers is one of those emphatic, decided personalities. Her opinions are as terse as your physics professor's.

"Give them rope," Beverly advises. "Give them all the rope you have. I know that's right, although sometimes I don't take my own advice. Then I'm sorry."

WHEN I'm in love with a man, I get knee deep in feminine vices. My inclination is to be possessive and jealous, to cling like a bull pup. That's wrong. The best way to hold people is to let them go. For if you give a man love and tenderness and mental satisfaction, if you give all and take nothing you can keep him longer than if you play childish tricks."

That little bouquet of dynamite, Ida Lupino, whose beaux have included the ubiquitous Tom Brown, Fred Kohler, Jr., Jackie Coogan and Victor Orsatti, has a hard and fast creed. "If you love a man hold him by refraining from making up at the table—men hate that. And never ask him where he's been. If he says he's been fishing—well, then, he's been fishing. Give him a break. Maybe he is telling the truth. Suspicion ruins everything. And anyhow, what you don't know won't hurt you."

"Never keep him waiting. He'll think you're not reliable."

"When he's in the dumps don't sympathize.
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Death on the Sound Track
(Continued from page 59)

Rita Reynolds. He didn’t like Hayden and made no bones about so expressing himself. Although Creighton had no proof of the fact, he was reasonably certain that Carlock had installed the short-wave radio set in the ceiling of Rita Reynolds’ portable dressing room. It was Carlock who had told him about Hayden—and Hayden was dead.

Back of the whole case, like three guiding pillars, were the three bottles. What bearing did they have on the matter? Two of them bore the initials of Rita Reynolds—might not the third one, destroyed by Petrovski, also have borne the same mark? One bottle nearly had ended his own life. Another had brought about the death of Hayden. Why had Petrovski destroyed the bottle he had gone to so much trouble to get? True, the one the old man had broken had been empty, so far as Creighton could tell. The one that killed Hayden had carried acid.

The third bottle was still in Creighton’s pocket. He glanced at it casually as he waited for Carlock to come out of the drug-store. It too, was empty. But it bore Rita Reynolds’ initials “RR,” the same as the other. Had it ever contained—

His fingers closed over the stopper to pull it out, but he saw the director coming out of the drug-store and quickly shoved the bottle back in his pocket, started across the street.

Three minutes later Creighton faced the clerk, a pimply faced youth, who was polishing the metal work back of the fountain.

A MAN just went out of here,” said Creighton, flashing his badge. “What did he buy?”

The boy swallowed hard and answered, “Nothing, mister. He just used the telephone.”

Creighton snapped his fingers, the noise making an exclamation point at the end of the boy’s sentence. “Did you hear what he said?”

The clerk shook his head. “After he got his number he closed the door, mister,” he answered. “I couldn’t hear a thing. Are you a real detective, mister?”

Creighton shook his head. He was beginning to have doubts about it himself. “I’m goin’ to be a detective some day,” the boy went on. “Then the next time a man comes in at six o’clock in the morning to use the telephone,” said Creighton, “listen to what he says.”

“Then what was it?” the boy asked quickly. “Here it is—I wrote it down,” said the boy. “Ever since they caught those kidnappers with a telephone number—”

Creighton didn’t hear the last of the remark. Snatching the paper from the boy he headed for one of the booths. He wanted to know who Carlock was calling at that hour in the morning. He called the special agent’s office of the telephone company, explained who he was and what he wanted.

Five minutes later he had the informa—
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and sound-track he had sat through three times in the projection room the night before.

He went to the casting office and asked a question. They had never heard of Mrs. Carlock. He was asked about a dozen other names; the cards were handed to him but he didn't even look at the names—he looked at the addresses. And he found what he wanted.

His watch indicated five minutes of nine. He turned his steps in the direction of the sound stage where he had asked to have the company assembled.

Creighton opened the door to Sound Stage 9 and walked in. A group of people with drawn, expectant faces greeted him. But there was one person there he hadn't expected to see—nor was he particularly pleased to see him—Joe Malarkey.

"Mornin', Dan," said the police official. "Puttin' on an early show, eh? I wasn't invited—but then, cops seldom are. Thought I'd better show up, though, just so you don't try to put somethin' over." He looked at the investigator. "Yo party would be complete without you. Just keep out of the way and don't get trampled in the rush."

Malarkey grunted but made no reply. His pin-pointed blue eyes followed every move made by Creighton.

I MADE out my report this mornin', Dan," he said after an interval. "The Reynolds girl committed suicide."

"Am I surprised?" clipped Creighton, knowing perfectly well that Malarkey had made out no such report.

"Everybody is here, Dan," said the director. "What do you want to do?" His face was lined, drawn. As he raised his hands to wave inclusively at the group, Creighton noticed that they were trembling.

Creighton shot a glance over the assemblage. LaCourt, Petrovski, Carlock were present, so was Hayden. Malarkey was missing. Some one of that group knew how Rita Reynolds had died. Which one?

"I've been thinking this thing over," said Creighton, raising his voice. "It occurred to me that if we duplicated the scene in which Rita Reynolds was playing—she met her death it might suggest things to the memories of those of you who were present that you might not recall otherwise. I'm going to ask all of you to take exactly the same places that you occupied yesterday when the scene was shot. I'll ask Mr. Carlock to take the part of Miss Reynolds. I'll stand where Mr. Hayden stood. I want this as realistic as possible so I'll ask the camera men to start their cameras and shoot the scene just as it was done yesterday."

At Creighton's elbow Joe Malarkey whispered, "You better make it a good show, Dan. I've got a warrant in my pocket for the arrest of Bert Carlock and the charge is murder. Rita Reynolds was Carlock's wife. He married her secretly and when she got to runnin' around with Hayden he bumped her off and then got Hayden the same way. Tie that one, Joe!"

If the information stirred any emotion within the breast of Dan Creighton he failed to show it by any change in the expression on his face. In fact to all outward appearances he hadn't even heard
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Hold it Carlock,” cried Creighton.

“Don’t move if you value your life!”

“Hands up!” came a command in a thick, guttural voice.

“This man, Carlock—he promised to marry my girl—he was already married.”

In his hand the old man held a revolver. His hand was steady. The gun swept in an arc from side to side.

Joe Malarkey was standing nearest the demented Russian. Malarkey was no coward. He had proved it again and again and he proved it once more. He flung himself toward Petrovski. The gun blazed and the cop went down with a bullet in his shoulder.

“I go now,” screamed the old man. “I kill the first one that follows!”

That one instant of diversion had given Creighton an opportunity. The only thing he could think of as a weapon was the heavy glass bottle in his pocket. He jerked it out and hurled it with all his might. It struck the wall near the old man’s head, splintered into a tinkling crash. Petrovski gasped, threw up his hands. The gun fell clattering to the floor and the old man slumped down on top of it. Half a dozen people started toward him.

Joe Malarkey was standing nearest the demented Russian. Malarkey was no coward. He had proved it again and again and he proved it once more. He flung himself toward Petrovski. The gun blazed and the cop went down with a bullet in his shoulder.

“I go now,” screamed the old man. “I kill the first one that follows!”

That one instant of diversion had given Creighton an opportunity. The only thing he could think of as a weapon was the heavy glass bottle in his pocket. He jerked it out and hurled it with all his might. It struck the wall near the old man’s head, splintered into a tinkling crash. Petrovski gasped, threw up his hands. The gun fell clattering to the floor and the old man slumped down on top of it. Half a dozen people started toward him.

“Stand back!” yelled Creighton.

Those in the lead froze at the command. There was something compelling about it, something that held in its tones the menace of impending death.

“Open the doors,” was Creighton’s next order. “Get some air in here.”

He helped Malarkey to his feet. “All right, Joe?” he asked.

“When I ain’t, I’ll let you know,” snapped the detective, but his tones lacked their usual acidity. “Just a flesh wound.”

Creighton whirled. The LaCourt girl, anything Joe Malarkey had said to him.

“Let’s have it quiet, please,” called Creighton, walking across the stage to a prop box near the wall: “He reached in the box, took out an electric light globe and put it in the lamp on the table over which Carlock, as Rita Reynolds, was to fall. Every eye in the place followed him but he saw only one pair.

“Give us the scene number,” called Creighton, and the assistant slapped the hinged boards together.

“Okay for sound,” echoed a voice.

“Music! Camera!” called Creighton.

It was a drab spectacle. Marion La Court, dressed in street clothes, darted across the stage nervously, her feet faltering in the steps of her dance. At the edge of the dance floor she turned. She seemed about to faint.

Carlock, playing the part of Rita Reynolds, rose to his feet, turned to glance in the direction of the stairs.

“Stop it!” screamed Marion La Court, hystereically. “Stop, Bert! Oh, Bert, please don’t make that fall!”

“Keep those cameras going,” roared Creighton above the din.

He left his position on the sidelines, wheeled into the scene. Carlock turned, his eyes wide.
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with her face in her hands, was sobbing quietly. "It's not a pretty story, Malarkey," said Creighton, "but you might as well hear it. You won't be using that warrant. You dug up part of it, Joe, but you didn't get all of it. Carlock here was married secretly to Rita Reynolds, as you said. But he didn't trust her and they separated. He wanted to check on her so he had a short-wave radio put in the roof of her dressing room so he could hear her conversations with other people when she wasn't working on his own set. She became friendly with Hayden, and Carlock took her to task for it. They agreed to patch things up and that was the note Carlock came back to get after her death. But in the meantime Carlock had been carrying on an affair with Marion LaCourt, under the name of Mr. and Mrs. Carlisle. That's true, isn't it, Miss LaCourt?"

An increase in the tempo of the sobbing left no doubt in the minds of the auditors but that Creighton was correct.

"When Marion LaCourt's father found out about it she admitted her affair with Carlock but said that Carlock had promised to marry her when he had divorced his secret bride, Rita Reynolds. The old man learned in some way that Carlock was planning to resume with Rita Reynolds and, inflamed by the thought of the injustice being done his girl, he planned to kill her, thus removing the one obstacle that stood in the way of his daughter's marriage to Carlock. So he fixed up the cyanide death trap in the perfume atomizer and put it on her dressing table."

**But how did Hayden get it?** cut in Malarkey, sharply.

"Rita Reynolds never used it, obviously." replied Creighton. "When Rita told Hayden she was married to Carlock and was resuming with him, Hayden, a sentimentalist to the core, asked for some memorial. Hayden learned in some way that Carlock was planning to resume with Rita Reynolds and, inflamed by the thought of the injustice being done his bride, he intended to kill her, thus removing the one obstacle that stood in the way of his daughter's marriage to Carlock. So he fixed up the cyanide death trap in the perfume atomizer and put it on her dressing table."

An increase in the tempo of the sobbing left no doubt in the minds of the auditors but that Creighton was correct.

"When Marion LaCourt's father found out about it she admitted her affair with Carlock but said that Carlock had promised to marry her when he had divorced his secret bride, Rita Reynolds. The old man learned in some way that Carlock was planning to resume with Rita Reynolds and, inflamed by the thought of the injustice being done his girl, he planned to kill her, thus removing the one obstacle that stood in the way of his daughter's marriage to Carlock. So he fixed up the cyanide death trap in the perfume atomizer and put it on her dressing table."

Granting that you are right so far," said Creighton, soberly, "that doesn't explain who attacked you."

"It was Petrovski," answered Creighton. "After he caused the death of Rita Reynolds he remembered that a second perfume bottle he had put in her dressing room after the first one failed to work, was still there. He feared someone would find it and he came back to get it. I disturbed him and he grabbed me with the bottle. That bottle had compressed cyanide gas in it. That's what killed Petrovski when I threw it at him and it broke alongside his head."

"And you've been carrying it in your pocket all this time," cut in Malarkey. "I wouldn't have followed you so close if I had known."

"There was a third bottle that Petrovski had made but never used," went on Creighton. "He knew he couldn't get out the front gate with it and so he climbed the wall near the carpenter shop. I caught him at it but he broke the bottle."

"All of which clears up a lot of things," growled Malarkey, "but it doesn't explain why the LaCourt girl screamed to stop the picture, or how Rita Reynolds died."
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Look out for "The Common Cold"! It's the common forerunner of pneumonia and other serious diseases. The sensible thing in treatment is internal treatment. Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine does four definite steps:

1. It opens the bowels.
2. It checks the fever.
3. It relieves the headache and fever.
4. It tones the system and helps fortify against further attack.

**Don't Procrastinate**

When you feel a cold coming on, do something about it right away. Don't dally, don't compromise. Go right to your druggist and get a package of Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine. Start taking the tablets immediately, two at a time. Usually, if taken promptly, Grove's Bromo Quinine will check a cold in 24 hours—and that's the action you want for safety! All drug stores sell Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine. When you ask for it, insist upon getting what you ask for. The few pennies' cost may save you a lot of anxiety.
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MOVIE MIRROR

"Then I was crushing her close, and there was nothing in the world but her body in my arms."

"And both things are covered by one fact," responded Creighton.

He walked onto the set again and unscrewed the lamp from its socket on the table over which Carlock was to have fallen.

"This little globe is filled with cyanide gas also," he said, slowly. "When Rita Reynolds fell with the table, it broke, she inhaled the gas and died. Marion La Court, having had the truth from her father, feared that Carlock would meet his death the same way."

He dropped the imitation globe on the floor and it crashed with hardly a sound.

"This one had no gas in it," he explained, quietly, "but of course Marion La Court didn't know that."

Joe Malarkey was tearing up a paper.

"Publicity of this kind is bad for a studio, Joe," said Creighton, looking straight at the detective. "It's necessary to make a sworn statement to get a warrant for murder. I can keep this end quiet if you keep yours under control."

IT'S too bad a nice girl like Rita Reynolds would take a run out powder," replied the big dick, indirectly, as he walked toward the door. "I'll 'phone for the wagon, Dan," he added, as he cast a passing glance at the body of Herman Petrovski which someone had covered with a blanket.

"Say, Mr. Carlock," came the voice of a cameraman, complainingly. "The can is nearly empty; shall I make the cut?"

"Cut," echoed the director, "we'll never use it, but nobody can ever question what happened."

"Suppose there's a drink left in that bottle in your office, Bert?" whispered Creighton. "I sure need one."

"Me too," was the laconic acquiescence.

THE END

What nonchalance! Joel McCrea just wants a drink of water between scenes on Goldwyn's "Come and Get It" set.
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THE UNTOLD LOVE STORIES OF KAY FRANCIS

(Continued from page 27)

Exactly two weeks after they met, they were married.

That marriage was doomed to failure from the start. Kay lived with Francis for a year in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, and by the end of that time both of them realized the mistake of their youthful infatuation. Kay was too eager, too ambitious for a life of her own to be content to rest on her laurels. She yearned to bridge playing matron in a small town. She and Francis really had no common bonds, and at the end of a year of their mistake-marriage there was no bitterness on either side when she left him to return to New York and take up her business career again.

Kay did not take any steps for an immediate divorce. There was no one else in either life, and she was delighted with her new bachelor existence, sharing an apartment with two other girls, and with her job as a secretary to a publicity director. Soon Kay was doing publicity work on her own.

ONE evening one of her friends brought to the apartment a young and very handsome man named William Gaston, son of the late mayor of Boston and Governor of Massachusetts. The moment Kay set eyes on him she knew she was going to marry that man! She didn't know how or where. It was just an overwhelming romantic hunch!

The astounding obstacle that she already happened to be a married woman carried no weight against the immediate feeling of destiny she experienced at that first meeting with Gaston. And yet, this is the most evaded romance in Kay's life, for the knowledge of their great love, their marriage and secret divorce did not become public until almost ten years later—at the time of Kay's divorce from Kenneth McKenna.

There were even more obstacles in the path of her second marriage than there were for her first. Three or four times. It is a disputed point whether a mysterious "John Meehan," or Europe, had one glorious time and might, having returned heart whole and fancy free, have married four times. That isn't true. My divorce from Kenneth was my third!

I suggested, "I should think you would demand a retraction."

Kay smiled slowly, and then unexpectedly revealed her secret: a most important key to the secret of her impregnable private life. She shook her head. "This item was run in an inconspicuous column on Page 6. Probably a great many people did not see it. If I demanded a retraction it would rate Page 2 at least, and everyone would see it, along with a complete relisting of my matrimonial experiences. This note is merely for the writer's future use!"

So by Kay's own words, the three un-told stories of her life must begin with Dwight Francis (whose name she carried to movie stardom), followed by William Gaston and Kenneth McKenna, and now Delmer Daves, who may or may not be her fourth!

The former Katherine Gibbs was seventeen years old when she married Dwight Francis in St. Thomas' Church in New York.

It was a "first love" marriage, a tempestuous "forsaking all others" union, and like all of Kay's marriages to date, it was a quiet, almost secret affair for the simple reason that so many advised her against the step. Not that Dwight's well-known New England family objected to the beautiful girl of their son's choice; or that Kay's actress mother, Katherine Clinton, had anything against the handsome boy who had wooed and won her daughter. All they wanted the children to do was to wait, to be sure this new and heady emotion was the real thing. Both of them were so very young.

Katy hadn't planned her life when she married Francis. Her education, particularly at Miss Fuller's in Ossining, New York, had been in preparation for a social life. But Kay was ambitious. She wanted a career. At first, she thought she wanted to be an actress like her lovely mother. As for the school play, "Never Can Tell," she thought she would prefer to be a dramatist. But her final decision was to enter the business world.

In less than a year she was graduated from a secretarial course, took a trip to Europe, had one glorious time and might have returned heart whole and fancy free if she had not met the attractive Dwight Francis on shipboard on the return trip.
shared the apartment, knew of it! Their married life was almost as fantastic as the ceremony had been. It was possible for Gaston to make only flying trips to New York to be with his bride for a few hours at a time. For the girl who was so much in love, it was a bitter and unhappy arrangement.

In time she came to realize the utter futility of their relationship. It was not a marriage at all! And somehow down under the deep unhappiness and hurt, she realized it never would be. It was becoming more and more impossible for them to plan a home life together, for by this time Kay had turned definitely toward a stage career. At the end of two years in which she swore she would never trust love, and hoped she would never experience it again, Kay quietly sailed for Paris again and secretly divorced Gaston.

For the next five years her work took all her time. She played stock engagements in Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Dayton; then back to New York for the second lead with Chester Morris and Sylvia Sidney in "Crime," followed by successes in "Venus," "Elmer the Great," and "Gentlemen of the Press" with Walter Huston. It was Huston who prevailed upon Kay to try for the movie version of "Gentlemen of the Press" and in less than a year she was one of the really important names in Hollywood stardom, so quick was her immediate success on the screen.

When Kay first came to the movies she was constantly referred to as a "bachelor girl." She was exceedingly vague in interviews on the subject of a past marriage, or marriages. And when it did come out that she had been previously married, Dwight Francis' name was the only one mentioned.

Kay lived very quietly in Hollywood. She had few friends. It amused her to be titled "the best dressed woman on the screen" when she insisted she had four garments hanging in her wardrobe. But if she was romantically interested in anyone during the first year or two of her stardom the news never made the gossip columns—until the advent of Kenneth McKenna.

McKenna, whose real name is Leo Mielziner, was a well known Broadway actor who came to Hollywood at the time the talkies were making shameless raids on stage stars. One evening at a party at the home of Jessica and Dick Barthelmess he met the gorgeous Kay Francis. And that was the beginning of the end of all Kay's great illusions that she would never fall in love again.

Not that she didn't fight against it. She had been seriously disillusioned twice in love and marriage. She did not believe a woman with a career should be married. But the more she argued, the more insistent McKenna became. Kay was indifferent to marriage. But McKenna only scoffed. He was romantic and impetuous; and during a time while Kay was recuperating from an illness in the hospital, McKenna literally abducted her. They were married at Catina, January 17th, 1931.

Kay was deeply happy. For almost three years she had everything in the world a woman's heart could desire—a home, the man she loved, a career that had made her one of the highest salaried women stars in the business. And there, say those who were close to them at the time, lay the beginning of the real trouble with the McKennas.

Ken McKenna was, and is, a very splendid actor. He is an excellent technician. And it was whispered that his wife's great popular success, her sensational "draw" at the box office, began to be a thorn in the side of the husband who believed he knew so much more about acting than her charming wife. But whatever the reason, it was apparent to their friends that Kay was beginning to lose confidence in herself. Finally, when the situation became completely intolerable, she filed a surprise divorce suit against McKenna in Los Angeles, charging "incompatibility" and "nagging."

Reporters, sensing a great human interest story in the break up of one of those "perfect marriages," stormed Kay for the truth of their separation. But she literally barricaded herself against them, refusing to see all interviewers except those on their oath not to broach the subject of her divorce, and the even more startling knowledge of her second marriage to Gaston (then married to Rosamond Pinchot) which became generally known for the first time.

I wonder if Kay's reluctance to talk about the loves of her life does not have its basis in fear of the emotion that has brought so much disillusionment into her life?

---
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Perhaps these three unhappy marital experiences have made her hurtfully cynical of wording hopes and enthusiasms as other stars do in the first flush of new emotions in their lives.

Someone who knows her well once told me that with each love's ending Kay has definitely attempted to plan her life uncomplicated by the great emotion that has failed her so many times. But that, of course, is impossible. As long as she lives, the great femininity and loneliness of Kay Francis will draw men to her, warning destiny and drama into her future life.

Many of her friends believe that Delmer Davis is the one man Kay has loved who has the possibility of bringing real love, the love Kay has searched for so romantically, into her life. Her interests are similar, but the important phase of their romance is that it is founded on a friendship that has stood the test of time since Davis first met Kay two years ago while working on one of her scripts. He is her greatest admirer and most ardent booster. When Kay had qualms over portraying the role of Florence Nightingale, it was Davis who scoffed at such an idea, encouraging her, constantly building up her belief in herself as an artist.

Whether or not they are married, or will be married in the near future, no one really knows.

For Hollywood and the world have always known so very little of the untold love stories of Kay Francis!

(Continued from page 48)
been able to. And he still remembers the rose she tangled in her hair when they went to their first formal dance.

They had to begin bucking the adverse currents when John registered for his classes. He was drawn into the college whirl more and more. Fraternities invariably fascinate freshmen; the oath of brotherhood is impressive. And fraternities are anxious for their members to excel in extra-curricular activities. John had been an outstanding prospect. His attention was on Marion, but he had to go out for the basketball team, for the paper, and for dramatics. He had to make good enough grades to hold onto his scholarship and do part-time work to balance his budget.

He could meet Marion only a couple of evenings a week; yet their strong affection, harassed increasingly by fate and common sense, flamed more keenly than ever. Apart, each had a chance gradually to make comparisons. Then, with the martyr complex John says is so tied in with first love, they swore undying loyalty.

"We either had to marry or stop going together," John confessed to me the day I was at his home and he was in extraordinarily frank mood. "I couldn't afford to marry, though heaven knows I wanted to badly enough! I'd have had to quit college, abandon all my opportunities, and start walking the streets for a job. Marion recognized this, and realized that it would eventually be a tormenting sacrifice. She saw that I'd come to regret it, because actually we'd be mismated. We didn't really want or believe in the same goals; we were accustomed to contrasting kinds of people, to different dreams of what life ought to be. But it was she who was discriminating, who grasped that we had nothing in common and would never be companions.

"I can't erase the vision of our last date. It was for the fraternity's Christmas formal. The gang was so peppy, and we tried to get into the spirit of the party. We were even more considerate of each other than usual. But we knew we had to reach a cross-roads, make a decision."

The decision was Marion's, and it was for a clean break.

He wouldn't accept it. But the next day he began to understand how firm she was. She wouldn't answer his telephone calls, refused to meet him again—and he just had to make the best of it. He was terribly hurt; she could get along without him!

Then the tumultuous after-effects of first love set in with a vengeance. He was oblivious to everyone for a brief spell. Despair seized him; then he was gripped with an amazing loneliness. He was appalled by the stern realities that surged in on him.

Fortunately for John, his college duties absorbed the time he'd allotted to his emotions. He was surprised to learn how much he'd depended upon one person, how seldom he'd recollected his friends. Once more he was close to his parents and grateful for their patience. Because Marion had that flash of feminine insight and was brave enough to say no, he resumed his rightful road. He returned to his destiny, becoming not only the foremost man in his class, but the campus dramatic star as well.

A Paramount talent scout covered the senior play and was so enthusiastic about him that John was promptly offered a test. It was excellent and now he has done half a dozen screen leads. His most auspicious acting is in "Lost Horizon," as Ronald Colman's hot-headed young brother. Columbia borrowed him for this role that every juvenile in Hollywood campaigned for.

There is no marriage on his immediate horizon.

"Not set securely enough," he maintains modestly. "Anyway, I haven't met anyone in Hollywood who's impelled me to rash. When I do, I may be!"

When he does, he will be. And it won't be a damaging love. For now that he's standing on his own feet and has fine future assignments at Paramount he can be a husband in the full meaning of the wedding ceremony. He can provide and also bring the experience that assures happiness to a woman.

"First love is all fire, and no sense of humor," he states.

Still, it taught John Howard much. He is beyond expecting the impossible, beyond being ill-advisedly ardent. But he's not beyond being himself. In Hollywood he asks a variety of girls—including Anne Shirley and Margo—to go places. Evidently he's relying on that ancient motto about safety in numbers. The lad doesn't quite trust himself yet—and there's screen work to be done!
He'll never quite understand that amazing experience. Just how it happened or why. Maybe it was because he was mentally primed for exciting adventure. Or, maybe, in the moonlight shadows of her front porch, this girl seemed the most gorgeous and glamorous creature he had ever seen. Her name—even the fact that she was small, dark and glowing—wasn't very important. But the experience was! The moment he saw her, Bob knew he was going to do everything in his power to make her like him. That this girl was his friend's sweetheart just didn't seem to matter. Nothing mattered, particularly, except this girl who was making his heart turn in somersaults for the first case of love on sight he had ever known.

That evening, the three of them drove up the mountains to Lake Arrowhead. They danced under a canopy of stars by the edge of the lake and felt as unreal as though they were living a romance as imagined by a clever novelist. There was just one important thing Bob wanted to know: were she and his friend really in love? When she said no, the die was cast. And Robert Taylor wasn't the first man to decide that “All's fair in love and war.” But this unusual, unreal, almost fictional romance lasted only Bob's first two months in Pomona. Then it wore itself out by its own unreality. It was the girl who ended it on the night Bob proposed. Perhaps she saw more clearly than her impulsive suitor that, beyond an electric attraction for each other, they had little in common. She said, “We aren't real people to one another; we just forces in an emotion.” Somehow, that broke the spell that bound them. But they have remained the best of friends. Bob sees her frequently, to this day. They dine together occasionally and laugh over their “midsummer madness.” The spark is gone, but the sheer poetry of their romance is a beautiful memory.

A HALF hour before curtain time, the cast of “Journey’s End” was taking turns plastering an eye at the peep hole, their attention riveted on the seats they knew to be reserved for the talent scout and his party. The rumors were so exaggerated that they were almost expecting Clark Gable to arrive. But though they watched and waited—even held the curtain ten minutes—no one came to occupy those particular seats. The actors tried to relieve their pent up emotions by admitting that it was “a long ride from Hollywood . . . besides, maybe the scout was just late.”

But no one sat in those glairingly vac¬ant seats all evening. Before the play was over, they had become like teeth missing in a mocking grin at the disappointed Thespians. After the performance, the entire cast met at the college eating-hall. With the ending of his first romance, he quite frankly played the field. As usual, Bob dropped by the little cafe for a sandwich and a cup of wood . . . besides, maybe the scout was going to do everything in his power to make her like him. That this girl was his friend's sweetheart just didn't seem to matter. Nothing mattered, particularly, except this girl who was making his heart turn in somersaults for the first case of love on sight he had ever known.

Bob Taylor wasn't the first man to decide that “All's fair in love and war.” But this unusual, unreal, almost fictional romance lasted only Bob's first two months in Pomona. Then it wore itself out by its own unreality. It was the girl who ended it on the night Bob proposed. Perhaps she saw more clearly than her impulsive suitor that, beyond an electric attraction for each other, they had little in common. She said, “We aren't real people to one another; we just forces in an emotion.” Somehow, that broke the spell that bound them. But they have remained the best of friends. Bob sees her frequently, to this day. They dine together occasionally and laugh over their “midsummer madness.” The spark is gone, but the sheer poetry of their romance is a beautiful memory.

A HALF hour before curtain time, the cast of “Journey’s End” was taking turns plastering an eye at the peep hole, their attention riveted on the seats they knew to be reserved for the talent scout and his party. The rumors were so exaggerated that they were almost expecting Clark Gable to arrive. But though they watched and waited—even held the curtain ten minutes—no one came to occupy those particular seats. The actors tried to relieve their pent up emotions by admitting that it was “a long ride from Holly¬wood . . . besides, maybe the scout was just late.”

But no one sat in those glaringly vac¬ant seats all evening. Before the play was over, they had become like teeth missing in a mocking grin at the disappointed Thespians. After the performance, the entire cast met at the college eating-hall. With the ending of his first romance, he quite frankly played the field. As usual, Bob dropped by the little cafe for a sandwich and a cup of coffee before going back to the fraternity house. No sooner had he entered the place than Joe, the waiter-cook-owner, remarked, “Well, I guess you did yourself proud to¬night.”

Bob said, “What do you mean, Clark Gable?”

“Oh, nothing,” continued Joe, who had a flair for dramatics himself and loved to drag out a point. “Nothing except there was a bloody traffic jam in Los Angeles the night I was from M-G-M. He caught the show. And in case you're in¬terested, he said he thought you were sort of a standout, or something like that.”

Thus Bob Taylor, the shooting star of today's Hollywood sky, was first notified of Hollywood's interest by a waiter in a small town cafe. Two days later he re¬ceived a wire to report to M-G-M for a “test.” Even then, he could hardly believe
it. Nebraska-to-the-sound-stages-of-Hollywood in two short years sounded like an impossible dream to him. And no rabid tourist ever went through those magical gates at Culver City with a moreounding heart than Bob's. He dared to hope, in a sort of wild way, that something might come of this chance, but he didn't honestly believe anything would. He actually found himself hoping that he might get a fleeting glance at Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer, and Garbo while he was on the lot. He might never set foot inside, again.

Much to his surprise, he was not particularly nervous before the camera. Perhaps it was because he was doing his big scene from "Journey's End" more than anything else. He was amazed at the speed and matter-of-fact attitude in the studio. He was taken immediately to a make-up man who had him ready for the camera in fifteen minutes; then to the set, and after a few instructions and a short rehearsal, he was acting. He had thought he would be there all day, but within two hours after his arrival—and without seeing a single star he recognized—he was on his way out.

They couldn't have been very interested, was the way he figured it out. Two days later, when they called to inform him that his "test had been very satisfactory, M-G-M would keep him in mind and would let him know if anything came up," he was sure he had failed. It sounded like the sort of stall Rob had expected, so he determined to forget Hollywood and settle down to finish his education.

The death of his father, at this time, drove the memory of his "failure" from his mind. Bob's heretofore rather aimless, unplanned life began to take on a pattern. Dr. Brugh's death was a terrific wrench to the boy who had always found friendship and inspiration in the understanding human being he called "Dad." Even while they were separated, Bob had always felt his presence in the background of his life, an unfailing bulwark against troubles and disappointments.

Now, for the first time, he began to plan his life; he found he had a real desire to become an actor. Shortly after Dr. Brugh's death, his mother joined Bob in California and he set about finishing the final few months of his education. He wondered if anything would ever come of the M-G-M test. He figured that they must have forgotten him by now—so many weeks had gone by. He even made up his mind that he would contact the talent scout as soon as he had graduated; but before that fateful day, the casting office at M-G-M put in its own call for Bob.

HE'LL never forget the excitement attending that first business talk about his "contract." First: his name must be changed from Spangler Arlington Brugh to something more "typically American" and easy to remember such as, Howard Adams, Frederick Richards or maybe Robert Taylor. Yes, as casually as that, his chosen the name that, in two brief years, was to flare across the Hollywood heavens to become the most important since Gable's! His contract called for a salary of $35.00 a week while he studied as a "student actor" and prepared himself for screen opportunity. Though his was no doubt the lowest salary agreement ever signed in the movies, Bob couldn't have been more excited if it had called for ten times that amount.

Bob and his mother moved into a small house in the Hollywood hills and for six months he attended the studio school. At the end of that time, he was advanced to parts in a series of two-reel short subjects called "Crime Doesn't Pay." He played the lead in the last two. The less important directors with whom he worked seemed impressed with his ability but apparently none of the "higher ups" were aware that such a person as Robert Taylor was on the lot.

Bob would be the first to admit that destiny, fate or just good old-fashioned luck had far more to do with the turning point in his career than any other factor. A great many young actors are signed by studios every year. Many of them are promising. Many have definite potentialities. They may have looks, talent and willingness to work and learn. But somehow they never quite get that magical opportunity that puts them on the ladder of fame. Bob sincerely believes that he might have been one of these except for the most fortunate of accidents: his latest "crime short" was being run off in a private projection room when Louis B. Mayer, head of the studio, entered for the purpose of seeing a far more important picture. One of his assistants ordered the two-reeler removed immediately; but the top executive cancelled the order. In just that brief glimpse, the studio boss recog-
BACkACHES NEED WARMTH

Thousands who suffered from backaches, muscle pains and chest congestion, now find genuine relief in ALLCOCK'S POROUS PLASTER. It's simply wonderful for muscle pains of rheumatism, neuritis, arthritis, sciatica, lumbarco. It draws the blood to the painful spot and gives a glow of warmth that makes you feel good right away. Mato sure you get ALLCOCK'S, the original. No other porous plaster goes on and comes off as easily—or does as much good. 25c at druggists.

HELP YOURSELF TO HAPPyNESS!

That's what the stars do. And no one knows more about the terrific struggle for success and serenity than the great headliners of Hollywood. Learn their infallible rules for a happier, richer life in this amazing feature in the MOVIE MIRROR for December, on sale October 23rd.
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the Jones family and what happened when they all went on Papa's vacation.

Comes now the third in the Jones family series, and it's just as good as the previous two.

Hard luck dogs the Joneses from the moment they leave home in their auto trailer. Know-it-all Papa Jones tries—and fails—to impress the family with his farming knowledge. Sister falls for an escaped convict and it takes the whole family to keep her from the altar. Big brother has his usual summer flirtation and the younger boy picks up a few dollars via photography. All in all, it's what you might expect—especially the return with the firm conviction that trailer-travel is not the most comfortable means of spending one's vacation.

The cast is the same as used in previous pictures of this series. Jed Prouty as Papa, Spring Byington as Mamma and Florence Roberts as Grandma keep the fun rolling in grand style. George Ernest, the youngest of the family, comes near stealing the show.

Your Reviewer Says: If you like the Jones family, this is your movie.

✓ Follow Your Heart

(Republic)

You'll See: Marion Talley, Michael Bartlett, Nigel Bruce, Luis Alberni, Henrietta Crosman, Clarence Muse and the Hall-Johnson Choir.

It's About: The most gifted member of an impoverished family of show folks who wants marriage rather than a career with music.

With a burst of song, Hollywood brings you a famous opera singer in her first motion picture and when you hear Marion Talley sing, you'll forget the thinness of the story. Hit song follows hit song and you will love Miss Talley's arias from Mignon and her duet with Michael Bartlett from Les Huguenots. What beautiful voices they have!

The story serves merely as a backdrop for the gorgeous singing. It concerns a family of show people whose daughter, the most talented of them all (Marion Talley), wants a sane, normal marriage and babies rather than the hard road toward a successful career. She is set upon marrying a certain young man who along comes singer-press agent (Michael Bartlett) with other ideas. He is not only in love with her but wants her to sing. How he manages to trick her into a career—starting on the front lawn of a Southern mansion—is the story.

Marion Talley is not an experienced actress. She is, however, a fine singer and we believe you will be more than glad to overlook her inexperience when she sings. Michael Bartlett sings beautifully, too. For additional song, the now-famous Hall-Johnson choir and Clarence Muse will rate your willing applause. The cast is well chosen and capable. The hit tune is "Magnolias in the Moonlight" and you'll rave over "Follow Your Heart," too.

Your Reviewer Says: Music lovers attention! This is worthwhile.
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Quick, Easy Way

To Learn Music

changed my name from "Miss" to "Mrs."

LESS than a year ago I was friendless, lonely, unhappy. Then came the amazing event that changed my whole life.

It was at Jane Smith's party. I found myself sitting alone as usual. I had nothing to offer—no musical ability at all. Mary Nelson came over to talk to me. She was a wonderful pianist and the life of every party. "I wish I could play like you," Mary, I said. "Imagine my surprise when Mary told me she had never had a teacher in her life.

Then Mary told me about the wonderful method perfected by the U. S. School of Music. No teacher, no heavy scales, no tiresome hours of practice. You learn real music right from the start, the way Mary did. From now on I sent for the Free Book and Demonstration Lesson.

I never dreamed that playing the piano was so simple. Although I never had any "talent" I was playing my favorite pieces almost before I knew it. Then came the night that proved the turning point in my whole life. I went to a party and this time I had something to offer. My friends were amazed when I put down at the piano and played. I won a prize before the other girls, and now I'm invited to parties.

MAIL YOUR ROLLS TO THE KODAK CITY PHOTO FINISHING SHOP (Est. 22 yrs.)

PHOTO FINISHING SHOP (Est. 22 yrs.)

Dr. Frank Crane, and particulars of your easy payment plan. I enclose 3c stamp to help pay cost of handling.

If you really want to learn music—to enjoy good times—prove this yourself. Write for free booklet, particulars of your easy payment plan. U. S. School of Music, 30611 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
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Bleachers today. There is a new 10c size—at all stores. is absolutely safe. Contains no harsh bleaches or dyes. This amazing 2 package combination—the Shampoo and rinse that washes it 2 to 4 shades lighter and brings out the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so attractive. Called New Blondes, and Special Golden Rinse—costs but a few pennies to use and like them.

Ann Sothern, in a rich madcap debutante, is in love with a man whom her father refuses to recognize as a marriage possibility. He locks her in her room to enforce his decision. Seeing Gene Raymond's ad in the newspaper "... noble character, do anything, go anywhere..." she hires him to impersonate a "count" whom she has supposedly met in Europe. He is to come as her house guest and be so nasty that the folks will finally beg her to marry the man she loves. But, unfortunately, she falls for the advertising young man instead. The jamps they get into and the clever way in which the two real lovers are finally united makes for much laughter and fun.

Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern make a nice team. They play for laughs and sing rather well together. Jessie Ralph and Henry Stephenson do a grand job as the older members of Ann's family. The cast, especially Patricia Wilder in a small bit as the telephone girl, is far above average. Two of the songs are mild hits: "Cabin on a Hilltop" and "Let's Make A Wish."

Your Reviewer Says: Good and funny. You'll get a lot of laughs.

Lady Be Careful

It's About: A lady-killing sailor whose palms bet their last dime on him to make a man-killing dance-hall girl say "inute."

A comedy hit! This supposedly unimportant picture is surprisingly excellent. Lew Ayres makes up all lost ground with a grand performance and Mary Carlisle is swell.

The story, a Broadway play that has been banned as too risque for over two years, is told in four laughs, rather than snickers. All the dirt has been dried and "Sailor Beware," in its movie version, is a better piece of fun than the original show. Telling its story of a modest chap in the Navy who accidentally gets the reputation of being a lady killer, it will leave you gasping for air at the end. The gobs, sure of the romantic ability of Ayres, make bets that he can make any girl in the world fall for him. The girl chosen for the test is nicknamed "Spun-Gold" Look With This New Shampoo and Rinse—3 Shades Lighter in 15 Minutes Without Harsh Bleaches or Dyes. Here at last is an easy way to bring out the full radiant brilliance of blonde or brown hair—3 shampoo and special rinse that washes it 3 to 4 shades lighter and brings out the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so attractive. Called New Blondes, this amazing 2 package combination—the Shampoo and Special Golden Rinse—costs but a few pennies to use and is absolutely safe. Use consistently; it keeps your scalp and hair healthy and gives you the blond look you've always wanted. Get the new Blondes today! There is a new size at all stores.

LIPS THAT ATTRACT HAVE THE FRESHNESS OF YOUTH

MEN GROW ROMANTIC about soft, young lips. So it's important to use a lipstick that won't dry and age your mouth.

A special nourishing oil in Cutex Lipstick helps make your lips look smoother, more velvety—6 years younger!

In Natural, Coral, Cardinal, Rusty, Ruby. Try Cutex Lipstick today!

CUTEX Lipstick 50c
KEEPS YOUR LIPS YOUNG

More DISAGREEABLE DIAPER CARE FOR MOTHER

Babys are 24/7 when soiled. For a 24/7 she uses BABYPADS INSIDE THE CLOTH DIAPERS—THROWS THEM AWAY WHEN SOILED.

FREE GENEROUS SUPPLY WITH DERMISON'S PAMPHLET at 420 MAIN, MAHONH, MASSACHUSETTS.

CUTEX Lipstick 50c

Blondes! and "Browns" too!

Give Your Hair That Lighter Natural "Spun-Gold" Look With This New Shampoo and Rinse—3 Shades Lighter in 15 Minutes Without Harsh Bleaches or Dyes. Here at last is an easy way to bring out the full radiant brilliance of blonde or brown hair—3 shampoo and special rinse that washes it 3 to 4 shades lighter and brings out the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so attractive. Called New Blondes, this amazing 2 package combination—the Shampoo and Special Golden Rinse—costs but a few pennies to use and is absolutely safe. Use consistently; it keeps your scalp and hair healthy and gives you the blond look you've always wanted. Get the new Blondes today! There is a new size at all stores.
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Walking on Air (RKO)

You'll See: Gene Raymond, Ann Sothern, Jessie Ralph, Henry Stephenson, Gordon Jones, George Meeker, Patricia Wilder.

It's About: A madcap girl who hires a man to impersonate her sweetheart, only to fall in love and spoil her own game.

Nothing pretentious, nothing big here, but such a gal-pal comedy and hour of entertainment that we recommend it highly for laughs. Even when Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern sing, they don't try to make you think they have great voices . . . they merely sing, let it go at that, and you like them.

Ann Sothern, in a rich madcap debutante, is in love with a man whom her father refuses to recognize as a marriage possibility. He locks her in her room to enforce his decision. Seeing Gene Raymond's ad in the newspaper "... noble character, do anything, go anywhere..." she hires him to impersonate a "count" whom she has supposedly met in Europe. He is to come as her house guest and be so nasty that the folks will finally beg her to marry the man she loves. But, unfortunately, she falls for the advertising young man instead. The jams they get into and the clever way in which the two real lovers are finally united makes for much laughter and fun.

Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern make a nice team. They play for laughs and sing rather well together. Jessie Ralph and Henry Stephenson do a grand job as the older members of Ann's family. The cast, especially Patricia Wilder in a small bit as the telephone girl, is far above average. Two of the songs are mild hits: "Cabin on a Hilltop" and "Let's Make A Wish."

Your Reviewer Says: Good and funny. You'll get a lot of laughs.

Lady Be Careful

It's About: A lady-killing sailor whose palms bet their last dime on him to make a man-killing dance-hall girl say "inute."

A comedy hit! This supposedly unimportant picture is surprisingly excellent. Lew Ayres makes up all lost ground with a grand performance and Mary Carlisle is swell.

The story, a Broadway play that has been banned as too risque for over two years, is told in four laughs, rather than snickers. All the dirt has been dried and "Sailor Beware," in its movie version, is a better piece of fun than the original show. Telling its story of a modest chap in the Navy who accidentally gets the reputation of being a lady killer, it will leave you gasping for air at the end. The gobs, sure of the romantic ability of Ayres, make bets that he can make any girl in the world fall for him. The girl chosen for the test is nicknamed "Spun-Gold."

Your Reviewer Says: A perfect piece of entertainment. You'll love it.

Two in a Crowd (Universal)

You'll See: Joan Bennett, Joel McCrea, Elisha Cook, Jr., Alison Skipworth, Reginald Denny, Henry Armetta, Andy Clyde, Nat Pendleton.

It's About: A boy, a girl, and a stolen thousand dollar note.

Here is another of those carefully frothy, quick-on-the-uptake love stories, patched together with good comedy and based on a thoroughly incredible plot.

Joel McCrea is a young and very broke ex-owner of stables who has one horse left and a faithful jockey for a companion. On New Year's Eve he finds one half of a thousand dollar bill; Joan Bennett finds the other half; they meet, they are immediately attracted to each other (of course) and with the combined sum—which is stolen money and which affords a counter-plot—they enter Joel's horse in a handicap. If you try hard enough you can guess the rest.

Unless you are irritated by unbelievable background stories and too-breezy dialect in the best class B tradition, you will probably find this an entertaining eighty-five minutes. Henry Armetta, Alison Skipworth, Andy Clyde and Nat Pendleton are good for several chuckles, at least.

Your Reviewer Says: Don't expect too much.

Star for a Night (20th Century-Fox)

You'll See: Claire Trevor, Jane Darwell, Arline Judge, Evelyn Venable, J. Edward Bromberg, Dean Jagger, Joyce Compton.

It's About: Sentimental devotion of family for its sightless mother—plus back-stage comedy, music and romance.

A fine picture with an unusually wide scope of appeal is this charming film containing both the elements of a sentimental mother-love story and the hey-hey fun of a back stage flo. All the elements, from Grandma to Jane Darwell, from That grand trouper, Jane Darwell, plays the role of a blind woman in a little European town. She thinks each of her three children is highly successful in America and accepts their gifts of medical attention and money with a smile of happiness. But when the three youngsters receive a wireless that Mamma is arriving on the next boat, the applecart is upset. The kids have neither success nor fame; they have lied to the mother so that she would be proud of them and willingly accept their money which they must stint to provide her. Of course they try to make her continue her belief, but a famous eye specialist cures her blindness and then the big climax comes.
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MOVIE MIRROR

Jane Darwell scores a personal hit. Claire Trevor, while not as adept at leads as she is at semi-heavy, does well and sings and dances beautifully. Arline Judge is a stand-out in a tough chorus girl part and J. Edward Bromberg is excellent as the doctor.

Your Reviewer Says: A charming picture with plenty of laughs.

✓ China Clipper (Warner Brothers)


It's About: The advancement of American commercial aviation and the launching of the China Clipper.

Here is a thrilling, dramatic story of the human interest and human heartbreaking behind the success of American aviation abroad, climaxing in the successful oceanic flight of the China Clipper. A story destined to stir national pride and American enthusiasm.

The story begins with a group of aviators, Pat O'Brien, Ross Alexander and Humphrey Bogart, who believe in the future of commercial aviation and set out, against all opposition, to prove its value. Henry Walthall, an engineer, designer, plans suitable for their purposes and the trio blaze new trails through South and North America. They are successful and from then on, with Pat as their hard driving leader, they expand. Beverly Roberts, Pat's wife, fails to believe in the future of Pat's work and leaves him. He grows more ruthless, more venturesome, more visionary, founding aviation schools, conquering dangerous new airways and bullying and browbeating his way to his greatest achievement, the China Clipper. Eventually O'Brien learns human lives must not be sacrificed for mere success and his wife returns to him.

All performances, however strong, are subordinate to the the Clipper itself. The near-newsreel shots are superb and the flight of the great ship dramatic and breathtaking.

Your Reviewer Says: Here is impressive, instructive entertainment.

✓ A Son Comes Home (Paramount)

You'll See: Mary Boland, Julie Haydon, Donald Woods, Wallace Ford, Roger Imhof, Anthony Nace, Herbert Rasdun.

It's About: The mother of a long-lost son who returns to protect him from justice and involve an innocent man.

A fine, wholesome picture that will thrill you with its homely, honest entertainment. It's the sort of picture Marie Dressler might have graced in a more serious manner, and it proves conclusively that a film can be clean fare and still emerge as great dramatic diversion.

We bow to Mary Boland for accomplishing the change from light comedy to straight dramatic roles with such brilliant ease.

Story is laid on the waterfront of San Francisco. Mary Boland, whose son ran away as a boy, is a famous and charitable
character of the district. Julie Hayward is her helper in the chowder joint. When Wallace Ford, a newspaper reporter, learns of the woman's story, he writes a piece for his paper begging the son to come home. Here the yarn switches to a young hitch-hiker being picked up by an older man. Stopping for gas, the driver attempts to hold up the attendant and kills him. The hitch-hiker tries to hold the murderer but is hit over the head and left to take the blame for the crime. In jail, he reads the story of Mary Holland's son. She, realizing the fraud, decides to defend him and find the real murderer.

Greatest praise must go to Mary Holland. Julie Hayward is good and Donald Crisp is swell. Wally Ford steals a few scenes.

Your Reviewer Says: The entire family should go. It's a fine picture.

Postal Inspector (Universal)

You'll See: Ricardo Cortez, Patricia Ellis, Bella Lugosi, Michael Loring, David Oliver.

It's About: The romance surrounding the Post Office Department where "... a two-cent stamp is the best insurance in the world."

A fairly-interesting, double-bill picture that gives us an inside slant on the Post Office Department. Lots of action, a bit of education, a touch of romance all topped off with a flood, it is pleasing enough.

Ricardo Cortez is the postal inspector. His motto is "Bring in the mail, all the mail, on time, regardless—and to blazes with night life, romance, fun and frills."

When his bank clerk brother falls for a chorus girl and blabs to her about his exact route of three million dollars being shipped through the mails to the Coast, she turns to her boss who needs fifty thousand and is willing to murder the mail man to get it, you can imagine what happens to Ric's motto. Then came the flood, murder and robbery, but after a chase with speed boats, a gun fight and a few laughs, the inspector brings all the strag ends together.

Ricardo Cortez does the best he can. Patricia Ellis smiles and sings. The menace attitude is adopted by Bella Lugosi. Typical line by Miss Ellis when she meets Cortez in his office: "So, this is where you play Post Office?"

Your Reviewer Says: Don't expect too much and you won't lose.

Stage Struck (Warner Bro's)


Hollywood Boulevard (Paramount)


It's About: A famous movie star who tries to make his comeback by writing his love life and finds he has injured many women.

Here is an inside glimpse of Hollywood—Brown Derby, Sardis, stars, and studios—with a chance to see some old-time favorites just once more. It's not
**MOVIE MIRROR**

a top notch picture but it has much of interest to anyone who has followed Hollywood for long.

It's about an oldtimer who though once the movie rage has now lost out. He thinks that by selling his memoirs he may gain enough renewed interest to get another movie job. The second rate house which buys them decides to build up the "love life" angle, and the actor's daughter tries to show him that this will hurt many people. The publisher refuses all pleas to stop publication, until he realizes that his own wife is mentioned in the memoirs.

John Halliday does well as the actor but seems to lack the drive necessary for complete perfection in the role. Marsha Hunt and Robert Cummings carry the young love interest and make you like them. Henry Gordon and Frieda Inescort as the publisher and wife were a bit too harsh.

Besides there are twenty oldtime Hollywood stars moving through the background. See if you can pick them out; and, surprise, Movie Mirror's own cameraman, Hymie Fink, is an actor here too.

Your Reviewer Says: Those who love their Hollywood will like it best.

✓Sing Baby Sing
(20th Century-Fox)

You'll See: Alice Faye, Adolphe Menjou, Gregory Ratoff, Ted Healy, Patsy Kelly, Michael Whalen, Dixie Dunbar, the Ritz Brothers.

It's About: "Caliban and Ariel" set to music and gagged to the very limit. As many laughs as the Barrymore-Barrie cross country feat. Here is the picture that John Barrymore threatened to sue the studio for making. Mr. Barrymore believes the story is a "steal" from his Caliban and Ariel jaunt with Elaine Barrie. Maybe it is and it's as funny in spots and it has grand music, exceptional comedy and fun to relieve the monotony of the "original."

The story is developed "between songs and laughs." It's about a night club entertainer (Alice Faye) whose manager (Gregory Ratoff) has a hunch he can bring her before the public by tying her up in a romance with a hard drinking actor from Hollywood. But Actor Adolphe Menjou is suddenly called back to Hollywood, and the chase across the country starts. The girl demands an apology. They finally get together for a radio broadcast in Kansas City, and there Alice meets Michael Whalen, newspaper reporter. When boy meets girl the story is just about over. But since this is a musical the story is not quite as important as the comedy and music.

The Ritz Brothers make a personal hit with their comedy and songs. Adolphe Menjou is the best in the cast. Gregory Ratoff is swell. Ted Healy, Patsy Kelly and a host of lesser comics fight it out for second place in the laugh market. When boy meets girl the story is just about over. But since this is a musical the story is not quite as important as the comedy and music.

The Ritz Brothers carry a personal hit with their comedy and songs. Adolphe Menjou is the best in the cast. Gregory Ratoff is swell. Ted Healy, Patsy Kelly and a host of lesser comics fight it out for second place in the laugh market. When boy meets girl the story is just about over. But since this is a musical the story is not quite as important as the comedy and music.

Your Reviewer Says: A laugh fest with plenty of songs. See it.

Find Fungal Thrills in Your Name?

MEN JOURNEYING TO HAVEN—Many famous movie cowboys take a journey to Heaven to find their true loves. Here are a few famous names of notable movie stars who have been seen in Heaven:

**alice faye**

Alice Faye and Michael Whalen carry the romance adequately. Best tunes: "Sing Baby Sing," "When Did You Leave Heaven," "Love Will Tell."

Your Reviewer Says: A laugh fest with plenty of songs. See it.

**smart, modern women**

Smart, modern women no longer submit to the tragedy of "old skin" just because they are 30, 35, 40! A wonderful new creme, applied at night like cold cream, acts a scientific way to free the skin of that veil of semi-visible darkening particles which ordinary creams cannot remove after a certain age. So gentle and quick—often only 5 days is time enough to bring out a glorious rose petal softness and fineness and white, clear look of youth. And, the way it eliminates common surface blemishes—ugly pimples, blackheads, freckles—is a revelation! Ask for this creme—Golden Peacock Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores.

**Hollywood's Secret of the Stars**

EXOTIC PERFUMES

HOLLYWOOD'S ADORÉD PERFUMES

*The only well-known antiseptic actually destroying odor causing materials, whether from odorous oils or from putrefying food particles. Zonite TASTES like the real antiseptic. Zonite doesn't just mask bad breath like ordinary mouth-washes. Zonite actually destroys scientifically (oxidizes) the odor-causing materials, whether from odorous oils or from putrefying food particles. Zonite TASTES like the real antiseptic it is. But its taste and odor vanish in a few minutes, leaving the mouth delightfully refreshed. Harmless to tissues. Get a bottle today and prove these remarkable results yourself. At all U. S. and Canadian druggists.

The TASTE tells you Zonite gets real results

Faster Healing for Cuts'Bruises'Burns
NO PAIN-NO BURN-NO STAIN

ZONITE PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORK CITY

ADORÉD PERFUMES of Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD'S SECRET of the Stars. Exotic perfumes to match your personality. Send name of Star you resemble. $10.00 value for $1.00. Generous Trial Bottles—5c.


**Murine For Your Eyes**

Murine relieves and relaxes tired, burning eyes. Cleanses and soothes reddened, irritated eyes. Easy to use. For adults or infants. Use Murine daily.
What Do You Do with Your Little Finger?

- when you pick up a glass or cup? . . . You know from watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same token, the correct use of your hands can become a tremendous asset to your business career. Great charm and poise can be achieved without charge by proper hand action.

The makers of Frostilla—the famous skin lotion that keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely—asked Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm and poise, to tell
- how to hold a cigarette
- how to pick up cards
- how to shake hands
- and how to make hands behave to the best advantage on all occasions

Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers to these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this booklet is priced at 10c, we have arranged to give it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States and Canada until May 30, 1957.

Just mail coupon with your name and address (Dept. A) 35c, 50c or $1.00 for Frostilla Fragrant Lotion box (or two fronts from 10c sizes) and your copy will be sent FREE.

"FROSTILLA"

409 Gray Street, Elmina, N.Y.

Here is the chance to send a copy of Margery Wilson's book on hands.

Name

Address

City... State.

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR WITHOUT PEROXIDE

to ANY Shade you desire

in 5 to 15 minutes

Confident, girl-like women avoid the use of permanent color because of possible permanent damage. Lechler Laboratories, Inc., sponsors a special offer to women who wish to lighten their own hair. All you need do is follow these easy directions:

1. Read directions carefully. Lightens blonde hair.

2. Apply Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener to the hair and scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famous entertainers and movie stars.

3. Let stand for 5 to 15 minutes.

4. Wash hair thoroughly.

5. After 5 to 15 minutes, your hair will be as light as you desire.

FREE booklet "The Art of Lightening Hair Without Peroxide" when you send your first order for Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener.

560 Broadway (Dept. A) New York, N. Y.

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30 A WEEK

Nancy E—her story could have been yours! Left with two little children, support to depend on was nearly nothing until she found a way to earn the necessary money to keep her family alive.

Nancy E couldn't stand by and watch her children to be unable to leave the house to do errands or even to shop or work—es even if she could have found time in her busy schedule to get a job. Yet, today N. E. makes $30 a week as a C. S. N. graduante and plans to establish a rest home for convalescents! Those magic letters "C. S. N." are responsible for her success.

Nancy E's story is a dream come true for many a mother who has been unable to leave the house to look after her children. Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener can help you, too.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

This school for 37 years has been training men and women, 15 to 60, to work home and in their spare time, for the citizen, the hospital, the home, the business asset. Great charm and poise can be achieved without charge by proper hand action. The course is endorsed by physiologists. Complete nurse's equipment is included. Liberal career loopholes. Junior and Senior Tuition Payments. Be one of the hundreds of men and women earning $25 to $35 a week as trained practical nurses. High school education not required. Best of all, you can do it in your own home at your own pace.

For a free booklet, please mail this form to:

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 1811, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name

City... State... Age...

You'll See:

All-American Chump (M-G-M)


It's About: A hideous mathematical marvel who is ballyhooed into fame as a bridge expert only to find his pals have been exploiting him for money.

A little hometown number that will

When the carnival runs out of money in a small town the boss tries to borrow money from the bank and discovers a human adding machine working in the cashier's cage. He takes the rube on tour but the sidelines customers don't like the act. By accident, Chain Lighting gets rushed into a bridge game on the train and beats the champion. Now the boss has something. They both light the bridge marvel until a championship match is arranged. Of course there is a girl mixed up in the deal. She loves the boss, the boss loves himself, and Chain Lighting loves the girl. It works out though toward the end.

Stuart Erwin plays for slow-drawn-out laughs. Betty Furness is the girl, and Robert Armstrong is the boss. They both fill the bill, but the real actor honors go to Pop, a lovable but drunken old carnival man, Edmund Gwenn. You'll love Pop when he's trying to wheelie a dollar for a bottle of pop.

Your Reviewer Says: Pleasant little movie. You will like the humor.


CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Don't Turn 'Em Loose (RKO-Radio)

Leigh Whipper, Lewis Stone, James Gleason, Louise Latham, Betty Grable, Grace Bradley, Nella Walker.

It's About: The parodist of a murderer son by his parole board father, and the dramatic result when the boy resumes his criminal career.

Can you stand a too strong dramatic dose of unadulterated film fare in the name of entertainment? This powerful indictment against the evils of the parole system is pretty somber business, but great acting and a definite stand against parole. Places the resulting picture in the top flight for the month.

Story concerns a black sheep son in a fine family. The boy is a Jekyll-Hyde character who can fake a semblance of decency while he plans another bestial crime. Sent to prison for murder, he is paroled through the efforts of his father who is a member of the parole board. The dramatic peak of the story is reached when the father suddenly comes face to face with undeniable proof that his son is about to commit another murder.

Lewis Stone as the father is exceptional in a role of the type that requires acting ability to the hilt. Bruce Cabot turns in one of his best performances and you'll hate him thoroughly—which is exactly what he hoped you would do. James Gleason, as the police officer, Betty Grable and Louise Latham head a fine cast. Strictly adult fare.

Your Reviewer Says: Strong stuff, but good for those who can take it.

The Tattler (Warner Brothers)

You'll See: Ross Alexander, Glenda Farrell, Anne Nagel, Craig Reynolds, George E. Stone, Robert Cauganagh.

It's About: An ex-publicity man in Hollywood who became a dirt-staining radio columnist for revenge . . . and gets it.

An unpretentious little picture that fairly glows with grand comedy situations and entertaining performances. Using a Hollywood background plus the backstage scenes of a radio station, the story will keep you laughing from beginning to end.

Ross Alexander is the head of a studio publicity department in Hollywood until he refuses to protect a ham actor from the bad publicity that promises to result from his wife's story to provide for his wife and kids. Fired from his job, Alexander swears revenge and finally finds it when he pinches hits for a radio columnist and gives out with plenty of inside dirt. His former secretary is also fired and helps her get a job singing at the same station. His inside information makes him a high-priced radio star in no time but it also causes him plenty of grief from the possessors of the toes he steps on. You'll get a kick out of the way he beats the gangsters at their own game.

Ross Alexander is another of his fast tempo, laugh-getting performances scores a decided hit in this important film. Glenda Farrell, though, must have been in there just for the ride (her name being important) and has little to do. Newcomer Anne Nagel, while inexperienced, is strong and promises to sing well. John Sheehan, comic gangster, is a riot and the cast is adequate.

Yours Reviewer Says: No big names, but lots of fun. Better go see.

Old Hutch (M-G-M)

You'll See: Wallace Beery, Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker, Elizabeth Patterson, Robert McWade, Caroline Perkins, Julia Perkins.

It's About: A small-town loafer who finds a box full of thousand-dollar bills. Did you like "Ah, Wilderness" and "Bugle Ann'? Well, here is the same type of story and equally good entertainment for the whole family.

Beery is the town loafer. He's married and has a house full of kids but his wife is the one that does the working. That is, until Hutch finds a buried strong box with a hundred thousand-dollar bills. What to do? Hutch can't pass the fortune to his wife, but he can't keep it. The money should have had you crying.

Robert Armstrong is the boss. They both get a job singing at the same station. Fired from his job, Alexander swears revenge and finally finds it when he pinches hits for a radio columnist and gives out with plenty of inside dirt. His former secretary is also fired and helps her get a job singing at the same station. His inside information makes him a high-priced radio star in no time but it also causes him plenty of grief from the possessors of the toes he steps on. You'll get a kick out of the way he beats the gangsters at their own game.

Ross Alexander is the head of a studio publicity department in Hollywood until he refuses to protect a ham actor from the bad publicity that promises to result from his wife's story to provide for his wife and kids. Fired from his job, Alexander swears revenge and finally finds it when he pinches hits for a radio columnist and gives out with plenty of inside dirt. His former secretary is also fired and helps her get a job singing at the same station. His inside information makes him a high-priced radio star in no time but it also causes him plenty of grief from the possessors of the toes he steps on. You'll get a kick out of the way he beats the gangsters at their own game.

Ross Alexander is another of his fast tempo, laugh-getting performances scores a decided hit in this important film. Glenda Farrell, though, must have been in there just for the ride (her name being important) and has little to do. Newcomer Anne Nagel, while inexperienced, is strong and promises to sing well. John Sheehan, comic gangster, is a riot and the cast is adequate.

Yours Reviewer Says: No big names, but lots of fun. Better go see.

Wally Beery is just Wally Beery. We thought he was swell in this one. Again Cecilia Parker and Eric Linden are the young lovers. But the whole deal is wrapped and stolen by a character actor named Elizabeth Patterson in the role of Hutch's wife.

Your Reviewer Says: Better go.
**Murder With Pictures (Paramount)**

You'll See: Lew Ayres, Gail Patrick, Paul Kelly, Beeny Baker, Ernest Cassard, Onslow Stevens, Joyce Compton, Anthony Nace and others.

It's About: A newspaper photographer's efforts to save an innocent girl accused of murder.

Flash bulbs and bullets pop continuously throughout this mystery thriller. It's so confusing in spots you can't tell whether the cameras are booming or the bullets blazing. But that's all part of the story, and furnishes some exciting moments before the villains are finally rounded up.

Lew Ayres, a crack newspaper photographer who has "blonde trouble," scoops the rest of the paper boys in photographing a notorious oil racketeer, his lawyer and a mysterious woman immediately after the promoter has been acquitted for a murder. At the celebration later in the racketeer's apartment the lawyer is mysteriously murdered. That sets off the guns, and from then on murders pop right and left.

The unknown beauty takes refuge in Lew's apartment and he shields her while attempting to prove her innocence.

Gail Patrick's beauty and fine talents are all but wasted in the hustle and bustle of the fast moving plot. Lew Ayres gives a satisfactory performance, and Paul Kelly tries hard to make something out of his mediocre and all too small part.

Your Reviewer Says: If you are mystery crazy only.

**Draegerman Courage (Warner Brothers)**

You'll See: Jean Muir, Barton MacLane, Henry O'Neill, Robert Barrat, Addison Richards, Helen MacKeller, Gordon Oliver, Joseph Crehan.

It's About: The rescue of several entombed miners as reported in recent headlines from the mining districts of Canada.

A good program picture. Directed, acted and photographed in the much discussed Time manner, this two-fisted story has a genuine feeling of reality that will leave you limp. Not for a moment are you allowed to debate the actuality of what you see on the screen.

While the outcome of the story is never in doubt, the suspense and action, romance and hatred result in a well balanced dramatic film. The newspaper accounts of the mine disaster of recent months have set the pace of the picture in which the draegerman (rescue men) play such an important part. When Barton MacLane, the chief draegerman, reports the mine shafts as unsafe he is fired by the boss. Later, when the boss and the town's beloved doctor are entombed, the draegerman rushes to work to save his greatest enemy.

A love story and several lighter moments are all but wasted in the hustle and bustle of the fast moving plot. Lew Ayres and a mysterious woman immediately after the promoter has been acquitted for a murder. At the celebration later in the racketeer's apartment the lawyer is mysteriously murdered. That sets off the guns, and from then on murders pop right and left. The unknown beauty takes refuge in Lew's apartment and he shields her while attempting to prove her innocence.

Gail Patrick's beauty and fine talents are all but wasted in the hustle and bustle of the fast moving plot. Lew Ayres gives a satisfactory performance, and Paul Kelly tries hard to make something out of his mediocre and all too small part.

Your Reviewer Says: If you are mystery crazy only.
Nothing at all happened in the hour Fay Wray would recapture if she could. She just left the little inn where she was stopping in San Moritz and walked up the mountain. Snow cruched under her feet and even though she knew it was ridiculous she had the feeling that if she stretched high enough she would be able to touch the stars bright in the dark blue sky.

Below the lights of the inn were warm golden squares against the darkness. And still farther down the lights of the village were stars in another night sky. So when Fay fastened on her skis and went flying down the white trail she seemed suspended between two heavens. Three times she climbed up that steepness, her skis over her shoulder, and three times she came flying down again. Because she couldn't bear to stop and go back to the inn. Because alone with the magnificence of that night she felt free of all things. She saw her life—which until then and soon enough again was to be all important to her—in a few broad phases. She knew her own insignificance.

For that little while,” Fay told me, “all I knew, all I felt was the joy of living, happiness wasn’t even remotely touched by the knowledge that I must call my lawyer about a business matter, speak to the cook about dinner, or learn my lines for the next day. And whatever I’ve done at any other time of my life has always been colored by a striving war or concern somewhere in my mind. At no other time have I ever known such an interlude of unadulterated joy.”

Those who have had a similar experience—a psychic experience, undoubtedly, since in such moments material equations cease to exist and we live with our spirits, will understand why that hour for Fay would choose from all others to live over again. And why Anita Louise chooses a similar hour.

Anita’s life has held a great deal. Young men with dreams and older men with fortunes have loved her. Recently while traveling in America on the Queen Mary she created such a sensation when she entered the red and gold salon with her golden hair shining and wearing a white chiffon gown reminiscent of the Greeks that drawings and descriptions of her appeared in the smart magazines and the moment of her entrance into that salon was marked as a high point of that proud ship’s maiden voyage.

Yet it is no such material triumph or glory Anita would relive. It is a quiet hour during a week-end at the Hearst ranch that she would choose.

Anita was on horseback. A Mexican guide rode behind her. They sauntered across the hills that slope down to the Pacific. But the ocean crashing on the shore came to her only as a faint murmur. The sea lay against one horizon and the hills dipped in places to show the other.

Anita had come through an unhappy love affair. She had known certain complications in her work. But now these things fell away. The Mexican pushed his horse forward until he came to Anita’s side. He pointed out a tree bent by the wind in a fantastic shape against the sky. “Beautiful!” he said. “Beautiful!”

“I felt,” Anita told me, “that nothing less important than a need to call out about something beautiful could have made him spur on his horse like that. And it occurred to me that I’d forgotten about simple things and had come to count other things important—that that was my difficulty. And when we drove back to the ranch—it sounds silly to say it, but—I felt quiet inside of me and strangely content.”

Dick Barthelmess remembers the time he stood at the rail of the top deck of the S. S. Molula while the ropes were cast off and the ship was nosed out of her slip. Jessica Barthelmess was at his side. They were on their honeymoon.

“Somewhere,” Dick told me, “it was my second chance. At everything I wanted. It all promised that life would be as I always had wanted it to be and thought it should be. At that time I was happy not only at seeing Hawaii with Jessica, but at the prospect of coming back from our journey to a dignified, well-furnished house of coming home nights with my problems to an understanding woman—without which any man is poorly off—of seeing the children—Jessica’s boy and my daughter. Mary—I sent off to good schools at the right time with the right things in their trunks.

“Really,” Dick concluded, “then in one great rush I anticipated all the things I have since enjoyed as they have spaced themselves through the years. Life with dignity. Good times.”

While I was gathering my material for this story I talked with some friends of the evening about it. And immediately everyone present began searching their years for the hour they would choose. Cards and scores lay forgotten on the bridge table. Everyone moved to a comfortable chair and it was early in the morning with the lamps turned out and the fire burning low before the last revelation ended. Try it sometime. For besides proving fascinating it brings people close together. Because of that particular evening several of us are better friends than we ever were before.

It is the hour Joan Bennett lived when her Melinda was born that she would recapture if she could. Understandably enough. Previously, when Diana was born, Joan must have known a joy that was alloyed because she must have been uneasy and more than just a little afraid. Joan wasn’t happy with Diana’s father. It was only when she learned that a baby was coming that she went back to live with him. At that time Joan was very young, too, almost too young to assume the responsibility of motherhood even with a happier set-up. But married to Gene Markey, whom she adored and by whom she was adored, she found life

MOVIE MIRROR

If You Had One Hour to Live Over Again

(Continued from page 55)
Relieves Teething Pains

WHEN your baby suffers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore, tender, little gums and the pain will be relieved within one minute.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has been used by mothers for almost fifty years. It is strongly recommended by doctors and nurses instead of the unsanitary teething ring.

Just Rub It on the Gums

DR. HAND'S Teething Lotion

Buy Dr. Hand's from your druggist today

Skin Itch Kills Romance

Many shattered romances may be traced directly to ugly skin blemishes. Why tolerate itchy pimples, eczema, angry red blotches or other irritations resulting from external causes when you can get quick relief from soothing Peterson's Ointment. So at all druggists. Money refunded if I application does not delight you. Wonderful, too, for itched feet and cracks between toes. Write for Free Sample to Peterson Ointment Co., Dept. JF-6, Buffalo, N.Y.

Hair Off Face Lips

Happy! I once had ugly blemishes on my face and chin... was unloved... discouraged... Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids... never satisfied. Then I discovered Peterson's Superfluous Hair Ointment. Explains the method and proves actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. Write Milne, Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 287, Chicago. Money refunded if one application does not delight you. Wonderful, too, for itched feet and cracks between toes. Write for Free Sample to Peterson Ointment Co., Dept. JF-6, Buffalo, N.Y.

White Cloverine Salve

GIVE

WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE

Articles featured in our catalog, which we advertise by innumerable modern wives. No water, mixing or measuring are needed. Each dainty suppository, easy. Because Boro-Pheno-Form is compounded to accomplish the same special function of powerful solutions, but without their muss or bother, it is the modern marriage hygiene preferred by innumerable modern wives. No water, mixing or measuring are needed. Each dainty suppository is complete in itself. No danger of "over-dose" or "under-dose." Soothing and odorless. At all drug stores.

Dr. Pierre's

BORO-PHENO-FORM

Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 12-M, 162 North Franklin St., Chicago, Ill. Please send me a trial package of Boro-Pheno-Form and enlightening booklet. I enclose 10c which will be refunded when I purchase my first regular-size package.

Hairline

AMAZING NEW BEAUTY CAN BE YOURS!

try these

LIPSTICKS FREE

The right lipstick shade makes SUCH a difference in any woman's beauty! The only way to test it is try them out. This is why REJUVIA gives this trial offer. Here's your chance to discover new color. New beauty. Three full sized bottles of the REJUVIA Lipsticks will be sent FREE with each order. The right shade will be included. If you're not completely satisfied, just return the unopened bottles. The right shade will be included. If you're not completely satisfied, just return the unopened bottles.

Rejuvia Lipstick

Amaz ing New Beauty Can Be Yours!

Send me 3 trial size REJUVIA Lipsticks: enclosed 10c for mailing cost

NAME

ADDRESS

GIVEN-LADIES: $4.95, COLORLESS GLASS DINNER SET

GOLD or Platinum. Fine couples, brides, hostesses.

At all druggists.

Othyne

Gives Double Strength

Othyne Perforated

25 YEARS IN USE

SOLD ON MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

At All Drug and Department Stores
Is He BALD?

Here is the Answer—Guy McCoy whose photo is here reproduced is considered an expert on baldness because he has been on the front part of his head for years, and his face shows nothing else. But is it because those roots are dead? you ask. Hoots do not die so easily. Even if they are dormant, they may be revived by stimulating the scalp. KOTALKO can awaken them. Just mailph, or write for our large and beautifully illustrated Personality Test Chart. Both are reproduced at right.

RELIEF FROM PSORIASIS

Men Like You and Personality Test Chart.

Both are reproduced at right.

WRITE TODAY for frank, revealing booklet, Making LAKE LABORATORIES

STANDARD ART STUDIOS

LADIES!

Keep your hair lovely with KOTALKO

FREE BOX, KOTALKO, on request. Use coupon. **** KOTALKO Sales Co.

Dept. B37, General P.O., Box 173, New York, N. Y. Please send me Proof Box of KOTALKO.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

Size 8x10 inches or smaller if desired. These prices for full length or half size, type, photograph, any size desired if desired. $1.00 for full length, $0.75 for half size. If order is sent C. O. D., 78c plus postage—or send 49c plus postage of order. Write today for further information.

LET ME TELL YOU

How to Attract Men!

Would you like to know how successful, delightful, loving men have won other girls? How to make your personality more attractive to the opposite sex? How to make friends, new friends, and keep them? Then let me tell you the simple, infallible ways by which any woman can make herself more charming and interesting to men. Write today for Frank, revealing booklet. Making Men Like You and Personality Test Chart. Both were FREE in phain wrapper—Gloria Marston, 1 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

REFRESH FROM PSORIASIS

with

DERMOIL

TEST

DERMOIL is being used by doctors and women throughout the country to remove skin disease, scaly skin disease, often most successfully. Dermoil is non-staining. Watch the scales go, the red patches gradually disappear and notice the further improvement. A product of the Dermoil Co., New York. Some orders are in full by return. Generous trial size, 100c, with free 25c stamp and coin.

LAKE LABORATORIES

Moscow Home of the Stars

MOVIE MIRROR

Christmas time waited for the spiced holiday cookies to come out of the oven. That woman is Madam Schumann-Heink whom you may have been fortunate enough to hear sing in the Metropolitan, whom you surely have heard on the radio, and whom you probably saw with Nino Martini in "Here's to Romance." And when you want me to sing, boys?" she calls in a cheery voice, giving no hint of her anxiety or of the pain that has lain strong and deep within her now while months have dragged into years. A dozen voices cry, "Sing 'Holy Night.'" Sing 'Holy Night,'" Mother Schumann-Heink.

THEN tears do come into her eyes. And she shakes her head. For she is confident they will not have that song in the tongue of their enemies. She knows how it is outside those white walls where those who walk about haste and strong have far less cause to hate.

"I only know that song in German, boys," she says gently.

But again those voices rise, some of them unequal to the strength their words demand of them. "Sing it in German that he'll understand what we mean!"

There was silence for a minute or two, even three. Then she began, and though tears ran down her cheeks her voice was clear until the end, touching those war scarred sufferers with a benediction.

"How in such a wonderful life as I have known, can I choose one hour to Madam asked me in answer to my question. But after she had thought for a little while she told me that story. And I knew that after all she had chosen.

It time could be turned back Una Merkel would have wished to sit at the eternal clock at one of the happy hours when her grandmother was alive. Una often remained with her grandmother in Kentucky while her mother and father traveled. Her grandmother made her clothes and if it so happened that she went off on one of the family trips, too, her grandmother always had a surprise for her when she came back home. You see, Una's grandmother had been like a stranger in her own family until Una came along. Una was like her. Una, too, had a quiet way of understanding the people and things the wrong things they did. Relatives would say to Una, just as they had said to her grandmother before her, "Surely you don't mean you condone such an act!" As if that had anything to do with it. And Una's grandmother could see that, again like her. Una often had this insuperable impulse to smile at a time when everyone else was being very serious. It isn't strange then that she adored Una beyond all the rest and that there should have been a bond between them.

I'd go to Una for any one of those hours with my grandmother," Una told me, with that quaint directness which marks her,

"because while I remember the happy essence of those times we spent together vaguely I can remember nothing definitely. And any other hour I would choose to relive I can relive more or less in memory."

Dick Arlen, on the other hand, would turn time back once a week. He would, if he could be, with Joly on their yacht in Catalina harbor on a certain September evening in the year 1930.

"Joly and I had come in from a cruise," Dick said, "and it was very still as we lay there in the bay. There wasn't a sound but the water lapping gently against the sides of the boat."

At that moment, according to Joly, Dick said, "Nice night for an explosion." And she said, "You would be like that!" Nevertheless his comment made her a little uneasy and she asked how long it would take him to get the speed boat started in case of trouble. Dick guessed it would take about twenty minutes to get in the speed boat, loose her ropes and start the engine.

Then he and Joly decided to jump overboard for a swim. And it was while they were down in that cold phosphorescent water after the explosion and felt the water shudder around them. It wasn't their yacht but a yacht riding at anchor not far away.

Joly and Dick climbed up the ladder and in no time at all were in the speed boat and Dick had the engine started. The whole procedure took five minutes, not twenty. Miraculously enough. However even in that time the fire had spread and oil was blazing on top of the water.

"Don't go into the flames!" called Joly, torn between the frantic cries of the people struggling in the water and her fear for their own safety. But Dick kept right on. The explosion had been behind them. Dick said, "We've had everything."

IT wasn't," Dick would have you understand, "a matter of bravery or anything of the kind. Other people in other boats were doing the same thing."

"It may have been silly of all of us," he concluded, "but we have something else to help you. We did the same thing. Other people in other boats were doing the same thing."

"And any other hour I would choose to live over again."

"And any other hour I would choose to live over again."

"And any other hour I would choose to live over again."

"And any other hour I would choose to live over again."

"And any other hour I would choose to live over again."

"And any other hour I would choose to live over again."

"And any other hour I would choose to live over again."

...Now that you've read what the stars have to say, what hour of your own life would you like to relive—and why? MOVIE MIRROR is looking for the five next best contributions. Based on your own experiences, simply answer the statement: "What Hour I Would Like to Live Over Again." Letters will be judged on the basis of clarity, originality and sincerity. They should not exceed 200 words in length. Mail your letter to the Contest Editor, "If I Had One Hour to Live Over Again," MOVIE MIRROR, 1926 Broadway, New York City, New York.

"...Now that you've read what the stars have to say, what hour of your own life would you like to relive—and why? MOVIE MIRROR is looking for the five next best contributions. Based on your own experiences, simply answer the statement: "What Hour I Would Like to Live Over Again." Letters will be judged on the basis of clarity, originality and sincerity. They should not exceed 200 words in length. Mail your letter to the Contest Editor, "If I Had One Hour to Live Over Again," MOVIE MIRROR, 1926 Broadway, New York City, New York.
Solid Heating Comfort For Only

USE NEW RADIANT ANYWHERE IN HOUSE...CLEAN, QUICK HEAT AT A FINGER TOUCH!

Nothing like it! Amazing, new Radiant heater gives you many hours of sunlight, healthy heat from cold wood, coal or wood stoves, pints of cheap liquid fuel, Finger-touch heat regulation, Instant operation. Heats every corner of a big room even on a zero weather!

REPLACES STOVES, COSTS LESS TO USE!
Why fuss with dirty coal stove or wood, tangle cord or tube heater when this beautiful Radiant gives you more heat than a large stove and needs no bulky fuel, leaves no ashes, is portable, and can be used anywhere.

TRY HOME TRIAL IF YOU ACT NOW!
On our special introductory offer, you can get the new Radiant for 30 days, to know why thousands of owners praise its remarkable White Heat and economy. The special low price assures all the facts that will fit any home or space, time with everything supplied. But you must write at once! Akräon Lamp & Mfg. Co., 771 High St., Akraen, O.

HONORABLE MENTION

I often wonder why so many of us are so critical because every move produced isn't a masterful production. We don't expect that every book written will be a best seller, nor do we look for every stage play to be a success—Dorothy Patty, Fremont, Neb.

Like many others who are interested in seeing new faces on the screen, I can't help but wonder why the studio heads go to suchexpense to find new talent when there are so many observing youngsters in the cinema city who have never been given parts worthy of their talents—Sue Huri, Abilene, Tex.

I've just seen "Rhythm on the Range" and with all my heart I say, "Three—no, thirty—cheers for Martha Raye, that spunky little comedienne, with the mouth second only to Joe Brown's"—Dorothy E. Haynes, Topeka, Kan.

If producers insist on making Western pictures, why in the name of common sense don't they use real actors and actresses in them?—Ova Hunt, Huntsville, Ala.

HAPPY RELIEF FROM PAINFUL BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys

Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches people blame on colds or strains are often caused by tired kidneys—and may be relieved when treated in the right way.

The branids are one of Nature's chief ways of taking acids and wastes out of the blood. A healthy person should pass about 3 pints a day and so get rid of more than 3 pounds of waste matter. The 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't work well, this waste stays in the body and may become poisonous. It may start nagging backaches, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, aches, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, fullness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Don't let it lay you up.

Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills — used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and will help to flush out the 15 miles of kidney tubes. Get Doan's Pills.

SPELNDID OPPORTUNITIES

If you like to draw, test your sense of design, color, proportion, etc., with our simple Art Ability Test. An opportunity to get a frank opinion, free, as to whether your talent is worth developing.

 MAGAZINES, newspapers, publishers and advertisers spend millions yearly for illustrations. Design and color influence the sale of most things we buy. Artists have become important to industry. Machines can not displace them. If you have talent, train it. Drawing may be your surest road to success.

The Federal Schools, affiliated with a large art, engraving and printing institution, has trained many young women and men now serving in industry as designers or illustrators, capable of earning from $1,000 to $5,000 yearly. Its Home Study courses in Commercial Art, Illustrating and Cartooning contain exclusive illustrated lessons by many famous artists. Practical instruction by experienced men is the reason for its many years' outstanding success. Courses sold on easy payments.

Send today for Art Test and Free Book explaining present opportunities in art. Just fill out and mail the coupon below.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, INC.
11506 Federal Schools Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Please send me your Art Test and Free Book.

Name..................................................

Address..............................................

Age.................................................

Occupation........................................

GOOD PAY

FASCINATING WORK

LUXURIOUS SURROUNDINGS

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITIES

MEN & WOMEN

Hotel Positions

Trained NOW for honored club and institutional fed. Salaries up to $1,500 to $5,000 a year, living also included. Previous experience proves necessary. Qualify at home, in leisure time. National Placement Service FREE of extra charge. Write name and address in care of management, and mail this ad today. FREE Book. Check points in which you're interested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANAGER</th>
<th>STeward Manager</th>
<th>Floor Clerk</th>
<th>Porter</th>
<th>Cashier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAYLOR HOTEL, TRAINING SCHOOL, Room 661, Washington, D. C.
Send No Money—Free Trial

Here at last—is the perfect family portable—the most revolutionary appliance for your home. Think of it, complete, FEATHERWEIGHT, streamline model with standard 4-speed keyboard. The orange or even at once, essential feature, weighing less than six (6) lbs. Priced at a great saving. Perfectly suited to each person. Not a toy but the only Real Portable—mechanically perfect and simple enough to be operated by any casual drawer—only 2 3/8 in. high. Guaranteed to last years. Can carry it with ease. Fits into small briefcase or table drawer—only 2 3/8 in. high. Guaranteed to last years. Day by day actually uses every feature. You will appreciate its superiority. Use special coupon below without risk.

FREE Typing Course—ACT NOW!

Send for yours today without obligation. We will send you full details how to become a Typist. Send 10c for name and price of course. Mr. J. W. Adams, secretary, Jerry Lee, for FREE book, "Patent Guide for the Inventor" and a Joke To Be Deaf.

No Joke To Be Deaf

Every deaf person knows that Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after they stopped his head. Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after they stopped his head. Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after they stopped his head. Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after they stopped his head. Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after they stopped his head.

Given

LADIES’ & GIRL’S NAME AND ADDRESS! 7 Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet and leather strap. Price only $3.00. Send 10c each piece, but a toy to the chest. Repeat this with your left knee, then the right again, and continue until you are a little tired. Bring your right knee across your left leg and squeeze them to your chest; then when they're just as important as the food you don't eat, and very easy to learn. The four-day suggested menu can be varied according to the amount of nourishment you personally need, and substitutions can be made from the list of accepted foods; it is absolutely necessary that you follow these diet instructions literally and religiously. Don’t eat anything else. Don’t eat before going to bed.

Your exercises will require only ten minutes of work in the morning, just after your breakfast and ten minutes in the evening before getting back into bed. They’re just as important as the food you don’t eat, and very easy to learn.

WORK out in comfortable clothes, preferably with a sweatshirt or sweater, and do your exercises in a warm room, for an obvious reason. There should be no rest periods between routines, and the work should be done as rapidly as possible, since the short ten minute period consists of very concentrated use of the muscles and depends on speed for its result.

2: Lie on your back with your arms stretched out to the side like the murdered man in the old fashioned meller-drammers. Keeping your back always flat, and your arms on the floor throughout, bring your right knee across your left leg and with it try to touch your left elbow; then straighten, bring your left knee over and touch the right elbow. Repeat as quickly as possible.

3: Still lying on your back, bring both knees up and squeeze them to your chest; then alternate knees, one at a time, then put your hands under your head and ride an imaginary bicycle in the air above you, bringing the knees back as far as possible.

4: Stand up again, stretching your arms high; then sit down, stand up, sit down, stand up as many times as you can, bringing the knees under your chin and nearly touching the floor before you start to rise.

5: Choose one particular position or design on the rug, and run as fast as you can to that place. When you get back, put your knees up hard. This is called running in place, and is the most strenuous exercise on the calendar, so be moderate with it. If you find yourself suddenly breathless, or if your heart begins to pound, stop at once. And don’t attempt this exercise unless you are sure of your general health.

6: Now lie on your stomach, face down, and kick each leg alternately up in the air behind you. Kick as hard as you possibly can; it may look a little silly but it takes inches from your hip measurements.

7: When you have finished doing this, turn on your left side and do the bicycle exercise in that position, bringing your
knees up again and stiffening your legs at the end of each stroke. Then turn on your right side and repeat.

8: Sit on the floor with your legs stretched out before you. Very quickly bring your left knee up to your chest with the heel scraping the examination you do so; straighten the leg again and do the same with your right knee. You'll find this simple to do and not very tiring, and you'll also discover a lasting effect on your calves and thighs.

9: Still sitting, with legs stretched out on the floor, and arms pointing straight out from the shoulders, reach forward with your right hand and touch your left big toe; swing back to normal position, and with your left hand touch your right big toe. Keep elbows and knees stiff.

10: Finally, stand stripped to the waist and jump rhythmically up and down on your toes, with your hands on your hips and your head back; when you've finished, go immediately and take a cold shower.

You can vary the numerical order of these as much as you like, just so long as you do them all, night and morning. Remember, don't attempt this routine unless you are entirely sure that examination your doctor gave you found you in good health; if you dislike exercise simply consider that twenty minutes a day is all that a very short time, and in a few weeks you will have to begin taking in the seams of every dress you own.

**CALORIE CHART**

*Of Foods Approved for the Reducing Diet*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fruits</th>
<th>Calories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple, 1 average size</td>
<td>50C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauliflower, 1 melon, 4½ in. diameter</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherries, stoned, 1 cup</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranberries, fresh, 2 cups</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grapefruit, half</td>
<td>50C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemons, 3 large</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oranges, 9 oz.</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaches, fresh, 2 large</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pears, fresh, 2 medium</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pineapple, canned, 1 slice, 3 tablespoons juice</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh, 2 slices, 1 in. thick</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plums, fresh, 3 to 4 large</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspberries, fresh, 1 cup</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberries, fresh, 1½ cup</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cereals</th>
<th>Calories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watermelons, large slice</td>
<td>15C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bread and Cereals</th>
<th>Calories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rye, 1 oz., 1 slice</td>
<td>72C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken, 1 slice, 3½x2½x⅛ in.</td>
<td>35C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sugars, Desserts, Pastries</th>
<th>Calories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Gelatin, ½ cup</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Calories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asparagus, 20 stalks</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beans, string, ½ cups</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beets, 4 beets</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels sprouts, 2 cups</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage, shredded, 5 cups</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauliflower, 1 small head</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery, 4 cups</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumbers, 2½ cucumbers, 7 in.</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce, 2 large heads</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinach, 1 ½-1 lb.</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomatoes, fresh, 1 lb.</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radishes, 3 doz.</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnips, 1 lb.</td>
<td>100C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You Can’t Beat Soap and Water for Beauty

(Continued from page 12)

secret, and bring to the surface, a lubricating oil which helps to keep the skin elastic and soft, fresh and young in appearance. If surface dirt is allowed to remain on the skin, it may work down into the pores, combine with these secretions and, harden—and you have a blackhead! It’s as simple as that, and it can happen to even normal skins. Soap and water get rid of this external grime.

II. For any reason, the general health is a little below par, the tone of the skin is bound to suffer. By “tone” I mean the ability of the pores to throw off these secretions which should be passed through them. Also, internal troubles may cause these secretions to irritate the skin, and then there is only too apt to be a flock of real pimples, which are often given the general name of “acne.”

Should you suspect this to be your trouble, stop using anything on the face, even soap, and run, do not walk, to the best doctor you know, and put yourself in his hands! Whatever you do, don’t try remedies recommended by friends. Even if they are still pretty mysterious even to specialists, they do know this about it: that each case needs an individual diagnosis, and individual treatment. What might have been done wonders for your friend, might be entirely the wrong thing for you!

But if yours is the normal skin, soap and water, as I said, are the things for you because they remove that external dirt. If your complexion seems slightly too oily, it is sometimes good to allow soaps to remain on the skin for a bit before rinsing them off, as this has an astringent effect.

People who live in a neighborhood where the air is naturally filled with grime, as it is only too apt to be in big cities, need a cleansing cream as well.

A word here to the girl with the too dry skin. It is really best for her to see a skin specialist, as she may need a drastic change in diet, and she certainly needs specialized cleansing methods. Occasionally, this method seems to soothe dry skins. Use a good cleansing cream, working it in gently and thoroughly. Then with the same gentleness, wipe off every bit of the cream with soft cleansing tissue. Lay over the face a warm, moist towel to get the benefit of the steaming, and then pat the face thoroughly dry.

A great many girls insist that their skin is too sensitive for soap, but I find this frequently means they haven’t been using
Rheumatism

Relieve Pain In 9 Minutes

To relieve the torturing pain of Rheumatism, Neuritis, Neuralgia or Lamboleg in 9 minutes, get Dr. Dobe's Prescription NURITO. Absolutely safe. No opiates, no narcotics. Does the work quickly and must relieve your pain in nine minutes or money back at Drugstore's. Don't suffer. Use guaranteed NURITO today.

GREEN MOUNTAIN

ASTHMATIC COMPOUND has brought quick relief to thousands who had suffered for years


Kidneys Must

Clean Out Acids

Your body cleans out Acids and poisonous wastes in your blood thru 5 million times each day. Kidney tubes or filters, but beware of cheap, drastic, irritating drugs. If functional Kidney, 300 to 600, picture disorders make you suffer from Getting Up Nervousness, Leg Pains, Headache, Circles Under Eyes, Disgusting Rheumatic Pains, Acidity, Burning, Smarting or Itching, don't take chances. Get the Doctor's guaranteed prescription called Cystex. $10,000.00 deposited with Bank of America, Los Angeles, Calif., guarantees Cystex must bring new vitality in 48 hours and make you feel So Alive. Buy and use so casually. Years ago, an asthmatic man, suffering for years, was only a second to connect and tune in. THESE-owners—many report amazing reception and distance. Takes while cycling, boating or on trains. Thousands of satisfied owners—many report amazing reception and distance. Takes while cycling, boating or on trains. Thousands of satisfied owners—many report amazing reception and distance. Takes while cycling, boating or on trains. Thousands of satisfied owners—many report amazing reception and distance. Takes while cycling, boating or on trains. Thousands of satisfied owners—many report amazing reception and distance. Takes while cycling, boating or on trains. Thousands of satisfied owners—many report amazing reception and distance. Takes while cycling, boating or on trains. Thousands of satisfied owners—many report amazing reception and distance. Takes while cycling, boating or on trains. Thousands of satisfied owners—many report amazing reception and distance.

New Pocket Radio

Operates without tubes or batteries

Ample sound for small package size. Smaller in size but powerful amplification. NO CRYSTALS to adjust. Operates with only one battery. Operates in any position. Operates anywhere—ANYONE ANYWHERE.

Money-Back Guarantee

Send coupon for 10 Day Trial and if not satisfied return it to us for 100% money back guarantee.

Harold Lloyd, a truly devoted son, with his mother at the Brown Derby.
Movie Mirror Cooking Department

(Continued from page 10)

At this point, you can further insure the lightness of the crust by chilling the dough in the refrigerator. Professional chefs always do this.

In rolling out pie-crust, flour the board and rolling pin very lightly. If the dough has been properly made, you will need very little flour for this, and too much makes pastry leathery. Use the rolling-pin gently and handle the dough just as lightly as you possibly can. Dough that is worked over and over is only too apt to be tough.

Here, then, are three more important points: chill the dough, roll out lightly, without excessive extra flour, and as quickly as possible. The last vital point is to use a very hot oven, around 500° F.

Once you've mastered plain pastry, it's fun to go on and experiment with the more complicated forms. Did you ever make cream-puffs at home? Not nearly as hard to do well, as you might think.

Quite a long time ago, one of these cooking articles gave a recipe for French apple pie. I knew it was a delicious pie, but apparently it was even better than that, because I have had so many requests to repeat the recipe. Here it is, but don't lose it this time, because I don't think we could have a second encore, flattered as we are by this one!

FRENCH APPLE PIE

Make enough plain pastry for a lower crust, and line the pie-plate, peel, quarter and core about five apples. Slice rather thin till you have enough to fill the crust. If the apples used are very dry, pour a little water over the apples, but otherwise not.

Sift together one cup of sugar, three-fourths cup of flour, one teaspoonful of salt. Rub into this a scant half cup of soft butter till it is all blended, making a mixture of little lumps. With a big spoon, arrange the lumps evenly over the apples. Bake for twenty-five minutes in a hot oven (400° F.) and then for twenty minutes more, or until done, in a cooler oven (300° F.).

You can serve this hot or cold. I like it best served hot, and of course you can add whipped cream, or pass the cream pitcher with it, but I think you'll like the tart and sweet of the pie well enough without any garnishings except of course, a piece of cheese.

I'm guessing you will be just as enthusiastic about this new pecan pie. It's to be baked in a square tin or glass pan, rather deep, so the edges come up well around the merengue, and is served cut in squares. It's a makeable contribution to a picnic, a covered dish dinner or church supper.

PECAN PIE

1/2 cup butter
1 cup sugar
3 eggs
1 cup corn syrup
1 cup pecan meats chopped fine
1 tsp. vanilla

Two of these three dozen pecan halves are for decorating the top

Cream sugar and butter together. Beat eggs just enough to combine the yolks and whites, and add to the creamed mixture. Stir in the corn syrup, nuts, milk and vanilla. Have your pie-crust lining an eight-inch square tin or glass pan, and bake it first. Turn the filling into it and bake for three-quarters of an hour in a medium oven (350° F.). Let it get cold, and then top with a fluffy, un-browned meringue of four egg whites and eight tablespoons of sugar. Decorate the top with the pecan halves. The jumbo pecans are particularly effective for this.

Serving cheese with pie is familiar to us all, but did you ever put the cheese right into the pie-crust itself? It is very simply done, gives an elastic flavor and an especially nice texture. The type of crust is excellent for small pastries and tarts as it is very rich, but made with a tart apple filling for a full-sized pie, it can be a revelation! Or you can roll it thin, cut it into shapes with fancy cookie-cutters, and have little tea-time waters.

PASTRY MADE WITH CHEESE

3/4 lb. butter
3/4 lb. fresh cream cheese
1 1/4 cups bread flour
1 tsp. salt

Notice that you do not use pastry flour, nor does the recipe call for water as in ordinary pie-crust. Cream together until very soft, the cheese and butter. Sift flour first and then measure. Combine with the salt and work into the creamed cheese and butter. Chill in the refrigerator, roll out as wished, and bake in a hot oven (450° F.) for about fifteen minutes.

Since Thanksgiving day and its gala dinner is just a little way off, this recipe for pumpkin pie will be welcome, as it is planned to avoid the only too common failing of otherwise excellent pumpkin pies — a soggy undercrust.

PUMPKIN PIE

1 cup cooked or canned pumpkin
3/4 cup milk
1 egg
3/4 cup sugar
1 tbl. molasses
3/4 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. ginger
3/4 tsp. salt
1 tbl. flour

Line a pie-tin with plain pastry. Sift together the dry ingredients and mix in thoroughly the rest of the recipe. (The egg should be lightly beaten first). Pour into the lined pie-tin. If you wish that delicate, brown finish on the top, this is how to achieve it: just before the pie goes into the oven, gently pour over the filling a quarter of a cup of milk. Don't worry, it won't mix with the filling, but will stay on top to form a delicate finish. Bake for forty-five minutes and serve cold, with cheese of course.
Movie Mirror, Jr.

(Continued from page 8)

very big production and I was so anxious to do my part well. But for some reason, everything seemed to go the wrong way that night.

If you saw me playing Puck on the screen, you would remember that I had to climb around and jump a lot. Well, that night at rehearsal, I was up in a tree and had started to climb down when I heard an awful ripping noise. The seat of my very small costume had caught on a limb and split wide open. Being nervous, anyway, that just about finished me. I was afraid to move out of that tree.

It wasn't long before Mr. Reinhardt began calling for me to come down out of the tree to the stage. I told him I couldn't. When he wanted to know why not, I had to tell him about my pants. They threw me some sort of wrapper to tie around me and I had to finish my rehearsal minus my costume!

These young stars have all been guest editors of Movie Mirror, Junior, at various times. Hymie Fink caught this picture of Mickey with Freddie Bartholomew and Jackie Cooper on the M-G-M lot, where all three are now making "The Devil Is a Sissy"—and having a swell time, as you can see.

When I get older, I'd like to be a director. Of course, I'm too fond of acting right now to give it up, unless I have to. But I can't think of anything in the world I'd rather be, when I grow up, than a director. I want the chance to express my ability to direct and make really fine pictures.

It was while I was working in Robert Montgomery's picture, "Hideout," that I decided definitely about my ambition to be a director. W. S. Van Dyke was our director on that picture. I watched him for hours and hours. He is the kind of real director I would like to be some day.
HERE is real opportunity. You are cordially invited to take part in what we believe is the most spectacularly attractive true story contest that has ever been conducted. Macfadden Publications, Inc. will pay $1,000 each for the twenty-five best true stories submitted on or before Monday, November 30th, 1936, i.e. $25,000 for twenty-five stories.

By dividing this great appropriation into twenty-five grand prizes of $1,000 each we hold out to every person taking part an unprecedented opportunity to get a really magnificent sum in cash for a simple account of a dramatic, tragic or soul-stirring episode that he or she has lived or observed.

The chances are you know a true story of quality and calibre to put you in line for one of these prizes. If you know such a story it would be a pity indeed not to set it down and send it in. If you win, you win $1,000. And to win $1,000 you do not have to submit the best story, nor the tenth best, nor the twentieth. If yours should be the twenty-fifth best it would still be worth $1,000 to you.

The rules on this page are complete and if you observe them carefully your story will be eligible to win one of the magnificent cash prizes. In your own best interests, however, we recommend that you immediately sign the coupon and send it in for a copy of a booklet which explains in detail the simple technique which, in former contests, has proved to be most effective in writing true stories.

Look back over your life and select the episode that is most thrilling, exciting or deeply moving, no matter whether it be a story filled with shadow or sunshine, success, failure, tragedy or happiness. Then, after you have written it simply and honestly and sent it in for a copy of a booklet which explains in detail the simple technique which, in former contests, has proved to be most effective in writing true stories.

In setting down your story, do not be afraid to speak plainly. Our magazines are devoted to the portrayal of life as it is actually lived, so most certainly you are justified in describing fully and frankly any situation that has really happened.

If your story contains the interest and human quality we seek it will receive preference over tales of less merit, no matter how clearly, beautifully, or skillfully written they may be.

Judging upon this basis, to each of the twenty-five persons submitting the twenty-five best stories will be awarded a grand prize of $1,000.

And in addition, every story entered in this contest is eligible for purchase at our liberal regular rates, so, even if your manuscript should fall slightly short of prize winning quality, we will gladly consider it for purchase provided we can use it.

As soon as you have finished your manuscript send it in. By mailing it as soon as possible you help to avoid a last minute landslide, assure your manuscript of an early reading and enable us to determine the winners at the earliest possible moment.

M O V I E  M I R R O R

(Continued from page 121)

My home is in Santa Monica, California. That isn't very far from the studio. We've lived there for some time. I am fifteen; my birthday was the twenty-third of September.

I'm very fond of all sports. Diving and ping-pong are special favorites with me. Right now, I am state champion of ping-pong, in the boys' division of eighteen years and under. This year I will have to defend my title again.

From the number of clubs I belong to, some of my friends have told me that I'm a natural 'jock.' I have memberships in the Los Angeles Tennis Club, the Deauville Beach Club, the Los Angeles Athletic Club, and many other less important ones.

I also love to go to movies. Of the men, I think Bob Montgomery and Lionel Barrymore can't be beat. My favorite girls are Margaret Sullivan and Jean Harlow.

Although I play by ear, I've been hammering away at the piano since I was six years old. I like to compose songs of my own, and have already three of them published. They are, "When I Grow To Be a Man," "You're the Weather Bureau of My Heart" and "Indifferent." For a long time, some neighbor kids and myself had an orchestra and we played at a good many social functions. We've had to give that up, though, because of my work at the studio. It was fun while it lasted.

I have two pets. "Sniffy" is my wire-haired terrier. He was given to me by some friends of the family. When I first got him, he tore up a pillow and sniffed the feathers all around the place. That's why I called him "Sniffy." I have a canary named "Dick."

I had better be cutting this off. But before I do, I want all of the Movie Mirror Juniors to know that I'd like to have you write to me. So, for now, I'll say:

So long—

MICKEY ROONEY

P.S. I'll send twenty-five autographed pictures of myself to the twenty-five boys and girls who write me the best letters on the subject, "What's your favorite sport is, and why do you like it best." That should be an easy one to do. Letters will be judged upon the basis of interest and conviviality. Miss Betty Turner and I will be the judges. Send your letters to me in care of Miss Turner, Movie Mirror. Hollywood, California, before November 5th.

FRANCOTON—SMILING REBEL

They tried to change his name, they tried to change his personality, and they even tried to make him change his mind—but Franchot just keeps on smiling and getting his own way. You'll get the whole story next month, in the December MOVIE MIRROR, out October 23rd.

FRANCOTON, TONE, SMILING REBEL

Attention

MEN WHO WANT TO GET MARRIED!

Your and that girl of your dreams have the precious hope of sharing life together! The future is money—more money.

Listen: Thousands of men—men who faced the same problem that now troubles you—have solved the secret. They're making themselves more valuable on their present jobs, preparing themselves for the bigger opportunities ahead.

They're doing it by devoting a portion of their spare time to study—by mastering International Correspondence Schools courses that are modern and practical in their training. Many of today's business leaders started this way.

You can do the same thing—and realize that hope you hold so dear. It takes work and sacrifice—what worth-while thing doesn't? The coupon will bring you good news—mail it today!
The political spendthrifts have hidden your tax bill for years. You aren't supposed to know that. You are supposed to think the rich pay most of the taxes. They do pay heavy taxes.

But you pay, too... in HIDDEN taxes. Look at your next pay check. Let's say it's $24. Take out 1/3 for national, state and local government costs. That $8 is your weekly share.

If you make $30, your weekly bill is $10. If you make $100 a week, your share of government expense is $33, because government spending now equals nearly 1/3 of all we all make. There are $3 taxes in every loaf of bread. 40% to 60% of your gasoline money goes for taxes.

What to do

Your clothes are taxed before you buy them. Everything you use is weighted down with taxes... and billions of tax dollars are wasted by careless, irresponsible officeholders. We need lawmakers who insist on economy.

Big tax cuts could be made just by cutting out wasteful and unnecessary relief. More good roads! Only you can force the WASTERS to quit throwing your money away. First, make this resolution:

"I RESOLVE to oppose every present officeholder who cannot prove to me that he has used all his influence to reduce the cost of government."

Now, resolve to keep it! Remember it when you vote. You have all the power. You can oust the political spendthrift. Make this resolution:

"I RESOLVE to oppose every present officeholder who cannot prove to me that he has used all his influence to reduce the cost of government."

Now resolve to keep it! Remember it when you vote. You have all the power. You can oust the political spendthrift.

Act today

Don't wait. You can stop extravagance quickly! Write these 3 letters and mail them today:

One to your Mayor (or the County Clerk, if you live in the country)
One to your Governor
One to the President

Write only one sentence in each letter and sign your name and address. Say, "I WANT THE COST OF GOVERNMENT REDUCED!"

But do it today! It's your job. You alone can protect yourself. Don't fail. Let the spenders know their game is up. Let's all pull together. Help us to give America back to the people.

Write this letter today!

"I want the cost of Government REDUCED!"

MAIL
1. Your Mayor (or the County Clerk)

COPIES
2. Your Governor

OF IT TO
3. The President of the United States

REGISTER—VOTE—Give your support to candidates, regardless of party, who will cut the waste out of government.
the invitation said so I went out and bought a pair—I always wore nighties. I’ll never forget those pajamas—blue crepe de chine. I got them home, and then the real problem arose: what to wear under them? I tried them over nothing, and looked naked. I tried them over a chemise, and felt naked. So I tried them on over all my clothes, and decided that the only thing for it was to take them off. Of course I looked horrible. All bunchy, and in the wrong spots. I arrived at the party, took off my coat, and everyone looked at me in amazement. A few who were under the impression that I had a nice figure now looked twice to make sure I was the same girl. Everyone was laughing at my ridiculous display of modesty. I certainly was the cynosure of all eyes that evening. But, do I have to tell you that I didn’t have a good time?

Yet—and how do you account for this?—when I went to my first big ball—the reception at the world-famous Londonderry House I had a perfectly glorious time. Lord and Lady Londonderry are one of the best known couples in London and Londonderry House, in Park Lane, is one of the few houses where they still entertain formally in the traditional style. I remember the invitation included the order: ‘Medals and decorations,’ which on any invitation always means that some member of royalty will be there, and that the male guests should wear their honorary insignias. That evening I met many of the most important people in Europe—officials, the people who run everything. Everyone knows everyone else, cabinet ministers, everybody—and what a thrilling time I had! I asked you why. I tell you, you’ll tell you. Because they were genuinely sociable people, real people, the people who matter. But then, if I must be strictly honest, I suppose there was another reason, too. You see, there were a lot of good dancers there that evening, and that helped me to enjoy myself, because, if I do say so as shouldn’t, I’m a pretty good dancer. I had had lots of practice with an old beau of mine at the University. He was a marvelous dancer, and we used to skip evening classes to go dancing together.

“There were other wonderful parties of that kind. One I recall particularly, at the Viennese Legation, when they reproduced the atmosphere and costumes of the Congress of Vienna. Beautiful tapestries and hangings on the walls, soft music in the elaborate costumes, waltz music in the air, and everyone living up to that traditional beauty. Is there any wonder that I can be enthusiastic about that? Is it strange that I found a ‘pajama and bottle party forced and crude by comparison?’

“You ask me about society in Hollywood? I have found it charming and very great hospitality, a grand congeniality. When I arrived here this last time I found my rooms filled with flowers, and the phone already ringing. Not only did Herbert Marshall and Frank Lawton and all my other English friends call up to say hello, but there were my new American friends that

---

(Cinderella's Still a Working Girl (Continued from page 45)

---

Find Out What Radio Offers You!

Art Today. Mail the coupon now for "Rich Rewards in Radio." It's free to you. You may not see it in your mail. It may be in your newspaper or in a magazine. It may be in a window display, at your neighborhood store. But the fact remains that Radio is a new industry, still growing—and Radio broadcasting is a great, growing industry.

1. Radio operators on ships get good pay and see the world besides. Radio receivers, broadcast stations and loud speaker installations. I show you how to get good spare time work from this equipment. Latest methods of training men at home in spare time to become Radio Experts. (Please Write Plainly.)

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute
Dept. 6MT, Washington, D. C.
I had met briefly on my first visit here a year ago. Incidentally, my maid became dilly-dally. Everything is so spontaneous. One hysterical tool ways doing that, which I suppose is what keeps me fairly steady. One thing is fun, too. Loads of it. It's so retrospective. Sometimes I look around me at others, and after my friend had so conditioned me, shouting his message, trying to rouse sleeping editors and managers to life and excitement—over Madeleine Carroll. You see, I don't believe that society, as it is found in other cosmopolitan centers, can exist here. For each American is enough. Parties and dates are too fast, I say, when she's talking of stars, "Not that I like it. I'm one of those crazy people who likes to eat, drink and sleep my work. That's why I'd be such a bore if I didn't do something."

"Sometimes I think maybe I should have," Madeleine laughed, in telling about it. "Sometimes I look around me at others, even debutantes, who have such lovely acts, such lovely publicity acts, that I wonder. But then again, I don't believe I could ever have looked so beautiful."

"As a matter of fact, only once have I ever had any terror of the camera."

"But, strangely enough, it worked. After the General Died at Dawn, I had decided to make Madeleine Carroll, who had never acted in anything except a few university plays and was sitting in her dingy rooms not far from Fleet Street, thought she could hear the reverberations—and flushed for shame.

"The million dollar boy from the five and ten cent store

That's Michael Whalen! There's a heart-warming story of encouragement in his courageous rise to fame and fortune in Filmland. Read it in the December MOVIE MIRROR, on sale October 23rd.
THE romantic charm of beautiful eyes can be yours instantly—with a few simple brush strokes of Maybelline. Darken your lashes into long, luxuriant fringe with harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting Maybelline. Not beady, waxy or gummy. Applies smoothly, gives a soft, silky, natural appearance, and tends to make the lashes curl.

Use the smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil and the creamy Eye Shadow—in shades to harmonize with your Maybelline Mascara.

Maybelline Solid or Cream Mascara, 75¢ everywhere. Generous introductory sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids, obtainable at all 10¢ stores. 10,000,000 discriminating women now use Maybelline. Discover for yourself—TODAY—this simple way to more enchanting beauty!

Maybelline
The World's Largest Selling Eye Beauty Aids
YOU ... and a LIGHT SMOKE

It is a Lightness in the smoke that makes people choose Luckies. A rich, clean Lightness in the taste. A smooth Lightness of "feel" in the throat. Puff by puff, a delightful sense of ease. From the choosing of the finest center-leaf tobaccos—to the "Toasting" which removes certain harsh irritants naturally present in all tobacco, every careful measure of Lucky Strike's manufacture is designed to please you more... to offer A Light Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.